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Female Montagu's Harrier about to alight at the Nest.

(Photographed by Walter Higham).
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ON A REMARKABLE ACTION-PHOTOGRAPH OF A
MONTAGU'S HARRIER.

BY

Lieut. R. R. GRAHAM, r.n., m.b.o.u.

(Plate i).

The unusual appearance of the upper wing-coverts of the

Montagu's Harrier {Circus Pygargus) shown in the accom-

panying photograph has aroused so much general comment
that an attempt to explain how the erect position of these

feathers fits in with our present knowledge of the laws of

flight should prove to be not without interest to readers of

British Birds.

The explanation divides itself naturally into two parts,

the first dealing with the flow of air which causes the feathers

to stand on end, and the second with the reasons for the wings

being used in such a way as to bring about this particular

form of air-flow.

At a casual glance, it looks as if the feathers had been

blown forwards by a stream of air flowing across the wing
from rear to front* and, according to what is now known of

the behaviour of air which has been deflected by a wing, such

a stream should exist under the circumstances depicted.

To understand this, it is first necessary to realize that, both
in normal gliding flight, and when a bird is making the

power- or down-stroke of normal flapping flight, the angle

at which the wings are presented to the air-stream (the

draught felt by a wing owing to its movement) is fairly small

—probably something under 20°. The wings are then really

slicing their way through the air and cutting a narrow furrow
in it. The air displaced from this furrow is deflected by the

under-surface of the wing in a downward and slightly back-
ward direction, while the stream of air which passes over

the upper-surface of the wing is, as it were, drawn downwards
by the attraction of the partial vacuum in the furrow.

Strictly speaking, of course, a furrow cut in air is filled with
" nothing "

; that means that it is a region of "no pressure ",

into which air at atmospheric pressure expands. All this

air which is made to move reacts upon that which causes it

to move, producing a force on the wing inclined in an upward
and forward direction. It is important to remember that the

direction of reaction has been found by research to be always

* For the sake of simplicity in explaining, it is more convenient
to think of the air as being in motion relative to a wing in flight, than
of the wing as moving through the air.
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at approximately 90° to the mean surface of the wing, and

also that under conditions of normal flight the two streams

of air (upper and lower) arc not sharply deflected, and are

therefore able to flow quite smoothly as shown in Fig. I.

direction of fli^oT

Fig. 1.

The flow of the air-stream round a wing, seen end on, in normal flight.

But if a wing, instead of being held at a small angle to the

air-stream, is presented flat against the flow (as the Montagu's
Harrier's wings appear to be) the air is then not deflected,

but rather heaped up in front. From this heap two streams

of air escape at high pressure, the one downwards, and the

other upwards past the edges of the wing. Each stream, as

it passes, finds that there is a region of low pressure (a broader

form of the furrow) behind the wing, blowing into this

region the lower stream is moving forwards across the wing,

and it can safely be assumed that it was such a stream that

caused the phenomenon shown in the photograph.
With regard to the second part of the problem it is necessary

to go a little deeper into the behaviour of the air-streams

flowing round a wing which is set flat or at a large angle to

its direction of movement. Having to turn a sharp corner
to flow into the region of low pressure behind the wing, each
stream, as it passes the edge, is set whirling ; the two then
meet in the middle, and a general mix-up ensues which is

something like the turbulent wake left behind a broad object
when it is dragged through water or as shown in Fig. 2. The

F g. 2.

The flow of air round a wing, soon end on. in " stalled " flight.
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wing is then in what is known as a " stalled " condition, and
is not only pushing air along in front of it but is also dragging

the turbulent wake along behind it. The reaction of the air

upon the wing in the opposite direction is therefore back-

wards, once more at something like 90
0
to the mean surface.

Now this Harrier, descending steeply on to its nest, would
require above all else a strong force acting upwards and
backwards along the path of descent in order to ensure a

gentle landing ; so its wings are held by the muscles at the

only angle which can produce such a force—flat against the

air-stream.

I feel pretty sure that at the moment the photograph was
taken the wings were being flapped in a downward and
forward direction, for, held steady, at the low speed required

for landing, they would not displace air in sufficient quantity

or at great enough velocity to produce the amount of reaction

required. This downward and forward stroke would not
greatly alter the speed of the air-stream over the inner parts

of the wings, for the reason that, being close to the pivots at

the shoulders, those parts cannot be moved very far ; but
towards the tips of the wings the reaction will be greatly

increased. They are therefore the more important parts,

and in this connexion it is interesting to note that the primary
feathers are separated (owing to their being emarginated),
forming a number of "slots". These slots greatly increase

the efficiency of the wing-tips, just as the Handley-Page slot

does for aeroplanes.

The actual manner in which the slots operate, and the
several duties which they probably perform, can only be
described at some length, and to attempt to do so here would
merely entail tedious repetition of the paper which was
published in British Birds for June and July, 1930. (Vol.

XXIV., pp. 2-21, 34-47 and 58-65.)
It is probable that birds seldom require to use their wings

as air-brakes in such a drastic manner as the Montagu's
Harrier was evidently doing, but I have seen at least one
other photograph in which the covert-feathers are similarly

displaced. Air-brakes as well as slots are incorporated in

certain of the latest designs of aircraft, notably the Puss Moth.

[Editors' Note.—We are greatly indebted to Mr. Walter
Higham for allowing us to reproduce here this beautiful and
interesting photograph of which Mr. Graham has given us
so lucid an explanation. Concerning the taking of the

photograph Mr. Higham writes as follows :

—
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" This flight-picture of the female Montagu's Harrier was

obtained last summer in Norfolk. The result was achieved

by constructing the 'hide', or 'blind', a considerable

distance from the nest, much further than is customary in

ordinary photography of birds at the nest.

This was done to enable the occupant of the ' hide ' to

get a better view of the surroundings, and also to get a chance

of the bird alighting in the front of the nest as well as from

the sides and rear.

As readers no doubt know, the Montagu in practically

every case alights against the wind, and once the direction

of this has been discovered the photographer has a very good

idea at which point the bird is likely to appear in the viewing

aperture of the ' hide'.

This certainly makes it easier, but in the photograph in

question it was difficult, as the slight breeze that was in

evidence was blowing direct into the front of the ' hide '.

As a consequence, the bird came from behind, right over the

hide, and there was no warning of her approach except by
watching the heads of the youngsters, which were scarcely

old enough to take a great deal of notice of ' mother ' in

the air.

The breeze was so slight that it was hardly perceptible and
certainly did not unduly affect the plumage of the bird.* The
explanation of the position of the wings and feathers I must
leave to Mr. Graham, who, T feel sure, will be able to enlighten

us on this interesting subject."]

* Mr. Higham's last paragraph raises a point about which there
may be some doubt. No breeze can ever possibly blow a bird's feathers
up from behind, because the bird is " carried " by the air and super-
imposes its own speed upon that at which the air is travelling. A
bird in night detects wind merely by the fact that it carries him in

the direction in which it is flowing at the speed of the wind ; he does
not feel it in the same manner as we do. All he actually feels is the
" bumping " effect due to eddies in the wind, an effect which is familiar
to all who fly in aeroplanes.— R. R.G.
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NORTH SEA MIGRANTS, 1930.

BY
Captain D. K. WOLFE MURRAY, f.z.s.

The year 1930 proved to be the best for birds seen since these

records were commenced in 1927.* Several new species were
added to the list, the most noticeable being Golden Eagle,

Merlin, Sooty Shearwater, Ivory-Gull and Grey Phalarope.

The Golden Eagle was seen flying south at about 600 feet,

and was watched until out of sight. It was, I think, a young
bird, as there was a good deal of white about it. I may add
that I am quite familiar with the bird in Scotland.

The Sooty Shearwater was feeding in our wake in company
with Fulmar Petrels. It was very tame, and alighted on

the water within three yards of the ship. I think I saw the

same bird again next day, but not being quite certain I

made no entry of the fact.

The Ivory-Gull was also seen at very close quarters, as it

was in company with Kittiwakes. It was a pure white bird

with a black bill. Its cry was very similar to that of an
immature Common Gull.

The Surf-Scoter was identified by the characteristic white
patches on the head and neck.

As there appear to be few records of Carrion-Crows posi-

tively identified, I may mention that I was able to catch one
of those entered as it was roosting aboard, and so was able

to make quite certain of its identity.

The return of the Golden-crested Wrens was interesting,

as they were entirely absent during 1928 and 1929.

Chaffinches were less abundant than usual, but more
Buntings were seen than in any previous year.

The Lapwing invasion in September was on a wide front

and in vast numbers, as thousands were seen on the same
date in September on the Norfolk coast.

The total number of species noted in the year was 56. No
entries appear for May, as I was ashore on leave for that month

.

Date Species No. Lat.(N.) Long.(E.)
Wind and

visibility

JANUARY.
ist Little Auk

[A. alle) ... 1 54° 20' 4
0 co' W. mod. Mod.

* For observations in 1927 see Vol. XXL, pp. 252-255; in 1928
and 1929, Vol. XXIV., pp. 114-ug, and for a chart of the area see
Vol. XXIV.. p. 120.
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>ate Species No. Lat.(N.) Long.(E)
"Porto ^^^^f

8th Chaffinch

(F. ccelebs) ...

Grey Phalarope
(Ph. fulicarias) i I

JANUARY (continued)

i >

tst Sky-Larks
(A . arvensis) 4

1

Starling

(S. vulgaris) 1

4th Coot (F. atra)... 1

5th Meadow-Pipit
(A . pratensis) 1

•7th Dunlin
(C. alpina) ... 1

1

Tree-Pipit

tl(A. trivialis)

-8th Redwing
(T. musicus) 6

Blackbird
(T. merula) 2

Starling (>

Sky-Lark 4
'

Rook
(C. frugilegns) 1

Bramblin^
(F. montifringilla) 1

^8th Blackbird
Sky-Lark

i)Starling

Meadow- Pipit

Common Scoter

;l(0. nigra) ...

.oth Starling 4

55° oo' 4
0
55' S.W. fresh

FEBRUARY.

I 55
0 20' 5° 00' S.E. light

MARCH.
54

0
io' 4

0
io' Var.

55
0
40' 6° 20' S.E. mod.

55° 35' »° 20' E. light

oth Hooded Crow
(C. cornix) ...

Brown Owl
(S. aluco) ...

5th Hooded Crow
Redwing

6th Fieldfare

(T. pilaris) ...

Redwing
Robin

(E. rubecula)

Common Wren
(T. troglodytes)

1

1

2

40
22

55
0
40' 6° 25' S.S.E. light

54° 30' 4° 3°' S. light

54
0
40' 4° 30' S. light

APRIL.

55
0 00' 4

0 00' Var.

56
0
oo' 5

0
40' S.S.E. mod.

55
0
40' 6° 00' E. light

Good

.

Good

.

Good.

Good.

Good.

Low.

Fog.

Mod.

Good.

Low.

Low.
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Date Species No. Lat.(N.) Long. (E.)
Wl

T̂^d
Visibility

27th Corn-Bunting
(E. calandra)

Pied Flycatcher
(M. hypoleuca)

9th Manx Shearwater
(P. puffinus)

1 6th Chififchaff

(Ph. collybita)

17th Starling
20th Song-Thrush

(immature
bird)

22nd Spotted
Flycatcher
(M. striata)...

26th Swift (A . apus)

1 st Swift
2nd Common Scoter
3rd Starling
6th Swift

Turtle-Dove
(S. turtur) ...

22nd Common Cross-
bill (2 imma-
ture, 1 adult)

24th Sandwich Tern
(immature) . .

.

6th Willow-Wren
(Ph. trochilus)

8th Common
Crossbill

(L. curvirostra)
nth Curlew

(N. arquata)
13 th Curlew
14th Lesser

Whitethroat
(S. curruca)

1 8th Wheatear
(CE. cenanthe)

Force

APRIL (continued)

1
' 55° io' 5

0
io' S.E. light

6

5

Good.

JUNE.

60 miles N. by E. of Spurn Light Ho.

56
0 00' 4

0 00' N. light

56
0 00' 4

0 00' N. light

Good.
Good.

55° 5' 4° 30' S.S.W. light Good.

55
0
30' 4

° io' S.W. light Good.

54
0
35' 4

0 50' Var. Good.

JULY.
54

0
45' 4

0 10' S.S.E. fresh Mod.
54

0
50' 4

0
15' Nil Low.

54
0
55' 4

° 20' S. light Good.

54
0
25' 4

° 20' S.W. light Low.

8th Merlin
(F . cesalon)

i3tn Dunlin...

54
0 20' 3

0
40' Var. Mod.

54
0
40' 4

° 00' N.E. mod. Mod.

AUGUST.

55° 15' 4° 3°' S.W. mod. Good.

55
0
20' 5

0
oo' W. light Good.

56
0
05' 4

0
4o' N.W. light Low

56
0

10' 4 ° 20' N.W. light Good.

1 56
0

10' 4 ° 20' Var. Low
1

1 55° 35' 6° oo' S.E. mod. Good.

SEPTEMBER.
Caught previous to my joining ship. Kept for

12 weeks.
1 55° 00' 3

0
40' E. mod. strong Low.
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Date Species
T ^ /xt \ t /c v

Wind and
No. Lat.(N.) Long.(E.)

Force
Visibility

SEPTEMBER (continued)

14th Kestrel

(F. tinnun-

culus)

Wheatear 4
Dunlin 1

Common
Sandpiper

(7\ hypoleucos) 2
-

Meadow-Pipit
White Wagtail

(M. alba) ... 1

Hlackcap
(S. atricapilla) 1

Golden Eagle

(A. chrysaetus) 1
.

1 8th House-Martin
(D. urbica) ... 1

2ISt Swift 1

22nd Meadow-Pipit 2

.45111 Wheatear T \

Laowint?

(
V. vanellus) 8 1

Redstart
(Ph.phcvnicurus .

Sky-Lark a

Kestrel %f

26th Sparrow -Hawk 1

(A . nisus) . .

.

1

Meadow-Pipit 1

Snow-Hunting
(P. nivalis) 2

Red-throated
-

Diver
(C. stellatns) 2

Surf-Scoter

(O.perspicillaia) 1

,

27th Redwing 20

Wheatear
Robin ...

Brambling
Dunlin :

G. -crested Wren
(R. regulus)

Sparrow-Hawk

:i
Swallow

(H. rustica)...

28th Common Wren 1

20th Redwing 2
1

Wheatear 2

G.-crested Wren 1 1

30th Meadow-Pipit 1

54° 55' 3° 4°' v^r. light

55
0 00' 4

0 25' S.W. strong

55° 00' 4° 20' N.W. mod.
55° 00' 4

0 20' S.W. light

54" 50' 4
0 10' S.W. mod.

54
0
55' 4

0 20' S.R. light

o° 10' o° io'

54
0
55' 4

0 20' N.E. light

54
0

50' 4
2 20' N.E. mod.

54
0
50' 4

0 20' N.E. light

54
0
45' 4

0 10' N. light

Low.

Low.
Low.
Low.

Poor.

Good.

Good.

Good.

Good.

Good.
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Date Species Nn

ist G. -crested wren L

2nd Swallow 1 \

Brambling 1

Common Scoter 2 1

G. -crested Wren a8
v.

Meadow-Pipit
rveo \\ ing 1

iceiano ij-uii

(L. Icucopteyus) 1 /

3rd ROCk-Jripit

\/i . SytnOlCllCl) 1

4th CI.-.. TSky-Lark
: )Redwing 1

1

IvOCK-lripjT ...

;JStarling 1 /

6th Sooty Shearwater
(P. griseus) . .

.

1

nth Chaffinch 20, 2

Sky-Lark 20,

20th Redwing
G. -crested Wren
Starling 1 -

Chaffinch
Brambling 6

2ISt Starling 20
1

Chaffinch 2 1

22nd Redwing
Starling '

1

Chaffinch 7
1

Brambling 1
1

Ivory-Gull
(P. eburnea) 1 /

23rd Jackdaw
(C. moneaula)

IHooded Crow... 2

Sky-Lark 5
Starling 3

24th Jackdaw 1
l

Starling 3 >

25th Jackdaw 2
~\

Hooded Crow... 1

Robin ... 3
Starling

vr.-crested wren
onorr-earea uwi

J{A . flwntvneus)

27th Starling 2

28th Blackbird 1

1

Starling 3

'

29th Blackbird 2

1

Redwing 1

1

No. Lat.(N.) Long.(E.) Force
Wind and Visibinty

OCTOBER.
54 ° 5o' 4

0 io' N. light

54° 55' 4° IO ' Var
-
Ught

55° oo' 4
0
15' Nil

55° 10' 4
0 15' S. fresh

55° 25' 4° 25' N.W. fresh

Twenty miles E. of Yarmc

54° 50' 4
0 10' S.W. mod.

55
0 oo' 5

0 10' SW. mod.

55° °°' 5° 3°' S. mod.

55° 05' 6° 00' Var. mod.

55
0 10' 6° 00' N.W. mod.

55° 20' 5 ° 30' Var. light

55° 35' 6° oo' N.N.W. light

55° 35' 6° 00' N.N.W. light

55
0
30' 6° 00' N.W. mod.

Good.

Good.

Good.

Low.

Good.

Good.

Good.

Mod.

Mod.

Mod.

Mod.

Good.

Good.

Mod.
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Date Species No. Lat.(N.) Long. (E.)
W
pj*^ Visibility

NOVEMBER.
i - 1

1

IVUI'Ill ... ••• 1
1

G. -crested Wren i 53° 15' 6° io' S.E. by S. mod. Good

.

^ t~*» rl i n (7.iLtllllll^ ... 2 I

2bci ( ;irrion-C row

(C. corone) ...

Starling

1

2 '

S3 So' 6° 10' S.W. fresh Mod.

3rfl Starling

Brambling
L3 >

4
|

2 55° 50' 6° io- Var. light Good.
Carrion-Crow ... '

|

oiacKDirti ... I

4'" 1 .! 1 I IC ;\ U K ... 1 tt
3
oo' 6° 00' N.N.W. gale Mod.

6th Turnstone
(A . interpres) 2

1

Drambling I
' 54° 5t>' 5 20' W.X.W. light Good

.

Redwing 1

Starling I

'

7th Common Scoter 2
]

Chaffinch I 1

S 4 ° 4 S ' 4° -to'-J^ T.J *t T \Y. fresh Mod.D l « 1 1 1 1 1 1 ^ ...
!

I
I < f * i Tii \ \ \\ n <r
J >l (IJIIIMIIIL^ ... 1

'

8th Snow-Bunting
Starling ...

1

!

55
0 00' 4

0 30' N'.X.W. fresh Mod

Lapland
I > 111 1 1 111^

(C. lappoNii us) 2 54° 40' 4' 20' N \\ cf"T*/^tirr
. \ \ . MI OIl^; En o< 1

.

i 2th Stii rlinor

Common Scoter
I

54° .5°' 4" 20'
2

X.X.W. fresh Mod.

1 3th Starling
1 5 5° 00' 4

0
to' W. by N. strong Mod.

i6th Blackbird I 55° 10' 4
0 00' N. mod. Mod.

iStli Common Scoter 5
12

Var. lightStarling 55° 00' 3" 40' Mod.

igth Lapwing I .55° 00' 3
0 40' S.E. strong Poor.
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THE DISPLAY OF THE MALLARD.
BY

HENRY BOASE.

Some years ago, the writer gave notes on the courting display

of several common ducks. (See Vols XVI I L and
.

XIX,).

It had been intended to include the Mallard (Anas p. platy-

rhyncha), but the observations then available seemed so

markedly different from those obtained for the other ducks

that it was necessary to continue the enquiry.

The main point of difference lay in the amount of display

and pairing which takes place during the autumn, ine

full ritual was seen repeatedly during the latter halt ot

September, and this autumn display attained a maximum

during October. From that time activity became less and

less, and the complete performance was exceptional by the

end' of January. Some vague display was seen m February,

but this was unusual.

There was some evidence that Mallard pairs remain intact

during the summer in spite of differences in moult of the

sexes : couples seen in August while eclipsed appeared to be

male and female. On the other hand, parties, and even

flocks of as many as a hundred, seen on salt water during

the last days of June and July seemed to be males in eclipse,

pointing to a separation of the sexes at this time, while, on

fresh water, parties were obviously family groups. In

October, when wintering flocks assemble on salt water, these

consist of almost equal numbers of males and females, and
commonly include a large proportion of couples, while there

is no clear indication of family groups. It may follow that

the young males of the year assume a plumage unrecog-

nizable in the field from that of older birds, that there is no
marked separation of the sexes, and that broods consist of

similar numbers of each sex. On fresh water, at the same
time (October-November), sometimes males count largely in

excess, but the coloration of the females makes it difficult to

detect these among the withered sedges where they hide.

Yet the numbers of males does actually exceed those of

females when it has been possible to alarm the birds and so
force them to seek open water. Some females do perhaps
winter apart, but this matter has not been cleared up. As
these birds on fresh water are generally forced to salt water
during the winter and there show no definite surplus of
males, the females cannot be far away, and presumably suffer
the same compulsion. On the sea as well as the Tay Estuary
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the flocks are made up of equal numbers of the sexes, and

during the spring from March onwards the numbers shrink

evenly and pairs only for the most part occur inland. Males

may be noticed feeding or resting alone, but the female is

commonly hidden near by among the withered herbage.

All this behaviour is in marked contrast with that of, say,

Teal or Wigeon among surface feeders, and Tufted Duck or

Eider among divers, and suggests a different mental make-up,

perhaps one of the reasons of its easy domestication.

The display itself is more varied and less mechanical than

usual. The female takes a more prominent part and has

display peculiar to her. The males use two preliminary or
" intent " attitudes, one more or less quiet, with neck

retracted and bill almost horizontal or resting on the upper
breast, the other showing obvious excitement, with neck
extended vertically and bill held level, an attitude common
in alarm and suspicion. The " rest intent " attitude is the
more usual. The displays which follow mostly begin in a
similar manner—with a dipping or bowing, so that the tip

of the bill touches the water. From this position the male
may do one or other of the following acts :

—

1. Rise slightly on the water so that the breast is exposed,
the head being raised in so doing, the bird dropping on
the water with head up, bill slightly uptilted, neck
moderately extended, and the tail raised.

2. The performance may be much more rapid and vigorous,
ending with the bird poised with neck fully extended,
tail jerked up, and beak open as it calls.

3. The bird may rise, pause with bill pressed on neck (just

below the white ring) as it stands on the water, tail

almost immersed, then return to the normal attitude
following the course of (1).

4. The action of (3) may be elaborated so that the per-
formance is simliar to Teal, the bill being drawn up the
breast, and no pause made in the erect position. In
this case there may be no upjerk of the tail.

5. Instead of pausing with bill pressed on neck as in (3),
the action may continue so that the risen position is one
with extended neck, and bill pointing upwards, the
remainder of the act following those alreadv described.

6. The form described in (1) may be varied bv"the absence
of the dip of the bill and rise on water, the neck being
extended abruptly with a simultaneous upjerk of the
tail, and the call may be given at the same moment
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with open bill, a performance recalling the " spasm "

display of the Teal, or a similar performance of

Merganser.

The exact moment of calling is difficult to determine.

When the bill is opened wide, as in the " spasm " form, it is

obvious, but at times it is given apparently as the bird rises

on the water. The note is sometimes single, sometimes

double, and contains the " eek " sound, with varying con-

sonant additions, giving " peek," " keek," " reek," " pee-

reek," " eek-eek," " dreek "
; it recalls Wigcon, but is less

whistling. These notes are quite distinct from the usual
" ark " calls given at all seasons.

Two other motions seem to be used in the courtship, the

one a stretching of the neck at a moderate angle with head
and neck in line, the wings held close to the sides and not

opened as in ordinary settling of the plumage ; the other,

rather infrequent, a rolling back of the head on to the back
so that the bill is vertical, at the same moment snapping.
No sound is given in either case, so far as has been observed.

Associated with the displays is a " skating " or swift

motion on the surface with head and neck in line touching
the water, the head-feathers being raised, given by both
sexes. This action on the part of the male also follows the
act of pairing, and is not invariably a feature of any of the
display forms described.

The female Mallard takes a more active part in the display
formalities than is usual among ducks. Commonly, the
start of display among the males arises from the sudden
arrival of a female swimming rapidly, low in the water, neck
awash, moving head from side to side with a waving motion.
Less commonly, a group of males may gather round a female,
sometimes circling, sometimes swimming in pursuit, while
she paddles about making a pretence of preening. ' Com-
monly, only one female among several is a centre of interest.
On occasions, it has appeared that a female already mated
has made the run among the males and then rejoined her
mate, but this matter remains in doubt. Once or twice
when pairs have met in among the reed clumps, the females
have taken an attitude presumably of defiance the head
turned towards the other, with the bill pressed down against
the base of the neck and bobbed up and down the attitude
being quite distinct from that used when the female bobs
the head up and down before actually pairing Once two
females swam side by side for a few yards, each turned to
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the other, then one turned and seized the other by the tail

and was towed along by the other as it prepared to fly away.

Meanwhile the males swam near their mates in a fixed attitude

with arched neck, and bill pointing downwards, only resuming

a normal position when the females broke away.

The earliest date of full display, so far as recorded, was on

the evening of September 15th, 1926. Several males were
almost clean moulted and showed interest in one of the

females ; one or two males still in partial eclipse also joined

the group. The female was swimming to and fro, rather

low in the water, occasionally bobbing the head up and down,
or making short runs with extended head, and neck touching

the water. The males kept the " rest intent " attitude and
watched the female. Occasionally one or more males snapped
as at flies and flicked the tail or shook the head (once or twice

the female also shook its head), perhaps all intended to attract

attention or show off the plumage. Repeatedly, one or more •

males (including one still heavily eclipsed) gave the display
in the fourth form already mentioned, finishing in this

instance with the upthrust of the tail and extension of the
neck, but without opening the bill, although at some stage
of the performance the call " keek " or " reek " was given.
Its timing relative to the display could not be determined.
Three days later, on September 19th, 1926, Mallard were

again displaying on the loch and probably were the same
birds. On this occasion the main forms of display were
those described under (3) and (0). The abrupt posturing
with arched neck was not followed by the usual upthrust of
tail and extension of neck, but by the run on the surface
with head and neck in line, and the call was definitely con-
nected with the uprising. The form described under (6)
was more frequent, and in most cases the call was given.
On this occasion the rolling back of the head on to the back
was seen, the only record of it. The female showed no
obvious " intent " attitude and merely swam about, pursued
by several males. Sometimes the males circled round the
female

; once, out of five so engaged, three gave the bow
display (3) without further additions. Once or twice the
female bobbed, or swung the head from side to side, followed
sometimes by the run on the surface.
On September 26th, 1925, display seen followed the lines

just described (that of September iSth, 1926), showing the
two definite forms. In the second form (6) if the bill is not
opened, the pause is made with the bill uptilted ^o degrees
or so and the neck inclined slightlv backwards.
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On October 24th, 1925, the display was not very elaborate.

The form used was that described under (1). Some indica-

tions of jealousy among ardent birds was seen. Males chased

and chivied other males which drew near, and some females

seem jealous of the approach of others of their sex, both

sexes using the skating attitude. The males which chased

were apparently those which presently displayed. The
males called at times.

On October 30th, 1927, there appeared to be a large excess

of males present, and of the few females outside the thick

cover only one or two were excited. Display generally

began by a female swimming in the " skating " attitude

among a group of males. Only some of the males seemed
interested, paddling around in the " rest-intent " attitude,

and as the female passed nearby gave the bow display (the

third form described) with marked final upthrust of the
tail ; the display was not necessarily made to her, more
often it was to another male. At times, one of those which
bowed, or more often one of the onlookers, gave the spasm
display (the sixth form) followed by the " skating run " on
the surface, passing in the opposite direction from that of
the female. (This occurred repeatedly.) One male used
the less usual " active intent " attitude, others were stretching
with closed wings and snapping as at flies, and once or twice
two males circled in the " skating " attitude in chase. Occa-
sionally it seemed as though the spasm display (form six)
was given with the tail turned towards the female. One
or more females used the " defiance " attitude already
described instead of the more usual " skating " run while
passing the ardent males; it seemed that these females
had a mate in attendance, but this was not clearlv
established. J

On the Tay Estuary on November 30th, 1924 a small
proportion of the resting Mallard were displaying The
third form of display was used for the most part once the
spasm " (sixth form) was used. The females were more

active than the males, " skating " here and there, sometimes
leaving the group altogether

; one appeared to use the
defiance attitude.

On January 3rd, 1926, on salt water, the fifth form ofdisplay was seen, followed definitely by the final upthrust
of the tail and accompanied by the call. An individualtaken to be a female, swam about with head and neck out

"•^tTngat
- rum

0^^0 ^ °^^
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On January 3rd, 1927, on inland water soon after sunrise,

most of the Mallard seen were in pairs. In one group the

females were excited, swimming about in the " defiance
"

attitude described ; two males attended, using the fixed bow
attitude, while their mates defied each other. Males were
also seen to give the third and fifth forms of display, but
did so without much zest. The competition for mates seemed
be over for the most part, and a vague territorial jealousy

seemed to be arising, and pairs attacked intruding couples,

the male the male, the female the female, and drove them
from the immediate patch of water. Once or twice males
tossed the bill and once a female did so.

On January 24th, 1926, on salt water, the display was
slow ; the form used was the first described. Once or twice,

four or five males would circle about a female and display
vaguely. A female swam around with neck awash, perhaps
seeking attention, and the males bunched and followed.

Paired males attacked others which approached.
Actual pairing was seen so early as January 1st, 1927, and

again on February 19th, both on fresh water, and the act
has also been seen on salt water on several occasions, once
on December 6th, 1925, on January 21st, 1923, etc. Before
the act takes place the pair bob to one another with rapid
extension and retraction of the neck, the bill being held
almost horizontal.

It is perhaps as well to add that these notes are based on
observations made on the fay Estuary and on lochs in
western Angus and eastern Perthshire, and it does not
follow that the peculiarities of behaviour relative to the time
of year will be found in other districts. Needless to say, it

was not until the fact of the autumn display was established
that some of the details of the performance were seen.
Doubtless there is much to add which has not come to the
writer's notice.

B
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MANX ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES, 1929 AND 1930.

BY

P. G. RALFE.

During these years little information from the lighthouses

has come to hand, but the Point of Ayre recorded considerable

migratory movements in the end of January and beginning

of February, 1929 (in S. and S.E. wind with fog and ram), and

again November 17th, 1930 (fog and moderate S.E. wind .

The species chiefly concerned were Starling (Sturnus vulgaris),

Blackbird {Turdus merula), Redwing {Turdus musicus),

Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) and Curlew (Numenius arquata).

According to various observers the common winter visitors,

Fieldfares, Redwings and Lapwings, were unusually scarce

in both the early and late seasons of 193°-

The Wheatear {(Enanthe ce. cenanthe) is noted by Col.

Madoc on March 10th in 1929, and March 17th, 1930. In

1929 the Chiffchaff {Phylloscopus c. collybita) is recorded from

March 20th and the Swallow (Hirundo r. rustica) from March

19th. Messrs. J. Bell and F. A. Craine saw a single Swallow

on November 28th, 1929.

The Lapland Bunting and Ruff are now for the first time

reported. The Wood-Lark has previously appeared only in

an entry from a Migration Report (Langness Light, October

21st, 1886).

There are further reports of the White-eyed Pochard,

Eider and Fulmar Petrel.

The destruction of sea birds by oil, apparently on an

unprecedented scale, was an unhappy feature of 1929. On
February 5th, within 500 yards of the Point of Ayre, Mr. J.

Bell counted sixty-four Guillemots, nine Razorbills, and two
Black Guillemots, alive, but helpless. Many other victims

were at this time observed along the north and east coasts of

the Island. In late September and early October, Messrs.
F. S. Graves and R. Howarth saw Guillemots, at one time as
many as fifty-three, massed about the life-boat slip and
breakwater steps at Peel. Besides the above-mentioned
species, some Great Northern Divers and Common Scoters
also suffered. In 1930 there was not much evidence of
damage from this cause.

Hooded Crow (Corvus c. comix) and Carrion-Crow
(C. c. corone).—In 1929 Col. Madoc and Mr. Cregeen watched
a male Carrion paired with a female Hooded on Clay Head.
A nest was built and eggs laid, but the nest was destroyed.
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in 1030 there are several records of the Carrion from various

parts of the Island, sometimes with Hooded Crows.

Lapland Bunting (Calcarius I. lapponicus).—On November
14th, 1929, Col. Madoc and Mr. Cregeen saw a bird on the

shore of Castletown Bay, which they identified as a Lapland

Bunting. They describe the note as plaintive, musical and
high-pitched and not unlike a miniature edition of that of

the Golden Plover. The appearance of the bird tallied with

a skin which they afterwards examined.
Wood-Lark [Lullula a. arborea).—On October 26th, 1930,

after a bad storm, Col. Madoc saw on Clay Head a Lark,

apparently very tired, which he has no doubt was of this

species " from its size, build, and eye-stripe, and the slight

call when it finally made an effort to rise and get away from
us."

Meadow-Pipit [Anthus pratensis).—Mr. H. B. Booth, who
visited the Island in April, 1930, writes of his return journey
on the 22nd : "From about twenty minutes to one hour from
Douglas, on the voyage to Liverpool, we encountered many
flocks of Meadow-Pipits. They varied in numbers from
four or five to eighteen or twenty birds, and appeared to be
making for the Isle of Man, but most of them made a semi-
circle round the vessel and a few almost attempted to settle.

We seemed to be in a regular line of Meadow- Pipit migration
until we passed out of it to the east."

White Wagtail [Motacilla a. alba).—Many records,
especially in 1929, in many localities (G. W. Adams, F. S.

Graves, Col. Madoc and others).

Grasshoppi:r-Wakblek [Locustella //. navia).—The nesting
of the species, though previously undoubted, seems first to
have been authenticated in 1930 by the finding of at least
two nests, with eggs, in Ballaugh Curragh.
GARDEN-WARBLER [Sylvia borin).—On May iSth, 1930,

Mr. I 11. Graves heard one singing in Lezayre. Col. Madoc
found and frequently watched a nesting pair in 1930. The
species, of which the status in Man has" been uncertain, had
not previously been ascertained to breed.
Blackcap [Sylvia a. atricapilla).—A male seen. Kirk

Bride, May 22nd, 1929 (G. W. Adams).
Mistle-Thrush [Turdus v. viscivorus).—Mi. J. A. Corteen

again gives interesting details of the nesting of this species
at Dhoon in 1929. In one nest in the quarry a pair hatched
out and reared the brood, in spite of blasting sometimes only
2 or 3 feet away, the noise of the pneumatic drill and of falling
stone, and the coming and going of the workmen around.
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Ring-Ouzel (Turdus t. torquatus) .-On December 4th

1930, Colonel Madoc saw a male on the moors above

Injebreck. , .

Whinchat (Saxicola r. rubetra).—A number of records m
various localities in April and May, and again m August a

1

seeming on passage (F. S. Graves, F. Nicholson, Col. Madoc)

Redstart (Phcenicurus p. phcenicurus). A number ol

records of passing birds in April and May. One was killed at

the Point of Ayre Light, another captured at Maughold Head

Light, and a third killed in Maughold by striking a wire.

Black Redstart (Phcenicurus 0. gibraltanensts) .—Col.

Madoc saw two immature birds on December 17th, 1929,

near Douglas (antea, Vol. XXIII., p. 253), and an immature

female in Ballaugh, November, 1930.

Great Spotted Woodpecker (Dryobates major).—-Mr. W.

Berry saw a female at Ballamoar, Jurby, on December 16th,

1930 (? northern form).

Hen-Harrier (Circus c. cyancus) .—October 2nd, 1929, one

was observed for some time along the Castletown shores,

pursuing a Gull, but seemingly only in a sportive way, and

another was seen on November 17th between Laxey Glen

and Glen Roy (G. W. Adams).
Swans (Cygnus cygnus, C. b. bewickii, C. olor).—The severe

weather of mid-February, 1929, appears to have brought

many Swans, Geese and Ducks to our shores. They were

reported both on the coast and inland. On February 27th

eight Swans (six Bewick's and two wild Mute) were seen on
the Mooragh Lake, Ramsey, by Messrs. J. Bell and F. A.

Craine. On March 5th a Whooper, which for a week had
frequented Peel Harbour, died there. Another Whooper was
in the Curragh along Peel river, March 5th to 10th (F. S.

Graves) . Between February 24th and April 10th one Whooper
(sometimes two) was on the Eary Dam, Foxdale. Others
were seen at Douglas and Kirk Bride (C. W. Adams). On
March nth, Mr. Wilson, fishing on the sea about four miles
from Peel, counted a flock of sixty-seven Swans flying low
eastward in a wedge-shaped formation (F. S. Graves).

In 1930 one or two Whoopers again appeared on the
Eary Dam between November 20th and December 21st
(Col. Madoc).
A Bewick's Swan, now in the Manx Museum, was obtained

from a party of four at Ballamoar on October 31st, 1930, by
Mr. W. Berry, who shot another at the same place on
November 22nd.
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Geese {Anser sp.).—A little more information as to the

species of Grey Geese visiting the Island has been obtained by

the certain identification of a Grey Lag [A. anser) procured

by Mr. W. Berry, and of two White-fronted [A. albifrons)

sent to the Museum by Mr. G. W. Adams ; also by the sight

identification of another Grey Lag by Mr. F. S. Graves, and of

a party of Pink-footed (.4 . brachyrhynchus) by Mr. G. W. Adams.
White-eyed Duck (Nyroca n. nyroca).—On March 16th,

U)>(), Col. Madoc had a fine view of a female diving and
feeding close in at Derbyhaven. Again, on November 30th,

IQ30, the same observer, with his sen, saw a male near

Fort Island, " a splendid view". It may be remarked that

Col. Madoc became acquainted with the species in Hungary.
Long-tailed Duck (Clanguid hyemails).—On February 3rd,

1929, a female, badly oiled, was struggling in the water at

Garwick shore (Col. Madoc).

ElDER (Somateria m. mollissima)

.

—Mr. R. Howarth
observed a female 30 yards from the shore at Point of Ayre
on June 8th, 1929.

Fork-tailed Petrel (Oceanodroma I. leucorrhoa).-—Mr.
F. S. Graves has brought to light an occurrence of this species

about fifteen years ago. On a stormy winter night Miss
Kaighin of Peel was struck in the face, in that town, by a
bird, which she brought home alive. It soon died, was set

up, and proves to be this species.

FULMAR (Fuhnarus g. glaciaUs).—On January 24th, 1929,
Col. Madoc saw two from the steamer "Mona" just after
leaving Douglas.

Turtle-Dove (StreptopeUa t. turtur).—Col. Madoc saw a
pair in Bride, June 2nd, 1929, and Mr. F. Wilkinson one at
Port St. Mary, June 29th, 1929.
Ruff (Philomachus pugnax).—On August 25th, 1929,

Col. Madoc identified a specimen in winter plumage resting
on the Ayres below Ballakinnag.
Green Sandpiper (Tringa ochropus).—Col. Madoc saw one

near Ramsey, September 5th, 1929.
Redshank [Tringa t. totanus).—Uv. G. W. Adams again

in 1929 found a brood of young on the 1928 nesting-site.
Grey Phalarope {Phalaropus fulicarius).—Mr. G. W.

Adams obtained for the Manx Museum a specimen on Langness,
October 24th, 1929. This appears to be the first record for
thirty years.

Little Auk (Alle alle).—An immature bird in very damaged
condition was found on Douglas promenade, December 30th,
1929, after a heavy storm (Col. Madoc). On January 4th!
1930, Mr. G. W. Adams saw three at Derbvhaven.



HAWFINCH IN PERTHSHIRE.

On May 14th, 1931, a Hawfinch (Coccothraustes c. cocco-

thraustes), apparently a male, flew across in front of my
car on the Perth-Blairgowrie road, about ij miles from

Perth. As far as I am aware this is the first record in the

county for about five years. Scone.

CROSSBILLS IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE AND BREEDING
IN SURREY.

During the winter 1929-30, Crossbills (Loxia c. curvirostra)

visited the Cotswolds in large numbers. It was early in

October that I first observed about fifteen feeding on larch

cones of which there was a bountiful supply. This was on

Stanway Hill, Gloucestershire, and there at a later date I

counted as many as thirty together. These or others

remained throughout the winter and I saw many more in

larch plantations on the hills, besides seeing places where
they had stripped the trees of cones. It was not until

April at Stanway that I noticed them taking a few Scots
pine cones.

Early in April, 1930, I saw a cock break off a twig and
leave the flock, followed by a hen, but they soon returned
to the others, and that, although if plumage is a guide there
were several mature males and occasionally one of these
sang, was the nearest approach to breeding that I witnessed.

In March, 1930, near Woking, I noticed two birds visiting
an isolated pine tree, and from their behaviour I have no
doubt they were feeding young, but I was unable to prove
the fact by a close investigation.

On May 1st, 1930, at Chobham Common, I watched young
being fed in the nest in a clump of tall Scots pines. I am not
sure whether this breeding record should be credited to
Surrey or Berkshire.

Compared with 1929-30 there was a light crop of larch
cones in the Cotswolds in the winter of 1930-31, and at
Stanway seven was the largest party of Crossbills seen by me.
A small flock remained for about a week in October, feeding
on Scots pine cones in the garden of Apperly Court near
Tewkesbury, and on December 13th I saw fifteen at Hewell
Grange and was told of others seen around Redditch.
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On March 29th, 1931, I saw a female sitting on a nest a

few yards from a well-known inn on the Portsmouth Road.
This record undoubtedly belongs to Surrey.

Guy Charteris.

FIRE-CRESTED WRENS IN HAMPSHIRE.
In reference to Mr. Arnold's query in the May number (Vol.

XXIV., p. 366) as to whether 1929-30 was a Firecrest year,

I can report one in my garden at Picket Hill, Ringwood, on
February 15th, 1930. I was first attracted by its manner of

working outside a small conifer instead of under cover like a

Goldcrest : then with glasses I saw the head stripes. The bird

was so tame that I was able to approach and to watch it

from about five paces. I went away for three days and could

not find it on my return. T. G. Longstaff.

Mr. F. Primrose Stevenson had two Firecrests repeatedly
in his garden at Southbourne, Hants., for some five or six

weeks in December, 1928, and January, 1929, and had many
opportunities of watching the distinctive head-striping at
close quarters. F. C. R. Jourdain.

MALLARD'S NEST WITH EGGS IX NOVEMBER.
On November 14th, 1930, I was shooting with Colonel
Lawrence Williams on his estate in the north-east of Anglesey
—the guns were in line walking up a large bog—when between
myself and the gun on my left a duck Mallard {Anas p.
platyrhyncha) got up, having sat tight until the beaters were
about three or four yards away. Unfortunately, the duck
was killed and dropped behind the line ; a beater went to
pick it up and when coming up into line walked over the nest.
There ean be no doubt that when put up the duck was on the
nest, which contained eight eggs (seven full sized and one
very small), warm and fertile. L. J. WALKER.
Owing no doubt to the artificial conditions under which

Mallard are frequently reared, records of breeding in October
{Field, 24.x.08) and November {op. cit., 23.x1.01 and 30.x1.01,
etc.) have been published, and eggs have been found in
Sussex in January (op. cit., 27. 1. 12).—F.C.R.J.]

SHOVELER AND W ATER-RAIL BREEDING IN
HEREFORDSHIRE.

As there seems no breeding-record for the Shoveler (Spatula
clypcata) in Herefordshire it should be noted that in a bog
in the north-west of the countv two pairs were present
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throughout the summer of 1930 and no doubt breeding.

This year (1931) there are three pairs, and a Shoveler was

identified by me as it left a nest containing eleven eggs on

May 5th.

The Water-Rail {Rallus a. aquaticus) also rarely breeds m
the county and I have to record that a nest with nine eggs

was found in April, 193 1, in the same bog. The eggs subse-

quently disappeared. H. A. Gilbert.

BLACK-NECKED GREBE IN AYRSHIRE.

As very few occurrences of the Black-necked Grebe (Podiceps

n. nigricollis) are given in The Birds of Ayrshire by Messrs.

Richmond Paton and Oliver Pike, it may be worth recording

that I watched three for some time on January 1st, 1929, in

Ayr Bay. Jas. D. P. Graham.

OYSTERCATCHER AND WHITE WAGTAILS IN
MIDDLESEX.

In the company of Mr. J. B. Watson, I visited one of the large

reservoirs of the Metropolitan Water Board in Middlesex on
April 23rd, 1930. On the wall that runs north and south we
had prolonged views of three White Wagtails (Motacilla a.

alba). A bird that flew at long range completely round the

reservoir ended by passing close to us. It was an Oyster-
catcher {Hcematopus 0. ostralegus). There appear to be few
records of this species for Middlesex. J. P. Hardiman.

BLACK-TAILED GODWIT IN KENT.
As the Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa) is rarely recorded
from Kent in spring, it is worth noting that I saw one on
April 29th, 1931, at Sandwich. The long, straight bill and
white wing-bar were characteristic, and I subsequently
confirmed my identification by watching some specimens at
the London Zoological Gardens. T. J. Wallace.

LITTLE TERN IN SURREY.
As the Little Tern {Sterna a. albifrons) is not often seen at
the reservoirs in the London district, it may be of interest
to record that on May 7th, 1931, I saw one at Barn Elms.
My attention was first drawn to the bird by hearing its
unmistakable call. jr L King

LITTLE GULL IN CHESHIRE.
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Marbury Mere, near Northwich, Cheshire, in company with

several Black-headed Gulls (Lams r. ridibundus).

When we were still at a considerable distance from them we
were struck by the real blackness of its head in comparison
with those of the other Gulls, and when they rose to fly we
saw clearly the dark under-wings of the Little Gull and the

white tips to the wings.

A number of migrants had just arrived and we saw the

lirst Swift (Apus apus) of the season at the same time.

The Little Gull is an uncommon bird in Cheshire, particu-

larly in spring ; the records in Coward's Vertebrate Fauna of
Cheshire all refer to occurrences in winter, and later records

published in the Reports of the Lan. & Ches. Fauna Committee
were of birds in August, 1916, and September, 1923.

A. W. Boyd.

ICELAND GULL IN DEVON.
On May 6th, 1931, I saw an Iceland Gull (Larus leucopterus)
<>n the Warren at Exmouth. It was in company with several
immature Herring-Gulls and an adult Great Black-backed
Gull, so comparison of size was easy. I saw the bird both at
rest and in flight and clearly identified it. It was certainly
not in mature plumage, but slightly more so, I think, than
the bird of this species I saw in Somerset on March 2nd, 1931
(antea, Vol. XXIV., p. 344). E. T. Blathwayt.

BLACK GROUSE IN ANGLESEY.
About six years ago, after a very bad gale, the first Black
Grouse (Lyrurm t. britannicus) was seen in the north-cast of
Anglesey. Two years later another appeared, while on
November 14th, 1950, nine were put up. It will be interesting
to sec how they increase, for the adjoining owners preserve
game, so they will have every opportunity. [L. J. Walker.

Birds in Scotland.—The following interesting items are
extracted from various issues of the Scottish Naturalist.
Golden Oriole (Oriolus o. oriolus).—A male is reported as seen

near Letham, Roxburghshire on August 5th, 1930 (A. T. Rintoul
ic)30, p. 158).

Scarlet Grosbeak (Carpodacus e. ervthrinus).—Two at Fair Isle
on October 16th, 1930 (J. H. Stenhouse, 1931, p. 46).
Two-barred Crossbill (Loxia I. bifasciata) .—Three at Fair Isle on

September 12th. 1930, and one on the 18th. Common Crossbills were
noted on the island from July to October 10th fid., p. 46).
Short-toed Lark (Caland'rella b. brachvdactyla).—One was obtained

at Fair Tsle on October 24th, 1930 (J. Wilson. 1930, p. 188).
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Petchora Pipit (Anlhus gustavi).—A female was obtained at Fair

Isle on October 27th, 1930 (J. Wilson, 1930, p. 188). This is the

third occurrence since it was first discovered at Fair Isle m 1925,

and in commenting on this the late J. H. Stenhouse states (i93L

p. 46) that a Petchora Pipit was stated to have been both seen and

heard on September iSth, and that there were two or three on the

island on October 27th. It is entirely probable that the bird occurs in

western Europe more often than is suspected and that it is overlooked.

At Fair Isle the distinctive note of the bird is now known.
Red-backed Shrike (Lanius c. collurio).—One is recorded as having

been seen by Mr. G. Waterston on September nth, 193°. at Crail,

Fifeshire (1931, p. 17).

Eversmann's Warbler (Phylloscopus b. borealis).—A male was
obtained at Fair Isle on September 15th, 1930, the sixth occurrence
of the bird there and the ninth in Great Britain (not seventh as stated)

(J. H. Stenhouse, 1931, p. 45).
Yellow-browed Warbler (Phylloscopus h. prcemium).—Mr. W.

Stewart (1930, p. 190), refers to his observation of a Warbler on April
6th, 1909, at Blantyre Priory (Lanark), which he considers to have
been of this species, of which there are very few spring records. In
commenting upon this the editors give interesting details of one stated
in Eagle Clarke's edition of Saunders's Manual to have been seen on
board H.M. S. " Africa " about eight miles off Start Point, Devon, on
May 10th, 191 1. The bird actually alighted on the bare head of one
of the men, who were at prayers, not more than a yard from the
observer, who we assume was the late Rear-Admiral Stenhouse.
At Fair Isle four were observed during a rush of birds on September

iSthv 1930 (J. H. Stenhouse, 1931, p. 45).
Whooper Swan (Cygnus cygnus).—Dr. A. Landsborough Thomson

states (193 1, p. 46) that he observed a pair on a loch in eastern Inverness-
shire on August 29th, 1930, and we may add that we saw a pair on
the same loch on June 14th and 15th, 1926.
Fulmar Petrel (Fulmarus g. glacialis).—Mr. J. Bain notes that

in 1924 over a dozen pairs nested near Tarbatness, Ross-shire, on a
very steepigrassy slope above the cliffs, while about twenty appeared
to b,e frequenting the cliffs themselves (1930, p. 146).

Little Stint (Calidris minuta).—At Fair Isle one on September
1 8th and four on the 20th (J. H. Stenhouse, 1931, p. 46).
Spotted Redshank (Tringa erythropus)

.

—One Largo Bav, Fifeshire,
August 6th, 1930 (E. V. Baxter and L. J. Rintoul, 1930, p. 142). One
was shot at Fair Isle on September 3rd, 1930, the first recorded occur-
rence in the Shetlands (G. Stout, 1930, p. 153).
Great Snipe (Capella media).—One Fair Isle, September 18th,

!93o (J. H. Stenhouse, 1931, p. 46).

The Length of Lark Song.—In The Scottish Naturalist
for March-April, 1931, Mr. Noble Rollin has an interesting
article on this subject. He has timed over a thousand songs,
half or more in a district of South Shields (Durham). One
table is given to show the average length of song in each
month of the year (none in August, December or January)

;

another shows the percentage occurrence of each of four
" song-lengths " in each month. It is noteworthy that the
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average length is greater in March than in April ; it rises

again in May and June, and falls in July ; it is highest of all

in Septemher (about three minutes), higher in October than

in July, and much lower again in November.
The conclusions based on these very valuable observations

seem to be somewhat arbitrary. The decrease in length of

song in April is supposed to be because young and unpractised

birds do not begin singing till then. No evidence of this is

produced. Other explanations might be considered, as,

for instance, a possible influence on the length of song of the

beginning of nesting operations. The remarkable average
length of early autumn song is said to " illustrate how strong

an urge there must be behind what Abel Chapman called

pseudo-erotism." The word "pseudo-erotism", however, is

not explained. Would it not be simpler to suggest that,

when the moult is over and food still very plentiful, the bird's

life is singularly free from preoccupation, so that an excep-
tional amount of energy can go into song ?

Mr. Rollin also thinks that birds living in pasture have a
longer average song than those that live in cornfields. This
opinion, however, appears to be based on the fact that two
pasture birds had made longer songs than two cornfield

birds rather a slender basis for such a conclusion.
From the facts given, one is inclined to think that the

[greatest variation is probably due to individual idiosyncrasy.
It may, of course, be related to environment too, and it is to
be hoped that Mr. Rollin's further observations, which we
tare glad to see he is making, will throw further light on this.

It would be very interesting if he could show how much
variation there is in the habit of individual birds through a
series of months.—H.G.A.

White Wagtail Ringed in Iceland and Reported at
•Rot kali.. With reference to the White Wagtail mentioned
lin a list of Iceland ringed birds {antca, Vol. XXIV., p. 70)
Mr. W. E. Glegg states {Scot. Nat., 1931, p. 84) that his
brother was given the ring and informed that the bird came
aboard an Aberdeen boat which was fishing off Rockall.
fins was certainly before September 5th, as that was the
late on which Mr. Glegg's brother wrote.

Blue-headed Wagtail in Lancashire.—Mr. Irvine
Whittaker has sent us a description of a Wagtail, which he
dentified as Motacilla

f. ftava, seen at Hevwood sewage
vorks on May 10th, 10.31.
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Nuthutch in Durham, not in Cumberland.—Correction.—
With reference to the note by Mr. H. W. Robinson recording

a Nuthatch from Brotherswater, Cumberland (antea, Vol.

XXIV., p. 366), Dr. H. J. Moon writes that he received a

Nuthatch in the flesh from Harperley in Durham in November,

1930, and sent it to Brotherswater, which is in Westmorland
not Cumberland, for skinning. Mr. H. W. Robinson agrees

that this must have been the bird he recorded, and that he
was misinformed as to its origin.

Early Whinchat in Ayrshire.—Mr. G. H. Onslow states

(Scot. Nat., 1 931, p. 78) that he saw a Whinchat (Saxicola r.

rubetra) on the moors (at about 750 feet) at Girvan on March
17th, 1931. This is certainly an early date, especially for

Scotland.

Black Redstart in Bedfordshire.—Mr. C. F. Tebbutt
records (Field, n. iv. 31, p. 516) a male Phcenicurus 0.

gibraltariensis at Eaton Socon on March 3rd, 1931.

Early Hoopoe in Cornwall.—Mr. C. J. Pike reports
(Field, 11. iv. 31, p. 516) that he saw a Hoopoe (Upupa epops)
in west Cornwall on March 17th, 1931.

Great Crested Grebe Enquiry (1931).—Help in this
enquiry is still badly needed for certain areas, and observers
are asked to make a special effort to assist if they are able to
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N.H., 1895, p. 56), and this is referred to in Saunders's

Manual (1899). In addition to this, Dr. G. Carmichael Low
reminds me of other records brought up by him and by

Mr. fourdain at the June, 1929, meeting of the British

Ornithologists' Club, details of which have already been given

in these pages [antea, Vol. XXIII., p. 198).—H.F.W.

REVIEWS.

Memories of Fourscore Years Less Two (1851-1929). By Abel

Chapman. With a Memoir by George Bolam. Illustrated.

(Gurney & Jackson.) 21s. net.

This, alas ! is the last of a long list of delightful books that we shall

see from the pen and pencil of that born hunter and keen field-

naturalist, whose chief joy, as Mr. Bolam says in his charming memoir,

was to woo Nature in her most fickle moods and 'midst her wildest

.surroundings.

Although Chapman had completed the manuscript at the time of

his death in January, 1929, none of the coloured plates by Mr. W. H.

RiddeU were done, and these have delayed the issue of the book.

But Mr. RiddelTs drawings are so exquisite that they were certainly

worth waiting for.

The main part of the book is devoted to Egypt and the Sudan and
to ornithologists its chief interest will be in the chapters on Lake
Menzaleh. Chapman explored this enormous extent of shallow water

in a dahabiyeh in the winter of 1927-8, and his account of the lake and
its islands and the birds he saw make engrossing reading, besides

containing many points of special interest.

As in all his recent books, so in this his last, the author lays down
the law here and there in his sparkling, aggressive way, and
whether his arguments are convincing or not, they are always straight

from the shoulder.

Besides Mr. Riddell's lovely drawings there are many good sketches

by Chapman himself and the book is very well produced.—H.F.W.

\Vetchings and Wanderings among Birds. By H. A. Gilbert and
Arthur Brook. Illustrated. (Arrowsmith.) 10s. 6d. net.

This book has a chapter on a trip to Hungary and another in Orkney,
while the rest is chiefly concerned with Wales. Captain Gilbert
appears to be responsible for writing the book, while Mr. Brook embel-
ishes it with his beautiful photographs. Those he took in Hungary
)f Spoonbill and Glossy Ibis are perhaps the best of a fine lot.

The book is lightly written, but it contains a good many points of

nterest to ornithologists. Writing of the coast of Pembrokeshire, the
uithor has a good deal of interest to say about Buzzard, Raven and
'ercgrine, all of which have increased grcatlv in this district. With
egard to the Chough, he is of opinion that it is being ousted by the
fackdaw, but no convincing evidence is brought forward for this

relief. The Chough in the British Isles has been on the whole a
lecidedly decreasing bird for some years and the Jackdaw an increasing

me, but what influence the one has upon the other is really unknown,
t is an old idea that the Jackdaw ousts the Chough, but surely the
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most we can say for certain is that in some localities the decrease of

the Chough has coincided with an increase of the Jackdaw. Capt.

Gilbert is much concerned about the decrease of the Chough and

proposes that a range of cliffs (e.g., near St. David's) should be given

to them as a sanctuary by killingoff the Jackdaws in that area. This

would certainly be an interesting experiment, but if the Jackdaws
were " controlled " then one would have to " control " the Peregrines

(so much on the increase), for if they were deprived of Jackdaws for

food they would be deadly to the Choughs.
In his chapter on a changing countryside the author has many

valuable observations on the changes in bird-life during the last thirty

years on the borders of mid-Wales, and we desire to draw our readers'

special attention to this section, which is well worth studying.

The accounts of trips to Hungary and Orkney are in lighter vein

but contain interesting notes, and the book as a whole is good light

reading mixed with items of permanent value.—H.F.W.

LETTERS.

BIRDS IN NORFOLK.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—Referring to Mr. Riviere's Ornithological Report for Norfolk

for 1930 (antea, Vol. XXIV., pp. 306-318) may I be allowed to make
the following slight additions.

Spring Migration.—As little has been recorded the following may
be of interest. My notes made in 1930 record migrants passing along
the coast at Blakeney Point from east to west. Among the more usual
were the following :

—

April 26th.—Spotted Flycatcher, Willow-Wren, Chiffchaff.

April 27th.—Yellow Wagtail (pair), Redpoll, Whitethroat, Fieldfare.

April 29th.—Flock of sixteen Fieldfares, many Wheatears.
May 4th.—A small burst of Willow-Warblers and several Swallows

(the first seen) on the Point.

May 5th.—Fieldfare.

May 8th.—Turtle-Dove.
May 15th.—Grey Wagtail. "A continual stream of Swallows has passed

along the coast westward all day ; the birds were very scattered,

sometimes four or five together, but usually strung out, probably an
average of one per minute ; no Martins seen ; ceased between 5 and
6 o clock." At 8.15 p.m. a solitary Martin was seen.

May 1 6th.—Some Swallows, but very few, were seen.
May 17th.—Swallow migration, rather more intense, continued. One

Swift passed by.
May 18th.—Many Swallows, and in addition to the House-Martins were

a number of Sand-Martins and Swifts. Lots of Wheatears and
numbers of small warblers. One White Wagtail.

May 19th.—Swallow migration has slackened though a fair number
have passed. Some House-Martins and one Swift.

May 20th.—After this date only occasional Swallows were seen and
nothing else of import.

Sandwich Terns.—As regards the Sandwich Terns at Blakeney
in 1930 it might be worth mentioning that actually there were seven
nests containing one egg each between May 20th to 27th, but after

this the birds left.
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Glaucous Gull (Larus hyperboreus).—On July 2ist, 1929, I saw one

»n the sandbanks at Blakenev Point in company with, but somewhat

iloof from, a company of Black-backed Gulls. My note, made on the

pot, reads " black tip to beak ;
very pink legs ; no black or dark

wing-tips : all grev and white except buff patches". The bird was

'airly easy of approach and I was able to take a photograph from a

listance of about 100 yards. Its left foot was " clubbed".
George Marples.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON THE BRITISH WILLOW,
TITMOUSE.

To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—To my notes on the Willow-Tit in your issue of April last

Vol. XXIV., pp. 321-2) I must add the following items:

—

1. There is a second turn of song, which may aptly be rendered by
;he expression che-er or che-ah—a lively, happy note, delivered several

lines in succession.

2. The tsit note, which prefixes the tchay, is sometimes uttered

everal times—i.e., not singly only. It is a quiet utterance.

3. When feeding, the birds utter repeatedly a subdued and wheezy,

>Ut pleasant, little note sounding like weech and again like weech-are.

4. Although on the whole less demonstrative at the nest containing

)gga or young than is the Marsh-Tit in like circumstances, during
•xcavation and building-operations the " Willow " is often much
loisier than the other bird. It is now. too. often peculiarly confiding.

5. This is not an omission. Until this year 1 had never seen a nest

norc than six feet from the ground. This was sheer coincidence,

lowever, because three of the four examples seen by me up to date
20. v. '31) have all exceeded that figure. One example, indeed, was
:.5 feet up in a rotten alder.

i). I must amend my statement about the eggs of Marsh- and
A illow-Tit being alike. For on the whole " Willows " are of a rounder
hape [i.e., chubbier looking), slightly larger, more richly marked
some, indeed, being almost blotched) and brighter looking, i.e., the
narkings are paler -orange-red sometimes. The markings, moreover,
re more inclined to collect on the large end of the shell.

7. On May 1 ith, 1931. I found a " Willow's " nest in a curious site,

v rotten oak bough had fallen and lodged across a hazel at an angle of
bout 45°. The birds had bored in from the very end (the top end,
f course) of the "derelict". John. Walpole-Bond.

THE RED-CRESTED POCHARD ("CURTIS' DUCK").
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—Two years ago I purchased a collection of forty-seven original
ater-colour sketches of birds by Edward Donovan {b.'ijbS: d. 1837),
nd these sketches are not only desirable on account of their artistic
dicacy, but are also interesting, since some of them are verv earlv
ctures of the species portrayed. More than half of the sketches
ipply deficiencies in the artist-author's Xatural History of British
irds (Vols. I.-X.: 1794-1819) and the majority of them are annotated
-more or less copiously—with his notes on the plumage, structure
id external details of his subjects. Two of the sketches are entitled
Curtis" Duck male " and " Curtis' female " respectivelv, and these
e obviously of the bird which is now known as the Red-crested
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Pochard (Netta rufina (Pall.) ). The object of this note is to ascertain

—if possible—how Donovan came to name this species as he did and
I am not aware that it was so designated by any other author. John
Hunt was the first British ornithologist to notice the Red-crested

Pochard as a straggler to the British Islands (British Ornithology,

Vol. II., p. 333) and he added a coloured plate of a female killed at

Breydon, in Norfolk, in July, 1818. The same authority in his " List

of Norfolk Birds " (in A General History of the County of Norfolk,

Vol. L, 1829, p. lxiii.) records two more shot at Breydon in the winter

of 1826, and a male killed at Surlingham in December, 1927. A male
was shot near Boston, in Lincolnshire, in January, 1826 (Zoological

Journal, Vol. II., p. 492), and during the same winter several others

were obtained, more than one of which found their way to the London
markets (Naturalist, Vol. III., p. 420). These would appear to be
the only occurrences of the species in Great Britain during Donovan's
lifetime, and his water-colour sketch of a male Red-crested Pochard
is probably the earliest extant. Hugh S. Gladstone.

NUMBERS OF SMEWS IN SURREY AND NEAR GLASGOW.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—With reference to Mr. Holte Macpherson's interesting account
of the bird-life at London Reservoirs during the past winter (Vol. XXI V

,

p. 354) it might be worth recording that on January 5th I saw twenty-
four Smew (Mergus albellus), at Molesey, ten on one of the small
reservoirs near the river and fourteen on one of the two big sheets of

water. These included a good proportion of white drakes.
The largest number of Smew I saw at the Lonsdale Road Reservoirs,

Barnes, was thirteen, including five white drakes, on January 27th.

Sirs,—On page 356, Vol. XXIV., Mr. Macpherson states that "in
most inland counties the occurrence of an adult male Smew is regarded
as a very rare event". May I record that on November 23rd, 1929, I

watched an exceptionally fine company of Smews (about 50) on
Craigallion Loch, some twelve miles north of Glasgow, of which at least

twenty were adult males in full plumage. Again, on March 16th,

1930, there were seven Smew, three of which were adult males. Both
times the birds rose at first, but soon came down and fed or slept close

in to the side of the loch with covert, from which I watched them with
the glasses. Jas. D. P. Graham.

E. L. King.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE RINGED
PLOVER.

THE RETRIEVING, RECOGNITION, ORIENTATION
AND ROTATION OF ITS EGGS BY THE BIRD.

BY

GEORGE MARPLES.
(Plates 2 and 3.)

From April 25th to June 4th, 1930, I had the unique oppor-

tunity of having, in the same area, over forty nests of the

Ringed Plover (Charadrius h. hiaticula) under observation,

and during this period I made detailed records.

With one exception, all the nests found were on shingle

beaches, the exception, Nest 3, being on a sandy shore.

During a half gale the two eggs in this nest were entirely

buried by drifting sand. What would their owners do about
it ? A watch was kept. In a short while the female

returned, ran about in the vicinity of the tent, but would
not venture near the nest. Then the male came and went
at once to the nesting-place, found nothing there, and,

puzzled, searched the neighbourhood. Returning to the

nest-site he pecked into it and evidently touched one of the

eggs, for he at once probed deeply, burying his face in the

sand. Then, all the time clucking like a hen, he kicked hard,

making the sand fly until he had disinterred an egg.

Encouraged by this success he probed again, and imme-
diately found the other egg. He now kicked until he had
made a nest hollow for the two eggs, which he proceeded to

brood.

To test what happened if an egg had rolled away or had
been blown out of a nest among pebbles, Nest 36 (I had
plotted all the nests on a chart and numbered them) con-

taining four eggs, among very small stones, was chosen.

One egg was placed six inches from the edge of the nest.

Soon the cock returned and ran backwards and forwards

several times some yards away. Seeing the outside egg he
ran to it and gave it several quick, hard pecks, the sounds of

which could be heard in the hide. He then ran off, returned,

and repeated this performance, went away again, came back,

and sat on the eggs in the nest. Getting off shortly, he went
to and again pecked the outside egg, then returning to the

nest sat there, seemingly satisfied to leave the egg to its

fate. The same experiment was tried at Nest 19, which also

had four eggs. Here an egg was placed three inches away
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only. Almost at once one of the birds returned and dragged

the egg into the nest. Two eggs were now placed outside,

each at a distance of three inches. These were replaced

immediately the parent returned. Next, one egg was placed

six inches outside ; this also was retrieved as soon as its

owner came back. Each time the bird which returned to

this nest was the hen, and on no occasion did she peck the

eggs as they lay outside. The method she adopted to

retrieve the eggs was the same each time. She first sat on

I k;, i. RINGED PLOVER : About to retrieve egg outside nest.

[Photographed by George Marples.)

the nest, then, going to the outside egg, placed her chin over

it, pressed it to her breast, and holding it in this position

backed towards the nest, dragging the egg with her. A
similar performance took place at Nest 32. Here the nest

was on a slope, and the egg might have been dislodged from
the nest by some injudicious movement of the bird, and
rolled to the spot, six inches away, in which I placed it.

At once the male came back, and standing between the egg
and the nest, looked first at one, then at the other, puzzled.

He decided to sit on the nest, but while there was uneasy,
until, getting up, he went to the egg, which he took between
his chin and breast, backed up the little hill, and so returned
the egg to the nest. Next, on one side of the nest an egg
was placed at a distance of nine inches, and on the opposite
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side another, three inches away. It was the hen which
returned this time. She sat on the nest, shuffled about,
turned, then, seeing the nearest egg, she went to it, and
using the same method as the other birds, brought it back
to the nest. She brooded her three eggs for a while, then
suddenly caught sight of the fourth egg. Stretching out her
neck, she considered it for a while, went to it, and with
chin and breast backed it into the nest. Nest 29 was among
stones similar in size to the eggs. Here all four eggs were
placed outside, three being three inches, and one six inches
away. The hen came back and went on to the empty nest.

Fig. 2. Ringed Plover : Egg outside nest found and bird
proceeding to brood it.

{Photographed by George Marples.)

She soon sensed that something was wrong. Then she

caught sight of an egg, which she at once pulled in, shuffling

and brooding it. She soon brought in another egg, but still

a little agitated, got off, walked about a little, then back to

the nest, from which she at once rose and fetched in a third

egg. After that she seemed satisfied, ceased to call, and
settled down, leaving the remaining egg unretrieved. The
three eggs were again placed outside, this time six inches

away, the fourth being placed in a hole from which a stone

was removed, at a distance of nine inches from the nest.

When the bird returned, she stood some yards away, then

going to one of the eggs and standing over it as if to brood,

extended her breast-feathers to enclose it, but did not actually

sit down. She now ran to the empty nest, and settled
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herself there as though the eggs were beneath her, but not

for long. Calling gently, she left the nest and ran about.

Returning, she brooded another outside egg, then leaving it,

settled down on her still empty nest, uneasily moving. Next
she got off and fetched in one of the eggs, sat for a moment
and kicked strongly, making small stones fly out behind.

Rising, she went to the egg in the hole, pulled at it, but
failed to get it out, so went back. In a moment she was off

again, going to another of the nearer eggs, over which she

put her chin, and ran backwards, dragging it into her nest.

She was still worried, turning round in the nest and shuffling,

looking now and then under her breast-feathers as though
to count the eggs, jerking her head up and quietly calling.

She now sat for some time rather more contentedly, brooding
the two eggs she had rescued, seemingly not thinking of the
other two. After some time I placed all four eggs just

outside the nest. Running back at once, she sat on the
empty nest, and put out her breast-feathers to enclose the
eggs which were not there. Finding nothing to brood she
ran some half dozen yards, then back, and at once pulled in

three eggs, quickly, one after the other, tucking each one
under her breast-feathers. She again nestled down com-
fortably, to all appearance oblivious of the fourth egg.

Presently I put her off the nest. Returning at once, she
retrieved the fourth egg and settled herself low down in the
nest, not to be disturbed again from incubation until her
chicks appeared on May 26th. In this series of tests it did
not seem to matter whether the outside eggs were placed in
front or at the side of the sitting bird.

From these experiments arose the question of " egg
recognition."

The stones around several of the nests were similar in
size to the Ringed Plovers' eggs. These stones varied in
colour. I selected a number of vellowish-brown ones and
spread them around Nest 16. I then coloured an egg
yellowish-brown exactly like the stones, and placed it about
three inches away from the nest. Around Nest 11 I scattered
dark brown stones, and here too, painting an egg so as to be
indistinguishable in colour from the stones, placed it three
inches away. Twenty-four hours later the painted eggs
were still outside their respective nests

; evidently the
exact similarity of the coloured eggs to the stones effectively
disguised the eggs from their owners. The eggs were now
washed and placed in the nests, and from Nest 16 an egg was
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taken, painted mustard-yellow and placed three inches

away from the nest. From Nest n another was taken and
painted Reckitt's blue, and an egg from Nest 12 painted

pillar-box red, each being placed three inches outside its

respective nest. This was done about mid-day. At 4 p.m.

the yellow egg was back in the nest, the blue and red eggs

being unmoved ; but next morning both these eggs had

. been returned to their respective nests. Thus it seemed
that while exactitude of colour disguised the eggs, the

brightly coloured ones advertised themselves, albeit rather

less effectively in the case of the blue and red eggs than in

that of the yellow.

I now carved a " dummy " egg out of a piece of wax,
colouring it and marking it so exactly that the keeper and
all who saw it mistook it for a real Ringed Plover's egg.

This " dummy " egg weighed 12.55 grammes, that is a

gramme more than the average weight of the real eggs.

In result, the birds were equally deceived. This " dummy "

egg was placed outside several nests in turn. From the

outside of Nest 19, which had four eggs, it was taken in by
the bird in fifteen minutes. The owners of Nest 18 dragged
it into the nest and were brooding it in thirty minutes' time.

The " dummy " egg was placed outside Nest 24 at 8.15 p.m.
;

at 9.30 a.m. the next day it was in the nest and warm.
Outside Nest 5 it was placed behind stones so as to be out

of sight of the sitting bird ; nevertheless, it was found, and
later in the day was being brooded in the nest. Along with

one of the real eggs it was placed three inches from Nest 7
at 11 a.m. ; at 1 p.m. both real and " dummy " eggs had
been taken into the nest.

I had picked up a stone, dark grey in colour, exactly the

same size and shape as a Mistle-Thrush egg and weighing

23.20 grammes, more than twice the weight of an average

Ringed Plover's egg. This stone I painted as nearly as

possible with the colour and markings of the real eggs and
placed it outside Nest 14 at 4 p.m. At 8 p.m. it was in

the centre of the nest and quite warm. I now washed off

the paint and placed it outside the same nest. When the

bird returned, which it did at once, the egg-shaped stone

was ignored, and at 10 a.m. the next day still lay outside.

Again I painted the stone correctly as to colour and markings,

and placed it outside Nest 6 ; in less than twenty-four hours

it had been taken into the nest and brooded. Washing
away the paint once again from the stone, I left it outside
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the same nest at about 10 a.m. At 7.30 p.m. the same
day it still remained outside. Here it would seem that the

heavier weight did not prevent its acceptance, but that its

dark grey colour caused it to be refused.

Whether the shape had anything to do with the refusal

of the egg was not clear. To get information on this point

I altered, with plasticine similar in colour and tone to the

egg, the shape of one of the real eggs from Nest 6, making it

quite irregular in shape till it resembled a rough flint. This

was placed outside the nest at 8.15 p.m. An egg from Nest 34
was treated similarly and left beside its own nest. Next
day at 9.30 a.m. the " monstrous " egg had been replaced in

Nest 6 and was quite warm. The one outside Nest 34 had
rolled down a slope; evidently the bird had tackled it, but
it had got out of control and been left. Here it would seem
that the abnormal shape of the eggs, the colour and tone

being normal, did not deter the Plovers from retrieving them.

The acceptance of the extra (" dummy ") egg by the

owners of Nest i<) and the attitude of the owners of various
other nests towards eggs placed outside raised the question
of arithmetic—could Ringed Plovers count ? That other
birds can do so is suggested by cases where they have
continued to lay far more eggs than their normal clutch
when eggs have been abstracted from the nest before the
clutch was complete : cf. The British Bird Book, Vol. II.,

p. 200, re " Great Tit." I made several tests on this point.
An egg from another nest was placed outside Nest 16, which
contained a full clutch of four. Quite quickly the owner of
the nest fetched in the alien egg and sat on the five eggs.
Again, two alien eggs were placed in Nest 24 ; when the nest
wai visited two hours later all six eggs were quite warm,
having been brooded. In another case an alien egg was
placed outside, and later the bird was disturbed from the
nest, which contained five eggs which she had been brooding.
If the birds knew how many eggs they had, why the neglect
to bring in their own fourth egg from" where it lav not manv
inches away ? And if they can count, whv take in a fifth

and a sixth egg when they already had their full clutch ?

Was it acquisitiveness or the maternal instinct which caused
them to take the extra eggs ?

As neither appearance nor weight seemed to be important
as recognition factors, there remained smell as a possible
means of recognition. The faint, but perceptible, natural
odour of the Ringed Plovers' eggs must be familiar to their
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owners. Eggs handled by a human being must have acquired

a different and distinct smell, which we would think was
easily detected by the bird, but which does not prevent it

from continuing to sit on handled eggs. The paint used
for the coloured egg experiments had a decided smell ; the

smell of the wax of the " dummy " egg was quite strong,

and more decidedly so was the plasticine used for altering

the egg shapes. Yet none of these alien smells prevented
the retrieving or acceptance of the affected eggs. Besides

these smells, inevitable to the preceding experiments, various

strongly smelling substances were smeared over different

eggs. The strongest of these, humanly speaking, was the

pungent oil of orange skins. Not one of these seemed to

matter in the least ; the birds were never deterred by any
smell of whatever kind from resuming their brooding, and
the egg doctored with oil of orange and placed outside the

nest was retrieved by its owner in less than fifteen minutes.

One therefore must conclude that the sense of smell in the

Ringed Plover is either very deficient or altogether absent,

or that the odour of the egg, whether native to it or not,

has nothing to do with " egg recognition."

Mention has been made of Two cases where the bird

brooded, for a short while, an egg placed outside the nest.

This pointed to the egg and not the nest being the important
thing. To test this, the four eggs of Nest 20 were moved
six inches and placed in a shallow scrape, the proper nest

being obliterated. The new position was accepted and the

eggs brooded there. The eggs were once more moved six

inches, and again and again; until they had been moved a

full three feet. The new nest at each move was accepted,

and the nest was left in its last new position, the owners
sitting happily, until in the due course of twenty-two days
the young ones were hatched safely.

I had been indebted to Mr. Hughes of Aberdovey for a

theory that the Ringed Plover keeps its eggs, invariably, in

the positions of the cardinal points of the compass, so I took

this opportunity of putting this theory to a fairly complete

test. At the same time each day, as nearly as possible, a

round was made of a number of nests, 121 visits in all being

paid. To check the possibility that egg positions might
vary with the time of day, visits were made to some nests

several times during the twenty-four hours. At each visit

the eggs were carefully placed off the " cardinal points ",

i.e., their major axes were aligned N.E., S.W. and N.W., S.E.
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Ringed Plover : Upper : Sand-hidden nest discovered.
Middle : Probing in sand for hidden eggs.
Lower : Kicking sand away,

{Photographed by George Marples.)
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iNGF.n Plover : Upper : Digging out second egg.
Middle : Second egg extracted.
Lower : Proceeding to brood.

[Photographed by George Marples.)
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At the next visit note was taken as to whether the eggs were still

in this position, or whether they had been moved, and, if so,

how much. The detailed results will be found further on.

Meanwhile, it may be interesting to note that while some

birds, almost invariably, changed the positions of the eggs

so that in their new position they occupied the " cardinal

points " of the compass, others seemed quite casual about

the matter. For instance, Nest 39 when found on April 26th

had three eggs. Next day a fourth egg had been laid, and

the clutch had been arranged by the bird exactly on the
" cardinal points". I disarranged these eggs, placing them

with their axes N.E. and NAV. Visiting the nest on April

28th I found the eggs had been replaced on the " cardinal

points". Disarranging them, I again placed them N.E. and

N.W., and on April 29th they were back again N. and S.

Once again I disarranged them, placing them N.E. and NAV.
and for twelve days, with the exception of May 7th, I found

it necessary to displace the eggs, for the owners had restored

them each day to the " cardinal point " position. Again,

from May 1st, when Nest 9 was found, seven observations

were made. In this nest, when found, the eggs were not

arranged on the "cardinal points", but each subsequent
day the owners placed them in that position after my daily

disarrangement. Similarly, Nest 10 had six days with the
eggs in the N. and S. position, and one day when no change
was made from my disarrangement of them. Now take the
converse. Nest 2, out of seven visits, yielded four with
the eggs arranged N. and S., and three when they remained
N.E. and NAV. The owners of Nest 15 were no believers in
the " cardinal point " system, for, when the nest was found
on May 2nd, the eggs were arranged N.E. and NAY., and
only once in six observations were the eggs found in the
N. and S. position. Nest 4 followed a line of its own, for
on five occasions out of eleven visits to the nest I found the
eggs arranged N. and S., twice in the N.E. and NAV. position,
and four times—and this was almost unique—the eggs were
placed N.N.E. and N.N.W.
The complete results of this series of experiments were as

follows :

—

Total observations 121, covering a period of thirteen days.
Number of clutches restored by the birds to the " cardinal

point " position N. and S. after being disarranged was 80.
Clutches remaining in disarrangement N.E. and NAV

numbered 30.
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Clutches nearly, but not quite, restored to the " cardinal

point " position after disarrangement were n.
From this it will be seen that the arrangement of the eggs

on the " cardinal points " of the compass was easily the

favourite position, and while not bearing out Mr. Hughes's
" invariably", shows there is much to be said for his theory.

I should perhaps recall, as is well known, that birds sit

most often facing the wind. The possibility that this habit

might have some bearing on the position of the eggs naturally

occurred to me : consequently, every day the direction of

the wind was noted, but without yielding, in result, any
apparent connexion between the two.

The evidence secured pointed to an absence of systematic
" rotation " of the clutch or of the individual eggs, though
it must be said that the experiments on these points were not

extended enough to be conclusive. The method used to get

the necessary information was to mark the eggs in four

nests, 8, 15, 24 and 17, with the figures i, 2, 3, the fourth

egg being left blank. The egg numbered " one " was placed

to the north, number " two " to the west, " three " to the

south, and " blank " to the east. This was done on May
10th. With one or two exceptions the nests were visited

daily for six days, the following table showing the results :—

May 10th nth 12th 13th 14th 15th
Nest 8 1 1 3 0 2 2 0

2 0 0 3 1 0 3 1 3 0 2 3

3 2 2 1 1

» 15 1
Not

2 3 1 3 2
Not

2 0
visited. 3 1 2 0 1 0

visited.
3 0

» 24 1 1 1 1 0
Not

2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 1 3 visited.
3 3 3 3 2

» 17 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0

3 3 3 3 3 3

It will be seen that in Nest 8 the eggs were moved irregularly
;

in Nest 24 not at all until the fifth day, and then given one
turn ; in Nest 17 they were not moved at all ; and in Nest 15

the clutch was found moved one full point to the right on the

13th, moved half a point and mixed the following day, and
mixed again on the 15th.
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Nothing final could be arrived at in regard to the turning

on their axes of the individual eggs. In some of the nests

they were found to have been revolved, but in others the

same side remained uppermost all the time.

The eggs in another nest were arranged with the small

ends outward at 8 p.m. At i p.m. the next day one egg

only had been reversed, but one hour later all had their

small ends to the centre. From this it seemed more probable

that the eggs found their own way back to the normal posi-

tion during the shuffling of the bird and its more frequent

m.-vements during the daytime than that they had knowingly

been replaced by the bird itself.

Unfortunately, the statement that eggs hatch out in a

fixed order, that is to say, the easterly egg first, that on the

south next, then the westerly egg, and lastly the one to the

north, did not come to my notice in time to put this theory

t<> the test. Its truth depends on each egg remaining always

in the same position in the nest during incubation. The

fact that the positions of the eggs change as a rule from day

to day seems to disprove the theory, but it would be interest-

ing to hear from anyone having made any experiments in

connexion with this point.

To sum up, from the "retrieving" experiments it is

obvious that the Ringed Plover cannot recognize its egg

offspring, and that its intelligence is not of a high order.

There would seem to be some evidence that these birds

are colour-blind, and it is probable that they see a world of

grey tones, or, at any rate, of various tones of one colour,

using the word " tone " with the meaning given to it by
artists, and not as it is used by ladies and drapers. This

seems likely from their acceptance of brightly coloured
eggs and their ignoring those of the same colour and tone
;ls the surrounding stones

;
also, it is borne out by their

retrieving the yellow egg earlier than the blue and red, for
the tone of this egg approximated more closely to the tone
of the real eggs than did the darker tones of the blue and
red eggs. This theory, too, explains the total rejection
of the egg-shaped stone when it was its own dark tone, and
its acceptance when painted the same tone and colour as
the eggs, although its weight and shape were so different.

Incidentally, it may be noted that the bright colours did
not act as "warnings" or "deterrents".

1 he Ringed Plover would seem to be devoid of a sense of
smell

;
the smells used during the experiments, whether subtle
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or strong, obviously having no disguising or repellent effect.

If one may argue from human experience (a most dangerous
practice in ornithology, too often indulged in), just as blind

persons develop an acute sense of hearing and an abnormal
sense of touch, so the lack of a colour sense and the absence

of the power of smell may, in the Ringed Plover and with

other birds, be a stimulus to their senses of sight and hearing,

and the wonderful efficiency of these senses be a compensation
for the absence of the others.

Evidence seems fairly strong in favour of the " cardinal

point " placing of the eggs, though not, I think, absolutely

conclusive.

Systematic " rotation " of the clutch and of the individual

eggs on the evidence is not proved, though it is clear that
" movement ", as distinct from "rotation", usually takes

place.

On the other hand, as the eggs are certainly not kept in

the same place in the nest, the theory of the " order of

hatching " can hardly be maintained.
Finally, it may perhaps be well to say, to allay any fears

which may be raised as to the effect of the experiments on
the birds and eggs, that out of the large number of eggs

—

157—under review the following casualties occurred : Nest 2,

four eggs taken by rats ; Nest 22, three eggs found chilled in

tide drift after abnormal high tide ; Nest 30, four eggs dis-

appeared, visitors suspected ; Nest 21, four eggs, three

hatched, one infertile egg left. All other eggs hatched out

safely.
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RECOVERY OF MARKED BIRDS.

place an(i Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

CARRION-CROW (Corvus c. corone

Near Gt. Budworth (Ches.),

11.5.30, young, by A. W.
Boyd.

Malvern (Worcs.), II.5.29.

young, by W. A. Cadman.

Near Wells (Sam.). 8.5.29,

young, by C. R. Stonor.

ROOK {Corvus J. frugilegus).

Wilmslow (Ches.), 23.4.28, Chelford (Ches.), 6.1. 31, by

ad. bv E. Cohen. T. T.onias.

Malvern
' (Worcs.), i7o-3°' Near Worcester, 13. 3. 31

young, by W. A. Cadman. A. T. Benbow.

JACKDAW (Colccits m. spermologus).

Near Dundee, 10.6. 28,young, Near where ringed, 3 5 3°.

bv E. C. Sharp.

Near Knutsford (Ches.),

7.3.31, by C. Hart.

Where ringed, 3-5-3L by
P. E. A. Morshead.

Chewton Mendip (Som.),

7.4.31, by J. Eurze.

bv

bv ringer.

MAGPIE {Pica p. pica).

Kirriemuir (Angus), 21.5.30, Edzell_ (Angus), 24.4.31, b>

young, by T. L Smith.

Near Appleton (Berks.),

30.5.30, yOUIlg, for Oxford
Orn. Soc.

STARLING (Sturnus

Veil, Shetland Is., 5.3.24,

ad., for I.ond. N il. Soc.

Scone Estate, Perth, 21.3.30,

ad., bv Lord Scone.

Ditto 27.1.30.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Brought}-

20.12.25, ad.

Smith.
Ditto

29. 1 1 .29.

26. 12.29.

15.1.30.

16.3.30.

Ferrv (Angus),
' by T. L.

16. 1 1.29.

bvLargo (Fife), 22.3.30, ad
W. J. Eggeling.

Glenorchard (Stirling.)

10.5.30, young, bv J
Bartholomew.

Ditto

Cumdivock (Cumb.)
young, by R. H. Brown.

2i.5-3°>

19.527,

A. Robertson.
Kingston Bagpuize (Berks.),

t 1 .3.31, by W. Chappie.

'. vulgaris).

Where ringed, 15. 11.30, by
C. J. Inkster, per W. E.
Giegg.

Perth, 5.12.30, by J. Allan.

Luncarty (Perth), 12.3.31,

by A. Haggart.
W here ringed 1. 11.30, by

ringer.

Ditto 31.10.30.
Ditto 6.1.3 1.

Ditto 6.1.31.

Alyth (Berths.), December,
1930, by L. Stewart.

Where ringed, 10.4.3 1, bv
H. Guild.

Ditto, 27.3,31, by L. J.
Rintoul.

Ditto, 25.4.31. by ringer.

Ditto 25.4.31.
Powfoot (Dumfries.),

24.12.30, by A. Walker.
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No.

RR.5869

RR2593

^•5435

U.3510

U.2326

T.4079

S.4702

S.4438

Y.S040

V.8434
V.8597
V.8529
S.7581

T.6726

T.6317
93064

T.4991

T.5109

T.5129
U.8041

S.3108

U.7528

T.5225

H.4764

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

STARLING (continued).

Penrith (Cumb.), May, 1928,
young, by H. J. Moon.

Ditto, May, 1927.

Ullswater (Westmorland),
June, 1929, young, by
H. J. Moon.

Norton (Durham), 12.1.30,

ad., for Lt.-Col. G. P.

PolHtt.

Ditto 1 5. 1. 30.

Near Gt. Budworth (Ches.),

10.12.28, ad., bv A. W.
Bovd.

Ditto

Ditto ad.

;, 21.5.30.

1 8. 1 1 .29.

28.9.27,Wilmslow (Ches.)

by E. Cohen.
Ditto ad., 3.5.28.

Ditto 22.10.28.

Ditto 15.3.29.
Styal (Ches.), 20.6.29, young,
by T. Perrin.

Staunton (Notts.), 28.2.29,

ad., by F. K. Staunton.
Ditto 12.2.29.

Oundle (Northants.), 4.3.29,
ad., by J. M. Fisher.

Kclling (Norfolk), 22.5.30,

young, by R. M. Garnett.
Bluntisham (Hunts.), 13. 2. 29,

ad., by E. Peake.
Ditto 10.3.29.

Earley (Berks.), 10.5.30,

by A. Mayall.

Beckcnham (Kent), 7.2.30,

ad., for Fond. N.Ft. Soc.

Canterbury (Kent), 7.5.28,

young, for St. Edmund's
Sch. N.H.S.

Polegate (Sussex), 17.1.29,

ad., W. A. Cadman.
Brighton (Sussex), 17.12.28,

ad., by C. W. G. Paulson.

Near where ringed, 13.31,
by J. Walker.

Pooley Bridge (Westmor-
land), 10. 1. 31, by A. F.

Stanton.
Glenridding (Westmorland),

28.2.31, by Miss Birch, per
ringer.

Lemington (Northumb.),
17.12.30, bv J. Palmer
and North Mail.

Middlesboro' (Yorks.),

November, 1930, by S.

Firman.
Where ringed, 27.1.29,

11.2.29, by ringer. War-
rington (Lanes.), 29.1.30,

by N. Silcock.

Northwich (Ches.), 29.4.31,

by FL C. Aitchison.

Aalborg, Denmark, 24.5.30,

by F. Neilson.

Where ringed, 2S.5.30, by
ringer.

Ditto 12.1.30.

Ditto 12.1.30.

Ditto 15.2.30.

Ditto 27.11.30.

Ditto 0.1.31.

Ditto 5. 1.3 1.

Grantham (Lines.), 1.3.31,

by W. Wakerley.
Sheringham (Norfolk), 9. 2. 3 1

,

by R. J. Carless.

Where ringed, 24.2.31, by
ringer.

Ditto 23.2.30.

Flsfield (Oxon.), Aug., 1930,
by J. A. G. Barnes and
Oxford Times.

Isleworth (Middlesex), 3. 3. 31,

by L. Over.
Where ringed, 26.3.31, by

S. Finch.

Nazeing (Essex), 16.1. 31, by
F. Watmough.

Near Flbing, East Prussia,

Feb., 1931, by R. Ross-
man, per Vogehvarte,
Eossitten.
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No.

S.8360

V.8708

V.8810

H.7228

H.9971
H.9977

J .4264

J-7OI9

J. 7016
( i.2204

J.5784

H.6490

H.6460
H.6537
H.6525

II.5882

H.5886

F.7204

H.4707
K . 7005

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

STARLING (continued).

Near Hastings (Sussex),

10.5.30, young, by E. F.

Wood and B. T. Brookei

.

Salisbury (Wilts.), 14. 1.29,

ad., for Oxford Orn. Soc.

Ditto 2.1.29.

Winchelsea (Sussex), 3.5.31,

by E. Eld ridge, per Daily
Express.

Where ringed, 25.4.30, by
C. Stagg.

Cocksdorp, Texel, Holland,

8.2.31, by Rijks Mus.,
Leiden.

Where ringed, 28.11.30, by
R. Dart.

Branscombe (Devon.), 9. 1.29,

ad., by P. E. A. Morshead.

GOLDFINCH (Cardnelis c. britannica).

Marlborough (Wilts.), 3 7.30, Kinsale (Cork)

young, by N. T. Walford.

LINNET (Cardnelis c

Near Dundee, 2.6.30, young,
by E. C. Sharp.

M. J. Connell.

cannabina).

Near where ringed, 31

bv D. Good fellow.

26.2.31, by

CHAFFINCH (Fringilla c. ccelebs).

Where ringed,

ringer.

12.1.31. bvUllswater (Westmorland),
June, 1929, voung, bv
H. J. Moon.

Ditto ad., 18.3.30.

Ditto 19-3-30-
I >itto ' 29.3.30.
Battle (Sussex), i<).^.^o, bv

H. Whistler.

Ditto 20.3.30.
Branscombe (Devon),

30.12.27, by P. E. A.
Morshead.

TREE-SPARROW (Passer m. wontanus).

Near Gt. Budworth (Ches.), Near where ringed, 23.1 1.30,

Ditto i9-33o; 31. 1. 31.

Ditto 3> i-3i-

Ditto
Ditto 19.1 1.30.

Ditto 29-3-3'-
Ditto 9.I.31.

1 o.O. ^o, voung
Bovd.

for A. W Wilkinson, perby R.
ringer.

YELLOW BUNTING (Etnberiza c. citrinclla).

Scone Kstate (Perth), 25. 3. 30, Where ringed, 1 2, 29. 1 .3 1 , by
ad., by Lord Scone

Ditto 27.3.30
Ditto S.4.30
Ditto 30-3-3°-

ringer.

Ditto 22. 1.3 1.

Ditto 24.1.31.
Near where ringed, 3 5 31, by

J. Ritchie.

Where ringed, 20.6.30, by
ringer.

Ditto 22.6.30.

Near Gt. Budworth (Ches.),

6.12.29, by A. W. Bovd.
Ditto 13.12.29.

REED-BUNTING (Etnberiza s. schccniclus).

Wilmslow (Ches.), 19.2.28, Where
by E. Cohen. ringer.

Ditto 92.29. Ditto
Hickhng (Norfolk), 26.7.30, Ditto, 18.11.30
young, by S. Wilson. Vincent.

ringed, 27.2.30, by

9'-

bv
•30-

J-
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No. Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

REED-BUNTING {continued).

G.5655 Oxford, 1.4.29, ad., for Where ringed, 2.2.31, by
Oxford Orn. Soc. ringer.

MEADOW-PIPIT {Anthus pratensis).

H.7827 Greythorpe(Durham),7.6.30, Alanje (Estremadura) .Spain,

young, bv Lt.-Col. G. P. 11.1.31, bv A. Gil Lletget.

Pollitt.

WOOD-WARBLER (Phylloscopus s. sibilatrix).

J.9712 Glasbury (Radnor), 17.6.30, Near Avellino, S. Italy,

young, for Lond. N.H.S. 2.10.30, by A. Pacifico.

SONG-THRUSH {Turdus ph. clarhei).

Near Dundee, 1 7. 5. 27,young, Where ringed, 29.5.30, byW.3635

S-3937

R.5198
X.3280

RR.6060

V.3112

S.5690

R.4620

V.8522

V.8528
V.8634
T.9929
U.2765

T.4858

S.3227

P.1158

S.I734

T.9908

U-5955

U.1054

by E. C. Sharp.
Largo (Fife.), 21.3.30, ad., by
W. J. Eggeling.

Ditto 16.8.30,

Carlisle (Cumb.), 5.9.26, by

J. N. D. Smith'.
'

Penrith (Cumb.). May, 1930,
ad., by H. J. Moon.

Ullswater (Westmorland),
June, 1927, young, by
H. J. Moon.

Ingleton (Yorks.), June, 1929,
young, by H. J. Moon.

Ditto May, 1930.

ringer.

Ditto 1. 1.3 1.

by
5-I-3I-

M. A.

Ditto
Ditto, 24.3.31,

Powell.
Thomastown (Kilkenny),

28.12.30, by E. Maguire.
Penrith (Cumb.), March,

1931, by Miss White, per
ringer.

Where ringed, 15. 4. 31, by
Mrs. Hainsworth.

Kervignac (Morbihan),
France, 10.1.31, by P.

Falquesho.
Where ringed, 2.2.30, by

ringer.

21 .2.30.

29.6.29, 14.3.30.

1 -5-3°.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Wilmslow (Ches.), 15.3.29,
by E. Cohen.

Ditto 5.4.29.
Ditto ad., 8.5.29.

Ditto 14.6.29.

Malvern (Worcs.), 3.7.28,

young, by P. E. A. Mors-
head.

Kelling (Norfolk), 1.7.29, ad.,

by R. M. Garnett.
Woodford Green (Essex),

30.3.30, ad., for Lond.
N.H.S.

Camber - on - Sea (Sussex),

28.7.30, young, by R. G.
Williams.

Wrington (Som.), 6.7.30,

young, by L. A. Hawkins.

BLACKBIRD {Turdus m. merula).

Dornoch (Suth.), 22.7.29, Where ringed,

ad., by E. Cohen. ringer.

Scone Estate (Perth), Ditto

30.12.29, by Lord Scone.
Ditto 8.2.30. Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto, 5.4.31,
Selmes.

Ditto, 21. 2. 31,

Hobbs.

6.12.30.

26. 1. 31.

25.I.31.

by J. F.

by R. J.

9- 7-3°. by

18. 25. 1. 31.

12. 1.31.
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No.

U.621

1

U.6212
U.6217
U.6219
T.7263
U.6174
T.7271
U.6221
U.6231 1

U.6232

)

U.6240
T.7153
T.7I57
T.7204
T.7206
T.7208
T7215
T.7185
T.7187
T.7189
T.7250
1-5393

R.I48J

U.8366

T.8469

U.4708

7"945

s 1795
S.5739
LI. 1946

V.2229

V.8393

BLACKBIRD (continued).

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

Scone Estate (Perth), 1 1.2.30

by Lord Scone

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

12.2.30

14.2.30

14.2.30

15.2.30

15-2.3°

17.2.30

23.2.30

27.2.30pair Ditto

Ditto 4-3-3°

Ditto 16.3.30

Ditto 17-3-3°

Ditto 18.3-3°

Ditto 18.3.30

Ditto 18.3.30

Ditto 1 9-3-3°

Ditto 22.3.30

Ditto 23.3.30
Ditto 26.3.30

Ditto 3°-3 3°
Bronghty Perry (Angus),

2.1.29, by T. L. Smith.

Largo (File), 22.3.30, by
W. J. Eggeling.

Carlisle (Cumb.), May, 1929.
ad., by H. J. Moon.

Penrith (Cumb.), May, 1929,
young, by H. J. Moon,

l.angwa thb y (C u m b.)

,

28.4.28, young, by H. J.
Moon.

Ullswater (Westmorland),
Mav, 1925, voung, by
H. J. Moon.

Ditto ad., 13. 1. 30.
Ditto 19.3.30.
St. John's, I. of Man, 21.5.28,

young, by R. Howarth.
Gt. Ayton (E. Vorks.),

12.7.27, voung. for Lt.-
Col. G. P. Pollitt.

Wilmslow (Ches.), 17.12.27,
by E. Cohen.

Ditto 9-429.
Ditto 22.2.29.

Y.8620 Ditto 1.3.29.

Where ringed,

ringer.

Ditto

18. 1. 31, by

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

( Ditto

I Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

26.

6,

1 1

.

1. 31, 1.

18, 25.

6, 9-

13-

1 1

.

8.

7, it.

8, 11.

26.

13-

1 1.

26.

9-

13-

20.

3°-

3°-

3°
12.

1

.

1 1

,

6,

1. 31.

2.31.

I-3I-

1. 31.

1. 31.

1. 31.

1. 31.

1. 31.

1.31.

1.31.

I.3I.

1.31.

1. 31.

1. 31.

1. 31.

1. 31.

1. 31.

1. 31.

1. 31.

1.31.

131-

1.1.31.

Church Stretton (Salop),
16.4.29, ad., bv W. A.
Cadman.

Ditto, 9.1.31, by W. Howe.

Ditto, 17.1.31, by T. Dixon,
per ringer.

NearPenrith (Cumb.), March,
1931, by W. Howl-.

Where ringed, 1, 12.1.31, by
ringer.

Ditto 3 1. 1.3 1.

Ditto 3 1. 1.3 1.

Peel, I. of Man, 26.3.31, bv
Col. H. W. Madoc.

Where ringed, March, 193

1

by S. W. Xewcombe.

Where ringed, 16.7.28,

24.5.30, by ringer.

Ditto, 5 times to 19.5.30.
Nottingham, 1.3.29, by S..

Harrison.
Where ringed, 10.3.29, by-

ringer. Sodra Yu (Kal-
mar), S.E. Sweden. April,

1929, by Editor of
Ostgoten.

Where ringed, 12.1.31, by-
ringer.

D
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No.

T.6696

V.9652

R.8806
T.4967

R.1943

W.9543

T.6S73

T.5368

S.2537

R.2035

H.8750

H.8645

G.3633

G.3634
H.6485
A.7280

(5735)

D.3854

D. 57 i6
D-5799

H.8576

J-45°5

H.2862

H.2875
H.3027
H.4729

J.6520
G.5080

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

BLACKBIRD {continued).

Staunton Notts.), 20.6.30,

young, by F. K. Staunton,
.5.28,Malvern (Worcs

. )

,

young, by P. E.
head.

Ditto
Cley (Norfolk),

young, by R. M.
Saxlingham

13.4.30, ad

28.

A. Mors-

Where ringed, 9.1. 31, by
ringer.

Ditto, 15.3.30, by E. H. Lee.

7-3°-

5-3°.

2.5

21

Garnett
(Norwich),

by S. Wilson.

.4.28,

Ditto, 20. 1.3 1, by ringer.

Castletown - Bere (Cork),

15.1.31, by R. O'Sullivan.

Bluntisham (Hunts.), 2

ad., by E. Peake.
Woodford Green (Essex),

14.4.29, ad., for Lond.
N.H.S.

Yateley (Hants.), 29.12.29,

by G. Townsend.
Thruxton (Hants.), 30.4.30,

young, for Clifton Coll.

Sc. Soc.

Rye (Sussex), 25.4.30,
young, by R. G. Williams.

Where
I7-4-3L

Ditto

Ditto

ringed,

by ringer.

7-6.30,

9 3-3 1 -

9.6.30.

Ditto, 17.1.31, by Miss
Townsend.

Sutton Scotney (Hants.),

21.6.30, by G. Abbey.

Peasmarsh (Sussex), 19. 4. 31,

by ringer.

REDSTART (Phasnicurus ph. phcenicums).

Ullswater

4.6.29,
Brown.

(Westmorland),
ad., bv R. H.

Howtown (Westmorland),
16.6.30, by H. J. Moon.

ROBIN (Erithacus

Dornoch (Suth.), 22.7.29, by
E. Cohen.

Scone Estate (Perth),

19.2.30, by Lord Scone.
Ditto ditto.

Ditto 23.3.30.
Broughty Ferry (Angus),

26.11.22, ad., by J. N. D.
and T. L. Smith.

Ditto, 2 1. 1 1.25, by T. L.

Smith.
Ditto 10.9.26.

Ditto 4. 11. 28.

Christon Bank (Northumb.),

20.5.29, young, by W. J.
Eggeling'

Penrith (Cumb.), May, 1930,
young, by H. J. Moon.

Ullswater (Westmorland),

27.2.29, by H. J. Moon.
Ditto 27.2.29.

Ditto 13. 1.30.

Windermere (Westmorland),

31.3.29, by E. Cohen.
Ditto 22.3.30.

Wilmslow (Ches.), 9. 11. 28,

bv E. Cohen.

r. melophilus)

WT

here ringed,

ringer.

Ditto

11. 7. 30, by

10. 1. 31.

Ditto 7, 13.1.31,
Ditto 6. 1. 31.

Ditto, 12 times up to 19.2.28.

times up toDitto, 10
28.10.28.

Ditto, 5 times up
Ditto, 20.11.29 ;

4.1.31.

Ditto, January, 1931, by
Vice-Admiral J. Cameron.

to 4.1.3a
13 2. 30 ;

16.2. 31,

by

Near where ringed,

by T. Ryder.
Where ringed, 18.2.

ringer.

Ditto 18,23.2.30; 31. 1. 31.

Ditto 13.1.31,
Ditto 19.4.30; 21.6.30.

Ditto, 5.5.31, by S. Gregg.
Ditto, 7 times to 7.8.30, by

ringer.
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So.

J lo 7 l

E.4710

Place and Date Ringed' Place and Date Recovered.

ROBIN (continued).

Wilmslow (Ches.), 1 1.2.29,

by E. Cohen.
Near Gt. Budworth (Ches.

2.1 1.29, ad., by A. W.
Boyd.

Church Stretton (Salop),

28.8.30, young, by W. A.

Cadman.
Malvern (Worcs.), 27.7.29,

young, by P. E. A. Mors-

head.

Ditto

Kelling

young,

Where ringed, 23.4.30, by
ringer.

), Ditto, 5 times to 1.5.30.

Ditto

Ditto,

28.1

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

12.12.30 ; 19. 4. 31.

6.9.30; 16.11.30
3i-

Ditto, 6 times to 13.12.29.

ad., 31.7.29.

(Norfolk), 9.5.29,

by R. M. Garnett.

Saxlingham (Norwich),

10.4.30, ad., by S.Wilson.

Bluntisham (Hunts.), 9.9.28,

young, by E. Peake.
Woodford Green (Essex),

16.3.30, ad., for Lond.
N.H.S.

Wokingham (Berks.), 8.6.28,

voung, by J.Fletcher.

Ditto ad., 12.8.28.

Battle (Sussex), 7.7.30, ad.,

by H. Whistler.

HKDGE-SPARROW (Prunella m. occidentalis).

6.2.31.

14.5.30.

1.5.30; £4.1.31.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

6.4.30 ;
26.12.30.

12.1.30; 18.5.30.

10.8.30.

7 3-31-

Dornoch (Suth.), 10.7.28,

ad., by E. Cohen.
Ditto 29.7.29.
Scone Estate (Perth),

30.1.30, by Lord Scone.
Ditto
Ditto

Wilmslow (Ches.),

bv li. Cohen.
Ditto

27.2.30.

21.3.30.

15.5-28,

Where ringed,

ringer.

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
1 >it to

11.7.30, by

29.6.30.

10. 1 1.30.

I3.I.3L
12.1.31.

M-7-3°.

;
Norfolk),

I. II .28.

25.1.29.

23.11.29.

30.1.30.

10.7.29,

Garnett.

1.3 30. ad.,

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Kelling

ad., bv R. M
Cley (Norfolk),

by R. M. Garnett
Bluntisham (Hunts.), 12.9.29,

ad., by E. Peake.
Di»o 3. ii. 27.
Dltto 6.1.30.
Near Bradninch (Devon.),

29-4-29- ad., by J. M.
Hepburn.

DIPPER (Cinclus c.

Dunkeld (Perth.), 20.6.29
young, by W. J. Eggeling.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto,

Ditto,

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

1 1.2,

4-3-30

30

5

16.5.30.

30.7-30.

4 times to 15.7.30.

3 times to 25.9.30.

I-3-30.

1S.11.30.

20. 1 .28

5 5-30.

15. 11. 29.

20.2.31

.

6.5-30.

gularis).

Blairgowrie (Perth.),August,
1929, by Mrs. Scott.
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OBITUARY.

JOHN HUTTON STENHOUSE.

There was a time in the development of natural science in

Britain when the study of medicine formed the foundation

upon which most of the great naturalists built. John Hutton
Stenhouse belonged to the distinguished school of the surgeon-

naturalists. He graduated in medicine at the University

of Aberdeen in 1886, and had as his teacher in natural history

Professor Cossar Ewart, then on the point of leaving for Edin-

burgh. His early instruction stood Stenhouse in good stead,

for during his first years of professional work as ship's doctor

in various craft he made full use of the opportunities afforded

him of watching sealing operations and oceanic bird-life in

the Arctic, or of studying bird-life in the wilds of Patagonia.

Later, when he entered the Navy, from which he retired

after the Great War with the rank of Surgeon Rear-Admiral,
he used the many chances of visits to foreign stations tc

widen at first-hand his knowledge of the characters and
habits of birds. It was characteristic of him, for example,
that while he was in charge of the hospital at Gibraltar during

the War, he should make a special study of the birds oi

southern Spain, and particularly of the phases of bird-

migration across the Mediterranean Sea.

After his retiral from the Navy he settled down in Edin-

burgh, where he carried on his interests in bird-life in the

field and in the Royal Scottish Museum. To no other volun-

tary worker does this Museum owe so much as to Stenhouse;

For ten years he laboured daily at the reidentification anc

rearrangement of the collection of foreign birds, which ha

had just completed, and as a result of his examinations hel

published in the Scottish Naturalist a valuable series 0:

1

papers on collections of historical interest, and in Novitatet

Zoologicce an account of type specimens in the collections:

To Fair Isle, an isolated island midway between the

Orkney and the Shetland groups, made famous by the bird-:

watching of Dr. Eagle Clarke, he paid repeated visits, at firsv

in Dr. Clarke's company, during the seasons of bird-migration

with the object of studying bird movements. Ill-fortun

dogged his steps on these excursions, for none of his journey
coincided with a real wave of migration, but, notwith
standing, he added many new birds to the list of Scottis

visitors, and, what was as important, he trained natives 0

the island to become keen and accurate observers, whos
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ports and specimens added very considerably to our

lowledge of casual movements in the north.

Stenhouse had a fine eye for the discrimination of racial

rms a wide knowledge of bird-life in many lands, and an

ithu'siasm which would be burked by no obstacle in held

• laboratory. By his death Scottish ornithology has lost

ie of the most attractive and most accomplished of its

lherents. _
James Ritchie.

NOTES.

A NOTE ON THE NESTING OF THE JACKDAW.

n May ist, 1931, in an open hole in a limb of a great ash

•ee at Barnston Lodge, Essex, I found a Jackdaw (Colceus m.

)ermologus) sitting on four eggs so much mud-daubed that

ley were very inconspicuous on the nest material. I had not

me to investigate other nests then, but examined all the

ests that I could get at in the neighbourhood on May 5th.

1 some the eggs were under water from the heavy rain on
[ay 2nd ; in others the birds had not completed laying ; in

ie last nest I was much surprised to find an addled egg and
iree young at least one day old. This is easily the earliest

ite on which I have known a Jackdaw to have young. On
ay 2nd I spent half an hour looking at some nests at Saling.

he first two, in the same tree, had no eggs. The next two
ists were in another tree and the eggs could not have been
ore than a foot apart ; in each the bird was sitting on six

;gs. One of these nests was extremely interesting. It was
: the bottom of a deep hollow, about two feet wide, where a
lge limb had fallen off. The bird had heaped up a pile of
icks, rather like the dome of a Magpie's nest, on one side of
ie hollow and the eggs were practicallv on the wood pulp
ider this with very little of the usual material under them,
ie alighted at a particular spot on one side of the hollow,
id there was a well-defined run, like that made by a rabbit,
ichng under the sticks to the eggs.

I. H. Owen.
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PROBABLE RED-BREASTED FLYCATCHER
IN BEDFORDSHIRE.

On April 30th, 1931, a keeper named Billet at the Zoological

Society's Park at Whipsnade was feeding some Cranes and
Pheasants at the side of a wood, when he observed a small

bird, less than ten yards distant, which was quite strange

to him. He noticed at once its red throat and white breast,

and white in the tail. There were two other birds with it

which appeared to be hens of the same species. Billet is

a careful observer and went straight away to consult his

books. On his way he met MacDonald, the Head Keeper
and a very keen observer of birds, and told him of his dis-

covery. MacDonald soon found the three birds, which he

saw at once were Flycatchers, though of a kind he had

never before seen.

Billet, having consulted Coward's Birds of the British Isles,

decided that the birds could be no other than Red-breasted
Flycatchers (Muscicapa parva) and hurried back to see if

they were still there. He found them in or near the

same spot and, with MacDonald, watched them for some
time.

I have questioned both men, who are familiar with all the

common British birds. Their attention was naturally

chiefly bestowed upon the cock-bird, and Billet said the

points which he especially noticed were : the small extent of

the red on the throat as compared with that of the Robin
;

the call, which he described as a twice-repeated note, some-
what resembled that of the Chiff-chaff, and the habit of

jerking the tail up and down. MacDonald noticed, besides

the red on the upper-breast, that the central tail-feathers

were dark, while the outer ones were mostly white, and the

bird spent its time in capturing insects on the wing and
returning frequently to the same spot. The three birds

remained in the same place until dusk, but had gone by the

next morning.

Both men are good and reliable observers and I can only

think that the one bird at least was indeed a Red-breasted

Flycatcher. David Seth-Smith.

COAL-TIT BROODING EGGS OF BLUE TIT.

On May 16th, 1929, I looked into a nesting-box in which I

knew a Blue Tit (Parus c. obscurus) was sitting and found

the bird on the nest. Opening the box again on the 18th
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I was surprised to find a Coal-Tit {Parus a. britannicus)

brooding in it. There was no doubt about the identification ;

the bird allowed me to examine her within a few inches and

did not leave the nest. The next day, and on all subsequent

days, the Blue Tit was again in rightful possession. Thinking

the Coal-Tit might possibly have deposited an egg I kept

an eye on the young birds, but they were all Blue Tits.

At the time when this incident occurred the four nesting-

boxes nearest to the Blue Tit's, all within a radius of a

hundred yards, were occupied by Coal-Tits, and perhaps the

intruder belonged to one of these. The boxes were very

similar in appearance, but it seems very unlikely that the

bird would have lost the bearings of her own.

Numerous cases of birds brooding the eggs of another

species are on record, mostly, I think, among the Limicolce,

but I do not remember a case among the Panda.
In the last fourteen years I have had about three hundred

Tits' nests under observation, but have not known a

similar occurrence. A. L. Butler.

[There are several cases on record in which the eggs of two
species of Paridce have been found in one nest (usually

P. major and P. cceruleus) and only one species in possession.

The late Mr. J. F. Peters found a clutch of typical eggs of

P. major which was incubated by P. cceruleus. In Mr.
Butler's case it seems probable that a Coal-Tit found itself in

the vicinity of the Blue Tit's nesting-box, and was unable to
distinguish it from her own, as in the cases of " multiple
nesting ' recorded in these pages.—F.C.R.J.]

COURTING DISPLAY OF SONG-THRUSH.
A pair of Song-Thrushes {Turdus ph. clarkei) have recently
reared a brood in my garden in co. Carlow, and when first
noticed the hen bird was standing still with a worm in her
bill, which she presently swallowed. Soon after, the cock-
bird appeared from the shrubs close by, holding his head up
and keeping his bill open in a most peculiar way. He
approached the hen with his bill still pointing upwards,
running and not hopping as usual. The mating act was
very- brief, as in the case of the Hedge-Sparrow {Prunella
modulans). Immediately afterwards the two birds faced
one another and the hen pecked into the open beak of the
cock, almost as if feeding a young bird. The whole perform-
ance was gone through twice, when the hen slipped away
IHe cock remained behind for many minutes, slowly and
-continuously opening and shutting his bill. C. S. S. Ellison
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[Very little has been recorded on the courtship of the Song-

Thrush. See E. Selous, Realities of Bird Life, and J. S.

Gayner, Brit. B., Vol. XXII., p. 109.—F.C.R.J.]

MISTLE-THRUSH DECORATING NEST WITH
FEATHERS.

On April 25th, 1931, I found a nest of a Mistle-Thrush (Turdus

v. viscivorus) at Caerleon, Monmouthshire, which was
decorated all over with white chicken's feathers and one

spotted Guinea Fowl's feather. The feathers were loosely

woven all over the nest except inside the cup. A number
of them had already blown away before the photograph here

reproduced was taken. T. R. Tallis.

NIGHTINGALE IN CO. DURHAM.
Having heard that a bird reputed to be a Nightingale

(Luscinia m. megarhyncha) was singing nightly at Stampley
Moss, a tract of woodland country between Winlaton and
Rowland's Gill, co. Durham, I determined to investigate.

Accordingly, on May 21st, 1931, I visited Stampley Moss
accompanied by G. W. Temperley and B. P. Hill, two
members of the Natural History Society of Northumberland,
Durham and Newcastle-upon-Tyne. We arrived at the

spot at 10.30 p.m. and waited patiently until 11.20 p.m.,

when the bird commenced to sing. Much to our delight we
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found that it was really a Nightingale. On previous occa-

sions when I have been called out to hear reputed Nightingales

in Durham, they have turned out to be Sedge-Warblers

(Acrocephalus schanobanus). The song of the Stampley

Moss bird was characteristic of the Nightingale. The oft-

repeated note, " piou ", in crescendo and the short phrases

of bubbling notes which followed were unmistakable. The

number of times the note " piou " was repeated varied in

different bursts of song. Usually it was repeated from four

or five up to ten times, and on one occasion as many as

twenty-four times.

My two companions and I are quite competent to identify

the song of the Nightingale. I was brought up amongst
Nightingales and used to hear them singing almost nightly

in the summer in my native county of Leicestershire. G. \V.

Temperley is familiar with their song in the New Forest and
B. P. Hill has heard them in France. Furthermore, we are

familiar with the songs of all our local birds.

T. Russell Goddakd.

CUCKOO'S EGG IN NEST OF REEVE.
One associates the Cuckoo (Cuculus c. canorus) with the
unusual, but it is surely most unusual for that bird to deposit
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its egg in the nest of a Ruff (Philomachus pugnax) . Doubtless
it was a case of " any port in a storm ". The example illus-

trated was found in the Tipperne Peninsula, Ringkjobing
Fjord, Denmark, on June nth, 1924. One other nest only

containing a Cuckoo's egg—a Meadow-Pipit's (Anthus

pratensis)—was found in the vicinity. Watching the Ruff, or

rather Reeve, brooding this intriguing combination of eggs,

I regretted my stay in Denmark was not long enough to see

the denouement. It would have been most interesting to

watch the attempt of the young Cuckoo to eject the eggs

of the Ruff from the nest. George Marples.

SHORT-EARED OWL BREEDING IN ESSEX.
On May 16th, 1931, in the eastern part of Essex, Mr. D. H.
Meares and I were shown the nest of a Short-eared Owl
(Asio f. flammeus) which then contained one young bird about
twelve days old. The nest, when found originally on
May 4th, contained six young of different ages and one egg.

We found two more young Owls in the grass and identified

one of the old birds, and I expect the other three young were
hiding in the vicinity. This is apparently the first definite

record since 1926, but I expect a few odd pairs now nest

annually. R. Sparrow.

OSPREY IN NORFOLK.
On April 27th, 1931, Miss Reed and I saw an Osprey (Pandion
halicBtus) over Barton Broad. We saw it first in the distance

flying apparently quite peacefully with a Rook or Crow.
Then it came closer and we made it out as a large bird of prey
with pure white underparts, dark brown wings and a darker
chest and a white head with a dark mark through the eye.

We saw it plunge once and rise from the water with something
in its claws ; it then flew off out of sight. J. Baggallay.

AVOCETS IN CO. DURHAM.
On May 22nd, 1931, whilst watching on the river wall

between Port Clarence and Seaton Carew, three birds came
overhead from the direction of the Tees mouth. Their oft-

repeated calls at once attracted my attention and announced
them as strangers. They pitched down into one of the

shallow pools on the land side of the wall. I had little

difficulty in getting within easy gunshot and was able to

watch them for a considerable period on two separate

occasions, when, by their peculiar methods of feeding, the
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Sideways motion of their bills and their coloration, I was

able to identify them as adult Avocets (Recurvirostra avosetta).

When I flushed them they circled overhead, calling out

with a single-noted whistle. Their long, pale blue legs were

held out straight behind. They went over the river to the

Yorkshire side. We had been experiencing strong easterly

wind for some days which moderated on the day in question.

Joseph Bishop.

COOTS APPROPRIATING NEST OF GREAT CRESTED
GREBE.

On April 22nd, 1931, I observed a Great Crested Grebe

(Podiceps cristatus) sitting upon her nest, which was situated

some fifteen yards from the shore of a lake near Bosley,

Cheshire. The male bird was in attendance, swimming about

in the close vicinity of the nest. I watched both birds for

some time. On the 23rd I returned, and was somewhat

surprised to see no Grebe upon the nest, but a pair of Coots

(Fulica alra) were swimming about, both appearing to have

an interest in the nest. Since the water was shallow I waded
out to it and found it to contain seven Coot's eggs. As only

one day had elapsed since my last visit, the Grebe must have
been sitting upon Coot's eggs. There was no sign of the

Grebes, nor did I come across them on any other part of the

lake. The nest itself had quite obviously been built by
Grebes, and did not appear to have been in any way altered

by the Coots. It was a large shapeless mass of wet water-
weeds with only a very slight cup and was floating, seemingly
unanchored, among some kind of reeds which projected only
a few inches above the level of the water. On the previous
evening the male Grebe had several times dived and brought
up some weeds which he added to the nest while the female
was sitting. I examined the nest to see if there were any
Grebe's eggs covered over, but there were none. When I

left the nest one of the Coots quicklv returned to it and
continued to incubate. E. W. Nicholson-Smith.

Buzzard Taking Domestic Duck's Egg.—The Rev.
F. C. Butters informs us that in April, 1931, on examining
the nest of a Common Buzzard (Bnleo b. buteo) near Lapford
in North Devon, containing one egg, he discovered beside
the Buzzard's egg a sucked domestic duck's egg. We do
not know of any case of a Buzzard taking eggs of any kind
and the incident, therefore, has interest.
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Fledging-period of Turtle-Dove.—Messrs. G. C. S.

Ingram and H. M. Salmon have drawn our attention to the

fact that the fledging-period of the Turtle Dove (Streptopdia

t. turtur) was recorded by them in an article on " The Turtle-

Dove in Glamorganshire " {Brit. B., Vol. XVIII., p. 2). In

Mr. Jourdain's article on " Our Present Knowledge of the

Breeding Biology of Birds " (antea, p. 142) it was stated that

we had no knowledge from British sources of the fledging-

period of this species.

Wood-Sandpiper in Kent in Spring.—Mr. G. E. Took
informs us that at 6 a.m. on April 29th, 1931, he observed a

Wood-Sandpiper (Tringa glareola) in a country lane near
Dover and was able to watch it for three minutes. It did not

seem concerned at his presence, and he was able to note

accurately the details of its coloration. Spring records

are still but few from the county.

Great Black-backed Gull Preying on Storm-Petrels.
—Mr. Seton Gordon informs us that on a nesting island of

the Great Black-backed Gull (Larus marinus) off the coast

of northern Skye he found at least twenty wings of Storm-
Petrels (Hydrobates pelagicus) as well as castings containing

the entire skeletons of these birds. We have only one
definite previous record of the capture of this species by
Larus marinus.

LETTER.

CHAFFINCHES CAUGHT IN NEST-LINING.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—With reference to the notes on this subject(VoI. XXIV., pp. 103,

125 and 156) Surgeon-Lt.-Cdr. T. Hunt and Surgeon-Lt. F. A. Pearse
brought me a hen Chaffinch (Fringilla c. caelebs) on May 5th, 1931,
that they had found near Harwich hanging dead from its nest, which
contained a single egg. The bird had died from strangulation by a
black horse-hair which had become entwined round its neck, forming
an accurately made " clove-hitch". R. R. Graham.
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BREEDING OF THE WHIMBREL IN INVERNESS

-

SHIRE.
BY

A. H. DAUKES.

It is satisfactory to be able to put on record that a pair of

Whimbrel (Numenius ph. phceopus) nested this year on the

mainland of Inverness-shire, north of the Spey, and that

the eggs duly hatched. The Practical Handbook gives no
authentic record of breeding on the mainland of Scotland,

but since the publication of that work Mr. Dugald Macintyre

has stated {Field, 11.1x.24, P- 4°3) that while fishing on the

Spey near Newtonmore (no date is given) he heard the

unmistakable call of the Whimbrel, and on leaving the river

to investigate he found a couple of these birds, which acted

as though they had young. He returned on several occasions

and at last found a young one with the help of a terrier.

This bird he describes as almost fledged but not much larger

than a Golden Plover, the streaks on the breast appeared

smaller and more numerous than in the adult and the bill

was still short, but no mention of the distinctive stripes on

the head is made. The old birds flew round, uttering their

characteristic call. Whether this record is found acceptable

or not, the rarity and interest of the event seems to warrant

a somewhat detailed account of the nest found this year.*

It was on May 29th, 1931, that I set out with two friends

to work a remote lying grouse-moor with the object of

endeavouring to find nests of Golden Plover and Dunlin.

After a short time I heard the well-known and easily

identifiable rippling call of a Whimbrel and immediately
afterwards heard another from a different direction, shortly

after which both birds flew round calling at a distance of

25 to 35 yards. A feature of the flying bird is the very much
more rapid wing-beat compared with that of the Curlew.

The following day, May 30th, and on June 2nd, the locality

was again visited with the same result ; both birds were in

evidence but no sign of a nest could be found. On June 3rd,

both birds were seen for a considerable period, feeding on

marshy ground bordering a small burn within 150 yards of

* The Rev. F. C. R. Jourdain informs me that in the Tring
Museum (N. C. Rothschild Collection) there are two clutches of eggs

of Whimbrel, said to have been taken near Cape Wrath in 1902 and
in Sutherland in 1906, while in another private collection there are

also two clutches purporting to come from Ben More, Sutherland, in

1909 and 1910.
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here they were seen on the first day. Owing to the birds'

s:treme tameness an excellent opportunity was offered to

lyself and a friend of watching them at a range of 30 to

3 yards. At this distance, with powerful glasses (X12 Zeiss),

/ery feather was clearly defined and the light eye-stripe

mtrasting with the dark crown was very conspicuous ;

lso the very much smaller size of the bird compared with

le Curlew and the considerably shorter and less decurved

i-ak. During the whole of this period both birds con-

nually made from the ground their ordinary rippling note,

Nest of Whimbrel in Inverness-shire, June 3rd, 193L
(Photographed by A. H. Daukes.)

t very gently, so as only just to be audible at a distance
40 yards. As the birds, although feeding, appeared to be
xious we thought it possible that we might be near the
5t and therefore moved away about 50 yards. We then
:ked them up again, each observer concentrating on one
( •

I he left-hand bird gradually worked to the left
ding spasmodically apparently on flies on the grass about
uches above the ground, while the other proceeded quickly
the right feeding in a similar fashion. In about ten
lutes this bud had covered approximately 100 yards when
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it settled apparently on its nest. The spot was marked and
walked up, when the nest was found with four eggs. These
were similar to those of the Curlew but considerably smaller

and rather more pointed. The bird appeared to run from
the nest and not to rise direct.

Breeding Ground of Whimbrel in Inverness-shire, June 193 1.

(Photographed by A. H. Daukes.)

The ground is about 1,500 feet above sea-level and consists

of a stretch of miniature peathags by the side of a small burn,

small hummocks of lichen, dry grass and heather not above

9 inches in height interspersed with hollows containing

water, wet peat or sphagnum moss. The nest was in dry

grass on a hummock and was quite open and lined with a
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small quantity of dry bents. Golden Plover and Dunlin

were nesting close by.

The nest was visited several times between June 4th and

June 12th, when I had to return to London. On June 16th,

my friend looked the birds up again and found that the eggs

liad hatched. He sent me the following account, which I

may perhaps be pardoned for quoting in full, as the features

)f the young birds are an important point in a satisfactory

identification of this particular species.

The account is as follows :—
" On going to the nest I found two young birds apparently

hatched within a few hours. There was a considerable amount of

egg-shell lying in the nest. I could not find the other two birds.

At 10 p.m. on the same day I returned to the nest and again found

two nestlings, but as both parent birds appearel considerably

disturbed I did not wait to find the other two young ones.

The following is an attempt at a description of the young birds :

In size they were between newly-hatched Curlews and newly hatched
Lapwings. The most striking feature was the blueness of their

legs. The head was strongly marked with two black stripes. The
bill was almost straight, but with a very strongly marked but very
small white spot at the very point. When first seen at 6 p.m.
within about three yards of the nest they were inclined to be lethargic,

and did not appear to have found their legs. At 10 p.m., however,
they were able to run strongly."

As regards notes. The birds appear to have three calls :

—

A. The usual rippling note familiar to everyone who has
;cen the bird on migration in spring or autumn.

B. The same note, but delivered sotte voce so as to be
xirely audible at 40 yards ; this note was always made by
he birds while on the ground.
C. A trill lower and fuller than the usual note and quite

listinct both from that and from the bubbling cry of the
urlew. It sounded to me more to resemble the bubble of
he CockoO.
Invitations were sent both to Mr. H. F. Witherbv and to

dr. A. Holte Macphcrson to come up to see the nest but,
m fortunately, neither of them was able to come.
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RED-HEADED BUNTING IN ORKNEY.
A New British Bird.

On the afternoon of June 19th, 1931, on North Ronaldshay,
my wife and I saw a bird entirely new to us. It was feeding

alone on some arable land and we watched it for half an
hour within fifteen yards. We then flushed it and it flew

out of sight. On our return to the house we were able by
means of Gatke's Heligoland to identify it as a Red-headed
Bunting (Emberiza icterica).

As this species did not appear to have been recorded for

the British Islands we realized that the observation was of

no real scientific value without the bird. We therefore

went out again and about 9.15 p.m. found and procured it

about half a mile away from the spot where we first saw it.

I sent the bird in the flesh to the British Museum, Cromwell
Road, where it was made into a very good skin, and to this

institution I have presented it so that it may there rest as a

permanent record.

The bird is an adult male in brilliant plumage, and apart

from the amazing intensity of its yellow under-parts the

bright chestnut head especially attracted our attention,

because when the bird turned its head the " face " appeared
to be vivid crimson. This was no doubt due to some play

of light on the somewhat separated feathers round the bill.

For several days before we saw this Bunting the wind had
been from the north-west and west-north-west and violent

at times, but the bird had no appearance at all of being

exhausted and may have been on the island for some time.

North Ronaldshay, which is the property of Mrs. W. H.
Traill of Woodwick, is the most northern of the Orkney
Islands, and is 3^ miles long by ^ to 2 miles broad ; it is

rather flat, the west coast only having a few low rocky cliffs.

The island has a population of about 200 and is highly

cultivated and has many fowls, sheep and cattle. Owing
to the winds there are no trees or bushes except for a few

up to the height of the protecting wall in Mrs. Traill's ga.rden.

The island has not been much watched for birds since the

days of my wife's uncle, Allan Briggs, who wrote several

papers on the subject (see Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1893, 1894
and 1897). G. Eardley Todd. I

Colonel Eardley Todd is to be congratulated upon having
discovered this interesting bird. The fact that its normal
range is nowhere west of Persia shows that in some way the
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bird became lost and a wanderer, but that it has been detected

five times previously in Europe gives this British record

additional interest.

The species being an addition to the British List, we give

below some details with regard to it in the form of our

Practical Handbook.

45A. Emberiza icterica Eversmann

—

The Red-headed
Bunting.

Hmberiza icterica Eversmann, Uchen. Zap. Kazansk Univ., 1841 (1),

p 161 ( 1 84 1—Rocky eastern shores of Caspian Sea).

N.B.—The species had generally been called Emberiza

luteola Sparrman, Mus. Carlsonianum, fasc. 4, Taf. 93, and

Text, 1789—no locality but supposed India. In Nachtrag I

(published 1923) to his Die Vbgel der palaarktischen Fauna
Dr. Hartert states (p. 24) that Dr. Stresemann has pointed

out that the figure depicts rather a South American bird now
called Svcalis minor. Sparrman's description is, we think, a

fair one of this Bunting, but the figure is quite unlike it. All

doubt on the question is, however, dispelled by the fact, as

kindly pointed out to us by Dr. C. B. Ticehurst, that the

type specimen is in the Royal Natural History Museum at

Stockholm and has been positively identified by Count
Gyldenstolpe as the South American bird. Moreover, Count
(iyldenstolpe remarks that this was already noted bv Sunde-
vall in 1857 ! (see Arkiv for Zoologi, Vol. 19A, No. 1, p. 20
(1927)).

Of recent years the bird has been called Emberiza icterica

Eversmann, Addenda ad Pallas Zoog. Rosso-Asiat., II., p. 10,

[841. In the Fauna of British India, Birds (second edition),
Vol. VIII., p. 658, Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker states that this
name was not published until 1S42 and that Emberiza
Wuniceps Brandt, Bull. Set. Acad. St. Petersb., IX., p. 12, was
published in May, 1841, and not in 1842 as generallv quoted.
He therefore adopts the name bruniceps. Unfortunately,
Mr. Baker does not give the evidence for the statement that
Part II. of Eversmann's Addenda was not published until
[842. Moreover, Dr. C. D. Sherborn gives in his Index
immalium reference to the earlier Kazan publication
pioted above for Eversmann's icterica, and an examination
>f this shows that the separate work was reprinted from it.

The Bulletin containing Brandt's description of E. bruniceps
so spelt) is certainly dated 28th Mav, 1841, at the bottom

«
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of the column numbered 12 (not 11 as usually quoted) on
which the description appears, but failing actual proof that

this antedates Eversmann's now widely used E. icterica

and pending a pronouncement on the subject by the B.O.U.
List Committee, we propose to adopt that name.

Description.—Male, Winter.—Crown chestnut to golden, more or

less obscured (varying individually) by long brown tips to feathers,

sometimes with a dark median streak ;
nape green-yellow obscured

by brown tips ; mantle and scapulars yellow-green obscured to varying
extent by brown tips to feathers, which are streaked centrally with
dark brown

;
rump greenish-yellow feathers lightly tipped brown

;

upper tail-coverts browner with yellow fringes ;
ear-coverts, chin

and throat extending on to upper-breast chestnut, more or less obscured
by buff tips ; a line of yellow often divides the chestnut of the ear-

coverts from the throat, but this is sometimes absent and sometimes
also the throat is mostly golden-yellow ; rest of under-parts yellow,

feathers more or less tipped pale buff ; tail black-brown, narrowly
edged pale brown and fringed yellow-green at base, outer feather with

a pale brown streak up the inner web
;

wing-feathers black-brown,
narrowly edged pale brown ; inner secondaries, greater and median
wing-coverts same, but more broadly edged and also tipped pale brown

;

lesser wing-coverts dark brown fringed green. This plumage is

acquired by complete moult October to December. Summer.—As
winter, but owing to the wearing away of the brown and buff tips

and fringes of the feathers the chestnut or gold of crown and throat
and yellow of under-parts and rump become uniform and brilliant,

while the mantle becomes yellow-green streaked dark brown.
N.B.—There is great individual variation, especially in the colour

of the crown, which is from bright chestnut to golden-yellow ; the

mantle varies in the brightness of yellow-green and in the width of

the dark streaks ; the chestnut of the throat is sometimes mixed
with yellow and in some more extended than in others; some specimens
have fine dark streaks on the crown, a few have chestnut spots on the

mantle and occasionally the rump and upper tail-coverts are tinged
with chestnut.

N.B.—Dr. E. Stresemann states (Orn. Monatsber., XXXII., 1924,

p. 42) that this species moults its body-plumage twice a year, but I

cannot find any trace of moult in a very considerable number of

specimens collected between February and May.
Female.—Whole upper-parts brown, streaked dark brown, feathers

of crown fringed basally with yellow-green ; this is absent in some, but in

others it is also present on the mantle, and is much more usual and
prominent on the rump, which in some specimens is definitely yellow-

green ; ear-coverts and sides of head buffish-brown ; throat and
upper-breast buff, sometimes rufous-buff (occasionally with some
chestnut spots), sometimes centre of throat yellow, feathers with buff

tips ; rest of under-parts usually yellow, feathers tipped pale buff,

but the vent and under tail-coverts brighter yellow.

Juvenile.—Whole upper-parts pale brown spotted with black-

brown, but rump nearly uniform buffish-brown
;

under-parts grey-

white, breast and flanks streaked and spotted dark brown ; vent and
under tail-coverts pale yellow- ; under wing-coverts and axillaries

buffish-white.
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First winter.—Material insufficient. Two partially moulted August

birds, if correctly sexed, would indicate that first winter males are

much like adult females, but the evidence is insufficient. First winter

females may be those which are more buff and less green and yellow.

The juvenile body plumage is moulted August-September, but appa-

rently not wings or wing-coverts, nor tail except for the middle pair

which is sometimes renewed.

Measurements and structure.—^wing 87-90 (one 93) mm., tail 67-74,

tarsus 20-22, bill from skull 13-15 (
2° measured). $ wing 79-85

(one 87). Primaries : 1st minute and hidden, 3rd longest, 2nd and
4th as long or 1 mm. shorter, 5th 2-4 shorter, 6th 7-10 shorter ;

3rd

to 5th emarginated outer webs.

Soft parts.— Bill blue-grey with brownish tip
;

legs and feet

brownish-flesh ; iris brown.
Characters.—No subspecies recognized. Chestnut or golden-

yellow crown and throat
;

yellow rump and uniform yellow under-
parts distinguish adult male. Some females are very much like some
females of E. melanocephala, but wing is usually shorter and fifth

primary is more sharply and definitely emarginated on outer-web.
Most female melanocephala are distinguished by some chestnut on
upper-parts, which is absent in female E. icterica. Juveniles of
the two species appear to be alike except for the usually sharper
emargination in the fifth primary of icterica. H. F. Witherby.

Distribution.—Breeding Range. ^Kirghiz Steppes; Transcaspia ;

Aralo-Caspian region
; Turkestan

; Kizil-Kum
; Semipalatinsk to

Altai region
, north-east and east Persia ; north Baluchistan and

Afghanistan.
On migration and in winter to Sind (scarce)

; Punjab
;
Rajputana

;

North-west Frontier and Kashmir (scarce) through Central Provinces
and south to Nilgiris. Accidental in China (Peking) ; in west to Italy
(twice)

; Belgium (once) and Helgoland (twice)*. F. C. R. Jourdain.

Breeding Habits.—Nests usually in rose bushes, hedges or fruit
trees growing in cornfields, sometimes in vines ; occasionallv as high
as 4 ft. from the ground, but generally from 2 ft. 6 in.or less. Nest well
concealed, cup-shaped, built of dry grasses and stalks, with occasionallv
bits of juniper bark or leaves, lined with finer fibres and goats' hair.

'

hggs vary from 3 to 5 in number, usually 4 in Turkestan and >near Cjuetta. Ground-colour greyish-white, ' tinged with bluish or
greenish and spotted all over with fine brownish and purplish markings
Average size of 22 eggs, 20.0X 15 3 mm. Breeding-season in Baluchi-
stan last week of May, but appearently rather earlier in Turkestan.

F. C. R. Jourdain.
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NOTES ON THE SONGS AND CRIES OF THE
BRITISH NUTHATCH.

BY

JOHN WALPOLE-BOND.

To those who, like myself, find a perpetual interest and
pleasure in the songs and notes of birds, the following descrip-

tions of those of the British Nuthatch (Sitta e. affinis) may be
of interest.

(1) Song A.—A loud, if somewhat mournful yet musical,

whistle, sounding like a rather slow repetition of the syllable

twee, which, incidentally, can be reproduced exactly by
human lips. Should the weather be propitious, it starts

early in January (otherwise not until towards the end of

the month) and is of regular occurrence from then on until

about the end of June. For the rest of the year, however, it

is rare and intermittent, especially in August and September.

(2) Song B. This, a very strange utterance, is a com-
promise between the skirrrr of the Barn-Owl and the first

part of the Nightjar's churr, but is more inclined to the

musical than either and, of course, much softer. It may be

described as a gurgling (almost like water bubbling) or rattling

whistle, sometimes given pianissimo, as if the performer

were whispering a dress-rehearsal, sometimes crescendo, and
it resembles the fanciful expression tchirrrrrrr or turrrrrrr,

with a regular roll or trill on the rs. Its period is similar to

that of Song A. Both songs are given only from birds at

rest, generally, too, from at least highish positions—in trees,

naturally.

(3) A note aptly described by the great Gilbert White as

somewhat resembling the sound made by a pebble hitting

ice on the slant ; and so it may be syllabled as a very short,

metallic twit. When this is repeated there is an appreciable,

if sometimes distinctly short, interval between each utterance,

though when reduplicated (twit-it) and reiterated the inter-

lude becomes much less, whilst, as a trisyllable (twit-it-it)

rehearsed, with such rapid ricochets is it delivered again and
again that any pause there may be is negligible. This cry

and its concomitants are sometimes given forth by a bird

when on wing ; and the trisyllable is hardly ever heard

except in February, March, April and May, during which
period, however, it is of frequent occurrence.

(4) A note of call ; as well as one of alarm at the nest.

Somewhat squeaky, it begins by being thin, but gradually
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increases in volume. It may be pronounced wit, though in

tone it is not in the least like the twit just dealt with.

(5) A see-see-see, which is almost an exact copy of the

Goldcrest's " sizzle." So similar, in fact, is it, that, until

one has had protracted experience of both species, confusion

(in the case of an unseen bird only, of course) is facile and

forgivable. It may be heard from both sexes as the male

feeds the female when off eggs, and the latter, at any rate,

uses it on other occasions.

(6) An indrawn, grating tsirt (the final / being slurred) or

tsirp, which faintly resembles the "alarm" of the Long-

tailed Tit. This is an exclamation of irritation at being

disturbed, though not at the nest.

(7) Rather a sibilant sirr—a cry of menace at the nest.

Oftentimes, too, it concludes the twit note, No. 3 in this list.

(8) Only uttered by the cock, I think, and frequently in

conjunction with note 3, of which, indeed, it may be a
corruption. It sounds like do-it-do-it-do-i. In the spring of

1909 there was a male Nuthatch near West Horsham station

which was aggravatingly enamoured of this refrain. With
superlative gusto was he wont to give it out repeatedly
whilst perched on telegraph wires, of all places ! His home
was in the masonry of the bridge below. In Sussex quite a
number of these birds breed in masonry.

(9) A note not startlingly unlike the kwee of the Kestrel,
only it must be rendered as kwit (t slurred) or perhaps ktwit.

It is evenly repeated a fair number of times in rotation.
Possibly it is another variation of note 3. I have only
noticed it in spring.

(10) A chirrup, peculiar to nestling Nuthatches, something
like that of young Starlings.
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RECOVERY OF MARKED BIRDS.
{Continued from page 51.)

No. Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

KINGFISHER (Alcedo a. ispida).

TY265 Near Chichester (Sussex), Cowfold (Sussex), 29.4.31,

9.6.30, young, by R. by Mrs. Neale.
Carlyon-Britton.

LITTLE OWL {Athene n. vidalii).

24021 Tean (Staffs.), 27. 6. 27,young, Near Uttoxeter (Staffs.),

by J. R. B. Masefield. I-4-3L by D. Cope.
RR.6632 Canterbury (Kent), 14.6.29, Charing (Kent), 18.9.30, by

young, for St. Edmund's J. Hickman.
School.

RR.1571 Ditto 8.6.30. Chartham (Kent), 14. 6. 31,

by V. Pomfret.
RS.2886 Peasmarsh (Sussex), 26.6.30, Romney Marsh (Kent),

young, by R. G. Williams. 27.2.31, by C. Hickman.
RS.842 Branscombe (Devon), 7.1.31, Near Warminster (Wilts.),

by P. E. A. Morshead. March, 1931, by J. Hames.

BARN-OWL {Tyto a. alba).

RS.1601 Logiealmond (Perths.), Near Dunkeld (Perths.),May,
1 5-5-3°. y°un g. by Lord 1931, by G. A. Keir.

Scone.
RS.1603 Ditto 15.5.30. Ditto, May, 1931, by A.

McKinnon.

MERLIN {Falco c. cesalon).

79587 Stocksfield (Northumb.), Wolsingham (Durham),
9.9.29, by Mrs. T. E. 3C-5-3 1

,
by The Field.

Hodgkin.

KESTREL {Falco t. tinnunculus)

.

RR.128 Kingoldrum (Angus), 16.6.29, Mergie (Kincardine), 28.4.30,

young, by T. L. Smith. by C. G. Allen.

RR.3948 Scone (Perth.), 17.6.30, Muthill (Perths.), 5.3.31,

young, for Lord Scone. by A. Menzies.
RR.8274 Kirkconnel (Dumfries.), Near Dairy (Kirkcudbright),

27.6.30, young, by T. K. 22.5.31, by T. Tait.

Craven and W. Bone.

SPARROW-HAWK {Accipiter n. nisus).

RS.3511 Curthwaite (Cumb.), 24.6.30, Penrith (Cumb.), 23.3.31, by
young, by R. H. Brown. J. Harris.

HERON {Ardea c. cinerea).

104552 B aim oral (Aberdeen.), Glen Buchat (Aberdeen.),

16.5.29, young, ty Mrs. 26.2.31, by A. Grant.
Mackenzie.
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No.

103899

103294

106572

107001

100861

105883

105618

AD.629

AK.138

10 birds

25538

AF. 194

AF.145

AF.161

Dale Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

RR.8110

RR.8106

RR.8667

Place and

HERON {continued).

Loch Long (Argyll.). H-5-3°. Fintrv

voung, by J- Kerr.

Almond bank (Perth.),
for Lord22.5.30

Scone.

Floriston

voung,
Ul'dale

young,
Otmoor

young,

young,

(Cumb.),

by R. H.
(Cumb.),

by R. H.
(Oxon.

9-5-29.

Brown.
4-5-3°.

Brown.
2.6.29,

by C. J. D'Aetli.

Henley-on-Thames, 10.5.30,

young, for Lt.-Col. G. P.

Pollitt.

Beckley (Sussex), 22.4.28,

young, by D. D. Godfrey.

(Stirling), 17. 3. 31,

by J. Smith.
Rannoch Station (Perth.),

22.3.31, by I. Macdonald.

Matterdale (Cumb.), March,

1930, by H. J. Moon.
Greystoke (Cumb.), 11.2.31.

by J. Hayton.
Near Weymouth (Dorset),

September, 1929, by R.
Randall.

Near Stafford, 27.11.30, by
T. W. Knowles, per The
Field.

Killarney (Kerry), February,
1 93 1, by F. H. Crowley.

SHELD-DUCK (Tadoma tadoma).

Tentsmuir (Fife), 25.4.30, Helensburgh (Dumbarton),
ad., for Lord Scone. 3-2.31, by M. Davin.

MALLARD (Anas p

Pitlochry (Perth.), 14.7.30,

young, by Sir A. Wood.
Almondbank (Perth), July
and Sept., 1930, for Lord
Scone.

Leswalt (Wigtown), 10.3.30,

ad., by M. Portal.

Hiekling (Norfolk), 8.3.30,

ad., for A. W. Bovd.
Ditto '8.3.30.

Ditto

AF.183 Ditto

8.3.30.

3-30-

platyrhyncha).

Blairgowrie (Perth.), 1 7.1.31,

by J. B. Crockart.
Where ringed, 12. 11. 30, by

ringer.

Oesel [., Esthonia, Oct.,

1930, by M. Harms.
Ranworthf Norfolk), 28. 1 1.30,
by H. J. Cator.

Near Lowestoft (Suffolk),

27.2.31, by G. D. Pape.
Papensee, Kurland, Latvia,

20.7.30, by Dr. von
Transehe.

Gaasterland, Fries land,
Holland, August, 1930, by
Kijks Mus. Leiden.

TEAL (Anas c. crecca).

Sohvay Moss (Cumb.), 1928
or 1929, by Sir R. Graham.

Ditto ditto.

bvSpalding (Lines.), 7.2.31
A. K. Maples.

Leeuwarden, Fries land
Holland, October, 1930
by Prof. E. Van Oort.

Loch
12.6.30,

Scone.

WIGEON (Anas penelope).

Leven (Kinross), Near Revkjavikand, Iceland,
young, for Lord 14.1.31, by A. Ola.
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No.

AD.649

394 1 6

102318

107533

107525

106383

106862

104231

104468

104526

103861

103869

106663

RR.8607

29094

28733

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

EIDER (Somateria m. mollissima).

Tentsmuir (Fife), 12.6.30, Arbroath (Angus), 15.12.30,

by R. Robertson.
Where ringed, 8.5.27, and

young, for Lord Scone.
Ditto, 17.5.26, ad., by T. L.

Smith. May, 1928, by ringer.

CORMORANT (Phalacrocorax c. carbo).

Mochrum (Wigtown), 25. 6. 29, Near Quimper (Finistere),

young, by Lord D. Crich-

ton-Stuart.

Dulas I. (Anglesey), 22.6.30,

young, for Lt.-Col. G. P.

Pollitt.

Ditto 22.6.30.

Ditto 22.6.30.

Solva (Pembs.), 26.6.28,

young, by W. A. S. Lewis.

SHAG (Phalacrocorax

Badcall Bay (Suth), 4.7.30,
young, by E. Cohen.

Sound of Harris (O.

Hebrides), 2.7.29, young,
by E. C. Sharp.

Ditto 2.7.29.

Treshnish Is. (Argyll.), 5. 7. 30,

young, by J. Kerr.

Ditto 3-7-3°-

Ditto, 13.6.28, by W. and
A. B. Duncan.

France, 21. 11. 30, by J. de
Poulpiquet.

Salcombe (Devon.), 26. 12. 30,

by G. E. Steer.

Pte. de la Jument (Finistere),

France, 15.10.30, by
Director Cent. Nat. Re-
cherches Agron.

Quiberon (Morbihan), France,
February, 1931, by J.

Petit.

Penerf-en-Damgan (Morbi-

han), France, December,
1929, by Cent. Nat. Re-
cherches Agron. and
Chasseur Francais.

a. aristotelis)

.

Eriskay (Outer Hebrides),

29.11.30, by A. McPhee.
Near where ringed, 1.11.30,

by R. Campbell.

Loch Stocknish (Harris),

29.12.30, by J. McDonald.
Eriskay (Outer Hebrides),

20.9.30, by A. McPhee.
Near Arisaig (Inverness.),

12.8.30, by S. McDonald.
Loch Sunart (Argyll.),

1 9. 1 1.30, by Mrs. Gordon
and Oban Times.

WOOD-PIGEON (Columba p. palumbus).

Scone Estate (Perth.), Near where ringed, August,
26.6.29, for Lord Scone. 1930, by ringer.

OYSTERCATCHER (Hcsmatopus 0. ostralegus).

Kirkbride Marsh (Cumb.), Near Fleetwood
17.7.27, young, by R. H.
Brown.

Salthouse (Norfolk), 12.6.30,

young, by R. M. Garnett.

(Lanes.),

February, 1931, by R.
Fairclough.

Spalding (Lines.), 8.12.30,

by A. K. Maples.
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So.

J.
6012

T.5589

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

RINGED PLOVER (Charadrius h. hiaticula).

Scolt Hd. (Norfolk), 28.6.30, Near Blackpool (Lanes.),

young, by A. W. Boyd. 9. 12.30, by J. M. Tootal.

LAPWING (Vanellus vanellus).

Cortachv (Angus), 5.6.29, Rosscarbery

voung bv T. L. Smith. December,
' Wolfe.

(Cork), end
1930, by J.

U 1540 Logiealmond (Perth.), 7. 5. 28, Boyle (Roscommon), Feb-

young, for Lord Scone. ruary, 193 1, by Shooting

Z 4953

vV.9869

S. 1016

S 3"33

K.7649

T.6376

R.9689

S 5106

'IS 203

Glenorchard (Stirling.),

15.6.24, young, for J.

Bartholomew.

Ditto 6.6.27.

i >itto 16.5.30.

Kilmacolm (Renfrew),

29.6.29, young, by Mr.

and Mrs. H. O. Blyth.

Glen Fruin (Dumbarton),

21.5.27, young, by J.Kerr.

Machrihan ish (Argyll.),

20.6.30, young, by J- Kerr.

Kirkconnel (Dumfries.),

19.7.29, young, by T. K.

Craven and W, Bone.
Tvnron (Dumfries.), June,

1929, young, for H. S.

Gladstone.

Uldale (Cumb.), (>.6.29,

young, by R. H. Brown.
Penrith (Cumb.), Mav, K)2o,

young, by H. J. Moon.

K.5908 Ditto

1 1352

May, 1930.

L'lverston (Lanes.), 14.5.28,
young, by H. S. Greg.

V.8117 Near Lancaster, 15.6.2S,
young, by H. W. Robinson.

V.5302 Garstang (Lanes.), June,
1927. young, by H. J.
Moon.

R.8184 Settle (Yorks.). June, 1930,
young, bv H. J. Moon.

R.5772 Sedbergh (Yorks.), Mav,
193°. young, bv H. J.
Moon.

Times.
Nenagh (Tipperarv), 5.1.31,

by R. White.

Near Limerick, 7.12.30, by
H. Graham.

Where ringed, May, 1931,
by ringer.

Galbally (Tipperary),
December, 1930, by S.

Barry and P. St. Ledger.
Where ringed, March, 193 1,

by A. Sinclair.

Tobercurry (Sligo), 15. 1 2.30,

by W. Lawson.
Near Bangor (Down),

27.4.31, by G. Oliver.

Belmullet (Mayo), 20.1.31,

by P. McAndrew.

Monasterevan (Kildare),

22.2.31, by A. Conroy.
Robertstown (Kildare),

1 5.2.31, by Rev. P.

Kennedy.
Akpierubim (Douro), Portu-

gal, February, 1931, by
P. F. Leith.

Near San Sebastian, Spain,
December, 1928, by A.
Echaide.

Where ringed, 1 3.6.31, by
ringer.

Robertstown (Kildare),

1 9. 1.3 1, by Rev. P. Kelly.

Broadford (Clare), 30. 1.3 1,

by J. Paul.
Near Liverpool (Lanes.),

1 3.2.3 1, by H. Scotson.
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No. Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

LAPWING (continued).

S.5406 Ingleton (Yorks.), June, Kilmorna (Kerry), 3.1.31,
I 929. young, by H. J. by M. O'Connor.
Moon.

99713 Prestbury (Ches.), 11. 6. 21, Wexford (Ireland), Feb-
young, by R. M. Garnett. ruary, 1928, by J. Malone.

Pv.7452 Fallibroome (Ches.), 28.5.30, Caen (Calvados), France,
young, by E. W. Higgin- 29.3.31, by R. Pignard.
botham.

REDSHANK (Tringa t. totanus).

V.3664 Rockcliffe Marsh (Cumb.), Near Cardiff (Glam.), 27. 3. 31,

25-5 27, young, by R. H. by C. J. Laidlaw.
Brown.

CURLEW (Numenius a. arquata).

RR.8617

RR.8723

RR.9693

W.1968

RR.6764

S.9507

V.9957

U.1801

S.9102

S.9192

S.9767

S.9620

Almondbank (Perth.),
2 7-5-3°. f°r Lord Scone.

Achill I. (Mayo), Dec, 1930,
or Jan., 1931, by M.
Henry.

Near Strabane (Tyrone),

6. 1. 31, by J. C. Maxwell.
Logiealmond (Perth.)

6.6.30, young, for Lord
Scone.

Tynron (Dumfries.), June, Lindeen (Clare), June, 1930,

1929, young, for H. S. by G. Bradley.
Gladstone.

SNIPE (Capella g. gallinago).

Ulverston (Lanes.), 13.6.27, Clonsilla (Dublin), 13.12.30,
young, by H. S. Greg. by A. Wall.

WOODCOCK (Scolopax

Letterwalton (Argyll.),

1.8.28, young, by Miss
Cameron.

Near Crieff (Perth.), July,

1930, for Lord Scone.

Ditto 4.6.28.

Murthly (Perth.), 4.6.28, for

Lord Scone.

Scone Estate, (Perth),

30.4.30, young, by Lord
Scone.

Ditto 28.6.30.

Almondbank
i9-5-3°. young
Scone.

Dupplin Castle

4.6.30, young,
Scone.

(Perth.),
for Lord

(Perth.),

by Lord

r. rusticola).

Port Appin (Argyll.), 7.1.31,

by Col. L. E. Starkey.

Where ringed, 29.11.30, by
Sir D. McCowan.

Comrie (Perth.), 10. 1.3 1, by
Maj. Graham-Stirling.

Newcastle West (Limerick),

15. 2. 31, by M. Leonard.
Where ringed, 11. 11.30, by

ringer.

Ledaig (Argyll.), December,
1930, by F. Macpherson.

Bally vaughan (Clare).

7.12.30, by W. H. Irwin.

Near where ringed, 5.4.31,
by J. Ritchie.
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No.

S.7660

U.5768

V.3557

U.6427

2.3089

W.0015
U.7752
W.3053
U.77O0
RR.71 1

V.9881

S. 2hO>

S.27I.S

R7873

DI 762

S-9925

s 7J-M

13 ? 3

7 > > ;n

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

WOODCOCK (continued).

•\uchen Castle (Dumfries.),

2.5.30, young, by Lord

Scone.

Islay (Argyll.), 1930, for

Lord Scone.

Ditto, 6.5.30, young, by J.

Mackillop.

Kirkmichael (Dumfries.),

22.7.29, by W. and A. B.

Duncan.
Holker (Lanes.), May, 1925,

young, for Col. Porritt.

24.528.
25.6.30.

19.4.30.

25.6.30.

I. of Man, 3.5.30,

young, by F. A. Craine.

Killarney (Kerry),

by J. Sullivan.

26.12.30,

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Bullaugh

Near Ballymena (Antrim),

3.1.31, by J. Leckey.
Melford (Argyll.), 22.1.30,

by The Field.

Carhaix (Finistere), France,
1 1.1.31, by Y. Cotton and
Maj. F. Lawrence.

Near where ringed, 27.11.30,

by ringer.

Ditto
Ditto
1 >itto

Ditto

3-i2-3°.

312. 30.

18.12.30.

12.4. 31.

Castle Kennedy (Wigtown).

Swynnerton (Staffs ), 5.5.30,

young, for J. R. B, Mase-
field.

SANDWICH

January,
Bundock.

Near where
by ringer.

1 93 1, by Mr.

ringed, 1.1.31,

TERN (Sterna s. sandricensis).

Walney I. (Lanes.), 2.6.29,
young, by H. W. Robinson.

Ditto

Ditto

VV.2389 Ditto

S.5917 Ditto

2.6.29.

8.6.30.

12.6.27.

i.6.29.

Loanda, I 'ortugue.se W.
Africa, March or April,

1 93 1, by Editor, A Pro-
vincia de Angola.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto, 20.3.31, by F.
Roschen.

Off Benguela, Portuguese
W. Africa, end 1930, by
Director, Rijks. Mus",
Leiden.

Near Durban, Natal. S.

Africa, 4.1.31, by F. C.
Chubb.

Luderitz, S.W.Africa,
by F. Burbidge.

R. Tabou, French
Africa, 2.5.31, by
Constantin.

Loanda, Portuguese W.
Africa, 27.4.31, by Dept.
Overseas Trade.

COMMON TERN (Sterna h. hirundo).

Ainsdale (Lanes ), July, 192 1, Dartmouth (Devon.) 24 4 y
young, bv F, W. Holder. bv A. M. C. Nicholl.

Blakeney Pt. (Norfolk), Boston (Lines.)
14 (124, young, bv A. W. W. Whitsed.
ooyd

.

Ravenglass (Cnmb.), 12.6. 17,
young, by H \V. Robinson.

Scolt Head (Norfolk), 28. 0. 30,
young, by A. W. Boyd.

!3-2.3I.

West
M. G.

Ditto, 7.7
Garnett.

30, bv R. M.

14.0.31, by
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COMMON GULL {Larus c. canus).

RR.8203 Dornoch (Suth.), 24.7.29, The Mound (Suth.), 8.5.31,

ad., by E. Cohen. by D. McKenzie.

LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL {Larus f. graellsii).

AD. 8 72 Foulshaw Moss (Westmor- Lisbon, Portugal, end 1930,
land), 1.8.30, young, by by A. Peixe.

J. A. G. Barnes.
AH. 833 Ditto, 5.8.30, by H. W. Portimao (Algarve), Portu-

Robinson. gal, 1.12.30, by E. M.
Leith and Seculo.

AH. 748 Walney I. (Lanes.), 23.6.30, Mazagan, Morocco, January,
young, by H. W. Robinson. 1931, by W. S. Edmonds.

KITTIWAKE (Rissa t. tridactyla).

69331 Fame Is. (Northumb.), Terenceville, Newfoundland,
23.6.28, young, by Mrs. 10.12.30, by A. J. Burke
T. E. Hodgkin. and G. Rabbitts.

RAZORBILL {Alca torda).

RS.4031 Llanda I. (Suth.), 3.7.30, Mandal, S. Norway, 25.5.31,
young, by E. Cohen. by B. Nelson.

PUFFIN (Fratercula a. grabce).

CA.487 Orkney, June, 1928, ad., by Where ringed, May, 1930,
(AD. 162) H. \V. Robinson. and May, 1931, by ringer.

AB.642 Ditto June, 1928. Ditto May, 1931.
CA.5 Ditto May, 1930. Ditto May, 1931.
CA.6 Ditto May, 1930. Ditto May, 1931.

CA.47 Ditto May, 1930. Ditto May, 1931.
CA.181 Ditto May, 1930. Ditto May, 1931.

LAND-RAIL {Crex crex).

T.7125 Peart ree (Kirkcudbright.), Falaise (Calvados), France,

17.6.29, young, for Lord 5-9-29, by M. Boissais.

Scone.

Black-headed Gull Ringed Abroad.—Correction.—On p. 360 of

Vol. XXIV. a Black-headed Gull, recovered at Weston-super-Mare,
was reported to have borne ring "Rossitten E.5494", put on in Schles-
wig in June, 191 1. Unfortunately, the number was wrongly reported
and should have been E.54943, which was put on a young Black-
headed Gull at Molfsee, Kiel, on July 2nd, 1930.



OTES
ORTOLAN BUNTING IX PEMBROKESHIRE.

>N I unc 2nd, 1931, I was able to identify an Ortolan Bunting

'imberiza hortulana) on Skokholm. As it was in an

xhausted state I was able to examine it from within three

ai ds, as it rested in a niche of my garden wall. The small,

ddish bill was unmistakable. From the colouring of the

lumage I judged it to be an adult female.

Mr. G. C. S. Ingram informs me that this is apparently the

ret recorded in South Wales. As far as I am aware, the

nly other records for Wales arc that of five seen and one

btained on Bardsey Island by Dr. N. F. Ticchurst, September

nd to nth, 1913 (antea, Vol. XIII., p. 67), and one seen by
. S. Mearcs (not D. H. Meares, as stated) on the Berwyn
ionntains, May 20th, 1907 (Forrest, Fauna of X. Wales,

. [67). R. M. I.OCKLEY.

UTHATCH AND BLACK TERNS IN CUMBERLAND.
T the end of May, 192N, whilst staying at Pooley Bridge,

Ueswater, I beard a Nuthatch (Sitta europira affinis) calling

nongst some tiers on the Cumberland side of the Eamont
>out a mile from the lake. I heard it on several occasions
aring my visit. I was not aware that the Nuthatch was
ich a rare bird in Cumberland, or I would have recorded
w fact before.

In 1:929, and again this year, I stayed at the same place,
it did not hear the bird again.

On May 28th, 1929, I saw three Black Terns {Chlidonias
iger) flying over Ulleswater. N. Tracy.

INCUBATION-PERIOD OF MARSH-WARBLER,
x June 14th, [931, I found a nest of a Marsh-Warbler
[crocephalits palustris) in Gloucestershire containing three
;gs. On the 21st the nest contained five eggs and on the
5th,. just before noon, the fourth and fifth eggs hatched,
it is permissible to assume that the fourth and fifth eggs

are laid on June 15th and 16th and that incubation com-
enced on the latter date, this makes a period of twelve
ys - Guy Charteris.

SIZE OF CLUTCHES OF NIGHTINGALE.
3 I have examined as many as thirty-four nests of the
ightingale [Lusdma m. megarhyncha) in Suffolk this year
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(1931) it seems of value to record the size of the clutches.

Twenty-nine contained 5 eggs, four 4 eggs, and one—obviously

a second clutch and moreover built in a thorn hedge—3 eggs.

I found no nest containing 6 eggs, though I have seen that

number in a nest some years ago in Buckinghamshire.
A. Mayall.

REDSTART ALIGHTING ON THE SEA.

While going from Marseilles to Gibraltar on April nth, 1931,

the first evening out a male Redstart (Phoenicurus phoenicurus)

flew by the ship, looking as if it wanted to land, but instead

dropped on to the sea with wings outspread, and so remained
for two minutes (timed). I expected to see it sucked under,

but it rose again quite easily and flew on to the upper deck.

There was a swell at the time but the surface was smooth.
M. Barclay.

BLACK REDSTARTS IN PEMBROKESHIRE.
The appearance of the Black Redstart (Phoenicurus 0.

gibraltariensis) on Skokholm for the third spring in succes-

sion establishes the fact of a regular and hitherto overlooked

migration on the Pembrokeshire coast. The records for

winter and spring, 1930-31, are as follows : November 6th,

1930, a male ; November 12th, a female ; and one bird seen

on each of the following days in 1931 : March 5th, 9th, 30th,

May 5th, 21st, 29th, and one on June 1st, probably the same
bird as on May 29th. No full-plumage males were seen this

spring. For previous records see Vol. XXII., p. 373, and
Vol. XXIV., p. 106. R. M. Lockley.

SWALLOW'S NEST WITHOUT MUD.
On May 4th, 1931, I found an unusual nest of a Swallow
(Hirundo r. rustica) at Styal, Cheshire. It was placed in a

typical position on the main beam of a boathouse roof, but it i

consisted merely of a very few small fine twigs of hazel and a

wisp of hay. It was almost flat, with hardly any perceptible

dip, and no mud was used in the construction;, yet there

is plenty of suitable mud in the immediate vicinity, nor

had there been any hot weather to bake its surface. The nest :

contained three very young (probably hatched two or three

days) Swallows and one infertile egg. E. W. Nicholson-Smith.

COMMON BUZZARDS BREEDING IN SOUTH UIST.

In the summer of 1927, and again in 1928, I saw Common
Buzzards (Buteo b. buteo) in South Uist which had every
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Dpearance of breeding there, but I did not attach much

iportance to their presence at the time and did not search

>r nests. Finding that the bird has not been recorded from

ie Outer Hebrides I made inquiries to try to confirm this

>servation this summer, and have been informed by Captain
' M Pollen that Mr. Mackintosh, whom I know to be a

liable observer, has been watching this year a Buzzard's

»st on Stulaval, where I saw the birds in 1927 and 1928,

id that he hears of two other nests in a different part of the

land.
GuY Charteris.

AN UNRECORDED CHESHIRE HERONRY.

fwm the census of heronries was made in 1928 a small

>l<my in Cheshire was omitted.

I learn from Mr. W. McCracken that about thirty years

»o Herons (Ardea c. cinerea) began to build on an island

r the Pool at Crewe Hall in the south of the county and have

ested there annually ever since.

Mr. G. H. Clegg visited the Pool on June 25th, 1931, with a

cper, who had seen them nesting there for the last twenty-

mo years and had noted a gradual increase to about a dozen

sts this vear. Though unable to land on the island, Mr.

legg saw many young still there. A. \V. Boyd.

SPOONBILLS IX CARMARTHENSHIRE.
our Spoonbills (Platalea teucorodia) appeared in some
tastal marshes in Carmarthenshire on June 22nd, 1931. 1

lw them arrive, coming over high from the sea at 8 p.m.
hey stayed for a week and I had several Opportunities of

L'tting good view s of them through my binoculars when they
ere feeding and preening and also when flying overhead,
hen their whiteness was especially noticeable, as well as the
raight line made by their fully-stretched neck and bill and
gs.

I may also mention that a Spoonbill was shot near the same
icality in January, 1931, and it has now been stuffed.

Ethel Falkener.

FULMARS IX PEMBROKESHIRE.
N May 6th, 1930, Mr. C. Oldham and I saw a Fulmar
uilmartts g. glacialis) flying past Strumble Head. This, I

ilieve, was the first summer record of the species in Pembrokc-
lire or indeed in South Wales [antea, Vol. XXIV., p. 196).
In mid-May, 1931, Mr. F. Twells of Flimston noticed and
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drew attention to two strange birds haunting the cliffs among
the numerous Gulls and Auks there. On June 6th I watched
a single Fulmar flying along the cliff-face at Stackpole. Head
about 5 miles distant from Flimston ; and on June 7th 1

identified the Flimston birds. Then, and during the ensuing

three days, we saw eight Fulmars on the ledges there, close

together and apparently quite at home. One pair at least

was indulging in " courtship " behaviour, though I detected

no signs of nesting.

These cliffs, it may be mentioned, lie considerably to the

south-east of the Saltee Islands, where Fulmars were recorded

nesting in 1930. Bertram Lloyd.

INCUBATION-PERIOD OF GOLDEN PLOVER.
About 5 p.m. on April 21st, 1931, at Capenoch, Dumfriesshire,

I found a nest of a Golden Plover (Charadrius a. apricarius)

containing four eggs. I was able to keep this nest under
daily observation ; at 5 p.m. on May 18th three of the eggs

were hatched, the fourth egg was chipped, and the chick

emerged next day. Hugh S. Gladstone.

SANDWICH TERN BREEDING IN SOUTH UIST.

Early in June, 1928, I saw a Sandwich Tern {Sterna s.

sandvicensis) in a colony of Arctic Terns in South Uist. A
day or two later a keeper brought into the lodge for identifica-

tion a single egg of this species taken from the small island

on a loch where I had seen the bird. This species has not, I

believe, been previously recorded from the Outer Hebrides
even as a casual visitor. Guy Charteris.

LARGE CLUTCHES OF COMMON TERNS' EGGS.

The occurrence in Blakeney Point Tcrnery, this season, of no
less than eight Common Terns' {Sterna hirundo) nests, each
containing four eggs, is sufficiently unusual to be placed on
record. I have examined many thousands of nests of this

species in Great Britain and abroad, and have only once
before seen a nest with four eggs, at Ainsdale in 1929. One
other clutch of four was recorded at Blakeney Point in 1914.

Geo. Marples.

Clutches of four eggs of the Common Tern are rare, but
occur in varying numbers in all large colonies. In some
seasons these large sets seem to be more numerous than in

others. Thus, at the Blakeney Point Ternery in 1917, Mr.

E. C. Stuart Baker was able to see from one spot no fewer

1
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an four sets of four eggs and one of five, while other sets

four were noted in the vicinity. Similarly, on the Fames,

saw six sets of four within a radius of a dozen yards in 1916.

r H W Robinson records three clutches of four and one of

/e on the Scillies in 1924 (Br. B., Vol. XVIII., p. 112).

There were at least three sets of four in the colony at Wells-

i-Sea in 1916, and in a colony on Anglesey I saw two sets

four and one of five in 1909. F. C. R. Jourdain.

Brambling in Norfolk in June.—Mrs. D. A. MacAlister

forms us that on June 13th, 1931, she saw a male Fringilla

ontifringilla near Mildcnhall on the Norfolk and Suffolk

>rder. It was bathing in a farmyard pond in company with

baranches and Martins.

Foe® OF the Mute Swan.—Mr. L. H. Dagley writes

>n firming from personal observation the fact recorded by

r. J. B. Watson (Br. B., Vol. XXIV., p. 367) that the

iute Swan (Cygntts olor) eats fish on the Lake of Geneva,

his is interesting, as the food of the Mute Swan is almost

itirely vegetable. It should, however, be noted that in

ic case of our resident birds, the food paragraphs in the

radical Handbook are based solely on records of food

entitled in the British Isles, except where otherwise stated.

—

.C.R.J.

Fulmar Petrels in Lancashire and Norfolk.—
r. H. W. Robinson informs us that a specimen of Fulmarus
glacialis was caught alive on Walney Island at the end of

1..' ust, 1929, this being the eighth record for the county.
Mr. E. L. King writes that on May 24th, 1931, one was
und dead in a fresh state on Horsey Beach by some members
the London Natural History Society.

Quail in C.i.oi ( kstkrshire.—The Hon. Guy Charteris
forms us that he heard a Quail (Coturni.x c. coturnix) in a
"Id of sainfoin near Snowshill on June 20th, 1931, and that
' was told that the birds had been in the neighbourhood
is last two summers.

LETTERS.

CHARTS FOR OCEAN OBSERVATIONS.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—May I suggest that Mr. K. M. Nicholson has scarcely made
lappv choice when using Mercator's Chart to illustrate his " Ornitho-
jical Transect of the North Atlantic "

? {antea, Vol. XXIV., p. 272).
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By elementary trigonometry it can readily be shown that on the

globe, the length of any parallel of latitude varies as the cosine of the
angle of that latitude, and hence in Mercator's projection, where the
parallels of latitude are all of a similar length, equal to that of the

equator, the linear and area distortion increase rapidly with increasing

latitude. Thus at lat. 45°N., which very approximately bisects the
" area of Mediterranean Shearwater Distribution ", the linear distortion

is ^2X 's and thus the area distortion 2 x 's ; while at 30°N. lat. which
passes through the "section within which few birds occur", this

distortion is only ^J^x 's linear, or J's in area distortion. Hence, while
2

the " vast almost birdless region " quoted is in reality much larger

than the Shearwater area, on the chart it actually appears smaller,

thus giving a disproportionate idea of the whole distribution. It is

evident from the fact that the authors regularly took 10-mile counts,

that some sort of linear density of distribution of the various birds

was in their minds, otherwise, if mere latitudinal limits had been their

aim, it would have been sufficient merely to have observed where the

various species appeared and where they disappeared.
I would therefore humbly like to suggest that an " area-true "

projection, such as that of Bonne, might with advantage be used, in

connexion with some sort of "spot-distribution", to represent the

ornithological density, this latter being a device well known to geo-

graphers for mapping densities of population and the like. By using

different colours for different species, it should be possible to produce
from such data as the authors give, a much truer and precise repre-

sentation of ornithological distribution along a transect.

Mr. Nicholson writes :

I am fully aware of the shortcomings of Mercator and v. ill

certainly investigate Mr Stuart Smith's suggested alternative.

But " spot-distribution ", however pretty it might look, would
necessarily be based largely on guesswork in our present state of

knowledge, and use of colours is unfortunately beyond the resources

of the average ornithological journal.

Sirs,—In conversation to-day Mr. Raoul Millais, thinking it would
interest me, told me that in December last he saw, and watched for some
time at close quarters, a single Crested Tit on a fir tree in the arboretum
at Weston Birt, Sir George Holford's place on the Wiltshire-Gloucester-
shire boundary.
Though not exactly an ornithologist (by which I mean that he does

not study ornithological literature) Mr. MiHais is a close observer of

birds, and is quite familiar with the Crested Tit in Scotland, and I

think his identification may be accepted as certain.

It seems most likely that this bird would have been a straggler of

one of the Continental forms, probably Paras cristatus mitratus, Brehm,
and not the Scottish bird.

See Mr. Witherby's article on English occurrences of Crested Tits

in British Birds, Vol. V., p. 109. ^-r^vSH M(;^ A. L. Butler.

Stuart Smith.

PROBABLE CRESTED TIT IN WILTSHIRE.
To the Editors of British Birds

Horsham, Jane yth, 193

1

it
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ON THE NORMAL FLIGHT SPEEDS OF BIRDS.
BY

T. H. HARRISSON,

During 1927, 1928 and 1929, while motoring in various

parts of England and Wales, I have collected data on flight

speeds of birds. Though my observations are obviously

very incomplete, yet they will serve to show that much
remains to be done on this important subject, the study ol

which is open to many ornithologists. This cannot claim

to be anything more than a mere contribution and I hope tc

summarize all the available data in a subsequent article

here, I am primarily concerned with the speed of daily

movements.
It is perhaps justifiable to claim a considerable degree oi

accuracy for these figures, as the methods described below dc

not allow of a large margin of error, and on many occasions

one observation has been checked by another. The great

majority of the records refer to birds in normal daily flight

concerning which there is even less information than on

migratory flight ; all are, of course, ground speeds.

Methods.
The procedure, in taking each speed, was simple yet

reasonably accurate. All were taken either from (i) a motoi

car or (ii) a motor cycle.

(i) In the case of those speeds taken from a car, it provec

necessary to have an assistant. I (as driver) concentratec

on keeping level with the flying bird, and when I hac

been going level and parallel—and at uniform speed—

for a considerable distance (at least 50 yards, unless

otherwise stated, and usually over 200 yards) m\

passenger—usually my brother—would read the speedo-

meter, when the needle was quite steady. With a

similar method Wetmore (1) obtained a number ol

records in California. As Ticehurst (2) points out, it

is extremely difficult for one person alone to obtain

accurate data from a moving car, though Jones (3) and

White (4) have done useful work with only one observer

(ii) Roughly, a third of these records were obtained from

a high powered motor-cycle capable of 75 miles an

hour. On this machine was fitted a special type oi

speedometer, on a long upright arm from the centa

of the handlebars. This brought the instrument to

within twelve inches of my eyes and directly in front oi

them. Thus the difficulties of watching bird and

speedometer together were minimized.
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Vith both vehicles the speedometers were tested every

;k or so by means of a stop watch over a known distance,

1 also against each other. In no case was any error found,

ctice and experience were valuable factors in obtaining

records, and progress at first was very slow.

Conditions.

n no case was any record accepted where there was a

sibility of doubt—either in identification or in accurately

aining the speed. Every case in which the wind was

rc than a very slight breeze has been rejected, and the

eze has been mentioned whenever present. Brief remarks

/c been made in each case to indicate roughly the nature

flight. These remarks are open to criticism, as it is often

possible to indicate—in a few words—the exact nature of

ht in each record^). I merely give them for what they are

rth and as I took them down on the spot,

n every case the bird was apparently subject to no

lormal stimuli, though in four cases( 2
) the bird was chased

flying directly in front of the vehicle. Only seven of the

on Is are for birds on migration, the remainder being for

inary normal daily flight. In all cases the bird flew

jctly parallel with or over the road, and never more than

feet up. Except where otherwise mentioned the record

is to a single bird flying alone. No bird flying normally
wed any appreciable change in speed during the time it

3 under observation, apart from two birds somersaulting
i three others twisting in flight.

(

3
)

Localities.

dl these records were obtained in England and Wales,
>tly on flat or rolling open country with more or less

ight roads—Salisbury Plain, the north coast of Norfolk,
Romney Marsh and" Anglesey. It is difficult to obtain
ids in wooded or very hilly country.

Results.
he result of three years' observations from motor vehicles
he following list of 103 records for thirtv-six species,
ly other records were obtained which did not fulfil the
litions outlined above, and were therefore rejected.

(M The word " pressing " has been used to indicate birds
rently hurrying or Hying fast for the species.

(
3
) House-Sparrow 33 m.p.h., Sand-Martin 31 m.p.h., Partridge

..p.h., Willow-Warbler 27 m.p.h.
3

)
Lapwing 40 m.p.h., and 30 m.p.h. ; Willow-Warbler 27 m p h

el 38 m.p.h.. Yellow Bunting 26 m.p.h.
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TABLE I.

Speed Speed
(.Miles (Miles
per Remarks. per Remarks,

hour.) hour).

Rook (Corvus frugilegus.)

35 Deliberate, at dusk. 29 Foraging from rookery.

35 Easy. 28

32 Fair (against very slight 27
breeze). 24 Very easy indeed.

32 Easy.

Jackdaw (Colceus monedula).

36! Quite easy. 32 Flock of fifteen ; normal.

35^ Pressing. 31 Fairly easy.

35 Ordinary pace. 31 Easy.

35 Fairly easy. 30 Very easy, against slight

33 Effortless. breeze.

Magpie {Pica pica).

19 Flying from one tree to next

(40 yards).

(

J
)(

2
) Starling (Sturnus vulgaris).

30^ Two flocks together. 27 Very easy.

30 Pressing. 26 (No remarks.)

29 Easy. 25 Preparatory to landing.

29 Searching for spot to alight

on.

Greenfinch (Chloris chloris).

36 Short flight (45 yards). 35 Quite easy (up and down).

Goldfinch (Carduelis carduelis).

26 Apparently usual speed.

Linnet (Carduelis cannabina)

.

36 Very deliberate — slight 31 Pressing slightly.

favourable breeze. 30 ,, ,,

33 Very deliberate. 27 Short flight (40 yards).

32 Apparently ordinary pace. 26

(

2
) Chaffinch (Fringilla ccelebs).

29 Quite easy—slight favourable 27^ Against slight breeze,
breeze. 25 Very deliberate.

(!) House-Sparrow (Passer domesticus).

33 Alarmed, and chased by car. 32 Slight favourable breeze.

Corn-Bunting (Emberiza calandra).

34 Pressing.

Yellow Bunting (Emberiza citrinella)

.

35 Alarmed. 27 Very easy, against slight

35 Deliberate, against slight breeze.

breeze. 26 Two chasing each other, and

32 Deliberate. fighting in flight.

(

1
) I have seen Starlings and House-Sparrows flying level for

300 yards (and see Ticehurst (2)).

(

2
) I have seen a Chaffinch outfly a Starling against a strong wind
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Speed
;d (Miles

f Remarks. Per Remarks.

r ^
hour).

(') Yellow Wagtail (Motacilla flava).

Fairly rapid. 22 1 Pair together.

Pied Wagtail (Motacilla alba).

Very easy.

Blue Tit (Parus cesruleus).

Flying from tree to tree

(40 yards).

Willow-Warbler (Phylloscopus trochilus).

Chased bv car and twisting in

flight.

'

Fieldfare (Turdus pilaris).

I

Slightly alarmed. 3 1 Disturbed—a flock.

Mistle-Thrush (Tttrdus viscivorus)

.

Pressing slightly.

Song-Thrush (Turdus philomelus).

\ Alarmed.

Blackbird (Turdus merula).

Rapid. 29 Alarmed by car (not chased).

Very deliberate.

Wheatear (QLnanthe cenanthe).

For 50 yards— flitting flight. 35 Rapid flitting (100 yards).

Swallow (Hirundo rustica).

Normal (not on migration). 26 In front of car.

Slightly alarmed. 25 Easy, probably on migra-
Easy, probably on migration, tion, against breeze.

with slight favourable 23$ Easy, probably on migration,
breeze. against slight breeze.

Probably on migration
;
many 23 Hawking for flies.

together. 23 Deliberate, against slight
Ordinary pace (not migration). breeze.
Deliberate, probably on

migration.

House-Martin (Chelidon urbica).

Fairly deliberate, on migra- 24 Cruising low over meadow,
tion.

Fairly deliberate, on migra-
tion.

Sand-Martin (Riparia riparia).

Chased by car.

l

)
The 30 m.p.h. record for Yellow Wagtail may be slightly

curate.
8 3
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Speed Speed
(Miles (Miles

per Remarks. per Remarks,
hour.) hour.)

Cuckoo (Cuculus canovus).

27 Pressing slightly.

Tawny Owl (Strix aluco).

45 Pressing—at dusk. 21 (Family?) party of five near

40 Very deliberate—at dusk. together at dusk.

Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus)

.

38 In front of car, twisting and 36 Quite easy, across a consider-

turning. able breeze.

35 Planing, at slight angle.

(*) Heron (Ardea cinerea).

24-25 Going rather slow, looking
for place to alight.

Ring-Dove (Columba palumbus).

51 Pressing hard. 30 Easy.

50 Pressing hard. 27 Very leisurely indeed, with

43 Apparently ordinary speed. irregular beats.

41 ,, ,, ,, 27 Against breeze.

33$ Quite easY'

(!) Stock-Dove {Columba cenas).

59 Pressing very hard. 40 Prepaiatory to alight, and

against slight breeze.

Turtle-Dove (Streptopelia turtur).

51 Rapid, with slight favourable 42 Very deliberate.

breeze.

(

2
) Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus).

40 Fairly easy, and somersaulting. 30 Easy and somersaulting.

35 Quite effortless. 24 Planing down, before landing

34 Easy. (50 yards).

Common Tern {Sterna hirundo).

27 Easy. 25 Quite effortless.

(

3
) Black-headed Gull {Larus ridibundus).

2i£ Very deliberate—at dusk ; 20 Rather leisurely (inland),

going to roost.

Common Gull {Larus canus).

23 Leisurely, but fairly deliber-

ate against breeze.

(!) I have a note of seven Herons together, keeping level with a

Stock-Dove, against a considerable wind.

(

2
) See Harrisson (5) for details.

(
3
) See Lack and Harrisson (6) for remarks on relative speeds of

Black-headed Gull and Golden Plover.
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r

a.)

Speed
(Miles

Remarks. P<t Remark*,
hour.)

1 1 erring-Gull (Lams wgentatus).

Verv easv indeed. 17 Very eas >' and effortless.

Very deliberate, against 12 Planing parallel to ground

breeze. (S° yards).

Partridge (Perdix perdix).

Chased by car.

Discussion.

The above figures are, of course, too few in number to

low of any certain generalizations. Almost all speeds are

3S than those obtained by Meinertzhagen (7), whose paper

perhaps the main contribution to this subject. Meinertz-

igen states that his " observations tend to show that

igratory flight differs very little in its velocity from the

ght of daily movement, and I see no reason why it should

how it can be so", and later "migratory flight differs in

1 way from every-day movement, except that it is steadier

d possibly a trifle slower".

He takes the Rook as his example to illustrate this hypo-
rsis, though all his records for this species are for birds on
igration, and he has no " every-day movement " data on
lich to base such a statement. In order to provide a
mparison, I tabulate below my five fastest Rook speeds,

ne of which refer to migratory birds, beside those of

lone! Meinertzhagen.

Rook (Cokvhs fru^ili'^its).

dnertzhagen Harrisson
I migrating). (none migrating).

45 35
4° 35
39^ (head wind of 12 m.p.h.) ^2

39 32
38 29

Jeinertzhagen's figures give an average of 40.25, my own
jht observations in all) give 30.25. Thienemann (8)
nbutes, on an average of four observations, a migratory
ed of 32.37 to this species ; Lucanus (14) finds 32 the
rage migration rate; Portal (15) notes a maximum speed
48; Sabine (10) mentions 30 for dailv movements;
lker (16) timed 24 and Cavlev (20) calculated 24 for
am daily flight, while Artindale (21) puts it as low as 20.
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A comparison between the records for the Swallow gives a

result similar to that for the Rook :

—

Swallow (Hirundo rastica).

Meinertzhagen Harrisson

(all migrating). (not migrating).

[106] (quoted) 32

37! 3o£

34 29

Professor C. J. Patten, with whom I have discussed this

point, tells me that in his opinion Swallows on migration at

sea travel at over 40, and H. P. 0. Cleave confirms this.

Lynes (22) estimates the Swallow's migration speed as

25 ; Wallis (9) notes 25 for daily flight ; Sabine (10) mentions

25-29 for birds feeding ; Walker (16) timed birds in normal
flight, and never found one going at over 25.

Or again the

Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus).

Meinertzhagen Harrisson

(apparently all migrating). (none migrating).

50 (Portal quoted) 40
40-45 35
42 34
37 (head wind of 12) 30

F. Portal (15) gives 48 as the Lapwing's maximum.
This evidence seems to point to a conclusion diametrically

opposed to that arrived at by Colonel Meinertzhagen, and
to indicate a difference, in some species at least, between
normal (i.e. daily) and migratory flight speeds.

The records of normal day flights obtained by Ticehurst (2),

Clay, Wallis, Joy and Dooly (9), Sabine and Crawshaw (10),

Truman (11), Donald (12) and others give comparatively

low speeds. Wetmore (1) obtained 14 records for seven

species of widely separated genera, yet the whole range of

speed was only 22-28 m.p.h. (all the birds flying normally).

Jones (3) obtained several records from a car, all 25-35 m.p.h.,

and the average below 30. Out of twenty-three records

of normal flight taken by White (4) only two were over

30 m.p.h.

The data for migration, on the other hand, show a marked
difference. Thus v. Lucanus (14) found that the average

migration rate for seven species especially studied all come

to between 30 and 46. Thienemann's average migration

speeds for Corvidae and Finches (8), based on a mass of
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urate material, range from 31-46. Brown (17) obtained

:a for a number of species (including Swift and Starling),

of which had maximum migration speeds of between

and 70. It is possibly significant that the slowest speed

•orded by Meinertzhagen (7) is 20.25 f°r Red-throated

pits in normal daily flight, while his migration figure for

2 same species is 26.5. Winkenwerder (13) made many
servations with a telescope on migrating birds, and
ssified them under four headings according to speed :

renty-five birds travelling " very rapidly ", twenty-two

noderate ", twelve " slow ", and two " very slow ".

These figures further demonstrate that daily flight is on

2 whole unexpectedly slow in many species, whereas

gratory flight is often comparatively rapid. Clearly a

•at deal remains to be done on this subject, but it is difficult

avoid at least the suspicion that speed on migration (with

apparently special stimulus) would in some, if not all,

^es differ from normal flight. It seems possible that figures

dusk flights to roosts in certain species would more nearly

proximate to those obtained for migration.

The fastest speed I have obtained is 59 m.p.h. for a Stock-
've( x

), the slowest 17 m.p.h. for a Herring-Gull. It is

>rth noting that during the past six years I have never
'ii any bird pas^ a motor or fast train in which I have been
ivelling, cither in Britain, France, Switzerland, Norway,
azil, Argentina, or Uruguay. This suggests that very
bid flight at low levels during daylight is the exception,
t the rule.

The records of Tawny Owl at 45 and 41 m.p.h. are sur-
ging—though Portal (9) has recorded a Little Owl travelling

40. The range of variation in my personal records for Ring-
>ve (27-51 m.p.h.) is very striking, and indicates considerable
lividual variation. The discrepancies in the various records
- Starling are even more marked, and a summarv of these
en below clearly illustrates the lack of complete informa-
n on flight speeds in general, despite the number of
lividual records :

—

Starling (Sturnus vulgaris).

-49 (*3 °bs. not migrating) Meinertzhagen (7)
(maximum) Brown (17)

(') No attempt has been made to deal with maximum or accele-
;d speeds, as this article is concerned with normal flight ; such data
be dealt with in a subsequent article.
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STARLING {continued).

birds between 120
Meinertzhagen (7)

Lucanus (14)

Thienemann (8)

Portal (15)

Eagle Clarke (19)

Sabine (10)

Wynne-Edwards (18)

Crawshaw (10)

45-481 (22 obs.

and 325 ft.)

46 (migration average)

46 (2 obs. on migration)

44 (maximum)
35-40 (estimate for migration)

32 (not migrating)

31.4 (3 parties leaving roost, timed
over 1 mile 700 yds.)

28-30 (several obs. not migrating)
25-3°! (

av - of 7 obs. =28 m.p.h., none
migrating)

24 (not migrating)

Even allowing for inaccuracies and individual variations

in speeds of different birds (a very uncertain factor at present)

the above figures are puzzling, though apart from the first

record they show a well-marked distinction between migratory
and daily flight.

Below is a table summarizing results for species for which
I have obtained three or more records ; it is clearly not

possible to give any real " average "
; this figure is given

for comparison and convenience. I must emphasize the

fact that these " averages " are not based on migratory
flight speeds.

TABLE II.

Harrisson

Ticehurst (2)

Species. Maximum. Minimum

.

Average. obseri

tion

Rook 35 24 30.2 8

Jackdaw 364 3° 33-3 9
Starling 30^ 25 28.0 7
Linnet 36 26 3°-7 7
Chaffinch 29 25 27.2 3
Yellow Bunting 3.5 26 31.0 5
Blackbird 30 29 29.7 3
Swallow 32 23 27-3 1

1

House-Martin 27 24 26.0 3
Tawny Owl( x

) 45 21 35-3 3
Kestrel 38 35 363 3
Ring-Dove 51 27 41.6 8

Lapwing( 2
) 40 3° 34-7 4

Herring-Gull^) 20 17 18.3 3

(

1
) This average may be misleading, as one speed was under

different circumstances to the other two.

(

2
) The last figure in Table I. is excluded here, for the bird was

planing.
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Conclusions.

This article includes 103 original records of thirty-six species

taken from motor vehicles, with standardized methods (as

described).

When compared with other material these observations

suggest a difference between the speeds of normal daily flight

and migration in some (? many) species. The data at present

available suggest that migratory flight often tends to be

r.ithcr more rapid than daily flight, though no doubt after

long journeys migrants travel at a comparatively slow rate.

A great deal remains to be done on every aspect of the

subject before any really sound conclusions may be drawn,

and in particular comparative records for daily and migratory

flights are needed. The extent of acceleration and of individual

variation are factors concerning which little is known, while

the effects of alarm, of flocks flying together, and of roost

flights, need careful investigation. Every observation on

any species should be put on record, with full details ; the

value of noting all cases where one species is seen to outfly

another must not be forgotten.

Very useful data may be obtained, especially on normal
daily Sight, from motor vehicles working in open country,

with two careful and experienced observers. Intensive

observations on common and comparatively " easy " species

(such as Rook, Jackdaw, Starling, Swallow, Ring-Dove
and Lapwing) would be of special value. It is important
to exclude records taken in a wind unless the speed of the
wind can be determined, and it is essential that when the bird

is actually chased or disturbed this fact should be noted.
The possibilities of timing birds over measured distances,

and of taking speeds from aeroplanes, have seldom been
exploited, though the author is glad to be able to say that
1 number of civil and military airmen are now collecting
;uch data in England. Loos (23) has described a method
)f obtaining speeds by ascertaining distances flown in short
periods (e.g., one second), which seems worthy of careful
:onsideration and trial.

The whole subject is of importance to aviators and physio-
ogists as well as to ornithologists, and it is to be hoped that
vithin the next few years many useful observations will be
nade in all countries. The author hopes shortlv to review
nd summarize the published data.
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THE EFFECT OF SEVERE WEATHER ON
BIRD SONG.

By
H. G. ALEXANDER.

It is well known that changes in the weather, and especially

sharp frost or snow, influence the amount of bird song ;
and

anyone who has given any attention to such phenomena must

have observed that some species are more affected by cold

than others. It is the ground-feeding species, such as the

Thrushes and Larks, that seem to feel the effect of frost most,

as one would expect, but other species are also influenced.

Hitter winds, too, even without frost, have a marked effect

in reducing song. On the other hand, some species, such as

the Coal-Tit, seem specially responsive to sunshine, and

others, such as the Blackbird, seem to be encouraged by rain.

In both cases the effect may be indirect: the sunshine

probably encourages insects sheltering in pine trees to come
out, thereby falling an easier prey to birds like Coal-Tits that

haunt pine trees, and rain falling on the dry ground may
loosen the soil and so give Blackbirds a better chance of

'xtracting their food. At the same time, it is to be noted
that rain seems to stimulate Blackbirds more than either

Thrashes or Robins.

So much for generalization based on a good many years'

• bservation. The main purpose of these notes, however, is

to give the exact result of observations made during the

severe frost of February and March, 1929, and of further
•bscrvations made during the sharp frost in the second week
if March, iqji.

Each day I am in a position to hear one or two Song-
rhrushes (TUrdus ph. clarkei) from dawn and several others
luring the greater part of the day, and the same applies to
he following species : Mistle-Thrush (T. v. viscivorus),
blackbird [T. m. mend*), Robin (Erithacus r. mclophilus),
iedge-Sparrow {Prunella m. Occidentalts) , Great Tit {Parns m.
lewtoni), Blue Tit (P. c. obscurus), Chaffinch (Fringilla c.

celebs) and Starling (Sturnus v. vulgaris). Sky-Larks and
Vrens I cannot hear regularly. The following notes, there-
ore, deal principally with the above nine species.
The observations have been made in Birmingham and are

10 doubt prejudiced to some extent by the uncertain factor
f artificial feeding. The Tits certainly, and most of the
ther species probably, are assisted in 'this way, so that a
arallel series of observations carried out in the country,
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away from kindly-disposed human beings, would probably

show a more complete cessation of song during severe frost.

January, 1929, was a fairly cold month, but without severe

frost. February, however, began with a mild spell ; the

night minimum of January 3ist-February 1st was 44°, and,

apart from a frost on the morning of the 4th, similar conditions

prevailed till the 10th, some days being quite balmy and
spring-like. During this period, Thrushes, Robins, Hedge-
Sparrows, Tits and Starlings were singing vigorously each

day, Mistle-Thrushes were in quite good song, and I heard

several Larks. On February 3rd I heard a Chaffinch sing once,

and on the 4th, 5th and 6th a Blackbird ; on the 9th a

Chaffinch again. These are early dates for this district.

On February nth a very bitter east wind began, and the

thermometer was falling during the day, remaining under
freezing-point the whole day. All song stopped completely

except for a little heard from Robin, Hedge-Sparrow and
Starling. The thermometer fell to 18

0
the following night,

but the next day (12th) was rather less bitter and the sun was
shining. Nevertheless, the shade maximum was only 24

0
.

To my surprise, I heard a Thrush singing a little at dawn.
Later I heard a Starling, and at midday both Great and Blue

Tits, but no Robin or Hedge-Sparrow. From the 13th to

the 20th the frost held, the first maximum reading above 32
0

being on the 17th. But the cold winds ceased, and the sun

shone by day. The severest frosts were in the mornings of

the 14th and 15th (13
0 and 12

0
respectively by my ther-

mometer, a good deal lower in other places quite near). On
the 13th a Blue Tit sang at sunrise, Starling rather later, and
Robins at sunset. On the 14th there was a distinct increase

of song, Robin, Hedge-Sparrow, both Tits and Starling

being heard. On the 15th Robin and Hedge-Sparrow sang

at sunrise and a Chaffinch at 8.45 a.m. In addition to both

Tits and Starlings, I also heard a Wood-Pigeon cooing in the

afternoon. The same five species (also a Coal-Tit) were heard

singing on the 16th. On the 17th the Thrush (the same bird

that sang at dawn on the 12th) sang both early and in the

afternoon ; a Chaffinch (apparently the same bird as on the

15th) also sang early in the morning ; and Robins and Hedge-
Sparrows were singing a good deal. On the 18th, in spite

of equally favourable conditions, I heard neither Thrush nor

Chaffinch, nor did I hear either at dawn on the 19th. My
observations were then interrupted till the 22nd. By that

time the air maximum was rising to over 40
0 each day but
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jround frosts were continuing. Not only Thrushes and
Chaffinches but also Mistle Thrushes and Blackbirds were
dnging again, and this continued till the 24th.

On the 25th, with a fresh blast from the north-east, a
:loudy sky and four degrees of frost, all the Thrushes and
Zhafhnches became silent again

; Robins and Hedge-Sparrows
sang a little, and Great and Blue Tits were heard off and on
:hrough the day. The 26th, with a keen north-east wind and
;now most of the clay, reduced the birds to almost complete
•ilence. Great Tit and Starling were the only two species heard,
t he 27th was again very bitter, but without snow. A Hedge-
sparrow sang feebly about 2.30 p.m., and both Tits and
tarlings sang more again, but I heard no Robin.
On the 28th the wind had dropped and the sun shone again,

nit even before sunrise I had already heard Thrush, Robin
ledge-Sparrow and Chaffinch singing. On March rst, with
imilar weather conditions, Thrushes, Chaffinches and' other
•irds were singing rather more, and in the afternoon I heard
Mistlc-Thrush. The next day I heard rather less, though

he weather conditions were the same. Similar 'weather
onditions continued for some days, with sharp ground frosts
ut the volume of song increased dailv. A Blackbird sang
1 the afternoon of March 5th, and I heard it again the next
lormng. By the 9th, though ice remained on the ponds and
ie night frosts continued, practically all resident birds were
1 good song, including Larks and Buntings in the open
mntry, and Tits, Goldcrest, Creeper, etc., in the woods

ertain features in this record seem to call for specialmiment. he bitter winds and grey skies seem to have beenueh more discouraging than sharp frost. And this applies

obin J ! uS P
c
mcipall

-
V §™und-feeders, such as Thrush,ob in and Hedge-Sparrow, not only to the Tits. Indeed

ie
1 its. perhaps because they were well supplied with artificial'och seemed more persistent than any other^pecies,eS^

It is also noteworthy that Thrushes and other birds wereiging at dawn on still days, when the ground was everv^iere

* WnTv^fi Indwd
'

VThrush that I
'
„earf

-rning
q
m 77" •

Spt?^ vi^0r0US in the ^rlv

in xiew of the diminution of the song of those species fcha*

remarkable that Chaffinches, though their song-period had
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only just begun, were comparatively little interrupted.

Possibly they are less inclined to be checked by adverse
conditions, once the song-period has begun, than other

species.

This spring (1931), song was checked several times by
adverse weather conditions. I heard a Chaffinch sing for the

first time on February nth, and one or two sang a little on
and off thereafter on reasonably fine days—which were few.

A snowfall in the early hours of the 17th, with a keen north
wind and no sun, completely stopped Thrushes and Mistle-

Thrushes ; and the Tits, which had been very noisy, were
subdued. There were further snow showers on the 19th,

but the sun shone at midday, and a Thrush sang quite

strongly again in the afternoon. Larks were also singing

that day. On the 19th, with less wind though no sun, both
Thrush and Mistle-Thrush were singing vigorously again.

Then for a time normal spring-song developed, the first

Blackbird joining the chorus late in the afternoon of the 22nd.

Heavy snow in the evening of February 28th checked this

development. On March 1st I heard no Thrush, though
Robin, Hedge-Sparrow, Starling and the Tits all sang a

certain amount. But Thrushes sang again on the 2nd, a

day of frost, but some sunshine and a light wind, and Mistle-

Thrushes began again on the 3rd, which was similar. The
4th and 5th were still cold, with night frosts and an easterly

wind, but not enough to check the song ; on the 5th, indeed,

I heard a Blackbird again. A bitter east wind blew on the

6th, and I heard hardly any song. On the 7th a Thrush (at

the same place as the persistent bird of 1929) sang for a few

moments about 7.30 a.m. ; later I heard Robins, Hedge-
Sparrows and Starlings, none of them singing much, and at

3.30 p.m. a Great Tit sang persistently. The frost held all

day and the wind was still very keen, but there was a good
deal of sunshine. On the 8th, with similar conditions, Robin,

Hedge-Sparrow, Starling and Great Tit each sang a little

early in the morning, and before sunset all these, especially

Robins, sang more ; but, although Blackbirds seemed specially

noisy at sunset, I heard no song from them or from either

Thrush. The wind was less bitter on the 9th, but the frost

was no less sharp, and song was about the same—a little in

the morning, rather more at sunset, but no Thrush. On the

10th, the wind having almost dropped, I heard two Thrushes

sing, each for a short time, during the morning, and a Chaffinch

at noon. Blue Tits were also heard again and Great Tits were
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singing more. On the nth, with a rather higher temperature
Thrushes were singing a good deal more, chiefly in the
morning, but also in the afternoon. The 12th was again
milder and sunny, with sharp ground frost and little wind
There was much more song, Mistle-Thrushes having begun
again and Chaffinches being fairly vigorous—for the fust
time this year. On the afternoon of the 13th I heard a
Blackbird and a Wren. After that, song became fairly
normal. It is perhaps worth noting in conclusion, though
that I did not hear a Blackbird sing in the early morning once
during March. On April 1st, when a keen east wind blew all
day, 1 did not hear one at all; but on the 2nd, though the
w ind was almost as cold, the continuous rain after weeks of
drought had the effect of starting them singing, and I heard
them on and off all day, whilst the Thrushes also seemed to be
singing with quite exceptional vigour.

It seems curious that the singing-habits of these two
species Should be so different. It is almost true to say 1

imk, that .1 a 1 hri.sh is going to sing at all it will sing within
the fust hour of daylight. Further, it sings, as everyoneknows, with great vigour from late November onwards
vheuever the weather is propitious but with much greater'Z l

Bh H "?? ^ ab° Ut m ' , ''" (
' Of lamiarv.rh Blackbird, on the other hand, is rarely heard untilbruary, and its best song is hardly heard till April or MMost of its early song is in the afternoon, and on the rare
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EARLY NESTING OF RED-BACKED SHRIKE IN KENT.
I observe that in Vol. XX., p. 150, May nth is mentioned as

the earliest recorded date for a complete clutch of the Red-

backed Shrike (Lanius c. collurio). It is therefore of interest

to record that I personally took a clutch of five eggs on

May 5th, 1922, at Shorncliffe, Kent.
The weather was unusually hot for the time of year.

H. T. GOSNELL.

INCUBATION- AND FLEDGING- PERIODS OF TREE-
CREEPER.

The following note on the incubation- and fledging- periods

of the Tree-Creeper (Certhia f. britannica) as observed in

Inverness-shire may be of interest :

—

Nest begun, June 2nd ; nest finished with one egg, 4th
;

two eggs, 12 noon, 5th ; three eggs, 12 noon, 6th ; four

eggs, 4 p.m., 7th ; six eggs and bird sitting, 11 a.m., 8th
;

one bird hatched, 12 noon, 22nd ; four hatched, 4 p.m.,

22nd
; two eggs not hatched, 7.30 p.m., 22nd ; six hatched,

11.30 a.m., 23rd ; birds left nest between 12 noon and
1 p.m., July 7th.

It was certainly puzzling to find that two eggs had been

laid between 4 p.m. on the 7th and 11 a.m. on the 8th. I

have no doubt about the number, as I was able to detach a

piece of bark in front of the nest and see into it with ease and

1 visited it daily. It occurred to me that a second bird

might have begun to use the nest, but I have no proof of this,

and it was not until the 8th, when the bird began to sit,

that I saw it on the nest.

This was a second brood. Two new nests were begun the

same day that the first brood left the nest. One parent

seemed to stay with the first brood. The new nests were in

holes about 100 yards apart, the second being finished, hut

not lined. Exactly the same procedure was noted last year.

Winifred M. Ross.

GOLDEN-CRESTED WREN IN INNER LONDON.
On July 12th, 1931, I was sitting in Eaton Square Gardens

with my wife and son and we all saw about fifteen feet away

a Golden-crested Wren (Regukts r. anglorum) hopping about

in the grass, very tame and easily identified.

Mr. Macphcrson mentions occurrences in Inner London
(Vol. XXII., p. 230), but most of them have been in autumn.

Walter F. Cave.
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THE SONG OF THE MISTLE-THRUSH.

On April EOth, 1931, near Darlington (co. Durham), I heard

a Mistk'-Thrush (Tardus v. viscivorus) singing in a curious

manner. Two of these birds were perched together in an

ash. One of them was singing. It commenced with the

familiar, loud, clear song and then without any perceptible

pause continued with a quieter, hurried warble, which bore a

considerable resemblance to that of the Garden-Warbler
(Sylvia borin). This warbling continued unbroken for two
or three seconds, when, after a brief pause, the normal song

was resumed, followed immediately again by the warbling.

After some rive minutes of this the bird which had
been singing Hew to another tree about a hundred yards
distant. It sang the normal song when on the wing. Pre-

sently it returned and as it approached its former perch in

the ash, a second bird, which had remained quite quiet up to
the present, commenced the same kind of warbling, but
without the normal song as prelude. Both birds then flow

Lway in company. I have no proof that the birds were male
ind female, though it seems a natural conclusion.

Mr. M. G. Robinson describes to me a similar song which
ie heard from a Mistle-Thrush. No second bird was present
>n this occasion, which was also in the spring.

YV. E. Almond.

GARGANEY IX LANCASHIRE.
MITCHELL'S Birds of Lancashire mentions only three records
»f the Garganey (Anas querqttedula) for the county, the last
11 £864. Sixty-four years later, Mr. A. W. Boyd records two
irhich he saw on hcighton Moss near Carnforth on April qth
0.28 (antca, Vol. XXII., p. 23).

I can now add a fifth from close to the same place, viz.,
ilverdale Marsh, a young male shot on August 6th, 1931,
y Mr. Myerscough, who brought the bird to me in the flesh.'

H. \Y. Robinson.

ELVET-SCOTERS ON THE IRISH COAST IN SUMMER.
n June 19th, 1931, whilst visiting a spot on the Irish coast
'out 30 miles north of Dublin, three Velvet-Scoters [Oidema
Jusca) flying north passed within 200 yards of where I stood
1 the shore. 1 heir large size and conspicuous white wing-
ii-s made confusion with the Common Scoter impossible,
lis may, I think, be worth recording, as in Ussher and
arren s Birds of Ireland, 1900, this duck is described as a
re winter visitor, only some twenty records having been
•ted uicluding one in the month of June, the only summer
:ora

'

J. B." Watson.
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SANDWICH TERNS IN SURREY.
On August 4th, 1931, I saw two Sandwich Terns (Sterna s.

sandvicensis) at Barn Elms Reservoirs. The birds passed

close to me, their black crowns being very conspicuous and

their straight flight and harsh call characteristic of the bird.

E. L. King.

LARGE CLUTCHES OF COMMON TERNS' EGGS.
In view of the notes (antea, pp. 82-3) on large clutches of eggs

of the Common Tern (Sterna hirundo), it may be of interest to

state that this year, in a north Lancashire colony, we found

one of live and four of four, whilst the majority contained

three eggs. 1930 was also a prolific year, but in 1929 we saw

only one clutch of four, although the majority contained three

eggs. H. W. Robinson.
E. U. Savagk.

BLACK-HEADED GULLS ROLLING EGGS AND OTHER
OBJECTS BACK INTO THE NEST.

I read with great interest Mr. George Marple's " Experimental
Studies of the Ringed Plover " (antea, 34-44) and the more
so because I made some similar experiments a few years ago,

but with another species, the Black-headed Gull (Larus r.

ridibundus). These experiments have yet to be completed.

Meanwhile, a brief summary of part of the results may be ol

interest.

The Black-headed Gull, like the Ringed Plover and other

ground-nesters, not infrequently rolls an egg out of the nest

when quitting it
;
and, on its return, it rolls it back in the same

way as the Ringed Plover, described by Mr. Marples (see

the accompanying photograph). My experiments consisted

in placing one or some or all of the eggs at varying distances

from the nest. The results summarized here refer exclusively

to the third case, that in which all the eggs (1 to 4) were placed

outside, the nest being left bare. In every case the measure-

ment was from the centre of the nest. As the width of

Black-headed Gulls' nests varies considerably, it is obvious

that measurements from the edge would be useless for

purposes of comparison.

I found that if the eggs were placed up to nine inches from

the centre of the nest, it might be predicted that normally

they would, some or all, be rolled back. But if placed at a

loot or over, the birds' behaviour became uncertain. In the

forty-two experiments here summarized the eggs were placed

at i\ feet (22 cases) and 2 feet (20 cases). But if it was

impossible to predict what precisely the bird would do, one

might be sure that its response would be one of four.
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Firstly, it might roll one or more of the eggs back into the
lest. This, if clone at all, was achieved in from 5 to 20
ninutes. If not done, the bird might go on making restless
nd useless movements for over an hour. Secondly, the bird
light after a time abandon the nest, sit on the egg's, and in
ue course build a new nest. Thirdly, it might show itself
ware of the nest as a nest by sitting in it, and of the eggs as
ggs by standing over them and making an incipient rolling
lovcment, but there was complete failure to relate the two
te result being that the eggs remained outside until restored'
I the nest, deserted or sucked. Fourthly, the bird might
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at the end of 4! days. The experiments noted in this para-

graph are described in Country Life of May 5th, 1928, in an

article on " What a Bird Will Sit Upon," in which a numbeij

of experiments by other naturalists are also summarized.
As Mr. Marples mentions the Ringed Plovers' indifference to

smell, I may add that my Gulls accepted a camphor ball

about the size of an egg. They accepted also nest substitutes
;

they sat happily on their eggs in my hat and in a tin. They
lined both. They were indifferent to the number of eggs.

I filled up one nest to the brim with thirteen, all it would
hold. The bird was of course unable to sit on all ; but it

did its best ; it sat on what it could, the rest fringing its

body. F. B. KirkmanJ

MOORHENS REARING FOUR BROODS.
On March 23rd, IQ30, I found a Moorhen's [Gallinula ch.

chloroptis) nest at Tadworth, Surrey, containing seven eggs.]

When I visited the pond a week later the nest was empty, but

another structure had already been completed, and this was
used until the end of the breeding-season, additions being

made as necessity arose.

Four broods were reared, consisting of three, four, four and

two young respectively. The nestlings of the last brood

appeared on or about September 28th, and both young ones

remained on the pond in the company of the adults until

March 15th, 1931. One young bird was present on March
29th, although on this date the adult female was engaged

in incubation, but on April 12th only the old birds remained.!

I should state that the pond is a small one, and certainly

no other pairs of Moorhens were breeding there during 1930.

Howard Bentham.

Brambling in Norfolk in June.—With reference to the

note on this subject (antea, p. 83), we are informed that a

caged cock Brambling was liberated near Norwich on June
10th, 1931. This, therefore, may have been the bird seen

by Mrs. MacAlister near Mildenhall, about forty miles away,

on the 13th.

Redwing in Suffolk in July.—Mr. Reginald Livesey

informs us that he found a Redwing (Turdus musicus) dead,

but fresh, in some fruit nets at Brundish, Suffolk, on July 14th,

193 1. The only other July occurrence of which we have a

note was one on the 5th of that month in Cumberland.

Late Stay of Fieldfare in Norfolk.—Mr. E. Cohen

informs us that he saw a single Fieldfare (Turdus pilaris) on

May 30th, 193 1, feeding in a ploughed field at Kelling, north
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Norfolk. The bird was seen on the following day, but not

ubsequently, by Mr. R. M. Garnett.

Common Buzzards and Sandwich Terns in South
Fist. With reference to the notes on the above {antea,

>p. 80 and 82), Miss Winifred M. Ross informs us that in

line, K)>o, she saw a Common Buzzard in the southern part

nd on another day one in the northern part of the island,

j he also saw a pair of Sandwich Terns in the northern area

I the same month.

LETTERS.

SONGS A X I ) CRIES OF THE NUTHATCH,
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—May I, in reference to the valuable contribution by Mr.
ralpole-Bond on the " Songs and Cries of the Nuthatch " in your
ugust issue (pp. 70-1), offer my notes on the calls of the Hampshire
Uthatch and ask Mr. Walpole-Bond whether his Sussex birds repeat

eir calls 1 definite number of times as the birds here seem to do.

[. A sort of level "Trill" or whistle of, sometimes fewer but
>t exceeding, twelve staccato notes, quickly given. This " trill

"

II is given main nines and replied to by another in the distance.

'This seems to correspond to Mr. Walpole- Bond's (2) Song B.
2. " Wheeee," given usually four times, though occasionally five

d six. A piercing cry, but not a whistle, the last " ee " higher than
e rest of the call.

3. " Tidididi," a fluty call of four quick notes repeated, with raised
•st from the top of a tree.

4. " I'wee pwee pwee pwee," rather deliberate, taking four seconds,
most always four notes, but at times rive or six, but this seldom.
1 ascending scale, each note rather higher than the preceding one.
<

" p " sound is very short. Given with partly raised crest while
nting for food in brandies
This is. probably, (1) Song A (W.-B.).

>. A quick " Whi," the "
i
" as in " if." Repeated eight or ten

les. Not the " Trill " nor the " Pwee," not so quick as thelirstnor
• slow as the second.
'ossibly corresponds to (3) of .Mr. Walpole-Bond.

• . A quick staccato " Whi " given when flying and when in a tree
king food. Repeated, almost always, eight times, though some-
es fewer ami at times up to twelve. Not a level series of notes
rising in the scale. The beak opens wide to emit each note, closing

uppen for the next. It can give this call when the beak is holding

Probably 14) (W.-B.).
" Teepee—peepee." clear and tlutelike : repeated with a short

rval between each pair. Sometimes gives one " peepee," then
nges to the " whi " call,

his is. probably. (5) (W.-B.).
Both birds attacked, in a mild way, a Starling which had intcn-

> on their nesting-box. One called " Wheetwheet -wheetwheet."
The young having hatched the song was seldom heard but a

of anxiety between " Tip " and " Teep " was made while the
ing-box was being examined, thus " Tip—tip—tip—tiptip (quick)—
-tip tiptip," continued.
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10. " Chee " repeated one, two, three or four times, but never
more than four, at about one per second. Crest erected a little, beak
open, given at intervals while searching in leaves for food for young.

11. " Chee " loud ; usually four times, at times five, each a little

lower than the preceding note, a descending scale. Given while
sitting on nesting tree with beak pointing upwards and opening a
little at each cry.

All these calls were noted during the month of April.
Sway, Hants. Geo. xMarples^

SPEED OF STONE-CURLEW.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—Driving one evening recently across an open Suffolk heath

j

I flushed a Stone-Curlew (Burhinus a?, cedicnemus) which, for perhaps
half a mile, flew low about thirty yards in front of the car, keeping for

some reason to the line of the road. At 25 m.p.h. the bird, flying

fairly fast, kept ahead of the car. I gradually accelerated up to

32 m.p.h., at which speed the Stone-Curlew, pretty obviously doing
its utmost, was slowly overhauled, and 1 pushed it off the line of the

road, which it left at a small angle. Thirty m.p.h. would appear to be
about the limit of its speed under pressure. The speedometer is, I

think, quite reliable. T. G. Pow ml.

REVIEW.
Bird Life in Devon. By W. Walmesley White. (Jonathan Capefl

Illustrated. 7s. od. net.

Mr. Walmesley White writes pleasantly and is evidently a lover of

his subject as well as a keen observer. The chapters on Dartmoofl
Exmoor, an estuary, a river valley and a sea-cliff give the reader a

good idea of various types of country in Devon and their bird-life;

Other chapters are devoted to studies of particular species -Raven,
Red-backed Shrike, Wood-Warbler, Nightjar, Wood-Lark and ( irl

Bunting. The best of these arc perhaps the two first mentioned.
The author makes sonic interesting observations on the feeding-

habits of the Shrike and the use of the " larder", as well as t lie- varied

victims he has found impaled. In his experience the larder does not

come into being until the young are a few days old and ceases to be

used after they have left the nest and can get about freely. The
author has frequently found field-voles and the common shrew impaled,

and among other victims he mentions are once a lizard and once a

small blind-worm, Linnet, Wren, Goldfinch, Sky-Lark, Great Tit and,

one after the other, a whole family of Blue Tits. We are sorry to

hear that Blackgame arc still on the down-grade on both Dartmoor
and Exmoor. On the other hand, Red Grouse, which have been intro-

duced on both moors, seem to be slightly increasing. The Raven has

increased, and all the available sites on the cliffs being occupied, is

nesting in trees, as it is in other parts of the country to an increasing

extent. The Wood-Lark, Mr. White observes, has had a bad time

lately, the severe weather early in 1929 having hit them hard, and

they have certainly decreased in many south-western districts.

Besides being nicely written, Mr. White's book has plenty of first-

hand observation, and the illustrations from photographs by Miss

]i, L. Turner, Dr. Heatherley and Mr. A. M. C. Nicholl are excellent

and well-chosen, though a more typical Devonshire bird than the

Reed-Warbler might have been used for the "jacket". A chapter

at the end of the book on Romney Marsh seems rather out of place and

another Devonshire study in its place would have been much mo
appropriate.
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HOODED CROW (Corvus c. comix).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed.

689 S. Lapland, Sweden

K4799 Jylland, Denmark

Recovered

.

30.5.19. Suffolk

28.5.25. E. Yorks.

IO.II.2I.

2.1 .26.

ROOK (Corvus f. frugUegus).

RINGED ABROAD AS MIGRANT.

Ringed. Recovered.

39450 Lightship near Borkum, N. Sea, E. Yorks. —

.

Germany 31.10.27.

12.30.

STARLING {Sturnus v. vulgaris).

In 1922 Dr. A. Landsborough Thomson made an exhaustive

nalysis of the results of ringing Starlings (see British Birds,

'ol. XVI., pp. 62-76, and Problems of Migration), but since

lat date many additional records have come to hand to

low more clearly the breeding area of our winter immigrants,

/e have therefore thought it advisable to give a complete

st, which will be found in Tables A and C, as well as a map.
1 general, the areas of origin of these immigrant Starlings

ven by Dr. Thomson are confirmed by many additional

cords rather than extended. The northern and eastern

nits remain the same, but a record from north Poland and
l€ from Saxony slightly extend the southern limits.

It will be seen in list (A) that in several cases birds breeding
the same place abroad have been reported here in the
me county, and that this should have occurred in different

ars is worthy of note. In other cases there is wide
reading, but a close analysis of these cases would have to
ke into account the weather conditions, which have a
nsiderable influence on the movements of the Starling.
List (B) shows two cases where two birds caught on migra-
n on the same date in the same place have been recovered
different parts of England, but these do not necessarily
)ve that these birds travelled different routes.
That Starlings wintering in a locality are often birds which
^e bred in widely separated areas is shown bv the following

fetes extracted from list (C). Two cases from Norfolk have
•n added, but in the second of these, taken from list (D),
breeding-place is uncertain.
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Ringed.

Edinburgh

Berkshire

Cheshire

Norfolk

Recovered

.

f 18 ^ i

1

Trondhjem, Norway 5-4- 1 3.

20 3 11V Z.KJ. j .11. Prov. Salten, Norway 20.4. 1 n

{ IT T T 1 Helsingfors, Finland 1 74. 1

2

1 90 T T 9
v *y- Poinerania, Germany 8.3.14

//I T 2 Pomerania, Germany 19.5.26.

Laaland, Denmark 2.7.27.

5-12.25. Hanover, Germany 14-7-28.

v 6.12.25. Schleswig-Holstein Aug., 1926.

C
26.2.29. East Prussia, Germany 10.9.30.

'1 27.2.29. Bruges, Belgium 10. 1 1.29.

Attention may be drawn to the fact, already commented
on by Dr. Thomson, that, as will be seen in list (E), Dr. C. B.

Ticehurst's 1908 record remains the only one of a ringed

native Starling being reported from abroad.

(A) RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG OR IN BREEDING-SEASON.

Ringed. Recovered.

Hs. B647 Saaminki, Finland 16.6.26. Bucks. 28. 1 1 .26.

M. F2768 Vitebsk, W. Russia —-5-14- Co. Down, -

Yorks.

2 or 3.17.

R. 108 Livonia, Latvia 10.6.09. 20. 3. 11.

Ra. 32122 Ditto 11. 6. 29. Yorks

.

21. 11. 29.

R. 7043 Ditto —.6.12. Yorks. 1.1.14.

M. FI889 Ditto —-5-H- Worcester. 5. 12. 14.

Ra. 22687 Ditto 4.6.27. Kent 3-3-29.

R. 4116 Ditto 10. 6. 11. S. Devon. 26. 12. 11.

Ra. 20318 Ditto 5.6.27. Cornwall 28.12.27.

M. F6I60 Ditto 11. 6.15. Cornwall -.316.

R. F24609 Courland, Latvia 5.6.16. Tipperary I4-3-I9.

R. F24603 Ditto 3.6.16. Ditto, before 24.3.17.

Ra. 23250 Ditto 7.6.27. Lines. 4-3-29-

Ra. 13156 Ditto 9.6.27. N. Wales 25.3.28.

R. F75359 Wusterhanse, Pomerania 5.6.30. Pembs. 1 1. 1 2. 30.

R. F72696 Ditto 28.5.30. Somerset ca. 20.11.30.

H. 648802 Barth, Pomerania 8.5.28. Herts. 1.3.29.

R. FI5943 Mecklenburg, Germany 3 r -5-i3- Cornwall. Winter, 13.

H. 667687 Saxony, Germany ll.5.3°- N. Devon. —.11.30.

.Stay.405 8 Nordmore, Norway 8.6.29. Kincardine. 20.3.31.

St. 2067 Vesternorrland, Sweden 8.7.15. Yorks. 1. 2. 18.

St. DI9I

I

Upsala, Sweden 27-5-30- Norfolk 10.1.31.

St. 8963 Sodermanland, Sweden 15.6.27. Lanes. 14.2.28.

St. 8521 Vestergotland, Sweden 5.6.27. Northants. 7.1.28.

G. B3436 Ditto 16.6.26. Leicester. 1.1.28.

St. 7955 Jonkoping, Sweden 1 1.6.24. Glamorgan. 29.11.25.

St. 576 Ditto 12.6.28. Dorset. 25.2.29.

Sk. H141 N. Jylland. Denmark 1.6.20. Yorks. 8.I.2I.

Sk. H157 Ditto 1.6.20. Lanes. 29.4.22.

Sk. H2886 Ditto 24-5-25- Limerick 1.1 1.26.
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Sk. 1 86

Mm. 1031

Sk. G4308

Sk. H1942

Sk. H900
Mm. 2204

Sk. G4312

Mm. 965

Sk. H9167

H75I3

H9115

1 1 659
1 [6149

H7772

1 161

G9664

G7399

502222

66650

1

5°"73
56852

6013

1

43154

(B)

Ringed

Jylland

Recovered.

Sk.

Sk.

Pn.

Sk.

Sk.

Sk.

?/<.

Sk.

H.

i.

i.

Viborg

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Svenstrup, Sjaelland

Sjaelland

Ditto

Ditto

Alsen, Denmark

Ditto

Laaland, Denmark
Bornholm, Denmark
Flensburg, Schleswig

Liibeck, Holstein

Elmshorn, Holstein

Schvveiburg, Oldenburg

Fliesland, Holland

Ameland, \V. Frisian

Zuid Holland

RINGED ABROAD,

Morayshire 6.3.24.

Mid-Lothian -.3.06.

29.5.22.

15.9.04.

27.5.28. Northumb. 24.4.29.

30.5.24. Durham 20.2.29.

13. 3. 21. Notts. 21.10.22.

7.10.11. Norfolk 1 2.1 1. 1 1.

27.5.28. Mayo 3°-3-3°-

4.10.03. Ireland -.10.07.

30.5.27. Warwicks. 15. 1.28.

4.6.27. Wilts. 16.4.28.

7.9.27. Suffolk 24.12.27.

-.5.25. Gloucester. -.2.30.

26.5.27. Notts. 15. 1 1.29.

28.5.27. Devon. 9.1.28.

20.5.26. Northants 31.10.26.

3.6.29. Sussex 20.12.29.

5.6.28. Anglesey 26.3.29.

26.5.26. Kent 29.10.26

13.6.29. Cork 28.1.30.

31.5.25. Essex — 12.25.

21.5.27. Norfolk 14.10.28.

30.5.28. Cheshire 3.2.30.

9.6.25. Kent 1 . 1 2.25.

UNCERTAIN WHERE BREEDING.

Recovered.Ringed.

la. 16742

F36716

F46980

F46927

F52573

F46644

532640

58570

532465

655258

533063
16166

56841

59323

90457

77369

5988i

8947S

88174

C7366

ctails of these cases reached us too late for their inclusion in the map.

Livonia, Latvia 14.4.27. Norfolk 14.3.28.

Rossittcn, E. Prussia 28.7.24. Lanes. —.12.25.
Ditto 3I-7-27- I. of Man 17.12.28.

Ditto 3I-7-27- Yorks. 14. 11. 30.

Ditto 8.7.28. Sussex —.2.29.

Ditto 16.7.27. Devon 29.12.27.
Heligoland 25.10.27. Northumb. 15.2.29.
Ditto 30. 325. Durham 31.12.25.
Ditto 25.10.27. Yorks. 6.3.29.
Ditto 7. 11. 28. Northants. 14. 1. 29.
Ditto 25.10.27. Norfolk 23.2.29.
Ditto 3I-3-I4- Leitrim — .12.14.
Ditto 26.3.25. Cork 11. 1. 26.
Ameland, \V. Frisian 17. 11.27. Sussex -.2.28.
Zuid Holland 29.10.30. Sussex 21. 1 1.30.
Ditto 24.10.29. Dorset —.1.30.
Ditto 14.10.29. Somerset 20.3.30.
Ditto 16.10.30. Glamorgan 25.12.30.
Ditto 23.10.30. Wexford —.1.31.
Flanders, Belgium 13.10.30. Cornwall I5-3-3I-
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S TA RUING.
Map to show origin of winter visitors to British Islands.

• Ringed hereas native . Recovered British Isles between OctobersApr/I.
-f- Recoveredhereas breeding bird. RingedGreatBritain between October&March.

Ringed here probably on migration Recovered British /s/es in winter.
Reco vered here uncertain whether migrant or native. Ringed 6reat Britain

between October & March

(C)

STARLING {continued).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS WINTER VISITORS OR MIGRANTS

RECOVERED ABROAD IN BREEDING-PLACE.

AN

Ringed.

Berks. 31 .1.12.

Kent I7.2.2g.

Norfolk 26.2.2Q.

* Norfolk 12. 3. 31.

Sussex 1. 1.28.

Wilts. 3O.i2.27.

Berks. 29. 1. 12.

Cheshire 1 8. i .26.

Ditto 4.12.25.

Sussex 25.2.29.

Cheshire 6.12.25.

Berks. 10. 11. 11.

Cheshire 5-12.25.

Aberdeen 20. 1. 10.

Recovered.

Helsingfors, Finland 17. 4. 12

Nr. Suwalki, N. Poland 15.10.29

East Prussia, Germany 10.9.30

West Prussia, Germany 31.8.3"

Danzig 23.7.2

Pomerania, Germany 18.8.28

Ditto 8.3.14

Ditto —.526
Ditto 1 9. 5 .26

Riigen, Germany 26.7.3"

Schleswig-Holstein —.8.26

East Friesland, Germany 23.4.12

Hanover, Germany 14.7.28

Prov. Salten, Norway 20.8.11
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Ringed. Recovered.

idinburgh 20.3. 1 1 • Prov. Salten, Norway 20. 4. 11.

Ditto 1 a. 3. 1 1

.

Prov. Trondhjem, Norway 5 4 T 3-

Ditto Oslo, Norway 11. 3. 14.

Lines. T 8 I 14 Bergen, Norway 29.6.17.

Fife 29. 1 2.30.
29.8.31.

^ U 111 L/CJ itllivl 28.1.29. Varmland, Sweden —-3-29-

"heshire 5.1.29. Jvlland, Denmark 1.5.29.

\ nglesey 23.10.12. Fyen, Denmark ca. 10.5. 14.

Cheshire 412. 25. Laaland, Denmark 2.7.27.

)itto 17. 1 1.29. Utrecht, Holland 28.6.30.

(D) RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AND RECOVERED ABROAD.

BREEDING-PLACE UNCERTAIN.

Ringed. Recovered.

iussex i7.i2.28. East Prussia, Germany —.2.31.

'umberland 1. 1. 28. Sja;lland, Denmark 14.10.29.

Jerks. l6. 1. 1 I. Friesland, Holland 9.2.14.

Vilts. 2.1.29. Texel, Holland 8.2.13.

.i tics. 15. IO. IO. Overyssel, Holland 4. 10.12.

heshire 1.12.26. Noord Holland 19.12.28.

)evon. 30. 1 2.27. Antwerp, Belgium 18.10.29.

Torfolk 27.2.29 Bruges, Belgium 10.1 1.29.

5le of Wight 23II 13 Guernsey, Channel Is. 6. 1. 14.

(E) RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

!ent 22.5.08. Boulogne, France 8.10.08.

GREENFINCH (Chloris c. chloris).

As already remarked by Mr. A. \V. Boyd in his excellent

rtiele on the " Results of Ringing Greenfinches " [antea,

ol. XXIV., pp. 329-337), this record is chiefly remarkable
» being the only Greenfinch of the large number we have
nged which has been recovered abroad, while none ringed
jroad have been reported here.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.
Ringed. Recovered.

affs- 20.6.10. Aisne, France 2.4.1 1.

LINNET (Carduelis c. cannabina).

The recoveries abroad of our native Linnets are interesting,
they would seem to indicate that these birds do not

oceed very far in their migrations and that their winter
arters are circumscribed.
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The breeding-range of winter immigrants to us is still to be
ascertained.

RINGED ABROAD, BREEDING-PLACE UNCERTAIN.

Ringed. Recovered.

B- 3B536. Brussels, Belgium 17.10.30. Suffolk —.12.30.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Hants. 25.5.28. Deux Sevres, France 9-1-2*

Surrey- 25.5.26. Lot et Garonne, France 12.10.26.

Bucks. 25-5-30- Landes, France 16.10.30.

Ditto 15-7-23- Ditto 20.11.23.

Oxon. 8.6.27. Ditto 30.10.27.

Sussex 56.25. Ditto —.12.25.

Berks. 6. 6. 11. Ditto 25. 10. 11.

Kent 29.7.15. Basses Pyrenees 27.11. 15.

Linn et.
Map showing recovery positions of birds ringed
as nestlings in Great Britai n.

CHAFFINCH (Fringilla c. ccelebs).

The fact that none of our native Chaffinches out of the

large number ringed have been recovered abroad confirms the

view that they do not emigrate. It is rather curious,

however, that none of those trapped and ringed in winter by us

have afforded proof of the origin of our numerous passage

migrants and winter visitors.

RINGED ABROAD, BREEDING-PLACE UNCERTAIN.

Ringed. Recovered.

L. 68598 Zuid Holland 22.10.28. Lines. 16. 1.29.

L. 89404 Ditto 15.10.30. Louth 27.2.31.
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BRAMBLING {Fringilla montifringilla).

RINGED ABROAD, BREEDING-PLACE UNCBRTA1U
Ringed. DL

- 53333 Xoord Holland III0 27 ,

*<™>ered.
H- 10.27. Lanarkshire

5 i 2o
TREE-PIPIT M„M«s t. trinaHs).

Hie small number of Tree-Pinitc ^
certainly curious when compar d' v thMthe proportions to ringed beine o Zll Meadow-Pipit,
and about 0.40 perS Sw^p"

Probably give a fairly true idea^ tho
Hsted

fange of British-bred M™ow-Kp£ ^patiom!

J**!"""
1 GREAT BR,TAIN AS ™os.

Cumberland 28 6 if> n- «
Rec°™red.

Salop J*<
fie,ra- Portugal

SvXorlaad "fJ kstremadura. Portugal

/
/

—.929.

29-9-16.

—-9-22.

U

f

^ Meado„-Pl -

piK
've ' n Great Britain.

9 °

tF Tree-P/pjf-
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MEADOW-PIPIT {Anthus pratensis).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Renfrewshire 8.7.21. Gironde, France 26.3.23.

Ditto n 7 21 Landes, France 1 1. 10. 22.

Yorks. 1.7 II. Gironde, France 17. 9. 11.

Cumberland 2Q ^ 27 Landes, France 25.9.29.

Lanes. 3-6. 29. Ditto 10.10.29.

Yorks. 28.5.11. Ditto 9. 10. 11.

Norfolk 21.5.30. Basses Pyrenees 6.10.30.

Lanes. 4-7-13- Ditto 10.10.13.

Ditto 12.7.13. Lisbon, Portugal Feb., 1914.

Radnorshire 16.5.25. Beira, Portugal 23.1.26.

Durham 7.6.30. Estremadura, Spain 11. 1. 31.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT OR FIRST YEAR.

Warwicks. 20. 9. II. Lisbon, Portugal 7. 12. 11.

WHITE WAGTAIL (Motacilla a. alba).

RINGED ABROAD AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

S^.19221 Myrasysla, Iceland, 16.6.28. Off Rockall, Atlantic, 5.9.28.

PIED WAGTAIL (Motacilla alba yarrellii).

Like the Meadow-Pipit the Pied Wagtail shows a high pro-

portion of recoveries from abroad for a small partial migrant,

the percentage in this case being almost 0.45 of the birds ringed.

It will be seen from the maps that the distribution of the re-

coveries of the two birds is very similar. It will also be noted
that there is no indication of an eastern trend,and it maybe that

those Pied Wagtailswhich have been recorded in Italyhave orig-

inated from Norway,where a small number are said to breed.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Cumberland —-7-25- Finistere, France 18.2.29.

Westmorland —.5-28. Morbihan, France 4.2.29.

Surrey 19.5.16. Gironde, France —•3-I7-

Ditto 6.6.17. Ditto — .10.17.

Sussex 20.6.12. Ditto 6. 10. 12.

Notts. I7-8.I5- Landes, France 1. 11. 15.

Norfolk 14.7.29. Ditto 13.10.29.

Lanes. 7.6.29. Basses Pyrenees, France 18.10.29.

Perths. 4.6.16. Asturias, Spain 1. 1. 18.

Northumberland 6.5.21. Seville, Spain 15. 11. 21.

Sussex 19.6. 10. Beira, Portugal 15. 12. 10.

Staffs. 18.6.15. Estremadura, Portugal —.1.16.

Bucks. 18.5.23. Ditto 13. 11. 23.

Cheshire 14.7.27. Alemtejo, Portugal 4.1.28.
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PlEO WAGTAIL- .

Map showing recovery positions of birds rinqed
as nestlings in Great Britain.

SPOTTED FLYCATCHER (Muscicapa s. striata).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Cheshire 2.7.21. Gironde, France 10.9.22.

Worcs. 24.6.28. Lot et Garonne, France 5.9. 28.

CHIFFCHAFF (Phylloscopus c. collybita).

RINGED GREAT' BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

Bucks. 28.5.23. Alemtejo, Portugal 19.10.24.

WILLOW-WARBLER {Phylloscopus t. trochilus).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

Stirlingshire 1 7.6.21. Beira, Portugal 23.10.24.

WOOD-WARBLER (Phylloscopus s. sibilatrix).

Attention has already been drawn to these two cases, from
which it would appear that the Wood-Warbler takes a more
easterly route than other British-breeding Passeres of which
we have records.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Bucks. 12.6.24. Potenza, S. Italy 23.9.24.

Radnorshire 17.6.30. Avellino, S. Italy 2.10.30.
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Wood - Warb ler .

Map showing recovery positions ofbirds ringed

as nestlings in ereat Britain .

GARDEN-WARBLER (Sylvia borin).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Hinged. Recovered.

Cumberland 12.6.29. Basses Pyrenees, France 9.9.29.

WHITETHROAT (Sylvia c. communis).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Surrey 26.6.23. Haute Vienne, France — -9- 2 3-

Ditto 26.5.23. Beira, Portugal 4.10.29.

FIELDFARE (Turdus pilaris).

RINGED ABROAD AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Hs. 778 Utsjoki, Finnish Lapland, 1.7. 15. Salop. circa 4.4.16.

Stav. 4048 Surendal, Norway 7.6.29. Cheshire 21.2.30.

MISTLE-THRUSH (Turdus v. viscivorus).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Dumfriess. 22.5.13. Manche, France 9. 11. 13.

Sussex 5-5-I2. Ditto 16.12.12.

Warwicks. 24.4.23. Charente lnferieure, France 19. 11.23.

BRITISH SONG-THRUSH (Turdus ph. clarkei).

The proportion of our native Song-Thrushes recovered

abroad compared with the number ringed is very small,

being rather less than one per two thousand five hundred.

The recovery positions indicate a somewhat wide longitudinal

distribution of these migrants as compared with other partial

migrants such as the Linnet, Meadow-Pipit and Pied

Wagtail. Attention, however, should be drawn to the fact

that a considerable number of Song-Thrushes native to
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Great Britain migrate oversea to Ireland. We have records

of thirty-three, or rather more than one per thousand ringed,

which have been recovered in that country, and it is significant

that these birds were all ringed in Scotland or north England,
with the exception of two in Cheshire and one in Warwickshire.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Suffolk J5-4-2.5- Luxembourg Prov., Belgium"! —.10.25.

Kent 22.5.21. Seine Inferieure, France —.11.21.

Ditto 13. 4. 21. Charente Inferieure, France 10.2.22.

Middlesex 20.5.20. Calvados, France 12.12.20.

Somerset L3 5-29- Manche, France 21.12.29.

Yorks. I3-5-I*. Cotes du Nord, France 8. 12. 11.

Ditto —-5-30. Morbihan, France 10.1.31.

Lanes. 25-5 13. Vendee, France 2. 11. 13.

Sussex 16.5.23. Gironde, France 28.10.23.

Perths. 21.5-3°. Basses Pyrenees, France 12.10.30.

Lanes. 14.4. 14. Teruel, Spain 18. 1 1. 14.

Aberdeens. 4.6. 10. Estremadura, Portugal 6. 11. 10.

Forfars. 10.5.28. Ditto ditto 22.12.29.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.
Ringed. Recovered.

Surrey 13725. Calvados, France
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CONTINENTAL SONG-THRUSH [Turdus ph. philomelus).

The bird ringed in Heligoland and reported in Norfolk so

late as May 13th was, Dr. Drost informs us, carefully dissected

and found to be a female with a very little developed ovary

and not in breeding condition.

RINGED ABROAD AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

H. 653676 Mellum, N. Sea., Germany, 15.9.29. Norfolk ir.3.31.

RINGED ABROAD AS MIGRANT.

H. 71235 Heligoland 1.10.30. Norfolk I3-5-3 1 -

REDWING (Turdus musicus).

RINGED ABROAD AS MIGRANT.

Ringed. Recovered.

H. 53676 Heligoland 14.4.24. Norfolk 3- 2 - 2 7-

RING-OUZEL (Turdus t. torquatus).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Yorks. 23.5.27. Navarra, Spain 14.9.27.

Dumfriess. 28.5:28. S.W. Algeria — 3-29-

BLACKBIRD (Turdus m. merula.)

We now have eleven records of winter visitant Blackbirds,

and although these are no doubt at present too few to show
the whole area of origin of such migrants, we may hope that

records in this category will accumulate rapidly now that

much more winter trapping is being done. A point of

considerable interest is the wide spreading in the British

Islands of these foreign-bred Blackbirds.

The fact that we have only one record of a ringed British-

bred Blackbird being found on the Continent must be taken

to indicate that a very small proportion of our native birds

emigrate abroad, but as in the case of the Song-Thrush,
though apparently to a less extent, the Blackbird migrates

to Ireland. Fifteen, or about one per sixteen hundred ringed,

have been reported from that country, and these, like the

Song-Thrushes, were mostly ringed in Scotland and the

north of England, the exceptions being two from Derbyshire
and one from Norfolk.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

Sk. H6919 N. Jylland, Denmark 25.6.28. Fermanagh 1.3.29.

Sk. H3019 Jylland, Denmark 13.6.25. Orkney 14.12.25.

Sk. 8189 Sjaelland, Denmark 27.6.27. Notts. 30.1.28.

L. 45681 Noord Holland 18.6.25. Yorks. 29.11.25.
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Ringed.

H. 644675 Heligoland

H. 655207 Ditto

H. 81764 Ditto

H. 664254 Ditto

RINGED ABROAD, PROBABLY AS MIGRANTS.

Recovered

19.4.28.

3. 11. 28.

25.10.30.

16.4.29.

Berwick.

Lines.

Norfolk

Norfolk

17.1.30.

1 or 2.30.

26.1. 31.

ca. 10. 2. 31.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS WINTER VISITORS

OR MIGRANTS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Dumfriess. 30.12.28. Ryfylke, Norway 15.4.30.

Cheshire 13 29. Prov. Kalmar, S.E. Sweden — -4-2g.

Middlesex 24.12.25. Brabant, Belgium 25.10.26.

B LA C K B I R D
Map to show origin of winter visitors to
British Islands.

• Ringed here Recovered in Bnhsh Islesbetween NovemberA March
t- Recovered here Ringed ,n Great Britam

December Si March

Lines.

Ringed.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Recovered.

4-8.13. Finistere, France 23.10.13.

K
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Yorks.

Lanes.

Perths.

WHEATEAR (CEnanthe ce. cenanthe).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

27.6.24. Charente Inferieure, France

19.5. 12. Gironde, France

8.6.26. Tras os Montes, Portugal

2.9.24.

8.9.12.

-.1.27.

I5.9. 12.

7.IO.25.

—.9.29.

4. IO. 14.

Wheatear and Whin chat.
Map showing recovery positions of birds ringed

as nes+lings in Great Britain.

+ Whinchat # Wheatear

WHINCHAT [Saxicola r. rubetra).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Dumfriess. 25.6.12. Gironde, France

Cumberland 20.7.25. Beira, Portugal

Yorks. —.6.29. Nr. Lisbon, Portugal

Ditto 1 5.6. 14. Algarve, Portugal

REDSTART (Phcenicurus ph. phcenicurus).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Staffs. 9.7.20. Basses Pyrenees, France
Westmorland 16.6. 15. Alemtejo, Portugal

BRITISH ROBIN {Erithacus r. melophilus)

.

Taking into consideration the large number of Robins that
have been ringed, it is evident that only a very few of our
British birds leave the country. The proportion to birds
ringed is less than one per five thousand.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Berks. I3-5-I2. I. of Voorne, Holland 20. 11. 14.

Staffs. 18. 6. 13. Gers, France .10.13.

2. 11. 20.

1. 10. 15.
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Map showing recovery positions of birds ringed
as nestlings (one adult) in Great Britain

.

SWALLOW (Hirundo r. rustica).

The number of our ringed Swallows which have been

reported from South Africa gives a good idea of their winter

range in this area, but we still have only one record indicating

that possibly some winter in western x\frica, while the records

of birds en route are still too few to enable us to say more than
that they appear to pass through western France.

It is curious that very few Swallows ringed on the Continent
have been recovered in Africa. Quite recently, one ringed in

Denmark was reported from the Transvaal and another ringed
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in Holstein was found in the Belgian Congo, but except for

these and a Dutch Swallow reported from Tangier we do not

know of other records from Africa.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.

Ringed. Recovered.

Staffs. 6.5. II. Fatal, S. Africa 23.12.12.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Perths. 15.8.26. N. Sea, 150 m. N.E. Lowestoft 20.5.27.

Staffs. 5-7- T 5- He et Vilaine, France t *y t c

Lanes. 29.6.10. Indre et Loire, France 25.9.10.

Ditto 20.6.22. Vendee, France Tn ft or19.0.25.

Staffs. 4. 8. 11. Charente Inferieure, France 3. 10. II.

Suffolk 26.6.23. Gironde, France 12.9.23.

Staffs. 3-7-I7- Vizcaya, Spain —.3.10.

Glam. 31. 7.21. S.W. Belgian Congo, W. Africa 20.12.22.

Carmarthens. 18.8.22. Transvaal, S. Africa 14. 1.23.

Stirlings. 27.6.19. Ditto 28.1.20.

Cheshire 13.6.27. Natal, S. Africa 31.1.29.

Ayrshire 27.7.12. Orange Free State, S. Africa 16.3. 13.

Yorks. 19. 8. 18. Griqualand East, S. Africa 21. 2. 19.

Carmarthens. 30.7.27. Cape Province, S. Africa 28.I.29.

Lanes. 3-7-15- Ditto 6.2.16.

Berks. 20.8.21. Ditto 8.1.22.

HOUSE-MARTIN (Delichon u. urbica).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Roxburghs. 24.7.1 1. Cher, France

Worcs. 14.8.25. Gironde, France

12. 10. 1 1.

28.9.25.

SAND-MARTIN {Riparia r. riparia).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Bucks. 24.6.19. Loire Inferieure, France

Radnors. 15.8.29. Ditto

Westmorland —-7-3°- Vendue, France

15 8.19.

16.9.29.

3 9 3°-

(To be continued.)



axioms
Notice to Ringers.—Ringers are reminded that all

schedules with lists of birds they have ringed during the

season should now be sent in. As it is a great convenience in

collating totals for the lists of birds ringed to be uniform in

size and order, special forms have been issued to all who have

received forty or more rings, and it is particularly requested

that these forms shall be used. Separate lists should be

sent at the same time of all birds recovered, and those who
have done any considerable amount of re-trapping are asked

to apply for a special form for recording re-trapped birds.

—H.F.W.

CARRION-CROWS ATTACKING SQUIRRELS.

On May 17th, 1930, when with Mr. Perkins, our attention was
drawn to a grey squirrel running and leaping through the

grass followed by a Carrion-Crow (Corvus corone). The bird

was flying low over the squirrel and struck at it repeatedly

with both beak and feet. The squirrel ran to a tree and
remained clinging to the base of the trunk, whereupon the

Crow flew into the tree and watched it intently. It then

cawed loudly and was soon joined by its mate.
The first Crow then flew down and again gave chase,

striking most viciously at every opportunity, while every
attempt made by the squirrel to run up any tree was at once
checked by the second Crow, which flew into the tree and
perched above the squirrel. The chase lasted fully ten
minutes and only ended by the squirrel seeking refuge in the
gnarled base of a lime tree. E. C. Rowberry.

On June 6th, 1931, Miss Doreen Hordern and I observed a
squirrel run up a fir tree, and a few minutes later two Carrion-
Crows flew over the tree and started cawing, and diving at

the branches. Through our field-glasses we could see the
squirrel running about on the underside of the branches as
the Crows struck at it. The squirrel was chattering all the
time. After about five minutes the squirrel jumped from
the fir to a dead oak, with both Crows in hot pursuit, but it

managed to elude them by running half-way down the trunk
and flattening itself against it. Here it remained motionless
for several seconds, and then slipped to the ground and got
away unseen. The Crows hunted round the clump of trees
cawing loudly, but after a little while flew away. We stayed
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near the trees for several hours and had a good look at them,

but we could not see any nest that might have belonged to the

Crows, though they came back twice and circled round as

if looking for the squirrel. Judith M. Ferrier.

A PERTINACEOUS PIED WAGTAIL AND
A GREY SQUIRREL.

A nest of a Pied Wagtail {Motacilla a. yarrellii) that was

being built on May ioth, 1931, was subsequently seen con-

taining broken eggs. A second nest was built, and possibly

one or two eggs had been laid, when a slate fell into it, and

the Wagtail then laid four eggs in a Thrush's nest. On
June 7th the Thrush was sitting on these and five of her own
eggs, while the Wagtail had a third nest which was found a

week later containing five eggs and one of a Cuckoo. This

nest, like number one, was destroyed, some of the egg-shells

being within and others on a ledge beside the nest. On
July 5th a fourth nest was found with six eggs and one of a

Cuckoo. The contents of this nest, reduced by man's agency

to five Wagtail's eggs, was found to have been destroyed a

few days later. On August 3rd I found the fifth nest of this

Wagtail with three eggs ; as I knew I should be unable to

revisit it for three or four weeks I asked Mr. Tom Buggins,

a gardener at Stanway, to make observations for me. A
fourth egg was laid and three hatched. On the 22nd as he

approached the nest he saw a grey squirrel leave it. He
then examined the nest and noticed that one young one was
alive and another lay there with its head bitten off its body.

He borrowed his father's gun and returning shot the squirrel

which held in its mouth the last young Wagtail seen alive.

It seems probable that the earlier nests were destroyed by
this or another grey squirrel, and that he or she infested the

buildings.

The six nests referred to were in a group of derelict farm
buildings in the Cotswolds. Guy Charteris.

RAPID NEST REPLACEMENT BY PIED WAGTAIL.
At Apperley Court, Tewkesbury, on the morning of June
28th, 1931, I found a young Cuckoo (Cuculus c. canorus) about
two days old in a Pied Wagtail's (Motacilla a. yarellii) nest

built in the nest of a Song-Thrush. On July 3rd this nest

was empty and the Wagtail had already laid one egg in a

well-built nest about ten yards away. This interval—at

the most five days—would be short even in the case of a
small bird that had lost her eggs at the commencement of

incubation, but in the case of a bird that had embarked on
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the " feeding " period would seem to be a remarkable example
of rapid readjustment. Guy Charteris.

SWALLOWS EJECTING HOUSE-SPARROWS.
That House-Sparrows often take possession of the nests of

Swallows and Martins is well known, but a case of the reverse

may be worth recording.

Towards the end of April, Mr. Pimlott of Knutsford,

Cheshire, saw Sparrows (Passer d. domesticus) building in the

nest of a Swallow (Hirundo r. rustica) in his cart-shed. In

the middle of May, when the young Sparrows had hatched
and the Swallows had been back about a fortnight, Mr. Pimlott

saw a noisy and prolonged fight in progress between the

Swallows and Sparrows. Shortly afterwards, on entering

the cart-shed, he saw a Swallow at the nest pulling out the
straw and feathers which the Sparrows had added. On the
ground were three nestling Sparrows and another fell at

Mr. Pimlott's feet as he was watching the Swallow's opera-
tions. It seems probable that the young came out with the
nest material and were not deliberately picked out.

The Sparrows did not return to the nest, and a week later

the Swallow was sitting and eventually her young were
hatched and flew. E. W. Nicholson-Smith.

GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKERS BORING IX
TELEPHONE POLES.

In June, 1931, the Inspector of the Post Office Engineering
Department at Yeovil, Somerset, informed me that he had
to renew three telephone poles at Chilton Cantelo, near
Yeovil, owing to their being rendered unsafe by Woodpeckers
boring in them.

After they were brought in I purchased one of these poles,
and found that the damage done was clearly the work of
Great Spotted Woodpeckers (Dryobatcs m. an elicits). The
pole was 24 ft. high and carried only one crossbar with one
pair of wires. Besides numerous small workings there were
six holes of considerable size in it. the depth of the holes
varying from about 1 in. to 1 ft. The top hole was just
below the cross-bar and only 1 ft. down from the extreme
top of the pole

; the other holes were about 15 ins. apart
below each other, the bottom one being the deepest. The
pole was considerably rotten inside, and some of the holes
must have been there for some time. There was no evidence
that the birds had bred in the deepest hole at the bottom.
Although I believe that the habit of boring in telephone
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poles is common among some of the American Woodpeckers,

I have never known an instance of such an occurrence before

PROMISCUOUS LAYING OF CUCKOO.
On June 13th, 1931, I found in a wood near Bordon, Hamp-
shire, an egg of a Cuckoo (Cuculus c. canorus) in the nest of a

Wren (Troglodytes t. troglodytes) together with four eggs of the

fosterer. The Wren was sitting when found, and on blowing

the eggs I found them to be about a week incubated. The nest

was of the Chiff-Chaff type and the entrance was considerably

enlarged and disturbed. All the eggs could be seen without

touching the nest, which was in a dead branch of gorse.

The next day, within about 50 yards of the same spot, a

nest of a Blackbird (Turdus m. merula), which had contained

one egg, held a single egg of the same Cuckoo. The Blackbird

then deserted.

On June 23rd I found a third egg of this Cuckoo, also

near by, in the nest of a Whitethroat (Sylvia c. communis)
and two eggs of the fosterer. A broken egg of the Whitethroat
was beneath the nest. The fosterer's eggs were much incu-

buted, but the Cuckoo's quite slightly.

There were two nests of Hedge-Sparrows (Prunella m. occi-

dentalis) and two of Garden-Warblers (Sylvia borin) available

for the use of the Cuckoo at the same time. H. T. Gosnell.

UNRECORDED SPECIMENS OF EAGLE-OWL AND
RUDDY SHELDRAKE FROM LANCASHIRE.

In view of the fact that neither Mitchell's Birds of Lancashire
nor Wrigley's Birds of Formby mention the Eagle-Owl (Bubo
b. bubo) in their lists, and that Lancashire is not included in

the county records mentioned in the Practical Handbook, it

is worth recording that there has recently come into my
possession a mounted specimen of this species, shot in the

vicinity of Blackpool between 1880-1900, though never
previously recorded.

The specimen was originally in the collection of my uncle.

Mr. E. T. Turner, the Leicestershire naturalist-taxidermist,
who received it, with other birds, from his friend the late

Mr. Robert Drummond of Blackpool, who was also a keen
naturalist. Mr. Drummond commenced shooting about
1880 and was killed in the Boer War. No dates can be found
of these specimens, but they were all shot in the vicinity of

Blackpool, and though the Eagle-Owl was, in former years,

occasionally kept in captivity, there is no doubt but that

in the British Isles. C. J. Pring.
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the above was a truly wild specimen. It is a male bird in

adult plumage, twenty-four inches in length.

In the same collection of birds shot by the late Mr. Drum-
mond, near Blackpool, were two Ruddy Sheldrakes (Casarca

ferruginea) in full plumage and which, I think, are the first

county records. Eric Hardy.
[In view of the fact that the history of these two birds is

incomplete, the records cannot be accepted as fully authenti-

cated. It should be noted that both are species kept in

captivity.

—

Eds.]

PEREGRINE FALCON WITH FIVE EGGS.
On April 19th, 1931, my brother, O. R. Owen, took me and

a party of friends to the nesting territory of a pair of Pere-

grines (Falco p. peregrinus) in Radnorshire that we visit every

year. To our great surprise, this year the nest contained

five eggs, only slightly incubated. We were all struck by
the smallness of the eggs and the fact that they differed

considerably in shape, although obviously the produce of one
bird. The average measurements of 100 British eggs are

given in the Practical Handbook as 51.8x41. The measure-

ments of these five were: 46x36.75; 48.5x37.25;

47 X 35-25 ; 45 X 36.25 ; 46 x 36 ;
average 46.5 x 36.3.

A glance at these measurements shows that the middle egg
is very elongated and the first and fourth considerably so

in comparison with the usual measurements.
This bird has bred in that territory for a number of years
—certainly from 1927. Judging by the behaviour of the

birds while we were near the nesting-site, I should say that
she had changed mates in 1929 and again in 1931. In 1924
only three eggs were laid : the measurements were 51.2 x 41.0 ;

51.2x41.6; 50.2x41.6. Average 50.9x41.4 is normal.
In 1927 she laid four eggs and I am certain that from this

year to 1931 the Falcon is unchanged. These four measured
50.0 x 37.5 ; 49.5 x 39 ; 48 x 39 ; 45.5 x 38.5 ; average
48.25x38.5. First egg elongated, last spherical compared
with type. In 1928 she had shifted and was probably
robbed before we visited the place. In 1929 she had four
rather pale eggs and I believe reared four young ; the nest
was in a very awkward place and I did not get measurements
of the eggs. In 1930 she again nested there and laid four
light-coloured eggs, three of which were infertile. Measure-
ments

: 48.2x37.6; 47.8x38.0; 47.0x38.0; 48.5x37.0;
average 47.9 x 37.65. The measurements show elongation in
the first and last eggs, while the other two are rather more
spherical than usual.
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If these four sets of eggs are from the same bird they

show that there has been a steady decline in size each year.

Even leaving out the 1924 measurements, the decline from

1927-31 is very noticeable.

In 1928 I had the pleasure of seeing a Peregrine and a

Buzzard perched in a large oak, with bare dead branches, at

the same time. In 1929, as we left the place, the Falcon

swept by us in chase of a Chaffinch, which was just gathered

up ; there were two birds, then one—that was all ;
no altera-

tion in the flight and no act of seizure could be detected.

J. H. Owen.

TEAL BREEDING IN MIDDLESEX.
On April 16th, 1931, I flushed a pair of Teal (Anas c. crecca)

from a dyke near the western border of Middlesex. This year

(1931) I have visited this area at least three times each

month. On May 10th I flushed a male Teal, but could not

find any trace of the female, but on May 28th I almost

stumbled over her and three small young.

There appears to be no previous breeding record for

Middlesex. E. C. Rowberry.

FULMAR PETRELS BREEDING IN ROSS-SHIRE.
During the first week of May, 1931, I searched the cliffs of

the North and South Sutors at the entrance to Invergordon

Firth.

On the South Sutor cliffs, Cromarty, three pairs of Fulmar
Petrels (Fulmarus g. glacialis) had nest sites and other pairs

were seen. On the North Sutor we estimated that there were
about ten pair-.

They appear to be increasing, as in June, 1930, I visited

the same cliffs but do not remember seeing so many Fulmars
about. F. W. Dewhurst.

[Messrs. E. M. and B. D. Nicholson observed Fulmars
" evidently breeding " on the North Sutor in June and July,

1929 (see Scot. Nat., 1930, p. 32).

—

Eds.]

RARE MIDDLESEX BIRDS.
We paid a visit to the Queen Mary Reservoir at Littleton on
August 20th, 1931, when we saw a Sandwich Tern (Sterna s.

sandvicensis) and a young Turnstone (A renaria i. interpres).

On a visit to the same place on August 28th, we found three

young Sanderlings (Crocethia alba) and a young Ruff (Philo-

machus pugnax) . All the young waders were very tame and
allowed us to approach to within a few yards of them. We
have little doubt that on our first visit we saw two or three

more Turnstones, but they were some distance away.
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The Turnstone, Sanderling and Ruff are included
^

in

Harting's Birds of Middlesex, which was published in 1866,

about 65 years ago ; but on referring to Mr. W. E. Glegg's

" Birds of Middlesex since 1866" {London Xatarahst, 1929),

and to recent records, it would appear that since 1866 there

has been no occurrence of the Turnstone in this county, or.ly

two occurrences of the Sanderling and five of the Ruff.

The Sandwich Tern has never before been recorded from

Middlesex, which is curious considering how many birds of

the species now nest in this country. A. Holte Macpherson.

J. R. Hardiman.

STONE-CURLEW IN LANCASHIRE.

An immature female Stone-Curlew {Burhinus ce. cvdienemtis)

was picked up in an exhausted condition on the estate of

Lord Derby at Knowsley Park on August 15th, 1931. The

bird lived until Monday, 17th. On dissection, the left

humerus proved to be fractured in a way that suggested

contact with telegraph wires.

This is the first record of the Stone-Curlew in Lancashire.

R. K. Perry.

[For previous records see antea, Vol. XXIII., p. 3 10 -]

OYSTER-CATCHER IN LONDON.
On August 30th, 1927, L. Parmenter saw an Oyster-Catcher

fly over the Reservoirs at Barn Elms, across the river from

Hammersmith {antea, Vol. N N 1
. , p. 129). On August 21st,

1 931, I was fortunate in having the same experience. At

4.15 p.m., when on No. 8 Reservoir, 1 heard an Oyster-

Catcher {Hamatopus 0. ostralegns) call and then saw the bird,

which crossed my front about 30 yards away. It came from
the river, from the south-east, flew round several times

calling and then disappeared towards the north-west. As
the reservoirs were very full, there was no place for it to

land, but it was evidently desirous of doing so had there

been a favourable opportunity. The occurrence of this

species in the Metropolitan area is very rare and is therefore

worthy of record. G. Carmichael Low.
[In The London Naturalist for 1930 (p. 130) it is recorded

by Mr. L. Parmenter that four flew down and circled low
over Barn Elms Reservior on August 30th.

—

Eds.]

MORTALITY AMONG YOUNG COMMON TERNS.
Owing to the wet and cold weather, I am informed that in

Ireland, where the Common Terns {Sterna hirundo) nest
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largely inland and on islands, the mortality has been very

high due to drowning. In a Lancashire colony, situated on

a dry gravel bed, I find the very reverse. Here there is no

cover for the young from the sun, and in hot weather many
die from heat-stroke. During the last three years I have

had the rings from dead chicks carefully collected, and the

mortality of those so marked has been as follows :

—

1929 Very hot. .460 marked: percentage of dead chicks = 4.13

1930 Very hot
indeed . .610 ,, ,, „ „ =4-&7

193 1 Cold and
wet ..355 „ ,, ,, „ =2.81

H. W. Robinson.

LITTLE GULL IN CARNARVON.
On August 19th, 1931, Col. W. A. Payn, Mr. J. M. McC.
Fisher, my wife and I, saw a Little Gull (Larus minutus) near

Criccieth, in Carnarvonshire.

It flew down to the sea from a marsh on the east of Criccieth

in company with several Black-headed Gulls (Larus r. ridi-

bundus) and at once attracted our attention by its smaller

size and rounded wings with very dark undersides. It had
not a fully black head, but showed dark patches behind the

eye and on crown and nape.

It is a bird of comparatively infrequent occurrence in

North Wales. A. W. Boyd.

NUMERICAL STATUS OF GREAT BLACK-BACKED
GULL IN DEVON.

During the last ten years or so there has been a great

increase in the number of Great Black-backed Gulls (Larus

marimis) nesting in western Britain. This increase was
first noted in the Scillies, whence birds have spread over
much of the south-west.

In the Practical Handbook (Vol. II., p. 765) Devon was
not included among the breeding counties for the species.

Since Yarrell's statement (British Birds, 2nd edition, 1856)
that pairs bred formerly at Bolt Head, there is no published

record of proved breeding in the county, though some subse-

quent writers have copied Yarrell, without giving details.

For several years A. H. Machell Cox noticed a pair close

to, or on the rocky islets at Netton, but it was not until 1921
that he was able to reach one of these islets, where a nest

with eggs was found on May 4th ; the pair have nested at

the same spot in subsequent years.
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In the same year (192 1) a pair were seen about Bolt Head
and, by their behaviour, were almost certainly nesting

(H. G. Hurrell).

In 1923 a considerable eastward extension appears to

have taken place, for a pair were very probably nesting

between Sidmouth and Branscombe, though no nest was
found (Rev. F. L. Blathwayt).

In 1926 and 1927, L. R. W. Loyd (Birds of South-East

Devon, p. 159) strongly suspected breeding close to Beer
Head and, though no nest was found, flying young were
seen. Nesting was also suspected east of Otter Point.

Also, in 1927, there were two nests on rocky islets off the

south coast, while in 1928 other pairs were ascertained to

be breeding and birds were seen between Bolt Head and
Bolt Tail (Rev. F. C. R. Jourdain).

In 1930 we had occasion to investigate the sea-bird fauna
of south Devon, and in doing so were able to take a complete
census of Great Black-backed Gulls. We found thirty-one

pairs along the whole southern coastline of the county,
distributed as follows :

—

Plymouth to Yealm ... ... ... 1 pair.

Yealm to Erme ... ... ... ... 6 pairs.

Erme to Avon ... 3 pairs.

Avon to Kingsbridge ... ... ... 5 pairs.

Kingsbridge to Dart 10 pairs.

Dart to Exe 5 pairs.

Exe to Axe 1 pair.

When plotted on a map these figures show that there is a
marked concentration to the west of Start Point, numbers
decreasing eastwards to the Dorset boundary (there being
but one pair in Dorset). Only nine pairs breed east of Start
Point, not counting those at Start Point itself. In the
western part of the county the percentage of all nesting
Gulls held by this species is up to 0.73, but in the extreme
east it falls as low as 0.07. This distribution is, no doubt,
due to the fact that this species is spreading outwards from
the Scillies and is gradually increasing eastwards. Data
obtained by G. M. Spooner in 1931 give exactly the same
totals from Plymouth to the Erme, but six pairs (as com-
pared with two in 1930) were nesting between Erme and
Avon. In 1931, as in 1930, onlv one pair was noted between
Axe and Exe (J. B. Halse). Unfortunately, data for north
Devon are very scanty, but at least two pairs bred at Baggy
Point in June, 1930 (T. H. Harrisson) and 1931 (D. L. Lack),
and two pairs were seen at Hartland Point in mid- Tune, I<m
(H. G. Hurrell).

J ^
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A corresponding increase has occurred in the Scillies,

•Cornwall, Pembroke, Anglesey, and to a lesser extent in

many other counties of England, Scotland, Ireland and
Wales. Details of dates and controlling factors are too

complex to be considered here ; we hope to deal with the

whole subject in a future communication. T. H. Harrisson.
H. G. HURRELL.

Late Nesting of Goldcrest.—Mr. J. H. Owen sends us

a note of a nest of Goldcrest (Regulus r. anglorum) with nearly

fledged young in Montgomeryshire on August 13th, 1931,

and asks whether this does not suggest that the Goldcrest

is sometimes double-brooded. We think there is no doubt
(as stated in the Practical Handbook) that the Goldcrest is

double-brooded. There is a case on record in which two
broods were reared from the same nest (Zool., 1845, p. 871).

Fresh eggs have been recorded on July 18th in Devon, and
Mr. J. H. Pilgrim found a nest with two young and two
addled eggs in Leicester on August 2nd, 1916.—F.C.R.J.

Black Terns in Worcestershire.—Mr. E. St. G. Betts
informs us of the following occurrences of Chlidonias niger

seen by himself and others in August, 1931, at Upper Bittell

Reservoir, viz., on the 5th, one
;
6th, another, rather different

in plumage
;

7th, one
;

15th, one.

Early Little Auk in Norfolk.—Mr. J. Beddall Smith
informs us that on July 31st, 1931, he found a Little Auk
(Alle alle) in fresh condition washed up on the beach at

Bacton-on-Sea. This is one of the earliest dates for the
appearance of the bird in this country of which we have record.

REVIEW.
The Literature of the Charadriiformes from 1894 to 1928. By G.

Carmichael Low. 2nd Ed., revised and enlarged, pp. xiv. 637.
(Witherby.) 12s. 6d. net. 1931.

Dr. Low has rendered a great service to ornithology by attempting a
herculean task, and if the results fall short of perfection, at any rate
they provide a solid foundation for workers in the future on this
group. It will be remembered that Vol. XXIV. of the Catalogue of the

Limicolce in the Brit. Museum by R. B. Sharpe appeared in 1896, and
contains a fairly complete list of the literature of the group up to about
1895. The volume before us is intended to serve as an index to the
subsequent publications, and we may say at once that it does not fall

below the standard of the earlier work in any respect. Indeed, Dr.
Low has introduced several new features and some of these are
extremely useful.

After some introductory pages on classification, the author proposes
a very practical and intelligible system, in which he adopts some, but
not all, of Dr. P. R. Lowe's conclusions. This is followed by a list of
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works dealing wholly or in part with the Charadriiformes from 1894
to 1928. arranged under years, but not alphabetically. The first point

which strides the reader is the enormous preponderance of works in

English. This is, however, obviously due to the fact that the author
is more conversant with the English than the foreign literature of the

subject. One of the first items on the list is Reiser's Materialen zu
einer Ornis lialcanica, 1894. It is quite true that Volume II. (dealing

with I Bulgaria) of this series was published in 1894, but no mention
whatever is made of Volumes IV. and III., dealing with the avifauna
of Montenegro and Greece, and published in 1896 and 1905. These
volumes form one of the most important series of faunal publications
of the period dealt with, and their omission is unfortunate. Every
local avifauna contains lists of Limicoke, so that one is entitled to

expect to find the principal works from each country included in this

list. Eet us take one example : for Germany the most important
provincial avifaunas published during this period are Dahl (1894-
Schleswig-Holstein), Leverkiihn and Blasius (1896 Braunschweig),
Fischer (1897-Baden), Wiistnei and Clodius (1900 Mecklenburg),
Koltibay (1906 Schlesien), Le Roi (1906-Rheinprovinz). Hiibner
{1908-Vorpommern, etc.), Hagen (1913 -Liibeck), Tischler (1914-
Ost-Preussen), Schalow (1919 Mark Brandenburg), etc. We have
failed to find any of these works cited in the general literature of the
subject ! although the principal papers in the Journal f. Orn. and
Orn. Monatsber. have been extracted.
The same criticism holds good with many other countries. Accounts

of the breeding of the Knot and Sanderling are so few and far between
that we confidently expect to find them here, yet A. L. V, Manniche's
classical paper on the Terrestrial Mammals and Birds of X.E. Greenland
does not figure in the general literature at all, and though it is quoted
under Crocethia is omitted under Calidris !

The omission of many papers in Finnish, Russian and Magyar is

perhaps excusable, but there are others in Swedish, Italian and French
which we look for in vain.
On the other hand, we must pay a well-deserved tribute to the

industry and thoroughness with which the English references have
been worked out. The explanatory notes are also often very useful,
though even here error creeps in. We are twice informed (pp. 171
and 312) that Major Congrere's papers deal with the birds of the Oxford
Expedition to Spitsbergen in 1921. This is incorrect

; Major Congreve
accompanied the writer of this notice to Spitsbergen in 1922, but was
not a member of the 1921 expedition.
The lists of occurrences outside the normal range given in certain

cases are also useful. L'nder Lapwing we note that Dr. Low only
mentions two Greenland records, 1820 and 1844 (rectius 1847), but
W'inge in 1898 recorded five, and others have been published bv
Pedersen, Bay and Schi .ler.

We notice that Dr. Low adheres strictlv to the first spelling of
specific names, and " ocrophus " figures as'the specific name of the
Green Sandpiper. W hy then is the specific name of the Red-necked
Phalarope given as " hbatus " instead of " tobatus "

? If obvious
errors are not to be corrected, the specific name of the Egyptian
\ ulture will become " perenopterus "

! Surely this is attaching 'undue
importance to the vagaries of the printer.

In conclusion, we must pay a tribute to the thoroughness and care
with which the book has been prepared. To write an ideal catalogue
of the literature of any group demands a combination of qualities
which is possessed by no English ornithologits of the present day
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Dr. Low has, however, shown that he has many of them, and this book
will be an enduring monument to his perseverance and devotion to his

self-imposed task, and to English and American ornithologists will be
invaluable. F. C. R. Jourdain.

LETTER.
AN EGG WITHIN AN EGG.

To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—Anomalous eggs of the type of which the accompanying
photograph is an example, although of course well known, are of
sufficient interest to warrant publication.

The present specimen, for which I am indebted to Dr. P. Manson-
Bahr, was laid by a domestic fowl in 1926, and was received by me in

fragments, as its interesting nature had escaped notice until it arrived
in a cooked condition on the breakfast table. The larger egg is by
no means of regular ovoid shape, but is laterally compressed so that
transverse diameters are unequal, and in transverse sections the out-
lines would be not circular but ovoid. The long diameter is 57.5 mm.,
and its transverse diameters are 41.5 mm. and about 45 mm. Its

shell is smooth, of pale buff colour sprinkled with some very fine

red-brown spots. The texture of the shell of the smaller egg is totally

different, being coarse and rough to the touch, in colour darker than
the larger egg, with far more pronounced spotting. It measures
30 mm. x 49 mm.

The explanation given as
accounting for these in-

stances of an egg within an
egg, is that the smaller egg
having reached the lowest
part of the oviduct and had
its shell deposited is,

owing to some focus of

irritation in the cloaca or

oviduct causing reversed
peristalsis, pushed back up
the tube to become

• enclosed in another egg
on its way down, this

latter egg being in its

turn invested with the
usual coverings of albumen,

Domestic fowl's egg within an egg, reconstructed shell membrane and shell,

from fragments. The smaller egg is supported Dr. H. Kummerlowe has
on absorbent qdtton. Reduced 3/5ths. recently described three

instances of this anomaly
in eggs of the domesticated duck (Zoologischer Anzeiger, Bd. 95, Heft
3/4. i93i)- Another instance has been described by K. Basecke (Beitrage
zur Fortpflanzungsbiologie der Vdgel—July, 193 1). In this case the
double egg was laid by a Carrier Pigeon.
August nth, 1 93 1. James M. Harrison.

[For other records of this abnormality in the case of the domestic
fowl see Journ..fur Ornith., 1865, p. 310 (3 cases)

; 1870, p. 144 ; 1871,
p. 260, etc. Other cases are cited in the Zeitschr. f. Oologi'e, while
recent ones in the Field, 10.1.1931 (Fowl) and 27.6.1931 (Pheasant)
may be mentioned. See also Kummerlowe's list of references in the
Beitrage zur Fortpfl. biol. d. Vdgel, March, 1931, p. 59. Eds.]
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THE FIELD HABITS AND NESTING OF THE HOBBY.
BY

DESMOND NETHERSOLE-THOMPSOX.

The Hobby (Falco s. subbuteo) is a rare and extremely local

bird in England, chiefly confined to the midland, southern

and south-western counties. Its headquarters are probably
certain districts in Dorset, Wiltshire and Hampshire. In

these counties, particularly the last two, it is well represented

in its strongholds. In some other English counties it breeds

sparingly, yet regularly. But many former haunts have
been deserted, while in others the bird is decreasing. Never-
theless, in one district I discovered in June, 1931, two pairs

breeding within five hundred yards, while in another haunt
I have known of three nesting pairs within a radius of a mile

and a half. These are, however, unfortunately the

exceptions.

Owing to its restricted area and scarcity few ornithologists

have had the opportunity of becoming really familiar with
the Hobby's habits in England, and as I have made a special

study of this bird for some years in a number of different

areas, it is hoped that these notes may help in giving a clear

view of the bird's habits.

Hobbies arrive on their nesting-grounds towards the

end of April or early in May. April 29th is the earliest date
I have actually seen them on their ground. I do not know
whether they travel singly or in pairs, but I have seen a pair

together on May 2nd. During May they are courting and
much in one another's company. Together they go hunting,
and in the evening play and soar towards the clouds, calling

querulously to one another. Towards the end of September
and through October most Hobbies migrate, but some pairs

are later.

Flight.

The flight of the Hobby is unique. When hunting it will

fly along at a fair height, gliding and winnowing alternately.

If it sees a prospective quarry it hurls itself after it, following
the turns and twists of its prey with rare skill and great
agility. Few naturalists have stressed the Hobby's fondness
for soaring. Sometimes I have known a pair to ring up
right out of the range of my binoculars. There has also been
discussion whether the Hobby hovers. Although it does not
do so regularly like the Kestrel, it often hovers momentarily
over gorse on a common or over a reedbed when searching
for dragonflies. I have also occasionally seen the bird hover
head to wind when high up and on the look-out for prey.
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In some lights and at certain angles the Hobby certainly

looks like a finely moulded Peregrine. Viewed from below

the Hobby suggests a gigantic Swift, but its flight is superb.

The female is always slightly the larger and more powerful,

but this is often only noticeable when the pair are seen in the

air together. To appreciate its amazing powers of flight,

one should see, as I once did, a fight between two male

Hobbies. They doubled and danced about the sky, turning,

tumbling and twisting. The Hobby is also magnificent m
its mastery of a gale.

Food.

Despite what has been written to the contrary, I consider

that the Hobby preys much more commonly on small birds

than is generally supposed. My experience, gathered in

different districts, can be summarized thus :—

(1) The Hobby varies its diet a great deal.

(2) Dragonflies, moths and beetles, etc., are taken, but they

feed equally on small birds. I have definite proof of

this. Around various eyries I have found the remains

of Willow-Wrens, Chiffchaffs, Great and Blue Tits,

Tree- Pipits, Meadow- Pipits, Linnets, Yellow Buntings,

Wood- Larks, Sky-Larks, Swifts, Swallows, Martins

(both kinds) and once a Greenfinch. I have myself

seen Hobbies capture Larks, Pipits, Swifts (twice),

House-Martins and once a Swallow (July, 1931).

(3) In some districts the young are fed mainly on Larks.

In others, Pipits are the principal diet. Indeed, out

of thirty feeding-places examined, only three failed

to show traces of Larks or Pipits. This conclusion is

also confirmed by the observations of Captain Pearman.

(4) Sometimes a pair of Hobbies will harry migrating

flocks of Swallows ami Martins.

But, in fairness, I must give the other side. The Rev.

F. C. K. Jourdain tells me that stomach examination of

fifteen English Hobbies showed extensive insect feeding.

He also points out that insect remains will not be found at

feeding-places. This is true, but the result of my inspection

of feeding-places is supported by field observation and also

by examination of many pellets. The correct solution is that

Hobbies like a varied diet. Eighty per cent, of the Hobbies
of my acquaintance take a large number of small birds as

well as their insect prey.

This July (i93i),for the first time, I saw a Hobby capture a
Swallow. Dipping and rising, the Swallow attempted to

outpace its rival. But the Hobby overhauled it rapidly,

and rising above it, darted down, missed, but flew up. Then,
passing below, the Hobby turned over on its back and cut
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the Swallow down. Without a pause it flew away towards

its nesting-haunt.

Prettier, but more deadly than the twisting flight after a

dragonfly—and that is a performance of extraordinary

grace and skill—is the chase of a mounting Sky-Lark. A
grey streak shoots down at those little dancing brown wings,

misses, checks, throws up again. Then, at last, perhaps a

few brown feathers turn over and over in the breeze, and
the Hobby fades into the distance with a little bundle in

its talons. But the Hobby often abandons an arduous

pursuit and flies away to seek an easier quarry. It also preys

on insects high up in the air. Mr. C. V. Stoney and I watched
one through our binoculars doing so in June, 1931. The
Rev. F. C. R. Jourdain tells me that certain species of beetle

fly very high. He considers that Hobbies often feed in this

manner, when flying high. Late in the evening I have also

known a Hobby to sit on a favourite stump on a common
and hawk "May-bugs", returning to its perch at intervals

of a few seconds. It is a fallacy to suppose that the Hobby
only hunts in the evening and the period just after dawn,
but admittedly it is then most active. Once incubation has

commenced the male will hunt regularly from the dawn of

day till the fall of night, and each pair has definite hunting

beats and appears to keep rigidly to them.

Notes.

In no book that I have read have the calls of the Hobby
been accurately described. Some writers say that they
resemble those of the Kestrel, which they certainly do not,

others quote the words of Mr. J. Walpole-Bond, who described

the note as " a double-syllabled cry, ' qui-rik ' . . . weak and
thin, yet whistling, brisk and somewhat peevish." While this

is an accurate description of one of the Hobby's cries, the

bird has others :

—

(1) A thin, high-pitched, peevish scream
—

" tew-tew
"—not

at all unlike that of a Sparrow-Hawk, but thinner and less

sustained. In it there is also, perhaps, the suspicion of the
" qui, qui " of the Wryneck. It is not long-drawn or whining
like the Peregrine's scream, but is uttered only in short

bursts, when its nest is being examined or at other times when
the bird is angry, as, for instance, when it is driving away a
Crow or other larger bird from the neighbourhood of its

eyrie. Sometimes they also scream towards sundown.
(2) The normal call-note, a ringing cry, " quir-ik " or

" cir-ic," so ably described by Mr. Bond. This note is used
when the birds are hunting or calling to one another during
their courtship.
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(3) A metallic and creaking note, "keek" or " cic," not

unlike an old tree creaking in the wind. This is uttered

sharply and I have never heard it slurred. It is presumably

an anger or excitement note. I have only heard it when I

have been climbing to a nest or the Hobby has been sitting

on a branch near it.

(4) A curious " chittering " is sometimes used by the bird

when it is floating over a nest containing young.

Breeding-haunts and Nesting-sites.

The Hobby's haunts show great diversity. I have found

them among squat, heather-covered hills, with clumps and
belts of Scots pines. In another district the Hobby haunts the

outskirts of true forest-land, where mile upon mile of beeches

mingle with old oaks and an occasional clump of pines.

A third stronghold is a region of green hills and stony pastures.

There the Hobby nests in the clumps of beech and pine that

spring up from the hillsides and in the folds of the valleys.

My experience has shown that, other things being equal,

the Hobby prefers a clump, line or plantation of thinly planted

trees. Failing a suitable clump, Hobbies readily go to big

woods, provided the trees are not too close together. Mr.
Jourdain tells me of several haunts where Hobbies usually

select a hedgerow tree. But he agrees with me in saying that

the other type of sites are preferred when they are available.

In the counties where most of Mr. G. A. Garceau's and my
work has been done conditions have been natural and not
artificial. In the absence of collectors and game-keepers,
one has been able to see which of the sites the Hobby would
choose when they are side by side. Of twenty-five evries
examined between 1928-31, seventeen have been in clumps
or lines, seven in big woods, and one in an isolated tree on
the top of a hill.

The chosen clumps differ greatly. Some pairs breed in

tall, straight pine clumps, others in scrubbv downland
plantations, others haunt little groves of oak trees. When a
big wood harbours them, the chosen nest may be on the
outskirts of a big beech or oak forest, or it mav be in a vast
pine wood with birches growing thick beneath them. It
is not by any means always in an outside tree ; in a
well-thinned pine wood the eyrie may be anywhere. Occa-
sionally a nest in a tree, which borders a broad ride or track,
is chosen. In my experience, however, a commanding
position with a good " take off " has always been chosen.
The Hobby builds no nest for itself, but takes over a

disused nest of a Carrion-Crow or other tree-nesting species.
Occasionally a decrepit nest of a xMagpie does duty, while
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some pairs of my acquaintance habitually resort to rookeries.

I have also on rare occasions known them use a Sparrow-

Hawk's nest in a little wooded hollow. Once only, I found

a Hobby inhabiting a very old squirrel's drey. But he who
expects to find many eyries in the " abandoned abode of a

Heron, Ring Dove, or Sparrow-Hawk, or even the ' drey
'

of a squirrel " will certainly be disappointed ! The nest

of the Carrion-Crow is the favourite. In some districts the

Hobby prefers a new Crow's nest, in others it is not so

particular. Of fourteen nests discovered in 1931 nine were

in old Crows', four in the year's Crows' nests. Despite

emphatic statements to the contrary by Mr. N. Gilroy and
others, if a new Crow's nest is taken, the Hobbies often

remove the wool-hair lining and lay their eggs on a scrape

in the dried grass and twigs beneath. When the nest is old

and flimsy, sometimes a few fir cones repose among the

eggs and the bird does not trouble to remove them.

The Hobby is not particular whether the nest selected is

at the top or crown of tree or at the end of an outflung limb.

Sometimes a giant tree with a limbless trunk is selected.

I have breathless memories of a couple of Hobby-trees that

actually measured over sixty feet from the ground to the

first branch ! At other times a mean little fir in a downland
or hill plantation is chosen.

By the end of May or early June most Hobbies have settled

upon a site
;
often, indeed, for quite a week before an egg

has been laid the female will brood the empty nest. Also

just before the eggs are laid Hobbies are often noisy and
scream and dive over their future home. But, at this time,

the observer must exercise great care, as many Hobbies
readily desert a site if much disturbed before the eggs are

laid. This is confirmed by the observations of Mr. Garceau,
Capt. Pearman and others.

I have read that " the same haunt, and often the same
nest, are used yearly !

" This may be true in some localities,

but in the haunts with which I am familiar it is decidedly

rare to find a Hobby using a nest twice in succession. I have
found that usually each pair has several sites which they
use alternately. These alternatives may be within a few
yards or up to a mile and more apart. Though occasionally

it happens that a pair will concentrate all their sites in

different parts of a big wood, other pairs will have alternatives

in distant clumps.

Behaviour at the Nest.

Depending to a certain extent on the position of the nest,

the behaviour of sitting Hobbies varies much. Some are
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close sitters, others the reverse. I have had to tap a tree

three times before the sitter would leave her eggs, at other

times I have known one to leave as soon as an intruder

showed over the sky-line. W hen a Hobby is disturbed from

the nest it frequently swoops down and then curves upwards,

but I have seen them flutter off in a clumsy way. Another
will twist and dodge like a Sparrow-Hawk.

Once flushed, most Hobbies are noisy. But some are

silent. Also, the Hobby is such a temperamental bird that

its behaviour varies from day to day. I have known one
that was very noisy one day never utter a note the next
time I inspected the eyrie. But, if any rule can be made,
I should say that most, when disturbed, make short, uneasy
flights up and down, now calling high above the trees,

now diving down among them, and both birds are apt to

scream periodically. Usually the hen returns to her nest
in less than half an hour, so a little patient watching will

often reveal an unknown nest. While this is the rule, there

are frequent exceptions to it. I have known a hen Hobby
slink silently away and never show up again. Sometimes
a pair will hang over the sky-line and evince little interest

in the fate of their belongings.

The male Hobby may be away hunting and consequentlv
never be seen at all, or he may be standing sentinel on a tree
quite close to the eyrie. When disturbed, he will often call

his mate off her eggs, at other times he flies lazily away to

another perch. More rarely he will be soaring high above
the nesting wood.

Some Hobbies are very bold. In 1930, when I was
climbing to a nest, the female actually stooped so close to
my head that I had to duck to avoid her attack. She then
actually settled on a branch some ten yards away and
watched me, every now and then using her excitement note,
"keck"! Captain C. W. R. Knight was struck several'
times by a Hobby when he was photographing her nest in
July, 1920.

During the early stages of incubation the food " pass
"

of the Hobbies may be occasionally witnessed. I will quote
my diary for June. 1930. Shortly before 4 p.m. the cock
flew north. About an hour later I heard him call a dissyllabic
"acir-ic". a high-pitched, whistling, yet far-carrving sound.
The hen Hobby immediatelv swooped from the nest and
raced away in the direction of the sound. When I first saw
him the cock was flying high. Circling a few times, the
hen Hobby rapidly rose and overtook him. They flew
together for a short distance with the cock slightly

*

above
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his mate. Then, through my glasses, I saw him drop some-
thing. She turned over and caught it deftly in her talons.

Both birds then streaked back to the nesting wood.
Many observers have described the Montagu Harriers'

" pass ", but few seem to have seen Hobbies or Peregrines do
it. They do so more rarely, but it is a performance of rare

skill. The speed at which the birds converge is extraordinary.

To see Peregrines " pass " high above the sea or Hobbies
over a heath is an unforgettable sight. More usually, how-
ever, the male Hobby will call his mate off the nest and she

will join him on a favoured branch hard by.

The Hobby jealously guards its nesting-site. Carrion-

Crows and Rooks are driven off with fury. I have also known
a Kestrel to be attacked, and then the different styles of

flight of the two birds were seen to advantage. Occasionally

a cat or dog arouses the anger of the Hobby. I well remember
Mr. Walpole-Bond and I discovering an eyrie in a very
difficult place by watching a Hobby stooping repeatedly at

a prowling cat. But despite all their care I have known
Carrion-Crows and even Rooks to suck the eggs. But this

has only happened when the Hobby has been an exceptionally

light sitter.

Laying and Incubating.

The Hobby commences to sit very late in the year. While
I have known of an occasional hen brooding before June ioth,

that is the exception rather than the rule. The best date
for a fresh, full clutch lies between June 14th to 20th. Some
pairs are habitually later, and in one district I have rarely

found a full clutch of eggs before June 24th. Many Hobbies
lay their first egg almost to a day annually.
The eggs are laid every second day, but I have sometimes

found the third egg to be laid three days after the second.
Brooding commences with the second egg and each egg takes
four days to " turn ". My own observation shows that the
incubation-period is twenty-eight days.

While some Hobbies permit their eggs to be taken one by
one as they are laid, others move to another site after one or

two have been snatched in this way. Sometimes a Hobby
will brood substituted Kestrel's eggs, sometimes she will

sense the fraud and desert them. Once a Hobby pierced an
egg with its claw, but did not desert.

Should mishap overtake the eggs before they are far gone
(occasionally even then) the Hobby may lay again. Speaking
from my original data I doubt whether more than 50 per

cent, do so. Although in some districts most Hobbies do
lay again, there are others where very few do so. The
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interval between the first and second attempts varies consid-

erably. I have heard of a Hobby re-laying in eleven days,

but an interval of two to three weeks is the general rule.

Very exceptionally indeed, should the second clutch also

meet with disaster, a third clutch is laid.

The Hobby always lays a small clutch. Three eggs are the

rule, but in some places two are not uncommon. In Britain

" fours " are very rare indeed. The only genuine four that

has come within my scope was discovered by Captain Pearman

and Mr. E. P. Chance in 1926. In a second attempt it is

rare to find three eggs, two is usual, not infrequently only

one. I have heard it said that all eggs laid in second clutches

are small and lacking in colour, but this is not the case.

The eggs are objects of great beauty and, contrary to

conventional opinion, they vary considerably. By some it

is wronglv held that the main characteristic of the Hobbies'

eggs is the yellowish-brown wash. In The Practical Handbook

of British Birds Mr. Jourdain says that yellowness appears as

incubation advances, and that is quite true. There is a

yellow type of Hobbies' eggs, others become yellow after

incubation, but the most characteristic thing to note about

most eggs is the peppery nature of the markings. One type

has a pure salmon-red ground peppered with very light

brown, another has a blood-red ground, in others the markings
approach those of Wood-Warblers in type. One lovely

variety I saw in 1931 had a rose-pink ground with a chocolate

cap. Some eggs are capped with deep chocolate-brown,

others are blotched at the smaller end. Often a few spots

of deep sienna-brown are scattered haphazard over the

surface. In rare varieties blotches replace spots, in others

the ground-colour is almost white. While the yellow and
brown-peppered type of eggs are frequently found, it is rare

to find three similar types in a set. Often one is much
pinker than the others. On the whole, the eggs of the
Hobby are larger than Kestrels. Although some types do
approximate the Kestrel, I have yet to see a clutch about
which there could be any reasonable doubt.
On the hen Hobby falls the principal onus of hatching

the eggs, but I have actually seen the partners exchange
duties and subsequently flushed the male from the nest.
As time advances a little grey down and a few feathers cling

to the sides of the nest and to the branches adjacent to it.

Sometimes a pellet or two will be found among the eggs,
while at the foot of the tree and others nearby there may
be much " whitewash " and the remains of many victims.
Other feeding places are often a considerable distance from
the nest.
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The Young.

The young when first hatched are beautiful little balls of

down with dark eyes. The time spent in the nest varies.

One family which I was watching began to fly about the

branches after twenty-three days, but it was over four

weeks before they were strong on the wing. Even when
the young have flown the nest is still used for feeding

purposes. Occasionally I have seen the old birds " pass
"

food to the youngsters high up in the air.

Birds of the year are brown on the back and yellowish-

white underneath. They also lack the brilliant orange-red

thigh-plumes. It is said that some breed in their first year,

others certainly do not. I remember being once sorely

puzzled by a non-breeding pair which screamed and dived

just like a normal pair of breeders.

Status.

Most of the estimates about the Hobby's status are vague
and uncertain. During the last twenty years it has deserted

several haunts, in others it is decreasing rapidly. The
desertion of old strongholds affords a sad but interesting

problem. The reason for their passing seems to be threefold

:

(1) The Hobby likes a secluded haunt among the open
spaces and it resents the encroachments of motorists,

trippers and builders.

(2) Lack of suitable food. A dearth of Larks and Pipits in

certain localities may partially account for the

Hobby's disappearance from them. The extermina-

tion of Carrion-Crows in suitable areas must also be
remembered.

(3) In many districts it is still ruthlessly shot at the nest

by gamekeepers. I am confident that were that

persecution removed it would reappear again in many
an old haunt. In one district, only, egg-collecting has
been pursued to excess.

It is an interesting fact that the Hobby is largely confined

to a few counties to which the Merlin is a comparative
stranger. This is significant, since the two species do not
appreciably overlap

;
possibly they are unable to flourish in

the same area. This may be the solution to the riddle of the

MerMns' absence in the southern and midland districts of

England.
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THE FEEDING -HABITS OF THE SPARROW-HAWK.
BY

J. H. OWEN.

During the last twenty years I have paid considerable

attention to the habits of the Sparrow-Hawk {Accipiter n.

msus) and have found it a matter of difficulty to accumulate

material worth publishing on its feeding-habits, except

during the period when it has young in the nest.

A Hawk must have a moderately flat surface to feed on.

Hence, if using a branch of a tree, it needs one of at least

15 inches circumference. Even a young Sparrow-Hawk, not

long out of the nest, can manage on a branch of this size,

though of course it finds a great deal more difficulty in

making a meal in such a position than an old bird does ; in

fact, I have seen a young bird drop its prey and lose it while

using such a position. On the other hand, I have watched
old birds, and particularly the male, completely devour a

small bird on a much thinner branch.

During the incubation-period it is practically invariably the

rule for the male to do all the hunting and from time to

time bring the catch near the nest for the female. When
he gets into the wood he calls and waits for the female to

answer. If he gets no answer he continues to call, and after

a. time comes nearer the nest and repeats. This goes on for

several minutes sometimes if there is no response, and at

last, if his mate does not respond, he eats all or part of his

*ame on a perch at some distance from the ground. As
the perch selected is usually a dead branch, with the end
broken off, an observer has a good chance of viewing the

aroceeding from somewhere near the nest. After he has
?atcn what he wants he spends a few minutes preening and
generally tidying himself up. Then he calls again and
perhaps repeats his call after a pause. After that, sometimes
le will come to the nest and visit his mate for a very short
ime, or he may leave the neighbourhood at once, while
ometimes he will perch, preferably again on a dead branch,
md rest or sleep for a period up to approximately one hour,
rhen he goes off on the hunt again. Although I have known
I
male bring a second offering in just under an hour and the

ten accept it after refusing the first, I should say that, in

;eneral, the male comes in with a capture about once in

hree hours. Though I have a good deal of evidence for
his statement it must be taken with reserve, for it would
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require an immense amount of time to make sufficient observa-

tions to justify a true average.

If the female accepts the food the male brings, how she

will dispose of it depends very much on the nature of her

surroundings. Sometimes she will do as the male and eat

it on a favourite branch at some distance, not usually outside

thirty yards radius, from the nest.

Sometimes the Sparrow-Hawk will use an old nest of a

Hawk, Wood-Pigeon, Jay or Magpie as a dining table. Such
a nest (it would be more correct to call it a platform) is often

covered with feathers and often contains remains of skulls

and legs of the birds devoured there. Often splashes of

whitewash about and below these dining places draw atten-

tion to them and thus to the fact that there is a nest some-

where near. I have often also found Kestrels using an old

Magpie's nest in this way.

Usually when these elevated positions are used the prey

is of small size, i.e., Blackbird, Thrush, young Starling

downwards. A larger bird, such as a Wood-Pigeon, may
be eaten on the ground at the very foot of the nest-tree, or

the hen may have to go quite a long way from the nest for

her meal. In cases of this sort I think the male has usually

got a wounded bird and the hen goes to the place where he

has finally finished it off. She then half drags and half

carries the prey as far as she can towards the nest-tree and
when she cannot get any farther she makes her meal. I have
frequently found places where a Sparrow-Hawk has fed on
the ground on birds of many species, from Cuckoos to Wood-
Pigeons. At the same time I must emphasize the fact that

the male is mostly a small game hunter and the majority of

the birds he catches are Finches, Warblers, or other small

birds up to the size of a Blackbird.

From the time that Sparrow-Hawks begin to build in

early March, or even before that, until the young have left

the nest, it is usual for the hen to have one or more favourite

feeding places. I have already noted those in the trees.

If the feeding places are on the ground, various types

are used. A large grass-covered mole-breeding mound is a

very favourite site, or a stump of a tree may be used, a pile

of faggots or a collection of branches cut from the top of a

felled tree and piled in a heap.

In 193 1 I came across a very good example of the last-

mentioned site. I thought I saw signs that a Sparrow-Hawk
was beginning to build on a platform of sticks in the top of a
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argc hawthorn bush in the middle of a wood, and a few

^ards from this I came on a pile of branches that had obviously

seen used several times as a feeding-place. This find made
t pretty certain that a nest had been started. When a search

through the wood revealed two more such feeding-places at

no great distance I was satisfied that the Hawks would nest

m the platform. A visit to the wood a week later showed

that considerable additions had been made to the platform.

The feeding-place first found was covered with feathers and

the skin of a short-tailed field-mouse lay among them. A
search among the pile of sticks brought to light a few pellets.

It was obvious also that the Hawk, or Hawks, used to perch

for long periods on the decaying branches, as not only were

the pellets there, but parts of the surroundings were liberally

sprinkled with whitewash. Neither of the other feeding-

places had been used since my last visit and they were never

used again.

In May I began to visit the nest and wood regularly and

frequently. After a spell of a few fine days the feeding-place

would be covered with feathers, and often legs of Blackbirds,

Thrushes and Starlings were to be seen. I also frequently

found parts of the larger bones and especially the bills of

Finches. On the whole, the feathers showed that the food

consisted chiefly of Warblers, Tits, Hedge-Sparrows and
Finches, with House-Sparrows occurring more frequently

than any other ; this might be expected, as there was a large

farm just one field away from the wood in a south-westerly

direction and the wind was frequently from the farm to the

wood. Sometimes Tree-Sparrows could be identified, for

that bird was quite common in the neighbourhood. The
effect of wind is easily explained. Sparrow-Hawks hunt
up or across wind; but rarely, if ever, down wind.
Hence, when the male brings food to the wood, he is usually
coming down wind. The feeding-place should therefore be
up wind as regards the nest. This also explains why there
is usually more than one feeding-place for a nest.

The Sparrow-Hawk began to lay on May nth and produced
four very fine eggs. For some reason they did not hatch
although the bird incubated them for more than five weeks.
She was always an unusually timid bird and the very frequent
visits to the nest may have kept her off the eggs too much.
Finally she deserted, but something had eaten the eggs when
I went to investigate the reason for not hatching. Even then
the feeding-place was resorted to for a few more days before
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being deserted, and was thus used for four months regularly

and probably something like three hundred birds were
devoured there. I may add that I never saw any indication

of game or poultry among the remains.

The bird, or birds, always used one particular branch as a

perch when feeding. On my first visit this was still covered

with bark. By July not only was the bark gone, but more
than an inch of rotten wood was worn away by the efforts

of the birds in breaking up victims on it.

Such feeding-places are fairly common and I saw several

more during 1931, but this was the only case, so far as I

could be certain, where only one place was used. In the

other cases two or three alternative places were used accord-

ding to the direction of the wind.

After the hatching of the young practically all the food is

broken up on the nest. Moreover, even after the young have
flown they and their parents use the nest as a dining-table

for some three weeks longer.

After the family is scattered and until some time in

February, I do not think that male and female work much in

conjunction, but each does its own hunting. Then if the

prey is caught in the open one of a number of things may be
done. A small bird may be taken into a wood or clump of

trees to be eaten. Sometimes it is carried to a fence in the

field where it was caught and devoured there. It is very
rare for a Sparrow-Hawk to make a meal right out in the

open away from cover. If the place of killing is a rushy field

or heather-covered ground, the victim is eaten in an open
space, but well screened from observation by the rough
herbage. I have very often walked right on top of Sparrow-
Hawks engaged in meals in such situations. It is rather

curious that the spot chosen in a rushy field is usually mound-
shaped, if such a place is to be found. Every year in April

I see quite a number of such feeding-places in the Perry
Valley in Shropshire. In a single field, for instance, I have
found a dozen or more of these mounds covered with feathers

of birds eaten by Sparrow-Hawks and Peregrine Falcons.

During the winter Sparrow-Hawks will sometimes make
rather extensive flimsy platforms in trees in the woods. What
the object of them is I have never been able to make out to my
satisfaction. They do not seem to be used for dining-tables,

but I have occasionally found bodies of birds and small

mammals lying on them. These, however, may have been
left by stoats, for I know that stoats sometimes store away
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a small rabbit, or other kill, in an old Blackbird's nest for

example. In such cases the rabbit is curled round in the

nest and left until needed. Usually, however, the stoat

covers or partly covers his food, and I have never yet seen

any attempt to cover the bodies I have found on the Hawk
platforms and, for this reason, I am inclined to think that

Hawks and not stoats are responsible. It is certain that

Hawks often use old nests of Hawk, Jay, Pigeon and other

birds to feed on during the winter and I have seen nests that,

from the abundance of feathers on and about them, must
have been made use of on many occasions. This makes the

non-use of the platforms as dining-tables all the more
inexplicable.

It is true that sometimes these platforms are later on
used as the foundation of nests, but rarely in the spring
following that in which they were built. For example, the
platform of the nest of 1931 near the feeding-place which I

have described so fully above was made in the winter of

1929-30. It was between four and five feet long and two
feet wide and the largest I have ever seen. The nest was
made in just one end of it in 1931.
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RECORDS FROM THE NORTH ATLANTIC, 1931.

BY
T. G. LONGSTAFF, M.D.

The following notes were made in 1931 on a voyage from
the Faeroes to Greenland, and back again on the same
course. Comparison should be made with Nicholson's paper
in British Birds, Vol. XXII., pp. 122-133, November, 1928.

It is obvious to me that not even Kittiwakes follow ships

across the Atlantic. Besides distributing its own refuse, the

passage of a ship disturbs the water and must bring many
marine organisms to the surface ; I think this is the main
reason why so many sea-birds fly towards any ship they meet
in the course of their normal wanderings. Fewer birds were
met with on the homeward voyage ; this may have been
partly due to the rough weather encountered, though I am
convinced they had moved off.

POSITIONS AT NOON.
June 14th, io° 40' W., 6i° 50' N. Wind S.E., strong ; rain.

June 15th, 19
0 W., 61° 40' N. Wind N.E., moderate ; some sun.

June 16th, 27
0
45' W., 6i° N. Wind N.N.E., strong; some rain.

June 17th, 35
0 W., 6o° N. Wind S.W.

;
cold; drizzle.

June 18th, 42° 25' W., 59
0 20' N. Wind S., strong

; sunny.

July 23rd, 43
0 W.

( 58
0
40' N. Wind N.E.; fair.

July 24th, 35
0 W., 6o° N.

July 25th, 28 0 50' W., 6o° 50' N. Gale, N.E. ; heavy sea.

July 26th, 21
0
40' W., 6i° 20' N. Overcast ; some rain storms.

July 27th, 14
0 W., 61' 40 N. Wind N.W., strong ; rainstorms.

July 28th, Thorshavn, Faeroes.

Gannet (Sula bassana).—June 12th, two, halfway between
Norway and Orkney.

July 26th, one, mature, reported 6 a.m. (about 200 miles

S. of Iceland).

Shearwater (Puffmus sp.).-—Smaller and " quicker-

flying " than Great Shearwaters. Crown, nape, back, wings
appeared uniform black ; throat and all under-parts white.

June 18th, 7 p.m. (50 miles from Cape Farewell), met four.

July 25th, 11 a.m. (250 miles S.W. of Iceland), one amongst
Great Shearwaters.

Great Shearwater {Puffmus gravis).—None seen on
western voyage

;
compare Nicholson [antea, Vol. XXII.,

P- I3i)-

July 23rd (Cape Farewell, 50 miles), 8 a.m., a dozen
feeding.

July 24th (250 miles E. of Cape Farewell), 10 a.m.,

small flock feeding
; 1.45 p.m., passed flock over 100

; 5.30
p.m., none in sight.
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July 25th (250 miles S.W. of Iceland), 9 a.m., one ; 11 a.m.,

twenty feeding
; 4 p.m., none.

Fulmar Petrel (Fulmarus facialis).—From June 12th

off southern Norway up to Disko Bay, on June 27th, the

Fulmar was seen every day. Usually six to twelve were in

the wake and the others around. On June 14th and 17th

throughout days of southerly gale with rain and low visibility

they were the only birds seen.

One dark phase was seen on June 12th off S. Norway and

another on June 18th off Frederikshaab. Off the Sukker-

toppen and Holstenborg coasts (65
0
to 68° N.) the dark phase

seemed as common as the light.

On the return voyage they were also seen daily, though

perhaps fewer in number, except that on July 24th at 1.45

p.m. we passed through a flock of over a hundred feeding.

On July 26th from 8.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. only one was
following in our wake, and at 6.15 p.m. two. On July 27th

the numbers were: 8.45 a.m., two; 10.30 a.m., three;

3.30 p.m., four.

Curlew (Numenius arquota).—July 27th, 10.30 a.m.

(about 200 miles S. of Iceland), one bird, too large for a

Whimbrel, battling with rain and strong N. wind, which it

tried to face over the ship ; flew on S. (Hebrides, 300 miles).

July 29th, one flying S. (between Faeroes and Shetlands).

Arctic Tern {Sterna macrura).—June 15th, 9.45 a.m.,

one flying E.; noon (100 miles S. of Iceland), three flying

N.E. ; 6 to 7 p.m., parties of four, seven, three and two
crossed our course flying N.E. against the wind.

Kittiwake Gull (Rissa tridactyla) .—June 15th (100 miles

S. of Iceland), 9 a.m., one following ship ; 1 p.m., one adult,

two immature; 2.15. p.m., five flew over N.E.
; 3 p.m.,

two adults, one immature
; 7 p.m., one adult.

June 16th (200 miles S.W. Iceland), 9 a.m., ten adults,

two immatures ; n a.m., seven adults
;
noon, twelve mixed

;

12.45 p.m., twenty mixed; 1 p.m., twenty-six, about half
adults

; 4.30 p.m., nine immatures resting on ship, more
adults on wing

; 9 p.m., only six immatures remaining about
ship, rest gone.

June 17th, none seen or reported all day.

June 18th (50 miles S. of Cape Farewell) noon, two adults
and three immatures

; 8.30 p.m., two adults.

July 26th (100 miles S. of Iceland), 5 p.m., one flew N.
over ship.

M
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July 27th (about 150 miles W. of Faeroes), 8 a.m., one

reported by Chief Officer
; 3.30 p.m., three flying N., well

astern.

Great Skua {Stercorarius skua).—June 12th (halfway

between Norway and Orkney), one passed us.

June 15th (100 miles S. of Iceland), 10.15 a.m., one
;

noon, two ; 2 p.m., three
; 3 p.m., three ; 4 p.m., four.

We seemed to overtake these birds. They often settled in

the wake for longish periods, then caught us up again.

June 16th (200 miles S.W. of Iceland), 12.45 aRd 4-30 p.m.,

one.

July i6th, on entering heavy pack off Frederikshaab

(50
0 W. 62

0
N.) one rose from drifting log and flew S.

July 28th, a few in Faeroe waters.

July 29th, more to the N. and to the E. of the Shetlands.

Pomatorhine Skua {Stercorarius pomarinus).—June 15th,

7.30 p.m. (over 100 miles S. of Iceland), two passed flying

N.E.

June 16th, 4 p.m. (over 200 miles S.W. of Iceland), one
" twist-tailed " reported.

Arctic Skua {Stercorarius parasiticus).—June 15th, 10 a.m.

(100 miles S. of Iceland), one flying E.

June 16th (200 miles S.W. of Iceland), 11 a.m., one light

phase
;

noon, one dark phase
; 12.45 p.m., one light

;

1.30 p.m., one darker
; 2.50 p.m., one very light

; 4.30, one
dark and one light

; 5 p.m., one very dark settled alongside,

while a light one flew around ship.

Birds gave the impression of being on passage towards
Iceland, flying easily against a stiff N.E. breeze. They were
passing, not following, the ship. None met on homeward
voyage.
Long-tailed Skua {Stercorarius longicaudus)

.

—June 6th,

noon (200 miles S.W. of Iceland), one passed flying N.E.
Puffin {Fratercula arctica).—June 15th, 2 p.m. (100 miles

S. of Iceland), one settled alongside.

July 26th, 4.30 p.m. (almost same spot !), one settled

alongside.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON THE
" BRITISH BIRDS " CENSUS OF HERONRIES.

BY

E. M. NICHOLSON.

There has been a disappointing falling-off in the number
of records received in connection with the Census of Heronries

since the publication of the first Supplementary Report in

May, 1930 (antea, Vol. XXIII., pp. 324-337). No doubt
diversion of attention by the Great Crested Grebe Enquiry
has been partly responsible, but it is to be hoped that the

value of keeping careful annual records of the progress of

as many heronries as possible will not be forgotten. The
present notes are concerned only with information about
sites not hitherto recorded in British Birds. Information
which some correspondents have kindly sent in about already
recorded sites will be used in the next Supplementary Report,
which will appear when the volume of data justifies it.

An exception is made in favour of Mr. Glegg's letter on the
Tollesbury heronry, since this raises a question of accuracv
which deserves immediate attention.

Devon.

Mr. W. Walmesley White sends details of a heronry which
escaped census enumeration at Tracey, Honiton, south-east
Devon. It has existed since about 1919 only, and contained
(1931, March) three nests, two in spruce and one in silver fir.

There is a large rookery within a quarter of a mile which
is much older than the heronry

; relations are apparently
amicable. There are neighbouring heronries at Salston and
Stedcombe Wood.

Somerset.

In the Supplement to his paper "The Heron {Ardea cinerea)
in Somerset " {Proc. Somerset Arch. & N .HS ., LXXVI., p. 32),
Mr. B. W. Tucker gives an account of a recently discovered
heronry at Withypool on the Barle, Exmoor. It has existed
since about 1920, and there have usually been two to three
nests. In 1930 two pairs reared broods, while a third pair
vanished after building, probably having been shot. The
nests are in oaks, and on May 29th, 1930, each of the broods
consisted of two fully-fledged young. The site is one of
the loftiest in England and Wales, being 800 ft. above sea-
level. It is only some two miles from the solitary nest at
Exford, not tenanted in 1930.
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A further solitary nest was found in 1930 about 12 ft. up
in an apple tree in an orchard at East Huntspill (I.e.). It

was a new nest, very badly made, and significantly close to

the site at Edington, which was deserted by 1930.

Sussex.

The Hon. Guy Charteris has obtained through the owner,

Viscount Gage, particulars of an important unrecorded,

heronry on an island in a pond at Firle Park, Lewes, Sussex.

The first nests were built somewhere about 1920, and since

1926 there have been approximately twenty nests annually,

including the census year, 1928 and 1931.

The nests are in yew and ilex trees. It is worth noting

that the heronry at Plashett Park, 6 miles north of Firle,

which had 20-25 nests in 1923, came to an end about 1926
—that is, about the time when the Firle colony reached its

present size. There is accordingly a presumption that the

colony migrated to Firle from Plashett, which itself was a

recent site, occupied only since 1907. The previous history

is obscure, but it is satisfactory to find this evicted colony

flourishing again, and the discovery suggests that wherever
a site has recently been deserted renewed search is desirable

in the surrounding district in case the birds may have settled

somewhere else. This additional quota makes Sussex by a

good margin the second county for Heron population accord-

ing to our present knowledge.

Essex.

Mr. W. E. Glegg writes as follows :

—

Supposed Heronry in Tollesbury Reed-bed.
" On the appearance of Mr. E. M. Nicholson's ' Supplementary

Report on the British Birds Census of Heronries ' (antea, Vol. XXIII.,

pp. 324-337), my attention was arrested by No. 12 of the extinct
Essex heronries. It is given equal place with the well-authenticated
heronries of the past, square brackets not having been employed.
On page 337, however, Mr. Nicholson writes that ' the statement
(Harting, 191 1) . . . deserves verification both as a possible ancestor
of the St. Osyth colony and as an apparently isolated instance for

this country of any important heronry using a reed-bed as a site'.

One can only assume that Mr. Nicholson was not satisfied with the
statement, and if this is so square brackets should have been used.
It is only within the past few weeks that I have had time to investigate
the matter. In the first instance, it is important to know the nature
of Mr. Harting's statement. He was responsible for the article on the
Heron in The Encyclopedia of Sports and Games, 2nd Ed., 191 1, Vol. 2,

p. 410, where, after discussing the nature of the nesting-sites of the
species, he concludes with the words ' or amongst reeds as at Tolles

bury, in Essex, where they were formerly numerous'. No statemen"

t
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is made with regard to the origin of the information. The first step

was to ascertain if anyone possessed knowledge of the past existence

of the heronry. Although he had already given the late Mr. Miller

Christy and myself all available information, I wrote to Dr. J. H.
Salter of Tolleshunt D'Arcy. His views cannot be disregarded for

he has lived in the district since 1864, and knows intimately the Old
Hall Marshes, which would be the most likely locality in the neigh-

bourhood of Tollesbury. Not only is Dr. Salter a sportsman, but he
also takes a keen interest in birds and possesses one of the best collec-

tions in Essex. He writes to me to the effect that he has never heard
of Herons breeding among reeds at Tollesbury and that he does not
believe it. In the light of this information it must be assumed that
if such a heronry ever existed, the record must be of a historical nature
and thus could not have been the immediate ancestor of the St. Osyth
heronry—incidentally, Mr. Nicholson attributes this to the extinct
Brightiingsea heronry—which commenced about 1872. Having
accepted that the record, if true, must be of a historical nature, it is

essential that its origin should be ascertained, for it could not be
accepted ornithologically as it stands. Knowing that Miss E. M.
Harting, daughter of the late J. E. Harting, was closely in touch with
her father's work and also that she still possessed many of his papers,
I invited her assistance. She informs me that so far she has been
unsuccessful in tracing the origin of the statement, but adds that she
finds that her father in his A Handbook of British Birds, 2nd ed.,1901.
added the following annotation to his article on the Heron :

' nests
on the ground have often been met with ; sometimes on cliffs, as on
the Findhorn

; on rocks, as at Ardnamurchan ; on ruined walls, and
occasionally, as in Ireland, on bare hill-sides. Formerly among reeds
on Whittlesea Mere, drained in 1851 '.

l
T nti! such time as confirmatory evidence comes to light, the existence

of the Tollesbury reed-bed heronrv must be considered as doubtful.
August izth, 1931. William E. GlegG."

I am in general agreement with what Mr. Glegg says about
the Tollesbury heronry. Although his accuracy often left

much to be desired, Harting had an exceptional knowledge
of the special literature of hawking, and it seems not im-
probable that the reference came from that direction. As
Mr. Glegg emphasizes, it is not to be traced through normal
ornithological channels, and the probability that this heronry
came to an end before or not long after 1806 makes verification
difficult. But the question is worth clearing up, because,
although abroad large heronries in reed-beds are not excep-
tional, the only authentic British instance is that at Whittlesea,
near Peterborough (Newton, Ibis, 1868, p. 325, footnote).
This reference, given to me by the Rev. F. C. R. Jourdain,
shows the source of Harting's statement. I hope that Mr.
Glegg will continue his inquiries, perhaps through local
antiquarians, and that he will succeed in establishing the
truth of the statement about Tollesburv. Meanwhile, I agree
that the record should go in square brackets.



GREAT CRESTED GREBE ENQUIRY.
With reference to this enquiry, a good many observers

have not yet sent in their schedules and are now urged to do
so in order that the great labour of collating the information

may be commenced without delay.

All schedules and communications with reference to the

enquiry should be addressed to Mr. T. H. Harrisson at

Pembroke College, Cambridge.

CROSSBILLS BREEDING IN DORSET, HAMPSHIRE
AND SURREY.

In August, 1927, I came to live at Southbourne, Bourne-
mouth, and noticed Crossbills about within a few days of

my arrival. They were present all through the winter and at

least one pair brought off young within the Bournemouth
town boundary in 1928, while others nested at Canford,

inside the Dorset boundary (Dr. F. Penrose).

In the following year (1929) they were again present in

considerable numbers, and were to be heard and seen daily

throughout the greater part of the year from that time till

now, though less noticeable in the height of summer. They
were obviously breeding in the town of Bournemouth, and
in the spring of 1931 a pair actually nested and brought off

young in a small pine in my garden.

In Dorset, on the heathlands to the east of the county near
the Hants boundary, breeding was definitely proved to have
taken place in 1911, 1928 and 1931. In the last season no
fewer than seven nests were found, one containing five eggs,

but the birds suffered severely from the depredations of Jays.
I think there is little doubt that breeding has taken place

in south Hants regularly from 1928 to the present time and
probably also in east Dorset, though there is some fluctuation

in the numbers nesting. Whether this species bred regularly

in the district prior to 1928 is less certain, but the late Edward
Hart assured me many years ago that few seasons passed
without a nest being reported to him.

F. C. R. Jourdain.

On April 20th, 1931, Miss E. P. Leach, my wife and I, watched
a Crossbill (Loxia c. curvirostra) on to its nest in a fir tree

overhanging a road near Ringwood. The hen bird fed the
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young in the nest and then brooded them, but as their heads

did not appear above the rim of the nest they must have

been recently hatched. We were informed by residents that

they had been watching a fledged brood being fed by old

birds a short while previously and that in 1930, when many

more Crossbills were in the neighbourhood, they also saw a

brood.

Dr. T. Longstaff informs me that Crossbills nested at this

spot in 1925, and that in 1930 he was shown a nest between

Brockenhurst and Lyndhurst.

Mr. H. T. Gosnell informs me that he saw two nests in

east Hampshire in 1931 as well as several family parties in

April and May.
Mr. J. Bcddall Smith tells me that he knew of five nests

this year (1931) in western Surrey and considered some

eight to ten pairs were breeding in the district.

H. F. Witherby.

NESTING-HABITS OF MARSH-TIT.

Of seventy-three nesting-boxes put up, six were occupied this

year (1931) by Marsh-Tits (Parus p. dresseri), the clutches

being ten, nine, eight, eight, eight, six. I would mention

that I have not previously had personal experience of this

species laying so many as ten eggs ; in fact, I think it rarely

happens that eight is exceeded.

Another clutch of eight was found in a hole hewn out by
one or probably both birds, the nesting-site having been

under observation for some weeks previously. Mr. R. Ware,
who has had considerable experience of this species, was
present at the time the eggs and nest were inspected, and
when the bird was seen and its alarm-note identified. Both
the nest and eggs were typical. Unlike the Willow-Tit
{Pants a. klcinschmidti), the Marsh-Tit, I believe, only occa-

sionally excavates the whole of its nesting-chamber, and
it may be of interest to place on record this definite instance

of its so doing. D. W. Mvsselwhite.

[In the north of England clutches of ten occur with some
frequency, and I have two records of eleven, one from
Oxfordshire and one from Buckinghamshire.— F.C.R. J.

WILLOW-TIT BREEDING IN MIDDLESEX.

In 1929 and again in 1930 I heard the Willow-Tit (Parus a.

kleinschmidti) in the lower Colne valley.
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On April 5th, 1931, I located a possible pair, but could not

get them under very close observation. During the next

six weeks I made an examination of the hundreds of willow

trees in this area, and on May 23rd found the nest, which

contained half-fledged young. It was in a hole about 6 feet

up in a rotten bough almost over the water. The hole

had been excavated by the bird and was about 8 inches deep.

I identified the birds at fairly close quarters and found them
very shy and very silent.

Part of the nesting-material has been submitted to the

Rev. F. C. R. Jourdain, who states that it is typical of this

species. E. C. Rowberry.

WILLOW-WARBLER'S NEST IN WALL.

On June 3rd, 1931, I found a Willow-

W

r

arbler (Phylloscopus t.

trochilus) nesting in an unusual site at Ardbrecknish, by
Dalmally, Argyllshire. The nest was placed about 3 ft. 6 in.

from the ground in a crevice of a garden wall. The wall was of

stone and quite bare of creepers. The nest contained seven

eggs which hatched on June 5th. E. G. Holt.

WILLOW-WARBLERS UTILIZING MATERIALS FROM
NEST OF ANOTHER SPECIES.

On May 6th, 1931, near Brighouse, I saw a pair of Willow-
Wr

arblers {Phylloscopus t. trochilus) demolishing the old or

deserted nest of some other species which was in the fork of

an ash some 20 ft. above the ground.
I watched and discovered that pieces of dry grass, bents,

etc., were being removed to a spot on the ground some

15 yards distant. John C. S. Ellis.

HOOPOE NESTING IN SOMERSET.

The Hoopoe (Upupa e. epops) has been observed on several

occasions, if one may rely upon the evidence, in the well-

wooded portions of the Mendips which overlook the low
moorlands of Cheddar, Draycott and Rodney Stoke. The
records from here, and as far as I am aware from other parts

of Somerset, are of single birds, and breeding has never
hitherto been recorded.

At the end of March, 1931, a Hoopoe was seen by quite a

few people at the very foot of the Mendips near Axbridge,

and there is strong evidence that it appeared further east,

near Cheddar. The bird was reported to have arrived in
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the last week of March and remained until the second week

Of April, in a four miles line between Compton Bishop and

Cheddar.
Simultaneously with this occurrence another Hoopoe was

observed and accurately described by several residents at

Weare, about a mile away on the lowlands south of the

Mendips.
1 was frequently making enquiries in the neighbourhood,

and on April 20th was informed by a young friend that he

had seen two Hoopoes together in an orchard. This was the

first intimation of two birds being present, and clearly proves

that in some way one bird was attracted to the other,

probably by its notes, across the intervening flats from the

foothills of the Mendips.

Moving about one and a half miles south-west, they took up
breeding-quarters in an orchard at Badgworth. A natural

hole in an apple tree was selected and a clutch of eggs

deposited. I saw nesting-material carried on May 12th, and
building was still in progress on May 16th. Both birds were
seen on May 19th ; on May 28th the nest contained eggs.

Enquiries were made by more than one person as to the

whereabouts of the birds, but as this seemed only to be known
to myself and a friend we were determined to observe

secrecy and give the birds as much protection as possible in

the hope that they would hatch out, but on June 6th the eggs

were wet and cold and seemed deserted. On June 14th the
eggs were still deserted, and a large slug occupied the nest.

On this date one of the birds was seen in a meadow three

hundred yards from the nesting-place, and it seemed probable
that the other bird had "met its fate". I made every
enquiry, but elicited no information as to what had happened
to it; if shot, it was an atrocious act indeed. It did not
come into the hands of local taxidermists. Stanley Lewis.

LARGE NUMBER OF CORMORANTS IN MIDDLESEX.

1 visited the Littleton Reservoir in company with Mr. J. B.
W atson on September 18th, 1931. We noticed a number
of Cormorants {Phalacrocorax c. carbo) standing on the
point of the mole, and, when they were flushed and could be
counted in flight, found there were twenty-seven of them.
The number suggests a pretty considerable southern move-
ment. Only one of the twenty-seven remained, the others
flying away south-east. On September 23rd and 24th
only one Cormorant was on the water. J. P. Hardiman.
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FULMAR PETRELS IN WIGTOWNSHIRE.
On July 5th, 1931, I saw two Fulmars (Fultnarus glacialis)

on a ledge of the cliffs near The Mull of Galloway lighthouse,

whilst a third was sailing about the cliff face. The two on

the ledge were facing one another and frequently reaching

towards one another with bills agape in the characteristic

fashion of courting pairs of this species. It seems probable

that this was a breeding pair and, if so, apparently the first

to reach the western mainland of Scotland.

W. B. Alexander.

FULMAR PETREL CALLING IN FLIGHT.

When on the island of North Rona on September 1st, 1931,

I heard a Fulmar {Fulmarius g. glacialis) calling on the wing
over the ruined village on three separate occasions during

the day. The note was a low, husky " payer-o," uttered

in full flight, with the beak very slightly opened. I have
never before heard a Fulmar make any noise while in the

air other than a slight nasal grunt, only audible at two or

three yards, and apparently caused by the sudden expulsion

of air through the nostrils. The fact that this bird had a

young one quite ready to fly, but unable to do so because

it was surrounded by the four walls of the ancient chapel,

may account for this unusual demonstration.
T. H. Harrissox.

BLACK-NECKED GREBE IN INNER LONDON.
On September 28th, 1931, when passing the Round Pond,
Kensington Gardens, at 9 a.m., I saw a Black-necked Grebe
(Podiceps n. nigricollis) swimming about within twenty yards
of the edge of the pond. The bird was extraordinarily tame
and was diving for food repeatedly. This makes an addi-

tional record for Kensington Gardens to that reported by
Mr. A. Holte Macpherson on December 3rd, 1930. His bird,

however, was on the Long Water. My bird's stay was of

short duration, as it had disappeared the next morning.
G. Carmichael Low.

TURTLE-DOVE IN SKYE.
On September 5th, 1931, I observed a Turtle-Dove (Sfrepio-

pelia turtur) in the northern part of the Isle of Skye. Two
Turtle-Doves were seen near the same place by a reliable

observer a few days before this date.

Audrey Seton Gordon.
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LITTLE STINT IN SURREY.
I have already recorded (antea, Vol. XXIV., p. 16b) that

on September 30th, 1930, a Little Stint (Calidris minuta)

appeared at the reservoirs at Barn Elms. On September
22nd, 1 93 1, another bird of the species was seen at the same
reservoirs by Dr. G. Carmichael Low and myself. It was
exceedingly tame and allowed us to approach as near as

six or eight feet. Upon returning to the spot after a short

interval we were unable to find the bird either there or

elsewhere, from which we inferred that its visit to the

reservoirs had probably been a brief one. I think it was
an immature bird. F. R. Finch.

SPOTTED REDSHANKS IN CORNWALL.
On September 4th, 1931, I saw a couple of Spotted Redshank
(Tringa erythropus) on the saltings at Moditon Ham. on the

Tamar.

The large size, much darker plumage-—particularly on the

head— and lack of wing-bar on the secondaries readily distin-

guished them from the Common Redshank, which is very
numerous in this locality during autumn and winter. In

addition, the sharper, more staccato flight-note was distinctive.

P. H. T. Hartley.

BLACK TERNS IN CORNW ALL IN AUGUST.
Dn the afternoon of August 24th, 1931, four Black Terns
[Chlidonias niger)—in various states of transition from
summer plumage—were watched for about half an hour at
Porthnanven, near Cape Cornwall. They were wheeling over
the broken water at the tide edge—in which much seaweed
letritus was floating—and continually hovering to pick some
aibstance delicately from the surface.
A gale, with rain, was blowing from the east all the morning,

/eering to the N.E. in the afternoon.
W hile Black Terns appear to be seen in Cornwall in spring

airly often, their occurrence in autumn is rarelv recorded.

P. H. f. Hartley.

BLACK GUILLEMOTS IN KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE..
)n June 28th, 1931, we visited Ross Head, near Kirkcud-
>nght, where Razorbills and Guillemots breed on the cliffs,

fed amongst the many birds of these two species on the
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water below the cliffs there were a good many Black Guille-

mots (Uria grylle). We counted four in view at one time

and estimated that we saw at least ten different individuals.

It seems highly probable that these were breeding birds, but

there appears to be no record of the breeding of this species

in the Solway district, and the status of the Black Guillemot

in Kirkcudbrightshire is given as an occasional visitor, chiefly

in winter, by Misses Baxter and Rintoul.

W. B. Alexander.

J. D. Wood.

MOORHEN USING BLACKBIRD'S NEST FOR
BREEDING.

During April, 1931, I noticed a Moorhen (Gallinula ch.

chloropus) sitting in a Blackbird's nest in a roadside hedge
near Whittington, in Shropshire, as I drove by in a motor.

Later in the day I examined the nest, which had been

untouched by the Moorhens. A day or two later the Moor-
hens had added to it considerably. Six eggs were laid, and
then while the hen was sitting her mate would bring material

and hand it to her to put on the nest. It was extremely
interesting to notice how both birds " froze " when anything
passed along the road, as the nest was very open and easy

to see. The birds' proper habitat was a pond about 30 yards
away, but at that time there was no cover of any sort on or

near the pond. I have been told that all the eggs hatched.

J. H. Owen.

Song-Period of Marsh-Tit.—With reference to Mr. J.

Walpole-Bond's article (antea, Vol. XXIV., p. 321) and the

song-period of the Marsh-Tit (Parus p. dresseri), Mr. Clifford

Oakes informs us that he heard one singing normally,

repeatedly, on September 6th, 1931, near Mytton, Lancashire.

Mr. Oakes remarks that he has never previously heard

the species singing in September.

Continental Robin in Shetland.—A Robin picked up
at Bixter on May 9th, 1931, proved to be of the typical form

Erithacus r. rubecula (Scot. Nat., 1931, p. 112).

The Moult of the Western Mediterranean Shear-
water.-—In Alauda (Serie II., No. 2, Juin 1931, pp. 230-249),

under the title " Contribution a l'etude de la mue des

Puffins", M. Noel Mayaud gives a detailed account of the
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moult of Puffinus puffinus mauretanicus. This is founded

on thirty-seven specimens obtained between June 23rd and

September, all but two of which were in moult. Very

useful figures are given to show the succession of the moult

in the remiges and rectrices. The outer primaries, M.

Mayaud finds, fall quickly one after the other, so that in

August and early September these birds often have three

outer primaries in various stages of growth, and in conse-

quence, when they are on the water on a calm day they have

to flap along the surface for ten yards or so before getting up
in the air, and once, in a flat calm, M. Mayaud observed one

which failed to get up.

M. Mayaud concludes that P. p. mauretanicus, which

breeds earlier than the Manx Shearwater, also moults earlier

than that bird, but he is wrong in stating that the Manx
Shearwater does not begin to moult before September or

perhaps the end of August. Since the publication of the

Practical Handbook I have examined twelve Manx Shear-

waters taken from July 20th to September 6th and found
them all to be moulting to a varying extent, chiefly on the

head, neck and under-parts, but in all these birds there was
no trace of moult in any part of the wings, nor the scapulars,

back or tail, these parts not having yet commenced to moult.
All these birds were clearly commencing the moult and their

genital organs showed that some had bred, while others

appeared to be birds of the previous year which had not yet
bred ; none were birds of the year.

Dr. C. B. Ticehurst's statement, quoted by Mr. Lockley
{Brit. Birds, Vol XXIV., p. 207), that adults on August 16th
had completed their moult, is certainly puzzling. H.F.W.

Black-tailed Godwits and Black Terns in Suffolk.—
Mrs. H. M. Rait-Kerr informs us that she saw near Aldeburgh,
Suffolk, three Black-tailed Godwits (Limosa limosa) in

reddish-brown plumage on August 20th, 1931, and in the
same neighbourhood twenty-four Black Terns (Chlidonias
\niger) on August 19th and three on the 20th.

REVIEW.

Nature Photography. By Oliver G. Pike. Illustrated. (Chapman &
Hall.) 12s. 6d. net.

After two short chapters devoted to the growth, interest and use of
Nature Photography and a general idea of the work involved, Mr. Pike
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proceeds with hints on apparatus and then gives chapters on how it

may be used in photographing birds in different types of country and
varied conditions. These chapters are written in a discursive style

with plenty of anecdote, and though this plan makes the book a

pleasant one to read, it detracts from the practical value of the work,
as so many really useful hints are hidden away in the narrative.

Further chapters deal with high-speed photograph}-, photographing
nests, and the photographing of mammals and insects, while another,
full of hints, is devoted to wild-life cinematography. The book is

made still more complete by the inclusion of a brief chapter on big-

game photography by Major A. Radclyffe Dugmore, two chapters by
Mr. F. Martin-Duncan, the one on photographing marine life and the

other on low-power microscopy, and a chapter on photographing plant-

life by Mr. E. J. Bedford. Finallv, Mr. Pike winds up with much
expert advice on preparing the exhibition print.

Nature photographers of all inclinations are thus provided for.

Though the advice and hints are not set out in a very practical and
compact form for easy reference, there is no lack of them and they are

born of long and hard experience. We are told what to do and how
to do it, as well as what not to do, and this applies not only to the
actual camera work, but also to the use of such accessories as hides of

various kinds for various conditions, periscopes for observation, mirrors
for throwing light and so on, as well as to methods of overcoming
the innumerable difficulties which must crop up in work of this kind.

The numerous photographs reproduced in the plates illustrate all

the subjects dealt with in the book and are fine examples of the nature
photographer's art.—H.F.W.

LETTERS.

AN EGG WITHIN AN EGG.

To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—It so happened that, after reading the letter on this subject
(antea,p. 140), I had to consult The Gentleman's Magazine (Vol. XIX.),
1749. It was curious therefore to come across the following (p. 204) :

" The Egg of a Swan with another in it. Given by Sir Tho. Brown,
M.D., of Norwich, to the Royal Society, who hath also observed the
like both in hens and turkeys." A description follows and a footnote
is added :

" See an account of a double egg in our Mag. for Dec. 1747,

p. 573, and Feb. 1748, p. 82 "
; these accounts refer to double Hen's

eggs. Hugh S. Gladstone.

Capenoch, Thornhill, Dumfries., October 3rd, 1931.

NORMAL FLIGHT-SPEEDS OF BIRDS.

To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—In the third week of September I was passenger in a motor-
car that travelled from Carlisle to Berwick-on-Tweed, and during the
course of the journey the following flight-speeds of certain species
were obtained. The motor-car is a new model and the speedometer,
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I think, fairly reliable. The day was fine, with no wind, and in each
case the bird was flying parallel with the road and for a distance of at
least one hundred yards.

Rook (Corvus frugilegus) ... 35 M.P.H

Jackdaw (Coloeus monedula) ... 30 „
Starling [Sturnus vulgaris) ... 32
Yellow Bunting (Emberiza atrinella) ... ... 30
Blackbird (Turdus morula) ... 29
Heron (Ardea cinerea) ... 28 „
W ood-Pigeon (Columba palumbus) ... 38

CONTESTS FOR NESTING-SITE BETWEEN SPOTTED
FLYCATCHERS AND SWALLOW'S.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,- In British Birds, Vol. XX., p. 105, I mentioned a contest
that spring (1926) between a pair of Swallows (Hirundo r. rustica) and
Spotted Flycatchers (Muscicapa s. striata) in Westmorland for
possession of a beam inside a barn as a nesting-site, in which the
Swallows won. On visiting the place again this year (1931), I was
informed by the gamekeeper who occupies the adjoining cottage, that
this fight for possession has taken place every year since then, including
the present year, and that each time the Swallows remained in posses-
sion and reared two broods. H. W. Robinson.

BREEDING OF CORMORANTS IN ST. JAMES'S PARK.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs, -The nesting of the pail of Cormorants (I'halacrocorax carbo)
on the lake in St. James's Park and the rearing bv them of a brood of
two young, is, I imagine, of sufficient interest to be worth recording
Keeper Hinton informs me that the pair were voting when placed on
the lake some eleven years ago. Thev must, therefore be about
twelve years old. For two or three years past, daring the summer
months, the female was frequently to be seen toying with twigs but
it was not till the present season that nesting" was undertaken in
earnest, when a substantial structure of twigs was erected on the
rock in the S.E. arm of the lake. Sitting commenced about AuRustNth. I he nestlings are now about a fortnight old
London, 24th September, 1931. H A p m ac;rat „

THE MANX SHEARWATER'S FLEA.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—In British Birds, Vol. XXIII. p 21? Mr R II 1,11
-states that nestling Manx Shearwaters p p^J^ ^frequently infested with rabbit-fleas ,n cases wrfere the'nestiSj burrow
IS shared with rabbits.

nesting Durrou

Mr. Lockley tells me that he assumed thev were rabbit-fleas whichis in all probability correct, but as there is also another species of fleaattached to the Manx Shearwater (or. at anvrate, to the
P
Shearwat«and birds such as the Pumn. of like habitat), when visiting Mr I ock^
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at Skokholm in August, 1931, I collected some nesting material, down,
sand, etc., from under nestling Shearwaters. On examination later

this was found to contain a number of fleas, which, through the good
offices of my friend, Mr. H. M. Hallett, F.E.S., were submitted to
Dr. K. Jordan at the Zoological Museum, Tring, who identified them
as Ornithopsylla IcetiticB Roths., obtained once previously only on the
Scilly Isles.

I believe I am correct in saying that this flea was discovered by
Dr. N. H. Joy some years ago on a Puffin at the Scilly Isles, and that
he expressed the opinion that it would probably be found to be
attached to the Manx Shearwater. H. Morrey Salmon.

October gth, 1931.

GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKERS BORING IN TELEPHONE
POLES.

To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—About ten years ago I saw an exactly similar case to that
described by Mr. Pring (antea, p. 131), near Cheddar, Somerset. Three
poles were badly bored amongst the cross-pieces at the top, but the
holes were not completed or used as nesting-places. Great Spotted
Woodpeckers, which breed in the immediate well-wooded vicinity
every year, were responsible. Stanley Lewis.
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MOVEMENTS OF RINGED BIRDS FROM ABROAD
TO THE BRITISH ISLANDS AND FROM THE

BRITISH ISLANDS ABROAD.
BY

H. F. WITHERBY and E. P. LEACH.

(Continued from page 128.)

CUCKOO {Cuculus c. canorus).

The remarkable eastern trend of these Cuckoos has already

been pointed out (Vol. XXIV., pp. 77-8 )- and the only other

comparable examples amongst our summer visitors are two

records of the Wood-Warbler (antea, pp. 121-2).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed.

Ayrshire 7-7- 2 5-

Renfrewshire 9.7.21.

Buckinghamshire 23.6.28.

Recovered.

Thuringia, Germany
Emilia, Italy

Cameroons, W. Africa

2.8.25.

21.8.22.

30.1.30.

CUCKOO-
Map showing recovery positions of birds ringed as
nestlings in Great Britain

LONG-EARED OWL {Asio 0. otus).

RINGED ABROAD.

Ringed. Recovered.

H. 39815 Heligoland 27.12.27. Yorks. 20.8.28.
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KESTREL (Falco t. tinnunculus)

.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

Buckinghamshire 22.6.28. Calvados, France March, 1929.

ROUGH-LEGGED BUZZARD (Buteo I. lagopus).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

St. B189 Jamtland, Sweden 13 7 26. Inverness., late 1926
or early 1927.

MONTAGU'S HARRIER {Circus pygargus).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

Norfolk 24.6.30. Cantal, France 21.9.30.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

L. 5466a Texel, Holland 28.6.28. Suffolk —.6.29.

WHITE STORK (Ciconia c. ciconia).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

Sk. M41 Asfaerg, Denmark 12.7.22. Sussex 7.10.22.

SPOONBILL (Platalea I. leucorodia).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

R i nged . Recovered

.

L. 299 Noord Holland 1.6. tz. Kent —.8.12.

COMMON HERON (Ardea c. cinerea).

It is remarkable that the only British ringed Herons so

far reported from abroad were all ringed at the same time

in the Aldershaw heronry, Sussex, and it is noticeable that

these have spread widely in no consistent direction.

Those ringed abroad and recovered here are also widely
spread, and the "exchange" of the French bird with the

English one may be noted.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.
Sussex 22.4.28. West Flanders, Belgium June, 1928.
Ditto 22.4.28. Namur, Belgium 27.6.28.
Ditto 11. 4. 2S. Pas de Calais, France 11. 1.29.

Ditto 22.4.28. Seine Inferieure, France 15.8.28.
Ditto 22.4.28. Loire, Central France 10.7.28.
Ditto 22.4.28. Pontevedra, Spain 4.12.28.
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G. 688E
Mw.641

Mw.622
Mn.6ji
Mw.403
H. 34538
V. O14

COMMON HERON (continued).

RINGED ABROAD AS NESTLINGS.
Recovered.

16.6.27. Yorks. — -5- 28 -

I3-5-H-

Ringed
Halland, Sweden
Sjaelland, Denmark Firth of Forth

28.11. 11,

Ditto 23. 5. 11. Norfolk 13. 10. 11.

Ditto 25.5.1 1. Middlesex 24.1. 12.

Ditto 16.5. 10. Wilts. 1 7. 10. 10.

Mellum, N. Sea, Germany 10.8.29. Hants. 6.12.30.

Pas de Calais, France 28.4.26. Ditto 10. 11. 26.

common Heron.
-f" Recovered here. Ringed in Sussex as nestlings

Q Ringed here as nestlings. Recovered in Great Britain.

SHELD-DUCK {Tadorna tadorna).

Although recoveries are at present too few to make clear

the real movements of the Sheld-Duck, those recorded below

show a curious interchange between Great Britain and

north-west Germany. It is to be hoped that as more Sheld-

Duck are ringed in both countries the nature and meaning

of the movements will become clearer.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULTS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Fife 25.4.30. Mouth of Elbe, Germany 5.9 .30.

Ditto 28.4.28. East Friesland, Germany Oct., 1928.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

Hampshire 16.7. 12. Schleswig-Holstein 12.S.13.

Ditto 16.7. 12. Mouth of Weser, Germany 18. 8. 17.

RINGED ABROAD.
Ringed. Recovered.

H. 34531 Mellum, N. Sea, Germany 18.9.28. Norfolk 19. 1.29.
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MALLARD {Anas p. platyrhyncha)

.

Since Dr. Landsborough Thomson analysed the recoveries

of ringed Mallard {antea, Vol. XVI. (1923), p. 263, and

Problems of Migration (1926), chapter xin.) we have had a

number of additional records.

The two ringed as wild young and recovered in Pomerania in

July and Sweden in August are particularly interesting as

giving further evidence to that already afforded by the

records of hand-reared birds, of certain ducks occupying

summer quarters far from the place in which they were bred

(see also Thomson, " Abmigration of Ducks", Proc. Vllth

Internal. Orn. Congress).

Attention must be drawn to the fact that there is no
evidence from ringed birds that British-bred Mallard migrate

abroad southwards in winter.

The records of Mallard ringed here in winter and recovered

abroad, and ringed abroad as young and recovered here in

winter, are now sufficiently numerous to give us a fair idea

of the area of origin of our winter immigrants.

In this species and the Teal it has been thought advisable to

give two maps to each. One to show the recovery abroad
in summer of British-bred birds, and the other to show the

area from which our winter visitors are derived.

KINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS HAND-REARED YOUNG.
Ringed. Recovered.

Essex 26.5.10. Danzig 1 6.8.1 1.

Aberdeenshire June, 1910. Prov. Uppsala, Sweden 10.8. 13.
Ditto June, 1910. Jylland, Denmark 18. 7.11.

Norfolk 14. 6. 12. Nord, France 4.8.13.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS WILD YOUNG.
Ringed. Recovered.

Lancashire 5.6.21. West Pomerania 17.7.26.
Lincolnshire 3-7-*4- Ostergotland, Sweden 26.8.26.

M A LLA
Map toshow recovery positions i

ringed asyoung in Great Britain

R D
n July & August of birds
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RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULTS IN WINTER.

Ringed. Recovered.

Wigtownshire
[Leswalt] 3-3-22. Finnish Lapland —.8.22.

Ditto 28.2.14. West Finland 17. 8.14.

Ditto 6.3.29. Ditto —•5-29-

Ditto n-3-3°- South-east Finland 15.8.31.

Ditto 28.2.14. South Finland Aug
,
1920 or 1921.

Ditto 10.3.30. Oesel I., Estonia —.10.30.

Ditto 27-3-31- East Prussia 12. 9. 31.

Ditto 6.3.24. Hannover, Germany 25.3.26.

Ditto 28.2.21. Faeroes, Atlantic 12. 5. 21.

Ditto 28.2.13. Swedish Lapland —.11.13

Ditto 28.2.14. Norrbotten, Sweden 12. 8. 14

Ditto 28.2.28. Ditto Autumn, 1928

Ditto 28.2.21. Gene, Sweden 4.8.21

Ditto 18.3.30. Uppsala, Sweden 9-9-31

Ditto 12.3.26. Varmland, Sweden 12.8.26

Ditto 28.2.14. Stockholm, Sweden -— .10.17

Ditto 28.2.21. Skaraborg, Sweden 1.8.22

Ditto 27.2.15. Elfsborg, Sweden 1. 8. 15

Ditto 28.2.21. Ostergotland, Sweden 23.9.21

Ditto 5-3-26. Gotland, Baltic Sea 29.10.26

Ditto 28.2.14. Scania, Sweden 14. 11. 14

Ditto 28.2.14. Friesland, Holland 26. 11. 14

Ditto 5-3-24- Overyssel, Holland 25.10.24
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Norfolk
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

RINGED GREAT
Ringed.

[Hickling]

MALLARD {continued).

BRITAIN AS ADULTS IN WINTER [continued).

Recovered.

8.3.30. Kurland, Latvia

8.3.30. East Prussia

8.3.30. Ditto

8.3.30. Mecklenburg, Germany
8.3.30. East Friesland, Germany
8.3.30. Jamtland, Sweden
8.3.30. Lake Hjelmar, Sweden
8.3.30. Ostergotland, Sweden
8.3.30. Jylland, Denmark

Friesland, Holland

20.7.30
.8.31

•9-31

•7-30

18

1

7

BREEDING-SEASON.
Recovered.

8-3-30-

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG OR IN

Ringed.

Ld. D2274 L. Ilmen, Novgorod,
Russia 7 7 29. Aberdeen.

Ld. D2281 Ditto 7 7- 2 9- Perths.

Ld. D1678 Ditto 7 7-29- Cumberland

Ld. D437 Ditto 25.7.26. Beds.

Hs. 22 N. Osterbotten, Finland 17. 6. 13. Caithness

Hs. C410 Nr. Joensuu, S.E.Finland 17.6.27. Yorks.

H. 41 146 Hannover, Germany 27.5.29. Oxford.

L. 31232 Groningen, Holland 3-7-2I. Suffolk

GADWALL [Anas strepera).

RINGKD ABROAD AS YOUNG.
Ringed.

Sk. V3539 Husavik, Iceland 10.7.27.

Sk. ^723 Ditto 23.7.2S.

Sk. V3724 Ditto 23.7.28.

8.30

8.31

9-3°
8.30

5 IO-3°
—.8.30

25 2.30.

16.3. 31.

27.12.29.

3LI.27.
10. 12. 13.

20.12.30.

26.2.30.

4.2.22.

Recovered.

Sussex 26.10.27.

Westmeath 12.2.30.

Galway 27.1.29.

TEAL (Anas c. crecca).

There is now a long list of hand-reared Solway Teal liberat-

ed early in the following year which have been reported subse-

quently from Scandinavia and the Baltic in the breeding-season.

These cases of " abmigration ", as Dr. Landsborough Thomson
has termed them (Problems of Migration, p. 210, and Proc.

Vllth Internal. Om. Congress), are of the greatest interest, and
provide fruitful ground for further experiment and study.

As in the Mallard, there is no evidence for a southward
migration abroad of British-bred Teal.

The lists of birds ringed abroad and recovered here, and
of the adults ringed here in winter and subsequently found
abroad, give some evidence of the origin of our winter immi-
grants, but the breeding-places of those caught in decoys
are of course uncertain, while it is always possible that some
of those ringed as adults in this country had been bred here

and were " abmigrants ", though there is no proof of this.

Of those ringed abroad, it will be noticed how very few have
been recovered on the eastern side of Great Britain, and how
widely they arc scattered in western counties and Ireland.
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RINGED
Ringed.

TEAL (continued).

GREAT BRITAIN AS HAND-REARED ADULTS.
Recovered.

Cumberland
[Netherby] 6.1.26

Ditto 7-4- 2 3
Ditto 9.3.26

Ditto 3-3- 2 5
Ditto 12. 1.26

Ditto J J *J

Ditto 3 r -3- 2 3
Ditto 26.1.26

Ditto
Ditto 3.3.25
Ditto S.3.26
Ditto j 0 j
Ditto 3 I -3- 2 3
Ditto 12. 1. 26
Ditto 3-3- 25
Ditto 3i-3- 2 3
Ditto 3I-3-23

Ditto 3-3- 25
Ditto i-4- 25
Ditto 20.3.25

Essex 14.2. 10

Cumberland

Archangel, Russia

Ditto
Brandenburg, Germany
East Friesland, Germany
Swedish Lapland
Norrland, Sweden
Jamtland, Sweden
Kopparberg, Sweden
Telemark, Norway
Varmland, Sweden
Lake Malaren, Sweden
Stockholm, Sweden
Lake V&nern, Sweden
Ostergotland, Sweden
Halland, Sweden
Jvlland, Denmark
Ditto
Falster, Denmark
Schleswig-Holstein
Pas-de-Calais, France
Hamburg, Germany

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS HAND-REARED YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

23.8.19. Prov. Trondhjem, Norway

—.5.29.
21 .5.27.

26.8.26.

11. 9. 30.—.7.26.

1.9.24.— -5- 2 7-

14.5.28.

9.5.26.

3-9- 2 7-

21.9.26.

1.8.26.— -4- 2 5-

2.8.29.

27.8.26.

219.25.
2 1 .10.24.

3.8.26.

37-25.
31.10.25.
21.8. 10.

27.9.21.
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TKAL (continued).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN
Ringed.

Cumberland 28.10.25.

Staffordshire Autumn, 1910.

Cumberland
Ditto
Wigtownshire
Ditto
Ditto
Cumberland
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Staffordshire

Hs.
Ld.
Ra.
Sk.
Sk.
Sk.
Sk.
Sk.

Sk.
Sk.
Sk.
Sk.

D2921
D523
1 0964
V4421
K8032
V3949
V2080
K8029
V4798
V2055
K8030
V*4°35

Mn. 1
1

7

Mn.\ 04 5 Y
Sk. V6407
Mn. 1040K
Mn.46
.Mn. io^oY
.l/;/.68

Mn. 71

Mn.85
Sk. V6347
Sk. V722
Mn. 1005
Sk. Y0342
Mn. 24

Mn. 83
.1/)/. 51

Mn.5
Mn. bi

Mn. 60
Sk. V6355
L . 1 2 7 1

9

Feb., 1929.

I9-9-25-

16. 1. 15.

20.3.28.

20.3.28.

3 9- 2 5-

23.12.25.

Feb., 1929.

25.8.25.

30. 12. 12.

AS ADULTS IN AUTUMN AND WINTER.
Recovered.

Norrbotten, Sweden 22.6.27

Kopparberg, Sweden 29.7. 11

Frov. Uppsala, Sweden —.5.29

Yarmland, Sweden 28.8.29

Stockholm, Sweden 1.8. 15
Ditto 5- 8 -28

Jylland, Denmark 27.8.29

Schleswig-Holstein 26.9.26

Ditto 1 7.927
Frieslaad, Holland — -10.30

Frisian Is., Holland 15.10.25

Zuid Holland — .12.13

L.

L.

L.

29226
1982
752i 1

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.
Ringed.

Kuusjarvi, S.E. Finland 29.7.20
Novgorod, Russia 25.7.26.

Riga, Latvia 1 1 .6.26.

Sandarkrok, Iceland 24.8.29.

Husavik, Iceland 2.8.28.

Ditto 20.7.30.
Ditto (breeding adult) 5-7-28.

Ditto 157.28.
Ditto 22.6.30.
Ditto 24.6.27.
Ditto 3-7-28.

I'ellsmula, Iceland 27.6.28.

Recovered.

Hants.
Norfolk
Essex
Wigtown.
Northumb.
Tiree

end 2.30

9. 1 1 .26

1 1 .2.28

10.12.29

14.12.28
10. 1 1 .30

Londonderry 30. 1 0.28

RINGED ABROAD l-'ROM

Ringed.
F'ano, Jvlland, Denmark
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Schiermonnikoog,
W. Frisian Islands

Noord Holland
Zeeland, Holland
Ditto

Down 20.8.28

Queen's 24.12.30
Mayo 20.2.29

Galway 10.1.29

Tipperary 27.11.29

DECOYS.
Recovered.

1.9.09.

icj. 10.09.

22.9.29.

19. 10.09.

15. 10.07.

19. 10.09.

15.10.07.

15. 10.07.

15.10.07.

6.9.29.—.9.20.

18.10.09.

6.9.29.

14. 10.07.

15.10.07.

15. 10.07.

1 4. 10.07.

15.10.07.

15.10.07.

7.929.

1 . 1 1 .

1

2.

L5-H-27-
28.7.1 1.

26.12.29.

Inverness.

Stirling.

Notts.
Suffolk

Hants.
Ditto
1 )orset

Cornwall
Hereford.
Glamorgan

.

Carmarthen
1 "embs.
Down
Fermanagh
Queen's
Galway
Clare
Limerick
Kerry
Ditto

Down
Ditto
Dorset
Oxford

25.1 1 .09.

20. 1 2.10.

28.2.3 1

.

5.12.09.

30. 1 2.08.

24.11 .09.

30. 1 .08.

1 7. 1 .08.

5.1.08.

7.12.29.—.1.22.

2.1 2. 10.

26.12.29.

24.2.08.

28.2.08.

21.8.08.

24. 1 2. ? 07.

10.12.07.

31.12.07.

7. 1 2.29.

—.11.13.
21.12.27.—.1.12.

1 3 30.
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Tea i_

Map to show origi n of winter visitor s to the British Isles

-{r Recovered here between May & December.Ringed in Great Britain between

August&March 9Q Ringed here asyoung or breeding.Recovered in British

Isles between August & February O (S3) Ringed here from decoys betweenJuly

& December Recovered in British Isles between August& March

WIGEON (Anas penelope).

Although there are only two definite cases of " abmigra-

tion" in the Wigeon, the distances they travelled to their

new breeding-grounds are enormous. There is also the

remarkable journey performed by the Warwickshire ringed

adult to Uralsk. The recent numerous recoveries here

of birds ringed as nestlings in Iceland show that a good

many of our winter immigrants come from there, but it is

difficult to suggest a reasonable explanation for the Kinross

bred bird being found in Iceland in the following January.

It will be noticed that most of the Wigeon from Iceland have

been reported from northern Great Britain, and compared

with other Iceland ducks few from Ireland.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS HAND-REARED YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

Cumberland 4.9.20. Dist. Ijma-Petchora, N. Russia 27.5.26.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS WILD YOUNG.

Kinross-shire 12.6.30. Reykjavik, Iceland

Ditto
Sutherland
Kinross-shire

21.5.27.

19.6.09.

12.6.30.

West Russia
Groningen, Holland
Loire Inferieure France

14.1.31.

—.9.29.

3.9.09.

25.10.30.
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WIGEON (continued).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULTS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Warwickshire 6. 10.15. Uralsk, S. Russia 21. 4. 18.

Northumberland 18.8. 15. Jylland, Denmark Autumn 1917.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.
Recovered.

O/t . V370I I J Li rttl V 1 1\ ,
1V,\.ICXI*W 17.6.28. Orkney ICQ 28.

0 ti

.

V ^ou 1 1 )i 1 1 i 1 2 1 .7.28. Ditto 1 .2 .30.

JK V37IO 1 ti f fn
1 71 L tO 6.7.28. fa i t hnpw

1 L • 1 1 - 1 3 28.9.28.

v 3"49 rV<f-fn
1 y 1 L l(J 1^7 28 I )itto 6.12.28.

O/t . * 73 ' 5
Hi frtn 3 I Sutherland — .IO.3I.

<T /,O/t

.

1 >if fr»
I VI i LU 17 7 2 7 Ross-shire 2.1 I.27.

0 /<

.

V3905 I )i ttn1 J l L LLI 8.7.28. Ditto 25.12.28.

o/c

.

A/20 I 9 1 VI L LU 7 28 Moray. 8.IO.28.

SA. V20IO Ditto 23.6.26. Argyll. 24.i2.26.

SA. K8069 Ditto 3I-7-27- Ditto I6.9.27.

SA. E823 Ditto 17.7.27. Ayrshire IO.I I.30.

Sk. K805I Ditto 2.7.27. Northumb. 25.9.29.

Sk. V3892 Ditto 30.7.28. Lanes. 15.2.29.

Sk. V2O45 Ditto 18.6.27. Warwicks. 8.3.29.

Sk. V2068 Ditto 26.6.27. Suffolk 5.1 1.28.

Sk. V3737 Ditto 25.6.29. Antrim 27.I I.29.

Sk. V3718 Ditto 7.7.28. Londonderry 1 4. 1 2.28.

Sk. V39O9 Ditto 8.7.28. Donegal 9.IO.28.

Sk. V4773 Ditto 4.8.29. Dublin 19. IO.29.

Sk. V2037 Ditto 1 7.6.27. Wexford 27.I.29.

RINGED ABROAD FROM DECOYS.
Ringed. Recovered.

Mn 036 Fano, Jylland, Denmark 6.9 1.3- Glamorgan 17 1. 14.

L. 671 1 1 Zeeland, Holland 21.0 20. Essex 6.1 1.30

L. 13894 Ditto —•3 23- Sussex 1.24

L. 67 109 Ditto 21.9 29. Cornwall 24 2.30
L. 13853 Ditto —•3 23. Tipperary 1.25

WlGEON.+Recovered here Ringedm Great Britain as young 4fc Recovered here Ringed in Great-
Britain as adultsWRmged here asyoung"Jiecovered in British Isles between September
& March O Ringed here from decoys Recovered in British Isles between NovemberA February
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PINTAIL (Anas a. acuta).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

Sk. V3720 Husavik, Iceland 23.7.28. Kildare 8.12.28.

Sk. E503 Ditto 17.6.26. Galway 11. 12. 27.

Sk. E509 Ditto 17.6.26. Cork 16. 1.27.

RINGED ABROAD FROM DECOYS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Mn. 366 Fano, Jylland,Denmark 20.10.08. Ross-shire 20.1108.

Mn. 361 Ditto 20.10.08. Tyrone —
-4 09.

Mw.266 Ditto 1 . 10.08. Clare 10.12.09.

SHOVELER (Spatula clypeata).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.

Ringed. Recovered.

Warwickshire 16.1.15. Jylland, Denmark 7.8.20.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.
Lancashire 31. 5. 17. Overyssel, Holland 15. 1.20.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

Sk. V5389 N. Jylland, Denmark 14.6.28. Fermanagh. 15.11 30.

COMMON POCHARD (Nyroca f. ferina).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.

Ringed. Recovered.

Warwickshire 19. 2. 13. Mecklenburg, Germany 7.8. 13.

TUFTED DUCK (Nyroca fuligula).

The Tufted Duck ringed in Northumberland as a nestling

and recovered in June in Finland has already been referred

to by Dr. Thomson as another instance of a duck finding a

new summer area far from where it was bred.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.
Northumberland 27.8.15. North Finland June. 1917.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.
Hs. 358 Aland Is., Finland 13. 7. 13. Armagh 31. 12. 13.

Sk. X6802 Laxa, Iceland 25.6.27. Cheshire 1 1.8.28.

Sk. V3099 N. Jylland, Denmark 16.6.27. Lewis, O. Hebrides
—.5.28.

RED-BREASTED MERGANSER (Mergus serrator).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.
Ringed. Recovered.

Sk. V5062 Husavik, Iceland 29.8.30. Caithness 29.10.30.

Sk. E1863 Myvatn, Iceland 4-7-3°- Inverness. 14.12.30.
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SCAUP-DUCK (Syroca m. mania).

ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Sk. E665
Sk. Ei 322
Sk. V3698
Sk. E5 1

1

Sk. D1433
Sk. V4028
Sk. V3719
Sk. E1479

RINGED
Ringed.

Husavik, Iceland

1 litto

Ditto
Ditto
Mvvatn, Iceland

Laxa, Iceland

I lusavik, Iceland

Ditto

Recovered.

1.8.28

19 7-3°
22.7.28

22.7.27

27.6.25
8.9.28

5-7-28

3-3-3°

Rosshire
Durham
Cornwall
Antrim
Ditto
Down
Wexford
Cork

3.8.29

13. 10.30— .2.29

23.1.29

30. 10.26

23.2.29
10. 1 1.28

22.10.30

CORMORANT (Phalacrocorax c. carbo).

As most of the Cormorants recovered abroad were ringed

in four colonies, we have kept these distinct in the following

list, but it will be seen that there is no difference between
them in the general trend of the migration. Although some

50 per cent, more Cormorants than Shags have been recovered

of the same number ringed, it is quite evident that the

Cormorant migrates abroad fairly commonly (about 19 per cent,

of those recovered) and the Shag rarely (less than 2 per cent.).

It may be remarked that although many Cormorants
ringed in Holland have been recovered in France and the
Spanish Peninsula, so far none have been reported from the
British Islands, and the place of this subspecies (Ph. c.

sinensis) on the British List still rests on the single specimen
obtained at Christchurch in February, 1873.

KINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

22.9.29.

2 1.1 O.29.

I IO.29.

2 I I I .30.

—.to 31.
28. 1 2.29.

—.1.30.
28. 10.29.

9.1.26.

—.1.30.
10.9.30.

15.10.30.

—.2.31.
2.1 1 .29.

23.2.3O.

19 7 M-
26.12.1 I.

6. 10. 14.

26.9.15.

6.10.14.

Ringed. Recovered
Wigtownshire

[Mochrum] 25.6.29. Manche, France
1 >itt<> 25.6.29. Cotes du Nord, France
Ditto 25.6.29. Finistere, France
Ditto 25.6.29. Ditto
Ditto 18.7.31. Morbihan
Ditto 25.6.29. Galicia, Spain
Ditto 25.6.29. Ditto
Ditto 25.6.29. Alemtejo, Portugal
Ditto 14.6.19. Algarve, Portugal
Anglesey

[Dulas Island] 1 1.7.29. Finistere, France
Ditto 22.6.30. Ditto
Ditto 22.6.30. Ditto
Ditto 22.6.30. .Morbihan, France
Ditto 1 1.7.29. Loire Infc'rieure, France
Ditto 1 1.7.29. Prov. Santander, Spain
Scilly Islands

[Melidgan] 20.4. 14. Cotes du Nord, France
Ditto 22.5.1 1. Finistere, France
Ditto M-5-M- Ditto
Ditto 19-5 M- Ditto
Ditto I9-5-I4- Galicia, Spain
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CORMORANT (continued)

.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS (continued) .

Ringed. Recovered.

Wexford
[Salteels.] June, 1913. Cotes du Nord, France 6.9.13

Ditto 26.6.10. Finistere, France 16.11.11

Ditto 17. 6. 12. Ditto 31. 8. 12
Ditto June, 1913. Ditto 6.1 1. 13
Ditto 21. 5. 12. Morbihan, France 7.8.12

Ditto June 1913. Ditto — .2.14,

Ditto June, 191 3. Estremadura, Portugal 13. 9. 13,

Northumberland 2.8.13. Finistere, France 29.10.13,
Pembrokeshire 26.6.28. Morbihan, France —.12.29.

Northumberland 2.8.13. Galicia, Spain 10. 10.31.

CORMO RAN T.
Map to show recovery positions ofbirds ringed as nestlings

at- VI=Wigtownshire K- Anglesey . Sy-Scilly Isles .Se^Sa/tee Island.

SHAG (Phalacrocorax a. aristotelis).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.
Cornwall 25.7.27. Finistere, France 1 1.2.28.

Scilly Is. June or July,i9i4. Ditto 6. 11.28.

GANNET (Sula bassana).

In these lists several wanderings northward will be noted,
though the general trend of migration is, like the Cormorant,
along the west coasts of France and the Spanish Peninsula

;

and at present we have no records of ringed birds of either

species from the African coast.
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Ringed.
Bass Rock,

Scotland Aug., 1926.

Ditto Aug., 1927.

Ditto July- I920
Ditto July, 1926.

Ditto Aug., 1926.

Ditto June, 1927.

Ditto July, 1926.
Ailsa

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.
Recovered.

Craig,

Scotland
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Bass Rock
Ditto

11.

7

17.7

17.7

17.7

22.7

23
23
23
23
24

Faeroes

Oslo, Norway
Somme, France
Seine Inferieure, France
Finistere, France
I >itto

Algarve, Portugal

North Sea, 52.50 N. 3.50 '.

Manche, France
Vendee, Prance
Estremadura, Portugal
Prov. Santander, Spain

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULTS.
30.7.13. Romsdal, Norway
3 1. 7. 1

3. West Flanders, Belgium

5.6.28.

4. 11.27.

17. 1 1.27.

Nov., 1926.

31.10.26.

29. 12.28.

Dec, 1927.

30-4
12.10

18.9

19. 1

1

18.10

25-

23-

23-

23-

24-

29. 1. 17.

13. 1. 16.

Scilly Is.

G A N N ET
Mao 10 show rtcovery positions of birds ringed as nesMmgs at
H-Bass Rock A-Aiisa Craig

MANX SHEARWATER (Puffinus p. puffinus).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.
Ringed. Recovered.

18.6. 12. Finistere, France January, 1914.

TURTLE-DOVE (Streptopelia t. turtur).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.
Ringed. Recovered.

Worcestershire 12. 7.31. Basses Pyrenees, France
5uffolk I77-I3- Nr. Lisbon. Portugal

STONE-CURLEW (Burhinus ce. cedicnemus).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.
9 6.23. Landes, France 23.10.24.

12.9. 31.

5-9-I3-

Berkshire
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OYSTER-CATCHER {Hcematopus ostralegus).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

Pembrokeshire 25.6.30. Loire Inferieure, France 12.9.30.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

Pn. 4322 Faeroes, N. Atlantic 12.7.24. Cheshire 16.12.29.

Pn. 1377 Ditto i7-7- 2 4- Mayo 20.1.26.

H. 672 Sylt, Schleswig-Holstein —.7.12. Glamorgan 1.3.22.

NORTHERN GOLDEN PLOVER (Charadrius a. altifrons).

It is noticeable that with one exception these Iceland

Golden Plover have migrated to the western side of Great

Britain and to Ireland.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

Sk. X8075 Laxa, Iceland 4.7.28. Tiree, I. Hebrides
12.4.29

Sk. G7432 Reydarfirdi, Iceland I5-7-29. Dumfries. 22.2.30

Sk. A55I7 Akureyri, Iceland 23.6.29. Wigtown. 25.11.29

Sk. X3298 Myvatn, Iceland 26.7.29. Lanes. 6.1.30

Sk. A3723 Husavik, Iceland 4.7.28. Norfolk 3-2. 30

Sk. A3I26 Ditto 24.6.29. Antrim 26. 12.29

Sk. X6463 Ditto 4.7.27. Leitrim 22.10.27

Sk. X6450 Ditto 1 1.7.27. Mayo 1.2.28

Sk. X2728 Ditto 27.6.26. King's 4.1 1.26

Sk. X6466 Ditto 4.7.27. Kilkenny 21.10.27

Sk. X.2734 Ditto 24.6.27. Cork 30.1.28

Sk. X687I Ditto 5-7-29- Ditto 6.1.30

Sk. X3640 Mvrasysla, Iceland 29.6.28. Ireland —.10.29

LAPWING (Vanellus vanellus).

As will be seen from the list and map, those of our home-
bred Lapwings which migrate abroad have mostly been
reported from west France, north Spain and the western

side of the Spanish Peninsula, and one as far south as Casa-

blanca. The fact that the large majority has been recovered

from December onwards seems to indicate that weather has
had an influence in these movements. Dr. Landsborough
Thomson, in analysing the records {Problems of Bird
Migration), kept separate those ringed in Scotland and
northern England from those ringed south of Yorkshire and
Lancashire, but so far as the winter area abroad is concerned,

no difference is to be seen in those ringed in the north or

south. Since Dr. Thomson's analysis was made there have
been a few records outside the usual winter area. Two
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from south-east France in different years indicate that a

few Lapwings may possibly regularly travel in this direction,

but further confirmation is desirable, while the remarkable

Venice record must, failing other evidence, be regarded as

that of a bird which had lost its way. The extraordinary

passage to Newfoundland has already been fully discussed

(Vol. XXII., pp. 6-13).

Without attempting to analyse the records fully, it may
be mentioned that British-bred Lapwings reported from
abroad represent 15.6 per cent, of the total recovered, while

those reoported from Ireland are 33.3 per cent. Taking these

together we find that of all recovered Lapwings native to

Great Britain nearly 50 per cent, have travelled overseas.

The records of winter immigrant Lapwings from abroad,
although now three times as many as when Dr. Thomson
wrote in 1926, do not extend the area of origin. It seems
fairly clear, therefore, that our winter visitors are derived
from the Baltic as far east as Estonia, southern Sweden,
Denmark, northern Germany and Holland. It will be
noticed that while most have been recorded from eastern
Great Britain, several have reached the west and south-
west, three Ireland, and one the Channel Islands.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.
Ringed. Recovered.

Cumberland
Cheshire
Ditto
I Iampshire
Yorkshire
Warwickshire
Wiltshire
I hunfriesshire

Cumberland
Peebles-shire

Berkshire
Ditto
Stirlingshire

Lancashire
Somerset
Stirlingshire

Ditto
Cumberland
Ditto
Dumfriesshire
Forfarshire
Kincardineshire
Yorkshire
Perthshire
Stirlingshire

Cu mberland May, 1927. Ditto

June, 1926. Newfoundland
28.5.30. Calvados, France
1 2.0. 13. Manche, France
15.6.27. Ille-et-Vilaine, France
1 3.6. 1 4. Finistere, Franee
1 1. 5. 14. Ditto
13.6.1a. Ditto
12.0.13. Morbihan, France

May, 1928. Loire Inferieure, France
24.5.1 1. Vendee. France
21.5.22. Ditto
18.5.26. Ditto
5.6.26. Deux Sevres, France
3.6.27. Charente Inferieure. France

12.6.28. Ditto
28.5.25. Gironde, France
28.5.27. Ditto

3.5.25. Ditto
21. 5. 31. Ditto
2.5.29. Landes, France
6.6.27. Ditto

22.5.13. Ditto
10.6. 13. Ditto
21.6.27. Basses Pyrenees, France
17.6.09. Ditto

2712.27

25. 1. 1 4

1 . 1 .28

—.117
16.12.20
10. 1 .

1

4

25. 1.
1

4

31 3-29
30. 1. 12.

1 1 1 1 .22.

22.1.29.

20.3.27.—.12.27.—.2.29.

22.12.27.

26.3.29.

25.2.26.

26.10.31

.

19. 11. 29.—.2.29.

29. 1. 14.

18. 1. 14.

5.1.28.

17. 1 1.09,

6.1 1.27.

o
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RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS (continued).

Lancashire 14.5.28. San Sebastian, Spain .1 — . ~

Stirlingshire 22.6.23. Vizcaya, Spain 9 1 ofi
£. . t . Z O

Lancashire 9-5-23- JJlttO

Berkshire 20.5.22. Ditto T 1 'J A

Perthshire 13.6.13. Asturias, Spain .1.14

Stirlingshire 31-5-1 J- Ditto 4.1.14

Dumfriesshire 28.6.25. Ditto .2.26

Stirlingshire O O
19.0. 10. Coruna, Spain I Q. I I . 1

9

Perthshire 9.5.28. Leon, Spain T A O OAI4.2.29

Ditto 19.6.24. Mmho, Portugal 25.i2.25

Kincardineshire 4.5.10. Ditto Autumn, 1910

Sutherland 10.5.13. Oporto, Portugal — .1.14

Aberdeenshire 4-7-L5- Ditto 24. 1 1 . 1 6

Ditto 30.6.15. Ditto l6. 12. 17
Ayrshire 17.6.13. Ditto — .I.I4

Ditto 17. 6. 13. Ditto 9. 1. 1 4
Cumberland June, 1927. Douro, Portugal 4. 1 .2o

Ditto May, 1930. Ditto .2.3I

l orkshire 19.6. 12. Ditto 8. 1 1 . 1 2

Cheshire 21. 6. 12. Ditto . 11.12

Aberdeenshire 15.7. 12. Beira, Portugal IO. 1. 13
Fife 29.5.25. Estremadura, Portugal 8.12.25

Aberdeenshire 23.6. 10. Alemtejo, Portugal 29.12.IO

Stirlingshire 9.6.23. Ditto 24.i2.25

Yorkshire May, 1928. Ditto I5.I.29

Norfolk 27.5.12. UlttO I .1.13

Radnorshire 5-5-27- Badajoz, Spain 2.2.28

Wa rwickshire 22.6. 1 1

.

Huelva, Spain 3.1.18.

Ditto 22.6. 1 1

.

Casablanca, Morocco 7.1. 14.
Northumberland 9.7.29. Herault, France 29.12.29
Cheshire 14.6.27. Bches. du Rhone, France 28.12.27
Westmorland June, 1928. Venezia, Italy 4-3-29

Lapwing.
+ Recovered here Ringed in Great Britain as nestlings. •Q Ringed
here as nestlings or breeding . Recovered in British Isles
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LAPWING (continued).

RING IC D ABROAD AS YOUNG OR IN BREEDING-SEASON.
Ringed. Recovered.

r>
18302 Near Hapsal, Estonia 2.6.13. Lines. 1 1.1 1. 13.

r>
Jl

.

25O50E Friedland, E. Prursia 3.6.25. Kent 30.11.25.
R. I7625 Domnau, E. Prussia 29513- Sussex 25.2.16.
Li. 4328C Vastergotland, Sweden 19.6.26. Lambs. 23.2.20.
o. 2302C Oland, Sweden 20.6.24. Lines. 12. 1. 25.
Lr. 5562C Ditto 1 1.6.27. Devon. —.1.20.

St. J)2453 Malmo, Sweden 10.6.29. Northumb. 5-4-3Q-
C A X6143 Jylland, Denmark 8.7.27. Cornwall 21.12.27.

H3391 Ditto 17.5.26. Cheshire 1.2.27.
C I. X 1 065 Ditto 8.6.22. Lines. 19.10.22.
CJ.

317 Ditto 29.6.20. Ditto 11. 11. 22.
c X8659 Ditto 29.5.28. Ditto 30.10.28.
c^o/f. Ditto 5.6.28.

XT _ r nXorfolk 16. 1. 31.
C77264 1 \ ' 1

Ditto —.—.29. T 1 £ Kit
Isle ot .May —.12.29.

C A. H225 Ditto 5.6.20. Kildare 6.1.22.

52251 Sjaelland, Den in 'c 19.6.24. Vorks. 5.12.24.
/ w. 79 Ditto 1 8.5.2 1. Lines. 19.12.24.
.s«. X8805 Ditto 22.6.22. Ditto 22.11 .27.
In. 4004 1 Ditto 23-5-23- Staffs. 15. 11. 23.
Rn. .53 Ditto 15-5-21. Essex 13. 10. 21

.

Pn. 1 227 Ditto 13-5-22. Glamorgan 3.5.24.
Sk. ''•? Ditto 15-5-22. Tippcrarv 2.2.24.
Sk. X I77il 1 ' 1 l H ' 0.0.30. OIK 22.2.31

.

Sk. X1645 Fyen, Denmark 14.6.26. Vorks. 15. 1 1.28.
A". 18039 Fehmaxn,

Schleswig-Holstein 10.6.13. Norfolk 1 1 . 2 .

1 5

.

L. 3330 Xoord Holland 15.6.13. Warwicks. 25.12.13.
L. 20862 Ditto 15.6.20. I .incs. 13. 1 1.20.
L. 25630 Zuid Holland 29.6.19. Guernsey 13.12.20.

SOUTHERN DUNLIN (Calidris a . schinzii),

X*f >il< sli i r*

R. 402
»• 253

KINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.
Ringed. Recovered.

5.6.13. Morbihan, France 10.5. 14.

DUNLIN (Calidris alpina).

RINGED ABROAD AS MIGRANT.
Ringed. Recovered.

Kossitten, E. Prussia
I Htto

3.8.09. Essex
16.7.09. Devon.

COMMON SANDPIPER (Tringa hypoleucos).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.
Ringed. Recovered.

Argyllshire 16.6.23. Loir et Cher, France

15.12.09.

4-i.i 1

.

April, 1925.

REDSHANK (Tringa t. totanus).

KINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS
Ringed. Recovered.

Lancashire 15 .5.2 1. Ille-et-Vilaine, France
Ditto 26.5.26. Gironde, France

tl.12.21.
June, 1928.
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CURLEW (Numenius a. arquata).

While there are a good many records to show that Curlews

"bred in Great Britain migrate regularly overseas to Ireland,

we are still without any ringing evidence that our native

birds migrate abroad.

The list of Curlews ringed abroad and recovered here has

increased rapidly during recent years, but it will be noted

that although there are now a considerable number of records,

the places of origin—Finland, Sweden and Holland—are

few. The very wide spreading of these birds over the British

Islands and the number of recoveries in the west are notable

points.
RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed.
Bjorneborg, FinlandHs. 545

Hs. I>>634
Hs. Ci54
Hs. C1603
St. B2209
St. B690
G. 6772D
G. 1362D
G. 1358D
G. 14070D
G. 3528D
G. 353oD
G. 5368D
G. 1886D
G. 1887D
G. 1869D
G. 1852D
L. 21689

Jarvenpaa, S. Finland
Osterbotten, Finland
Ulvila, Finland
Lake Vanern, Sweden
Orebro, Sweden
Oland, Sweden
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Noord Holland

3°-5-i4-

2.6.30.

15.6. 16.

27.6.27.

10.6.30.

1. 7. 31.

28.6.29.

22.6.25.

21.6.25.

27.6.31.

26.6.27.

26.6.27.

26.6.28.

22.6.26.

22.6.26.

24.6.26.

24.6.26.

28.5.27.

Recovered.

Lewis, O. Hebrides
3. 10.14.

Cheshire
England
Fermanagh
Scilly Is.

Lines.

Cumberland
Yorks.
Essex
Cheshire
Wales
Devon.
Hants.
Louth
Tipperary
Leitrim
Sligo

Flint.

26.10.30.

9916.
8.10.27.

8.8.30.

10. 10.31.

14.9.29.

—.5.26.
17.12.29.

10. 10. 31

.

5.1.29.

11. 1. 29.

17. 1. 29.

13.10.26.

28.12.26.

12.2.27.

28.1.27.

—•5-29-

5

CjJ_Rj_EJvV.
Map ro show origin ^Mr^r7T77to>s to the British IslandsO Ringed here ssyoung Recovered in Brifish Isles

.

(To be continued.)



A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE PRESENT STATE OF
BIRD-LIFE IN THE TEESMOUTH.

BY

W. K. RICHMOND, B.A.

While many bemoan the disappearance of our birds with

the increased industrialization of our countryside, the Tees-

mouth, situated almost at the heart of a highly-industrial

area, remains the most important bird-centre on the north-

east coast of England (excluding, of course, the Fames). It

is now some thirty years since Nelson, drawing largely from

his experiences in this estuary, wrote his account of York-

shire's birds. Since his time the topography of the river-

mouth has been appreciably altered, and, without being

unduly pessimistic, it may be said with all honesty that as

a resting-place for birds on passage, as a breeding-centre,

Sketch maps of Tees Bay (low tide) and ch^ef flight-lines.

and as a place of refuge, the Teesmouth must have degene-

rated. Nor is the future likely to see much of an improve-

ment, though the tenacious nature of some birds in retaining

their homes (as the Sheld-Duck, which has been found
nesting in a slag tip) will make this degeneration a slow one.

It is a place where the unexpected occurs, as in May this

year (1931) when a party of Avocets (Rccurvirostra avosctia)

was observed.

In addition to its advantageous position for birds on the
migrating line from southern Norway (accentuated by the
rocky Cleveland and industrial Durham coast on either

hand), the Teesmouth has vast stretches of mud-flat and
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sand, salt-marsh and sand-dunes, a long rock-bound break-

water and (on the south side) a lonely foreshore.

While allowing for the movements of waders, gulls, etc,

with the varying tide, it is obvious to the observer that the

bird population is a quickly-fluctuating one, and that except

for a few common ever-present species (e.g., Gulls, Cormorants,

Rock-Pipits, etc.), only a small majority of the birds remain
for more than a few days. The following account (based

largely on observations made on the south side of the estuary)

attempts a summary classification for the various seasons.

Summer.

(a) Resident Breeding Birds.—Sheld-Duck (fair numbers).
Teal, Shoveler (at Greatham) and Tufted Duck and Pochard
singly (near Billingham).

Redshank (about fifty pairs on Greatham Marsh), Ringed
Plover, Lapwing and Common Snipe.

The scattered Ternery which sprang up in recent years is

apparently declining. Sandwich Terns are scarcely estab-

lished and there are apparently only about twenty pairs of

Common and Little Terns respectively. [These species were
not breeding in Nelson's time.] Also, Wheatear and Rock-
Pipit.

(b) Resident Non-breeding Birds.—Numbers of Curlew and
Dunlin. Small numbers of Common Sandpiper, Sanderling,

Grey Plover (July 3rd, 1931) and Bar-tailed Godwit (June) ;

Common Gull, Kittiwake and most of the hosts of Terns,

since the number of these to be seen utterly outnumber those
found nesting. It is difficult to believe that the considerable

numbers of Sandwich Terns are all non-breeding when a
species like the Little Tern, which is far from being strong
numerically, is in a stronger position as a breeding-bird.

Moreover, many of these birds (e.g., Common Gull, Sandwich
Tern) are adult birds—certainly not in their second year.

(c) Wandering Marine Birds.—Mr. W. E. Almond informs
me that Guillemots, Razorbills, Manx and Sooty Shearwaters
seem not uncommon in these parts in July, 2-3 miles out at

sea. On July 14th, 1931, he observed a single Great Shear-
water (Puffinus gravis) when about 4 miles from the Tees-
mouth, identifying it by its superior size and brown upper-
parts. Guillemots, Razorbills and Sooty Shearwaters
(Puffinus griseus) may occasionally be seen from the break-
water in early summer, but on July 16th, 1930, when passing
20 miles out from South Gare, I saw nothing but a single

immature Puffin and a Gannet.
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Autumn.

(a) Passage Migration (i.) Coastwise.—Here belong the

Skuas, Common, Great and Lesser Black-backed Gulls,

Arctic Tern, Whimbrel, etc. ; these birds keep to the foreshore

chiefly.

The Great Skua (Stercorarius skua), which should not nor-

mally occur inshore, has been observed in the estuary in

clear weather (August 8th, 1928 ;
August 2nd, 1931) and an

adult Black Tern (Chlidonias niger) in stormy weather

(September 3rd, 1927) at Saltburn.

(ii.) Direct.—Probably most of the waders : Dunlin,

Ringed Plover, Knot, Bar-tailed Godwit, Sanderling, Grey
Plover, Turnstone, etc. Though it is most difficult to be

certain of visible migration, large hosts of waders, in August
especially, can be seen apparently coming in direct from the

sea. Godwit, Knot, etc., arrive from about July 23rd

onward, but the most considerable numbers of Dunlin,

Ringed Plover and Turnstone are to be seen in mid-September.
Large numbers of Redshanks and Oyster-Catchers are not
observed, and the Greenshank, which is regular inland on
Darlington Sewage Farm, is almost occasional here (in

September), though apparently fairly regular on the north
side. Mr. J. Bishop writes to me to the effect that Black-
tailed Godwits (Limosa limosa) are fairly regular at Greatham
in May, and that the Spotted Redshank (Tringa erythropus)

is " regular—usually July and August." A very dusky
wader which I observed on July 12th, 1931—unfortunately
without glasses—was almost certainly a non-breeding bird
of this species.

Both Black-tailed Godwits and Spotted Redshanks have
occurred more than once recently near Darlington (cf.

antea, Vol. XXIII.. p. 195, and also Vol. XXII., p. 169) and
I saw an example of the latter there on August 24th, 1931.
Though most of the passage migrants do not apparently

stay long, the movement is protracted, and birds such as the
Whimbrel, arriving as early as July 17th, may be seen well
into October.

Teal, Mallard and Wigeon are to be seen here in August-
September, and on August 2nd, 1931, Mr. M. G. Robinson
observed numbers of Common Scoters and five Velvet-
Scoters—all presumably on passage.

(iii.) Down-valley.—Curlew, Dunlin, Black-headed Gull,
etc. In early September, parties of such birds as Redstarts,
Wood-Warblers and Pied Flycatchers may be seen here.
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Such parties seem to wander down the coast at the rate of

a few miles per day. Nelson (who, however, saw bigger

numbers) regarded such birds as foreign passage migrants,

but the numbers observed now would make the assumption

that these are local birds, possibly from Upper Teesdale

itself, at least permissible.

(b) Ocean-wandering.—Razorbill, Guillemot, Gannet
(though the actual southward flight of the latter, which is

observable on the Northumbrian coast, is at this point further

out to sea). On September ist, 1927, I observed what I

took to be a definite southward movement of Sooty Shear-

waters-—small parties of these birds passing steadily very

close in-shore.

Winter.

(a) Resident.—Curlew, Dunlin, Redshank, and smaller

numbers of Sanderling, Purple Sandpiper, Bar-tailed Godwit,
Grey Plover, Oyster-Catcher, Turnstone, Ringed Plover and
Knot.
The " enormous flights " of Knots mentioned by Nelson

(Birds of Yorkshire, Vol. II., p. 619) and also Coward (Birds of
British Isles, Ser. III., p. 37) are apparently a thing of the past,

for though largish flocks may be seen flying up and down the

coast in winter, the species is poorly represented in the

estuary at this time. Nor have the " large flocks " of

Oyster-Catchers recorded by Nelson (op. cit., II., p. 587)
been observed.

Here also belong the Short-eared Owl, Snow-Bunting (in

big numbers) and probably the Shore-Lark, though in some
winters this bird is apparently not in evidence.

(b) Occasional, Wandering and Hard-weather Visitors.—The
increased reclamation and industrialization in the estuary,
with the ruthless shooting practised by local " sportsmen",
have almost ruined the Teesmouth as a harbour for wildfowl
in winter. With regard to ducks, the falling-off in numbers
and species (as described by Nelson) is chiefly to be remarked,
though such species as Scoter and Red-throated Diver might
be fairly termed resident. Wigeon and Scaup, so common
in Nelson's time, can now be only described as occasional, as
also are Tufted, Velvet-Scoter, Golden-Eye, Goosander and
Long-tailed Duck. Only severe weather (as, for example,
February, 1929) brings such species as Red-breasted
Merganser and Brent Goose, though the latter does come
in numbers at such times.
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Small numbers of Guillemots, Razorbills and single Puffins

are also to be seen in winter, and in rather hard weather a
party of Little Auks was observed (February 8th, 1931).
The Shag (now increasing on the north-east coast) is also

occasional in small numbers in winter, while the Great Crested
Grebe is possibly chiefly a hard-weather bird here.

Common Gulls become less numerous as the winter
advances and Lesser Black-backs are almost occasional.

The Little Gull has only been observed on late passage
(October 25th, 1929) (cf. antea, Vol. XXII., p. 169).

Winter Migration is chiefly observable in the case of

Starlings and Sky-Larks, etc., which come in from the sea.

Spring.

(a) Passage Migration.—As might be expected, this is

much more casual and on a smaller scale than in autumn,
such birds as Greenshank and Grey Plover being less regular
on the northward movement.



tflOTES
NOTES ON THE BIRDS OF CORNWALL.

On comparing my notes, made on several visits to Cornwall

during the last five years, with Clark's list in the Victoria

History of Cornwall, 1906, I find the following items worth

recording.

Cirl Bunting (Emberiza cirlus).—One sang near Marazion

in May, 1930, and another sang near Hayle on August 13th,

I93I-

Wood-Lark (Lullula a. arborea).—An adult was seen

feeding four fledged young on the towans between Gwithian

and Hayle and another sang nearby over the sand dunes on

May 27th, 1930. Others were singing during May, 1930,

near St. Hilary. Clark had no record of their breeding in

the Lizard—Lands End district.

Grasshopper Warbler (Locustella n. ncevia).—One sang

at the southern edge of Goonhilly Downs on May 22nd, 1930.

Whitethroat (Sylvia c. communis).—Clark says that this

species is never seen about Camelford (V.C.H., I., p. 331).

Mr. H. A. Littlejohn and I saw a few near Camelford in May,
1928, and near the coast about Tintagel it was the commonest
warbler.

Lesser Whitethroat (Sylvia c. curruca).—A fairly tame
bird was seen flycatching in Rocky Valley, near Tintagel, on
May 10th, 1928, by Mr. H. A. Littlejohn and myself.

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker (Dryobates m. comminutus).

—One seen in Penrose Woods, near Helston, on May 16th,

1930.
Garganey (Anas querquedula)

.

—A pair seen at Marazion
Marsh on May 12th and 15th, 1930, and five drakes in eclipse

plumage were seen on the same pool on August nth, 1931.

Scaup-Duck (Nyroca m. marila).—A duck was seen on
Loe Pool, near Helston, on October 19th, 1926.
Long-tailed Duck (Clangtila hyemalis).—An immature

bird seen in Hayle estuary on November 4th and 5th, 1928.

Great Northern Diver (Colymbus immer).—One seen in

breeding-plumage on the sea between Marazion and St.

Michael's Mount on May 12th and 15th, 1930.
Black-throated Diver (Colymbus arcticus).—One seen

in breeding-plumage swimming close to the Great Northern
Diver off Marazion on May 15th, 1930. Clark has only one
record of the species in this plumage (V.C.H., I., p. 347).
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Grey Plover (Squatarola s. squatarola).—One still with a

black breast arrived at Hayle Estuary midday on August

19th, 1931, but left before the evening high tide. There was

a noticeable movement of waders on that day. Amongst

other species, a flock of 40 Sanderlings (Crocethia alba) and

later a flock of ten or so Knots (Calidris c. canutus) flew over

Hayle from the sea and passed over St. Erth Marsh, disap-

pearing in the direction of Marazion, on the south coast. In

the evening a flock of 16 Common Sandpipers (Trinsa hypo-

leucos) arrived at Hayle and departed before the next

morning.
Curlew-Sandpiper {Calidris testacea).—One in breeding-

plumage was seen at Hayle on May 27th, 1930, in the company

of a Knot, which was also in breeding-plumage.

Purple Sandpiper (Calidris m. maritima).—Three fed

alongside ten Turnstones (Arenaria i. interpres) on the rocks

near Penzance Railway Station on May 24th, 1930.

Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa I. lapponica).—Though not

uncommon on passage in autumn, August to November,

this species is uncommon in spring. One seen in winter

plumage on May 24th, 1930, near Marazion.

Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa I. limosa).—Two in

breeding-plumage seen on August 20th and 21st, 1931, at

Hayle estuary. L. Parmenter.

RED-BACKED SHRIKE IN CO. CORK.
A Red-backed Shrike (Lanius c. collurio) in immature
plumage was found dead by Mr. P. J. O'Connor, light-keeper

on the Fastnet Rock, co. Cork, on the afternoon of August
28th, 1931, apparently having struck the lantern during the

previous night. The wind at that time was S.E. I received

the bird in the flesh some days later.

This is the seventh Irish record, and the third specimen
received from the Fastnet Rock. G. R. Humphreys.

WOODCHAT SHRIKE SEEN IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
In the first week of June, 1931, a Shrike, which was evidently

a Woodchat (Lanius senator) was seen at Freshwater, Isle

of Wight. The bird was first seen by Mrs. Coates, who
watched it from her window at ten to twelve yards with
binoculars. It was on a fallen elm tree and Mrs. fcoates was
immediately struck by its red head and the white bar on
the wing. Mr. R. Drake, who has an aviary and is a successful
breeder of birds, also saw the Shrike in the same locality
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early in June. It was on the top strand of a wire fence with

its back to Mr. Drake, who described it as a Shrike with the

top of the head and right back to the nape vivid chestnut-

red, the back black and the wings and tail black and white.

H. M. Livens.

BLACKCAPS NESTING TWICE IN ONE SEASON.

In view of the scarcity of evidence referred to in the Practical

Handbook as to whether the Blackcap (Sylvia a. atricapilla)

ever rears two broods in England, the following facts may
be worth recording. On May 23rd, 1931, my son, Hugh F.

Ticehurst, found two nests in a small wood at Sutton Valence,

Kent, each containing five eggs. He watched these and
the young safely left the nest, three from one and five from
the other. On June 17th, in the same wood, he found three

Blackcaps' nests, containing four, four and five eggs respec-

tively. One of the clutches of four hatched on the 24th,

when the others still had eggs, but all three nests were empty
on the 28th. Jays were probably responsible. Although,
therefore, there is no evidence of a Blackcap having reared

two broods, there is a considerable presumption that at least

two pairs tried to do so. N. F. Ticehurst.

WRYNECK IN CO. CLARE.

On October 26th, 1 931, Mr. Campbell, light-keeper at Loophead
Lighthouse, co. Clare, sent me for identification an adult

Wryneck (Jynx t. torquilla) which was killed by striking

against the lantern on the previous night. This is the ninth

reported occurrence in Ireland. G. R. Humphreys.

THE CRIES OF THE HOBBY.
In the course of his article on the Hobby (Falco s. subbuteo)

Mr. Nethersole-Thompson states (antea, p. 144) that in no
book he has read have the calls of the Hobby been accurately

described. Owing to gross carelessness on my part I omitted
in Field Studies of some Rarer British Birds (1914) all the

cries of this bird but one. I should like now to remedy this

and give the following account.

(1) A rather weak and thin, yet withal whistling and
brisk, if somewhat peevish, double-barreled "quir-ic",
usually repeated several times in succession, though some-
times given singly. It bears some sort of comparison with

one of the juvenile Kestrel's calls for food. Commonly used
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as a call-note, or in play when a pair is " skylarking (especi-

ally on their first arrival in summer-quarters), it is also on

occasions (now sometimes with variations impossible to put

into words) uttered at the eyrie in alarm and annoyance.

(2) A faint
" kwark ", which may be likened to an extremely

meagre edition of the Peregrine's normal scream, not often

called upon, it seems, and then, apparently, only at the

eyrie, generally, too, but in fear or anger.

(3) A " reedy " " ky-ark " or " kee-ark ", faintly resembling

the sometime prelude to the Peregrine's usual remonstrance.

What was added about No. 2 cry applies to this one also.

(4) A loud, shrill and crisp, if sometimes slightly mournful,
" kweek " or " kreek", in which, to the trained ear, particles of

the Merlin's usual crv at the nest and the " kwee " of the

Kestrel are faintly discernible. This, a cry of excessive

rage, is only used at the nest consequent on the (generally

very near) presence of man. It is always uttered a good

many times in very rapid sequence, and now and then a

great many, but is not of universal use.

(5) A metallic " chic " or " quick " (the male's rendering

of this note being the sharpest and, moreover, pitched in a

different key), used in irritation, though also, so to speak,

conversationally, at the nest, normally, however, only before

an egg is laid. Every now and again to this cry is added

that of " quir-ic " (No. 1) : thus " chic-quir-ic"

.

(6) A metallic " chic-aw " (a rare utterance), usually

delivered after several outbursts of the " chic " note (No. 5).

(7) A plaintive, whistling, moderately loud and quickly

repeated cry, which may be syllabled as "dew". This,

though higher-pitched than, none the less bears some sort

of similarity to, the " tcheu " of the Sparrow-Hawk, but is

all the same perfectly distinct and quite characteristic.

Two variations of this plaint are in vogue. The first—and
now it is somewhat subdued and given in slower time than
usual—partakes, sometimes in positively startling degree, of

the wail of the Wryneck, and may then be expressed as
" de-ar". The second sounds like the letter d being whistled

in semi-Wryneck-like tone almost whisperingly, but with
surprising speed. All three cries are given in a lower key by
the female than by the male. They form (but especially the

parent-cry) the normal note of vexation at the presence of a
human being by or near the nest, though they are also voiced
on other occasions as well. Thus, the venturing of a Crow, for

instance, too close to the sacred precincts, and the subsequent
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chivying of the interloper, may call them forth briskly.

Again, the female, when inspecting possible laying-premises,

which she often does one after the other, time after time,

before coming to a decision as to which is most desirable,

constantly makes use of them. Yet again, a bird off eggs,

whether voluntarily or involuntarily, very frequently
" registers " (though now only briefly) just before resuming
incubation. And there are still other times when these cries

are exploited, as, for example, just before copulation is

carried out.

(8) The " chittering " described by Mr. Thompson.

(9) A note—the prerogative of nestlings—which resembles

the " swree " of the Swift more than anything else I can
think of. John Walpole-Bond.

OVERLOOKED BUCKINGHAMSHIRE SEA-EAGLE.

When recently reading Salmon-casts and Stray Shots by
John Colquhoun, 1858, I came across (pp. 112/113) the

following very circumstantial account of the occurrence of

a Sea-Eagle in Buckinghamshire :

—

" The sea-eagle especially is often put to great straits at that
season, and will wander far to escape starvation. I examined one
shot by a farmer in March, 1857, at Hambledon, three miles below
Henley-on-Thames. The bird, although large, seemed to be in its

second year, as the tail was mottled brown. Most likely it was
weak from hunger, for the farmer, at first mistaking it for a boy !

walked leisurely to the root of the tree, and knocked it down with
small shot. From its brown tail, the Sassenachs thought it a line

golden eagle."

I am not aware that this occurrence has been noted in

any work dealing with the birds of the county.

Hugh S. Gladstone.

[It may be mentioned that another immature Sea-Eagle was
shot in the same year on January 7th, at Haslow (Zool.,

1857, p. 5426).]

SHELD-DUCK BREEDING IN HOLLOW TREE IN
SOMERSET.

A friend of mine, whilst climbing a tree which sloped over
a small pond near Weston-super-Mare, Somerset, on
April 28th, 1 931, flushed a Sheld-Duck (Tadoma tadorna)

from the hollow trunk ; it contained a full nest of down
mixed with bits of decayed wood, and twelve eggs somewhat
incubated. At the bottom of the nest were many fragments
of egg-shells of former breeding. Male and female quickly
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returned, and alighted on the water of the pond. Putting

incubation at seven days, the first egg was laid on April ioth,

a surprisingly early date. Stanley Lewis.

[Breeding in a hole of an oak tree in Suffolk was recorded in

Br. B., Vol. XXII., p. 191 also several other cases from the

same district reported, i.e., p. 214.—F.C.R.J.]

GREY PHALAROPE IN SURREY.
On November gth, 1931, I was handed the sodden remains of

a young Grey Phalarope (Phalaropus fulicarius) which had
been found in a reservoir near Hammersmith Bridge by one
of the men employed there. It had probably been in the
water sonic weeks and was in a very dilapidated condition.
This bird, which was also examined by Dr. G. Carmichael
Low and Mr. N. B. Kinnear, is the second Grey Phalarope
known to have occurred at these reservoirs (see B.B.,
Vol. XXIV., p. 166). A. Holte Macpherson.

Hooded Crow in Monmouthshire.—Mr. R. C. Banks
informs us that a Corvus c. comix was shot at Maesycwmmer
on October 27th, 1931. The bird was alone. There are
very few previous records of the occurrence of the species in

the county.

Nuthatches in Durham.—Mr. G. H. Clegg informs us
that he has seen parties of Nuthatches (Sitta e. affinis) on the
Durham side of the Tees, at Egglcston, in August, 1927,
1928, 1930 and 1931. It will be remembered that the bird
has recently been recorded from Harperlev and Ullswater
(aniea, pp. 28 and 79).

Glaucous Gull in Galway in August.—Mr. Bruce
Campbell informs us that he identified by its size and wing-
coloration a Glaucous Gull {Larus hvperboreus) in Galway
Harbour on August 7th, 1931. There do not appear to be
any previous records of the bird's occurrence in August in
Ireland.

Puffin in Buckinghamshire.—We are informed by
Capt. H. L. Cochrane, R.X., that a Puffin (Fratercula a.
graba) was picked up alive on the roadside near Nash in the
north of the county on the night of October 31st, 1931 when
the weather was very stormy. There appear to be four
previous occurrences for the county.
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LETTER.
TRAPS FOR BIRD RINGING.

To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—In your issue for March, 1931 (Vol. XXIV., p. 302), you
allowed me to give the results of some experiments with Potter traps

and to announce that these traps could be obtained from Messrs.

Ciceri & Co. Ltd., 39-43, Wharfdale Road, King's Cross, London, N.i.

These traps are of the same dimensions as those used in America,
and the largest British birds that can be captured with them are

Blackbirds, Thrushes and Starlings. But in this country we have
several common birds larger than this, such as Rooks, Jackdaws,
Wood-Pigeons and Moorhens. Messrs. Ciceri have made a larger

trap precisely similar to the Potter trap, but containing only two
compartments, each 15 in. long, 12 in. high and 8 in. broad. With
this trap we have captured birds ranging in size from Blue Tits to

Rooks. It is proposed to call it " Potter Trap No. 2 " and Messrs.

Ciceri are prepared to supply them at 18s. each, plus postage of is.

on each trap. (In my previous letter I omitted to mention postage,

which, on a single Potter trap No. 1 (16s.) with a gathering cage (4s.),

amounts to is., and should be added to the order when the traps are

to be sent by post.)

In his article on traps in British Birds (Vol. XXL, pp. 135-138)
Mr. F. C. Lincoln figured the American " Government " Sparrow Trap
and described how to make it from wire-netting. Doubtless a number
of readers of this journal have constructed such traps. Mr. C. L.

Collenette informs me that he has been very successful with one in

which string-netting (shrimp-net) was substituted for wire-netting
in making the second compartment. In any trap made of wire some
birds tend to rub off the feathers round the base of the bill by thrusting
their bill through the wires. The string-netting prevents this minor
injury.

Some of your readers may prefer to purchase a " Government "

trap ready made, and Messrs. Ciceri are prepared to supply them made
of |-inch mesh galvanized wire, 4 ft. long, 20 in. wide and 16 in. high,

for 35s. each, plus the amount of carriage per passenger train. This
will vary according to the distance from London, but should be about
2s. or 3s. Any amount sent in excess of the actual cost of carriage
will be refunded.
We have been experimenting with traps of this type at Oxford for

nearly a year and though they do not seem to be quite so effective as

the large house-trap, they have the advantage of being portable and
are less expensive. They are undoubtedly more durable than traps
made of wire-netting and will probably last a life-time. In the last

twelve days two of these traps amongst trees in the grounds of the
University Museum have between them made 42 captures (Starling 9,

Chaffinch 2, House-Sparrow 11, Song-Thrush 1, Blackbird 1, Robin 1,

Hedge-Sparrow 2, Wren 2, Great Tit 2, Blue Tit 11). A great advan-
tage of these portable traps is that they can be placed in various
positions until the best site has been found. We have found that
a change of situation of only a few yards may make a very great
difference in the numbers of birds captured, which suggests that even
in winter our resident birds may have very restricted feeding territories.

W. B. Alexander.
Oxford University Research in Economic Ornithology.
November 16th, 1931.
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ON THE BREEDING HABITS OF THE
STORM-PETREL, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

ITS INCUBATION AND FLEDGING-PERIODS.
BY

K. M. LOCKLKY.

(Plate 4.)

The readiness with which the Storm-Petrel (Hydrobates

pelagicus) deserts its egg when its nest is opened has made
it difficult to obtain data relating to the incubation- and
fledging-periods. In 1930 a series of nests under observation

on Skokholm were deserted. In 1931, with the exercise of

even greater care and the very minimum of interference,

six complete results were obtained from ten marked nests.

TABLE OF ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE.

v ,
First Adults Numerous First Egg

Younb
jC till. s • 7 -r-\ 1 -• 7 H%¥0j SC'G'it

Arrived. By. round. T ,J on Land.

1927 — October 30th
192S April 29th May 12th June 1st November 7th

1929 ,, 26th nth 5th October 25th
1930 26th ,, 10th Mav 31st November 2nd.

1 93 1 „ 30th ,, 16th ,, 28th October 21st

As will be seen in the above table the adults arrive very
faithfully during the last week of April. They are noticed

at once by their crooning notes, uttered from the nesting

crevices towards evening and throughout the night up to

two hours before sunrise.

NESTING SITES.

The sites selected include almost every variety of crevice

and cranny afforded on the island from high-water mark to

within a foot of the highest point, 175 feet. The old herring-

bone pattern stone hedge-walls are much favoured, as are

the crevices in talus and debris on the cliffs, and among the
boulders along the shore. Small passages and byways
among the rabbit-warrens are also occupied. The Petrel's

beak in spring is sometimes coated with earth, and this is

the only evidence I have of their probable burrowing ability.

These small burrows in the turf and light soil can only have
been made by the Petrels or the island mice, and on the
whole I suspect the former.

Of unusual sites, I have one record of a bird incubating
its egg in the centre of a stretch of sand, approximately two
feet square, beneath high boulders, and another of an egg
placed in a wood-pile.
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POPULATION ON SKOKHOLM.

To arrive at an estimate of the number of nests on the

island, as far as possible those in the hedge-walls were counted

carefully. They amounted to just over 200. The nests on

the cliffs and elsewhere were roughly calculated at 300, giving

a minimum of 500 breeding pairs, or at least one thousand

adults. I am not aware from any published record of any

other island where this species is as numerous.

CALL-NOTES.

The characteristic note, uttered constantly in the evening

and at night from the nesting-place, is not very loud, yet

has a penetrative quality which enables the observer to hear

it at 75 yards distance. It consists of a harsh, purring
" tin," long sustained, and abruptly ended with " chikka,"

almost, indeed, a hiccough. Mrs. Seton Gordon's
" purr-r-y-r-r-chee-ka " is admirable, though the " chee-ka

"

should, I think, be quickened.

This typical note is rarely uttered on the wing, and then

only in moments of excitement, when two or three birds

arc chasing each other, and exceptionally as a call by a bird

on the wing to its sitting mate. The rule is silence on the

wing. Beyond the indescribable monosyllables dealt with

under " courtship " and the note expressing anger as

described below, the only other note which the adults -utter

is the very rare " kwic-urr,kicic-urr ", given on the wing over

the nest in September, a soft, faintly-heard note. Except

for the date, there is no other evidence that this may be

intended as a note of enticement to the nearly fledged young.

The new-born nestling frequently utters a plaintive
" teep-tccp ", especially when being fed at night, and it will

attract attention by day in this manner should it be alone

in the nest. By the time it has reached feathering age it

will rattle off the " tccp-tecp " in one long-sustained " tee-e-eep
"

when handled, and this note, expressive of anger, is also

uttered at times by the adult under the same circumstances.

ARRIVAL FLIGHT.

There is no assembly of adults on the sea near the island

before sunset. Actually I have never seen a Storm-Petrel

by day within ten miles of the island. Nevertheless, as

soon as it is dark in May. they begin to arrive from the sea.

They spend much time fix ing around and above their nesting-

holes before entering. The flight has been aptly described
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as resembling that of the House-Martin. The long wings

give the effect of a very graceful sweeping flight when an

adult is released in daylight and flies purposefully straight

to sea. When flying at night near the nesting-site, the effect

is bat-like, due' to the frequent turning and doubling.

COURTSHIP.

Some form of courtship is carried out on the wing as well

as in the nest. At night in June, 1931, I frequently noticed

that a pair would fly around in a circle near or above the

site of the nest, one apparently pursuing the other. As
they kept fairly strictly to the same circle and continued

thus to fly steadily for several minutes, the action was very

noticeable. On one occasion two birds appeared to be
pursuing a third, and all three were evidently excited. They
kept strictly to the defined circle, the leader uttering the

characteristic note, which seemed to me to have an unusually

vibratory tone. As I have said, they are markedly silent

on the wing as a rule. What form of courtship is carried

out in the nest is very difficult to imagine, but since the

paired birds croon to each other, and utter a variety of

monosyllabic exclamations, as well as indulge in some
scuffling (as heard with my ear to the nesting-hole), evidently

some ritual is performed there.

It must be added here that the Storm-Petrel is extremely
active in all its movements at night. It runs along flat and
perpendicular surfaces with the greatest ease and some
speed, beating its wings rapidly to help, and in this manner
can actually negotiate the surface of an overhanging cliff,

wall or boulder, the beak being used where necessary.

Before the egg is laid the procedure seems to be for the

paired birds to spend roughly one day in every three at the

nest. Arriving early in the night from the sea, the pair will

spend perhaps a whole hour in flying about their chosen
home. They appear, when not performing the " circle

"

ritual, to be hawking for moths and night-flying insects,

but so far I am quite unable to prove definitely that they
take anything on the wing. About midnight they enter the nest

and begin crooning to each other, as often in duet as singly.

They remain in the nest for the next twenty-four hours,

starting to croon shortly after sunset on the following day,

and continuing intermittently until well after midnight,
when, without more ado, they suddenly slip out and fly

straight away to sea. My observations tend to prove that
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they do not necessarily return the next evening, and that,

if they do, they may not stay over the following day. More
often, they do not appear to visit the nest for perhaps two
or three nights. I can only surmise that they spend this

period feeding far out in the ocean somewhere.

INCUBATION.

Laying begins at the end of May, and is general by mid-
June, continuing into July. As the same site is occupied
year after year, the egg is often laid beside the discarded

9»4 4

Adult Storm- Petrel outside Nesting-site. Skokholm
[Photographed by ft. A. Wallace.)

shell of the egg hatched the vear before. Exceptionally I
have noticed the shell removed after hatching and carried
into the passage or dropped outside entirelv. The egg is
generally laid on the bare earth without much attempt toform a scrape for it, but I have a few records of bowl-
shaped scrapes, the deepest quite half an inch in soft, damp
earth

1 have never seen any nesting materials added, and
consider that anything in the way of dried grass and feathers
has been entirety accidental. Of twenty-one eggs examined
seven were zoned with tine reddish spots, the rest were pure
white. ^
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Incubation is shared equally, judging by observations on

a nest in 1930. In this case the female (presumably, i.e.,

the bird, subsequently ringed, which was found on the new-

laid egg) sat for the first two days, then the male for three,

then the female for another day, after which the egg was left

cold for two days, then the male sat for one day, the egg

being totally deserted thereafter. This experience led me to

be very chary of handling the adults, and in 1931 I left them
more or less severely alone after the date of laying had been

noted, and until it became necessary after four weeks to

look out for the chick's appearance.

It will be seen that the incubation-period varied between

38 and 40 days. The shortest time of 38 days is probably

nearest the true period, as in this case (nest E below) the

minimum of disturbance was probably experienced. I have
a note that in the case of both nest A and C, the egg was
left cold for one day early in the period.

%
Laid.

Incuba- Young Fledg- Average
9St. Hatched. tion

Period.

Bird
Left.

ing
Period.

Incuba-
tion

A June 2nd July 12th 40 days Sept. 6th 56 days Period

39 5 days.B 17th ,, 27th 4° » ,, 26th 61

C
,.,

17th ,, 27th 40 „ „ 28th 63 „ Average
1) „ 4th ,, [4th 40 „ ,, 16th 64 „ Fledging

E July 1st Auk- 8th 38 „ Oct. ist 54 Period

F „ 6th ,, 14th 39 „ 2 ist 68 „ 61 days.

FLEDGING-PERIOD.

The newly-hatched chick is remarkable in that it has a
very distinct bald crown to its head, which persists for the

first fortnight. After the first five days the down on the

forehead and around the crown has already grown enough
to hide completely this curious baldness. The day-old chick

is very feeble, and for some days it appears barely able to

lift up its head, which it supports by resting the point of

the bill continually on the ground. One parent broods
it fairly regularly by day during the first fortnight, but there-

after it is only occasionally kept company by day, being
fed once each night at about 12 p.m.

At five weeks the quills are well-sprouted under the thick

double-down, which now gives the bird the appearance of a
ball of blackish-brown wool. At seven weeks the first

plumage is nearly complete.

As will be seen in the above table, there is a wide variation

in the fledging-periods recorded. The discrepancies are not

easily explained and may be due to a number of associated
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NESTLING STORM-PETRELS.

Uppei : In nest F, 4 days old, showing bald spot on crown, also
discarded egg-shell.

/ OS et : From nest E, 7 days old. showing typical attitude with beak
resting on ground.

(Photographed by H. Money Salmon.)
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factors, such as food supply, parental attention, and tem-

perament. At present I am quite at a loss to explain why
one nestling should fly two weeks before another (nests E
and F). The records were scrupulously kept, and taken at

sunset each day.

I have long been aware that the adults will sometimes

omit to visit the nestling, in the early stages perhaps for a

single night occasionally, later for two or three nights at a

stretch. To some extent they shun the land on very bright

moonlit nights, though they are not so particular as the

Manx Shearwater {Pufjinus p. puffinus) in this respect, and
then the nestling has to fast. From September 5th to 16th

I kept a record of the visits to nest F. The young bird

there was visited at night only on the 5th, 7th, 10th, nth,
12th and 15th. On the 15th one parent stayed all day in

the nest. I continued the record irregularly thereafter until

the bird flew, and was able to prove that the nestling can
easily sustain a six days' fast. As far as I could ascertain,

I found that the parents leave the nestling in the same
apparently callous way as does the Shearwater. During
the 21 days of October the bird in nest F was not visited on
more than seven occasions and probably less. The method
of checking the visits was by placing matchsticks or light

stalks and twigs in the entrance to the nest, the parents
easily brushing these aside when entering.

The fully Hedged Petrel has seldom any difficulty in

reaching the sea. I have taken them at this stage out of

the nest and allowed them to fly oft, which they do with
ease and grace, though they have never tried their wings
before. I have also released them within six inches of the
sea. They showed an eagerness not to touch the water, and
each time flew away without doing so, and as long as I could
watch them they flew in a zig-zag course straight out to sea.
low over the waves.
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THE BIRDS OF LUNDY ISLAND FROM 1922 TO 1931

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO NUMERICAL
FLUCTUATION.

BY

T. H. HARRISSON, M.B.O.U.

In earl)- June, 1930, V. C. Wynne-Edwards, J. H. Comyns
and the writer visited Lundy, an island of rather over a

thousand acres, lying twelve miles out in the Bristol Channel.

Our primary objective was to take a bird census of the

whole island,* but we were able to make a number of other

and more general observations. The present notes are

based on these, supplemented by unpublished material

kindly supplied by others who have visited the island during

the last ten years.

A fair amount has already been written on the birds of

Lundy, but as the present contribution includes twenty-six

species not previously recorded, it is clear that much remains

to be done.

L. R. W. Loyd (B.B., Vol. XVI., pp. 148-159) brought

all published information up to date in 1922, and supple-

mentary notes—mostly referring only to one or two species-
have since been published by E. W. Hendy (Vol. XVI.,

p. 214), N. H. Joy (Vol. XVI., p. 138), L. R. W. Loyd
(Vol. XVII., p. 158) and S. Lewis (Vol. XVIIL, p. 78). This

article brings all records after 1922 up to date.

The most striking features of the island bird fauna

—

as shown by the last ten years' observations—are the

marked instability of the summer population, and
the very considerable migration of autumn and other

seasons.

Table I demonstrates the constant flux and change in

breeding species. It is especially noticeable that only one,

the Landrail, has decreased, while over twenty per cent, are

erratic and irregular nesters, and well over half show notice-

able annual fluctuations in numbers. Whether such fluctua-

tions are peculiar to Lundy, to isolated islands, to large

areas, or are universal, only a close study of many districts

on lines far more elaborate than usually undertaken by
ornithologists, can show. There can be little doubt that

such studies would prove highly profitable.

*Details ol this census will be published in a forthcoming number
of the Journal of Ecology.
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TABLE I.

BREEDING Species on Lundy, 1922-1931

CHANGE.

A'o marked fluctuations.
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Martin Dove
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1 1 species. 26 species.

The ratio of stable to unstable species is thus 21 : 26.

A comparison with work carried out on North Rona in 1931,

and shortly to be published elsewhere, provides an interesting

comparison. There the ratio was 11:13 (*•*•» 22:26).

The similarity in this ratio of two islands so far apart can

hardly be pure coincidence.

The absence of certain species common on the mainland,

notably Jackdaw, Starling, Yellow Bunting and Stock-

Dove, is a striking feature ; it will be more fully discussed

in our census paper.

The data obtained on migrants is chiefly of interest as

demonstrating a considerable passage movement of many
species across the mouth of the Bristol Channel. Moreover,
this movement includes a number of birds seldom noted on
the mainland of South Wales, Devon or south-west England.
The absence of records for Redstart, Redshank, Golden
Plover, and Common Gull is noteworthy.
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I am most grateful to those who have allowed me to use

their unpublished notes, and particularly to Dr. T. G.

Longstaff and F. W. Gade for collecting data from other

observers, and to J. G. Davies—who made special notes on

nesting species in 1931 on my behalf. Whenever the records

are not those obtained by Messrs. Wynne-Edwards, Comyns
and the author, the person responsible is indicated by initials,

as follows : J. G. Davies, Charles S. Elton, F. W. Gade,

R. Hall, E. W. Hendy, Dr. T. G. Longstaff, Sir S. Renishaw,

and H. Reveil. Where only a name (no initials) is given

the record is a published one, as referred to above. General

remarks on the status of the species in England are based on
A Practical Handbook of British Birds. D. L. Lack kindly

corrected the MS. and proofs.

CLASSIFIED NOTES.

[The total species for Lundy is now 115. Resident species are not
mentioned unless there is anything of significance to be noted con-
cerning them. Species previously unrecorded are marked with an
asterisk.]

Raven (Corvus c. corax).—Four pairs in 1930, as in 1922 (Loyd).
Only two pairs in 1931 (J.G.D.).
Carrion-Crow (Corvus c. corone).—I estimated about sixteen pairs

in 1930. In 193 1 there were believed to be nearly forty pairs nesting
(F.W.G.), while sixteen were seen on the wing together (J.G.D.). Loyd
found only six in 1922.
*Rook (Corvus f. frugilegus).—Some appear to visit the island from

the mainland almost daily ; the distance is at least twelve miles.
T.G.L. notes up to twelve in mid-September, 1926. During my
1930 stay twelve were seen on June 8th

;
eight on 9th ; one on 10th :

five on 11th. Twenty on September 2nd, 1930 (E.W.H.). Not
mentioned by Loyd.
Jackdaw (Corvus m. spermologus)

.

—The absence of this as a
nesting species is one of the most striking and puzzling features of
the island. Two were seen on August 31st, 1926 (S.R.), four with
Rooks on June 8th, and one June 10th, 1930 ; several in June, 193

1

(J.G.D.).
Magpie (Pica p. pica).—A single bird frequented the quarter-wall

copse from May, 1930, onwards, and is still there at the time of
writing (September, 193 1) (F.W.G.).
Starling (Sturnus v. vulgaris).—None breed. Westcote recorded a

roost here just three hundred years ago, in 1630. Loyd saw a small
party on June 25th, 1923, and T.G.L. one on September 6th, 1927.
I found the remains of several dead birds in June, 1930, and several
thousands roost in Mill Combe in late winter (F.W.G.).
Greenfinch (Chloris ch. chloris).—One. August 31st, 1926 (S.R.).
Goldfinch (Carduelis c. britannica)

.

—No record since 1922, when
Loyd noted a nesting pair.

Linnet (Carduelis c. cannabina)

.

—Nearly forty pairs were nesting
in June, 1930. Several parties in late June, 1931 (J.G.D.).
Crossbill (Loxia c. curvirostra)

.

—August 30th, 1927, in Gannet's
Combe (T.G.L.). One killed at end of August, 1930 (F.W.G.). Male.
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and female in Mill Combe on September 4th, 1930 (E.W.H.). This is

a particularly erratic species in the south-west of England.
House-Sparrow (Passer il. domesticus).—Between 1922 and 1930

has increased from five to twenty-two pairs, all in the village area

except one pair in the ruined quarter-wall cottages. During his

1923 visit Loyd remarked " numbers more than doubled " as compared
with 1922. One hundred were seen on September 7th, 1926 (T.G.L.).

Yellow Bunting (Emberiza c. citrinella) .-—Loyd found six to eight

pairs in 1922. None have been noted since !

Snow-Bunting (Plectrophenax n. nivalis).—January 1st, 1927
(K.H.).

Sky-Lark (Alauda a. arvensis).—In addition to movements of

breeding birds, there is a good deal of passage migration in September
K.W.H. and T.G.L.).
Trek-Pipit (Anthits t. trivialis).—Probably several in early

September, 1920 and 1927 (T.G.L. and C.S.E.). No records by Loyd,
but seen on June 11th and 12th, 1914, by Hendy.
Meadow-Pipit (Anthus pratensis).—There is a considerable passage

migration in September. In summer this species forms over half the
total nesting population of all land birds.

Yellow Wagtail (Motacilla f. rayi).—One pair in June, 1930.
This is a rare nesting species in Devon and Cornwall.
White Wagtail {Motacilla a. alba).—Several, September 4th to

oth, 1927 (T.G.L.) . Three on September 3rd, and several September
7th, 1930 (E.W.H.).
Golden-crested Wren (Regulus r. anglorum).—One pair in u>2>

(Loyd). Two April 2nd, 1927 (F.W.G.). None in 1930 and 1931
Red-backed Shrike (Lanius collurio).—September 2nd, 1927

'C.S.E.). The only previous record is for June 1st. 1922 (Loyd).
This is a rare bird in Devon.
Spotted Flycatcher (Musdcapa s. striata).—Does not breed, but

regular on passage in spring and early September (T.G.L. and E.W.H.).
Not present in June, 11)30 and 193 1.

*Pikd Flycatcher (Muscicapa h. hypoleuca).—Male, May 4th,
1927 (F.W.G.). Females and immature birds seen September 2nd,
3rd. Oth and 7th, 1930 (K.W.H.). These records are of much signih-
cance, for the species is considered particularly scarce in Devon and
Cornwall.
Chiffchaff [Phylloscopus collybita).—September 3rd, 1920 (T.G.L.).

A large passage movement of Phylloscopi
, apparentlv including this

>pecies. on April 30th, 1031 (F.W.G.). No other records except for
an unreliable statement by Ross (quoted by Loyd).
Willow-Warblkr (Phylloscopus t. trochi Ius) .—Though none were

nesting in 1922, there were four pairs—all on the east side—in 1930.
But in 1931 none were present after April 30th. when there was a big
passage movement of Phylloscopi until mid-September, when a large
influx was observed (F.YV.G.).

Sedge-Warbler (Acrocephalus schcenobamts) .—One seen, but
not singing, in St. John's Yallev, during earlv June, 1930. Four on
September 8th, 1926; one September 2nd 'to 4th, 1927 (T.G.L ).

Probably one September 2nd. 1930 (E.W.H.). A number in eariv
September, 1931 (F.W.G.). Loyd had no records!
Blackcap (Sylvia a. atricapilla).—One singing in Mill Combe during

June, 1930. Loyd gives three records, and Lewis found two males in
June, 1924.
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"Lesser Whitethroat (Sylvia curruca).—September 2nd, 1927

—

one (T.G.L.). Records of migratory Lesser Whitethroats in south-

west England are not numerous.
Mistle-Thrush (Turdus v. viscivorus).—A juvenile on September

3rd, 1926 (T.G.L.). The only other record is for June nth, 1914
(Hendy).

King-Ouzel (Turdus t. torquatus).—Occurs almost annually as an

early spring migrant, but none in 1931 (F.W.G.). This passage, and
its absence in autumn, corresponds with the migration routes as given

in the Practical Handbook.
Wheatear (CEnanthe as. cenanthe).—There was still some migration

of this species in mid-June, 1930. There were more than thrice as

many in 1930 as in 1922 ; in 1923 Loyd found only one pair. In

1931 there were apparently only a few nesting (J.G.D.).

*Greenland Wheatear (CEnanthe ce. leucorrhoa).—September 3rd

and 5th, 1926 (T.G.L.) and October 3rd, 1926 (H.R.). August 29th

to September 7th, 1927 (T.G.L. and C.S.E.). Probably several in

early September, 1930 (E.W.H.).

Whinchat (Saxicola r. rubetra).—Does not breed. September 3rd

and 9th, 1926 ;
August 27th to September 8th, 1927 (T.G.L.). There

are but few records of migrant Whinchats travelling down the west
coast route, so perhaps these are Irish birds.

Stonechat (Saxicola t. hibernans).—There has been an increase of

about fifty per cent, over Loyd's 1922 figure. In 1931 it was " very
common " (J.G.D.).

Hedge-Sparrow (Prunella m. occidentalis).—A remarkable increase

has occurred. There were apparently none before 1922, when Loyd
found two pairs, both near the village. There were over ten times this

number along the east side in 1930.

Swallow (Hirundo r. rustica).—In June, 1930, a pair was building

in the ruined quarter-wall cottages, though there were none in the
church porch, where Loyd noted it in 1922. Several pairs in mid-
June, 1931 (J.G.D.). Numerous on passage.

House-Martin (Delichon u. urbica).—About half a dozen pairs in

June, 1930, some of which were almost certainly nesting, mostly on
the small limestone area opposite Rat Island. A big increase was
observed in 1931 (F.W.G.).

Sand-Martin (Riparia r. riparia).—Three or four pairs were
apparently nesting in June, 1930 ; Lewis suspected breeding in 1924.
None stayed throughout the summer of 1931 (J.G.D.).

Swift (Apus a. apus).—Several pairs in 1930 were probably breeding
in the limestone area above the Rattles. One pair was present in

June, 1931 (J.G.D.).

Nightjar (Caprimulgus e. europceus).—September 2nd, 1927—two
in Gannet's Combe (T.G.L.). The migratory routes of this species

are still very uncertain.

Cuckoo (Cuculus c. canorus).—The presence of only one pair is

curious in view of the abundance of Meadow-Pipits. Apparently
there has never been more than one pair.

*Long-eared Owl (Asio 0. otus).—One caught in a rabbit snare in

winter, 1929-30, stayed until early spring (F.W.G.).

Barn-Owl (Tyto alba ? subsp.).—One on November 3rd, 1928
(F.W.G.). This date makes one regret that the bird was not carefully

examined, for it might well have been of the Dark-breasted race.
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The only other record is of a pair present from July, 1922, to July,

1923 (Loyd).

Peregrine Falcon [Falco p. peregri mis).—In 1930 an eyrie near

the west end of the quarter-wall, and another on Gannet s rock. In

1931 one eyrie was disturbed by photographers, and the birds deserted ;

the other pair reared their young (J.G.D.). It seems that Peregrines

frequently cross to the mainland for food in autumn when the Kitti-

wakes (their staple summer diet) have left, and the Starlings not yet

arrived. _ . ,.

Kestrel (Falco t. tinnunculus).—Two pairs in 1922 (Loyd), 1927

(TGI ) and 1930 They feed chiefly on dorbeetles, and are thus

largely dependent on sheep and cattle (C.S.E.). Pigmy shrews are

also taken (R.H.).
. .

Buzzard (Buteob. buteo).—Apparently only one pair in 192b (I.G.L.).

In 1930 there were probably four (two nests located for certain)
;

in

1931 three eyries were found (J.G.D.). Loyd found only two or three

in 1922, but there were four in 1923. Only one cast, out of many
examined in September, contained mammal remains—the mass of

food being beetles (T.G.L. and C.S.E.).

Sparrow-Hawk (Accipiter n. nisus).—The pair reported from the

north end by Loyd is not there now nor have any individuals been

noted by other observers. I know few places less suited to a Sparrow-

Hawk.
Kite (Milvus m. milvus).—Three drifting over the island in April

28th, 1920 (F.W.G.). Mr. Gade has given me full particulars and
descriptions of these birds. There can be no doubt as to their identity.

Heron (Ardea c. cinerca).—June 28th and August 29th, 1927
(F.W.G. and T.G.L.). No other records !

Bittern (Botaurus s. stellaris).—September 24th, 1930—one,

probably a bird of the year, caught and later liberated (F.W.G. and
Field, i.xi.30).

Mallard (Anas p. platyrhyncha) . —Since Loyd's record of pairs

believed to be breeding in 1920, 1921 and 1922 there are no records

UXltJ June, 1931, when a pair was seen on several occasions (J.G.D.).

Cormorant (Phalacrocorax c. carbo).—Only a few seen in 1927
(T.G.L. ). In 1930 I found only five pairs, all on Gannet's Rock, and
in 1931 there were fifteen nests, all at the same place (J.G.D.). Yet
in early September, 1930, there were many Cormorants and very few
Shags (E.W.H.). There were about twelve pairs in 1922 (Loyd).

Shag (Phalacrocorax a. aristotelis).—Noted as common in 1927
(T.G.L.). I counted thirty pairs, scattered all round the island, in

1930, and in 1931 J.G.D. found groups of up to twelve pairs all round
the cliffs. In 1922 there were only about twelve (Loyd) (and cf.,

Cormorant)

.

Gannet (Sula bassana).—After nearly twenty years' absence, a
pair attempted to breed in 1922 (Loyd). R.H. believes that a pair
may have nested in 1927, and while on the island in September of
that year T.G.L. was informed that two pairs had bred ! Unfor-
tunately there is no more direct evidence. A few are present in
September every year, and adults frequented the north end during
June, 1930 and 1931.

Storm-Petrel (Hydrobates pelagicus).—In the Practical Handbook
the possibility of nesting at Lundy is suggested. Since 1924 no one
has even noted this bird at sea, far less on the island itself.
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Manx Shearwater (Puffinus p. puffinus).—Three nocturnal

attempts to find a breeding-site in June, 1930, failed, and no one on
the island could direct us. In June, 1931, J.G.D. heard the call of

birds flying round the south end at night, but was unable to find any
nesting colony. It is difficult to believe that there can be a very
large number breeding at the present time.

*Red-throated Diver {Colymbus stellatus).—September 1st, 1926
(S.R.).

Ring-Dove (Columba p. palumbus).—September 3rd, 1926, and
September 2nd, 1927 (T.G.L.). Two pairs bred for the first time in

1930, and in 1931 J.G.D. found several.

*Stock-Dove [Columba cenas).—The only record for the island is

of a bird on September 4th, 1926 (T.G.L.). The absence of this as a

nesting species is curious.

*Rock-Dove (Columba I. livid).—T.G.L. informs me that he identi-

fied a Rock-Dove at the North Light on August 31st, 1927.
Turtle-Dove (Streplopelia t. turtur).—One on passage in Mil]

Combe on June 9th, 1930. During June, 1931, several pairs were to

be seen feeding on the arable area at the south end, but apparently
none bred (J.G.D.).
Oyster-Catcher (Hcematopus 0. ostralegus).—Only a few birds stay

into September—two in September, 1927 (T.G.L.) , and one in

September, 1930 (E.W.H.). There was apparently an increase of

breeding pairs in 1931 (J.G.D.), and a decrease in 1927 (T.G.L.). In

1930 there were rather more than in 1922. For several days in

succession in early September, 1931, one fed among the tame geese
of the village (F.W.G.).
Ringed Plover (Charadrius h. hiaticula).—September 2nd, 1926

(S.R.) and September 1st, 1927 (T.G.L.).

Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus).—Commenced to breed—at Pondsbury
-in 1927 (F.W.G.). Three pairs in 1930 and 1931. Several were

seen in September, 1927 (T.G.L.), and Loyd noted a single bird in May
and early June, 1922.

*Turnstone (Arenaria i. interpres).—September 4th, 1926 (S.R.).

*Sanderling (Crocethia alba).—September 3rd, 1926 (T.G.L.).

Dunlin (Calidris alpina).—A small party frequented the tiny pool
by the church in September, 1930 ; there were four from the 2nd to

6th, three on the 7th, and two on the 8th (E.W.H.). A considerable
number appeared early in the second week of September, 193

1

(F.W.G.).
*Purple Sandpiper (Calidris m. maritima).—One picked up dead

on January 6th, 1931 (F.W.G.).

Common Sandpiper (Tringa hypoleucos).—Remarkably scarce.

There is no record since the single one given by Loyd for May 12th,

1922.

*\Vood-Sandpiper (Tringa glareola)

.

—One haunted two small
pools by the Church all day on June 8th, 1930 (as already recorded,
B.B., Vol. XXIV., p. 83). F.WG. informs me that in mid-September,
1030, he saw another wader which he believes to have been of this

species, though he was unable to obtain full identification details.

Curlew (Numenius a. arquata).—Present on passage every
September ;

twenty-two on September 4th, 1930. Not in early

June, 1930, but J.G.D. noted several in late June, 1931. These birds

frequent the top of the island beyond the Half-way wall (E.W.H.
and F.W.G.).
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Whimbkkl (Numenius ph. pita-opus).— September 8th, 1926 (T.G.L.).

Loyd gives only May records.

Common Snipe (Capella g. gallinago).—One pair probably bred in

1930. Single birds seen in June, 1930, and one heard drumming in

May by Commander Pidcock, r.n. Also one seen on September 3rd

and 4th, 1927 (C.S.E.). The only other record is for April, 1906 (Joy).

*Jack Snipe {Lvmnocryptes minimus).—September 4th, 1927
(C.S.E. and T.G.L.). The date is an interesting one.

*Woodcock (Scolopax r. rusticola).—September 7th, 1927 (T.G.L.).

*Sand\vich Tern (Sterna s. sandvicensis).—One between the island

and the mainland. September 8th, 1930 (H.W.H.).
Bi.ack-hkadeu Gill (Larus r. ridibundus).—-Very scarce. No

records since those of Ilendy (June 19th, 1914) and Loyd (June 9th,

1922).
Great Black-backed Gull {Larus marinus).—I estimated fifty-

pairs breeding in 1930—a remarkable increase on Loyd's 1922 figure
of about seven pairs. In September, 1930, E.W.H. wrote me " has
increased since I was here in 1924, and now occurs all round cliffs ".

I' 1 '931 J.G.D. found only twenty pairs, but some may have been
missed. The success of this species on Lundy is largelv due to the
utilization of the Puffin as a staple item in its summer diet (cf. Lovd,
B.M., Vol. XVL, p. 157, and Vol. XVII.

, p. 159).
KnnwAKK (Rissa t. tridactyld).—Very abundant in summer, but

entirely absent in September (T.G.L. and E.W.H.). They usually
leave about August 25th (R.H.). Loyd noted a very marked increase
in i<)23, and F.W.G. a decrease in 1931. The first voung in 1931 were
seen on June 27th (J.G.D.).

•Arctic Ski'a (Stercorarius parasiticus).—September 8th, 1920
(

I .G.L.). There is a record of one seen out at sea between Barnstaple
and Lundy in August, [925 (Joy).

Razorbill {A lea torda).—A very few stay until September—
September 3rd, [937 (T.G.L.), and September 4th, 1930 (E.W'.IL).
Loyd noted a remarkable increase in 1^23, and F.W.G. a decrease in
1031. J.G.D. writes " probably the commonest bird on the island".
GUTLLBMOT (Ufia a. alhionis).—The only record of one remaining

into September is for 1020. when T.G.L. saw a juvenile on the 6th.
*Little Ai k (Alle alle). September 7th. i<>2<> (S.R. and T.G.L.).

This is a very early date.
IVekin (I-'ratereitla a. gnibat).—A remarkable increase occurred in

1923 (Lovd), but in 1030 it was limited to two large colonies at the
north end (cf. Loyd's notes). There was a considerable decrease in
1931 (F.W.G.).
Land-Rail (Crex crex).—Prior to 1924 several pairs were noted,

and one was still present in ic,29, but by 19^0 it had become extinct
On migration September 3rd and 8th, "192(3 (T.G.L.) and Mav 8th
1027 (R.H.). " 3

•Water-Rail (Rallus a. aquaticus).—One staved the winter 1927-
1928. It became so tame that it would enter the house for food
(F.W.G.).
Moorhen (Gallinula chlorapus).—None for some years.
*Coot (Fulica a. atra).—One staved from December 23rd 1927 to

January 8th. 1928 (F.W.G.).
*

Pheasant (Phasianus colchicus).—A number were introduced a
few years ago. There were five pairs in 1930, but in ion only two
or three (J.G.D.).
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ON THE NORMAL FLIGHT-SPEED OF BIRDS.
BY

B. B. ROBERTS.
The following notes may be of interest in accentuating or

modifying certain points suggested in a recent paper on
normal flight-speeds, by T. H. Harrisson (i). During the

last four years I have been collecting data on flight-speeds

of birds, and since I have used the same methods as he

described, it will be enough to say that the records were
obtained with two reliable speedometers (Jaeger and A.T.)

from a motor-car, and that all the observations have been
made for a distance of at least 60 yards and usually for more
than 100 yards. Nearly all the speeds were taken with an
assistant, and in no case was there any appreciable wind.
All speeds are given in m.p.h. Unfortunately, in only a few
cases did I make notes as to the nature and circumstances of

flight.

Results.

The result of these observations is the following list of

70 records for 24 species.

Hooded Crow (Corvus comix) ... 29
Carrion-Crow (Corvus corone) ... 20, 25, 22, 25, 29, 32, 31, 25
Rook (Corvus frugilegus) ... 30, 32, 27, 35
Magpie (Pica pica) ... ... 38 (chased)
Starling (Sturnus vulgaris) ... 23, 41, 29, 28, 43 (flock to roost), 41
Chaffinch (Fringilla ccelebs) ... 30, 33, 27, 35
YellowBunting(Em6er/>a citrinella) 30, 28 (two playing)
Sky-Lark (Alauda arvensis) ... 28, 22 (straggling flock)

Grey Wagtail (Motacilla cinerea) 28
Song-Thrush (Turdus philomelus) 28, 29 (chased)
Blackbird (Turdus merula) ... 30, 26, 28, 33, 27
Wheatear (CEnanthe osnanthe) ... 32
House-Martin (Delichon urbica)... 46 (chased), 25
Swallow (Hirundo rustica) ... 27, 38, 33
Wood-Pigeon (Columba palumbus) 51 (chased*), 47, 23, 43
Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo) 27, 35 (alarmed by car, not

chased)
Oyster-Catcher (Hcsmatopus

ostralegus) 35
Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) ... 28, 33 (zig-zag and somersault)

41 (flock migrating)
Curlew (Numenius arquata) ... 20
Common Tern (Sterna hirundo)... 15, 29
Black-headed Gull

(Larus ridibundus) 30, 25, 28, 21
Herring-Gull (Larus argentatus)... 21,36, 30, 27
Red Grouse (Lagopus scoticus) ... 47
Partridge (Perdix perdix) ... 40 (chased), 35, 25, 35, 29, 33

* Average of about 47 m.p.h. with this one acceleration up to

51 m.p.h. for 10-15 seconds.
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Discussion.

For comparison of these speeds with those obtained by

T. H. Harrisson, a table is given below summarizing results

for species for which I have three or more records. Beside

them are tabulated his results. The columns headed
" average " and " maximum " are not based on migratory

flight-speeds, and do not include any disturbed or chased

birds :

—

Maximum. Minimum. Average. No. of
Observations.

T.H.H. B.B.R. T.H.H. B.B.R. T.H.H. B.B.R. T.H.H. B.B.

Rook 35 35 24 27 30.2 31 8 4

Starling • 3° 5 4i 25 28 28 32-4 7 5

Chaffinch . 29 35 25 27 27.2 31.2 3 4

Blackbird • 30 33 29 26 29.7 28.8 3 5

Swallow • 32 38 23 27 27-3 32.6 1

1

3

Wood-Pigeon 5 1 47 27 23 4I.6 37-6 8 3

Herring-Gull 20 36 17 21 18.3 28.5 3 4

It will be seen that many of my speeds are faster than

Harrisson's, but all are less than those obtained by R.

Meinertzhagcn (2). I have only one migration record, and
that is for a flock of Lapwings at 41 m.p.h. compared with

2^ or 33 m.p.h. for normal everyday movement. The
following instances of Rook speeds are interesting in this

connexion.

Rook (Corvus frugilegus).

40.25 m.p.h. all migrating (average of 5 observations) Meinertzhagen.

30.25 ,, none ,, ( ,, ,, 8 ,, ) Harrisson.

31.00 ,, ,, ( ,, ,, 4 „ ) Roberts.

This gives interesting confirmation to Harrisson's theory

regarding a difference between normal and migratory speeds.

His suggestion :
" It seems possible that figures for dusk flights

to roosts in certain species would more nearly approximate
to those obtained for migration " is confirmed by a record

of my own.

Starling [Stumus vulgaris).

28.0 m.p.h. none migrating (average of observations) Harrisson.

32.4 ( ,, ,. 5 ) Roberts.

41.0 „ dusk flight to roost (1 observation) Roberts.

All other Starling observations as summarized by Harrisson
confirm this, except Meinertzhagen's 13 non-migrating
records.
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The following table shows the range between maximum
and minimum for normal flight-speeds, again referring only

to birds for which I have three or more records :

—

Range in m.p.h*Species.

Wood-Pigeon
Herring-Gull
Starling

Carrion-Crow
Swallow
Partridge ...

Black-headed Gull
Rook
Chaffinch ...

Blackbird ...

24
15

13
12

1

1

10

9
8
8

7

(23 to 47)
(21 to 36)

(28 to 41)

(20 to 32)

(27 to 38)

(25 to 35)
(21 to 30)

(27 to 35)

(27 to 35)

(26 to 33)

The evidence of these very incomplete notes seems to point

to the fact that individual variation is considerable, as already

suggested by Harrisson for Starling, Wood-Pigeon, etc. It

is significant that he gives the range of variation for Wood-
Pigeon as 24, Starling 25, Rook 11, Swallow 9—all quite

close to my records.

I suggest that a point of great interest in the question of

flight-speeds is the maximum air speed of which each bird

is capable in level flight. If the individual variation is as

great as it appears, it is clear that we cannot arrive at any
real average for a bird's normal, or " cruising", speed until

the different types of flight have been clearly separated.

We can only obtain the rough limits within which we may
expect to see them flying with the data at present available,

and before any study of the subject can be really complete,
intelligent notes as to the type and circumstances of flight

are essential.

References.— (1) T. H. Harrisson. British Birds, Vol. XXV.,
pp. 86-96.

(2) R. Meinertzhagen. Ibis, 1921, pp. 22S-238.

* These figures are increased very greatly
obtained by other observers are included.

'

when the records
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WAXWINGS IN NORFOLK.

Some Waxwings {Bombycilla garndus) have reached Norfolk

during the last few weeks. On November 3rd, 1931, one was
picked up alive at Kelling, under telegraph wires, by the local

police constable, but it died and was unfortunately taken
by a cat. Some wing-feathers which I found, however,

proved the species. On November 22nd I watched two for

a considerable time, close to my house in Kelling, and made
the following observations : The only note uttered sounded
like " Sirr-r-r-ip" , a soft, sibilant note, not unlike that of a
Redwing, but in a lower key. This was uttered when the
bird was at rest in an elm tree, and with the mandibles
slightly opened. On one occasion a bird dropped down to

a dog-rose bush and, hovering, took a berry without perching.

Later, however, both birds perched in the same bush and
took hips, which they swallowed whole, the larger ones with
apparent difficulty. The most interesting fact noticed was
that both birds frequently rose into the air above the elms
and took some small insects (probably gnats) just as Starlings
will take the queen black ants during their nuptial flight in

August. I could distinctly see, through held-glasses, the
widely opened bill. The sun was shining brightly at the
time, and many gnats were dancing around me. The
Practical Handbook records insect food in summer, but
apparently there are no records of such food being taken in

this country during winter. R. M. Garxett.
Mr. G. C. Wynne records {Field, 2S.xi.31, p. 828) that he

saw two W axwings at W'arcop, W estmorland, on November
10th, 1931.]

ICELAND REDWINGS IN ROSS-SHIRE.
I have received in the flesh two Redwings which were killed
at the light at Tarbatness Lighthouse, Ross-shire, on October
1 8th, 1 03 1. They are a male and a female, each with wing-
measurement of 122 mm., and from their dark coloration,
both above and below, evidently belong to the Icelandic
race, Junius musicm cobttrni. Hugh Whistler.

ICELAND REDWINGS IN IRELAND.
Bearixg in mind the inclusion of this geographical race in
the British list {Brit. B., Vol. XX., p. 14) I have endeavoured
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to obtain specimens of Redwings from the Irish light-stations

since I took up this migration work in 1928. So far, only

two or three specimens have been received in the flesh, and

a number of legs and wings. The specimens received in the

flesh were the common form, but Mr. Witherby agrees with

me that the following wings were taken from specimens of

the Iceland Redwing (Turdus musicus coburni) :

—

October 29th, 1930. Wing, length 128 mm., from Aran
North light-station, co. Galway.

October 18th, 1931. Wing, length 125 mm., from the Black-

rock light-station, co. Mayo.
Six other wings received, while exceeding 120 mm. in

length, cannot with certainty be ascribed to the Iceland

form in the absence of the actual specimens themselves.

G. R. Humphreys.

STONECHATS REARING THREE BROODS.

A pair of Stonechats (Saxicola t. hibernans) which nested

near my house at Tadworth, Surrey, successfully reared

three broods during 1931.

I observed the young of the first brood on May 28th, and
judged that they had probably vacated the nest a week
previously. Unfortunately, I failed to record the number
of the young and their subsequent movements.
The second brood, consisting of four young, left the nest

on or about July 1st, and were attended by the adults for

at least a week after that date. These young birds were not

seen in the immediate vicinity of the nest after July 4th, but
they certainly remained in the neighbourhood until July 20th.

The four young of the third brood were still in the nest on
August 22nd, but had flown the following day.

I should perhaps add that I satisfied myself that no other

pairs of Stonechats were breeding within a mile of the spot.

Howard Bentham.

CLUTCH OF EIGHT EGGS OF STONECHAT.
During April, 1931, my son and I spent several days locating

all the pairs of Stonechats (Saxicola t. hibernans) on a large

common in Worcestershire. By the evening of April 21st

we had found the nests of seven out of the eight pairs present.

The next morning my son and small daughter set out to

find the nest of this pair and eventually watched the hen
into a low gorse bush. From this they flushed the bird from
a nest, which to their astonishment contained eight eggs.
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Three of these were pressed into the lining of the nest,

presumably so that the bird could cover them all. The
eggs were uniform in coloration and shape, and incubation

had just started in all but one, which was addled. This is

the first authentic clutch of eight I have ever heard of, and
out of over 150 nests we have found of the Stonechat only
two have had even as many as seven eggs. G. TOMKINSON.

ALPINE ACCENTORS IN SUSSEX.

On three days during April, 1921, 1 had the pleasure of

watching, often at very close quarters—and so clearly identi-

fying—an Alpine Accentor, Prunella c. collaris, on the Head-
land at Seaford. The first meeting was on April 7th, when,
as I walked the beach, a rather slim-looking, insignificant

and dull-coloured little bird was detected a good way ahead
flitting along close in under the bluff. Its flight and general
" cut " partook to some extent of those attributes of the
Hedge-Sparrow, with a " dash " of Pipit thrown in ; and I

recognized it instantly as a species hitherto unknown to me.
Opportunely it alighted on a " fall ", and then a nearer
approach, combined with binoculars, at once revealed its

true identity. It was absurdly tame, if nervous, especially
of a Kestrel, which at the time was hovering above the cliff.

Constantly on the search for food amongst the boulders of
broken chalk littering the base of the bastion, the little

stranger now and then, especially when it spied a lurking
insect (I suppose) some way off, moved so very nimbly that
even at distances of only about twelve paces I was for some little

time puzzled as to whether it hopped or ran, so crouching
was its gait. Eventually, however, I felt no doubt whatever
on the score of hopping (or jumping) being the mode of
progression. Between whiles the bird liked to stand on a
block or boulder, or, as on further acquaintance (April 18th
and 20th), on some irregular grassv slope at the summit of
the steep

;
in fact, it mostly patronised the crown of the

Head. But it always stood verv low ; so low, in fact, that
squatting was immediately suggested, though I do not believe
that that posture was ever actually adopted. Be that as it
may, practically no leg was ever seen, generally only the feet,
which were often splayed, being on view, whilst sometimes
none of these appendages was visible. Perhaps this species'
legs are markedly short—out of proportion, in fact, to the
rest of the body. When thus at rest, far from looking even
tolerably slim, the bird assumed a puffy dishevelled, not to
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say dumpy, sort of appearance, by reason of most of its

feathers seeming to lie loosely and, so to speak, disjointedly

on it ; the flank-feathers, for instance, were pushed out and
then slightly up and over the margins of the wings.

The description of the flight has already been given. There

remain, however, to be discussed other field-impressions

jotted down at the time, often, too, at close range. In size,

then, the bird was appreciably larger than the Hedge-Sparrow.

Its main colour-tone was greyish-brown. But it had a dirty

white, black-spotted gorget
;
pale spots on the wing-coverts

;

cinnamon-rufous flanks
;

pale tips to the rectrices, which
showed little, if any, ashen hue ; and whitish eyebrows.

Except for the colour of the flanks, which was obvious even

at fair range with the naked eye, none of these features was
conspicuous—indeed, without glasses, the superciliary streak

was difficult to determine. To the above it may be added
that the irides were light brown, and the legs and feet brown,
tinged in certain lights, with pink, whilst the upper mandible
looked black, except for its base, which was certainly

yellowish, as was most of the lower mandible.

On March 16th, 1922, I again met with P. c. collaris in

Sussex—this time, on the cliff at Rottingdean.

SIZE OF SWALLOW BROODS IN CHESHIRE.
The following table records the size of broods of the Swallow
(Hirundo r. rustica) in the neighbourhood of Great Budworth,
Cheshire, in 1931.

Swallows were fully as plentiful as in 1930.

The wet, inclement weather during the summer undoubtedly
was effective in reducing the number of nestlings reared, and
I found more addled eggs than usual—though in each year

broods of four nestlings with one addled egg have been
frequently observed.

There were more broods of one, two and three than in

any of the four previous years (cf. antea, Vol. XXIV., p. 160)

and the average brood for the month of June was smaller

than in any of these years, but, as usual, larger than the

average of broods in the later months.

John Walpole-Bond.

Month.
Broods
examined

and
ringed.

1 2 3

Broods of

3 4 55 6

A verage Total A verage

Brood number brood

for of for the

month, broods. year.

June
July
August ...

September

47
14

42

3

328 S 241-373
1 5 6 16 12

A. W. Boyd.
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HOOPOE, STONECHAT AND LATE SWALLOW IN
ORKNEY.

On September ioth, 1931, a Hoopoe (Upupa e. epops) was

found in Sandwick, Orkney, and brought to me for identifica-

tion.

During October and November, 1931, a pair of Stonechats

(Saxicola torquata ? subsp.) have frequented my garden near

Finstown. As I have only once before—February, 1930—
seen the bird in Orkney, I thought it worth reporting.

In the morning of November 8th, 193 1, for ten minutes or

more, I noticed a Swallow {Hirttndo r. rustica) hawking flies

round my house. At the time the sun was shining brightly

and there was a strong southerly wind blowing. This is the

only Swallow I have seen this year, and surely must be a late

record of the bird so far north. A. Wood.
[The Stonechat and Swallow are recorded as breeding in

small numbers in Orkney, while the Hoopoe is a scarce

straggler there.

—

Eds.]

SMALL EGGS OF PEREGRINE FALCON.
Mr. Owen's description and measurements of the eggs of

the Peregrine Falcon (Falco p. fteregrinus) in the 1930 clutch of

five (antea, p. 133) have interested me a good deal. As I

have found a series of four eggs, all small, at an eyrie in

Wales during the last five years, it might be of interest

to give the measurements, which are as follow :

—

1927. 192S. 1929. 1930. 193

1

mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.
49-78x37.59 48.76X36.57 46.22v36.57 45.21,34.5447.24x34.03
48.76X36.57 47.75x37.08 46.22X36.06 45.72X 35.05 48.26- 33.52
50.29x38.06 50.29x39.11 46.73x36.06 45.72x35.5647.24x34.03
47-75X 37.08 49-78 X 37-59 41-14X37.08 46.22x34.5447.24x35.05
giving an average for the twentv eggs in five seasons of

47.32x36.09.

The average during the five years give my eggs as slightly

longer, but slightly narrower than Mr. Owen's clutch of five.

But my clutch of four in season 1930 have an average of

45-7 X 34-9- which is considerably smaller than Mr. Owen's
clutch of five, averaging 46.5x36.3.

In 1929 there was one particularly small egg which appears
almost round, 41x37. Except this one egg, which has the
ground-colour almost covered with purplish undermarkings,
the}- all have a white ground with beautiful red markings.

G. Tomkinson.
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SYSTEMATIC " BEATING " BY HERONS.
Mr. Wm. Bruce, a keen bird observer, tells me that on

October 4th, 1931, he saw in a field of recently cut oats,

twenty-five Herons (Ardea c. cinerea) lined out in advance

formation, walk systematically across the whole field. On
reaching the far side, they turned about and retreated in

similar fashion. Again, on October 25th, he saw fourteen

Herons performing a similar evolution. They seemed to be

beating the ground for a food supply of voles and rats. The
field was adjacent to the river Earn at Forteviot.

J. Ritchie.

MADEIRAN FORK-TAILED PETREL IN IRELAND.

A specimen of this rare visitor—the first occurrence in

Ireland—and the fourth for the British Isles—was obtained

on the Blackrock, 9 miles off the coast of Mayo, on the night

of October 18th, 1931, by Mr. D. J. Sullivan, assistant light-

keeper at that light-station. The bird was sent to me in the

flesh labelled " Petrel ", along with wings and legs of a Field-

fare {Turdus pilaris) ; five Redwings, including one undoubted
Turdus musicus coburni, and a Jack Snipe (Lymnocryptes

minimus), killed striking the lantern on the same night,

8 p.m. to 12 midnight. A second Petrel, apparently a

Storm-Petrel, is also recorded in the schedule, as well as

Wrens, Blackbirds, Redshanks and a Sparrow-Hawk observed

round the lantern. There was a mist at the time, the wind
being recorded as light air from the east.

After I had identified the specimen it was handed to Messrs.

Williams & Son, of Dublin, to prepare the skin, and on
dissection it proved to be a female. The skin was subse-

quently submitted to Mr. H. F. Witherby, who confirms that

this is a Madeiran Fork-tailed Petrel (Oceanodroma castro).

Mr. Witherby remarks that while the tail is only very
slightly forked, the characteristic white bases of the tail-

feathers are very marked in this specimen. The measure-
ments taken by Mr. Witherby are : Wing 159 ; tail outer

feathers 78 ; central 74 ; tarsus 22 ; middle toe and claw 22
;

and bill 15 mm.
The specimen will be added to the collection of Irish birds

in the National Museum, Dublin. G. R. Humphreys.

Barred Warblers in Isle of May and Suffolk.—
Miss L. J. Rintoul and Miss E. V. Baxter record (Scot. Nat.,

1931, p. 165) that when they arrived on the Isle of May on
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August 26th, 1931, they found a Barred Warbler (Sylvia

n. nisoria) and one was seen on the 28th. A second bird

was identified on the 29th and on the 31st none were seen.

On September 2nd at least six were present.

Mr. F. C. Cook writes {Field, 7. xi. 31, p. 698) that he saw

a Barred Warbler near Lowestoft on September 16th.

Late Wryneck in Surrey.—Mr. Howard Bentham
informs us that on October 3rd, 1931, he observed a Wryneck

(Jvn.x torquilla) near Epsom Downs. The bird was sunning

itself on the top of a small bush and he was able to obtain

an excellent view of it.

Fork-tailed Petrels in Hertford, Dorset, Devon,

Kent and Sussex.—Miss G. Lister informs us that a Leach's

Fork-tailed Petrel (Oceanodroma I. leucorrhoa) was picked up

on November 12th, 1931, by Mr. H. E. Seebohm on his estate,

Poynders End, near Hitchin, Herts., and that another

specimen, a male, was found dead on November 15th, 1931,

by Mr. T. A. Colfox at Abbotsbury, Dorset. Both were in

perfect plumage, but the Abbotsbury bird was emaciated.

Another is recorded as having been picked up in a field about

four miles from the sea at Salcombe on November 18th

(Field, 5. xii. 31, p. 862).

The Rev. J. R. Hale informs us that one, which proved to

be an adult male, was picked up dead in a hop garden at

Horsmonden, Kent, on November 13th. The stomach of

this bird, Mr. Hale informs us, contained a number of small

molluscs. This is an interesting fact, as usually birds

picked up as the victims of gales have their stomachs empty.
Another is reported as having been picked up on November

11 th at Burpham, near Arundel (H. C. Jeddere-Fisher,
Field, 19.xii.31, p. 934).

Little Auk in Carmarthenshire.—Miss E. Falkener
informs us that on November 4th, 193 1, after a gale, she
found a Little Auk (Alle alle) alive on Pendine Sands, sheltering

in some small drift-wood. Miss Falkener took up the bird
for examination and it appeared quite sound. It then flew

away several yards, but shortly afterwards returned to the
same place.

REVIEWS.
The Art of Bird-Watching. By E. M. Nicholson. (Witherbv.)

10s. 6d. net. Illustrated.

This is a practical and stimulating book which can strongly be recom-
mended to the attention of bird-watchers. It is something more than
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that, for it raises fundamental questions of aim and methods. To these

I shall return. Here let me say that on the practical side the book will

make a special appeal to those interested in the biology of field work
;

it gives good detailed accounts of bird census work, ringing and
trapping, and of the studv of the inter-relations of birds, other animals
and plants, now familiar as ecology. Generally useful are the hints on
field equipment, method, and subjects for study.

From the wide range of matters dealt with it is possible here to select

only a few for adequate comment. Among these I include the subject

of the bird-watcher's chief implement, his field-glass. It would be an
interesting and lively experience to hear the comments of a dozen
representative bird-watchers and opticians on Mr. Nicholson's views

(p. 21). He condemns outright the non-prismatic pattern, chiefly on
the ground that one sees through it two intersecting circles instead

of one. But that is only the case when the instrument has no bending
bar. If the non-prismatic glass has its defects, it has one merit : good
illumination and, according to an expert optician, it distorts an
approaching object less than the prismatic. Still, most will agree
with Mr. Nicholson that the best all-round glass is a prismatic 6 X or 8 x -

After using (and losing) a Goerz 8x and a Ross iox , both prismatic,

I find myself with a 5X non-prismatic, with bending bar, for tent

work, and a 12 X prismatic for long work. The first has served its

purpose well. With the second I find it sometimes difficult to " pick
up". But, whatever the glass, one has to sacrifice something. Hence
vast scope for differences of opinion. I know of one man who professes

to prefer a telescope to anv form of binocular.

Mr. Nicholson selects certain subjects for detailed treatment.
Among these is the difficult one of bird utterances (pp. 60-70).

He gives an excellent study syllabus, and raises the question
of the method of recording, which is fundamental. For indicating

length, stress and pitch he recommends the signs invented by
Mr. Rowan. To the reader they would be easier to follow if each
sign were attached closelv to the corresponding syllable instead
of being suspended at an appreciable distance above the word.
In the form given thev also create difficulties for the printer. Mr.
Nicholson makes no suggestion as to how the specific quality of the
sounds uttered by birds is to be symbolized. At present we depend
on similes and our own notation. From a scientific point of view
that is inadequate, for a bird is physically incapable of uttering certain

of our sounds, e.g., the labial P, which we nevertheless use in recording
its sounds ; and it utters, or at least seems to me to utter, sounds
for which we have no equivalent. The first condition of a satis-

factory treatment of bird utterance is a careful phonetic study, and
then the choice of a set of phonetic symbols, one symbol for each
distinct sound, a new symbol for sounds purely avian. That could
be done only by a capable field-naturalist who had gone through the
usual phonetic course prescribed by a University.

I would add to Mr. Nicholson's study syllabus the recording of the
movements of the mandibles in utterance. I have found them useful

in determining a sound not within hearing, and sometimes also in

establishing the specific quality of a sound group when modified by
change of one sound element or by stuttering in excitement or by extreme
change of pitch. Such records would help also to check a tendency
to credit birds with more notes than they actually possess.

I turn to the thorny problem of bird mentality. Mr. Nicholson
very properly points out that the bird-watcher " should take the trouble
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to gain something like a true idea of bird-mind, since the only

alternative is to use a false one" (p. 180). What he says further i>

equally to the point, especially with respect to the law of economy of

hypothesis which here means that bird behaviour should be interpreted

in terms of the lowest grade of mentality that will fit the facts, lhat

follows from the very definition of a cause as the least antecedent

that will account for the given result. But there is yet another question

that might be raised, still more fundamental. It is whether the field-

naturalist qua field-naturalist need concern himself, or is well-

advised to concern himself, with the direct study of mind at all. That

it is possible to study animal behaviour without reference to mind,

and in terms only of physical stimulus and reaction, no one will deny

who admits the continuity of physical process from sense organ to

effector (muscle or gland).' Granted, then, that the field-worker qua

field-worker can avoid the mental reference in his work, should he do

so ? It is no part of my business as reviewer to discuss this question

on its own merits. But something may be said of it as part of the

general question of the scope of the bird-watcher's work raised by

Mr. Nicholson.

The specific job of the field-worker is clearly the scientific study of

the physical reactions of animals under natural conditions. That is

what he mainly does and is alone in doing. To this he can and should

add the record of perceptible external physical stimuli. That leaves

the account still incomplete, even on the physical side. There

remains, firstly, the internal physical stimuli and the physical pro-

cesses in the nervous tracts or conductors. The study of these internal

processes the field-worker qua field-worker wisely leaves to the physiolo-

gist, who, working by methods of his own, thus completes the behaviour

account on the physical side. There remains, secondly, the mental
account. Now nothing can be known of the sub-human mind except

by inference from physical behaviour or physical structure. This

inference is the peculiar job of the psychologist working with a tech-

nique totally different from that of the field-worker, a technique that

involves special training and knowledge. This being so, it is a strange

reflection upon the status of psychology that, whereas the field-worker

would not dream of pronouncing upon the internal physical processes
which he cannot perceive and therefore leaves to the physiologist,

he has usually no hesitation in pronouncing boldly and abundantly
on those internal mental processes which equally he cannot perceive.

Field-work, physiology, psychology, each has its own technique and
demands a special training. Not only is the field-worker not equipped
qua field-worker for psychological inference, but attempts on his part
to explain the physical by the mental have often the unfortunate
effect of leaving him content not to pursue the external physical
stimulus. Hence his own due account is left incomplete on the
physical side. What psychology has suffered from most is incomplete
physical data. I may add that it took me personally some years to
decide to cut the mental factor out of mv field-work. Once the
decision made, there came a sense of release. One was left with observ-
able facts and was quit of problems for which, under the given condi-
tions, there could be no solution.

What is said in the preceding paragraph is in nowise inconsistent
with Mr. Nicholson's advice to bird-watchers to make themselves
familiar with the problems and results of modern comparative psycho-
logy. There is at present a regrettable gap between the work of the
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psychologist and that of the field-worker. The latter knows little of

the vast amount of valuable experimental work done by the former,

and the psychologist seems unaware of the considerable output of

first-class observational field-work. It is to be hoped that one effect

of the creation of that " Society of Bird-Watchers " that Mr. Nicholson

contemplates will be the bridging of the gap. Whether the bird-

watcher is contributing facts to biology, in the held of distribution,

or to psychology, in the vaster field of behaviour, one of the conditions

of his efficiency is contact with workers in other parts of his field.

F. B. Kirkman.

A Bird-Painter's Sketch Book. Written and illustrated by Philip

Rickman. (Eyre & Spottiswoode.) 30s. net.

Those who have visited Mr. Rickman's exhibitions will know that he

can draw birds very well, and not only that, but that he can compose
and paint a very nice picture. This volume is welcome in giving us a

more intimate and varied view of his work. The delicate sketches in

monochrome are especially attractive and have been very well repro-

duced. In some of these Mr. Rickman has caught attitude and general

appearance very well, as in the Great Crested Grebes, Shovelers

and Smew ; in others, such as the Dunlin and the Moss Pond at

Netherby, we have delightful little finished sketches, while yet in others

we have detail and attitude combined, as in the studies of young Wood-
cock and the page devoted to Snipe. Here and there, as in the Raven
and Bullfinch, there is a tendencv to an unnatural smoothness, which
we hope Mr. Rickman will not cultivate. Of the coloured plates, the

Smews and Goldeneyes on the edge of the tide and the Pheasants on
the plough are perhaps the best pictures, but the Scottish moss in

spring with a Snipe drumming in the sky makes a strong appeal by its

naturalness. That the artist can master detail is shown by the series

of Pheasant feathers in colour. The text to accompany such sketches
is always a difficulty, and Mr. Rickman's detailed descriptions of the
species depicted, with a few, rather trivial, notes on their habits, is

not, we think, the best solution that could have been devised. A
more informal collection of notes on what he had seen while making
his sketches, such as the curious attitude adopted by young Woodcock
and the actions of the old birds which he watched pairing, might have
been more appropriate and interesting. It is, however, for the sketches
themselves that the book will be valued, and for these we have nothing
but admiration.

The Birds of the Air or British Birds in their Haunts. By Allen W.
Seaby. (A. & C. Black.) Illustrated. 5s. net.

The author's pen and ink sketches distinguish this book from so many
similar rather trivial accounts of birds seen in various parts of the
British Islands. Most of the sketches are good, and many of them are
really excellent, and most characteristic of the species depicted. These
drawings are certainly generously distributed throughout the book,
and it is perhaps rather ungracious to suggest that we should have
appreciated a still greater proportion of space to have been so occupied.
Mr. Seaby takes us from the Scilly Islands to the most northern point
of the Shetlands and writes pleasantly of the birds he saw in the widely
different haunts in which he sought them out. He has certainly
covered a great deal of ground and gives a " snapshot" of a large

number of species, but it is usually not more than a brief view before
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we pass on to the next attraction. These sketches, both verbal and

line, may lead a reader to begin to study birds, and this, we assume,

is the object of the book, which is thus welcome.

Nature by Night. By Arthur R. Thompson. Illustrated. 12s. 6d.

(Ivor Nicholson & Watson.)

Mr. Thompson is an entomologist, and this has led him out at night

and thus into a field of observation which has certainly been much
neglected. More than half the book is devoted to mammals, and here

the author seems to have met his best success both in observations

and photographs, and especially with badgers. Two chapters are

devoted to birds, but there is little novelty in the observations made,

and except for a series of Barn-Owls in a loft the photographs are

daylight ones, while those of the Eagle-Owl and White-fronted Goose

appear to be from captive birds. Other chapters are devoted to

reptiles, amphibians and insects.

The photographs throughout the book are excellent and very well

reproduced. Those of the badgers, which are among the few taken

by flashlight, are most attractive and interesting.

The Grey Squirrel. By A. D. Middleton. (Sidgwick & Jackson.)

4s. 6d. net. Illustrated.

Mr. Middleton has contributed a valuable scientific paper on the

grey squirrel to the Proceedings of the Zoological Society, and the

present work is a more popular account of our knowledge of the animal
in this country. Ornithologists will be specially interested in what
the author has to say about the grey squirrel's habit of eating the

eggs and young of birds. Lists are given of eighteen species of birds

whose eggs or young have been observed to have been taken, but Mr.

Middleton states that there are no quantitative data, so that a reasoned
discussion of what effect the squirrel has upon bird populations in

woodland districts is impossible. He states, however, that in many
such districts the grey squirrel has reached an average population of

two per acre, and. quoting Mr. K. M. Nicholson's estimate that five

breeding pairs of all species per acre is a heavy bird population for

woodland, he concludes that it would not be a formidable task for a
pair of squirrels to eat every egg five birds could lay in a season. That
such a thing ever occurs is, however, not likely, as eggs and young birds
appear to form only occasional items in the grey squirrel's diet, and the
chief harm it does is to fruit, corn, and trees. It is interesting to
note that this squirrel peels the bark from deciduous trees, whereas
the red squirrel specializes on conifers. Ornithologists will probablv
agree that the grey squirrel is an alien animal that we can well do
without, but more observations are certainlv required before we can
say exactly what effect it has generally on birds, and particularlv
in those districts where it is numerous, and at those times when
vegetable food is scarce.

BIRDS IN LOCAL REPORTS AND TRANSACTIONS.
Report of the Oxford Ornithological Society on the Birds of Oxfordshire,

Berkshire and Buckinghamshire, 1930.

The activities of this Society continue to enlarge and its Reports
become of increasing importance. Mr. W. B. Alexander's appointment
in 1930 to carry out a three-year programme of research in economic
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ornithology and to act as director and supervisor of the Society's

organized activities in the field was an important step forward. With
a constantly changing undergraduate membership it is most important
that continuity and progress shall be maintained by active permanent
officials, and Oxford is fortunate indeed to have both .Mr. B. W. Tucker
and Mr. W. B. Alexander.
The county reports contain much information of interest on local

distribution, fluctuations in numbers, dates, and SO on, of common
birds, as well as notes of wider interest on rarer birds. A separate
section is reserved for eight species to which special attention has been
directed, and this has points of considerable value.

The following items of special interest, all of which were in 1930
except those dated 1929, may be noted : in Oxfordshire a Golden
Oriole on May 1st, a Great Grey Shrike from May 3rd to nth, several

Black Redstarts (January, February, March and November), a Gadwall
on November 10th, 1929, Ruffs so early as March 12th two years
running, a Common Sandpiper wintering two years, and the breeding
of the Tufted Duck at Eynsham Hall in 1926 and subsequently. In

Berkshire a Grey Wagtail nesting near Reading for the fourth consecu-
tive year, a Dipper seen on November 12th and a Common Scoter in

August. In Buckinghamshire the chief event recorded was the
nesting of the Common Sandpiper near Leighton Buzzard in 1929.

Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society for 1929-30.

The President, Mr. G. H. Gurney, takes as his subject for the yearly
address " The Mentality of Birds, with some notes on Sexual Selection ",

which is founded upon observation of birds in captivity. The report

of the Committee on " Wild Bird Protection in Norfolk in 1930 " is

full of notes on the status of the more interesting breeding birds and
references to the occurrence of rarities. Under Broadland, which
refers chiefly to Hickling, the Bittern, Bearded Tit, Marsh- and
Montagu's Harriers and Short-eared Owl did well during the year; on
Scolt Head Island there were two nests of Roseate Terns, about five

hundred pairs of Sandwich Terns and twenty-two nests of Oyster-
Catchers ; from Cley we have brief notes by Mr. R. M. Garnett of

many birds observed during the year. Several beautiful photographs,
well reproduced, adorn the Report.

The London Naturalist for the Year 1930.

The Ornithological section of the London Natural History Society
continues to be very active. Under Records for 1930 we find grouped
under counties condensed notes, very useful for reference, of birds

new to previously published lists, as well as records of interest, many
of the latter coming from the London reservoirs. A well drawn-up
paper on " Birds of the Harrow District, 1925-1930 " is contributed
by Mr. T. H. Harrisson, who, with his brother, certainly made very
good use (from our point of view) of his time at the school. The
carefully annotated list of birds includes no less than 157 species

recorded by the author and his friends in six years within a radius of

five miles of Harrow-on-the-Hill. A notable point brought out by
Mr. Harrisson is that in the period covered a definite increase has been
noted in twenty-seven nesting species and a decrease in only seven.
Mr. Harrisson suggests as a tentative theory that this may be due to

the rapid increase in houses and housing estates and a consequent
concentration in remaining untouched areas—a driving inwards
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rather than outwards. This appears to have forced certain species

to occupy unsuitable terrain and, if Mr. Harrisson's theory is correct,

one can scarcely expect such an increase to be more than temporary.

It is to be hoped that systematic observations bearing on this

interesting question will continue to be made.

Cardiff Naturalists' Society, Report and Transactions, Vol. LXII., 1929-

In this Report, published in 1931, we find a paper by Messrs. G. S.

Ingram and H. M. Salmon on the birds which have been observed,

chiefly by the authors in the last ten years, at the Llanishen Reservoirs

on the outskirts of Cardiff. A Scandinavian Lesser Black-backed
Gull (Larus f. fuscus) is noted as identified on October 12th, 1930,
while one on January 20th, 1929, has already been recorded in our
pages (Vol. XXIII.

, p. 251). A further paper by the same authors,
entitled "Ornithological Notes, 1928-9", gives details of the more
interesting occurrences reported in the period.

Report on Somerset Birds, 1930. By Rev. F. L. Blathwayt. and
B. W. Tucker.

This report, as usual, is well and carefully drawn up, and has a number
of useful and interesting items. The Willow-Tit (Parus a. klcui-

schmidii) was satisfactorily identified, and can now be definitely added
to the county list, though its status and distribution are still to be
determined. The Crossbill (Loxia c. curvirostra) is definitely recorded
as breeding near Wellington, the not being found and the bird watched
on to it, while in Ashton Park two birds were observed in the act of
pairing and a male was seen a month later feeding a striped bird. Black-
caps are reported in February ; the Peregrine again nested in an inland
locality

; three Grey Phalaropes are recorded in addition to those already
mentioned in these pages (Vol. XXIV., pp. [66 and 226) ; and the
Tufted Duck is considered to be now well established in the count \ as
a breeding-species. Mr. Meeson's notable discoveries of the breeding
of the Garganey and Spotted Crake have already been recorded in
our pages (Vol. XXIV., pp. 54 and 50).

Report of the Cambridge Bird Club, 1930.

C ambridge are fortunate in having a very keen band of ornithologist
undergraduates now in residence. Besides general observations on
birds in the county, special enquiries are being conducted on corporate
lines concerning the local distribution of certain species and flight-
lines and roosts. Careful observations have also been made, with very
useful results, on migrant waders at the Cambridge Sewage Farm.
Mr. D. L. Lack has already published in our pages two accounts of
these observations (Vol. XXIV., pp. 145 and 280), but further details
will be found here. We are glad to see that it is intended to issue
shortly a county list, which if done in sufficient detail will be a very
welcome piece of work. Data on the local status of regular residents
and winter visitors are being collected with this end in view.

Report on the Birds of Wiltshire for 1930. Edited bv the Rev. M. W.
Willson.

This is the second year of the Reports on Wiltshire birds, as revived
by Mr. Willson, who, we are glad to see, has an increased number of
observers. X'o striking events are chronicled, but there are a number
of useful distributional notes. The Dipper has been recorded to breed
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in ten different localities in the two years, Peregrines frequented
Salisbury Cathedral in autumn but did not breed, and an Eagle,

thought to be a Golden, was seen in the north of the county in April,

and another at a great height over Salisbury in June.

Report of the Marlborough College Natural History Society for 1930.

This contains not only the usual year's list of observations but a

revised " Hand-List of Birds of the Marlborough District". This has
been carefully compiled by L. G. Peirson and N. T. Walford, and
contains 206 forms. The Practical Handbook order and nomenclature
has been followed, and dates of arrival and departure of migrants,
dates of laying, periods of incubation and fledging and number of

broods are given in condensed form, besides an estimate of general
status. Birds not now found in the district and those which have
occurred less than five times are printed in small type. The limits of

the district are unfortunately not given. This list thus brought up
to date will prove of the greatest use.

Eton College Natural History Society Report, 1 930-1.

The chief ornithological item in this report is a " Hand-List of the
Birds of Eton " (a limit of three miles from Eton College being fixed)

compiled by G. B. Blaker and J. R. W. Blathwayt. In a number of
the commoner species the number of nests found is given or fairly

exact facts are stated with regard to status, but in many of the scarcer
birds we should have liked more precise details. The Grey Wagtail,
for instance, is described as "an uncommon resident" but nothing is

said of actual nests ; and the Willow-Tit is " probably a common
resident", but no evidence for this is given; of the Pied Flycatcher
G. B. Blaker states, " seems to have nested at Eton ever since i860.
Recently it has nested in the Vice-Provost's garden, and I have several
times seen a male of this species by Sheep's Bridge". The i860
record is well known, but the rest of the statement in its present form
is valueless, and should not have been made without the necessary
evidence. We hope that Mr. Blaker will not delay in giving us the
full facts. There are a number of other statements in the list which
lack proper data or for which no authority is given, and we hope
that this may be remedied in future editions.

The Heron in Somerset—Supplement. By B. W. Tucker.

This contains information supplementary to that in the same
writer's main report published in 1929. Additional details are given
of heronries formerly listed, as well as news of a small overlooked
colony on Exmoor and a curious case of an isolated nest in an orchard.
A separate part deals with ecological data under various headings and an
excellent map of all the heronries of the county adds much to the value
of this as well as of the main paper.
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THE HUNTING OF THE SPARROW-HAWK.
BY

J. H. OWEN.
Although the Sparrow-Hawk (Accipiter n. nisus) is shot

down on sight and killed whenever the opportunity offers,

it is quite a common sight to see one hunting in well-wooded
districts at almost any time of year. This is especially the

case in territory that is not in charge of game-keepers, and
there is far more unkeepered ground now than in pre-war
days, particularly where estates have been broken up. In

spite of this, many observers have little idea of the many
variations in the method of the bird's attack.

Before going into particulars it is necessary to consider

the Sparrow-Hawk's limits of speed. I used to consider that

for a short distance it could be as high as 120 miles per hour, but
further investigation inclines me to regard 90 as a more likely

maximum, and this is probably too high. I should put the

minimum as low as 15, for it is considerably slower than the

flight of an ordinary House-Sparrow. Much motor-cycling and
comparison of the pace of birds with that of the cycle has
made me reduce my ideas of the speed of birds very con-

siderably. My rough estimate is : small birds, 18-25; medium,
23-32; heavy (Stock-Dove, Partridge, etc.), 28 upwards. From
this I put a Sparrow-Hawk's hunting flight at about 45, the

chasing flight at 50 and over, a short dive at very much more.
Suppose a Sparrow-Hawk wishes to hunt at some distance

from its headquarters and at a particular place. To reach

that place it moves with a rapid glide, very close to the

ground, and as straight as an arrow across the fields. When
a hedge is reached the bird just glides up, over and down
again, and flies on as before. The usual method, once the

hunting-ground is reached, is to follow a fence, flying fast

and low, and every now and then slipping over to the other

side and back again. This change of sides is made about
every eighty yards. If some unfortunate small bird is

perched on an outstanding twig the hawk's pace seems to

increase greatly. It swoops over the bird and as it passes it

drops a foot and picks the victim up with absolutely unerring

skill. The hawk may then stop in a few yards and eat its

prey by the side of the fence, or it may carry it off to some
regular feeding-place. A Sparrow-Hawk's sight is so wonder-
ful that these twists over the fence may be made to get out

of sight of a bird already spotted or to search both sides of the

fence that is being worked. The flight is mostly done by
gliding and it is amazing how few wing-beats can be seen in

the course of a hunt.
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If a Sparrow-Hawk has no particular ground in mind, or is

working a district where small birds are not too plentiful, it

very often makes a kind of prospecting flight over the ground

first. This flight consists of a glide some thirty yards long,

then three or four rather slow wing-beats followed by another

glide. A point I have noticed about these nights is that

whereas the female's altitude is usually 80 feet or more, the

male very often is as low as 30 feet. Sometimes one can

follow this prospecting flight until the bird is lost in the distance

.

At other times one sees it changed into the hunting flight,

which is much more rapid.

From the description given above of the Sparrow-Hawk's

usual method of hunting small birds, it will be readily under-

stood that the victim is taken by surprise ; it is a victim

before it is aware that it is being attacked. But surprise

is nearly always a helping factor to the Sparrow-Hawk

.

Even when it has to catch a flying bird it usually obtains an

advantaga by having already accelerated and so reaching the

bird chased before it has had a chance of getting up speed,

as, for instance, when it dashes into a crowd of Sparrows,

Finches, or Buntings in rickyards or stubbles and takes one

of them as they rise.

Many times 1 have been amazed that the hawk has not

spitted itself in a thick hawthorn fence in the headlong crash

with which it has entered after a victim. Although a Sparrow-

Hawk can with great ease pick up a bird from the ground

(such as a Lark dusting in the road), I am of opinion that it

greatly prefers a bird not on the ground. One day last

summer I went to look at some Pheasant chicks and have a
chat with the keeper. He told me that for some days a

cock Sparrow-Hawk had been visiting the pens and had
gathered a Sparrow or Chaffinch at each visit. At no visit

had it attempted to take a Pheasant or a bird on the

ground. That it took these birds in full view of a man is

quite in keeping with the well-known boldness of the bird.

I remember a male picking up a Sparrow out of the middle of

poultry as they were being fed and within a few feet of the
person distributing the food. Several times I have had
accounts of hawks actually chasing birds into occupied
rooms and have seen several that had killed themselves
against windows in the chase. Twice, when I was a boy,
did I see one caught on limed twigs as it struck at a
caged call-bird.

I have only once seen one pause as it picked a bird off : on
that occasion a male took a House-Martin off a nest under
the eaves of a barn, but even then the pause was very short.
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1 have also seen one take a young Moorhen that was swimming
across a small pond, without even making a splash. That
alone will show the accuracy and precision of the timing of

the swoop.

Sometimes it will kill its victim at once ; at another time,

possibly because it is not really hungry, the wretched captive

may be shrieking in its grip for many seconds ; this is true

of small birds such as Finches.

Surprise is even more important when an attack is made
on a larger bird. More than once I have seen a Sparrow-
Hawk swoop on a Lapwing near or on the nest and clutch it

before it had a chance to move. I have seen Sparrow-
Hawks try to catch Lapwings on the wing, but never yet

have I seen one successful. I have heard keepers say that

they have seen Sparrow-Hawks catch Partridges in full

flight late in the season, but I cannot claim to have done so

myself. I have seen them catch Partridges on the wing, but
on those few occasions the bird caught was not full-grown.

On the other hand, I have often seen Partridges caught on
the ground, or before they had gone more than a yard or

two. It is curious that I have seen more Partridges taken
by Sparrow-Hawks in the period February-April than at

any other time of the year. In most of the cases the

Partridge has been running or dusting and the hawk has
slipped over the hedge and been on top of it before it could

move. Sparrow-Hawks must of course often take young,
really small, Partridges, but it is astonishing how often the

old birds will fight them off. I have more than once seen a

hawk give up its hopes of a meal off young Partridges after

being beaten off by an old one two or three times. I have
also watched wild Pheasants drive a hawk off once or twice

and yet lose a chick to the hawk.
Sparrow-Hawks seem extraordinarily fond of any kind of

pigeon-flesh, and I have often seen one struggling with a live

Wood-Pigeon
;

yet I think that nearly all adult pigeons

captured are either taken by surprise or are pricked birds.

Sparrow-Hawks are very fond of taking young Wood-Pigeons
from the nest at almost any age. They probably take a

proportion of immature birds by chasing, and it is possible

that they get an occasional adult in this way if the pigeon's

wings are in an advanced stage of moult. Then very few
of the primaries are left, and if a couple of them were knocked
out the pigeon would be unable to fly ; as it is their flight is

very laboured. It is hardly so much a matter of speed as

ability to twist and swerve that is needed. On several

occasions I have seen hawks striking at decoys put down for
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Wood-Pigeons, but there again it was using surprise on an

unsuspecting bird as a factor towards success.

At times Sparrow-Hawks really do get birds by chasing

them. These aerial courses are most interesting to watch,

ri.ey-au. very grim affairs, too, when the hawk is all out foi

a kill. I have described in British Birds (Vol. XIX., p. 312)

ho* I saw a hen Sparrow-Hawk catch a Snipe. That Snipe

had hewn several hundred yards when the hawk caught it.

but how far the hawk actually chased it I cannot say ;
neither

can I say how long the Snipe had been aware it was being

chased before it was captured. But I know that at the

moment of capture the hawk's Speed was quite three times

that of the Snipe.

Sometimes the chase affords a humorous incident. Such

an occasion was at Halston in Shropshire when a cock

Sparrow-Hawk was chasing a Blackbird with evil intent

along a lane. The Blackbird was swerving and twisting

all over the place and was all but caught when it slipped

under a large, low holly-bush in the hedge and up through

it and on again into an adjoining wood. The hawk was

under the bush only inches behind the Blackbird, yet it did

not seem to be able to make out at all where its intended

victim had got to and stayed there on the ground quite a

time looking about and puzzling it out. I was sitting on a

stile a few yards from where the chase ended, on the opposite

side of the lane, and had a splendid view of the whole

performance.

If a Sparrow-Hawk chases a small bird the latter must

be verv fortunate to escape. Even among branches the

hawk can follow, twist and turn with wonderful ease. One
dav I was ferreting on a hill-side in Radnorshire when a

Sparrow-Hawk glided down the hill past me towards a

clump of alders at the bottom. Whether it had spied birds

down there from the top of the hill or not I cannot say, but

no sooner had it reached the trees than it was chasing a

Chaffinch. The Chaffinch made an excellent fight for life,

twisting and turning, shooting up and down among the

alders, but no bend or twist made an appreciable gain and
the hawk caught up at a terrible rate in any few yards of

straight flying. It was soon all over, and the hawk feathered

and ate the Chaffinch in the middle of the clump and in full

view of us a bare hundred yards away.
I am sure that sometimes a Sparrow-Hawk will chase in

fun and not with full intent of catching. I have watched
several chases that have given me this impression, and I

can say that however much the hawk enjoys it. the bird
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chased equally dislikes it. The scared noises that the hunted
birds made on these occasions are not to be found in their

ordinary vocabularies. I have twice watched a Sparrow-
Hawk chase a Green Woodpecker. The first time I am
certain that it was a grim jest on the part of the hawk, but
the frantic screams of the woodpecker showed how little it

appreciated that form of sport. The hawk then kept a short

distance from the woodpecker and, to me, never seemed to

try for a capture. Near Felsted, last July, I saw another
Green Woodpecker chase, but this time the hawk meant
capture and made one. Again the noises the woodpecker
made in that last frenzied minute were simply dreadful. It

made a wonderful, but vain, effort to escape through a small

wood, but the hawk was practically its equal in twisting and
turning through the branches.
Sometimes a flock of birds finds a good feeding-ground and

remains there while the food lasts. A few years ago a small

flock of Goldfinches found such a feeding-ground, but unfor-

tunately a Sparrow-Hawk had also taken up quarters there.

It caught quite a large proportion of the flock of Goldfinches

and I saw its methods. It skimmed from its head-quarters

towards the feeding birds and they were never aware of it

until it was too late. Then they always tried to get to the

shelter of a huge blackthorn thicket, but invariably lost one
of their number on the way. Curiously enough the rest of

the flock did not desert the place until the majority had been
captured, and even then for all I know it may have been that

they had used up the food supply and not because of the

hawk.
If a Sparrow-Hawk attacks a flock of birds, with the

object of securing one, curious things may be seen occa-

sionally. Near Halston I watched a hen Sparrow-Hawk
strike at a covey of young Partridges on the wing ; one of

the covey seemed to imagine that it was selected for a victim

and flew wild and wide of the rest, and it was this bird that

was gathered by the hawk. I have seen this sort of thing

happen often, but especially in flocks of Sky-Larks. Another
point that has struck me several times, again most often

with Sky-Larks, is that the hawk seemed to be definitely

chasing one bird and would suddenly deviate from its course

to take a different bird ; a bird, too, nowhere nearly in the

original line of flight of the hawk.
I often wonder what is the limit in size of the bird a Sparrow-

Hawk will tackle. I have twice known one dive at a cock

Pheasant. On the first occasion it hit the Pheasant and
knocked out a few feathers. The Pheasant did not wait to
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argue the point but scurried off in a most undignified manner.

There was reason for this attack as the Pheasant was walking

under the hawk's nest, which was a bare six feet from the

ground in a small spruce. It may be that the attack was
merely intended as a warning. The second occasion could

not be excused in this way. I was Partridge-driving with

a party on October 16th, and a hawk dived at a cock Pheasant

that was put up. The Pheasant had got up speed, yet the

hawk was much faster and overtook it, but did not actually

hit it. This was probably a case of " ragging ".

friends have given me details of two cases of Sparrow-

Hawks striking at Tawny Owls. In one case the hawk
brought the owl to ground, but my friend went up and
disturbed them. Both birds flew away, and both were
probably more or less damaged, as breast-feathers of the

hawk and feathers from the back of the owl were scattered

about. This would indicate that the owl had adopted its

usual method of defence and, twisting on its back, had struck

upwards with the feet.

I have never had the good fortune actually to see Sparrow-
Hawks take mammals, although I have had plenty of evidence
that they occasionally do so. Friends have given me
accounts of hawks flying at stoats and squirrels. These I

judge to have been more in the nature of ragging than
attempts to secure a meal. In all these incidents the animals
were in trees. The stoat always made off after the first stoop,
but a squirrel seemed able to stand about three. 1 have
myself witnessed similar affairs with large rabbits. These
sights are extremely interesting and amusing and I will

describe one. 1 was sitting on a fence on the edge of a wood
and noticed an old rabbit sitting outside a warren in a hedge-
row on my right and about 150 yards away. Suddenly a
Sparrow-Hawk glided from the wood along the hedge.

"
It

dipped over the hedge close to the rabbit, dived down over
the rabbit, almost touching it, back over the hedge and into
a tree 100 yards further on. The rabbit instinctivelv crouched
as the hawk passed, then came upright again, thudding the
feet as it did so. In a short time the hawk came back again
and the episode was repeated. W hen the hawk came the
third time the rabbit shifted a couple of yards. After the
fourth he went indoors. The first time I "saw one of these
incidents I was amazed that the rabbit did not go to ground
immediately, but it is evidently able to stand at least four such
attacks.
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THE FLEDGING-PERIOD OF THE BARN-OWL.
BY

W. WILSON.

(Plate 5.)

A nest with five eggs of the Barn-Owl (Tyto a. alba) was
found on June nth, 1931, high up in a barn where the rafters

joined the wall.

The first young one was hatched next morning, June 12th,

the second on June 15th, the third on June 2ist,and the fourth

on June 24th. On the 27th four young were out, the remain-

ing egg being addled. The eldest was then fifteen days old

whilst the youngest was only three days. There was very
little difference in appearance except size, all being a light

pink colour with very little down
;

the}' were quickly photo-

graphed and returned to the nest.

Our next visit was paid a fortnight later, on July 10th,

when the young were 28, 25, iq and 16 days old. The three

elder ones were covered with thick white down, whilst the

first tiny quills were showing on the wings and tails of the

two eldest ones, but the youngest had not grown at all, and
was presumably not getting enough food. A week later it

had died.

On July 17th (ages 35, 32 and 20 days) the wings and tails

of all three were growing rapidly and their faces were free from
down, but their legs were not yet strong enough to enable

them to stand up.

On July 24th, when 42, 30, and 33 days old, the young birds

had their wings, tails and faces well-feathered, and they could

now stand upright and run quite well with their wings raised

to help them balance. This was the first time we heard them
hiss : they lowered their heads, spread their wings and hissed

at us furiously.

They left the nest after this, and on our next visit we could

not find them, and it was not until the ninth week that we
were able to catch one and photograph it. They were now
completely feathered, with no trace of down left and
they could fly strongly. This gives a fiedging-period of from
seven to eight weeks for the eldest, but we did not get the

exact date.

Since then we have seen them hunting at dusk, and it has

not been possible to photograph them again.
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YOUNG BARN-OWLS.

t/ppet : Eldest (left] 28 days, middle 25 days, youngest 19

days old. July 10th.

Centre : Eldest (left) 35 days, middle 32 days, youngest 26
days old. July 17th.

Lower: The eldest angry. 42 days old. Julv 2.4th.

[Photographed by W. Wilson.)





MOVEMENTS OF KINGED BIRDS FROM ABROAD
TO THE BRITISH ISLANDS AND FROM THE

BRITISH ISLANDS ABROAD.
BY

II. F. WITHERBY and E. P. LEACH.

(Continued from page 192.)

W'HIMBREL (Numenius ph. phceopus).

RINGED ABROAD AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

Sk. X6872 Husavik, Iceland 5-7-29- Lanes. 26.4.31.

KNOT (Calidris c. canutus).

RINGED ABROAD AS MIGRANT.

Ringed. Recovered.

II. 003S24A Mellum, N. Sea, Germany 13. 8. 31. Lines. 25.10.31.

COMMON' SNIPE (Capella g. gallinago).

RINGED ABROAD.

Ringed. Recovered.

Sh. II582 Sjaelland, Denmark 18.5.27. Bedford. 21.12.27.

li. C6638 Knocke, Belgium 4-9-3°- Anglesey 26. 1.3 1.

l-.EROE SNIPE {Capella g. Jceroecnsis).

KINGED ABROAD AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

G5303 Husavik, Iceland 2.7.29. Mayo 5.11.29.

Sk. G3880 Myrasysla. Iceland 25.6.28. Mayo — 2.30.

Sh. 11685 Near Myvatn, Iceland — .— 31. Koscommon —.12.31.

WOODCOCK (Scolopax r. ruslicola).

Dr. Landsborough Thomson has quite recently given a

very exhaustive account of the results of ringing Woodcock
(Vol. XXIII., pp. 74-92), and since then only three records

of birds ringed here and recovered abroad have come to hand.
Of these, the one from Perthshire to Belgium appears to

have travelled in an unusual direction.

To those mentioned by Dr. Thomson as ringed abroad and
recovered here a good many have been added from Sweden
and one from Norway. It will be noted that of the ten
" foreigners " reported six have been found in Ireland.

s
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Ringed.
Sligo, Ireland 1919
Perthshire 25.4.27
Stirlingshire 3-5-12
Northumberland 1905
Dumfriesshire 22.7.29
Perthshire 22.4.29
Yorkshire 27-4-!3
Sligo, Ireland 1919
Ditto 1914
Kincardineshire 13. 6. 11

Galway, Ireland 1910

WOODCOCK {continued).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Recovered.

Frederikstad, Norway
Antwerp, Belgium
C6tes-du-Nord, France
Ditto
Finistere, France
Loire Initrieure, France

Landes, France
Ditto
Vizcaya, Spain
Asturias, Spain
Minho, Portugal

YOUNG.

20.4.2

1

9. 1 1 .29

I 7. 1 1. 12

—.12.07

II. 1. 31

6.12.29
16. II. [3.

16. 1 1 . 19—
. 1

1

4.1

28.12

'4

I 2

I o

R.
St.

St.

St.

St.

St.

St.

St.

O.

H.

4629
A2130
A2274
A2371
A2919
A2091
A589
A256

Si 101

24311

RINGED ABROAD AS

Ringed.

Petrograd, Russia 16.7. 13.

Jamtland, Sweden 1.6.28.

Ditto 27.6.29.

Ditto 1.8.28.

Ditto 27.6.29.

Ditto 2.8.29.

Jonkoping, Sweden 25.5.25.

Ditto i3-7 2 7-

RINGED ABROAD AS ADULTS.

Ringed.
Stavanger, Norway 2.1

1

Heligoland 29.4

Recovered.

Kent
Perths.

Roscommon
Galway
Ditto
Kerry
Warwick.
Devon.

15. 11. 13
11. 12. 28
I3-I-3I

10. 1. 29
21.12.29

13. 11.29— .12.27

19.12.27

25-

23-

Recovered.

Monaghan 12.12.25.

Tyrone 31.12.23.

Woodcock .

4- Recovered here Ringed in British Isles as nestlings.% Ringed here as
young Recovered in British Isles O Ringed here as adults Recovered Ireland
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SANDWICH TERN (Sterna s. sandvicensis).

Thanks to the efforts made by some of our readers in

ringing large numbers, the recoveries abroad of British-bred

Sandwich Terns have accumulated rapidly during the last

three years, and the list and map below give a good idea of

the extent of their migrations. The Schleswig record,

supported by others in a northerly direction within Great
Britain, suggests that a preliminary movement northwards
is not unusual. The bird reported from Natal is noteworthy
and comparable with the Swallows, except that we may
safely assume that the Tern did not proceed overland. The
bird found in July and the two in May in West Africa, and
perhaps the August bird off Algiers, indicate that some
young birds in any case stay south, but the six-year-old bird
reported from Cape Colony in August must be regarded as
an exception.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.
Norfolk 10.O.30. Schleswig-Holstein
Ditto 7 7-3°- Somme, France
Ditto 28.O.30. Calvados, France
Fife 30.O.23. Finistere, France
Northumberland 9.7.13. Morbihan, France
Cumberland 25.O.10. Gironde, France
Norfolk 17.6.25. Oporto, Portugal
Northumberland I5-7-I4- Algarve, Portugal
Norfolk 28.O.30. Ditto
Ditto 30.O.28. Algiers
Northumberland 9-7-13- Ivory Coast, W. Africa
Norfolk I3-7-29- Ditto
Ditto 28.O.30. Ditto
Ditto 30.O.28. Gold Coast, W. Africa
Ditto 27.O.31. Ditto
Ditto 27.O.31. Ditto
Lancashire 18.O.23. Portuguese \V. Africa
Ditto 12.O.27. 1 )itto

Ditto 5-6-29. Ditto
Ditto 2.6.29. Ditto
Ditto 2.6.29. Ditto
Ditto 2.6.29. Ditto
Ditto 8.6.30. Ditto
Ditto 23.0.30. Ditto
Ditto 8.7.31. Ditto
Norfolk 30.O.28. Ditto
Ditto 30.O.28. Ditto
Ditto 7-7-3Q. Ditto
Cumberland 12.0. 17. South West Africa
Northumberland 8.7.19. Cape Colony, S. Africa
Norfolk 1.7.29. Ditto
Lancashire 5.0.29. Natal, S. Africa

23.8.30.

2.9.30.

—.10.30.
20. 9. 20.—-9-13-

28.3.14.

5.10.27.

30.9.14.

25.11.30.
1 1.8.29.

9.2.14.—.2.30.

2-5-3«-

29.11 .31.

29. 10.31

.

29.I0.3X.

18.5.24.— 12.30.—-7-30-—-4-3i.
—-4-31-

ca. 11,31.

20.3.31.
21. 12. 31

.

— 10.31.

5.1.29.— .1.29.

27-4-31-

23.2.31.

-.8.25.
—.1.30.
4.1.31.
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Sk. S620
Sk. S4378
L. 6872

SANDWICH TERN {continued).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.
Ringed. Recovered.

Jylland, Denmark 22.6.30. Yorks. 24.8.30.

Ditto 16.7.30. Norfolk 12.10.30.

Zeeland, Holland 29.6.12. Ditto 5- 8 - J 7-

Sandwich Tern.
Map to show recovery positions abroad ofbirds ringed
in Great Britain as nestlings

COMMON TERN {Sterna h. hirundo).

The recoveries of Common Terns have always,

reason, been disappointing, and records of British-

are comparatively few and do not extend further

south-west of Spain.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

for some
bred birds

than the

Ringed. Recovered.
Kent 30.6.12. Eure, Erance 11. 9. 12.

Cumberland 14.7. 10. Finistere, Erance 25.8.12.

Lancashire 7.8.24. Vendee, Erance Oct., 1924.
Caithness I3-7-3I- Charente Inferieure 5-9-3 1-

Cumberland 30.7.09. Corufia, Spain 21.9.09.

Ross-shire 5.8.11. Douro, Portugal 11. 10. 1 1

.

Renfrewshire 22.7.1 1

.

Ditto 1 1 .10.1 1.

Northumberland 27.6.14. Ditto 8.9.14-

Cumberland 23.7.10. Ditto 12. 9. 10.

Ditto 14.7.10. Huelva, Spain 28.10.13.
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COMMON TERN (continued).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

Hs. B7108 Nr. Kokkola, W. Finland 18.7.30. Northumb. 16.930.

St. D3607 Kristianstad, S. Sweden 15.6.30. Lines. 29.8.30.

//. 1058 Mouth Elbe, Germany 7-7- 12 - Norfolk 2.9.12.

ARCTIC TERN (Sterna macrura).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

G. 7823B Gotland. Sweden 28.6.30. Yorks. 21.8.30.

R. 2342 Sylt, Schleswig-Holstein 27.6.1 1. Ditto 20.8.1 1.

COMMON or ARCTIC TERNS.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Ringed. Recovered.

//. 16204 Trischen Is.,

Schleswig-Holstein 19.7. 13. Essex 8.9.13.

//. 16348 Ditto I9-7-I3- Norfolk 16.9.13.

H. 1809 Neuwerk Is. ditto 23.7.12. Essex 13. 9. 13.

//. 17003 Ditto 27.7.13. Kent 26.9.13.

LITTLE TERN (Sterna a. albifrons).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

Suffolk 27.6.12. Vendee, France 27.8.12.

Yorkshire 10.7. 14. Portugal 29.9.14.
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LITTLE GULL {Larus minntus).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.

Ringed. Recovered.

Lincolnshire 25.2.15. Jylland, Denmark 3 2.16.

BLACK-HEADED GULL (Lams r. ridibundus).

British-bred Black-headed Gulls reported from abroad

represent rather less than 5 per cent, of the total recovered.

Mr. H. W. Robinson (British Birds, Vol. VIII.
, p. 209), in

summing up the results of ringing this species up to that

date (1915), referred to their movements as a " scattering with

a decided southward tendency ', and the few further records

which have come to hand since that date do nothing to

upset that conclusion. The limit of the normal southward
movement of our native birds is probably south-west Spain.

The single record from Senegal may perhaps be regarded as

unusual, though three ringed in Sweden and Holland have
reached the west coast of Morocco. The remarkable journey

of the Yorkshire Black-headed Gull to the Azores, and the

still more remarkable ones of the Rossitten birds to the

Barbados and Mexico must come within the category of
" lost " birds. We have no recovery from the Mediterranean,

and this is noteworthy in that records of Black-headed Gulls

from other North Sea regions are fairly numerous, especially

in the Gulf of Lions. The bird ringed as a young one in

June in Cumberland and found in north France in July
shows a remarkably rapid movement.
The Black-headed Gulls ringed in their breeding-places

abroad and reported in the British Islands number 191 and
make the longest list of any species in this series of articles.

We have thought it best to publish this long list and that of

the Common Gull in full as they contain much data previously

unpublished here, and that these lists are now as complete
and accurate as possible we have once again to thank the

directors of the ringing stations concerned.

Such a large number of records gives us a very good idea

of the area of origin of our visitant Black-headed Gulls.

The main area is evidently represented by the shores of the

Baltic, Sweden, Denmark, north-west Germany and Holland.

It may be remarked that while most Baltic Black-headed
Gulls go to the North Sea, many from Rossitten, Estonia
and Finland travel southward through the Continent as far

as the shores of the Mediterranean. The records from
Bohemia, Silesia, Saxony, Bavaria and Switzerland are
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particularly interesting, as they show that a certain number
of Black-headed Gulls visit us from further to the south-east

than anv other winter visitor of which we have ringing

records. While many Black-headed Gulls from southern

Germany travel to the North Sea, English Channel and
Atlantic, some go southward to the Mediterranean, but those

ringed in Hungary find their way to the Adriatic and
Mediterranean and have not been recorded from the western

coasts of Europe.
The dispersal of these visitors over the British Islands

does not seem to bear any relation to the district from which
they come. Their distribution may be summed up thus :

none in Scotland, about j6h per cent, in the eastern half of

England, about 2o| per cent, in the western half and Wales,
and about 3 per cent, in Ireland. If we disregard those
which have been found in London reservoirs, only some ten
birds have been reported from non-coastal counties. Of the
eastern birds, about 76 per cent, have occurred from Norfolk
southwards and chiefly from that county, Essex and Kent,
while about 24 per cent, have been recorded between Lincoln-
shire and Northumberland, Yorkshire being the favourite
county. One hundred and eight out of the total of one
hundred and ninety-one have in fact been reported between
Sussex and the Wash.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.
Ringed. Recovered.

Cumberland 3I-5I3- 1 leligoland
Ditto

1 3.6. 10. Groningen, Holland
Ditto 1 1 .(). 1 1 . Calvados, France
Ditto 13.6. 12. Manchc, France
Ditto 19.6.12. C6tes-du -Nord , France
Dorset 2g.6.io. Ditto
Ditto 9-7-13- Finistere, France
Cumberland 12.6. 1 1. Ditto
Ditto 1 1 .6.10. Ditto
Ditto 13. 6. 10. Morbihan, France
Ditto 8.6.12. Ditto
Ditto 15.6. 12. Vendee, France
Ditto 17.6. 12. Charentc Infcrieure, France
Ditto 13.6.10. Ditto
Ditto 56.12. Gironde, France
Aberdeenshire 12. 7. 10. Ditto
Cumberland 6.6.12. Vigo, Spain
Ditto Oporto, Portugal
Ditto 12. 6.13. Ditto
Ditto 13. 6.12. Lisbon, Portugal
Cheshire 21.6. 14. Ditto
Norfolk 13.6.25. Ditto
I )orset 18. 6.12. Ditto
Cumberland 10.6. 10. Cadiz, Spain
Yorkshire 1.7.11. Azores
Cumberland 7.6.13. Senegal. W. Africa Au

1. 7. 14.

16.2. 13.

2. IO. 12.

2I.7. 12.

28.12.12.

4. II. 13.

—.I.I4.
27I-I3-
I. I2.IO.

2. I .1 I .

30. 12.12.

14. 1 1. 12.

20. 1. 14.

I-4-I3-

25-I-13-

16. 1. 11.

13. 12. 12.

22. 1. 14.

II. 3. 17.

28.1 1. 14.— .3.16.

18.10.28.

—.2.13.
12. 1 1. 16.

1 1. 2. 12.

tumn, 1914.
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BLACK-HEADED GULL [continued).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.
Ringed. Recovered.

Sussex 22.2.29. Fyon, Denmark 10. 9. 31.

Black-headed Gull.
Map to show recovery positions abroad of
birds ringed /n Great Britain as nestlings

.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG OR IN BREEDING-SEASON.
Ringed. Recovered.

Hs. C9364 Nr. Helsingfors, Finland 1.6.30. Yorks. 26. 1 2.30

Hs. C7119 Ditto 18.6.29. Norfolk 30.12.29

Hs. C 1 0005 Ditto 8.6.30. Ditto 2-4 1. 31

Hs. C6561 Ditto 12.6.29. Essex 10.5-3°

Hs. C10410 Ditto 12.6.30. Surrey 1 9.8.3

1

Hs. 9449 Ditto 5-6 -3°- Gloucester. 7 ' 3'-

T. 199 Oesel, Estonia 17.6.23. Lanes. —

•

.5 or 6.24

T. 453 Ditto 17.6.26. Norfolk 28.1.27

T. 68 Ditto 25.6.25. Suffolk 21 .12.25

T. 763 Ditto 24.6.26. Surrey 30.12.27

R. 1289 Rossitten, I']. Prussia 16.7.08. Norfolk 15.10.09

R. 26323E Ditto 21. 7. 14. Ditto 5. 12. 14

R. 1 20

1

Ditto 16.7.08. Suffolk 29.1 1. 10

R. 1 1 20

1

Ditto 18. 7. 12. Kent 3-I-I4

R. 6839 Ditto 18.7. IT. Sussex 5.2.12

R. 9989 Ditto 9-7-12. Hants. 4-2. 13

R. 339 Ditto 5.7.06. Isle of Wight 2.3.10

R. 19357 Hiddensee Is.,Pomerania 9.6. T4. Yorks. — . 1 1. 14
R. 17795E Ditto 29.6.I3. Norfolk 14.2.14

R. 1 i35i Zingst, Pomerania 21.6.
1
3. Ditto 29.12.19

R. 25459 Ditto 25.6.16. Ditto 31.H7
R. 1 1425 Ditto 25.6.13. Ditto 31. 1. 17
R. 36129E Ditto 28.6.25. Ditto —.12.25
R. 35769E Ditto —.6.25. Ditto —.12.25
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RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG OR IN BREEDING-SEASON (continued)

.

R. OCT I ffT? / \ ti ore f
- T^r\m *»F1 Tl 1 ;iAlllf^>»L, I OJ III 1 tl 111*1

TC f) IfJ 3 •u • 1 4 • Essex 24. 10. 1 5.

R. I 1 / \r*Ci1 I IJUU 1 '1 U LO 20 f) 1 2 Ditto 1 .1 .14.

R. 1 142ft Ditto 2^6 7 ^j *
1 J* Ditto — .2. I 7.

R. I I C 1 T
1 1 *) 1 i 1 ^1 1 11

J

Kent 2 I I . I 3 .

R. 35929 1711 LO Hants. — 0 27.

It. i ^XXn1 /oou i.^i l lo 0. /. 1 Cornwall 7 11 I ^.

R. 1 1 1 001
1 4yy I )i tto1 / 1 L LU 2 r> 7 7. Wales 1 8. 10.

1
3.

G. 1 1 I /IV. f ^ v." t" f » T*<T/ k t 1 ' I Tl 1 ^H'lW It'llwS Lt tl*Ol Itl 1 U 1 , I ULll 1 1 .6.29. Middlesex 7^ 72 20

St. \ 1 O At\ iy4 7 lit to1 J\ L LO Essex 3 26
S7 nil I 1 1 it,

i 'itto 'l I f\ O *7^ 1 . "J. X / . Notts. 20 7 2 0

c LiOtltlllU, rJ\\(-U,cn I 7.0. JO. Twines 28. 12. 30

.

G °o ft ?n.u. ^y. KSftftTf T 3 7 "2 I

G. T O 9 0 ftf*
\.J Lei UU| SWCHiCU "9 "7 ft *?0 Vorks. IO IO ^O

r.
\ I . 4 ° *4

/>n ft 0 B -L-'l LIU * 0 • 1 * • * J
(1\J . 49

1

I ^1 L LO OA ft O r*20.0.2^). 7 'i tire I I 26.

G 1 J\ L LO 0 *7 O *2.7.24. V. dill i . 20. I 2.27.
0 A f \ I (

*

- 1

1 J V- J ^lttO 0 o A O J23.0.24. \ f-\ r f/~i 1 1:> \J1 101 1\
0 ft -? -7 -

G

.

*7 c 'J ^ r 7 ")i tin1 J\ L LO 9.7.27. T~)itinIs

l

IIU

(; 0 4 r\f~\(
£. 4 UUV. \ fix. LO Dii-^LL L< 1 20.1 — ^

G. 1 nn r of
1 '1 LLO 3.7.2O-— 1 'UllUlrv 7«y.2y.

G. 7n e of 1

/u.^y^. 1 'I L LO 00 ft 923.0.27. 1-' 1 LLO 1A T T O *7- 1 '
.

1 1 . m / .

G. f if1X0Y
I >\ L LO T 11 . / .iO. i-'l LI O O O T O023. i .2y.

G

.

1 -'It CO 20.6.25. I*-SSCX 4.2.29.

G. 74 <->5*-- I >\ LLO 2.7.27. X^lL tO S T 2X0 . 1 .JO,

G. 4 8 1 1

C

OA fS 9S- 1
'

1 _ *) .
1\ 1 'Tl f"I \ t 11 I T ft 1 0(\

G 1 'I I LO 27.6.25. Sussex 6. 1 .29*

G. 1 s(j"4 i 'I I IU 1 o.u.zu. I )cvon

.

24. 1 2.30.
G. 22 1 oC 1 '1 L LO 1 9-^*- 24 • v iiouce.ster. 1 0.2.26.
St. "343 1

^ .
"1 lll'l — . . . . 1 . - Tru .1 1 1 1< l , r> W 1 ( 1 1 1

1

2 7.6.29. .N orioiK 1 1 . 10. 29-
G. \ I

;
1 L" I : i 1 1 1 »i > ti 7 <

*i . \ \ . L ( K 11 1 .7.25. iN Oil 11 U III O. 2 5- IO - 2 5-
G. S220C Ditto 20.6.27. 1 -'It to 2 4 ' 0 . 2 / .

G. 1 2G7C 1 )i t to 5 7.22. 1 OIKS. 7.12.22.
G. I 2Q2C I )i t to 5.7.22. I -incs. 26. 12.23-
G. I 6066C Ditto -U.I), ">o. i> Ol IS

.

J 3-4-3 1 •

G. 4^

J

ov
•

DittoI'll 11 * 3.7.26. iNortn.ints. 21.7.30.
G. 3 2 ^ 7CJ .1/ I )i(to 29.6.25. VnrfnlL- 5.2.30.
G. i 689C Ditto —.6.24. \ 1 1/1/1 . n x.'.wuKi tesex 20. 10.24 -

G. jo7 1

C

I >i 1 1

0

1 X f\ -7 ft1 0 . 1 > . m 1 )

.

J 'ItlO 30. 10.26.
G. ?U7 I C Ditto I 7-6.26. 1 'HlO 4-3-3°-
G. 3067C Ditto 1 7-6.26. Sussex 3 1 • 1 0.26.
G. I >itto 19-6.27. 1)1 1 lO 7.1 1.30.
G. 8 1 soC Ditto 1 S A 0 -r I Dorset 1 . 1 2.29.
G

.

i 0 i oC Ditto .6.24 . Somerset 25.1.26.
G. Ditto 25.6.24. Cornwall 26. 1 .30.
G. Ditto 20.6.2 7. 1 ntto 28.8.31.
G. I 2 =x IOC Ditto 5-7-29- Monmouth

.

12.10.29.
G. 2 1 T 7C Ditto 2.7.25. Pembroke. 18.3.30.
G. I 30 1 2C Ditto 19.6.30. LJu olin —.11.31.

1.6.29.G. 8 1 06C Ditto I o.0. 2 ^ . v. ork
Sk. N873 Jvlland, Denmark 25.6.2O. Du rham T T T T

Sk. X5«3 Ditto I7-7-I9- Yorks. 16. II. 19.

4.3.20.

18.9.27.

—.1.31.
— .10.12.

Sk. N459 Ditto 26.6.18. Ditto
Sk. A 235 5 Ditto 6.6.27. Ditto
Sk. Xi 1086 Ditto 28.6.3O. Ditto
M„ 4034 Ditto 37.I2. Lines.
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RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG OR IN BREEDING-SEASON {continued).

Sk. A532 Tylland, Denmark 26.6.18. Lines. 14.2.22.

Sk. A1195 Ditto 26.6.20. Norfolk 10.3.22.

Sk. A889 Ditto 17.7.19. Essex —•3-23-
Sk. N810 Ditto 25.6.20. Ditto 20.12.21

.

Sk. A1305 Ditto 25.6.20. Ditto 16. 1 1.29.

Sk. X11922 Ditto 24.6.30. Ditto 29-3-3 '•

Sk. X2853 Ditto 21.6.24. Thames 6.10.24.

Sk. N315 Ditto 26.6.18. Kent 6.8.20.

Sk. V1419 Ditto 9.6.23. Ditto 14.4.24.
Sk. M499 Ditto 12.7.27. Surrey 4.1.30.
Sk. A 1 423 Ditto 29.6.20. Sussex —.4.21.
Sk. A984 Ditto 7.7.19. Ditto 20.2.22.

Sk. A2267 Ditto 6.6.27. Ditto 29.10.27.
Sk. X3114 Ditto 1 .6.27. Lanes. 24.12.27.
Sk. X8265 Ditto 5.6.27. Ditto 3°- I -3 l -

Sk. N379 Ditto 12. 6.18. Cheshire 23.1.20.

Sk. X1859 Ditto 11. 7. 27. Kerry 30. 10.27.

Sk. X3807 Vroj, Sjaelland, Denmark 6.7.27. Somerset 19.12.27.
Mn. 4133 Egholm, Sjaelland I4-7-I3- Suffolk 6.12. 16.

Mn. 41 31 Ditto 14.7.13. Kent 15. 12. 13.

Pn. 41015 Roskilde, Sjaelland 14.6.22. Durham 21. 11. 22.

Pn. 40637 Ditto 1.6.22. Ditto 2.1.23.

Pn. 41759 Ditto 22.6.22. Yorks. 19. 1. 26.

Pn. 478 Ditto 29.6.21. Lines. 26.10.22.
Pn. 40504 Ditto 29.6.23. Ditto 8.12.23.

•J

Pn. 41080 Ditto 10.6.22. Norfolk 2. 10.22.

Pn. Ditto 10.6.22. Ditto —.10.22.

Pn. 41027 Ditto 14.6.22. Ditto — .1 .24.

P«. 41617 Ditto 22.6.22. Ditto —
. ^.24.
•J T

Pn. 41355 Ditto 14.6.22. Ditto 6.9.25.
Pn. 40645 Ditto 1.6.22. Ditto —.9.25.
Pw. 4i8qq Ditto 27.6.22. Ditto 18.9 28

.

Pn. 4203C Ditto 16.6.23. Essex —,12.23.

P«. 41094 Ditto 14.6.22. Thames 20. 12.22.

Pn. 40166 Ditto 1.6.22. Kent 8.8.22.

Pn. 41 561 Ditto 22.6.23. Ditto I 5.12.23.
Pn. 41393 Ditto 14.6.22. Ditto 7.I.25.

Pn. 41516 Ditto 22.6.22. Sussex 20. 1.26.

Pn. 40174 Ditto 1.6.22. Hants. 13.2.2^.

Pn. 40621 Ditto 1.6.22. Devon. 3-1-23.

Pn. 1 152 Ditto 1.6.22. Somerset. —.— .28.

Pn. 40407 Ditto 1.6.22. Gloucester. 25.8.22.

SA. 1267 Ditto 30.6.21. Glamorgan. 18. 11. 21.

Pw. 41324 Ditto 14.6.22. Lanes. 19.10.22.

Pw. 992 Ditto 11. 7.21. Ditto 10. 1 .23.

Pw. 367H Ditto 26.6.21

.

Ditto 14.12.25.

Pn. 40185 Ditto 1.6.22. N. Wales 1 x. 1 2 .29.

Pn. 41760 Ditto 22.6.22. Cavan 26.2.27.

Sk. Mi 065 Selso, Sjaelland 5-7-27- Essex b.~\.~<o.

Sk. M1087 Ditto 5-7-27- Dorset. 24.3.28.

A3890 Laaland, Denmark 10.6.28. Essex 23-3- 2 9-
R. 5888 Schleswig-Holstein 24.6. 1 1

.

Yorks. 15. 1. 12.

TP 22912 Ditto 7-7-L3- Ditto —.12.13.
H. 1751 Ditto 3.7.12. Ditto —.1.14.
P. 1878 Ditto 4.7.12. Lines. 26. 11. 12.

I35i Ditto 3.7.12. Ditto 15,11.12
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RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG OR IN BREEDING-SEASON (continued)

H. 1469
R. 5819
R. 2169
//. 22837
II. 23181
H. 22763
H. 1978
H. 1097
//. 2108
H. 2188
R. 5968
R. 1620
J?. E54943
H. 5759
i?. 2242
//. 1809
H. 1 7 1

7

5954
R. 19764

W. 545
//. 548
R. 21411
R. 48747

255

R
R.
/.'.

i?.

R.

A'.

63677
18278
18148
20075
24193
18202

A\ 20062
/?. 18224

24601

365
L. 48681
£ 5594i

1 362

1

344<>°

R.

H,

L.
L.

L. 31519
L. 644
Cogels 1 63
/?• 38989
H. 202257
//. 201907
A/. 200530
H. 546521
H. 200648
LP. 20589
LP. 44079
LP. 40817
Hun-

)

f 3 5°2gary I

JJ

4795 1

hC 11 K s\\ lg- 1 1< >1M 1 1 11 9 7 12 Lines —.11.16.

1 JltlO 2 s; 611 Norfolk 26.10.1 1.

DlttO 4 7 12 Ditto 16. 10.12.

Ditto Ditto 14. 1. 14.

Ditto 7 7 13 Ditto 31.1.17.

DIXTO 7 7 15 Ditto 1 1. 2. 17.

1 JlttO 4 7 12 Suffolk 1 .12.12.

Ditto 7 7 12J * /
Kent 7.8.12.

Ditto 4.7. I Ditto 20. 1 .

1
4.

Initio 4 7 12 Ditto 3 1. 1. 1 7.

DlttO 2^6 T I Ditto — .1.12.

Ditto
*7 nn— •7-uy- Sussex 1 .2. 1 1

.

1 iitto 2 7 30 Somerset 21 . 1 2.30.

Ditto .6.1

1

Ditto 16. 8. 1 1.

1 "lttO 6.7. 10. Monmouth

.

1 7.2.22.

1 111X0 4.7. 1 . Lanes. 9.1 1 .12.

Ditto 3.7.12. 1 iitto Q I
?

1 MttO \\ aterford 6.10.I I .

I* ehrruirn Is.

,

r>Cnlcs\\ ij^- i loisitiii i 1 •/• 4 3- \orfolk >(> I 2 . I ^

.

J -MttO O.7. lj. 1^3 ssex 14 12 M

.

I lift,.
1 M ttO O. /.I j. M i( ] 1 1 lescv 27. I . I 4

.

1 )\ tto 1 r 7 T31 l./.lj. M (^11 mi )ii t h- 1 1 V.M 1 1 1 li V' 1 • 26 O.I ^.

\ *\ r I v 1 , .A Cdr I\1C1,

r>c n it s\\ 1 jj,
- 1 1 ens ic 111 lilsscx

Mi + i r\
1 MttO IT *T ^ I l\ cn t 2 1.12.31.

1 ,11 I >C(. l\ ,
.» H ( K 11 1 1 I ' 11

1

il.U.l ^i'orks l8 8 1 3.

1 MttO 1 1 .7. 1
3. LJl LIU c I AO 1

*t
'

1 MttO 2>n - 1 3. J\L 11 L 11 T I 4

I / 1 L L*J Ditto — .2.17.

I MHO ^ I .0. 1 J. .»1 111(111. r>\. .\ * V- 1 J-

initio •5*°' 1
C * 1 rriii *

- 7 11 1 It \ 2 14

1 A to~ 1 '
1

1 ^

.

1 I (1 1 1 l T*i . I .2.14.

I'll LU ^ t ' . * ^ . 1 j . Monmouth. 2 1 .8.I4.

T oirit 7 \I*»*'*L*l/>tll\llPCTL«CW4lX| ;UtLKILUUUI Vorks. 20.8.I3.
1 X* 1 [J j]i li 4 1

1 C\CI, I LOUfUlG 23 -O. zo. Lanes. 20. I .29.

1 M 1 tO y.O.xo. Cambs. 26.2.29.
I ^ i 1 1 /•»
1 Milt) 22.6. 13. Ilssex 31. 1. 14.

l LltCIIl, rlOlldlHI IO.6.23. Thames Lstuary
.2.24.

'/ ff>]"i n / 1 1 IrkllonH/ ' 1 l< I 1 l< 1 , 1 1 < M U 1 1 1
* 1

ff 41.7.2 1

.

Cheshire I . I .22.

Ditto 1 8 6 t t Hants. i or 2.12.

1 )ittr*I'll LU I 7*0»2tO< Dublin 1 2.9.26.
Dri r*hi 1 7 I

>r»^*^n 3.0.2 •>. Norfolk 18. 1 1.25.
1 *T"1 1 '1 F1 ^NlIoCl'lI 1 LISSldll »'llt>l«l 20.6 . 28

.

Ditto 12.9.28.
Ditto

1 9.6.27. Surrey —.1.28.
Saxonv 3.6.27. Essex 14.10.27.

Ditto 2.6.31. Middlesex 18.9.31

Ditto _ 0
28.5.27. Berks. 17.11.27

T^oliciiiia Yorks. 20.9.22.

Ditto 27-5-I5- R. Mersey 28.9.16
Ditto 7-5M- Cambs. — .2.17

Ditto 1. 6. 13. Norfolk 15. 10.13

Ditto 1 .6.2 1

.

Kent 26. 12.22
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RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG OR IN BREEDING-SEASON (continued).

Sussex
Gloucester

—.1.18.
28. 1. 15.

LP. 40? 1 5 N. Bohemia — •5 I 4-

LP. 41371 Ditto 24.5.14.

R. 21476E Upper Palatinate,
Germany 4.6.14. Cornwall 17.10.19.

Sew. 5757 L. Zurich, Switzerland 2.6.28. Essex 10.2.29.

RINGED ABROAD AS ADULT.

Ringed. Recovered.

H. 27661 Mellum, N. Sea, Germany 17.8.26. Norfolk —.329-

B LACK-HEADED G U LL

Map to show origin of winter visitors to the British Isles

+ Recovered here . Ringed in England in February •^Ringed

here asyoung or breeding Recovered in British Isles

between August d March.(/Apri 1.3 May. /June).

COMMON GULL (Larus c. canus).

Ringed Common Gulls have reached us in large numbers

(in are listed below) from much the same areas in the

Baltic and Scandinavia as the Black-headed Gull, though of

course none come from southern Germany as the bird does

not breed there.

An analysis of their distribution as compared with the

Black-headed Gull is as follows: none in Scotland, about

87 per cent, instead of 76J per cent, in the eastern half of

England, about 12 per cent, instead of 2o\ per cent, m the

western half and Wales, and under 1 per cent, in Ireland.

Of the eastern birds, 73! per cent, have occurred from Norfolk

southwards, chiefly in that county, Essex and Kent, while

26^ per cent, have been found northwards, mainly in Lincoln-

shire and Yorkshire. Thus a considerably smaller percentage
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has penetrated to the west, and there is a tendency for a

larger proportion to visit Yorkshire and Lincolnshire.

It is, perhaps, curious that no Common Gulls ringed in this

country have been reported abroad, but we have not ringed

many, and recovery records are few. The bird occurs in

winter down to the Mediterranean basin and even casually

in the Canaries, and birds ringed abroad have been reported
from the Bay of Biscay, but not we believe south of that.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Hs.
Hs.
Hs.
T.
T.

T.

T.

T.

K.
R.

G.

G.
G.
G.

G.

G.
G.
G.
G.

G.
G.

G.

G.

G.

G.

G.
G.

6,
G.
G.

G.

G.

G.
G.
G.

G.
G.
G.

St.

G.

G.

G.

G.

G.

C7O24
C3938
C4085
3679"

544-1

2920
1883
891

67
1 7899
811D
8360D
1 19C3D
3O62I)

5271D
'383D
849D
1 299D
I IO><)D
I OO 5 1

)

E930D
5«73l>
SooS I

)

9217D
4080D
5.54 s "
1 1 000 1)

4023D
2607D
72S2I

)

966 7D
9532D
7096D
7229D
2225D
3528C
5082D
495i"
^445

'

35I7C
2034D
350 1

C

3042C
7924D

Ringed.

Aland Is., Finland
Ditto
Ditto
Oesel, Estonia
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Zingst, 1'omcrania
Vanern, Sweden
Gotland, Sweden
Oland, Sweden
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

S. Bohusl&n, Sweden
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
N. Halland, Sweden
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

1 lallanda Viidero, Swede
1 >itto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Tvlon. Halland. Sweden
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Recovered.

12.6.30. Lines. 18. 2. 31.

11. 6. 28. Kent 6.1.29.

16.6.28. Ditto —.2.29.

2.7.28. Yorks. —.3.29.

29.6.29. Ditto —.12.29.

4.7.26. Lines. 3.1.31.

9.7.28. Lanes. — .8.29.

23.6.25. Monmouth —.4.29.

18. 7. 11. Gloucester 14. 11. 13.

8.7.13. Kent 13.9. 13.—.7.22. Norfolk — .8.23.

20.6.29. Suffolk 30.11.29.

3.7.30. Northumb. r. 12.30.

4.7.27. Cumb. 29.1.2S.

25.6.28. Yorks. 14.3.29.
23.6.25. Suffolk —.3.29.

23.6.24. Sussex 17.2.29.

19.6.25. Essex 18.5.31.
15.O.30. Suffolk 3.11.31.
0.7.24. Essex I. II.25.

5.7.29. Middlesex 1 5.3.3 1.

3.7.28. I'embs. —.329.
4.7.29. Cumb. 1 7.30.

29.6.31. Yorks. 20.10.31.

[9.7.27. Lines. 30.1.28.
30.6.29. Norfolk

1 4.2.3 1.

20.6.30. Ditto '53-31-
17.7.27. Suffolk 3.1 1. 31.

9.7.26. Kent 2.2.28.
n 5.7.29. Yorks. 1 2.0. 30.

30.6.30. Norfolk 19.12.30.
30.6.30. Essex 22.9.30.
5.7.29. Surrey 10. 2. 31.

5.7.29. Leicester. 1.1. 30.—.7.26. Yorks. 10.11.27.
24.O.25. Ditto 20.3.29.
27.6.28. Lines. 7.1 1.29.
27.6.28. Ditto 26.11.30.
15.6.30. Ditto 17. 1. 31.—.725. Norfolk 26.1.27.—.7.26. Ditto 5.1.28.
24.6.25. Suffolk 22.2.29.
24.6.27. Essex

1 3. 1 1.27.
26.6.29. Ditto 1 1 -3-3o.
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KINGED ABROAD AS young (continued)

.

G. 787iD Tylon, Halland, Sweden 26.6.29. K'ent 19. 1.30.

G. 4976D Ditto 27.6.28. Ditto I 7-3-3 1 -

G. 2162D Ditto —.7.26. Ditto 25.9.26.

G. 3677D Ditto — -7- 2 5- Sussex 6.2.29.

G. 7604D Ditto 25.6.29. Corn wall L3-4-3J-

G. 2009D Ditto —.7.26. Pembs. 10. 1 .27.

Sk. K1027 Saltholm, Denmark 3-7- 2 5- Essex 2. 11. 26.

Sk. D2326 Ditto 19.7-25. Ditto 2.1 1 .29.

oA. D948 Ditto 23.6.28. Hants. 3.8.29.

Sk. K5608 Ditto 4.7.27. Wexford 2.8.28

.

Mi. K6525 Yroj I., Sja'lland 9.7.27. Yorks. Q
I. I. 28.

5«. K4589 Ditto 8.7.26. Norfolk 26.12.26.

Sk. D3513 Ditto 4.7.27. Ditto .2.29.

SA. D8471 Ditto 1.7.29. Essex 22. 1 .30.

Sk. D8842 Ditto 5-7- 29- Ditto 26.1 .30.

Sk. K5647 Ditto 6.7.27. Ditto II. II. 29.

Sk. D3505 Ditto 4.7.27. Ditto 15.2.29.

Sk. D6015 Ditto 7.7.28. Kent 2O.5.29.

Sk. D3516 Ditto 7.7.27.
/ / /

Ditto 13.12.29.

Sk. D9592 Ditto 5.7.29. Sussex 12. 8. 31.

Pn. 50198 Roskilde, Sjaelland 14.6.22. Lanes. 5.I.24.

Pn. 52967 Ditto 1 .7.23. Yorks. —.I.24.
Pn. 52096 Ditto 1 7.23. Lines. 8.3.24.

Pm. 52115 Ditto 1.7.23. Wash i5.IO.23.

Pn. 53428 Ditto 30.0.23. Ditto .4.28.

-/-">/. 50028 Ditto 22.6.22. Norfolk 29.12.22.

Pn. 51682 Ditto 30.6.23. Ditto 4.12.23.

-1/».4275H Ditto 16.6.23. Ditto 1.3.24.

Pn. 52844 Ditto 1.7.23. Ditto 10.10.25.

Pn. 52449 Ditto 1 .7.23. Ditto —.1.30.
Pm. 52636 Ditto 1.7.23. Cambs. —.1.24.
P«. 5°°33 Ditto 22.6.22. Ditto 2.3.29.

Pn. 52436 Ditto 1.7.23. Suffolk 11. I. 30.

SA. X2574 Ditto 7.7.2^. Ditto 14.2.24.

Pn. 52482 Ditto I -7.2^. Essex 8.3.24.

Pn. 53373 Ditto ^0.6.23. Kent 1 1. 10. 24.
P«. 51966 Ditto ^0.6.2^.J J I. of Wight —.2.24.

Pn. 50687 Ditto 6.7.22. Ditto 10.2.27.

Pi7. 40214 Ditto 6.7.22. Hants 31.12.22.

Sk. K2032 Dybso, Sjaelland 1 1 .7.22. Lines. 27.2.29.

Sk. K1066 Ditto 1 1.7.22. Sussex 5-3-29.

Sk. X5971 Ditto 30.6.25. Essex — .12.26.

Sk. X7882 Glano, Sjaelland 8.7.26. Lines. 15.2.29.

Sk. X7860 Ditto 6.7.26. Norfolk 15.2.29.

Sk. K6496 Ditto 19.7.27. Kent 9.1.29.

Sk. X9175 Sjaelland 6.7.27. Norfolk 24.12.27.

SA. D2684 Ditto 12.6. ^0. Yorks. 22.10.30.

Sk. D2391 Jylland, Denmark 20.6.28. Durham 31.12.28.

Sk. X5019 Ditto 3.7-25. Lines. 7.9.27.

Sk. X4700 Ditto —.7.24. Norfolk —•5-29-
Sk. X5245 Ditto 3-7-25. Middlesex 16.2.27.

SA. D5608 Ditto 28.6.28. Kent 17.2.29.

Sk. D9479 Ditto 25.6.30. Cornwall 16. 1. 31.

SA. D320 Fyen, Denmark 10.7.27. Norfolk 12.12.27.

Sk. K1573 Laaland, Denmark 22.6.26. Lanes. 5-3-29.

SA. D1307 Ditto 22.6.26. Suffolk 1.3.29.
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ringed abroad as YOUNG (continued).

Ph.
Sk.

R,

R.

R.
H.
R.

It.

H.
It.

L.

53082
K2318

36545E
30760D
708

4975
233
23c) 1

2

228
42236

T smlatirl l)r*nni;irlv 1 0.7.2 ^. Suffolk 1 5. 1 2.28.

1 )itto — .7.22. (Gloucester. 30.5.25.

Sr 1) ti »<u i 1 lolsttMfl 20.7.2 s. Kent 14.12.25.

20 7 2 Gloucester. 6.12.26.

.
» 1

1 *
l 1 1 1

L 111 V V- 1 1 1 1 C I I 1 > JO 6 2^. Norfolk 1 5.12.2 V
Ditto 2.7.10. D.tto 5.12.IO.

Ditto 4-7 J 1 - Hants. 3.2.12.

Ditto — .7.12. Ditto —-5M-
Ditto 15.7.20. Ditto 7-9-23.

Ditto 29.6.12. Ditto 24-5-M-
Tcxel, Holland 19.6.26. Lines. 18.2.29.

Common Gull
Map to show origin of winter visito rs to the British Isles

• © Ringed here asyoung Recovered in British Is/es
August lo May I /June, IJulyJ

HERRING-GULL {Lotus a. argentattu),

Judging by the results of ringing, both here and on the
Continent, Herring-Gulls of the typical form make no real

migratory movements. As Dr. Landsborough Thomson
has stated (Problems of Bird-Migration), British-bred birds
tend to wander southwards in autumn, but within the limits
of the British Isles and the immediately surrounding seas.

Dr. Thomson considers that those ringed in Holland, Denmark
and north Germany show even less movement than ours,
and in any case it may be said that they show no more. The
two birds ringed as immature were caught on the beach at
night with the aid of dazzling lights and were possiblv native
to the countries they were subsequently reported from.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.
Ringed. Recovered.

Aberdeenshire 29.6.12. Heligoland
Forfarshire 30.6.25. Nord, France
Caithness 4-7- I 2- Pas-de-Calais, France

9.9.12.

17.5.26.

17. 9. 12
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HERRING-GULL (continued).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS IMMATURE.
Ringed. Recovered.

Aberdeenshire 7.9.10. Jylland, Denmark 6.5.12.

Ditto 7. 10. 10. Thuringia, Germain- 27.6.13.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.
Ringed. Recovered.

Sk. K5038 Jylland, Denmark 5.7.26. Yorks. 25.1 1.27

L. 25867 Texel, Holland Ditto 19.4.29

L. 70955 Ditto 22.6.29. Lines. 24.8.29

L. 65037 Ditto 23.6.28. Norfolk 22.9.28

L. 5454° Ditto 18.6.27. Kent 4.9.27

L. 6501

1

Ditto 23.6.28. Ditto —.9.28
L. 61042 Noord Holland 22.7.28. Norfolk 5.9.28.

L. 465 Ditto 2. 7. 11. Kent 31. 10. 1

1

L. 51096 Zeeland, Holland 18.7.26. Sussex r.l.28

/ / /

H ERRI NG-GULL.
+ Recovered here Ringed'Scotland •©Ringed here
asyoung . Recovered England August to April

LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL (Larus fuscus greellsii).

The Lesser Black-backed Gull is our only strictly migratory

Gull. It must be classified as a summer visitor equally with
a Chiffchaff or Blackcap. It is possible that, like those

species, an occasional individual stays over the winter, but
there is no proof of this. It must be remembered that Lesser

Black-backed Gulls of the British form which have been
recorded from time to time in winter, may have originated from
the Faeroes, where the breeding bird is like ours, and whence,
as will be seen below, we have records of ringed birds.

There is no doubt that the main winter quarters of our

breeding birds are the Atlantic coasts of the Iberian Peninsula.

It would seem from the recovery dates that our birds only

pass through the west coasts of France and do not winter
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there. Comparatively few get as far as north-west Africa

(three, west Morocco), while one has reached the Canary
Islands, another the opposite African coast and two as far

south as Senegal. This, perhaps, marks the normal southern

limit of our bird as a migrant, though, as Mr. D. A. Bannerman
informs us, there are reliable records of the subspecies from
the Gulf of Guinea as far as Nigeria.

A certain number of our birds are also found in the

Mediterranean, and it is probable, judging by the south-

westerly position of the localities, that these birds found their

way via the Straits of Gibraltar and not overland. The
bird which reached Sardinia may be classsed, failing further

evidence, among other cases of unusual wandering.
That some birds stay south during the summer or very late

in spring would seem certain. Such cases are : in the bird's

first year, Senegal, April 18th
; Valencia, April 4th ; Algarve,

July 19th
; Vendee, May 9th ; Loire Inferieure, July 20th,

May 3rd and April 10th ; in the bird's third year : Charente
Inferieure, April 26th, and Finisnrc in June, but this last

was a very short way from its birthplace in the Scilly Islands.

RINGED
Ringed.

Northumberland
Fame Is.]

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS
Recovered.

4.8.14. Manche, France
8.8.14. Finistere, France
2.8. I.J. Ditto

1.8.14. Minho, I 'orfugal

3.8.14. Ditto
3.8.14. i >itto

3.8.14. Oporto. Portugal
4.8.14. Ditto
0.8. 14. Ditto
2.8. 13. Ditto
2.8. l \. Ditto
2.8.

1

V

Ditto
2.8.13. Ditto
2.8.13. Douro, Portugal
2.8.14. Ditto
2.8.14. Ditto

2.8.14. Ditto

3.8.14. Ditto

5.8.14. Ditto
7.8.14. Ditto
4.8.14. Lisbon, Portugal
O.S. 14. Ditto
3.8.14. Ditto
3-8.14- Ditto

38.14. Ditto
6.8.14. Ditto
8.8.14. Ditto
S.8.14. Ditto
2.8.14. Ditto

2. 10. 14.

18.9.14.—-7-15-

21. 10. 14.

20.10.14.

—.9.14.
4. 12. 14.

20.10. 14.

19.10.14.

152. 14.— .11.13.

27.1 1.13.

2i.ll.x3.

17.10.15.
2.1 1.14.

1 2. 1 1 .14.

30.xi.14.

15. 10.14.— .11.17.

29.9.14.

30.9.14.

15-10.14.

16.10.14.

10. 1.
1
5.

30.10.14.

5-11-14-—.11.14.

28. 11. 14.— .12.14.
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RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS [continued).

IN UI LIIUIQ Del 13,11Q
r TTo T"n a To "1

L r di lie lb .
J

0 R T -i T iQhnTi 7-ViT"f"n on 1 17 3 14

xJy LLL> 0 8 i 12.0.13. 16. 10. 1

3

O 8 T O2.0.13. TYi-f+r* '7 14

Ditto 2.8.13. TV 4/ f r>UllTO 22.1 1. 13
Ditto 26.8.18. UlLLO 9.1 1. 18

Ditto 7.8.14. Algal \ t_ , J. UI LUgcll 24. II. 14
Ditto 5.8.14. 28.9.I4

Ditto 2.8.14. U1XLO 6.3.16

Ditto Tune, igog. U1TTO Autumn, 1909.

Ditto 2.8.14. L,RSdDld.IlCd,, IVIOI UCUU 25.i2.l4.

Ditto 2.8.13. LdUc J UU\ ,
XV1U UC WIU I3-U-I3

Ditto 2.8.13. CdlldlJ lb. 5.1.14.

Ditto 3.8.14. r>enegai, vv . Aioca 18. 4. 15.

Ditto 3.8.14. straits oi Lriuraitdr 3-'.i5-

Ditto 4.8.14. -WLlICia, OUcllll 15. 11. 16.

Ditto 8.8.14. Valencia, Spain 4-4 I 5-

Ditto 1. 8. 14. Dist. Oran, Algeria 1512.14-
Ditto 2.8.14. Sardinia 5. 11. 14.

Westmorland
[Foulshaw Moss] 30.7.20.

1 "NTHaugesund, rsorw av — .9.20.

Ditto 18.7.22. Idnistere, France 23.8.22.

Ditto 12.7.20. Morbihan, France 7.8.21.

Ditto 18.7.23. Ditto 30.7.24.

Ditto 24.6.10. Loire Inferieure, France 23.9.10.

Ditto 6.7.15. Ditto 4.8.20.

Ditto 21. 7. 21

.

Ditto 10.4.22.

Ditto 10.7.26. Ditto 3-5.27.

Ditto 30.7.20. Charente Inferieure, France 13.8.23.

Ditto 24.6.10. Ditto 26.4.13.

Ditto 4.7.12. Ditto — .9.12.

Ditto 25.6.13. Ditto 19. 2. 17.

Ditto 11. 7. 19. Ditto 25.7.21.

Ditto 25.6.13. Gironde, France 2. 10. 13.

Ditto 8.7.13. Ditto 23.8.13.

Ditto 24.7.22. Santander, Spain 19.3.23.

Ditto 19.7.27. Asturias, Spain 28.10.27.

Ditto 8.7.13. Vigo, Spain 8.2.14.

Ditto 25.6.13. Minho, Portugal 22.9.13.

Ditto 12.7.22. Oporto, Portugal 9.10.22.

Ditto 20.7.22. Ditto 22.10.22.

Ditto 30.7.20. Ditto 11. 12. 20.

Ditto 6.7.15. Ditto —.10.15.
Ditto 25.6.13. Ditto 21. 1. 18.

Ditto 7.7.27. Ditto 3.10.27.

Ditto 14. 7. 16. Ditto 25.10.16.

Ditto 16.7. 14. Ditto 4. 11. 14.

Ditto 9.8.24. Ditto 11. 11.24.
Ditto 27.7.22. Douro, Portugal 18.9.23.

Ditto 20.7.22. Lisbon, Portugal — .9.22.

Ditto 6.7.15. Ditto 20. 1. 16.

Ditto 8.7.13. Ditto 2. 1. 14.

Ditto 8.7.13. Ditto —•9.I3-
Ditto 1.7.11. Ditto 8.3-I4-

Ditto I.7.14. Ditto —.12.14.

Ditto 9.8.24. Ditto 25.2.25.

Ditto 25.6.13. Ditto 17.1 1. 14.
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RINGED GREAT BRITAIN' AS NESTLINGS (cpltti 11 lli'd)

.

Westmorland
[Foulshaw MossJ 1.8.30. Lisbon, Portugal I.I.3I.

Ditto 19.7.20. Algarve, Portugal 9.I0.20.

Ditto 14. 7. 16. Ditto 22.IO.l6.

Ditto 20.7.16. Ditto I9.7. 17.

Ditto 5.8.30. Ditto 1. 12. 30.

Ditto 24.6.10. Huelva, Spain I9.3. II.

Ditto 25.6.13. Ditto 8. 12. 13.

1 >itto 1.7.1 1. Cadiz, Spain 2O.3.I4.

Ditto 19.7.20. Ditto 4.3.2I.

Ditto 20.7.16. Valencia, Spain 1 . 1 . 1 7.

Ditto 16.7. 15. Dist. Oran, Algeria — .12.17.

Scilly Is. 8.7.24. Finistere, France —.6.27.
Ditto 2.7.25. Ditto I7-9-25.

Ditto 1.7.24. Loire Inferieure, France 2O.7.25.

Ditto 8.7.24. Vendee, France 9-5-25-

Ditto 16.7. 14. .Minho. Portugal — 12.14.

Ditto 21.6.23. Lisbon, Portugal 28.9.24.

Ditto 1.7.24. Algarve, Portugal 26.10.24.

Ditto 24.6.24. Cadiz, Spain —•3-25-
Lu ndy 25.6.31. Oporto, Portugal 27.8.31.

Argyllshire 4.7.10. Douro, Portugal 16. 12. 10.

Cumberland I4.7.25. Lisbon, Portugal 19.11.25.
Ditto M-7-25- Ditto 29.11.26.
Ditto 4-7-30- Ditto 19.10.30.
Ditto 25.7.29. Casablanca, Morocco 3-2. 30.

Lancashire 23.6.30. Mazagan, Morocco —.1.31.
Cumberland 4.7.20. Senegal, \V. Africa —•3-27-

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.
Ringed. Recovered.

Pn. 648 Faeroes, N. Atlantic 3-7.20. Lanarks. 3.6.28.
Pu. 53828 Ditto 17.7.25. Inverness. — 10.25.
Pn. 53894 Ditto 30.O.20. Dublin 25.9.2O.
Pn. 5109O Ditto 21.7.24. Londonderry ? date.
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SCANDINAVIAN LESSER BLACK-BACKED CxULL (Larus f.fuscus)

RINGED AS YOUNG.
Ringed. Recovered.

R. 7918 Oland, Sweden 24.6.12. Essex 24.2.14.

GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL [Larus marinus).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.
Ringed. Recovered.

Sk. K6121 Husavik, Iceland 27.6.28. North Uist 3.1.29.

KITTIWAKE (Rissa t. tridactyla).

Since the last reference in these pages to the crossing of the

Atlantic by Kittiwakes (Vol. XXIV., p. 239), two more ringed

on the Fame Islands by Mrs. T. E. Hodgkin have been
reported. One of these was referred to as a possible Kittiwake

on the page quoted above, and has now been satisfactorily

cleared up by Mr. M. Rogers, who obtained the bird at

Twillingate, Newfoundland, on December 24th, 1930. The
other was recently reported by Mr. C. H. Phillips, who
informed us that the bird was caught on board the S.S.

"Arctic Queen"—a "factory" fishing ship—in Davis
Strait, the ring taken off and the bird released. A great

congregation of sea-birds cor^ps to this ship to feed on the

offal which is thrown overboard, and this Kittiwake was
caught while attempting to snatch a cod's liver from the

hand of one of the men working on the catch. The position

was about one hundred miles west of Disko off the west coast

of Greenland. Unfortunately, the exact date is unknown,
but it was in the middle of July, in the height of the breeding-

season, and it seems unlikely to have been a breeding bird

so far from land. Moreover, Mr. Phillips informed us that

the bird had some brown on it, so that for a bird in its second
summer it was probably backward. There is therefore not
yet proof that British-bred Kittiwakes which cross the Atlantic

breed on the other side.

Recently Mr. T. H. McKittrick, Jnr., has published an
interesting series of observations of the Kittiwake in the

Atlantic (Ibis, 1931, pp. 654-661). Twenty-three days'
observations on various voyages from December 18th to

March 8th between the English Channel and New York, and
again on a more northerly course to Canada in the first week
of October, show that Kittiwakes were present every day
all the way across. But between New York and England
none were observed in mid-Atlantic on June 1st and 2nd.

It is to be remarked, however, that Mr. E. M. Nicholson saw
Kittiwakes in mid-Atlantic, but much further to the north
between the Shetlands and Greenland, on June 8th and 9th

(B.B., Vol. XXII., p. 127). Mr. McKittrick suggests from
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his observations that Kittiwakes from Europe and North

America are in contact from October to March, if not longer,

and sometime later proceed east and west to their breeding-

places, and that this mingling leads to a certain number
crossing from one side to the other.

This is certainly quite a possible theory, but the facts

about the Kittiwakcs ringed on the Fame Islands tend to

show a more regular and less fortuitous migration. No ringed

Kittiwakes have been reported other than these live trans-

atlantic birds, and they represent no less than 3.5 per cent,

of the Kittiwakes ringed on the Fames between 1923 and
1929. Taking some of the years separately we find that

—

in 1929 only 35 were ringed and 2 of these have been reported ;

in 1924 only 15 were ringed and 1 reported ; in 1928, 30 were
ringed and 1 reported. Fifteen were ringed in each of the

years 1926 and 1927 and none of these have been reported;

none were ringed in 1925 and only a very few in 1923. As
Mrs. Hodgkin was able to ring 40 in 1930 and 101 in 1931, it

is to be hoped that more records will come to hand.
It may be of some significance that so far none have been

reported in their first year—a most unusual occurrence.

Ringed
Norton mberland

1 Faroe L
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Recovered.

2.7.29. Davis Strait, (19 10' N. 58 17' W.
— -7-3I-

Labrador 28.10.25.30.O.24.

28.6.23.

23.6.28.

1.7.29.

Newfoundland
Ditto
Ditto

12.8.24.

10.12.30.

24.12.30.

Map to show recovery positions of birds ringed as nest/mgs
on the fame I s/es .Northumberland
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RAZORBILL (A lea tovda).

That Razorbills from west Sutherland regularly visit the

coasts of southern Norway has already been commented on.

It will also be seen from the lists below that a Guillemot and

a Puffin have made the same journey, while another Guillemot

has travelled there from Yorkshire.

In an interesting paper recently published by Mr. H. Tho.

L. Schaanning of the Stavanger Museum {Den Internasjonale

Ringmerkning av trekkfugler og de foreliggende resultater for

Norge) it is shown that no less than forty-four Guillemots

ringed in the breeding-season at Heligoland have been

reported between September and February on the coasts of

southern Norway—250 to 340 miles to the north of where

they were ringed.

It seems evident that there is some great attraction for

" Auks " which draws them to these coasts. Mr. Schaanning

informs us that large numbers of Guillemots, Razorbills and

Puffins are shot in October and November, which is the

season for the " Alkejatet", a regular sport from Oslo to

Bergen. It is to be noted, however, that some proceed

southwards in winter, as is evidenced by ringed Guillemots

from Heligoland to our south coast, and from Ayrshire to

north Spain, as well as the Puffin from South Wales to south-

west France.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS

Ringed.

Sutherland 7.7.27.

Ditto 29.6.26.

Ditto 3-7-3Q-

Ditto 3-7-3°-

Ditto 3-7-3°-

Ditto 3-7-3°.

Ditto 3-7-30.

Ditto 3-7-30-

Ditto 3-7-30-

NESTLINGS.
Recovered.

Xr. Oslo, Norway
Nr. Haugesund, Norway
Stavanger, Norway
Prov. Kristiansand, Norw
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Jvlland, Denmark

16.10.27
21 .9.26

15. 11. 31

26.10.30
26.10.30

15.10.30

31 .10.30

25-5-31
7-H-30
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NORTHERN GUILLEMOT (Uvia a. aalge).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.

Ringed. Recovered.

Sutherland 29.6.23. Nr. Oslo, Norway 31.12.25.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.

Aberdeenshire 11.7.10. Goteborg, Sweden 29. 11. 10.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG AND ADULT.

H. 41013
H. 39883

Ringed.
Heligoland
Ditto

Recovered.

9.7.28. Sussex 12.2.29.

28.6.27. Hants.

Yorkshire
Ayrshire

SOUTHERN GUILLEMOT (L'ria a. cdbionis).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.

15. 7. 18. Prov. Kristiansand, Norway
17.6.23. Yizcaya, Spain

10. 1.29.

22.10.18.

17. 1. 24.

G U I LLE M OT.
• Ringed here as young Recovered England in winter
+ Recovered here m winter Ringed Scotland <U a aalge I.

# Reco rered here in Oct&Jan Ringed Great Britain IU a albionis).

PUFFIN (Fratercula a. graba).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Ringed. Recovered.
Sutherland 24.6.27. Prov. Kristiansand, Norway 22.ro. 27.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.

Ringed. Recovered.

Pembrokeshire 2.7.28. Gironde, France December, 1929.
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Lan d — Rail.
Map to show recovery positions abroad of birds ringed as
nestlings (I adult) in the. British Is/es.

LAND-RAIL (Crex crex).

Unfortunately, the Land-Rail has decreased so greatly in

this country that few have been ringed. The recorded

recoveries have all been in September and in western or

western-central France. It is to be hoped that records will

accumulate so that we can get a better idea than possible at

present of the direction and extent of the bird's migrations

to and from the British Islands.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Ringed. Recovered.
Kirkcudbright 17.6.29. Calvados, France 8.9.29.

Co. Down 20.7.29. Indre-et-Loire, France 15.9.29.
Perthshire 28.6.30. Creuse, France 14.9.30.
Cumberland 8.7.12. Gironde, France 21. 9. 12.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.

Ringed. Recovered.
Aberdeenshire 3.9.10. Creuse, France —.9.11.

MOOR-HEN (Gallinula ch. chloropus).

RINGED ABROAD AS MIGRANT.

Ringed. Recovered.
L. 54617 Lightship off Flushing,

Holland 16.3.28. Worcester. 3.2.29.

COOT (Fulica a. atra).

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT.

Ringed. Recovered.
Kent 23.3.30. Pas-de-Calais, France 15. 7. 31.



OTES
LATE BREEDING IX NORFOLK AND SUFFOLK IN

The following cases of late breeding in the season of 1931 in

south Norfolk and north Suffolk, though not remarkable

individually, show that late breeding was not uncommon m
the past wet season.

Greenfinch August 14th

(Chloris ch. chloris)

Ditto ,, 2 1 st

Linnet (Carduelis c. ,, 15th

cannabina)

Ditto September 5th

4 Eggs (incubated).

4 Eggs (incubated).

4 Eggs (incubated),

Young (5 or 6 davs
old).

4 Eggs (incubated).Bullfinch {Pyrrhula August 15th

p. nesa)

Ditto 22nd

Hedge-Sparrow 13th

(Prunella m.
Occidentalis)

Ditto 22nd
Moor-Hen (Gallinula September 13th 5 Eggs (fresh)

ch. chloropus)

H. J. K. Bi km

3 Eggs (fresh).

3 Eggs (incubated),

4 Young (week old).

WAXWINGS IN COUNTY DURHAM.
On November 1st, 1931, a small flock of seven Waxwings
(Bombycilla gamthts) was observed on a patch of scrub

consisting largely of Guelder-rose bushes (Viburnum Opulus L.)

near Rowlands Gill in the Vale of Derwent. Within a week
the flock had increased to 30, and on November 10th, when
I visited the spot, I counted 75 birds. The maximum was
reached on November 24th, when there were well over

100 birds. From that time onwards the flock dwindled in

numbers, and on the last two days on which they were
observed. December 5th and 6th, only three were seen.

When the birds arrived the scrub was richly red with an
abundant crop of ripe Guelder berries ; but few remained
unpicked when the birds left. The Waxwings spent most of

their time feeding upon these berries, hanging from the

slender twigs with tit-like antics ; but one observer noted
that they " took insects in the air not unlike the Spotted
Flycatcher". They were also seen feeding on the ground in
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a garden adjoining the scrub, but what they were finding

there was not noted. When on the wing the birds packed
closely together like Starlings and alighted on trees, all facing

one way like Redwings.
What became of the flock is not known. So far no reports

have come in of birds having been seen locally elsewhere than
on this small patch of scrub, though, judging from the

constantly varying size of the flock, it must have had other

feeding-grounds in the vicinity.

The only other records of Waxwings I have received are :

One seen near Darlington, co. Durham, on October 25th.

Four seen in Harwood Dale, near Scarboro' in mid-November.
Five seen in Newton Dale, near Pickering (Yorks.), December
13th. George W. Temperley.

[For other notes on this subject see p. 223. MissE. Trotter

has described to Mr. Jourdain a bird, which was clearly a

Waxwing, seen by her in a garden at Bournemouth on
December 27th, 1931, but so far no others have been
definitely identified in the neighbourhood.

Mr. T. A. Coward records (Field, 2.1.32. p. 16) that two
frequented gardens near Altrincham, Cheshire, for a week or

more at the end of November. Mr. Coward observed one of

the birds frequently offering a haw to the other, from which
he suggests they were a pair. Mr. Coward also states that

Waxwings have been seen near Liverpool, and that numbers
have been reported in the Orkneys.

Mr. H. B. Booth states that ten were reported from near
Berwick on November 10th (Nat., 1932, p. 14).

Dr. E. Hartert informed us, and Dr. E. Stresemann has
now published (Orn. Monatsb., 1932, p. 19), that Waxwings
have occurred in extraordinarily large numbers in Germany.
They first appeared in Courland on the Baltic coasts in

October, and by the end of November their numbers had
increased to such an extent that some 700 were actually

ringed by the Rossitten station. In Heligoland they were
noted about the same time and continued to arrive in

November, about seventy being observed in all. In Berlin they
were first seen on November 8th, and up to the time of writing

(mid-December) were to be observed in flocks of twent}'-

five to fifty birds. The southernmost point from which Dr.

Stresemann had information was from Harz, where some were
noted on November 23rd. The Mealy Redpoll also appeared
in the autumn of 1931 in large flocks in north Germany.
We shall be glad to have notes of any further occurrences

of Waxwings.

—

Eds.]
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BLUE TITS TEARING PAPER.

I have recently come across a considerable number of

examples of a habit of the Blue Tit [Pants c. obscurus) which

is new to me. All the cases have occurred in and around the

Lake District, and the habit seems to be prevalent over a

very wide area.

In a number of instances the birds have entered rooms in

houses through open windows, and have stripped the wall-

paper from the walls around each picture nail and along the

lintels of the doors ; in fact, wherever a foothold was obtain-

able. The paper has been cleanly stripped away, pieces up

to an inch in length, and an eighth to a quarter of an inch in

width being torn off and dropped to the floor. In one house,

besides the wallpaper, books on shelves and a large Bible

open on a desk were also attacked and much damaged, and

in the adjoining garage notices nailed up were torn to ribbons.

In another case a room was entered and a lamp shade of

thick parchment-like paper was pecked away all round the

edge, and in another house a pad of blotting-paper on a

writing-table was much mutilated. The notices in a church

porch and in a school classroom have been attacked whole-

sale, and in many cases torn to shreds. Finally, a poster

of the Empire Marketing Board pasted up on an outside wall

was badly torn, and in this case three or four Blue Tits were

watched in the act.

In every case mentioned it has hern definitely proved that

Bine Tits were the culprits, though in two cases the evidence

is only circumstantial. It would be of interest to know the

reason for this curious habit, and whether it has been noticed

elsewhere. A. ASTLEY.
Reference should be made to similar actions by Great

Tits described by Miss A. Hibbert-Ware, Vol. XXIII.,

p. 35.—Eds.]

WILD >W-WA RBLER IX GLGUC ESTE RSH1 R E
IX WINTER.

On December 4th, 1931, I watched a Willow-Warbler
(P/iylloscopus trochilus) in a hedgerow overhanging a deep
watercourse near Stoke Gifford, Gloucestershire. Being
quite indifferent to my presence, I was able to keep
the bird under observation at close quarters for some con-

siderable time. The general coloration was decidedly
greenish, tinged yellow ; this and the pale brown legs seemed
sufficiently convincing that it was a Willow-Warbler and not
a Chiffchaff. The bird is possibly wintering, since I found
it in the same place again on December 7th. H. H. Davis.
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TWO HISTORICAL KENTISH SPECIMENS.

At the auction at Lullingstone Castle, the seat of the late

Sir William Hart Dyke, which was held on December 9th and
10th, 1931, there were two lots of ornithological interest.

The first was a male Little Bittern (Ixobrychus minutus) and
the second a duck Goosander (Mergus merganser). The
Little Bittern was killed on the lake at Lullingstone about

i860 and is in good condition, but the Goosander is sadly

faded. Both birds are recorded by Dr. N. F. Ticehurst in

his book A History of the Birds of Kent, and are now in my
collection. James M. Harrison.

GREY PLOVER IN MIDDLESEX.
On December 12th, 1931, Mr. J. P. Hardiman and I saw a

Grey Plover (Squatarola s. squatarola) at the Littleton Reser-

voir. The bird circled over the water calling loudly, and then

came for a few moments near enough to show us its black

axillaries.

There appears to be only one previous record of the Grey
Plover being seen in Middlesex (B.B., Vol. XVI.

, p. 26),

though on December 20th, 1930, I heard one at Staines

(B.B., Vol. XXIV., p. 355), and Mr. W. E. Glegg tells me that

he had a similar experience there on November 15th, 1931.

A. Holte Macpherson.

LITTLE GULL IN MIDDLESEX.
On December 14th, 1931, after a day of heavy south-west

gales, Mr. A. Holte Macpherson and I visited the Littleton

Reservoir. We had prolonged views, at close range, of a
Little Gull (Larus minutus) flying with Black-headed Gulls.

The bird was in first winter plumage. There are five other

Middlesex records, but only one in the present century,

namely the bird seen at the Staines Reservoir by Mr. Macpher-
son and Mr. F. R. Finch in October, 1928 (B.B., Vol. XXII.,

p. 146). J. P. Hardiman.

COOT DEFENDING ITS NEST.

On July 4th, 193 1, I was walking along in shallow water at

Blagdon Lake, Somerset, when a Coot (Fulica a. atra) came
to meet me about ten yards from its nest and tried to drive

me away. The nest was built in about a foot of water, in a

clump of flags surrounded by a fairly wide area of water
containing low weed and rushes. At first the bird swam
around a few yards away, doubling backwards and forwards,

calling from time to time, and coming closer as I approached
the nest. Finally it took up a pugnacious attitude about
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a yard in front of me ; with body tipped backwards, wings

slightly spread, head thrown back, and open beak. I put

down a hand towards the bird, and it jumped up out of the

water, scratching with its claws. Then it fell back, to jump

up again very soon. I presented my foot and it fought it in

the same way for a little time, often staying with its breast

pressed against my toe in the intervals between jumps. From

time to time it took fright and dashed away a few yards, but

a move towards the nest would bring it back half-flying.

There were three " chipping " eggs in the nest and two or

three young hiding near by.

Later the same day I went back to take some photographs.

When I bent down "to expose the nest the Coot climbed up

my back and pecked. It also climbed up my arm. I set

up the camera about eight feet from the nest, and after a

few attempts to dislodge me the bird went back to the nest

and called up her young. It was ready to attack whenever

I made any considerable movement, the next day I visited

the nest again. The young birds were out on the lake with

the other parent, and my bird was sitting on one egg. After

fighting my feet, it struck at a hand I put down. This time

it did not scratch but raised a small bruise. I think it must
have hurt itself, for it never came less than two or three

yards from me again.

At no time did the bird behave like one doing the " broken

wing trick ". The mate was always well out on the lake,

calling occasionally. When last seen both birds were feeding

four young.
I have no positive evidence as to whether the pugnacious

bird was the male or female, but although the male Coot

assists in incubation, the fact that the pugnacious bird was
constantly at the nest perhaps points to its being the female.

L. A. Hawkins.

EARLY WHITETHROAT's Nest in Norfolk.—Mr. H. J. K.

Burne informs us that he found in south Norfolk on May 3rd,

1928. a nest containing four eggs of the Whitethroat (Sylvia c.

communis)—a very early date.

Two Song-periods of Blackcap as possible evidence
of Second Brood.—The Rev. E. Peakc writes that notes

kept by him during twelve years show that, both at Oxford
and Bluntisham (Hunts.), the Blackcap (Sylvia a. atricapilla)

has two periods of song, April into May and mid-June to

mid-July. Mr. Peake thinks this suggests the probabilitv

of the Blackcap being double-brooded, and gives an instance

of young hatched at Bluntisham as late as August 3rd, 1929.
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Great Grey Shrike in Hampshire.—Mr. H. T. Gosnell

informs us that he and Mr. Carlyon-Britton saw a single

Lanius excubitor on December ist, 1931, on a common in

east Hampshire. The bird was at the same spot on the

following day.

Martins in Devonshire in January.—Miss V. Curry

writes that she saw three Martins (Delichon urbica) near

Salcombe on January 4th, 1932. Miss Curry remarks that

they were apparently finding plenty to eat.

Late Swift in Warwickshire.—Miss B. A. Carter

informs us that she saw a Swift (Apits apus) flying about with

two Martins at Sutton Coldfield on October 29th, 1931.

Spotted Redshank in Sutherland.—Mr. F. Spencer

Chapman informs us that on November 24th, 1929, he saw
a bird at very close quarters feeding on the shores of a loch

about a mile from the sea at Durness, which he identified as

a Spotted Redshank {Tringa erythropus). Mr. Chapman
had made acquaintance with the bird previously on the

Solway, and from his description of the appearance of the

bird and its note there is no doubt that his identification was
correct. The bird was seen again subsequently, but not

after November 28th.

REVIEW.

Beasts and Birds as Farm Pests. By James Ritchie, m.a., d.sc, f.r.s.e.

(Oliver & Boyd), 1931. 8vo, pp. xii., 270. 12s. 6d.

This is a thoroughly practical, common-sense work, dealing solely

with such mammals and birds as are either definitely injurious to the
farmer, or at any rate of doubtful utility. In estimating its value,

however, two considerations must be borne in mind. In the first place
it is written from the north British standpoint. There are, of course,

many references to the south country fruit-grower or farmer, and there

is a chapter on birds and the garden, but, in the main, the book is a
broad-minded study of the effect of certain forms of animal life on the
economic welfare of the Scottish farmer and forester.

The first section of the work deals with mammals and lies to some
extent outside the scope of this review, but it is very significant that
while nearly three pages are devoted to the red squirrel, the grey
squirrel is dismissed with only a single page. In any future edition

we hope that some practical hints on trapping this obnoxious alien

will be added.
Turning to the section dealing with birds (pp. 89-260) we find on

the whole a very fair statement of the case. No method of ascertaining

the food of any given species is entirely satisfactory. Recorded field-

observations are in most cases so incomplete and defective that they
may lead to absolutely wrong conclusions. Observations on refuse

of food are in some cases, such as analysis of pellets of Owls, extremely
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valuable, but at best can only touch the fringe of the general enquiry.

Examination of crop and stomach contents seems to hold out The

greatest promise, and when carried out with large series distributed over

the whole year and from various localities would seem to go far towards
the solution of the problem. Even here the results can be worked out
on different lines, and in theory the volumetric method, advocated
and employed by Dr. Collinge, has many advantages over the quantita-

tive analysis. As Dr. Ritchie points out, the adjudication to the
" beneficial " or " injurious " column in the case of insects may be a

matter of opinion in some cases ; in others the destruction of a single

individual may well counterbalance the loss of 100 grains of wheat, so

that the problem is by no means solved by the assignment of the

material collected under the three heads of injurious, beneficial and
indifferent.

Recent researches bv Groebbels and others have shown that the
process of digestion is so rapid in certain species that stomach examina-
tions, unless carried out on an enormous scale, can give little idea of

the actual food consumed.
In some details Dr. Ritchie's conclusions seem to require some

modification. Thus he regards the Sparrowhawk as a nuisance to
agriculture, mainly on the ground of its staple diet of small insectivorous
birds Vet he follows Dr. Collinge in treating the Little Owl as " a
most valuable aid in the destruction of farm vermin". Apart from
the fact that the Sparrow-Hawk is nowhere numerous, while the Little
Ow l. in spite of persistent killing done by gamekeepers, is now present
with us in England in enormous numbers, there is no doubt that the
Little Owl takes a heavy toll of small birds, although it is true that
some pairs do confine themselves mainly to insects, earthworms, etc.
The statement that the majority of our Greenfinches migrate overseas
from September to March also needs much qualification. Incubation
in the case of the House-Sparrow is not performed exclusively by the
female. The severe condemnation of the Blackcap is somewhat
surprising after the mild treatment accorded to the Hawfinch and
Blackbird, and the statement that the Merlin feeds on birds " more
useful than itself", such as Meadow-Pipits, Wheatears and Larks", is

astonishing in view of what has already been written on the Sky-Lark
on pp. 193, 200, 202, etc.

Still, apart from details on points which must alwavs be to some
extent matters of opinion, we can confidentlv recommend this work
as an unbiassed and in the main reliable and practical study of the
whole question, free from the sentimentality of the Michelet school of
writers, and based on a study of the large' and growing literature of
the subject. F. C. R. Jourdain.

LETTERS.

LUNDY BIRDS.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—In his paper on the Birds of Lundv (antea, pp. 212-219)
Mr. Harrisson comments on the absence of information about Redstart
(Phcruicmus p. phceni cunts), Redshank {Tringa totanus) and Common
Gull [Lai us c. aunts) during the last ten years. Perhaps all are regular
visitors on passage. Twenty-five years ago, i.e. in 1907, I was on
Lundy with T. A. Coward from August 2Sth to September 4th. A
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Redstart was seen near the Manor House on August 30th. A Redshank
passed over on the 29th, and several Common Gulls were daily about
the cultivated ground near the village.

Among other species in our total of fifty-one were Hooded Crow
(Corvus c. comix), one consorting with a Carrion-Crow (Corvus c. corone)

on the western cliffs, August 30th and the two following days ; Rook
{Corvus f. frugilegus), a dozen in the fields at the south end, daily ;

Starling (Sturnus v. vulgaris), many ; Yellow Bunting (Emberiza
c. citrinella), one in the Manor House garden, September 1st ; Yellow-

Wagtail {Motacilla f. rayi), half a dozen among pasturing cattle,

August 29th and subsequently ; Whinchat (Saxicola r. rubetra), several

near the south end
;
Hedge-Sparrow {Prunella m. occidentalis) , a few

;

Teal {Anas c. crecca), one flushed from a pond, September 3rd
;
Ringed

Plover {Charadrius h. hiaticula) , odd birds passing ; Turnstone
{Arenaria i. interpres), single adult, September 1st ; Common Sand-
piper {Tringa hypoleucos)

,
two, September 1st ; Whimbrel {Numenius

p. phceopus), passing, daily. Chas. Oldham.

WOODCOCKS IN LUNDY.

To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—In Mr. T. H. Harrisson's article on the birds of Lundy I

notice that there is apparently only one record of the Woodcock
{antea, p. 219). I well remember that when a boy, living in Somerset,
I was told by a neighbour—a Lieut. -Col. Luttrell—that in former years
he had enjoyed very good Woodcock shooting on Lundy in the month
of November. He said the flight of these birds only remained there
for a few days, but the fact of their being found there at this season in

numbers was sufficiently well known to west-country sportsmen to
make it worth their while to make a trip over to the island for the sake
of the shooting. It would seem that the Woodcock has altered its

line of migration in this particular district since those days.
H. W. Mapleton-Bree.

AN OMISSION FROM A HISTORY OF THE BIRDS
OF NORFOLK.

To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—I find that in my book, A History of the Birds of Norfolk,
mention of the Northern Willow-Warbler {Phylloscopus trochilus

eversmanni) has been omitted. It appears that an account of this

subspecies was written by me and inadvertently mislaid, probablv
during revision of the MSS. before going to press. An additional
page (58a) with an account of this bird has been printed and will be
sent free of cost on application to Messrs. H. F. & G. Witherby, 326,
High Holborn, London, W.C.i, to those possessing a copy of A History

of the Birds of Norfolk B. B. Riviere.
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NOTES ON THE TREE-SPARROW.
BY

A. W. BOYD.

The following notes have been compiled from observations

made in the neighbourhood of Great Budworth, Cheshire,

during the last ten years. The area in question is largely-

arable land and includes several parks, a river valley, two
meres and other pieces of water. From 30 feet in the valley

of the river Weaver the land rises gradually to 250 feet or so

above sea-level. Oaks predominate in the hedgerows and
are the most abundant tree generally ; in the parks are many
large beeches.

I find that the Tree-Sparrow (Passer m. montanus) is entirely

unrecognized in the district, even by those observant country-

men who are familiar with and interested in the usual birds

of the area.

Status.

The bird is resident in the district throughout the year.

(i.) Winter.—During the winter months from October to

March and April, and even until May, it may be seen in flocks

—sometimes containing up to a hundred birds—and generally

in company with birds of the Finch and Bunting families.

That some at least of these winter birds are the same as

those that breed here is proved by four records of marked
birds : three ringed as young in June and July were recovered
not far distant on November 23rd, December 31st and
January 1st in the following winter, and an adult ringed in

July was also recovered on December 31st eighteen months
later.

(ii) Summer.—Where suitable nesting-sites occur in the
parkland and old hedgerow trees the bird nests in some
numbers, but owing to its shyness it is difficult to estimate

the number of pairs breeding in a large area.

Finding that several pairs were nesting in holes in beeches
and oaks round my house, I began in 1923 to put up boxes
for them, increasing the number of boxes annually up to 1929.
It was shown that the number of nesting pairs was almost
exactly determined by the number of suitable nesting-sites,

and that a distinct colony could quickly be established. At
least 24 or 25 pairs now nest in trees along a hedgerow 200 or

300 yards long and round a seven-acre field next to it.

An increase in the number of boxes would evidently cause
a similar increase in the number of nesting pairs, "for the

nestlings of one year are found in the following breeding-
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season in exactly the same place : I have trapped three a
year later a few yards from their nests ; two others a year

later were caught on eggs in nesting-boxes in the same field,

and one bird two seasons later in a box on the next tree a few

feet away.
(iii.) Migration.—There is no definite evidence of any

visitation of birds on passage, though the increase observed
in March at the beginning of the nesting-season seems to

point to more than local movement. Again, the flocks still

seen in April about the hedges, on newly sown land, and
roosting in hollies, and exceptionally as late as May nth,
suggest that these are possibly not local nesting birds, for at
the same time others have settled down at their nesting-sites.

(There is a record in Brit. Birds, Vol. XVI., p. 14, of a
nestling marked in Staffs, in June which was recovered in

Lines, in October.)

Breeding Habits.

(i.) Display.—I have not been fortunate enough to observe
this more than once (April 17th, 1930). Two birds were
displaying to one another on an oak bough. First one of
them bowed frequently to the other and then ran along the
bough with tail erect and bill pointed straight out—as if to
show the throat ; the other then did exactly the same, except
that it did not bow.

(ii.) Return to the Nesting Trees.—The birds, which are
never seen at the nesting trees during the winter, return to
them usually about the end of March. My earliest note of
their return is February 23rd, 1930, but normally they are
first noticed about the middle of March and there is a subse-
quent increase during the last week of that month.

(iii.) Age of Breeding Birds.—That they breed in the first
season after hatching is shown by two instances of birds
which were ringed as nestlings and caught sitting on eggs in
the following summer.

(iv.) Nesting-sites and Nests.—The natural nesting-sites in
the district are small holes in boughs and trunks and the
oak seems to be the tree usually chosen. Boxes of the
Berlepsch pattern (Box A) and square home-made boxes meet
with equal success and practically all are occupied annually—even those that are cracked or have become otherwise
defective. Boxes within a few feet of one another are used
just as readily as those many yards apart.
The nest is very much slighter than that of the House-

Sparrow and is built of altogether less tough material;
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dried grass and hay are mainly used, with often enough a

few green blades among them, and the nest is liberally lined

with feathers, though I have seen an August nest which
lacked feathers altogether. The actual size varies with the

size of the box and the larger square boxes are usually almost

filled with the nest, and in consequence these are bulkier

than those in the Berkpsch boxes.

Normally the nests are domed, but in boxes, at least, the

top of the dome is never a solid roofing like that of the House-
Sparrow and often consists merely of a few grasses or feathers

curved over, through which the eggs are visible. One nest

(May 21st, 1931) built in a square box and containing five

eggs, had, however, no trace of a dome and consisted of a

small, flat nest on the bottom of the box on which the eggs

lay, and other very slight nests occur from time to time.

(v.) Eggs.—These show very considerable variation in

colour and shade
;

usually they are much more heavily

marked and glossier than those of the House-Sparrow and
are deep brown or red-brown in colour, with, in most nests,

one much paler egg. The darkest I have seen were of a
practically unicoloured chocolate-brown ; five eggs in another

box were almost white, and in fact appeared to be quite

white till taken from the nest, when a few grey-brown freckles

were seen. The normal number of eggs is five, though some
lay only four, and sets of six are not unusual.

(vi.) Breeding-Period.— I have found a nest built by April

20th in a new box, and from then to the first week of May nests

are rebuilt and the first eggs are laid from about the 8th to

the 12th of May, but many do not lay their first egg till the

third or fourth week of that month. From then till the

third or fourth week of July, and when there is a third brood
till the third or fourth week of August, the nests are occupied

;

the latest date on which I have ringed nestlings was August
28th (1928) and these no doubt remained in the nest a few
days longer.

(vii.) Incubation-Period.—As the Tree-Sparrow was men-
tioned (F. C. R. Jourdain, Brit. Birds, Vol. XXIV., p. 141)
as one of the birds about which further information of the

incubation-period was required, special note was taken in

193 1 of several nests by daily observation. The following

are the details :

—

Box No. 3.—May 20th to May 22nd, 1. egg
;
May 23rd,

2 eggs
;
May 24th, 3 eggs

;
May 25th, 4 eggs

;
May 26th,

5 eggs
;
May 27th to June 7th, 5 eggs

; June 8th,

hatched. Four reared.
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Box No. 4.—May 20th, nil; May gist, 1 egg; May 22nd,

2 eggs; May 23rd, 3 eggs ;
May 24th, 4 eggs ;

May 25th,

to June 5th, 4 eggs ; June 6th, hatched. Three reared.

Box No. 9.—May 20th, nil
;
May 21st, 1 egg ;

May 22nd,

2 eggs ;
May 23rd, 3 eggs ;

May 24th, 4 eggs ;
May 25th,

5 eggs; May 26th to June 5th, 5 eggs; June 6th,

hatched. Five reared.

Box No. 18.—May 12th, 1 egg ;
May 13th, 2 eggs ;

May 14th,

3 eggs
;
May 15th, 4 eggs ;

May 16th, 5 eggs ;
May 17th

to May 28th, 5 eggs ;
May 29th, hatched. Four reared.

The eggs in Box 3 hatched on the 13th day from laying the last egg.

,, 4 ,, .. 13th ,, ,. ., ,. ..

'.,
, 9 - I2th •• " " "

18 ,, ,, ,, 14th ,, ,, ,, >, >.

In each case it is presumed that the bird began to sit as

soon as the last egg was laid.

The variation between twelve and fourteen days for a short

incubation-period is perhaps rather surprising, but it is

difficult to ascertain the exact time of day when the last egg

is laid or the first youngster hatched ; this may cause the

difference to be slightly exaggerated.

It will be seen that one egg was laid daily, except that in

the first of these four nests the first egg was alone in the nest

for three days ;
possibly, however, this egg was an old one

left lying in the nest from the year before.

(viii.) Fledging-Period.—After the first day the young bird

matures very rapidly and leaves the nest in about twelve or

thirteen days after hatching.

(ix.) Number of and Interval between Broods.—Two broods

are almost always reared in each box, and by capturing the

same ringed bird on the nest with each brood or set of eggs

I have made it clear that in that case at least the eggs of both

broods belonged to the same adult bird. It is evidently

presumed in the text-books that the third brood is also that

of the same pair of adults, and such indeed it is likely to be,

but I have not yet established this fact by the capture of a
ringed adult.

In the great majority of cases the first egg of the second
brood is laid in ten to fourteen days after the first brood has
Mown, but sometimes there is a longer interval, and three or

occasionally four weeks elapse.

(x.) Size of Broods.—Though six eggs are not infrequently

laid it is seldom that six young are reared—only six times
in a total of 129 broods, and I have known a set of six eggs
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produce only three fledged birds ; on one occasion, however,

two broods of six were reared in the same box in one year.

In one brood of six (July 12th, 1929) four nestlings were much
older than the other two—to all appearances they had been

hatched three days earlier ; it is, I suppose, possible that

these two were from eggs laid by another hen.

The following table sets forth the size of broods :

—

Year. Month.

Number
of

broods
ringed.

A verage
brood
Jor

month.

Total
broods
for
year.

A verage
brood
for

the year.

I924
to

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

- 3
1 1

I -

17

7
o

9
6 - -

2 - -

12 1 —

15 - -

6 - -

17

7
2

18

1

1

o

2

3

1

4
3

2

1

1

6

3

4
3

4
3
1

7

3

4
2

3

2

2
1

3-47
3-71

3.66

3-51

4- 5°

4.00

4.00
4.00

3-47
3-71

4.00

3.88

3.18

24

(4 yrs.)

17

33

26

29

3-54

3-7°

4.00

3-57

3.62

Broods of

1 234 56
May-
June

July
Aug.

May-
June

July
Aug.

May-
June

July
Aug.

May-
June

July
Aug.

May-
June

July
Aug.

It is obvious that the amount of sun and rainfall will have
some effect on a bird's fecundity, and with this in view it is

well to compare this table with weather records to see if any
conclusion may be drawn from the comparison.

Mr. Giles Owen, of Barnton, a couple of miles distant from
these nests, has for years kept most accurate meteorological

observations and has very kindly supplied me with full data.

The following are the rainfall and mean average shade
temperature for the four months May to August in the four

years 1928 to 1931.

Rainfall. M.A.S.T.
... 11. 19" 56.41

0

... 10.04" 56.28
0

... 11.81" 58.25
0

... 17.72" 57.28
0

It will be seen that the largest average broods were reared

in the summer that was definitely the driest and that in 1931,

1928

1929
1930
I93i
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with 6.97" of rain in August, there were no third or August

broods at all, though in 1929 there were six.

August in 1929 (3.6") was no drier than August in 1928

(2.83") and 1930 (3.43"), but it was in the three months

previous to August that there was the smaller rainfall.

From May to July in 1929 two inches less rain fell than in

1928 and 1930 and' 4% inches less than in 1931, and it is

perhaps fair to conclude that good weather in these months

has a direct effect on a bird's fecundity in the month following.

The actual temperature does not seem to have had much
effect one way or the other, but lack of sun during the wetter

periods doubtless combines with excess of rain in producing

the results shown. First and second broods do not appear

to differ in size.

(xi.) Adult at the nest.—Both adults brood the eggs as I

have proved by the capture and ringing of both on the nest.

Before the young are hatched the sitting bird is shy and

fugitive and generally slips off the eggs before an}' one can

reach the nesting-tree, quickly putting the tree-trunk between

it and the observer and flying off down the hedgerow. The
old birds become bolder when the young are hatched and
fly up into the higher branches when the nest is examined
and chirrup angrily before flying off.

(xii.) Nestlings.—These are very lively in the nest when a

few days old. I have seen a long horse-hair protruding from
a nestling's mouth, the other end of which was fast in its crop.

(I have seen this on a number of occasions in the nestlings of

other birds—more particularly those who use horse-hair as

a nest lining.)

(xiii.) Use of other birds' nests.—Boxes in which birds of

other species have had broods are sometimes occupied by
Tree-Sparrows later in the season.

I have known a July brood which followed a brood of

House-Sparrows, and in 1929 (their most fruitful year) eggs
were laid in August in three larger boxes previously occupied
by two pairs of Starlings and a pair of Little Owls.

(xiv.) Dispersal.—After fledging the birds appear to

disperse very soon. A few young have been trapped at the
end of August, but it is most unusual to see any, young or
old, in September. Those seen in October have almost all

been in flocks in the fields and none about the nesting-trees.

Enemies.

The ring of an adult ringed in May, 1928, was found in the
nesting-box of a Little Owl in July, 1930.
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Usually the nestlings have been fairly safe from attack,

but in 1931 several broods were found killed in the boxes

and in one box the entrance-hole had been gnawed and
enlarged to double its size and the young killed. I cannot

imagine what had done this.

Flocking.

Found in flocks from October to April or May, they habitu-

ally are in company with House-Sparrows, Chaffinches,

Greenfinches and Bramblings and with Yellow-hammers and
Reed-Buntings.

Roosting.

I have few records of their roosting, but have noticed them
and Chaffinches in small numbers joining in a large roost of

House-Sparrows in big holly bushes in my garden in the

fourth week of April.

Normally it is not a garden bird at all, though a few come
with other Finches to feed in the hen-runs.

Song.

The distinctive call-note is heard often enough, but there

is little evidence of definite song. On May 5th, 1930, a

group of them in a thorn hedge was chattering loudly

together in a way I had never heard before ; it was quite

different from their usual note and had the effect of a

rhythmical song.

Trapping.

Tree-Sparrows do not come freely to traps like many
Finches. In nine years I have trapped only 79 adults and

35 young birds—not counting nestlings already ringed, which
are caught in fair numbers for a few weeks after leaving the

nest.

Insects and Parasites.

Mr. H. W. Daltry and Mr. H. Britten have identified the

following beetles found in the nests :

—

Quedius mesomelinus , Aleochara diversa, Aphodins mer-

darius, Athcta nigricornis, and (hibernating) Adalia bipunctata;

and also the dipteron Scatopse notata L.

The moth, Endrosis lactella Schiff, one of the Tineina,

abounds in the boxes, and no doubt other moths of the same
genus.

The boxes are often full of fleas, which Mr. H. Britten has

identified as Ceratophyllus gattince Schrank, a flea found
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commonly in many nests locally, particularly those of birds

nesting in boxes—such as Blue Tit, Starling and Little Owl.
Mr. Britten also found in these nests Limothrips cerealium

Hal., the corn thrips, which is known to hibernate in nests,

and Orchesella cincta L., one of the springtails ; a Gamasid
mite was found, but has not yet been identified.

Ringed Birds.

Since 1923 I have ringed 610 Tree-Sparrows.
The following recoveries are those to which reference has

been made.

Nd. Age. Date ringed. Date recovered.

C5616 Nestl. June 14th, 1925 April 25th, 1926 Trapped in same
place.

G6594 Juv. June 18th, 1928 Jan. 1st, 1929 Found dead a mile
away.

F9053 Adult May 20th, 1928 July 10th, 1930 In Little Owl's
nest near by.

H5366 Adult April 6th. 1929 July 2nd, 1929 Caught on eggs in

Box 20.
H5409 Nestl. June 1st, 1929 May 30th, 1931 Kinged in Box 17;

recaptured in

Box 18.
H5669 Nestl. June 29th, 1029 June 26th, 1930 Trapped in same

place.
H5717 Nestl. July 12th, 1929 July Oth. 1930 Trapped in same

place.
H5826 Nestl. Aug. lath, 1929 June 6th, 1930 Ringed in Box 3 ;

recaptured in

Box 16.

J5784 J"v. June IOth, I930 Nov. 23rd, 1930 Found dead a mile
away.

J5705 Nestl. May 28th, 1930 July 12th & Trapped in the

0 , , ,
^th. J 93i same place.

K8980 Adult May 15th. 1931 May 26th, 193 1 Caught on 1st and
July 4th, 1931 2nd brood in

same box.
K8996 Adult May 30th. 1931 Caught in same
T _ All T ,

bOX HS K 898O.
J5926 Adult July 1st, 1930 Dec. 31st, 1931 Shot 600 yards

t x* awav.
L5693 Nestl. July nth. 1931 Dec. 31st. 1931 Shot 600 yards

away.

1 should like to acknowledge the great assistance I have
received from my chauffeur, Joseph Ball, in ringing these
birds and keeping the records.
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THE " BRITISH BIRDS " MARKING SCHEME.*
PROGRESS FOR I 93 ' •

BY
H. F. WITHERBY.

Number of Birds Ringed.

in
i rapped. Nestlings. 1 OlCLl .

I93 I • . . . * * 7,041 22,513 29o54

In 1909 2,171 In 1920 5,276

.» y 1910 7,910 >

*

1921 8,997

y j 1911 10,416 j y 1922 9,289

> > 1912 ... 11,483 1 >
I923 ... I2,060

1913 ... 14,843 ^ >
I924 ... l8,l89

>

}

1914 ... 13,024 1

1

I925 ... 18,233

* i 1915 7,767 > j
I926 23432

1

y

1916 7,107 > t
I927 ... 21,625

y y 1917 6,926 t y
I928 24-479

y

}

1918 5,937 t j 1929 ... 25,243

y y 1919 ••• 3,578 y y 1930 ... 28,6lO

Grand Total ... •• 316,955

The total number of birds ringed is again the highest in the

history of our Ringing Scheme, and this notwithstanding
the new Instruction 5 banning the ringing of nestlings of

certain species, which resulted in some sixteen hundred less

of these nestlings being ringed. This rule was on the whole
well observed, there being special reasons for most of those

ringed.

This year we have for the first time separated the totals

of birds ringed by the trapping method and as nestlings. It

is unfortunately impossible to compare results with previous

years, but it is obvious that far more birds were trapped in

1931 than previously. About one-third of the total Passeres

were ringed by this method. Now that standard traps are

available it is to be hoped that this proportion will con-

tinually increase. The division of the figures is probably

* For previous Reports see Vol. III., pp. 179-182, for 1909 ;

Vol. IV., pp. 204-207, for 1910 ; Vol. V., pp. 158-162, for 191 1
;

Vol. VI., pp. 177-183, for 1912 ; Vol. VII., pp. 190-195, for 1913 ;

Vol. VIII., pp. 161-168, for 1914 ; Vol. IX., pp. 222-229, for 1915 ;

Vol. X., pp. 150-156, for 1916 ; Vol. XL, pp. 271-276, for 1917 ;

Vol. XII., pp. 96-100, for 1918 ; Vol. XIII., pp. 237-240, for 1919 ;

Vol. XIV., pp. 203-207, for 1920 ; Vol. XV., pp. 232-238, for 192 1 ;

Vol. XVI., pp. 277-281, for 1922 ; Vol. XVII., pp. 231-235, for 1923 ;

Vol. XVIII., pp. 260-265, for 1924 ; Vol. XIX., pp. 275-280, for 1925 ;

Vol. XX., pp. 236-241, for 1926; Vol. XXL, pp. 212-219, for 1927 ;

Vol. XXII., pp. 253-258 for 1928 ; Vol. XXIIL, pp. 258-263, for 1929 ;

Vol. XXIV., pp. 234-244, for 1930.
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not quite correct because a good many ringers have not

separated their totals in the form supplied for numbers

ringed. We may hope for more accuracy in future in this,

and we propose that all birds which can fly (either old or

young) and however caught shall be put in the " trapped
'

column, while all nestlings or young birds unable to fly freely

shall be put in the " nestlings " column. This form for

totals will be sent out to each ringer near the end of the

ringing season.

Dr. Moon has again ringed the largest total, which includes

a considerable number of trapped birds, and over eleven

hundred nestlings of non-Passeres, mostly Lapwings, but

there are also no less than seventy Redshank and sixty-six

Curlew. Lord Scone has trapped more birds than anyone

except Oxford, and his list includes eight hundred nestlings

of non-Passeres, of which the most notable are 181 Woodcock,

147 ducks of eight species, 57 Wood-Pigeons, and 48

Land-Rails. Mr. H. W. Robinson has ringed the greatest

number of non-Passerines, devoting himself chiefly to

Sandwich and Common Terns and Lesser Black-backed

Gulls, while he has also ringed 29 Woodcock. Mr. A. W.
Boyd has continued to exploit trapping, in which he has

achieved the third largest total and has also ringed no less

than 426 Swallows and 126 Tree-Sparrows. Mr. R. G.

Williams has 104 Swallows and 128 Linnets in his total.

The members of The Oxford Ornithological Society have

trapped the greatest number, devoting themselves largely

to Starlings, as well as to experimental trapping of Tits and

House-Sparrows. They have also ringed 90 nestling Rooks.

Mr. A. Mayall's list consists chiefly of nestling Passeres and

contains the remarkable item of 153 Nightingales, while

187 Swallows and 124 House-Martins should be mentioned.

Mr. P. E. A. Morshead has done a large amount of trapping,

having the fourth highest total in this branch. Mr. R. M.

Garnett has ringed 380 Sandwich Terns and 40 Yellow

Wagtails. Col. G. P. Pollitt's total includes 105 Herons and

339 Swallows, and Mr. R. H. Brown's 30 Herons and 104
Swallows. Mr. E. Cohen has ringed 92 Mallard and 61

Razorbills and has been very successful in trapping, as also

have the Rev. E. Peake, The London Natural History Society,

Messrs. W. J. and A. H. Eggeling and others. Perhaps the

most unusual list is that of Messrs. T. H. and W. R. Harrisson,

who have ringed 176 Rooks (152 trapped), 33 Fulmars,

23 Leach's Petrels, 10 Kittiwakes and 14 Razorbills. Others
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who have ringed a number of cliff-breeders are : Mr. J.

Cunningham, who is one of our very few Irish ringers

(13 Kittiwakes, 10 Razorbills), Mrs. Hodgkin (61 Gannets,

101 Kittiwakes), Mr. T. Kerr (17 Kittiwakes, 34 Razorbills,

36 Guillemots), Mr. R. M. Lockley (100 Gannets, 93 Razor-

bills), and Miss E. C. Sharp (14 Razorbills). Other items

I note are 31 Ring-Ouzels (Mr. T. K. Craven), 77 Pied

Flycatchers (Miss E. W. Higginbotham), 83 Ringed Plovers

(Mr. G. Marples), 342 Mallard (Rugby School), 223 Swallows
(Mr. J. F. Thomas), 194 Lapwings (Mr. J. Bartholomew),

122 Common Terns (Mrs. G. Wilson), 21 Jackdaws (St.

Edmund's School), and a number of Warblers caught at a

lighthouse (Mr. J. F. Wynne).
The series of papers on birds ringed abroad and recovered

in this country and ringed by us and reported abroad has

occupied much space, and the ordinary lists of recoveries

have been held up in consequence. The great increase in

trapping will probably necessitate an alteration in the

method of publishing re-trapping records, and in any case

in the next lists to be published we must exclude re-trapped

birds in order to have space to clear off the accumulation of

other reported recoveries.

We are again greatly indebted to Miss E. P. Leach for her

invaluable work throughout the year in organizing and
keeping the records. Owing to the greatly increased number
of birds ringed in recent years, this task requires much time
and skilled attention, and Miss Leach has been unsparing
in her devotion to the work.
With the idea of keeping in closer touch with ringers it

is proposed to issue periodically a leaflet, which will deal

with points of detail and will be sent to all of those to whom
rings are issued.
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NUMBER OF BIRDS " RINGED

Trapped.^
1 ' Total.

H.J. Moon 225 3.777 4,°°2

Lord Scone 870 1,849 2,719

H. W. Robinson — 1,383 1,383

A. W. Boyd ... 559 777 1,336

R. G. Williams 37 1,125 1,162

Oxford Orn. Soc. 902 227 1,129

A. Mayall 33 1,084 1,117

P. Morshead 5i8 57° 1,088

R. M. Garnett ... 165 772 937
G. P. Pollitt ... 685 685
E. Cohen 354 296 650
R. H. Brown ... 605 605
London N.H.Soc. 313 249 562
A. & W. Eggeling 271 223 494

Rartholomew
1 • 1 ' < ' x 1* 1 1 \J 1 w t 1 i y _ \\ 409 409
Rugby School ... 8 39o 404
T & VV Marrisson1 a " ' » * CXI 1 i ' ^ ' ' I i 184 218 402
Miss Sharp s I 336 387
1 . 1 ' l a • . 38 387

[ O^ii nninchamI * * M 1111111W 1 1 CI 111 121 260 381
Perths. N.H.Soc. 376 376

Mrs. Hodgkin ... 2 368 37°
Mrs. Wilson 99 218 3 ! 7

J. F. Thomas ... 40 276 316
W. Shaw and

A. Mayo 5 3°7 312
T. Kerr 3 1

1

3 1

1

M. Pilkington ... 17 284 301

A. Morrison 125 T 59 284
W. A. Cadman... 35 197 282
C. Oakes and

E. Battersby 18 238 256
R. M. Lockley ... 242 242
Miss Staunton ... 37 198 2 35

J. F. Wynne 21

1

16 227
St.Edmund's Sch 186 186

J. M. Fisher ... 4 181 185
T. L. Smith ... 103 81 184
F. A. Craine 17 162 179
Miss Higgin-
botham 2 169 171

G. Brown 162 162
G. Marples 39 122 161
R.Carlvon-Britton 1 43 5 148
Miss Ferrier 20 124 144

J. Barnes 138 4 142
Mrs. Brindley ... 131 6 137
E. W. N. Smith 136 136

J. N. D. Smith 136 136
A. E. Cohen 59 74 133
D. J. Robertson 2 124 126
R. S. Broke .. 82 40 122
R. Martinson .. 42 74 116

Mrs. Morley
Miss Monro
Bootham School
M. Portal

T. J. Wallace ...

Clifton College

F. OfTen
Mrs. Rait Kerr
M. W. Willson
T. K. Craven

J. N. Fletcher

C. F. Archibald
W. M. Congreve
A. G. Haworth
E. G. Holt

J. Vincent

J. K. Graham
G. H. Stock ...

Mrs. Mackenzie
H. Whistler ...

F. J. Mitchell ...

G. Waterston ...

Barnard Castle S.

[. Hepburn

J. Ellis

H. Lindeman ...

W. H. Thorpe ...

Sir S. Bilsland ...

Westonbirt Sch.

J. Death
H. J. Cator
Mrs. Evetts
T. Perrin
Lord D. C. Stuart
F. Burlinson
B. Campbell ...

R. Fitter

Duke of Grafton
Miss Bickersteth
E. Blezard
Miss Carter
Oundle School ...

C. Paulson
Sutton Valence

School
G. Wheeler
H. Gillman
H. Pease
M. Stancliffe ...

C. R. Stonor
G. Westcott
R. O. Blyth ...

E. Howeson

85
6

33
1

11

3
1

Nest-
Total.

ling.

112 112
22 107
96 102
100 100

67 100

95 96
03 93
89 89
88 88

87 87
51 73
68 68
60 63
61 61
60 60

9 60

59 59
57 57
54 54

54
53 53
51 51

49
3 49

48 48
40 48
46 471 /

43 43
41 4 I

2 I 32

20

27 28
28 28— 26
26 26
r 7 26
26 26
21 24

24 24
24 24
24 24
24 24

20 24
20 24
2 3 23
23 1"KO
2 I 2 I

JO 21

l8 21

19 20
20 20

22

51

54

49
46

8

1

1

1

3i

24
1

26
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NUMBERS OF EACH SPECIES " RINGED ". RECOVERED.

1031 IQ3I 1931 Grand of those
Per-'09-'30 Trapped. Nest - Total. Total. rinsed

lings. 1909-30 centage

Raven ... 6/1u4 j x 1

1

75 6 9-3

Crow, Carrion ... 395 35 35 43° 6-3illKook T f)A HIU4/ 1 / / 376 2023 49 2.9
T 1 J
J ackdaw
*Magpie ...

TOOT t8 T 144 1345 47 39
3U 30 322 12 4.1

Jay OA R Aw 16 264 IO

Starling... I 9743 I 36 I 775 2136 21879 875 4.4

Greenfinch RRi a T J A R 1904 10710 S>
2.0

* Goldfinch T A R I t6 17 165 A
f

2.7

iwite ... 74 1 I 75
Redpoll, Lesser Z09 3

A *1

47 50 319 2 O 7

Linnet ... 539° 5 1 4 29 480 5878 36 O.6

Bullfinch 756 1 44 45 801 1 O Q

Chaffinch io455 OOO 365 1171 1 1 626 206 I Q

Brambling 44 r 3 13 57
Sparrow, Tree- ... 973 x 34 160 ii33 T C1 J T ^

Bunting, Yellow 2389 I 95 94 289 2678 T T H117 A R4.0

Bunting, Reed... 1003 27 20 53 1056 *? HZ / 2.6

Lark, Sky- 2783 4 40 50 2833 28 1 .0

Pipit, Tree 1178 2 I 00 102 1280 5 . —

Pipit, Meadow ... 2524 15 1 yo 194 2718 3U T TX . 1

Wagtail, Yellow 447 04 64 511 I U . JL

Wagtail, Grey ... 485 1 4 5 490 T
x W . ^

Wagtail, Pied ... 2995 1

2

2 54 266 3261 A f\ i-5

Shrike, R.-backed 6oi IO 18 619 A °-3
Flycatcher, S. ...

^Flycatcher, Pied
2707 10 76 86 2 793 V/ W . —

433 I O4 104 537 2 0.4
Chiffchaff 548 16 9 25 573 2 0 3
Warbler, Willow 7806 43 54 97 7903 O A34 C\ AO.4

Warbler, Wood 850 22 22 872 r\ 0

Warbler, Reed ... 723 I I 1

1

734 4 °-5
Warbler, Sedge 762 QO 3° 38 800 1

Warbler, Garden 716 7 35 42 758 1

Blackcap 454 63 63 5i7
Whitethroat 2820 0 56

QO

62 2882 0.4
Whitethroat. L. 377 IB 26 4°3
Thrush, Mistle 2187 9 Ib5 174 2361 34 1 -5

Thrush, Song ... 34167 200 2858 3058 37225 A Rl T A1 -4

Redwing 61 2 2 63
Ouzel, Ring 34i 35 35 376 3 r> 8

Blackbird 24664 633 2307 2940 27604 704 _ . O

—^Wheatear 1 152 2 45 47 1 199 Ji. ,\J

Whinchat 1227 7° 78 1305 7 0.5
Stonechat 501 44 44 545

*>

3 °-5
Redstart 1188 2 D2 64 1252 c

J O A

Nightingale 335 161 496 2 0.5
Redbreast 10621 485 486 971 1 1592 602 5-6

Sparrow, Hedge 6625 535 300 835 7460 332 5°
Wren 3130 14 23 37 3167 8 0.2

Dipper ... 635 1 49 50 685 6 0.9

Swallow 20551 60 2332 2392 22943 163 0.7
Martin 793i 16 5°5 521 8452 48 0.6

Martin, Sand ... 3901 8 8 3909 9 0.2

* Of species so marked no record was kept of the number ringed

from 191 3 to 1920.
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NUMBERS OF EACH SPECIES " RINGED "

1031 1931 1931

'oq-'30 Trapped. Nest- 1 Ot.ll.

lings.

Swift n
1

1

1

18

Nightjar 123 L3 L3

Kingfisher I 24 25

Wryneck 3 29
Cuckoo ... 372 34 34

Owl, Little 259
«0 16 24

Owl, Long-eared 119 3 3

Owl, Barn 219 32 32

Owl, Tawny 4°5 A 41 43
PeregrineFalcon 3° 1

1

1

1

'Merlin T ^8120 10 10

Kestrel ... 459 35 35
'Buzzard 1 1

0

21 21

Hawk, Sparrow 20O I 14 15

Heron, Common 943 173 173

Sheld-Duck 157 30 3°

Mallard .VI .vs °5 589 674
leal 856 21 2

1

Wigeon 160 10 10

Duck, Tufted ... 70 8 8

Rider ... 143 1 76 77
Cormorant 885 88 88

Shag 00.882 QO 299 307
Oannet ... I 105 163 163

Shearwater.Manx 622 43 43
Wood Pigeon ...

T -A 8
1 500 129 129

Dove, Stock 2O4 17 17
Dove, Turtle ...

-1 aA
300 22 12 34

Stone-Curlew ... 78 17 17

Oystercatcher ... 557 87 87
Plover, Ringed 577 97 97
1 'lover. Golden 1 20 I 6 7
Lapwing 15924 4 2347 2351
Sandpiper, C. ... 555 32 32
Redshank 98M 153 L53
Curlew, Common 1256 157 157
Snipe, Common 816 76 76
Woodcock 2299 236 236
l orn, Sandwich . 8 . .4844 946 946
Tern, Common ... y7*5 770 770
Tern, Arctic 396 in in
Tern, Little 299 17 17
Cull, B.-headed I2I 57 IO 8 18
Gull, Common ... 963 L5 43 58
Cull. Herring- ... I 427 428
Gull, L. Blk.-bkd. 5S54 5ii 5ii
Gull, G. Blk.-bkd. 2 5 J 4 4
Kittiwake 141 141
Razorbill 542 21 213 234
Guillemot 1032 2 5° 52
Puffin 2124 47 132 179
Rail, Land 152 3 49 52
Moor-Hen 902 3° 73 103
Coot 80 1 12 13

RECOVERED.

Grand of those
Total. ringed 1 ' r

1 er-

1909-30 centage

59° 30 O. ^

136 I u. 0

128 5 4.8

329 O T 81 .0

*3 3-4

283 22 b.4

122 O 5°
25 1

t81

0

8 ->

508 32 A 8O.o

4 1 7 2 3-3
28 2I.O

494 49 I0.6

L3 1 7
A r>°-3

2t>3 42 I5.O
_„_ £
I I 1 1

1

96 IO. I

107 1

0

°-3

4132 58b 1 7.0

877 99 11 -5

170 17 10.

0

78 9
TO 8I2.0

220 7
A 0

973 160 1 0.0

1 189 113 12.0

I 2O0 3a 3-4
/,A _OO5 12 *-9

I697 05 4 1

08 T201 7
0 A

420 3 1 0.0

95 3
a a

04 4 22 3-9

674 9 1 -5

L35 1 0.7
- (J ~ _ ml82 7.-> 3

A9 2 -3
r 8-75^7 2 °-3

1141 43 4-3
J 4 r 3 55 4-3
092 53 0.4

2535 I O7 7.2

5790 57 1 .

1

94s5 1 70 1.9

5°7 1 0.2

310 2 - r* AO.O

'21 75 .•)3t> 4-4
1 02 I 2D 2.7

2259 30 1-9
AoArb3°5 204 3-4

255 5 1 -9

J 3b 5 1 .2

776 25
ir>8i O04 T A

1 -5

2303

'a

0.4

204 1-9
IOO5 i-5

93 5 6.2
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THE BREEDING-HABITS OF THE CORN-BUNTING
(AS OBSERVED IN SUSSEX),

WITH SOME NOTES ON ITS SONG, CRIES AND
GENERAL DEPORTMENT.

BY

JOHN WALPOLE-BOND.

At the end of February and early in March flocks of Corn-

Buntings (Emberiza c. calandra), in which doubtless many
immigrants figure, suddenly appear in recognized breeding-

areas. Pairing begins shortly afterwards, but is not intense

until early in April. Some individuals, however, are not

paired until considerably later ;
sometimes, indeed, even

larger gatherings are seen up to late in May !

If Corn-Buntings breed anywhere they cannot possibly

be overlooked, for the males perpetually make their presence

felt by their raucous and incessant " music". Indeed, this

bird is one of the most, if not the most, persistent singers

that I know, though during intensely sultry weather singing

is best towards evening. Very rarely the song is heard

from a bird conducting a short flight. But usually, of course,

the Corn-Bunting, musically inclined, takes up station on a

bush or tall weed ; should they exist in the haunt, on fencing,

post, wire, hedge, tree or even rick- or building-top ; or even

on the ground, the extreme edge of a cliff not being as unusual

a stance as one might suppose. Then it grinds out its jingling-

key-like ditty every nine to thirteen seconds, often for hours

on end, from dawn to dying day. Periodically it repeats

itself immediately, and so fast that it seems to half-choke

itself with its unlovely gutturals. During recitation the bill

is kept wide open.

Although, of course, it possesses several " stands ", each

bird has a special favourite from which to sing. So habitually

are some of these " stages " used that the herbage beneath
is partially killed by the bird's continual droppings.

In early spring, before pairing takes place, singing is

conducted by many males together in a flock, generally from
some bush or stunted hedge. Now, more than ever, do the

harsh voices—now in unison, now in harmony (!), now in

time, now out of time—sound like keys being vigorously

shaken up ; in the circumstances, like immense bunches of

them.
I have heard song from this species in every month of the

year, but singing is only perpetual and universal from the

end of winter or from very early spring to towards the finish
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of August, though a good many individuals are in voice

during September.

The ordinary call-note is a somewhat harsh "chit" or

"chip" (sometimes "chit-chit" presto); and at times a

bird after alighting on one of its " pedestals " commences

tuning up with repeated " chits ", sometimes two of them as

a start, followed by a slight pause before repetition ;
more

usually, though, with single editions and a very momentary
interval between each. This prelude may be followed by
" chit-chit-ip ", then " weep ", after a good measure of which

squeaky utterances the bird sings again and again. When
a really high wind is raging the Corn-Bunting, on first

alighting, seems forced to flutter its wings strenuously for a

little in order to register a balance. This is unsightly. So,

too, generally, is the actual act of alighting, since then the

bird nearly always elevates its tail. When properly settled,

however, the tail is often allowed to droop disconsolate,

though during song this member oscillates up and down
with a vibratory motion. Sometimes the bird squats on

its perch, the picture of indolence ; but it plunges off fast

enough when disturbed. Occasionally may a Corn-Bunting,

especially if singing, be approached very closely, on very

rare occasions, indeed, even to within a few feet.

Besides the vocabulary just mentioned, there are several

other notes. One may best be described as a twittering

rattle. Another is a rasping " chirr", " jurr" or " kyurrr",

uttered with fair frequency. A third, probably, however,

merely a modification of the note just described, is a double-,

barreled " che-ur", which bears some likeness to the Reed-
Bunting's call, as, indeed, does the next, a coarse-sounding
" sow " or " see-ow ". A (?) fifth shall be syllabled as " chirp

"

or " chirip "
, and a (?) sixth, a craking, rasping cry, as

"cheep" or " yeep "
. This last note, as well as those of

" che-ur " and " sow " (" see-ow "), are largely used when
the nest is menaced (the " sow " especially with young there),

though the " chit " is then also employed. Of the above,
the only ones that I have heard from a flying bird are the
twittering rattle and the " chit " (or " chip ").

The Corn-Bunting, then, sober though it be in its Lark-
like garb, will not be ignored. For one thing, its dirge, as

already seen, is sure to attract, if not too favourably
; so,

too, its clumsy and rather laboured flight, though it can, if

needs must, fly very fast indeed. Another distinctive feature

—a peculiar one for a small bird—is the sometimes (for the
habit is not invariable) trailed legs of the male as he flies,

X
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especially on first leaving his perch. The legs are often

dropped to their full extent, and, in addition, frequently

held wide apart ; while sometimes head and neck are arched

over and down and the shoulders hunched as well. All

else aside, however, and even at fair range, the bulky build,

combined with the brown of back and rump and then the

decidedly lighter tint of the tail—though, except in some
albinistic specimens, there is no white in it—denote the

Corn-Bunting immediately. Although similar in colora-

tion to her partner the female is appreciably smaller, so

that even with the sexes seen apart (with the male out of

song) difficulty is not often experienced in pronouncing which
is which. As a rule, after October, birds of the year are

indistinguishable from adults ; before then, however, they
are paler-tinted generally.

Early in their breeding-season, i.e., from about May 20th

for roughly five weeks, Corn-Buntings nest chiefly in crops

of all kinds, in coarse grass and under weeds, sometimes in

clumps of either in otherwise bare fields, whether pasture or

fallow. Amongst weeds, thistles and knapweed (locally,
" drum-sticks ") stand out as prime favourites. Inciden-

tally, the Corn-Bunting is the only species I know besides the

Whinchat that uses knapweed as a nesting-site. Flat ground,
slopes, disused herbage-grown cart-tracks and banks of

all sorts, excepting railway-embankments, are patronized

indiscriminately.

From late June, however—seldom before—until breeding
for the year ceases, a very great many Corn-Buntings nest

in the patches of gorse and low brambles which are in

numerous spots a distinctive feature of the South Downs.
The coverts selected are usually rich in undergrowth of grass

and weeds. In most cases these retreats are resorted to

simply because the crops have either been cut, or in the

matter of those not to be garnered until late summer, grown
too tall and unruly for the bird's liking. In other words,
masses of Corn-Buntings are in the end driven to nest in

gorse-brakes. Long ago I proved this point conclusively

from having spent many long days during the latter half of

May and the first three weeks of June, over a good series of

years, working this furzy type of ground, and finding practi-

cally nothing. Whereas on the selfsame terrain, later on
in the various seasons, nests in profusion came my way.

I never mind telling stories against myself, and therefore

let it be owned that I once used to think that Corn-Buntings
hardly ever laid before late June or early July. This was a
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particularly stupid error, seeing that I had constantly noticed

coition considerably earlier in the season. Corn-Buntings,

by the way, always with us rear two families a year and

sometimes three. With a good many, therefore, breeding

continues throughout August, whilst even fresh eggs during

the first half of September are not unknown. I much doubt

if there is any area in our Islands affected by the bird where

it is not double-brooded.

I do not know whether this Bunting pairs for life. But in

any case the same haunt, sometimes even to the selfsame

little patch of cover, is often used as a nesting-site annually.

Conversely, it is rare to find the same type of egg in any given

haunt two years running. I have, of course, taken this

latter observation from abnormally coloured types of eggs.

So pertinaciously does this species cling to its nest-haunts,

that on the ground where Peacehaven now stands (once a

famous breeding-habitat of the bird) some Corn-Buntings

still annually reproduce their kind close up to houses, even

to small rough enclosures surrounded by them.

Some nests—many, for instance, built amongst grass

—

are sunk into scrapes (prepared by the builders), so that

their rims lie flush with ground-level. Others, however, are

only partially sunk into the soil. Others again arc let into

thick tangle in such a way that their lowest foundations just

touch ground. Yet others rest, or just do not, on the thick

medley of grass and what not, choking the interiors of

patches of mixed low gorse and dwarfed brambles. Still

others—and this specially applies to examples in thin corn

—are merely as it were, dumped on the ground. I have
seen such specimens which looked as though they had got

there by human agency ! In some such instances not so

much as one blade of corn has been anywhere near. Yet
another type of nest lies from one or two to even fate feel

from the ground in usually thin gorse. These " tall
"

examples are not really rare, though you do not expect to

find more than two or three any one year, even in a really

long series of nests discovered. However, in 1908 (July nth
and 12th), out of 17 nests found by Messrs. \Y. E. Renaut
and A. Jones above Brighton, actually the majority were in

such positions. Sometimes a nest reposes in a bramble,
generally, however, of the very stunted order ; and dwarfed
wild sloe is not without its Corn-Bunting nests occasionally.

Sometimes, too, a nest is firmly wedded into a hollow in the
rounded summit of a low, wind-swept furze-bush. Other-
wise, most bush-nests—at all events those in gorse— are
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very loosely attached to their surroundings ;
sometimes,

indeed, they simply lie on flat branches, albeit in most cases

near the centres of the bushes patronized. The above-

mentioned sites are by no means always cases of necessity.

Some nests are exquisitely concealed ; others extra-

ordinarily exposed. Many examples well off the ground
flagrantly offend in the latter respect, as do those merely
dumped on the flat nearly always.

Normally the nest is somewhat loosely put together,

untidy outwardly, and, of course, from its owner's size, on
the large side. Sometimes, indeed, it is fully as big as a

Blackbird's nest, but with a smaller " cup". It is usually

composed of coarse, and often flowering, grasses—many of

which are frequently gathered green—lined with fine, well-

shredded grass (sometimes gathered green) or with rootlets,

or both, to which is often added generally only a little horse-

hair in strands. Indeed, nests really thickly padded with
this commodity are rare. Some nests show a scrap of moss
or a gorse-twig or two externally ; others are outwardly
fashioned mainly of straw. Several examples have boasted
a feather or so externally ; one had a solitary feather in the

lining ; a few have been adorned as to their rims with wisps
of wool. In the foundations of another nest was a good deal

of dried horse-dung, as well as a scrap of newspaper. It is

probable, however, that the manure was adhering to grass

collected by the builder. The bottoms of some nests, other

than those sunk into soil, are somewhat cone-shaped or

tubular ; even specimens high up in furze sometimes sport

these funnel-shaped foundations. I have never been able to

fathom the reason for this peculiarity. In any case it can
serve little good purpose.

Nests vary a good deal in size according to their sites, the

bulkiest being those that are off the ground. Apparently
the female alone builds, and sometimes certainly work
continues at intervals until late in the evening.

The eggs number from 3 to 6, usually 4 or 5, though a trio

is far from rare, especially in first and very late layings.

On the other hand, a " six " is uncommon, though out of

the 17 aforementioned nests found by Renaut and Jones
actually no fewer than five contained the half-dozen. I

have never known of a " six " early or really late in the

season. More than once I have found a Corn-Bunting
incubating two eggs only. But I cannot regard these as

proper clutches. I have always suspected mishap to at least

a third egg. Sometimes an egg is found under the lining
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of the nest—a misadventure which, periodically, befalls

most sorts of small birds.

With sufficient trouble a great many nests may be found

in a season, for the Corn-Bunting, though local, is common

in Sussex. For instance, during July, 191 1, I found near

Brighton over sixty single-handed, and that, too, without

devoting every day to the matter. Once, too, in about

six weeks, on and off, Messrs. E. P. Chance and O. R. Owen

put over eighty to their credit near Eastbourne. Really,

however, the best bit of work in this line that I am aware

of was that of Renaut and Jones, who discovered 17 nests

on July nth and 12th, 1908. Moreover, they were only m
harness for half the first day.

It is inexplicable, but in the main most species in Sussex

lay smaller eggs than their confreres elsewhere in Britain,

and the Corn-Bunting forms no exception. All the same,

easily the largest eggs of this bird that I have seen anywhere

(collections included) are a set of 4 found by me near Brighton

on July 15th, 1911. Incidentally, in 1921, most Corn-

Buntings laid rather larger eggs than usual.

Incubation is, I am positive, performed by the female

exclusively, Naumann's views notwithstanding. It lasts

just short of a fortnight, though a trifle longer, of course, if,

as sometimes happens, it starts with the first egg or two laid.

I now approach the issue of some Corn-Buntings being

polygamous. Personally, I am nearly convinced that they

are^ and in this view Messrs. P. H. Smyth, J. T. Mayo and

the brothers Chance concur.

My first reason for feeling well-nigh confident on the score

is the fact that in quite a number of small, isolated areas

(large, linked-up areas would seldom teach one anything of

value in this respect), worked and watched to the nth degree,

more nests have been present than males. Thus, I have
known one male only accounted for and two and three nests,

two males and four nests, three males and five nests, and
so on. The nests, moreover, have been, so to speak,

massed", that is, they have been fairly, and sometimes
really, close together. In some cases, indeed, only a few
feet have separated two, and Mr. P. B. Smyth and Colonel

C. Smeed once found five within an area of about 30 yards
by a few paces. " Some of the males have been missed",
exacting critics may say. Not often, I think. I, for one, have
spent many hours on end in such " colonies", and the cock
Corn-Bunting is never to my knowledge away from home that

long, and when he is at home he soon lets you know it.
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Still, there is nothing absolute about the above. Merely

is it extremely suggestive.

My second reason, therefore, for very strongly suspecting

some-time polygamy—indeed, it may be conclusive—is that

I have on divers occasions watched a male amorously pjr-

suing several females seriatim, and actually tread two in

succession. These females have forthwith returned to

nests, all of which have been at least tolerably close together.

Here again, though, that demon called " doubt " creeps in.

For the male is of a peculiarly erotic temperament, and would
doubtless pay court to the wife of any of his fellows temporarily

absent, and of course it cannot be said quite definitely that

cocks belonging to the (extra) covered females in point were
not in being somewhere. Even as the matter stands it is

interesting, but a great deal of further investigation is required

before it can fearlessly be asserted that this species is some-
times polygamous.
The nest may be found in two ways, either by beating

out the brooding bird or by watching.

As to the first method, it need only be said that the bird

is a very close sitter (though I could quote several rather

marked exceptions), often literally crashing or whirling off

underfoot, or even between the legs, as you patiently thrash

out its haunts. Sometimes, indeed, one refuses to be flushed

until the ground has been covered twice at least. This,

albeit, is an exceptional trait, well exemplified, and conclu-

sively proved, by first watching a bird back to eggs and even
then—with the exact spot known and visited instanter

—

failing to " move " her at once. Once only have I stepped
on an incubating Corn-Bunting.

As to watching, get to raised ground if possible and look

out for a female returning nestwards. Like all small birds

not fed on their nests by their mates, she must be off eggs
with fair frequency—say once every hour. She usually

feeds a long, and often a very long, way from the nest
;

and she usually returns to duty by one lengthy direct flight,

generally of the low or lowish order, though now and again

a long, low " glide " is interrupted by a sudden, brief up-
soaring. Nor, normally, is any time lost by the bird in

dropping flutteringly into its nest—which it does on the slant

—once it has alighted on some coign of vantage (a weed,
say) within about a yard of it. A few seconds cover the
normal interval between the two acts ; not very often does
it run into more than half a minute. In an ordinary way
the first point d'appui serves as a diving-board to the nest.

Occasionally, however, the " jumper " changes its original
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perch slightly for one (or more) that commands a still better

view of home. More occasionally yet, a Corn-Bunting, after

foraging, makes two distinct flights to its belongings, though

the second of these is always vastly the shorter. Sometimes

will a bird flutter hoveringly for a moment or two about a

foot above its nest before dropping into it, though this is a

trick generally only resorted to when the nest is in a thin

crop. Sometimes, too, in the case of a very exposed nest,

the bird will fly straight on to it ; that is, there are no prelimi-

naries. In all the above behaviour the male often appears

in the role of chaser.

Should an observer be too near to the nest of a returning

sitter, the latter usually settles about fifty yards therefrom.

Thence it makes repeated sallies in the direction of home,

to which, however, it now hardly ever ventures until the

coast is clearer. It should, too, be noted that this Bunting,

curiously enough with everything in its favour, is usually more
chary about visiting its nest when it contains young than eggs.

It has been said that the male Corn-Bunting often assists

you materially to the finding of his nest with eggs by singing

from some point close by. I cannot subscribe to this dictum.

Naturally, as the veriest exception, it does occur. Yet
usually the male sings at any range from 30 yards to a

100 yards from a nest holding eggs, and now and then from
still further afield

;
and, be it added, I have examined a very

great many nests in situ. On the other hand, when there

are young in the nest, the male often does sing at any rate

pretty close to it. He now, in fact, often stays on guard by
the nestlings whilst his mate is busy collecting food. Thus
does he now frequently give away the approximate site of

his belongings, and he it is who is now often most perturbed
when the household is menaced.
When flushed from its nest the Corn-Bunting—swift but

cumbrous—usually fles straight away for a varying distance

(seldom a short one), and generally without demonstration.
Some few individuals, however, settle within, say, 30 yards
or 40 yards of the trespasser, expressing mild expostulation
by uttering, if there are eggs present, usually the " chip

"

cry ; should there be nestlings, usually the coarse-sounding
" sow ". On extremely rare occasions a bird begins calling
" chip " the moment it is disturbed from its nest, that is, it

calls whilst on wing. Just occasionally, too, a Corn-Bunting,
when first put off even eggs, will half-flutter, half-trail along
the top of the surrounding herbage, sometimes following
this up by rising to a slightly higher plane and then flying
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almost end-on, as if injured. Rarely, however, is the tail

expanded even then ; it seldom is except after bathing,

and the Corn-Bunting is particularly fond of its ablutions.

It is, too, a very thirsty species.

When in late summer these birds are still breeding in corn,

which has, of course, by then attained quite a respectable

height, they often seem to experience much difficulty in

finding their nests. At all events, a dozen or more may now
be viewed at different points of a field—some with food in

their bills—flying aimlessly about above the crop. Their

heads are bent down, as though seeking landmarks ; at

intervals they hover in unwieldy fashion over seeming points

of recognition, which, however, they repeatedly discover not

to be the right ones after all. So do they continue until by
degrees each searcher searches no more in vain. Sometimes,

of course, this trait is attributable to birds hunting for their

scattered fledglings.

Sometimes several Corn-Buntings of both sexes, arriving

simultaneously at a (?) preconcerted air-way, all commence
hovering and flying about erratically, just as Starlings do
when procuring flies, or again when merely " showing off

"

aerially. I have never been satisfied as to which
the Buntings are enacting. If forced to decide I should

go for the latter. These evolutions may, indeed, be love-

nights, seeing that they are only witnessed in the breeding-

season. In any case, the male then has at intervals a curious,

shivering sort of wing-motion (when flying), which at times

almost becomes a mild shudder.

When really courting, the male settles on the ground
close to the hen. He then proceeds to indulge in repeated

little upward flights of about a yard in height, after each

one plumping down clumsily beside her ; and he sings and
gives forth his call-notes alternately. As already seen, he

is a most ardent wooer. Consequently, he loses no chance
of pestering the female with amorous attentions. Even
when she is off incubated eggs, he will not always leave her

alone, though in some cases it is obvious that he merely
wishes to drive her back to duty. At such times she often

does her best to avoid his onslaught, being then for so " heavy"
a species distinctly quick and resourceful of movement. She
will, for instance, just when the male is up with her, suddenly
fall flat to the ground. The pursuer, of course, then shoots

along over her, thwarted for the nonce at any rate. The male
is also persistent at chasing off intruding and perhaps intending

Lotharios. Nevertheless, combats are mock rather than real
;

clever, dodging flights are usually the sole form of battle.
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COURTSHIP OF HOUSE-SPARROW.

Some time ago there was discussion in British Birds on the

habit of the male Hedge-Sparrow pecking at the cloaca of

the female during courtship display. I have not seen

reference to this habit with the House-Sparrow (Passer d.

domesticus) and the following incident may be worth recording.

On January 15th, 1932, in the Liverpool Cathedral Wild

Birds' Sanctuary, I watched two male House-Sparrows

courting a female. In addition to the usual display by the

males, and the resentive attitude of the female, I noticed

that whenever the hen attacked one of the amorous males,

the other darted in to make two or three unmistakable pecks

at the cloaca of the female. This was done on every possible

occasion when the female was off her guard and seemed a

definite act. Copulation did not take place while I was
there. Eric Hardy.

RICHARD'S PIPIT IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
On December 14th, 1931, Mr. M. L. Ridgway forwarded to

me an adult Richard's Pipit (Anthus r. richardi), which he

obtained at his house at Parkend, Morton Valence, near

Gloucester. Mr. K. Crawshaw, a nephew of Mr. Ridgway,
had occasion to chastise his spaniel, which slunk out to the

garden and in a few seconds reappeared with the bird, which

it placed at its master's feet. Oliver H. Wild.

[Mr. Wild has kindly allowed me to examine this bird,

which is decidedly dark on the upper-parts and dingy and
less buff than usual on the under-parts. The tail-feathers

were moulting irregularly and no doubt the bird had had an

accident. The bill was rather slender and the hind claw

rather shorter than usual. The measurements were as

follow : wing 95 mm., tail 76.5, tarsus 30, hind claw, 14,

bill 15.5.—H.F.W.]

ALPINE AND ROCK-PIPITS IX ( AMBRIDGESHIKT •

On October 6th, 1931, there were two Alpine Pipits (Anthus
s. spinoletta) at the Cambridge Sewage Farm. My attention

was at once drawn to them by their distinctive call. If the
familiar call of the Rock-Pipit (.4. s. petrosus) be written
" phist", then I would write the note of these birds as
" pheest ". The note had obvious spinoletta affinities, although
readily separable from that of the Rock-Pipit, and was, of
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course, quite different from the " peet " of the Meadow-Pipit
(A. pratensis). I had several views of the birds through a

25 x telescope at a range of twenty yards, as they perched

on an artificial-stone bank. At times Meadow-Pipits were
with them. I noted the white in the outer tail-feathers—

a

character one has to use with caution, as the outer tail-

feathers tend to look pale or white in the Rock-Pipit also,

in certain lights. I also noted the dark legs and that the

plumage seemed browner than that of a typical Rock-Pipit,

though the last was possibly a light effect. The following

day I showed one of the birds to Mrs. M. D. Brindley, who
corroborated the identification. She also immediately noted
the difference in the call.

On October 31st my brother, C. C. Lack, and I saw six

very restless A. spinoletta at the same place. Three, and
probably the others also, proved to be A. s. petrosus. One
remained till November 5th. After a further absence, I saw,

on December nth, another A. spinoletta, which proved to be
an Alpine Pipit. This bird, after calling, obligingly splayed

the tail, showing the white to great advantage.
H. G. Alexander (antea, Vol. XL, p. 231) records a probable

occurrence of the Alpine Pipit in Cambridgeshire, at the

Sewage Farm, on October 10th, 1915. Otherwise there are

no previous records for the county, but the bird is no doubt
often overlooked. However, it went unrecorded last year
in spite of most regular observations. The Rock-Pipit,

apparently the first recorded for the county, was seen on
October 19th, 1930 (antea, Vol. XXIV., p. 282). David Lack.

FIRECREST IN WORCESTERSHIRE.
A Firecrest (Reguhis ignicapillus) spent some weeks in the

Lickey Woods in the autumn of 1931. I first noticed it on
October 24th, and it was seen on several subsequent occasions,

by various observers, until December 6th. Within a day or

two after that it disappeared. It seemed to keep to a very
small range of territory, which was also haunted by several

Goldcrests and Tits. It was a male bird. H. G. Alexander.

GREAT GREY SHRIKE IN NORFOLK.
A Great Grey Shrike (Lanius e. excubitor) spent some three

weeks (January 4th-26th, 1932) on a heath near Kelling

(N. Norfolk coast) and during this period some notes were
obtained on its food.

A male Linnet (Carduelis c. cannabina) was found on a
bramble, and a male Chaffinch (Fringilla c. ccelebs) on an
elder. Both were hanging by the neck about two feet from
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the ground, but neither was impaled. In each case the throat

was torn and the neck then inserted in a narrow fork. On
two occasions the bird was seen to disgorge a pellet, and one

of these was sent to Manchester University Museum, when
Mr. Britten was able to identify the following among the

remains : Geotritpes typhous, Ocyptis cuprens, and an earwig.

R. M. Garnett.

MIGRATION OF WAXWINGS.
We have received the following information with regard to

the migration in unusual numbers of Waxwings (Bombycilla

garruhts), concerning which notes have already appeared in

previous issues (see pp. 223, 269 and 270).

Kircudbrightshire.—Mr. Hugh S. Gladstone informs us that

three were caught at Broomlands, near Dumfries at the end of

October, 1 93 1.

Westmorland.—Mr. A. Astley writes that a pair was seen at

Urathay, near Ambleside, on November 22nd, 1931, and a single bird

at Ambleside on December 21st.

Cheshire.—Mr. C. H. Gowlaod writes that he saw five in a fir

plantation near Thornton Hough on January 24th, 1932
Norfolk.—Mr. H. J. Howard informs us that in his garden on the

outskirts of Norwich, he first noticed four Waxwings on November 8th,

1931. They regularlv visited mountain ash trees to feed on the
berries. On the 29th Mr Howard saw seven, and the last he saw were
three on December 6th, but six were reported to him at some little

distance on the >Sth and three on the 13th. On January 30th, 1932,
rive were seen in the heart of Norwich on a hawthorn, while three
appeared in the Castle gardens on February 2nd and thirteen on Feb-
ruary 23rd.
Suffolk.—Miss J. M. Ferrier tells us of a flock near Lowestoft.

Her attention was first drawn to them bv Mr. F. C. Cook, who saw
them first on December 2(>th, 1931, while his son saw over thirty in a
flock. Miss Ferrier counted twenty-two on January 22nd, 1932, and
twenty-four on the 24th, when they were feeding on haws. Over
twenty were reported by Mr. F. C. Cook on February 9th.

Kent.—Capt. G. F. Took states that in the neighbourhood of Dover
two were seen on November 20th, 193 1, one on the 21st. and another
on December 26th.

Hampshire.—Major M. Portal informs us that he saw one at
Swanmore on February (6th.

DUBLIN.—The Rev. P. G. Kennedy writes that one was shot on
December 26th. 1931, at Baldoyle

MERLIN TAKING YOUNG FROM NESTS.
The observations relating to the Sparrow-Hawk's fondness
for taking young Wood-Pigeons from the nest at almost any
age, included in Mr. J. H. Owen's article {antea, pp. 238-243),
reminds me of a little-known habit of the Merlin (Falco c.

(Bsalon) when rearing young.
Between 1924 and 1930, at nests in the Peak of Derbyshire,

I have notes of the Merlin bringing partly-fledged " Ring-
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Ouzels, Blackbirds and Meadow-Pipits ; birds presumably
taken from their nests.

In conversation with two other bird-photographers, two
records of the habit were taken from other localities. In

1919, T. Taylor photographed a Meadow-Pipit about five or

six days old which had been dropped in a Merlin's nest by
an adult for the young, and in 1931, G. B. Kearey observed
nestling Ring-Ouzels brought for young Merlins.

John Armitage.

SCAUP IN INNER LONDON.
A young male Scaup (Nyroca marila) appeared on the

Round Pond, Kensington Gardens, on November 21st, 1931,
and, with a slight break from November 25th-27th, stayed
there till December 18th, 1931. The bird was under the

daily observation of Mr. A. Holte Macpherson and myself

during that time. It was very tame and fed with the

Tufted Duck and Pochards. Its plumage was interesting.

At first it had a brown head with the frontal patch at the

base of the upper mandible of an orange-yellow colour instead

of white, and with a few vermiculated grey feathers on its

back and brownish flanks. Gradually it changed, until in

December the white patch had disappeared, while dark
green feathers were coming on its head.

There was no sign of it after December 18th till

January 29th, 1932, when it suddenly reappeared, now
almost in complete adult male plumage, and that it was the

same bird was easily proved by the way it came up to take

the food and by its general behaviour. G. Carmichael Low.

GREAT NORTHERN DIVERS IN WORCESTERSHIRE
AND DERBYSHIRE.

On January 16th, 1932, I saw a diver on Upper Bittell Reser-

voir, north Worcestershire, under conditions of poor visibility,

and was unable at the time to determine the species.

On hearing from me, Mr. H. G. Alexander visited the

reservoir on January 18th, and again on the 19th, and was
able definitely to identify the bird as a Great Northern Diver
(Colymbus immer). It should be explained that the pale

colour of the bill, when seen at a distance, caused it to appear
less than it actually was, while the size of the bird's body was
very deceptive when constantly diving and partly submerged.
The last date on which the diver was observed was January

25th. E. St. George Betts.

On December 7th, 1931, a large Diver arrived at the William-
thorpe Reservoir, Chesterfield, and seemed to be in an
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exhausted condition on the evidence of the pumpman. I

had many opportunities of watching it at close quarters and

identified it as a Great Northern Diver (Colymbus immer).

This identification has since been confirmed by Mr. H. F.

Witherby, who compared feathers picked up by me on the

bank with skins.

Three Mute Swans arrived on December 18th and invaded

the Diver's territory, and by 3 p.m. it had left.

C. B. Chambers.

RI FF IN NORFOLK IN FEBRUARY.
A Ruff (Philomachus pugnax) was seen on Salthouse Marsh
(N. Norfolk coast) on February nth, 1932. Feeding among
Redshanks it certainly looked larger, which suggests that it was
a male, but there was no suggestion of the spring adornments.
Conditions were wintry at the time, sharp frost and snow
prevailing.

This appears to be an unusually early date for the appear-
ance of what is normally a passage migrant. R. M. Garnett.

TEMMINCK'S STINTS IN KENT.
On September 10th, 1931, Messrs. F. R. Barlow, J. D. Wood
and I had excellent views of two Temminck's Stints {Calidris

tcmminckii) on a fleet in Romney Marsh. They were in

company with a good-sized party of Dunlins and Ringed
Plovers. All the birds were very tame and quite difficult to

flush. When they did fly, the white outer tail-feathers of
the Stints were very easily seen. H. G. Alexander.

BAILLON'S CRAKE IN MERIONETH.
After a storm on January 6th~7th, 1932, a Baillon's Crake
(Porzana p. intermedia) was picked up on the Aberdovey
Golf Links and brought to me. I sent it to Professor J. H.
Salter of Llanbadarn, Aberystwyth, for identification.

This bird appeared to have met its death by contact with
the telephone wires.

As far as I can ascertain there is only one other authentic
record of this species in North Wales, one in November,
1905, in Caernarvonshire. (See Forrest, Fauna of North
Wales and Zoologist, 1905, p. 465). E. H. T. Bible.

A PTARMIGAN'S NEST IN LONG HEATHER.
Ptarmigan (Lagopus m. m ilia isi) usually nest above the
limits of heather growth, but in the Cairngorm Hills the
heather grows at a greater altitude than anvwhere else in
the highlands. It is found, short and dwarfed by the winds
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and exposure, up to 3,300 feet, and as Ptarmigan are found
habitually at, and above 2,500 feet, they sometimes
nest on heather on these high hills. But the only Ptarmigan's
nest that I have found in really long heather was that shown

in this illustration. The nest was in the Garbh Choire of

Brae Riach, a corrie which is so sheltered by the hills that

there is long, or comparatively long, heather up to 3,000 feet.

This nest was at approximately 2,900 feet above sea-level,

and it will be seen that the site is the usual one which a Red
Grouse might choose to nest in. Seton Gordon.

QUAIL BREEDING IN DENBIGHSHIRE.
Major N. Vosper, of Llanychan, near Ruthin, in the Vale
of Clwyd, Denbighshire, informs me that two pairs of Quail

(Coturnix c. coturnix) bred in a seed clover field on his property
during 1929. There was one covey of about twelve birds
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and another of seven, with a few stray birds which may have

belonged to the latter family. One of the coveys hatched

very late, probably about mid-August. Major Vosper also

saw a single Quail near Corwen (inside the Merionethshire

boundary) on about September i5th-20th in the same year.

No Quail were observed in the following years, 1930 and 1931.

According to Forrest's Vertebrate Fauna of N. Wales the

species bred, almost abundantly, in Flintshire and Denbighshire

during 1893, but I can hear of no definite breeding records

between that year and 1929. W. M. Congreve.

Crossbills Breeding in Hampshire and Dorsetshire.—
With reference to the notes on this subject (antea, p. 162),

Mr. W. J. Ashford writes to the Field (19. xii.31, p. 931) that

in 1931, within a radius of twelve miles from Poole, he found
in small scattered colonies twenty-two nests of Crossbills

(Loxia c. curvirostra) . Mr. Ashford adds that he had been
shown, or had reliable information about, six other nests, and
he concludes that, allowing for a certain number of second
attempts, the number of breeding pairs definitely located
could be safely computed at twenty.

Cirl Bunting in Cornwall.—With reference to Mr.
Parmenter's notes (antea, p. 198), Miss A. Bonus informs us
that near East Looe in August, 1931, she found the Cirl

Hunting (Emberiza cirliis) taking the place of the Yellow
Bunting, of which there were very few. The Cirl Buntings
were singing loudly and constantly up to the end of the
second week in August, after which they became more or
less silent. The bird is no doubt commoner than is implied
by Clark in his list in the Victoria History, to which Mr.
Parmcnter referred.

Martins in Devonshire in Winter.—Mr. P. E. A.
Morshead informs us that on January 12th, 1932, Mrs.
Morshead, who knows the bird well, saw two Martins (Deliclwn
urbica) hawking for flies near the river near Yealmpton,
Devonshire.

Flamingo and White Stork in Aberdeenshire.—
Prof. J. Ritchie states that a Phcenicoptcrus r. a ntiquorum was
shot on the river Ythan on July 15th, 1931, and that a
Ciconia ciconia was shot at Mintlaw on June 2nd, 1924
(Scot. Nat., 1931, pp. 140 and 147). These birds so frequently
escape from captivity that it is impossible to accept them
as genuine migrants. Prof. Ritchie remarks on the perfect
plumage of the Flamingo, but this is no proof that it was
not an escape from captivity.
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Fork-tailed Petrels in Somerset and Cheshire.—In

connexion with the occurrences of this bird (antea, p. 229),

Mr. S. Lewis informs us that one was picked up dead beneath
wires in Priory Road, Wells, early in November, 1931. We
understand that a good many were also driven inland in

western France in the middle of November.
Mr. E. W. Nicholson-Smith informs us that Mr. E. G.

MacGregor and others saw one at Wilmslow Station, Cheshire,

on December nth, 1931, at five o'clock in the evening. The
bird was on a post directly beneath a lamp, and could be
approached so closely that the deeply indented tail and
tubular nostrils were clearly seen. The bird was eventually

frightened away by some Doys. Wilmslow is thirty-five

miles from the sea, and Mr. Nicholson-Smith remarks that the

weather at this time had been quite calm for ten days.

Fulmar Petrel in Cornwall.—Miss C. M. Acland
informs us that she saw a Fulmar Petrel {Fulmarus glacialis)

near Land's End on April 25th, 1931, and that a dead Fulmar
was found by Mr. G. H. Harvey on the beach at Penzance on
June 4th.

Black-necked Grebes Breeding in Scotland.—The
breeding of Podiceps nigricollis in the Forth area has already

been recorded (see Vol. XXIV., p. 174), and Mr. J. Kirke
Nash states (Scot. Nat., 1931, p. 148) that he saw a pair with
three young in 1931. On the same page of our contemporary
Miss L. J. Rintoul and Miss E. V. Baxter make the interesting

announcement that on July 24th, 1931, they saw two pairs

feeding young on a loch in the Tay area. It may be noted

that as long ago as April, 1903, the Duchess of Bedford saw
on a loch in Perthshire two pairs of Black-necked Grebes,

which it was thought might be breeding.

Oystercatcher and White Wagtails in Middlesex—Correction.—In the note on this subject (antea, page 24)

the date of the observation was wrongly given as April 23rd,

1930. Mr. J. P. Hardiman informs us that the correct date
is April 23rd, 1931.

Breeding Date of Kittiwake in Cornwall.—Miss

C. M. Acland informs us that near Land's End on April 25th,

1931, Kittiwakes (Rissa t. tridactyla) had begun to nest, and
two pairs were sitting and others had eggs. This is early,

but it must be remembered that the colony is very far south.
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INCUBATION-PERIODS OF LESSER AND GREAT
BLACK-BACKED AND HERRING-GULLS.

BY

R. M. LOCKLEY.

The incubation-period of the British Lesser Black-backed

Gull (Larus f. graellsii) is not known. In the Practical Hand-
book is the statement under this species :

" Period said to be

21 days (Paynter), but estimate appears low". On the island

of Skokholm, Pembrokeshire, I was able to obtain the

following nine records in 1931.

BRITISH LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL.

Nest Dates of Laying Dates of Hatching Incubation

No. 1 st egg. 2nd egg. 3rd egg- z st egg. 2nd egg. 3rd egg. Period.

May May May June June June Days.

1 1 6th nth 26

2 17th 19th 2 1st 13th (bad) 1 6th (27). 26.

3 1 6th 1 8th 2 1st 1 2th (lost) 1 6th (27), 26

4 1 6th 1 8th 2ISt 15th 15th 1 6th (30, 28), 26

5 14th 1 6th nth nth (28), 26

6 17th 19th 2ISt 13th 14th 1 6th (27, 26), 26

7 23rd 25th 27th 18th (lost) (lost) 26
8 1 6th 1 8th 25th nth 13th (26), 26

9 15th 17th 1 ith 13th (27). 2 7

For the sake of comparison I have given the dates of laying

and of hatching of all the eggs, just as I recorded them, the

eggs having been numbered in the field in the order of laying.

Excluding the three eggs which disappeared during incubation
and one which failed to hatch, it will be seen that in each
nest (save 9, one day late) the incubation-period of the last

egg laid was 26 days. Looking at the figures for the other

eggs, given in brackets, one is led to conclude that incubation
may begin with the laying of the first egg (Nest 8), or may
be delayed until the last egg is laid (Nests 4 and 5). Although
the data is not sufficient for generalizations in this respect

it is evident that there is much individual variation. Nest
1 was exceptional in that it contained but one egg : I feel

sure, however, that this was not the full clutch but that the

other egg or eggs met with mishap, perhaps being removed
soon after being laid. It is my experience that Gulls fre-

quently " lose " eggs through some mysterious (certainly

not human) agency, possibly Crows, as the eggs disappear
completely as if carried off bodily.
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There is a very wide variation in the size and coloration

of the eggs of this Gull, considerably more than in those of

the Herring-Gull. Pure white eggs are not uncommon,
but I have not seen more than one such in a single clutch

at a time.

We may say then, that, from the data available, the incu-

bation-period of this Gull is not less than, and probably con-

stant at, 26 days.

Of the Great Black-backed Gull (Lams marinus) I obtained
three records, each gave 27 days. The Practical Handbook
gives " 26-28 davs".

Leases Black-backed Gull incubating Skokhotm.
{Photographed by H. S. Pollard

|

Nsst
Xo.

GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL

Dates of Layin Dates of Hatching.
1 st egg. 2nd egg. 3rd egg. 1st egg. 2nd egg. 3rd rgg.

May May May June June
14th 16th 1 8th nth 12th
13th 15th 17th (bad) 12th
3th 15th 10th nth

J ""f

14th

13th

/neubation
Period.

Days.

(28, 27), 27

(28), 27.

(28.) 27

Ten records of the Herring-Gull [Lotus a. argcntatus) were
secured. As will be seen in the table below 'these clo^elv
approximated to those of the Lesser Black-backed Gull
and if an average is taken the incubation-period mav be put
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at a fraction over the 26 days. The Practical Handbook
states, " Period varies from 24 to 28 days", but my records

would modify this to " 26-27 days " now

Great Black-backed Gull approaching nest—Skokholm.
{Photographed by R. S. Pollard.)

HERRING-GULL.

Nest Dates of Laving. Dates of Hatching. J ncubation
No. 1 st egg. 2nd egg. y d egg. 1st egg. 2nd egg. ird egg. Period.

May May May June June June Days.

1 15th 17th 1 ith 12 th (27). 26
2 15th 17th 1 ith 13th (27). 27
3 1 8th 20th 23rd 15th 1 6th 1 8th (28, 27), 26

4 25th 27th 29th (bad) 23 rd (bad) 27

5 25th 27th 2 1st 23rd (27). 27
6 26th 28th 31st 22nd 24th 26th (27. 27), 26

7 27th 29th 22nd 24th (26), 26
8 29th 31st

June
25th 27th (27), 27

9 29th 31st

June
2nd 24th 26th 28th (26. 26), 26

10 31st 2nd 26th 28th (26. )26

Average Incubation-p?riod 26.4 days.



Heriing-Gull ;t lighting near nest—Skokholm.
(Photograph** by R. S. Pollard.)
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STARLING ROOSTS AND FLIGHT-LINES
NEAR OXFORD.

BY
B. J. MARPLES, b.a., m.sc.

The following observations on the roosting habits of Starlings

(St limits v. vulgaris) were made near Oxford in the period

between October, 1927, and December, 1928. Summaries
of these observations were published in the Reports of the

Oxford Ornithological Society for 1927 and 1928, but it seems
desirable to give a further account of them for comparison
with the recent papers on " The Behaviour of Starlings

in winter" (Brit. Birds, Vol. XXIII.
, pp. 138 and 170; Vol.

XXIV., p. 346).
The observations were undertaken to verify the statement

by Bruce F. Cummings (t.c, Vol. II., p. 119) that Starlings

follow definite flight-lines to the roost, and that they tend to

avoid passing over hills. The work was carried out by a

single observer using a bicycle, and therefore the area

covered was not very large, nor was it possible to determine
the size of the feeding territory of the birds using one roost,

as was done by Wynne Edwards in Devonshire.

Three roosts were located about twelve miles apart, forming
a triangle with the city of Oxford in the centre. From the

direction taken by flocks about ten miles north of Oxford
there was apparently another roost in the region of Chipping
Norton. I had information of still another roost near Tring,

south-east of the Oxford area.

The first roost located was in a small wood, known as

Hampton Gorse, north of Oxford, on the main road to

Bicester. The wood is about 150 yards square, and consists

of a very dense thicket of blackthorn bushes seven or eight

feet high, with a strip of oaks along each side. The country
round is practically flat. Most of the birds came to the

roost from an easterly direction, and though flight-lines were
not very definite there were two main streams of flocks. One
was parallel to and along the Bicester road, and the other was
from the south-east from the direction of Otmoor. Large
flocks arrived in quick succession from each direction, often

in long curving lines. Small parties also came from the other

points of the compass, but not nearly to such an extent as

from the east.

The next roost was found south-east of Oxford, about nine

miles away, near the main road to High Wycombe. It will

be called the Milton roost, Milton being the neighbouring
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village. The birds roosted in a small wood and the neigh-

bouring hedges and bushes. It was a much larger roost than

Hampton Gorse, but resembled it in receiving most of its

birds from the eastern side. Numerous birds went to it from
the region just south of Bicester, some twelve miles away,
but still larger flocks came from the direction of Thame.
Few were seen to come from the west, and none from the
south.

ketch map of the Oxford district showing the Starling roosts
and flight-lines.

The third roost was near the village of Fyfield, south-west
of Oxford. It was in a rectangular plantation of larches
which were ten or twelve feet high. Two paths cross at
right-angles in the centre, dividing the plantation into four
quarters, and most of the Starlings roosted in dense crowds
in the south-east quarter. Here, in contrast to the other
two roosts, large flocks came in from all sides. It was,
however, only possible to investigate the flight-lines which
were on the side nearest Oxford.
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To the north-east of Fyfield, and about five miles from it,

are the two hills of Wytham and Cumnor, each about 500 feet,

separated by a narrow gap at Botley. In this region it could

clearly be seen that the flocks normally avoid passing over

hills when making for the roost. Birds whose feeding areas

lay north of Oxford went to the Fyfield roost either round
the north end of Wytham Hill or through the Botley gap.

At these points the flocks converge and join to form very
large flocks which continued flying high and straight towards
the roost. Those feeding further south passed close to the

south of Cumnor Hill. Only on two occasions were the

flocks seen to cross one of these hills. These were January
25th and 26th, 1928, when there was a very strong south-west
wind blowing. Possibly the abnormal behaviour of the

birds was connected with the abnormal weather conditions.

Flocks coming from the region north of Oxford passed

straight over Wytham Hill instead of going through the

Botley gap or round the north end. They seemed to be

having much difficulty with the wind, as they flew very close

to the ground, and large numbers alighted in the fields after

crossing the hill before continuing their flight.

During the whole of the time that observations were made
the flight-lines were quite definite and clearly marked. This

habit of flying to and from the roost along definite lines

appears to be normal in the behaviour of Starlings. It was
noticed also in connection with roosts in Cheshire and
Hampshire, and is mentioned by several writers on the

roosting-habits of Starlings. The time at which flocks pass

a given point on successive nights was very constant, but
varied with the length of day, being earlier in winter than in

summer. In December the first flocks were seen going to

the roost at about 3.30 p.m., while in May they were not

seen until about 7.30 p.m. Starlings seem to be amongst
the first birds to go to roost. None of the flight-lines were
straight enough to locate the roost by distant bearings taken

along them, as has been described by Wynne Edwards.
The behaviour of Starlings before roosting is very constant.

During the day they are scattered over the feeding grounds,

which are usually grass fields, in small parties of perhaps
twenty or thirty birds. As roosting time approaches the

flock flies into the top of a tree and sings, while other parties

come in from the surrounding fields and join it. In this way
a flock of moderate size is formed. Suddenly all the birds

rise together and set off towards the roost. Other flocks
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join them, either on the wing or during short halts, which

sometimes take place on the way, usually near the beginning

of the flight By the time the roost is reached most of the

flocks are very large, consisting probably of some thousands

of birds. Very often the flocks alight when they are close

to the roost where they sing, or on the ground where they

feed. All the time, except when in flight, they produce the

characteristic chattering whistling sound. The aerial evolu-

tions of the flocks over the roost before settling down for the

night are well known and have often been described.

Starling roosts are commonly said to be occupied regularly

every winter for many years. Forrest (Zoologist, 1900) gives

a list of twenty roosts in Shropshire, most of which had been

occupied for more than twenty years. Starlings are said to

move from roosts composed of deciduous trees to more
sheltered situations when the leaves fall. The most striking

fact which was discovered when making observations in the

Oxford region was the changing habits of the birds with

regard to the roosts.

In October, 1927, all three roosts were occupied. Hampton
(iorse was still occupied in November, but on December 3rd,

with the exception of two or three scattered birds, it was
deserted. While it was in use the two main flight-lines were
from the north-east from the direction of Bicester, and from
the east from the direction of Otmoor. After it was aban-
doned they no longer converged towards Hampton (iorse.

The one from Otmoor passed straight along the river, about
a mile to the south, while the one from Bicester went straight

over the former roost and continued in the same direction.

Roth joined the flight-lines to the Fyfield roost, which passed
round Wvtham Hill. The feeding area of the Fyfield roost

had previously extended to within a mile or two of Hampton
(iorse. By the beginning of March this roost was again
occupied and was used until some time in May, when it was
once more deserted. The observations being carried out
during the Oxford terms were necessarily interrupted for a
considerable period during the long vacation. In October,
November and December, 1928, the roost was examined,
but no Starlings were roosting there. The fall of the leaves

would seem to have no bearing on the desertion of this roost,

as there were very few leaves on the blackthorns at any
time. These grew very close together and the roost was
as sheltered as the larch plantation occupied throughout the
winter.
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The Milton roost was occupied by very large numbers of

birds in October and November, 1927, but by January, 1928,

it was deserted. I was informed that it was usually occupied

in October and November, but there were no signs of its being

used in the autumn of 1928.

The Fyfield roost was in use from October, 1927, to March,

1928, during the latter part of which period it was apparently

used by the birds which had roosted at Hampton Gorse.

During May and June it was deserted, but occupied again

in October, November and December. It was used by very
large numbers of birds, but it is improbable that the birds

from the roost near Milton transferred to it, as this had been

a very large roost, and the flocks seen going towards Fyfield

in the vicinity of Milton were all small. Since most of the

flocks came to the Milton roost from the east, it is possible that

the birds transferred to another or a new roost somewhere in

that direction.

So far as the observations go there appears to be no regu-

larity in the occupation of these roosts. In the autumn of

1927 all three roosts were in use, while in that of 1928 only

the Fyfield one. It was only possible to study the roosts

intensively for fifteen months, but occasional observations

on the directions taken by the flocks during the next two
years point to the continuation of the conditions of 1928
with one exception. In May, 1930, near the north end of

Wytham Hill, a succession of small flocks was observed

flying north-west along a definite line. This line was quite

different from all those previously observed in this region,

and may indicate the formation of a new and possibly a-

summer roost.

The results of this investigation may be summarized as

follows. The Starlings from a large area of country all

congregate to roost usually in a smali wood, the longest

distance they were observed to go being 16 miles. The
flocks going to the roost increase in size by the addition of

other parties of birds, and may contain many thousands by
the time they arrive. They follow definite routes, termed
flight-lines, along which pass a succession of flocks. These
flight-lines are more or less direct, but tend to avoid passing

over hills, even of moderate height. The roosts may be in

use even during the breeding-season. Of three roosts, only

one was reoccupied regularly in successive years.
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RECOVERY OF MARKED BIRDS.
Note.— All retrapping records are omitted from this list.

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

RAVEN (Corvus c. corax).

105300 Dumfriesshire, 10.4.30, Kircudbrightshire,May,i93i.
young, by T. K. Craven
and YV. Bone.

CARRION-CROW (Corvus c. corone).

AH. 424 Skirvvith (Cumb.), 15.6.30, Kirkoswald (Cumb.), 19.5.31,
young, by R. H. Brown. by W. Salkeld.

ROOK (Corvus f. frugilegtts).

RT.1083 Trapped Chipping Norton Near Kettering (Northants.),
(Oxon.), released Cam-
bridge, 30. 1. 31, by T. H.

16. 1. 32, by R. T. Draper.

AK.353
and W. R. Harrisson.

Ditto 30.1.31, Near Harleston (Norfolk),

6.4.31, by K. W. Hading-
ham.

JACKDAW (Colreus w. spernwlogus)

.

RS.1926 Scone (Perths.), 24.6.31,
young, by Lord Scone.

Ditto 13.6.31RS.I923

Kk.i SS4

RS. 47.12

RR.3472

W.sSio

U.6236

Glencarse (Perths.), 14. 7.31,

by D. Ambrose.
Braco (Perths.), 20.S.31. by

R. Crabb.
Greystoke (Cumb.), May,

1 93 1, by P. J. Tod hunter.
Mungrisedale (Cumb.)

[3.6.28, young, by K. H
Brow 11.

UUswater (Westmor.), Tune
1931, young, by Pi. J
Moon.

Canterbury (Kent), 19.3.29, Charing (Kent), 28.3.31, by

C a 1 d e r b r i d g e (Cumb.)

,

January, 1932, per ringer.

voting, for St. Edmund's P Hickman.
School N.H.S.

STARLING (Sturnns v. vulgaris

Broughty Perry (Angus),
17.12.27, ad., bv T. P.

Smith.
Ditto 16.5.28.

Dundee, 30.7.31, by G. R.
Grant.

In

Scone (Perths.), 29.11.29,
ad., bv Pord Scone.

Ditto

Ditto

I'. 1240 Ditto

P.2050

young. 17.5.29.

ad., 2.3.30.

ad., 23.1 1.29.

Upper Largo (Fife.),29.12.30,
ad., by A. H. Pggeling.

T;iy Bridge. 15.2.3;
A. Anderson.

Where ringed, 1. 11.30, bv
ringer; 26.10.31, bv A
Robertson.

Perth, 20. 1 .3 1 , by A
Robertson.

Glenfarg (Perths.), Feb.
1932, by J. Bell.

Callander (Perths.), 14. 5. 31

by A. Ross.
Alversund, Bergen, Norway

Aug.. 1 93 1, bv K. Glatved
Prahl.
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No.

R.1510

x -3773

J -473

1

RR.9392

RS.4763

l'-3377

P. 34 1

1

AN. 1982

R.6841

U.9S25

U.9838

P.2645
P-3859

T.4983

^•7532

S.739I

R.6283

R.6288

R.6291

V.3360

YV.6210

U.7389

R.8872

Place and Date Ringed.

STARLING {con

Skinburness (Cumb.) ,29.5.30,

young, by J. N. D. Smith.
Carlisle (Cumb.), 26.11.27,

ad., by J. N. D. Smith.
Ullswater (Cumb.), May,

1930, young, by H. J.

Moon.
Ditto May, 1930.

Kirkby Lonsdale (Westmor.),
May, 1931, young, bv
H. J. Moon.

Wilmslow (Ches.), 3.2.31, ad.,

by E. Cohen.
Ditto 27.4.31.

Church Stretton (Salop.),

I,6.31, young, by W. A.
Cadman.

Near Bewdley (Worcs.),

19.5.30, ad., by T. C. H.
Lea.

Oxford, 28.2.30, ad., for

Oxford Orn. Soc.

Ditto 29.10.30.

Place and Dale Recovered,

tinned).

Silloth (Cumb.), June, 1931,

by E. B. Barton.

Near Burton - on - Trent,

1 .6.3 1, bv G. Goodwin.
Near Penrith (Cumb.),

4.5.31, by J- Kinni 11-

month, per ringer.

Near Appleby (Westmor.),

25.1.32, by P. Udale.

Near Alston (Cumb.), 4.9.31,

by S. Gill.

Where ringed, Jan., 1932,

by D. Crough.
Alderley Edge (Ches.),

1 0.9.3 1, by E. Fairhurst.
Newent (Glos.), 22.7.31, bv

E. A. Chadd.

Ditto
Ditto

2.2.31.

10. 3. 31.

Kelling (Norfolk), 22.5.30,

young, by R. M. Garnett.

Cley (Norfolk), 12. 3. 31, ad.,

by R. M. Garnett.

Ditto 10. 3. 31.

Woodford Green (Essex),

19.10.30, ad., for Lond.
N.H.S.

Ditto 1 6. 1 1. 30.

Ditto 1 6. 1 1 .30.

Canterbury (Kent), 25.11.28,

ad., for St. Edmund's
School N.H.S.

Near Chichester (Sussex),

2. 1 1. 30, ad., by R.Carlyon-
Britton.

Bruton (Som.), 17.12.28, ad.,

for Lond. N.H.S.
Branscombe (Devon.), 9.1. 31,

ad., bv P- E. A. Morshead.

Where ringed, 10.7.31,

S. G. Coles.

by

Headington (Oxon.), April,

1931, by ringer.

Near where ringed, ca. 3.2.32,

per ringer.

Ditto ca. 7 2.32.

Ditto, 2.2.32, by J. A.
Tinne.

Holt (Norfolk), 26.5.31, by
S. Loose.

Near Elbing, West Prussia,

3 1.8.3 1, by Yogelwarte,
Rossitten.

Blankenberghe, Belgium,
7. 1 1 .31 , by V.van Straelen.

Where ringed, 22.5.31, by
Rev. F. Guardian.

Where ringed, Nov., 193 1 ,
by

Mrs. Scott.

Where ringed, 26.5.31, by
N. Whittingham.

Near where ringed, 7.7.3 1

,

by H. L. Freeman.

Bosham (Sussex), 31.12.31,

by P. W. Grender.

Where ringed, 15. 1.32, by
R. Francis.

Knocke-sur-Mer, Belgium,
20. 10.3 1 ,byV.vanStraelen.
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No. Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

GREENFINCH (Chloris ch. chloris).

K.3673 Penrith (Cumb.), June, 1930, Near where ringed, I7-5-3 1
-

young, by H. J. Moon. by J. Kinninmonth, per

ringer.

K.8744 Near Gt. Budworth (Ches.), Near Chelford (Ches.),March,
14. 2. 31, ad., bv A. W. 1931, per Cage Birds.

Boyd.

LESSER REDPOLL (Carduelis I. cabaret).

I.2052 Higher Hodder (Vorks.), Heanor (Derby), 1 7.9.3 1

,

27.6.31, young, by C. per Cage Birds.

Oakes and E. Battersby.

LINNET [Carduelis c. cannabina).

H.3161 Penrith (Cumb ), June, 1929, Near where ringed, 18.5.31,

young, by H. J. Moon. by J. W. Spark.
L.5427 Malvern (Worcs.), 24.5.31, Le Porge (Gironde), France,

young, by A. Morrison. 6. 10.31, in Chasseur
Francois.

CHAFFINCH (Fringilla c. Calebs).

F.8075 Godalming (Surrey), 15.8.30, Where ringed, 6.5.31, by
ad., by L. E. Taylor. S. M. Pitcher.

L.4177 Shanklin (I. of W.), 22.3.31, Where ringed, Nov., i93i,by
ad., by J. F. Wynne. K. G. Luscombe.

SKY-LARK (Alauda a. arvensis).

G-94')^ Kilmacolm (Renfrew), Forgandennv (Perths.),

27.5.2*), voting, bv Mr. and 12. 1. 32, bv E. T. Sinclair.

Mrs. R. O. Blyth'.

BLUE TIT (Parus c. obscurns).

J. 7316 Newcastle - under - Lyme Near Nantwich (Ches.),

(Staffs.), 18. 4. 31, ad., for 10. 11. 31, by A. Spode.
Clifton Coll. Sci. Soc.

SONG-THRUSH (Turdus ph. clarkei).

P. 7310 Near Dundee, 10. 5. 31,young, Wigtown., 15. 11. 31, bv A.
by E. C. Sharp. Podger.

T.7S00 Near Perth, 18.5.30, voung, Dundee, 30.12.31, bv J. S.

for Perth N.H.S. "

Lilly.

Z.5744 Kilmacolm (Renfrew). Avonbridge (Stirling), July,
31.5.29, voung, by Mr. 1031. in Glasgow Evening
and Mrs. R. O. Blyth. Times.

V.1073 Kirkmahoe (Dumfries). Near where ringed, 16. 8. 31,

3.5.27, young, by W. and by T. Bell.

A. B. Duncan.
Y.3027 Penrith (Cumb ), May, 1027. Near where ringed, 27.6.31,

young, by H. J. Moon. by J. Kinninmonth, per
ringer.

J.4670 Ditto Mav, 1930. Near where ringed, 16. 6.31,
bv C. H. Tavlor.
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J-4375

M.1578

J-93I5

R.9523

AN.4583

AN.41 66

R.i261

R.i 196

W.5148

P. 75 '9

R.7748

U.3195

S.8642

T.6983

T.4789

T-9537

R-4335

AN. 36 1

8

R.6397
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Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

SONG-THRUSH {continued).

Penrith (Cumb.), May, 1930.
young, by H. J. Moon.

Ditto July. J93 1 -

Ditto June, 1930.

Kirkby Lonsdale (Westmor.),

June, 1930, young, bv
H. J. Moon.

Bashall Eaves (Yorks.)

,

28.6.31, young, by C.

Oakes and E. Battersby.
Wilmslow (Ches.), 14.7.31,

young, by E. Cohen.

Near Gt. Budworth (Ches.),

16. 5. 31, voung, by A. W.
Boyd.

Ditto 22.4.31.

Ditto I3-4-27-

Malvern (Worcs.), 28.5.31,

young, by A. Morrison.
Near Hungerford (Berks.),

1.8.30, ad., by G. Brown.
Witley (Surrey), 5.4.30,

young, for Col. G. P.

Pollitt.

Near Swaffham (Norfolk),

20.4.31, young, by R. S.

Broke.
Plumstead (Norfolk), 10. 5.31

,

young, bv J. M. Ferrier.

Woodford Green (Essex),

14.12.28, ad., for Lond.
N.H.S.

Canterbury (Kent), 2.6.29,

for St. Edmund's School
N.H.S.

Near Hastings (Sussex),

20.5.30, young, by E. F.

Wood and B. T. Brooker.
Camber (Sussex), 23.6.31,

young, bv R. G. Williams.

Burnham (Som.), 19.4.3 1,

young, by E. G. Holt.

Lowther (Cumb.), 11.6.31,

by Maj. Seymour Mead.
Pooley Bridge (Westmor.),

25.7.31, by J. Muirhead.
Tralee (Kerry), 9.1.32, by

P. O'Donnell.
Boston Tubber (Clare),

27.11.31, by J. McMahon,

Longridge (Lanes.),

1931, by H. Pinder.
Aug.

Where ringed, 28.7.31, by
ringer. Bramhall (Ches.),

4. 10.3 1, by T. A. Jackson.
Cresselly (Pembs.), 14.11. 31,

by D. Cole.

Baignes (Charente), France,
Oct., 1931, by R. Pasquet.

Near where ringed, 7.4.31, by
ringer.

Where ringed, 4. 10.31, by
C. E. Eastwood.

Linkenholt (Hants.), Aug.,

1931, by C. J. Carter.

Near Chiddingfold (Surrey),

June, 1931, by R.
Chapman.

Where ringed, 20.8.31. by
ringer (in pellet of Tawny
Owl).

Haverfordwest (Pembs.), ca.

1.2.32, by H. Tucker
Near where ringed, July,

193 1, by E. G. Fairholme.

Where ringed, 10.7.31. by
ringer.

Where ringed, 5.2.32, by
G. C. Sankey.

Where ringed, 10.2.32, bv
F. J. Yenner.

Where ringed, Nov., 193 1,

bv S. Gault.

BLACKBIRD {Turdus m. merula).

Near Dundee, 30.4.30, young, Near where ringed, 29. 11. 31,

by E. C. Sharp. by E. Davidson.
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BLACKBIRD (continued).

R 37 *4 Near Dundee, 22.6.31, young, Near where ringed, January,

by E. C. Sharp. 1932, by D. Stratton.

Killed by Merlin.

1' ^21 Upper Largo (Fife), 8.1.31, Near where ringed, IQ-5-3 1
.

ad., bv W. J. Eggeling. by L. J. Rintoul.

AN. 4776 Ditto L3-7-3 1 - Where ringed, 7. 12. 31, by

J. Ireland.

51518 Kilmacolm (Renfrew), Where ringed, 17.7.3'. by

17.9.24, ad., bv Mr. and Mrs. Graham.
Mrs. R. O. Blyth.

\ .,170 Carlisle (Cumb.), S.11.2X, Wreay (Cumb.), 31.12.31,

ad., by J. N. D. Smith. by W. E. Fawkes.

P. 51 75 I.angwathbv (Cumb.), June, Where ringed, 24.10.31, by

1931, young, by H. J. W. Howe.
Moon.

T.8383 Ullswater (Cumb.), May, Kilkeel (Down), 12. 1.32, by

1929, young, by H. j. S. Mulligan.

Moon.
W.l.ioo Ditto May, 1927- Longford, Ireland, 20.2.32,

by L. Hicks.

S.5;^7 U 11 s wa t e r (W e s t m o r.), Glencoyne (Cumb.), Sept.,

14.2.30, ad., by H. J. 1931, by W. R. Sendall,

Moon. and Manchester Guardian.

S.8966 Wilmslow (Ches.), 26.4.30, Near where ringed, April,

young, by E. Cohen. 193 1 . by ringer.

T.4340 Near Gt. Budworth (Ches.), Near Stockport (Ches.),

2.3.29, ad., bv A. W. 15.2.32, bv J. Feltham.
Boyd.

T.4040 Ditto young. 22.S.28. Where ringed. 24.2.30,

9. j .31, by ringer.

S.4486 Ditto ad., 11.2 30. Near where ringed, 1.1. 31,

2.5.31, in Tawny Owl's
nest.

S.4006 Ditto young. 3 5 30. Near where ringed, 21.2.31,

10. 3. 31, by ringer.

T.4973 Clcy (Norfolk). 21.5.30. Where ringed, 2.5.31, by
young, by R. H. Garnett. ringer.

P.9522 Near Brenzett (Kent), 6. 5.31 , Benenden (Kent), 5 7 31, by
young, by R G. Williams. W. Ballard.

L.S032 Wittersham (Kent). 24.4.31, St. Leonards (Sussex), 3.9.31

,

young, by R. G. Williams. by T. Williamson.
AN. 1 184 Peasmarsh (Sussex), 18. 5. 31, Acton, London, 29.8.31. by

young, by R. G. Williams. S. M. Brown.

WHINCHAT (Saxicola r. rubetra).

L.6742 Ingleton (Yorks.) June, Paderne (Algarve), Portugal,
1 93 1, young, by H. J. 21.9.31, by P. F. Leith.
Moon.

REDSTART (Phecnicurus ph. phcenicurus)

.

H.5497 Oakmere (Ches.), 9.6.29, Near where ringed, June,
young, by A. W. Boyd. 1931, by T. Noar.
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No.

J-45I3

L. 1072

K.8895

J. 1 264

H.9840

TX.486

TX.395

SZ.522

SZ.525
TZ 3

TY.52

TV. 909
TY.963
S.Z.662

TT.434

K.6501

TZ.466

TV. 198

K.4628

L.1042

K.4761

P.5972

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

REDBREAST [Erithacus r. melophilus).

Penrith (Curab.), May, 1930,
young, by H. J. Moon.

Kendal (Westmor.), 10.3.3 1,

ad., by M. Munro.
Nr. Gt.'Budworth (Ches.),

17. 3. 31, ad., by A. W.
Boyd.

Addlestone (Surrey), 9.6.30,

young, for Lond. N.H.S.

Greystoke (Cumb.), May,
1 93 1, by J. Browne, per
ringer.

Where ringed, 15. 11.31, by
H. Young.

Rostherne (Ches.),ea.2i.4.3i,

by T. A. Coward, per

ringer.

Where ringed, 25.6.31, by
Mr. Pizey.

HEDGE-SPARROW {Prunella m. occidental^).

Kendal (Westmor.), June, Where ringed, 30.5.31,

1929, young, bv H. J. A. B. Salmon.
Moon

.

bv

SWAT.I.OW (Hirundo
Cumdivock (Cumb.), 20. 7. 29,

voung, by R. H. Brown.
Andreas (I.O.M.), 8.7.30,

young, by F. A. Craine.

Laugharne (Carms.), 8.8.28,

ad., bv J. F. Thomas.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

young,
ad.,

young,

10.8.28.

20.8.30.

3I-7-3Q-

Ditto 5-8.30.

Ditto 14.8.30.

St. Clears (Carms.), 8.8.29,

ad., by J. F. Thomas.
Eton (Bucks.), n. 7. 29,

young, by H. C. R. Gill-

man.
Ditto, 5.7.30, young, by G.B.

Blaker.
Hastings (Sussex), 17.6.30,

young, by E. F. Wood and
B. T. Brooker.

Ditto 25.6.30.

r. rustica).

Castle Sowerby (Cumb.),

28.7.31, by N. Irving.

Sulbv (I.O.M.), 4.6.31, by
R.'J- Allen.

Where ringed, 1.8.3 1, by
ringer.

Ditto 3.8.31.

Ditto 6.8.31.

Near where ringed, 1 2.7.31,

by ringer.

Ditto Mav, 1 93 1.

Ditto "

6.8.31.

Where ringed, 4.8.31, by
ringer.

Farnham Common (Bucks.),

24.5.31, by M. F. Marsh.

Slough (Bucks.), 16.5.31, by
D. Gregory.

Where ringed, ca. 20.6.31, by
G. Pitcairn-Knowles.

Ditto, June, 1931, by
Cooke.

Mrs.

MARTIN (Delichon u. urbica).

Near Kirkmichael (Perths.), Dunoon (Argyll.), 1 1.6. 31, by
12.9.30, young, by E. W. J. Bair.
Higginbotham.

KINGFISHER (Alcedo a. ispida).

Busby (Renfrew.)
by N. McMillan.

17. 1. 32,Crookston (Renfrew.
22.5.31, young, for j.

Bartholomew.
Barbon (Westmor.), 4.8.31,

young, by H. W. Robin-
son.

CUCKOO {Cuculns c. canorus).

Kelling (Norfolk), 29.6.31, Evres-en-Argonne (Meuse),
young, by R. M. Garnett. France, 21. 9. 31, by

Chasseur Francais.

Near Lancaster, 31. 10. 31,

by H. Paterson.
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LONG-EARED OWL {Asio o. otus).

23842 Altnaharra (Suth.), 17.5.29, Culrain (Ross), June, 1931,

young, by Mrs. T. E. by J. Morrison.

Hodgkin.

TAWNY OWL (Strix a. sylvatica.)

<R.75.3i Near Aberfoyle (Perths.), Callander (Perths.), 23.10.3 1

,

28.5.30, young, bv Sir S. bv J. McArthur.
Rilsland.

AF. 121 Near Gt. Budworth (Ches.), Stockton Heath (Ches.),

3.5.30, young, by A. W. I4-5-3 1
- by ringer.

Boyd.
BARN-OWL (Tyto a. alba).

AK.91S Near Chelford (Ches.), Near where ringed, 19. 1 1 .3 1

,

12. 7. 31, young, for E. W. by C. Stanley.

Nicholson-Smith.

MERLIN {Falco c. cesalon).

7 1
701 East Cheshire, 17.6.28, Near Glossop (Derby.),

young, by R. M. Garnett. 1. 10.31, by S. Roe.

KESTREL (Falco t. tinnunculus).
KS.5030 Medmenham (Bucks.), Streatley (Berks), 1.9.31,

28.6.31, young, bv G. H. per The Field.

Stock.

COMMON BUZZARD (Buteo b. buteo).

104040 Ullswater (Cumb.), June, Pencaitland (Haddington),
1929, young, by H. J. 14.10.29, by R. Cunning-
Moon, ham.

SPARROW-HAWK (Accipiter n. nisus).

Cardewlees (Cumb.), 27.6.31 ,
Solway Moss (Cumb.),

young, by R. H. Brown. 2 1 .8.3 1 ,
by Sir R. Graham.

Curthwaite (Cumh.), 24.6.30, Gaitsgill (Cumb.), 12. 7. 31,

young, by R. H. Brown. by ringer.

COMMON HERON (Ardea c. cinerea).

10506S Chester. 18.4.28, voung, by Tarporlev (Ches.), 21.2.32,
G. H. Franklin." by Rev. R. Herford.

100845 Faringdon (Berks.), 12.5.29, Oaksey (Wilts.), 24. 10.31, by
young, by C. J. D'Aeth. C. Radway.

1041O8 Ditto 12.5.29- Neai Stockbridge (Hants.),

1 0.9.3 1, Per G. H. Harlev.
102961 Savernake (Wilts.), 18.5.31, Newbury (Berks.), 1 1.7.31,

for F. K. Staunton. bv J. C. Mottram.
102952 Ditto 6.5.30. Netheravon (Wilts.), 18. 1.32.

by F. E. Sawyer.

SHELD-DUCK (Tadorna tadorna).
Loch Fleet (Suth.), 1.7. 31, Tain (Ross), Oct., 1931, by

young, by E. Cohen. H. E. B. Macpherson.

MALLARD (Anas p. platyrhyncha).
Leswalt (Wigtown.), 12.3.30, Where ringed, 14. 10. 31, bv

ad., by M. Portal. ringer.
Ditto 27.3.31. Ditto Dec, 1931.
Ditto 11. 3. 30. Willmanstrand, S.E.Finland,

15.8.3 1, by Dr.Valikangas.
Ditto 6.3.29. Vetil, W. Finland, Mav,

by Dr. Valikangas.
1929,
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No.

AK.874

AG. 302

AL.724

AM.364

AF. 101

AF.222

AF.166
AF.176
AF.210

AF.202
AF.141

PI ace and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

MALLARD (continued).

Leswalt (Wigtown.), 27.3.31.

ad., by M. Portal.

Ditto j 8. 3.30.

Rugby (Warwick.), 7.7.31,

young, for Rugby School.
Stanford (Northants.),i.7.3i,

young, by J. McC. Fisher.

Ingham (Norfolk), 8.3.30,

ad., for A. W. Boyd.
Hickling (Norfolk), 8.3.30,

AF.240

AF.214

AL.329

AK.587

A K.592

65243

RS.510.5

RR.5125

Netherby
284

Netherby
244

Netherby

7
Netherby

300

RR.S668

ad.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

for A. W.

AF.233 Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Boyd.
,c; -3-3°-

8-3-3°-

3°-3-3°-

8.3.30.

8.3.30.

8.3.30.

8.3.30.

3°-3-3°-

Ditto, 7 3 31, by J. Vincent.

Ranworth (Norfolk), 15.T.31,

ad., by H. J. Cator.

Ditto 18.1.31.

Lyck, East Prussia, 12.9.31,

per Vogelwarte.Rossitten.
Near Upsala, Sweden, 9.9.31,

by K. Lindvall.

Near Northampton, 10. 12. 31,

by Lt.-Col. H. Sotheby.
Moulton (Northants.), Nov.,

1931, by M. H. Carpmael.
Near where ringed, 10. 11.31,

by J. Vincent.
Where ringed, 15.9.31, by

J. Vincent.
Ditto 4.S.31.

Ditto 4.8.31.

Horsey Breydon (Norfolk),

20.12.30, by J. Vincent.
Ditto 26.11.30.

Reichenbacli, East Prussia,

1.9.31, by S. vonPerbandt.
Mouth of Nogat, East

Prussia, 18.8.31, per
Vogelwarte, Rossitten.

Bracke, Jamtland, Sweden,
Aug., 1931, byF. Nordling.

Svlt, Schleswig - Holstein,
"

14.8.31, by Dr. R. Drost.
Near Norwich, 1 5.1.32, by

B. B. Riviere
Where ringed,

ringer.

Ditto, 2S.10.31,

Mills.

r.8.31, by

by J. H.

TEAL [Anas c. crecca).

Leswalt (Wigtown.), 18.3.30, Loch Awe (Argyll,

ad., by M. Portal.

I9-3-3I-Ditto

Ditto

Longtown (Curab

1930, ad., by
Graham.

Ditto

28.2.28.

,
Sept.,

Sir R.

5"-3°-

9-9-3 1
-

by R. S. Chambers.
Where ringed, 26.1.32, by

K. K. Horn.
Near Wigan (Lanes.),

23.10.31, by B. Stephen-
son.

Nr. Glasgow, Nov., 1931, per
Shooting Times.

R. Nidd (Yorks.), 14. 9. 31, by
T. F. Brewster.

Duns (Berwick.), Nov., 1931,
per The Field.

M a n g s k o g (Varmland)

,

Sweden, Sept., 1931, by
Dr. E. Lonnberg.

WIGEON [Anas penelope).

Loch Leven (Kinross.), Near Youghal(Cork),i8.S.3i,

12.6.30, young, by Lord per Shooting Times.
Scone.

Solway Moss (Cumb.), Sept.,

1930,ad.,by Sir R.Graham.
Newcastleton (Cumb.), Nov.,
1930,ad., by Sir R.Graham.
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No.

107516

107519

107722

102033

10203S

102050

102307

102047

102333

108107

1 oS
1
90

1 08 1 8

7

1 05 1 10

108853

108832
10SS70

1 01 403

104133

A.E.681

AK.6S2
A.E.689
AG. 70

1

AG. 702

Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered

COMMON EIDER (Somateria m. mollissima).

Collieston(Aberdeen.),2.6.30, Where ringed, 5.6.31,

ad., for M. Portal. ringer.

Ditto 2.6.30. Firth of Tay, 2S.11.31

\Y. Smith.

CORMORANT (Phalacrocorax c. carbo).

The Ord (Caithness), 14. 7. 31, Brora (Suth.),

young, for T. H. and
\V. R. Harrisson.

Mochrum (Wigtown.),
18.7.31, young, by Lord
I). Crichton-Stuart.

Ditto

E. Philpott.

by

by

17.9.31, by

Loch I.even (Kinross)

bv W. Telfer.
32,

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Dulas [. (Anglesej
ing

Ditto

18.7.31.

18.7.31.

25.6.29.

18.7.3..

25.6.29.

10.7.31,

voung.for Col.G.IM'oIlitl.

10.7.31,

Ditto

Tenbv {lVmbs.l,

, bv W. D.

10.7.31.

25'»-3'.
Shaw.

SI [AG {Phalacrocorax
Hands 1. (Suth.), 6.7.31,

young, by E. C. Sharp.

108899 Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

6.7.31.

6.7.31.

6.7.31.

Fdrachillis Bay (Suth.),

6.7.27, young, by W. and

Loch Lomond (Dumbarton.),
5. 1 1. 31, by D. Campbell.

Solwav Firth, 23.9.31, bv
A. E. Smith.

St. Pabu (Finistere), France,
6. 11.3 1, per Chasseur
Francais.

Lorient (Morbihan), France,
Oct., 1931, per The Times.

Near C. Ortegal (Galicia),

Swain, 27.12.31 byC. Lopez.
Dee Estuary (Ches.), Oct.,

J 93'. l
H' r Tlte Field.

Dinard ( I lie et Yilainc),

France, 29.11.31, by J.

Ruellan.
NtarYila do Conde, Portugal,
4,10.31, by A. de Silva.

R. Towev, Carmarthen.,
28.8.31, "by W. V. Morgan.

aristotelis).

Near Kirkwall (Orkney..

4.12.31, by W. R. Mackin-
tosh.

Summer Is. (Ross.), 14.9.31,
by G. Ross.

Ditto 2S.11.31.

LochTorridon( Hoss.),i 5.9.3 1

,

by J. Beaton.
Irvine (Ayr.), 8.2.32, bv

f. Faddes.
A. B. Duncan.

GANNET (Siila bassana).
Bass Rock, 10.S.31. young, Near Alloa (Clackmannan),

for Mrs. T. E. Hodgkin. ca. 1.10.31, by K. Tullis.

MANX SHEARWATER {Puffinus p. puffinus).
Skokholm (Pembs.), 9-5-^9» Where ringed, 29.3.30; 4.5.31,

ad., by R. M. Lockley. by ringer.

Ditto 15.5.29. Ditto 29.3.30:2.5.31.
Ditto 17.5.29. Ditto 5 5-30 ; 25.5.31

.

Ditto 5530. Ditto 1 1. 5.3 1.

Ditto 5o-3°- Ditto 13.531.
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No.

RS.261

73901

78098

RS.861

RS.3S08

AA.2470

P. 68 79

V-4747

L.4904

P.i 151

T.5679

V.7709

P.4654

S.1019

AN. 1 3c

X.7300

Z.5668

S.3652

S-3593

T.1428

Place and Date Recovered

.

Place and Date Ringed.

WOOD-PIGEON {Columba p. palumbus).
Glenorchard (Stirling.), Near Paisley

16.5.30, young, by J.
Bartholomew.

Near Wells (Som.), 16.5.29,
young, by C. R. Stonor.

(Renfrew.),

27.1.32, by Sawers Ltd.

Near Shepton Mallet
(Som.), Feb., 1932, bv
J. A. Rich.

STOCK-DOVE {Columba cenas).

Warnell Fell (Cumb.),6.8.25, Greystoke (Curnb.), 13.T.32,

young, by R. H. Brown. by A. L. Stanton.

TURTLE-DOVE (Streptopelia t. turtur).

Malvern (Worcs.), T2.7.31, Biarritz (Basses Pyrenees),
young, by P. E. A. Mors- France, 12.9.31, per Mini-
head, stere du Commerce.

OYSTER-CATCHER {Hczmatopus 0. ostralegus).

Eynhallow (Orkney), 24. 6. 31, Lytham (Lanes.), 15.9.3T, by
young, by D.J. Robertson.

Newton Arlosh (Cumb.1,

9.7.31, young, by R. H.
Brown.

H. Walsh.
Eastriggs (Dumfries.), Sept.

or Oct., 1931, by M.
Richardson.

RINGED PLOVER {Charadrius h. hiaticula).

Dornoch Tain (Ross.), 13.11.31,
H. E. B. Macpherson.

Where ringed, 14.9.31,
G. Allison.

bv

bv

(Suth.), 2.7.31,

young, by A. E. Cohen.
Holy Island (Northumb.),

26.6.30, young, by Mrs.
T. E. Hodgkin.

Blakeney (Norfolk), 6.6.31,

young, by G. Marples.
Camber (Sussex), 12.7.30,

young, by R. G. Williams.

LAPWING (Vanellus vanellus).

Glen Clova (Angus), 4.6.30, Ballyhaunis (Mayo), 5.12.31,

King's Lynn (Norfolk),

5.8.31, by W. Lloyd.
Shoreham (Sussex), S.1.32,

by A. Miller.

young, by T. L. Smith.
Near Dundee, 24.5.31,

young, by H. G. Watson.

Scone Estate, Perth, 15.5.31,
young, by Lord Scone.

Glenorchard (Stirling.),

21.5.30, young, by J.
Bartholomew.

Ditto 2.6.31.

Arnprior (Stirling.), 8.6.26,

young, by J. Bartholomew.
Kilmacolm (Renfrew.),

7.7.28, voting, bv Mr. and
Mrs. R: O. Blyth.

Ditto 6.7.29.

Gryffe Reservoir (Renfrew.),

12.6.29, young, by Mr.
and Mrs. R. O. Blyth.

Troutbeck (Cumb.), 13.5.28,

young, by R- H. Brown.

by J. Fruley.
Near Carrickmacross (Mona-

ghan), Nov., 1931, by T.
McKenna.

Ilinojales (Huelva), Spain,

Feb.1932.byW. H.Riddell.
Forth Bridge, 18. 11.31, by

R. Dowie.

Dunsmore (Galway), Dec,
1 93 1, by W. Staunton.

Ballyglunin (Galway),
20.10.31, by G. O'Mallev.

Where ringed, 22.12.31, by
T. T. Mackeith.

Near Renfrew, 30.1.32, by
D. Osborne.

Fethard (Tipperary),
10. 12.31, by R. C. Rice.

Where ringed,

H. J. Moon.
13. 8. 31, per
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No. Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

LAPWING {continued).

P.S996 Skirwith (Cumb.), 21. 5. 31, Lege (Girondc), France,

young, by R. H. Brown. 26.10.31. by A. Berron.

U.S391 Langwathbv (Cumb.), June, Ballyhaunis (Mayo), 26. 12. 31,

1929, young, by H. J. by J. Grogan.

Moon.
RR.3304 Penrith (Cumb.), June, 1930, Southwaite (Cumb.), Dec,

young, by H. J. Moon. 1931, by T. Jackson.

T.80S7 Ditto May, 1929. Warrington(Lancs.),25. 1 .32,

by F, Brundish.

AX. 5007 Ditto June, 1931. Killough (Down), 10.2.32,

by H. Caven.

P.5665 Ditto Mav, 1931. Tralee (Kerry), 20. 11. 31, by
M. J. Lynch.

P .574 .5 Ullswater (Cumb.), May, 1931, Yillierstown (Waterford),

voung, by H. J. Moon. 17.II.31, by I. Yilliers-

Stuart.

P. 5244 Ditto May, 1931. Bansha (Tipperary), 26.9.31,

per G. R. Humphreys.
P.5312 Ditto May, 1931. Clonakilty (Cork). 12. 1.32,

by C. "Harley.

RR.3315 Ditto June, 1930. Askeaton (Limerick).

29.10.31. by E. Murphy.
U.9256 Ulverston (Lanes.), 29.5.28, Castlepollard (Wcstmeath),

voung, by H. S. Greg. 1030. by P. Webb.
AX. 1940 Pallibroome (Ches.), 14.6.3X1 Crayen Arms (Salop),

young, by I".. W. Higgin- 23.12.31. by H. Maund.
botham.

V.32S-- Littlebourne (Kent), 18.5.27, Near Canterbury (Kent),

voung. for St. Edmund's 1.8.31, by G. K. Veates.
School XMLS.

B -3973 B>'e (Sussex). 26.5.30, Buxted (Sussex), 23.12.31,
young, by R. G. Williams. by Mi>s Thomas.

W 5332 Prcshaw Down (Llants.), St. C.illes-sur-\'ie (Vendee),

6.6.7, young, by A. w. France, Dec, 1931, by
Boyd. M. Chauveau.

REDSHANK (Tringa t. tetanus).

P. 51 72 Langwathbv (Cumb.), June, Lytham (Lanes.), 16. 10.31,

1931, young, by H. J. by J. Bouncy.
Moon.

L.3414 Penrith (Cumb.). May. 1031. Poole Harbour (Dorset.),

voung. by H. J. Moon. 27.12.31. by F. J.Houlton.
T.2967 I'lverston (Lanes.), 25.5.29. Near Pembroke, Oct., 1931,

young, by H. S. Greg. by R. Williams.

CURLEW (Xumenius a. arquata).
AB.2S6 Kirkconnel (Dumfries), Dernacranna (Longford),

4.6.31. young, by T. K. 30.8.31, by J. Gray.
Craven.

79594 Lairdmannoch ( Kirkcudbr.). Seascale (Cumb.), 16. 9. 31,

1.6.31, young, by Mrs. by W. Marchant.
T. F. Hodgkin.

79591 Ditto 31.5 31- Michael (I.O.M.L 30.8.31, by
F. Quirk.

AE.449 Langwathby(Cumb.).26.5.29, Ardee (Louth). 7.1.32, by
young, by R. H. Brown. J. J. Campbell.
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No.

AB.493

29623

AB.537

RS.4566

RS.4568

V.3880

F.5165

S.9850

T.9887

T.5740

P.4847

P-454I

X.4627

v.9991

w.7199

AN. 29 7

T.8846

W.8825

S.2715

R.9176

R.9184

Place and Date Ringed.

REDSHANK {continued).

Penrith (Cumb.), June, 1929, Woodlawn
young, by H. J. Moon.

Ditto June, 1931.

Place and Date Recovered.

Settle (Yorks.), July, 1931,
young, by H. J. Moon.

Sawley (Yorks.), 26.6.31,

young, by C. Oakes and
E. Battersbv.

Ditto 26.6.31.

(Galway),
23. 1 1.3 1, by W. Finnerty.

Belclare (Galway), 16.2.32,

by H. Hussy.
Mouth of Ribble (Lanes.),

26.12.31, bv T. Chadwick.
Frodsham (Ches.), 5.9.31, by

F. Wood and F. Jones.

Carrigullian Lough (Down),

30.9.31, by J.Cunningham.

gallin ago)

.

Where ringed, 9. 10. 31, bv
E. W. Bovill.

Near where ringed, 27.2.32,

by W. A. Sangster.

SNIPE (Capella g.

Tiree (Inner Heb.), 25.5.27,
young.for Col.G. P. Pollitt.

Glenorchard (Stirling.),

10.6.27, y°ung> by J-
Bartholomew.

I.includen (Kirkcudbr.),

18.6.30, young, for Lord
Scone.

Near Alderlev Edge (Ches.),

25o-3°>young,byE.Cohen.

WOODCOCK (Scolopax r. rusticola).

Kirriemuir (Angus), 4.7.30, Where ringed.

Kirkpatrick-Durham (Kirk-

cudbr.), 28.8.31, by J.
McQueen.

Near where ringed, 7. 12.31,

by Capt. A. Pearse.

young, by T. L. Smith.
Almondbank (Perths.),

2 1.5.3 1, young, by Lord
Scone.

Scone (Perths.), 14.5.3 1,

young, by Lord Scone.
Glenfarg (Perths.), 22.5.26,

young, for Lord Scone.
Dunblane (Perths.), 12.6.28,

young, for Lord Scone.
Bowhill (Selkirk), 10.7.27,

young, for Lord Scone.
Port of Menteith (Perths.),

4.8.31, young, for J.
Bartholom ew.

Alnwick (Northumb.), April.

1930, young, by the Duke
of Northumberland.

Abbeystead (Lanes.), 1927,
young, by H. W. Robin-
son.

SANDWICH TERN {Sterna

Walney I. (Lanes.), 2.6.29,

young, by H. W. Robin-

25-9-3L b >'

ringer.

lgarvan (Kerry), 25.1.32.

bv T. Tavlor.

Woodstock (Oxon.),27.i 1.31,

by C. S. Callingham.
Cappoquin (Waterford). Jan.

1932, by I. Yilliers-Stuart.

Where ringed, 19. 12.31, by
J. Bartholomew.

Near Galashiels (Roxburgh.),
8.1 1.30, by J. H. Pringle.

Where ringed. 12. 12.31, per
ringer.

son.

Ditto

Ditto

Castlecomer (Kilkennv).

9. 12.31, by Capt. Prior-

Wandesforde.
Botton Head Fell (Lanes.),

20.1.32, by W. M.
Saunders.

s. sandvicensis).

Porto Alexandre, Portuguese
W. Africa, Nov., 193 1, bv
G. Reynolds.

8.7.31. Ditto, Oct., 1931, by A. de
Sena, per Feathered World.

23.6.30. Mossamedes, Portuguese
W. Africa, 21. 12. 31. by
R. W. Robinson.
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No. Place and Date Ringed. Place and Date Recovered.

SANDWICH TERN (continued).

T.3749 Blakeney (Norfolk), 30.6.28, Takoradi, Gold Coast,

young, by A. W. Boyd. 29.11. 31, by Assistant

Commissioner Police.

P.6358 Salthouse (Norfolk), 27.6.31. Nairn, 16.8.3 1, by F. L.

young, by R. M. Garnett. Blathwayt.

P.6096 Ditto 27.6.31. Porto Alexandre, W. Africa,

19. 1. 32, by G. Reynolds.

P.6290 Ditto 27.6.31. Accra, Gold Coast, 29.10.31,

by S. M. Akita.

P.632 1 Ditto 27.6.31. Ditto, 29.10.31, by T. T.

Laryea.

COMMON TERN {Storm h. hirundo).

L.8921 Latheron (Caithness.), Royan (Charente Inferieure),

13.7.31, young, for T. H. France. 5.9.31, by J.

and \V. R. Harrisson. Tapon.
V.8823 Abbotsbury (Dorset.), 3. 7. 28, Sway (Hants.), 29.7.31, by

young, for Oxford Orn.Soc. G. Marples.

BLACK-HEADED GULL (Larus r. ridibundus).

76302 Near Chichester (Sussex), Assens, Fyen, Denmark.
22.2.29, ad., by R. Car- 10. 9. 31, by C. C. Andersen.
lyon-Britton.

RS.2817 Scawby (Lines.), 13.6.30, Boston (Lines.), 4. 12.31, by
young, by F. K. Staunton. S. Bull.

HERRING-GULL {Larus a. argentatus).

AE.607 Walney I. (Lanes.), 15.6.30, Near Fleetwood (Lanes.).

voung, by 11. W. Robin- 3. 10. 31, by Rev. M.
son. Atkinson.

RR.2863 The Needles(I.O.W ). 1 4.6.27. Cosham (Hants.). 11.10.31.

young, by J. M. Chance. by A. Kingston.

LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL {Larus f. graellsii).

AK.326 Lundy, 25.6.31, young, by Oporto, Portugal, 27.8.31, by
T.H. and W. R. Harrisson. L. Lencastre.

KI TITWAKE (Rissa t. tridactyla).

RR.3190 Fame Is. (Northumb.), Twillingate. Newfoundland.
1.7.29, voting, by Mrs. 24.12.30. by M. Rogers.
T. F. Hodgkin.

RR.322 t Ditto 2.7.29. Davis Strait, 69
0 10' X..

58
s

17' \V.. July, 1931, bv
C. H. Phillips."

GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL (Larus marinus).

104398 Badcall (Suth.), 23.7.27, Near Scourie (Suth.), 4.12.31,

young, by E. C. Sharp. by P. Macleod.

RAZORBILL (A lea torda).

RS.4013 Handa I. (Suth.). 3. 7.30, Near Stavanger, Norway.
young, by E. Cohen. 15.II.3I, by F. Madland.

NORTHERN GUILLEMOT (Uria a. aalge).

AM. 819 Treshnish Isles (Argyll.), Strander, Faroes. 6. 12.31, by
7.7.31, young, by T. Kerr. K. Thorleifsson.

COOT (Fulica a. atra).

31830 Appledore (Kent). 23.3.30. Lens (Pas-de-Calais), France,
ad., bv E. F. Wood and 14. 7.31. bv A. Delattre.

B. T. "Brooker.



PELLETS EJECTED BY INSECTIVOROUS BIRDS.

Mr. W. Rolph of Lakenheath has recently completed an
interesting experiment with several species of small, soft-

billed birds. For some weeks he kept in captivity a Nightingale

(Luscinia megarhyncha) , a Pied Wagtail (Motacilla a. yarrellii),

a Wheatear (CEnanthe cenanthe), a Whitethroat {Sylvia

communis), a Sedge-Warbler (Acrocephaltis schosnobcsnus)

and a Grasshopper-Warbler (Locustella ncevia). He found
that all these birds ejected pellets consisting of waste insect

parts in the same way that Owls do. The Nightingale ate

more than the other small birds and consequently ejected

more pellets.

He noticed that the Long-eared Owls (Asio otus), which he
also reared last spring in captivity, and both an adult

captured Grey Shrike (Lanius excubitor) and the Red-backed
Shrike (L. collurio), as well as all the insectivorous birds

mentioned above, turned dull and comatose for periods

varying from ten minutes to two hours before discharging

the pellets.

Mr. Rolph took the small birds from their nests at the age

of nine days and lost none of them. After completing the

experiment he released them and has been able to observe

that some of them, including the Owls, are thriving in a

natural state. Kathleen E. Evetts.

THE SONG AND CRIES OF THE TREE-SPARROW.
Mr. Boyd's excellent paper on the Tree-Sparrow (P. m.
montanus) induces me to send you some notes on this species'

song and cries.

Taking the ditty first, this may be described as a jerky,

grating and tuneless twitter, sounding like the syllables
" twit-it-it-it-it-chit"

,
repeated over and over again. It may

be heard from parties as well as from single birds. In the

sense that it sings with frequency, the Tree-Sparrow cannot
be called a persistent performer. But it may be heard in

voice as early as the end of February and as late as the middle
of September. As to whether in a state of nature it ever

mimics the strains of other species I possess no evidence,

personal or otherwise, but evidently when in captivity it

will sometimes plagiarize, since a specimen kept caged with
a Canary-Goldfinch hybrid by Mr. W. R. Butterfield in course

of time picked up the " mule's " vocal accomplishments.
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Coming now to the Tree-Sparrow's cries, one may be

syllabled as " chu-ip" , a note which, though rather rasping,

is softer and more metallic than the usual very harsh " chirp
'

of the House-Sparrow. Another can be rendered as a sharply

iterated "chuk" or "chik", which may often be termed "clicky".

So marked is this " clickiness " at times that it approaches

in timbre some Chats' utterances. Now and then, too, it

becomes well-nigh a chatter. Yet another cry, most often

given out by a bird on the wing, can be described as a somewhat
hoarse " tack " or " teck". On the whole the Tree-Sparrow
is a noisy little bird, especially in the season of reproduction.

John Walpole-Bond.

MIGRATION OF WAXWINGS.
For previous notes on this subject, see pp. 223, 269-270, and 303.
Fair Isle.—Three Waxwings appeared on November oth, 1931,

when there was a big migration, including two Richard's Pipits, two
Scarlet Orosbeaks, thousands of Blackbirds, and enormous numbers
of Redwings and Fieldfares (G. Stout, Scot. A rt/., 1932. p. 38).

Aberdeenshire.—Prof. J. Ritchie states (Scot. Nat., 1932, p. 56)
that a Waxwing sent to him on November 8th, 1931, was found dead
(probably 6th) at Pennan. About the same time a flock of eight

appeared in a garden in Aberdeen, where they were last seen on
November 25th. Another Hock of about twelve frequented another
part of Aberdeen during the same period.

Fifeshire.—Three were seen on November 12th in his garden at
St. Andrews by Major C. H. M. Cheape (Scot. Xat., 1932, p. 56).
Cheshire.—Mr. F. Hardy informs us that he watched a single

Waxwing feeding on cotoneastcr berries near Bromborough on
December 17th.

Flintshire.—Mr. C. M. Swaine writes that he watched a party of

eleven near Hendre, near Mold, on March 14th. 1932. He heard them
utter an occasional " peep " or " wheep ", and once a low warble or
trill ", but most frequently a note " that resembled the clicking call of

the Redbreast ".

Yorkshire.—Mr. J,
(i. Davis writes that a party varying between

three and nine Waxwings frequented some wild rose bushes on a railway
embankment between Ruswarp and Whitby from December 7th to
the 28th, while on the 10th there were two parties, one of six and the
other of seven. The birds uttered continuously a trilling note not
unlike that of a young Starling. They fed upon the rose berries, which
they devoured whole, and often picked them while hovering and
without alighting. They constantly flew down to some water.

GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER'S METHOD IX
BORING HOLE.

Hitherto I had imagined that a Woodpecker hacked its

hole more or less haphazardly in the early stages, and even-
tually made it a correct size and shape. To my surprise,
however, when visiting a decayed alder stump overhanging
the River Taw on February 3rd, 1932 (a stump already
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containing two nesting-holes of the Great Spotted Wood-
pecker (Dryobates m. anglicus) where a brood was brought off

successfully last season), I discovered the actual beginning

of a third nesting-hole. The bird, with faint chippings,

which had hardly pierced the bark, had outlined the exact

size and shape of the hole required, and was obviously

working to plan. The outline was quite distinct and certainly

of no greater depth than a quarter of an inch, as I could

easily observe through binoculars.

A visit on February 7th gave evidence of further activity.

The hole was now 1 inch deep, and the edge of the oval firm

and sharp in outline. On the 9th I observed the hole again

and the bird was beginning to work downwards, having bored
inwards about 2 inches. F. C. Butters.

" DRUMMING " PERIOD OF LESSER SPOTTED
WOODPECKER.

The following observations on a pair of Lesser Spotted
Woodpeckers (Dryobates m. comminutus) were made by
myself in my Rectory garden in Gloucestershire in 1931.
The birds bred somewhere near at hand, though I did not
locate the nesting hole, but these notes refer chiefly to the
" drumming " period, and the noise was produced most
frequently quite early in the morning, often commencing
soon after sunrise. It was first heard on February 14th

from a poplar tree, but all other observations recorded here

were from a horse-chestnut tree, fortunately growing near
my bedroom window. I watched the birds through
strong field-glasses, and until the leaves appeared ever}'

movement of the birds while " drumming " could be followed

with great ease, and the very rapid strokes of the bill against

the wood, which produces the sound, could be clearly made
out. By far the most used " drumming " station was on
the horse-chestnut, and always within an inch or two of the

same spot, and both sexes produced the noise. All the

following remarks apply to the horse-chestnut :
—

Heard early in morning, March 23rd. Began to "drum"
regularly on April 6th and kept it up most mornings until May
1st. The "drumming" then ceased. On June 23rd parent
birds feeding young out of the nest were seen about the garden.
Early on July 7th " drumming " began again from the same
tree and apparently from the same spot as before, but leaves

obscured the vision. This was kept up until July 30th, when
it ceased. On October 26th at 7.5 a.m., on a very cold,

frosty morning, the female bird started to " drum " on
exactly the same spot as in the spring, and kept it up for
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about eight minutes. Suddenly a male Great Spotted

Woodpecker settled on the " drumming " branch, drove the

-mailer bird away, and began hacking with his bill (not

" drumming ") on the exact spot used by the smaller birds.

This he did for perhaps one minute. No " drumming " was

heard in the year later than this. F. L. Blathwayt.

ROLLER IN HERTFORDSHIRE.
'On February 6th, 1932, while crossing a ploughed field near

Sandon, between Baldock and Royston, I saw a bird flying

straight along about ten feet from the ground. It passed

within twelve feet of me and its coloration immediately

attracted my attention. The head and belly were greenish-

blue, and the back and wings a bright chestnut or reddish-

brown. The bird was about the size of a Rook, and I recog-

nized it as a Roller (Coracias garrnlns), which I afterwards

confirmed by examination of specimens. X. K. Stone.

It would seem from the unusual date that this bird had
wintered in northern Europe. One was recorded in Norfolk

in February, 1824. Most occurrences have been in autumn,
some in spring and summer, but many records are not dated.

A previous occurrence in Hertfordshire is dated September
120th, 1852, Chipperlield Common.

—

Eds.]

SPARROW-HAWK BREEDING IX MAGPIE'S old)
NEST WITHOUT ADDITION.

On June 28th, 1926, in a covert not far from Newhaven, I

put a female Sparrow-Hawk (Accipiter n. nisus) oft an old

unroofed Magpie's nest. I expected to find that the hawk
had added at least some slight superstructure, but, to my
intense surprise, the contents—a newly-hatched nestling

and two chipping eggs—merely reposed on the relics (some
mud and a few rootlets) of the original lining. To account
for this, I can only suppose that the hawk's first, self-built

home, containing a partial clutch, had been demolished.

And yet, in cases where I know that this has happened, the
bird has always " run up " a very small, rough nest (whether,

it used another structure as a foundation or not) for the
reception of the rest of its sitting

;
and, excepting in this

instance. I have never known it lav in another species' nest

without making some addition. John W alpole-Bond.

NOTES FROM STAFFORDSHIRE RESERVOIRS.
For several years I have given an annual note of observations
made mainly at the most westerly of the large Staffordshire

reservoirs. The following few notes cover the twelve months
ending in September, 1931, and refer to this reservoir except
where it is otherwise stated definitely. Visits have been less
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frequent than usual. The usual large numbers of duck were

present, but call for no detailed record of each species. These,

however, were of interest :

—

Sheld-DuCK(Tadorna tadorna).—On Julyi6th,six in a group.

Though undisturbed, they rose and flew off east together.

Gadwall {Anas strepera).—On August 3rd, among a good
many duck, I saw one Gadwall—the first I have seen there

since 1928.

Garganey (Anas querquedula) .—Two flew out from a bed
of persicaria—a drake and a duck—on August 3rd. They
associated with no other duck and returned to their first

resting-place. The Garganey has now occurred here in

August in four consecutive years.

Pochard (Nyroca f. ferina).—Present on every visit

throughout the year. On July 16th there were six on
Copmere, further north in the county.

Goldeneye (Bucephala c. clangula).—About twenty on
December 24th, 1930, included six adult drakes. One drake
still present on May 3rd.

Goosander (Mergns m. merganser).—On December 14th,

1930, five on Gailey Pool ; three on March 23rd on the most
westerly reservoir.

Great Northern Diver (Colymbus immer).—Two together

on December 14th and 24th, 1930, seen across the reservoir,

were almost certainly of this species ; their stout bills were
clearly seen.

Sanderling (Crocethia alba).—Mr. F. Fincher tells that he
saw a solitary bird on July 14th, 1929.

Tern (Sterna sp.).—One Common or Arctic Tern on

June 20th.

Black-headed Gull (Lams r. ridibundus).—Fully 100 on
December 24th, 1930, the largest number I have seen there

since December 27th, 1926, when there were at least 150.

Common Gull (Lams c. canns).—On December 14th, one
with forty or fifty Black-headed Gulls. A. W. Boyd.

NOTES FROM SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE SEWAGE
FARMS, 1931.

The following records refer to the same districts as my 1930
notes (Vol. XXIV., p. 279). Unfortunately, observation was
interfered with by road-making operations which necessitated

a temporary drainage of a considerable portion of the Walsall

sewage farm from July to the end of the year.

White Wagtail (Motacilla a. alba).—One near Kings-

winford on March 29th, and several with Pied Wagtails at

Walsall sewage farm on April 16th and 26th, August 16th

and September 6th.
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Greenland Wheateak {CEnanthe a. lencorrhoa)

.

—A pair

near Walsall on May ioth, easily distinguished from the

common species by the superior size and brighter plumage.

Black-necked Grebe {Podiceps nigricollis).—One at

.Walsall sewage farm on April 9th. The bird was fairly tame

and I had every chance to note the distinguishing features,

including the black head and neck, a yellow band from the

eye to the nape, rather arched head, very thin beak with a

wery slight uptilt.

Ringed Plover (Charadrius hiatiatla).—One at Walsall

-sewage farm on August 16th.

Dunlin (Calidris alpina).—One on April 12th, seven on

April 26th, five on August ioth and nth, two on August 16th,

-seven on the 20th and one on the 24th, all at Walsall sewage

farm.

Curlew (Xumenius a. arquata).—Three at Wolverhampton
-sewage farm on March 15th. On May 25th two were seen on

.a common near Enville apparently nesting, but on my next

visit on July 22nd they had gone. F. Fincher.

COLOUR OF FEET OF NESTLING DOTTEREL.
In A Practical Handbook (Vol. II., Plate 9) I notice that the

Megs and feet of the nestling Dotterel (Ch. morincllns) are

depicted as being distinctly yellowish. Surely an error ?

At any rate, at the end of June, 1931, Mr. B. G. Harrison

.and I examined several nestlings (they were standing, of

-course) at close range through glasses, and another (which

(Harrison found) whilst in the hand, and all these had leaden-

DColoured legs and feet. The beak also is similarly tinted.

In the plate referred to it is too brown.

John Walpole-Bond.

LITTLE STINT IN CO. DUBLIN IN FEBRUARY.
'On February 13th, 1932, I saw a Little Stint {Calidris minuta)

on the shore of the North Bull Bird Sanctuary, co. Dublin.

II have no doubt about my identification. I have seen Little

^Stints before, though, of course, not at this time of the year,

.and I got quite close up to the bird. It was with two Ringed
IPlovers and the diminutive size at once caught my attention.

II saw its bill and watched it feeding and running on the sand.

When I approached nearer than 10 yards it flew off with the
Ringed Plovers, but did not utter its call as they did. All

:three alighted about 50 yards away, and the Stint ran quicklv
tto the lee of a large stone on the beach and remained very
-still until I again got quite near. There was a flock of sixty
"Sanderling and a larger flock of Dunlin not far away, and
I was able to compare the relative sizes of the birds. As I
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put the bird up twice, I should have noticed had the outer

tail-feathers been white as in Temminck's Stint.

P. G. Kennedy.
[So far as we know the Little Stint has only twice pre-

viously been recorded in spring in Ireland, viz., a flock of five

on Belfast Lough on March 26th, 1838, and a pair at Malahide

on May 26th, 1928 (Vol. XXII, p. 44). The middle of

February is an extraordinarily early date for the bird to be

seen anywhere in the British Isles.

—

Eds.]

BLACK-TAILED GODWITS IN DEVON IN JANUARY.
On January 28th, 1932, when walking down the Exe estuary

from Topsham to Starcross, I flushed two Godwits from a

shallow freshwater pool on an adjoining marsh. I naturally

thought them to be Bar-tailed, which are occasionally seen

here in the winter. Through my glasses, however, I was
astonished to see the white wing-bars, white upper tail-

coverts, black tail and trailing legs, which proved them to be

Black-tailed Godwits (Limosa I. limosa).

The birds having settled on the estuary mud not far off,

and close under a long high bank, I was fortunately able to

get to within about 40 yards of them, and I flushed them,

then and afterwards, several times, and so confirmed my
first identification.

I have noted the Black-tailed Godwit on the Exe estuary

regularly every autumn for the past four years—and in

parties varying from two to five. But a visit by this species

to south Devon in mid-winter seems well worthy of record,

and is apparently the first one for the county at that season

of the year. R. M. Byne.

Chiffchaff in Winter in Merionethshire.—Mr. E. H. T.

Bible informs us that a Chiffchaff (Phylloscopus collybita),

which presumably wintered in the district, was observed at

Aberdovey on January 24th, 1932, and was watched by
himself and other observers on a number of subsequent
occasions, while on March 5th it was heard to sing repeatedly.

Late Swift in Derbyshire.—Mr. C. M. Swaine informs

us that he saw a Swift (Apus a. apus) in company with four

House-Martins near Marple on October nth, 1931.

White-tailed Eagle in Kent and Isle of Wight.—Capt.

G. E. Took informs us that he has examined and confirmed the

identification of the White-tailed Eagle (Haliceetus albicilla)

which was unfortunately shot at Whitfield, near Dover, on
March 8th, 1932.

Mr. Hollis B. Fowler informs us that a White-tailed Eagle

appeared between Ryde and Brading in the Isle of Wight at
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the end of January and was seen by a number of people, in

particular by Mr. George Blacklock. The bird was observed

almost daily during four or five weeks. It fed, partially at

all events, on rabbits caught in wires. The bird was also

seen fairly frequently on a large scavenger heap near St.

Helens. Mr. Fry saw the bird preening itself in the middle

of a large field at Ashey, near Ryde, and immediately col-

lected some feathers, which were subsequently compared at

the Natural History Museum and proved to be those of a

White-tailed Eagle. It seems possible that this was the same

bird as the one shot in Kent, and if so it is the more exas-

perating, because sportsmen and others in the Isle of Wight

took precautions to preserve the bird during its stay

there, and for this they must have full credit.

—

Eds.

Quail in Flintshire.—With reference to Major Congreve's

note {antea, p. 306) Mr. C. M. Swaine informs us that in

August, 1931, he saw near Hendre two coveys of Quail, one

consisting of two adults and seven young, and the other two

adults and six young.

REVIEW.
Atlas cies Vogelzugs nach den Beringungsergcbnissen bei paleearkti Allien

Vogeln. [Atlas of Bird-migration based on the Ringing Data for

Pahearctic Birds
]

By E. Schuz and H. Wcigold. Abhandlung
;ius dent Gebiete der Vogelzugsforschiing, Nr. 3. Berlin

(Friedlander), 1931. Price 96RM.
Dr. Schuz, of Rossitten, and Dr. Weigold, formerly of Heligoland,

(lave collaborated in the production of a truly monumental work-
the well-worn phrase here seems amply justified—which must have
involved an enormous labour in the collection, checking, sorting and
cartographic recording of data from many sources. This is an atlas

of bird-migration based upon the results of bird-marking in all

countries within the Pakoarctic region.

The whole weighs more than 8 lbs., and measures approximately
13XHX2 inches. It consists of a portfolio, in which is contained a

paper-covered volume of K>7 text pages together with 150 loose plates

printed on separate sheets. Bach plate is commonly a single map,
but sometimes a group of smaller maps.
The aim of the work has been to show on maps all known records

of marked birds involving movement of more than purely local extent.

It was obviously outside the scope of its plan to give any detailed
information about recoveries at or near the place of marking. Yet
it must be remembered—without criticizing the work on that account
—that positive indications as to the directions and seasons of move-
ment form only a part of the results of this method of study. Records
showing absence of movement, or showing return to the place of
origin, may also have great value, especially if they can be collated
for statistical treatment.
As a rule each map shows the results for a single species. Where

there are few records, however, two or more species may be combined
in one map ; on the other hand, where there are very manv records, a
species may be allotted a series of maps, each dealing with records
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from a particular area of marking. The maps are printed in black
and white, with geographical features in faint outline and the recovery
localities of marked birds shown by bold spots. Where several

marking areas are concerned, spots of different shapes show which
recoveries relate to each, or else connecting lines are used. The
dates of recovery are indicated by numerals for the months and by
various underlinings of these for the age-years, the month of marking
being also given if this falls outside the breeding-season. There are,

too, some interesting maps outlining the distribution of marked birds

of particular species and origins.

The effect of this system varies a good deal according to the circum-
stances of each case. In some it is admirably clear, and the reader
receives at a glance a graphic impression of the kind of movement
that the records show. In other instances the effect is less satisfactory.

In a few, owing to the number of recovery records shown on a single

map, and to the variety of the corresponding marking localities, a
rather confused impression is given and the significance of the records

is ascertainable only by close study and by mentally grouping the

data. Again, certain of the maps for species for which there are few
records must be regarded as a luxury, having little of importance to

reveal. In still other cases the desire for complete comprehensiveness,
rather than judicious selection, has led to the complication of a good
map by the addition of an odd record for another species.

The text gives for each map a general indication of the sources of

the data, and this information is supplemented at the end of the

volume by a very full bibliography and by a list of past and present

marking schemes. It was no doubt impracticable to publish tables

of the records and of the authorities for them, yet for some purposes
tables would have been more useful than the maps. The plan adopted
has the disadvantage that it is not always easy to identify a particular

record in the map with its counterpart in the original literature. This

is especially the case where some slight error has crept in, as has

inevitably happened here and there despite the high standard of

accuracy that has in general been attained. The difficulty is increased

by the inclusion of many records communicated to the authors in

advance of publication by the original authorities ; the subsequent
appearance of these records may leave it doubtful whether they are

additions to the atlas or are already included in it.

One is reluctant to seem to disparage in any way the product of so

great a labour, for the most part admirably done, but there are some
things that must be said. The disadvantages of the format will be
obvious : if more flexible paper had been used for the plates they could

surely have been conveniently bound, not necessarily in a single volume,
and the work thus made less unwieldy. One's chief regrets, however,
must be that the work is so expensive that it will be unavailable to

many whom it would interest, and that it must inevitably go rapidly

out of date except as a foundation for the new data that are even-

year accumulating in greater quantity. The text volume contains a list

of addenda, and two other lists have already appeared in the journal

Der Vogelzug, but the maps necessarily remain static as representations

of the records available up to about the middle of the year 1930.
Nevertheless, the work presents a useful and vivid summary of the

chief additions to knowledge of migration that have so far accrued
from the marking method in the Old World. It strikingly demon-
strates the amount of work that has already been done by that method,
and the great value of its results. Dr. Schiiz and Dr. W'eigold

certainly deserve both the congratulations and the grateful thanks
of all students of the subject.—A.L.T.

1
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ORNITHOLOGICAL REPORT FOR NORFOLK
FOR 1931.

BY

B. B. RIVIERE, f.r.c.s., f.z.s., m.b.o.u.

The year 1931, like its predecessor, was notable for the

mildness of its winter months. The only wintry weather,

which occurred in the early part of the year, was between
March 7th—nth, when there was a considerable fall of snow,

and 30
0—38 0 of frost were registered on the grass in Norwich

(J. H. Willis). Another slight snowfall occurred on the

night of April 17th, but had disappeared next morning. At
the latter end open weather prevailed until the last three

days of the year, when there were heavy falls of snow and
hard frosts. An abnormally wet and cold summer was
followed by an autumn equally exceptional for its long

spell of fine, sunny weather.

MIGRATION.
Observations on migration during the year are, I fear, very

meagre, except for those of my correspondent, Mr. S. G.

Sharman, at the E. Dudgeon Light-ship, and, in view of the

great interest attaching to records of the movements of

birds seen at sea, I propose to give them almost in full.

Many more spring records are required to complete our
knowledge of migration as it concerns this coast, and the

following notes from Mr. R. M. Garnett are therefore of

particular interest :

—

March 20th.—Two parties of Rooks were seen to come in off the
sea during the morning at Cley from about due north and to pass
inland over the marshes. A slight movement of Sky-Larks and
Meadow-Pipits along the coast-line from W. to E.
March 2.1st.—At 1.15 p.m. Grey Crows, Starlings and Lapwings

were seen travelling E. along the coast-line at Kelling. The Lapwings
were flying at a great height, and as they passsed over were joined by a
flock of between 60 and 80 which had been resting on a marsh, and
rose up in wide circles to meet them.
March 22nd.—Grey Crows travelling E., and Starlings, Linnets and

Pied Wagtails coasting W.
The Lapwing note is, I think, of considerable interest, as

hitherto there have been no records of any movement
suggesting a return in spring of the vast hordes of these birds

which arrive on our coast from E. to W. in autumn (see

A History of the Birds of Norfolk, p. xliii.).

Another movement worthy of record was observed by
Mr. G. Marples at Blakeney Point : between June 9th-July 2nd
Swifts (almost daily), Starlings (almost daily), Curlews
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(referred to later under classified notes), Lapwings (on

June 25th-30th and July ist), Redshanks (on June 27th and

28th), Whimbrel (on June 23rd and 24th), Oyster-Catchers

(on June 22nd and 23rd) and Swallows (on July ist and 2nd),

all being noted passing from E. to W.
It is difficult to classify such a movement at this time

of year. Similar migrations of Swifts on a very large scale

have been noted before at the same season, notably in 1927,

when vast numbers passed along our northern coast-line from

E. to W., and down our eastern seaboard from N. toS. in the

last three weeks of June (Brit. Birds, Vol. XXL, p. 243).

One would be inclined to regard these Swifts as late spring

passage migrants, but the direction of their flight from N. to

S. at the eastern side of the coast-line, and the fact that

similar migrations are not infrequently observed as late as

July, makes this somewhat doubtful.

As regards the other E. to W. travelling birds seen by
Mr. Marples, it seems probable that these were early autumn
migrants.

The following are Mr. S. G. Sharman's notes from the

E. Dudgeon Light-ship, which lies 21 miles N.N.E. of

Blakeney. It may be mentioned that in all cases where the

direction of flight is given this is " magnetic", the observa-

tions being made by compass.
March iSth-zoth.—"Crows" passing S.K.

March 21st.— Large flocks of Starlings, and a few finches and waders
at night.

March 22nd.—Chaffinches flying W.S.W, These two days fine and
misty. After this, every day a few Starlings and Chaffinches to W.S.W.

April uth-ioth.—Big influx of birds every night, especially on the
8th

;
Starlings, finches and a few warblers which could not be identi-

fied. " All the birds I saw invariably flew into the W.S.W. or W..
with the exception of Crows, which flew their usual spring way of

S.E. or S.S.E".
May tffth.—Willow-Wrens and four Turtle-Doves on board. (Wing

sent to me which was that of a Willow-Warbler.—B.B.R.).
May i()th.—Five Turtle-Doves on board.
May igth.—Blue Tit came on board and flew off to W.S.W. A few

Willow-Wrens.
May 21st.—A few " Warblers".
May 2gth.—A Redstart.
" The usual Swallows and Martins made the usual passage E. to W..

and were seen in ones and twos practically every day between May 12th
and June 12th. The warblers were fairly plentiful the first three weeks
of May, but haven't seen any since the end of May. Seeing them mostly
at night in the rays of the lantern they are indistinguishable as regards
species, and can onlv identifv those which are killed or seen during the
day".
June 25/A.—Eleven Curlews. E. to W
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June 30th.—Lapwings, E. to W.
July 1st.—Lapwings, E. to W.
August \$th, 15th, 17th and 18th.—Swifts flying S.W.
August 21st.—Tawny Owl found on board. When disturbed flew

off to S.W.
August 28th and 2gth.—Wheatears in twos and threes flying S.S.W.

and S.

August 3oth-September 2nd.—A few Willow-Wrens occurred each
day singly and in twos and threes, and proceeded S.W. or S.

September 3rd and 4th.—A few Pied Wagtails and Pipits to W.S.W.
and S.S.W.

September 16th and \~jth.—Willow-Wrens and Chaffinches around
lantern at night. Calm and misty.

October 3rd.—Flocks of finches and Starlings passing W.S.W.
October 6th.—Ditto; Starlings in large flocks passing almost continu-

ously.

October 12th.—Large numbers of Starlings, Sky-Larks, Chaffinches
and waders at night. Fog.

October 13th.—Large flocks of Starlings and Chaffinches. Starlings

proceeding from S.E. to N.W.
November 12th.—Starlings at the lantern at night, but had vanished

by daylight.

November 14th.—Lapwings in flocks of about twenty all day from
N.E. to S.W.
November 15th.—Starlings and Sky-Larks most of the day flying

between S.W. and W.S.W. Three Snow-Buntings came on board
and after a short rest flew off to W.S.W.
November 16th.—Starlings, Sky-Larks and Chaffinches to S.W.
November ijth.—Large flocks of Rooks flying N.W., Starlings and

Chaffinches S.W. " The Rooks were flying high and the Starlings low,

and I actually saw these birds pass over each other". Long-eared
Owl flying S.W. Ducks and waders at night.

November iqth.—Lapwings, Starlings and Chaffinches proceeding
S.W. Waders at night.

November 21st.—Lapwings proceeding S.W.
November 25th.—Long-eared Owl flying S.W.
November 28th.—" Crows " passing N.W.
December 12th.—Herd of about fifty Swans flying W. by S. just

clear of the water.
December 28th and 29th.—Few Starlings and Larks proceeding

W.S.W.
It may be recalled that in my History of the Birds of

Norfolk (p. xli.) I stated that a line of flight from N.E. to S.W.
across the North Sea, though usual for many waders, was
one only rarely observed in the case of Passerine birds. It

is always unwise to generalize, and, curiously enough, Mr.

Sharman's notes from the E. Dudgeon for the past two
seasons include many records of Passerine birds travelling

in this direction. From this it may, perhaps, be inferred

that more birds than I then thought probable do, in fact,

make a direct passage from Scandinavia to the Norfolk coast.

The nesting season of 1931, though distinctly a poor one
for Pheasants and Partridges, seems to have been highly
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successful as regards wild ducks. Ranworth and Hickling

both beat their own previous duck-shooting records in

August, the former with a bag of 436 on August 31st (H. J.

Cator) and the latter with 322 on August 4th (Lord

Desborough pp. J. Vincent). The Ranworth bag was made
up of 367 Mallard, 35 Teal, 23 Shoveler, 5 Gadwall, 4 Garganey,

1 Pochard, and 1 Tufted Duck (H.J.C.), while the Hickling

total consisted of 301 Mallard, 11 Teal, 4 Shoveler, 3 Garganey,

and 3 Pochards (J.V.).

Amongst the more interesting occurrences during the

year may be mentioned the nesting of the Blue-headed

Wagtail and the probable nesting of the Ruff and Black-

necked Grebe, particulars of which will be found under

Classified Notes.

Raven (Corvus corax).— I learn from Mr. H. E. S. Upcher
that on December 27th at Sheringham he " walked right

on to " a Raven, which was investigating a dead rabbit, while

a few days later it was seen by his keeper being mobbed by
Rooks. This is, I think, a very interesting record, for except

for a rather doubtful occurrence in 1911 (see A History of
the Birds of Norfolk, p. 1) no Raven appears to have been
reported in the county since the seventies of the last century.

Magpie (Pica p. pica).—On October 3rd five Magpies were
seen by Mr. D. Lack Hying across some fields between
Holkham Park and the sea—an occurrence somewhat
suggestive of a migratory movement.
Golden Oriole (Oriohts 0. oriolus).—On May 30th a male

Golden Oriole was seen by Major and Mrs. Cohen, and heard
by Mr. R. M. Garnett, at Kelling.

Siskin (Carduelis spinus).—Siskins appear to have been
abundant during the early months of the year and to have
stayed rather later than usual. A flock of seventeen was seen

at Bawsey by Mr. N. Tracy on March 22nd, and some in the
same district by Mr. C. T. M. Plowright on the 23rd. On April

2nd numbers were seen by Dr. S. H. Long in a fir wood at

Kelling, and on the same dav one was heard singing at

N. Wootton (Plowright).

Common Crossbill (Loxia c. curvirostra).—193 1 proved
an unusually good year for Crossbills, numbers being reported
during the nesting season in their usual haunts in the S.W.
(N. Tracy and C. T. M. Plowright), while evidence was
forthcoming of an extension of their breeding-range to the
north. Two separate colonies appear to have nested in
fir woods a few miles apart near the northern coast-line, and
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in one of them, in company with Mr. R. M. Garnett, I saw

a nest, on which the hen was sitting, on March 22nd. Unfor-

tunately, upon the day of hatching, these eggs were taken,

and the lining of the nest pulled out, probably by a squirrel

or Jay (Garnett).

Blue-headed Wagtail [Motacilla f. flava).—On May 25th

my friend, Col. H. W. Madoc, who was staying with me,

identified a male Blue-headed Wagtail, which appeared to

be paired with a female, on some ground where several pairs

of Yellow Wagtails were nesting. Unfortunately Col. Madoc
was obliged to return home that day, but on the 26th I visited

this locality and soon discovered the Blue-headed cock and
his mate, and after a time was able to watch the latter on to

a nest containing six eggs. The hen was a very drab, pale

bird with a faint wash of green on the crown, eye-stripe

faintly tinged with yellow, throat dirty white, and under-

pays yellow, and whether she was a Blue-headed or Yellow-

Wagtail I am not prepared to say. That the birds were
paired there was no shadow of doubt. The cock twice called

the hen off the nest as he flew over, and on one occasion when
she joined him " displayed " to her. He also rested on a

tussock immediately over the nest, and several times drove
off a male Yellow Wagtail which appeared on the scene.

The eggs hatched on May 30th, but unfortunately a

torrential downpour of rain occurred the same night, and
next morning the nest was found to be flooded and the young
ones drowned.

During next day, June 1st, the same female, accompanied
by the Blue-headed male, was watched by a reliable observer

building a second nest some 20 yards from the site of the

first. This was duly completed, and contained six eggs

when I saw it on June 13th. Four young were hatched on

June 23rd, and were seen to be fed by the Blue-headed cock

on the 25th. Two of the nestlings shortly afterwards disap-

peared, but the remaining two, which were then almost

fully feathered, were seen by my wife, Miss Barclay, Mrs.

Wilson, Mr. Garnett and myself being fed by both parents on

July 1st.

The only previous record of this species nesting in the

county is that of a pair, which with their nest and eggs are

now in the Norwich Museum, shot by R. Vincent at Hickling

on June nth, 1894. The female of this pair, which I showed
to Mr. Witherby some years ago, was considered by him to

be a Yellow Wagtail.
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Grey Wagtail {Motacilla c. cinerea).— It is now three

seasons since the pair of Grey Wagtails which nested annually

at Taverham Mill since 1923 ceased to do so. I learn from

Capt. L. Lloyd, however, that a pair bred this year and reared

a brood at Hellesdon, lower down the river.

Fire-crested Wren (Regulus i. ignicapillus)

.

—One was

identified by Mr. R. M. Garnett in a pine wood near the coast

on March 21st {antea, Vol. XXIV., p. 36).

Great Grey Shrike (Lanius excubitor).—One was seen

on April 6th at N. Wootton by Dr. C. T. M. Plowright.

Red-backed Shrike (Lanius c. collurio).—On May 27th a

male—the wings and skull of which were sent me by Mr.

S. G. Sharman—came on board the Outer Dowsing Light-

ship, where it died of exhaustion.

During the summer Mr. R. M. Garnett showed me two
nests of this species, both of which were built in gorse bushes

—a rather unusual situation in my experience.

Waxwing (Bombycilla garrulns).—One was received by
Mr. E. C. Saunders from Rollesby on April 1st. During the

late autumn a considerable arrival took place, of which it is

pleasant to record that few were shot—a very different story

to that one would have had to tell twenty years back !

The first to come under observation was picked up under
some telegraph wires at Rolling on November 3rd (R. M.
Garnett), this being the earliest date which I can find recorded

for a Waxwing in Norfolk.

On November 8th four were seen feeding on the berries of

a mountain ash in a garden in College Road, Norwich. This

was visited almost daily for the next few weeks, seven being

seen here on the 29th, and three—for the last time—on
December 6th (H. J. Howard). On November 22nd two
were seen at Kelling (R. M. Garnett). On December 7th

eight were seen by Mr. E. C. Saunders on a thorn tree in

Yarmouth, on the 8th six, and on the 13th three in another
garden in Norwich (H. J. Howard), while Mr. H. E. S. Upcher
reported " several " at Sheringham at the end of this month.
The only specimen I saw which found its way into the hands
of a taxidermist was sent in from Rockland during November.
Barred Warbler (Sylvia n. nisoria).—On August 25th

one was seen at Blakeney Point by Miss M. Barclay, and on
September 24th and 25th one on Cley beach by Miss Barclav
and Messrs. E. C. Arnold and D. Lack.
Fieldfare (Tardus pilaris).—An exceptionally late speci-

men was seen at Kelling by Mr. E. Cohen on May 30th, and
by Mr. R. M. Garnett on May 31st (antea, p. 106), while an
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unusually early autumn immigrant was seen in the " bushes
"

on Cley beach by Mr. D. Lack on September 22nd.

Continental Song-Thrush {Turdus ph. philomelus).—
Two interesting recoveries in Norfolk of Song-Thrushes
ringed on the Continent were reported during the year.

The first, ringed September 15th, 1929, on the Isle of

Mellum at the mouth of the river Weser, Germany, was
recovered near Diss on March 13th, 1931.

The second, which was caught and ringed during migration

on Heligoland on October 1st, 1930, was picked up at Witton,

having been killed by a motor-car, by Mr. H. A. Greatorex

on May 13th, 1931 (antea, p. 124). This seems an unusually

late date for a Continental Song-Thrush to be still in Norfolk.

Mr. Greatorex, who dissected it, tells me that the ovaries

were no larger than mustard seeds. The skin, which he
kindly sent me, was that of a typical specimen of the

Continental race.

Redwing {Turdus musicus).—One was seen by Mr. D. Lack
on Cley beach on September 21st—an unusually early arrival.

Blackbird {Turdus m. merula).—One ringed as a nestling

by Mr. Garnett at Kelling on May 21st, 1930, was reported

at Castletown-Bere (Cork), Ireland, on January 15th, 1931
{antea, p. 50).

Common Redstart {Phcenicurus ph. phcenicurus)

.

—There
is some evidence that the Redstart is slowly increasing as a

summer visitor to the N.E.. division of the county, while in

the S.W. it has never become really uncommon.
On April 26th Mr. N. Tracy heard no less than five males

singing in the parishes of Attlebridge, Felthorpe, and
Hainford.

At Kelling one nest was found and another cock heard
singing in the locality (R. M. Garnett). Lastly, I found a

pair breeding at Dunston, within 4 miles of Norwich, a

locality where, so far as I know, they have not nested for

many years. These last were feeding young just out of the

nest on June 19th.

Bluethroat {Luscinia svecica).—The only Bluethroat

reported to me was one seen by Mr. J. Vincent at Hickling

on September 13th.

Hedge-Sparrow {Prunella modularis).-—Mr. E. C. Saunders
tells me that on October 9th he found unusually large numbers
of Hedge-Sparrows, suggesting a migratory arrival, in some
allotment gardens at Yarmouth.
Black-bellied Dipper {Cinclus cinclus) .—One was seen at

Castle Rising on December 15th and 16th by Mr. C. T. M.
Plowright.
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Swallow (Hirundo r. rustica).—Several Swallows were

reported in the county during December, the previous month

having been one of unusually mild and sunny weather. The

latest was seen at Aylsham on December 17th (G. O. Wheeler,

Eastern Daily Press, December 18th).

Hoopoe (Uptipa e. epops).—One was seen at Hickling from

September i3th-2ist (J. Vincent), one at Thornham early in

October (V. Ames), and one by Col. Worship at Martham
about the middle of the same month.

KlNGFISHEB (Alcedo a. ispida).—One which had killed

itself against the lantern of the Inner Dowsing Light-ship

on the night of September 17th was forwarded to me by
Mr. S. G. Sharman.
Long-eared Owl (Asio 0. ottts).—On October 15th Mr.

E. C. Saunders of Yarmouth received a Long-eared Owl which
had flown on board a herring-drifter 10 miles X.E. of Happis-
burgh, where it died of exhaustion.

Red-footed Falcon (Falco vespertinus)

.

—At Hickling on
September 21st Mr. J. Vincent watched from a distance of

10 or 15 yards a Red-footed Falcon, which, from its

conspicuously white forehead and throat and heavily barred
tail, he considered to be a bird of the year. It was hawking
insects, including dragon-flies, on a newly-mown marsh, and
resting meanwhile on a gate post.

Common Buzzard (Bitteo b. buteo).—Unusually large

numbers of Common Buzzards were met with during the late

autumn. Mr. Gunn received four in November, two of

which are in the Norwich Museum, and during the same
month several were seen at Cley and Blakeney (W. A. Payn).
One was seen by Dr. S. H. Long at Holkham, and one by
Col. J. Barclay at Scoulton in December, whilst two regularly

frequented Rackheath Park, where orders were given for

their protection, from October until the end of the year
(Sir E. Stracey)*.

Marsh-Harrier [Circus ae. asruginosus).—Three pairs are
known to have nested in the county in 1931—two in the
usual locality, and one on a marsh in the Bure valley some
miles away (C. Dallas). Two of these nests were exceptionally
early so far as past Norfolk records go. The first nest found
by Mr. J. Vincent had three eggs on April iSth and six on
April 24th. The second pair arrived on this ground on
April 20th (J. Vincent) and their nest contained four eggs
when I saw it on May 13th. Unfortunately the cock of this
pair disappeared, having probably been shot outside the
protected area, and the female appearing unable to procure
sufficient food for the young unaided, these died. The nest

* There was also an unusual number in Essex in the winter
of 1931-2.

—

Eds.
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found by Mr. Dallas contained three nestlings and one egg

on May 14th.

Montagu's Harrier (C. pygargus).—Five pairs bred in

their usual locality in the Broads district (J. Vincent).

Hen-Harrier (C. cyaneus).—Mr. J. Vincent reports that

a female frequented Hickling throughout the winter, where
she was joined by a male towards the end of April. The
two were seen together on May 4th, but left a few days later.

On March 10th one was seen over Cley Marshes (R. M.
Garnett), and on November 20th and 25th one at Scolt Head

(J. Ferrier).

Sparrow-Hawk (Accipiter n. nisus).—At Scratby on
October 26th Miss J. Ferrier watched a Sparrow-Hawk fly

straight in off the sea, while on the 28th another—a male in

juvenile plumage—was shot as it came in from the sea at

Yarmouth (E. C. Saunders).

The following occurrence was related to me by Mr. J.

Vincent. On April 22nd he saw a female Sparrow-Hawk
carrying with difficulty a large bird, which, on being frightened,

she let go. The victim proved to be an adult Lapwing which,

on being released, flew away and settled on a marsh. Here,

later in the day, Mr. Vincent found it in a dying condition,

with a deep wound in the back, from which the feathers

had also been stripped.

Osprey (Pandion halicetus).—The only Osprey reported

during the year was one seen over Barton Broad on August
27th (J. Bagallay, antea, p. 58).

Spoonbill (Platalea I. leucorodia).—The only Spoonbills

reported during the year were visitants to Breydon, where
one stayed from June ist-5th, and five were seen on August
28th (W. Bulldeath).

Flamingo (Phcenicopterus r. antiquorum).-—On M.&y 23rd

a Flamingo arrived on Salthouse Broad, where I saw it both

feeding and on the wing on the 24th. It was seen every day
for the next fortnight, either on Salthouse or Cley Marshes,

and left on June 7th (R. Bishop).

Whooper Swan (Cygnus cygnus).—On May 24th—a most
unusual date—I watched an adult on Salthouse Broad. It

appeared to be uninjured, and on being put up circled over

the broad and settled again at the further end.

Barnacle-Goose (Branta leucopsis).—This goose is suffi-

ciently uncommon in Norfolk to justify recording a skein of

ten seen by Mr. R. M. Garnett on Cley Marsh on November
23rd, and another of six seen at Wells on December 25th

(T. Cringle pp. W. A. Payn).
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Garganey (Anas querqitedula).—The greatly increased

number of Garganeys which nested in the county in 1928 and

1929 has been maintained—if not increased— in each

succeeding summer. This year the number breeding at

Hickling and Ranworth appears to have been well up to that

of 1930 (J. Vincent and Capt. H. J. Cator). One pair were

again observed on Cley Marsh, where they probably nested,

while another pair were seen during the summer, and two
shot on August 1st on Scolt Head (S. H. Long).

Leach's Fork-tailed Petrel (Oceanodroma I. leucorrhoa).

—One was killed in Blakeney harbour on October 15th

(W. A. Payn), and another near Yarmouth on October 23rd

(E. C. Saunders).

Black-necked Grebe (Podiceps n. nigricollis).—On
August 27th Miss M. Barclay telephoned me to say that she

and Mr. W. B. Alexander had that day seen a pair of Black-

necked Grebes accompanied by what appeared to be a fully-

grown young one on one of the W. Norfolk meres. My wife

and I visited this mere on August 30th, and with glasses

soon picked up a Black-necked Grebe, which was diving
and feeding two young ones as large as itself. The light was
extremely bad, the birds being between us and a low sun, but
the black head, neck and bark, and chestnut flanks of the
old bird were at times clearly visible. The young ones in

the bad light appeared an almost uniform golden-brown as

regards the head and neck, with darker mantles, but their

underparts were never visible. These kept up an incessant

Cry, " Chee-chec-chee-chee" , and each time the old bird came
up after diving scuttled across the water to be fed. Just
before we left they were joined by a fourth bird. The
newcomer neither fed the young nor was fed itself, and the
sun being now so low that all four birds looked almost black,

it was impossible to say whether this was a second adult or
a third young one.

Whether these Grebes ever commence their autumnal
migration accompanied by their young whilst these are still

being fed I do not know, but if indeed these were voting
Black-necked Grebes, it certainly appears probable that
they were hatched somewhere in the neighbourhood. That
they were not bred on the mere on which thev were
seen seems certain, for this has little or no cover, and is,

moreover, so frequently under observation that it is impossible
they should have escaped notice. There are, however, some
private meres near by which are seldom visited, and which
are suitable in every way for nesting purposes. The very
distinct " golden " tinge of these young birds, anvhow as seen
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by me in the bad light, certainly does not tally with the

description of the juvenile Black-necked Grebe in Witherby's

Practical Handbook, and is, of course, characteristic of the

young Dabchick and it is, I suppose, conceivable that a

brood of the latter had been adopted, and were being fed, by

this pair of Black-necks. Mr. W. B. Alexander's note of the

young bird seen by him on August 27th, taken down at the

time, is as follows :
" Head and neck golden-brown, darker

on crown, mantle and wings blackish, flanks and under tail-

coverts whitish". He tells me he feels sure it was not a

young Dabchick, while Miss Barclay, who had more powerful

glasses, stated that she could see the upturned tilt of the bill so

characteristic of the Black-necked Grebe. As a record of

the breeding of the Black-necked Grebe in Norfolk, however,

I feel that the verdict must remain " unproven ".

Turtle-Dove {Streptopelia t. turtur).—Last heard cooing

on August 15th. A late specimen was shot—in mistake for

a Wood-Pigeon (!)—on October 1st at Woodbastwick.

Dotterel (Charadrhts morinellus)

.

—On March 22nd a

single Dotterel in winter plumage appeared on a heath near

the coast-line, where it remained until the 24th (R. M. Garnett,

antea, Vol. XXIV., p. 372). Mr. Garnett kindly showed me
this bird on the 22nd. In my experience this is an unusually

early date for this species in Norfolk, but it is interesting to

note that both Sir Thomas Browne and Messrs. Gurney and
Fisher give March as the usual month for its arrival.

Ruff (Philomachus pugnax).—Large numbers of Ruffs

and Reeves passed through the Hickling area in April, a

flock estimated at 100 being seen one day by Mr. J. Vincent.

A single pair stayed on a marsh throughout May and June,
and although no nest was found Mr. Vincent tells me he feels

sure they bred and hatched some young ones, for about mid-

June the Reeve used to mob him whenever he went on this

marsh.
Grey Phalarope (Phalaropus fulicarius).—One was seen

on Salthouse Broad on November 30th (W. A. Payn).
Red-necked Phalarope {Ph. lobatus).—One was seen

swimming in the sea off Cley Beach on September 27th
(R. M. Garnett).

Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta).—No Avocets appear to

have visited our coast during the spring passage, but several

arrived in the autumn and stayed until unusually late in the
season. The first was seen by Mr. A. H. Patterson near
Cantley on the Yare on July 23rd, and on August 12th two
appeared on Salthouse Broad (R. M. Garnett). On
September 13th two were seen flying west along Clev beach
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(I). Lack), and on the 25th one was again seen at Salthouse

(R. M. Garnett). On October 13th there were three on

Salthouse Broad (T. Hyde Parker) and on the 20th the same
number on Cley Marsh (F. R. Ratcliff). Of these one disap-

peared, but the other two stayed on the marshes throughout

the rest of this month and the whole of November, being last

seen by Mr. Ratcliff on November 30th.

Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa I. limosa).—A solitary

bird in full breeding plumage, first seen by Mr. Garnett on
A pril 1st, spent the greater part of this month on Salthouse

Broad, where I saw it on April 22nd.

Common Curlew (Numenins a. arquata).—A remarkable

migration of Curlew was witnessed on the coast during the

last ten days of June. Mrs. G. H. Wilson noted flocks

passing E. to W. at Blakeney Point on June 20th, 23rd, 25th

,

and 26th, and Mr. G. Marples from the same observation

point on June 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 28th and 30th. On the

25th flocks were travelling E. to W. during the greater part

of the day at Mundesley (R. C. Bell), while on the same day
a flock of eleven passed the E. Dudgeon Light-ship following

the same course (S. G. Sharman). It may be recalled that a

migration of Curlews in a similar direction on a very large scale

was observed on the Norfolk coast on June 25th and 26th,

1929 {antea, Vol. XXIIL, p. 287).

Woodcock (Scolopax r. rusticola).—An early arrival was
Hushed by Mr. D. Lack in the "bushes" on Cley beach on
September 26th.

Sandwich Tern {Sterna s. sandviccnsis).—A fair number
of birds arrived at Blakeney Point, but after four pairs had
laid one egg each the whole colony left and did not return.

The largest number bred at Salthouse, 380 young ones being
ringed in this colony by Mr. Garnett, while at Scolt Head
over 200 nests were counted by Dr. S. H. Long.

Several interesting recoveries of birds ringed as nestlings in

Norfolk were reported in 1931 from West Africa (aniea,

pp. 77 and 331).
Roseate Tern (S. d. dougallii).—One pair hatched off

successfully in the Scolt Head colony (C. Chestney).

Arctic Tern (S. macrura).—One, which came into my
possession, was picked up dead by Mr. Holman at Salthouse
on May 8th.

Little Gull {Lotus miimtus).—On May 13th an adult was
seen at Hickling by Col. Madoc, J. Vincent and myself, while
on September 13th and 21st one in juvenile plumage was
seen at Cley by Mr. D. Lack.
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Scandinavian Lesser Black-backed Gull (L. fuscus).—

Mr. R. M. Garnett tells me that he identified an adult of this

dark mantled race at Blakeney on July 31st.

Glaucous Gull (L. hyperboreus).—An immature bird was

shot on Cley beach on December 7th (W. A. Payn).

Iceland Gull (L. leucopterus)

.

—An immature Iceland

Gull was identified at Weybourne on November 5th by Mr.

R. M. Garnett, who described it as " the size of a Herring-

Gull with which it was swimming, oatmeal in colour, with

wings extended slightly beyond the tail." (R.M.G. in litt).

Little Auk (Alle a. die).—One was seen by Mr. Garnett

at Kelling on March 10th, while on July 31st, a most unusual

date, a fresh specimen was found washed up on the beach at

Bacton (J. Beddall-Smith, antea, p. 138).

Common Crane (Grus g. grus).—On the afternoon of

May 6th a Common Crane arrived on Salthouse Marshes,

where it was seen by Messrs. R. M. Garnett, S. H. Long,

J. Vincent and others. It left again early next morning,

flying away in an easterly direction (Holman). On May 13th,

one, probably the same bird, appeared at Hickling (J. Vincent),

after which it was seen no more.

From information elicited by Mr. Garnett it would appear
probable that this bird was one which had escaped from
captivity in Sussex.

Land-Rail (Crex crex).-—One was heard " craking " in a
grass field at Hemsby, between May 25th and June 6th, but
although a thorough search was made no nest was discovered

(Miss J. Ferrier). A number, as usual, passed through
during the autumn. I saw two flushed when Partridge

shooting at Paston during the latter part of September, while

Sir E. Stracey tells me he saw one when shooting at Salhouse
on October 1st, and another at Thorpe, within half a mile of

Norwich, on October 2nd.

Common Partridge (Perdix p. perdix).—Two examples

—

both males—of the erythristic variety, called by Brisson
Perdix montana, were received by Mr. E. C. Saunders from
Bylaugh on December 8th. It is curious how this variety

continues to crop up at intervals of a few years, and always
within a limited and well-defined area of the county. These
two bring the number recorded up to thirty, the last having
been shot at Bylaugh on October 5th, 1926.
Quail {Coturnix c. coturnix).—A pair were seen and heard

from time to time during the summer in the neighbourhood
of Salthouse, but, so far as I am aware, no nest was found.
On September 5th two were shot out of a bevy of about ten,

which were flushed in a field of peas at Massingham (Col.

O. Birkbeck).
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Additional Notes in 1931.

Notes have already appeared in this volume on the occur-

rences of a Golden-crested Wren (Regulus r. anglorum)

in Eaton Square Gardens (p. 102), and a curiously coloured

Scaup (Nyroca m. marila) in Kensington Gardens (p. 304).

On February nth, a Mistle-Thrush {Turdus v. viscivorus)

was singing in Campden Hill Road from the top of a chimney ; a
strange position, for there are high trees in the neighbourhood.

Referring to four Wheatears ((Enanthe ce. leucorrhoa ?) in

Regent's Park on May 5th, Mr. D. Seth-Smith writes :
" They

appeared to be very large birds, and as by this date the

British breeding Wheatears would be nesting, it is possible

that these may have been of the Greenland race " (Report

to H.M. Office of Works Bird Sanctuary Committee). I saw
these birds and was struck by their size and deep buff chests.

On April 30th I watched a male Redstart (Phcenicurus

ph. phcenicurus) in the grounds of Holland House.
There was a marked passage of young Cuckoos (Cucukts c.

canorus) through London in the second half of August. Mr.
R. Hardy-Syms informs me that in the course of about ten
days, from August 17th to 27th, he saw certainly three, and
probably four, young Cuckoos in the garden of Gray's Inn.

Major A. H. Daukes noticed one on August 18th in his

garden in Egerton Terrace, Chelsea. Another was found
dead on August 23rd in Green Park. I heard of others being
seen about this time just outside the Inner London area.

In May a letter appeared in The Times from P. MacAlister,
a boy at St. Paul's School, Hammersmith Road, stating that
a pair of Kestrels (Falco t. tinminculus) was nesting in the
school belfry and had nested there once before. Although
enquiries failed to confirm these statements, Kestrels had
undoubtedly been seen on many occasions frequenting the
school buildings. At the end of September, another pupil
at the school, R. A. Beatty, showed me a large portion of the
shell of a Kestrel's egg picked up by him on June 15th on
the playing field, which adjoins the school buildings. Mr.
L. H. S. Mathews, the Sur-Master, told me that he had often
seen the Kestrels perch on the cills of some louver windows,
or slits, which ventilate the loft above the school hall and are
a considerable height from the ground. On October 8th,
accompanied by the two boys, we entered the loft and
examined the cills. One of them was occupied by a nest
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containing two half-fledged pigeons, and lying beside them
was a much soiled Kestrel's egg, which had been incubated.

On December 3rd, a Sparrow-Hawk (Accipiter nisus) was

seen to capture a Sparrow in Regent's Park(D. Seth-Smith,i!.c.).

A pair of Mallard (Anas p. platyrhyncha) appeared again

in spring in the small garden of New Square, Lincoln's Inn.

Four eggs had been laid when the drake introduced a second

duck, which also laid some eggs. But two more drakes arrived

on the scene, and, after many fights, all five birds flew away.
Another pair bred by a little pond in the garden of No. 13,

Holland Park, where six ducklings were successfully reared.

On August nth, and the next few days, a Cormorant
(Phalacrocorax c. carbo) created much interest by taking up
a position each evening on the cross of St. Paul's Cathedral.

Dr. G. Carmichael Low saw a Black-necked Grebe
(Podiceps n. nigricollis) on the Round Pond in Kensington
Gardens on September 28th, and Major A. H. Daukes found
it there later on the same day.

Miss M. Rew saw a Turtle-Dove (Streptopelia t. turtur)

in Regent's Park on May 17th, and on several subsequent
occasions in the same neighbourhood.
On May 1st there was a Common Sandpiper (Tringa

hypoleucos) on the Island in the Serpentine.

Curlew (Numenius a. arquata) were heard at Regent's
Park passing over at night by Miss M. Rew on March nth

;

and by her brother, Mr. E. Rew, on June 21st. Major A. H.
Daukes tells me that from 5 a.m. to 7 a.m. on August 26th
many flocks of Curlew passed over Chelsea.

An injured Woodcock (Scolopax r. rusticola) was found
in January on the football ground near the Knightsbridge
Barracks. Another was picked up alive on April nth in

Paddington (D. Seth-Smith, Times, April 13th, 1931).
One of the adult Black-headed Gulls (Larus r. ridi-

bundus) which frequented the Round Pond began to acquire
its dark hood early in November, and by November 26th
was in full breeding plumage.
The British Lesser Black-backed Gull (Larus f.

graellsii) was seen during the autumn in Kensington Gardens
and St. James's Park.

On October 21st a Landrail (Crex crex) was found alive

but exhausted in Orange Street, W.C.2, and was taken to

Mr. J. Hinton, the bird-keeper in St. James's Park. It

recovered and was given its freedom.
Mr. Hinton reports that on November 29th, 1930, a

Landrail was brought to him, which had been found exhausted
in Leicester Square, only a few yards from Orange Street.
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MOVEMENTS OF RINGED BIRDS FROM ABROAD
TO THE BRITISH ISLANDS AND FROM THE

BRITISH ISLANDS ABROAD.
BY

II. F. WITHERBY and E. P. LEACH.

(For previous parts see Vol. XXV., pp. 1 10-128; 174-192; 245-268.)

ADDENDA.
The following additional records, for the advice of which we
have to thank many correspondents and ringing stations,

arc now published in order to make the series as complete

as possible.

ROOK {Corvus f. frugilegus) p. 113.

These records arc of great interest, as they are the first to

show the breeding area of some, at all events, of our immigrants.

RINGED ABROAD AS NESTLINGS,
l\. D52888 Hannover, Germany 16.5.31, Norfolk 8.3.32.

A'. D52872 Ditto 1 6.5.3 1. Suffolk 30.ll.3i.

A'. D50753 Ditto 16.5.31. Essex — .1.32.

STARLING [Shtrnus v. vulgaris), p. 113.

RIN68D ABROAD AS YOUNG OR IN B R B B DI NG-SEASO N .

G. 5361B Scania. Sweden 8.6.3 1, Monmouth. 1 3. 1 2.3 1

.

G, .501 1 h Halland, Sweden 9.6.31. Yorks. 10.1.32.

//. 6791 14 Wotphalen, Germany 31.5.31. Hants. 26.12.31.

RINGED ABROAD. UNCERTAIN WHKRK BREEDING.
H. 713453 Heligoland 10.10.30. Northants. 29.12.31.

L. 98200 Zuid Holland 10.10.31. Stalls. 5. 12. 31.

L. 102852 Ditto 23.10.31. Ditto l6.II.3i.

/». ('('344 W. Flanders, Belgium 17.0.31. Somerset. 13.11. 31.

KINGED GT. BRIT UN KECOV B RED ABROAD. BREEDING-PLACE UNCERTAIN.
Devonshire 9.1.31. Knocke. Belgium 20.10.31.
Norfolk 10.3.31. Mlankenberghe, Belgium 7.1 1. 31

SISKIN (Carduelis spinas).

This is the first Siskin ringed abroad which has been
reported here. M. C. Dnpond informs me that there is proof
from ringing that some of the Siskins found as migrants in

Belgium are Scandinavian breeding birds.

RINGED ABROAD AS MIGRANT
/>'. A7773 Liege, Belgium 17.10.31. Beds. Z2.U.31.

LINNET (Carduelis c. cannabina). p. 117.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.
W orcestershire 24.5.31. Cironde. France 6.10 31.

MEADOW-PIPIT lAnthus pratensis). p. 120.

This is the first Meadow-Pipit ringed abroad which has been
reported in this country.

RINGED ABROAD AS NESTLING.
Sk. Eur.33049 Fvianrdi. Iceland I-7-3U S. Uist. O. Hebrides

8.9-31-

A 3
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FIELDFARE (Turd us pilaris), p. 122.

This record was missed and has kindly been pointed out

by Mr. Schaanning.

RINGED ABROAD AS NESTLING.

O. S147 Opland, Norway >4-7 ] 7- Gloucester. 11.2.19.

BRITISH SONG-THRUSH (Turdus ph. clavkei). p. 122.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Cheshire 22.4.31. Charente, France — 10.31.

REDWING (Turdus musicus). p. 124.

This record was missed and has been pointed out by
Dr. van Oort, to whom we are grateful.

RINGED ABROAD AS MIGRANT.

L. 15009 Noord Holland 19.5. 13. Jersey 4.11.13.

BLACKBIRD (Turdus m. rnerula). p. 124.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Sk. 10213G Sjadland, Denmark 8.6.31. Norfolk 5. 12.31,

Sh. 6555G Ditto 17.6.29. Monmouth. 29.1.32.

RINGED ABROAD, PROBABLY AS MIGRANT.

//. 720324 Heligoland ri.10.31. Aberdeen. 10.11.31.

WHINCHAT (Saxicola r. rubetra). p. 126.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Yorkshire — .6.31. Algarve, Portugal 21. 9.31.

CUCKOO (Cuculus c. canorus). p. 174.

This record has considerable interest because, although the

bird had not proceeded far south, the position from Norfolk
is in a south-easterly direction, which, if continued, would
reach north Italv, where the Renfrewshire Cuckoo was
reported.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Norfolk 29.6.31. Meuse, Franee 21. 9.31.

MERLIN (Falco c. ctsalon).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

G. 10934G J amtland, Sweden 10.7.29. Jersey 21. 1.32.

SPARROW-HAWK (Accipiter >t. nisus).

This interesting record is shown in the Atlas des Vogelzugs,

and Dr. Drost has kindly supplied the details.

RINGED ABROAD AS MIGRANT.

H. 25079 Heligoland 21.10.26. Kent 30.1.27.
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BITTERN (Botaurus s. stellaris).

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

R. 406g.SC Konigswartha, Saxony 23.5.31. Cheshire

. 176.

M.32.

3457'

Norfolk

l.d.

C.

St.

I) 1 670
418K
B 1 045

SHELD-DUCK (Tadoma tadoma).

RINGED ABROAD AS ADULT.

Mellum, N. Sea, Germany 9.9. 26. Lanes. 12.6.29.

MALLARD (Anas p. platyrhyncha) . p. 177.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULT I.N WINTER.

30.3.30. Schleswig-Holstein 14.S.31.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

L. Ilmen, Novgorod, Russia 7.7.29. Northumh. 9.11.29.

I 5-7-3 1 - Pembroke. 26.11.31.Vasternorrland, Sweden
(jrebro, Sweden 23.6.28. Lines. 8.1.29.

TEAL [A nas c. crecca). p. [ 79-

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS ADULTS IN WINTER.

Cumberlan< 1 -.II.30. Varmland, Sweden —-9-3'

Ditto 9-30- Sc hieswig- 1 lolstein —.12.31

RINGED ABROAD I ROM DECOY.

Sk. \I2280 Fan6, fylland, Denmark 23.9.31. Berwieks. --.11. 31

Sk. V6403 Ditto 22.9.20. Xortlnimb. 3'-i-32

Sk. Mi 92

1

I tttto IO.lO.3i . 1 )erbv. 30.132
Sk. Mi 440 Ditto 22.IO.3I . SutTo'lk —.1.32
Sk. Mi 597 Ditto 28.IO.3i. Ditto —.1.32

Sk. M2200. Ditto L3-9-3I- Sussex i 5-12. 31

Sk. M 1350 Ditto i5.IO.3i. Dorset. 16. 1 .32

Sk. M 1291 1 >itto IO. IO.31. 1 Vmbroke. 8. 12.31

Sk. M 1 310 Ditto 1 1 .IO.3I. Caernarvon. 26. 1 2.3

1

Sk. M1855 Ditto 5. IO.3I. Down 19.1.32

Sk. M22S7 1 >itto 23-9-3I

•

Armagh. —.1.32

Sk. M203O I )itto 3O.IO.3i. Loath 27.2.32
Sk. M1819 Ditto 2.IO.3I. W. Meath 14.2.32
Sk. Mr 328 Ditto 12. IO.31 . Roseommon 1 .2.32

Sk. Mi 180 Ditto 26.9.3 1 W'aterford —.1.32

WIGRON (Anas penelope). p. 182.

These two records are exceptionally valuable when consi-

dered in conjunction with the Warwickshire ringed \\ igeon,

which was recovered in Uralsk approximately 360 miles

north-east of the delta of the Volga in the north of the

Caspian Sea, where these birds were ringed. It is a curious

coincidence that they were both shot on the same date,

though in widely separated localities.

RINGED ABROAD DURING MOULT.
.1/. E22930 Delta Volga, Astrakhan 28.8.31. Suffolk 15. 12. 31.

M, E18229 Ditto 25.7.31. Kildare 15.12.31.

TUFTED DUCK (Xyroca fuligula). p. 184.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.
Sk. V6867 Myvatn, Iceland 7-7-3 1 - Tipperary —.11.13.
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CORMORANT (Phalacrocorax c. carbo). p. 185.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Wigtownshire 25.6.29. Finistere, France 6. 11. 31.

Ditto 25.6.29. Galicia, Spain 27.12.31.

Anglesey 10. 7. 31. Ille-et-Vilaine, France 29. 11. 31.

Ditto 10. 7. 31. Near Oporto, Portugal 4. 10.31.

NORTHERN GOLDEN PLOVER (Charadrius a. altifrons). p. 188.

This interesting recovery, reported to us at the time by
Mr. R. M. Garnett, was somehow mislaid.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Sk. A5378 Nr. Laxa, Iceland 5-7-29. Norfolk 21.9.29.

LAPWING {Vanellus vanellus). p. 188.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLINGS.

Hants. 6.6.27. Vendee, France — .12.31

.

Perthshire 15. 5. 31. Huelva, Spain —-2.32.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

St. A2948 Vallnige, Sweden 5.6. 30. Cambs. 12. 11. 31.

L. 60594 Texel, Holland 20.6.31. Yorks. — 132.

WOODCOCK (Scolopax r. riisticola). p. 245.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Sk. 7942A Halland, Sweden 28.7.31. Down 11.12.31.

SANDWICH TERN {Sterna s. sandvicensis). p. 247.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Norfolk 27.6.31. Portuguese West Africa 19. 1.32.

BLACK-HEADED GULL (Larus r. ridibundus). p. 250.

With reference to the entry under i?.38989 Driebitz, Poscn

(p. 255), the details given are correct according to Mr.
Riviere's original record, published at the time in British

Birds, but the Rossitten records prove that the ringing data

are wrong, and the record must be cancelled.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Sk. A2210 Jylland, Denmark 6.6.27. Surrey 23.2.32.
Sk. D1758 Ditto 1 1.6.27. Pembrokes. — 3 32.
R. E54879 Nr. Kiel, Schleswig-Holstein 2.7.30. Sussex — -3-32.

NORTHERN GUILLEMOT (Una a. aalge). p. 267.

RINGED GREAT BRITAIN AS NESTLING.

Argyllshire 7-7-3 1 - Faeroes 6. 12. 31.

COOT (Fulica a. atru). p. 26S.

RINGED ABROAD AS YOUNG.

Sk. X3577 N. Jylland, Denmark 16.6.29. Monaghan 10. it. 31.
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THE DIPPER IN COUNTY DURHAM.

In the Practical Handbook of British Birds, Vol. L, p. 501,

it is stated that "the British Dipper (Cinclus c. gidaris) is

very scarce in . . . Durham". This statement is certainly

misleading, as the Dipper is plentifully distributed on the

banks of a large number of our Durham streams. It is only

on the lower reaches of our rivers and on such of their tribu-

taries as have been polluted by sewage, or by the waters

pumped from collieries, that the Dipper is absent.

In my experience the Dipper clings to its old breeding

haunts on our streams long after increasing industrialism

and river pollution have driven out its usual companions,
the Grey Wagtail and the Sandpiper—the last-mentioned

being always the first of the trio to desert the district.

George \V. Temperley.

THE SOUNDS PRODUCED BY THE LONG-EARED
OWL.

Mainly a nocturnal " musician", the Long-eared Owl
(Asio 0. otus) voices a varied vocabulary, some of the sounds
produced, moreover, being extraordinary.

Taking the adults first, we find used :

—

1. A cry greatly resembling the squeal of some small

mammal in difficulties, as, for instance, when in

intense fear or agony.
II. A sound suggestive of caterwauling, with an element

of pigs squealing thrown in.

Note.—Both the above arc something like the
" sharm " of the Water-Rail.

III. A noise recalling the ordinary growl of a cat.

IV. A sort of wail like the baying of a hound heard
subdued by distance.

V. A muffled moan, which may be syllabled as " hagh
"

(prolonged).

VI. A single, short, lugubrious, bleating hoot or " halloa",

repeated time after time at short intervals.

VII. A kicaking utterance.

VIII. Hissing.

IX. Mandible-cracking.

X. \\"ing-clapping, especially in the season of courtship.
XL A sound which may be likened to a number of

small pieces of metal being jingled together in

a bag for a few seconds.
Of the above, I have heard Nos. I., III., VII. , VIII. and IX.
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in broad daylight when the " nest " has been menaced,

though usually only the last three. I may add, however,

that only now and again—and then, too, generally when
owlets are present—are Long-eared Owls hysterical by day.

Owlets, besides employing sounds VIII., IX. and XL,
possess a wail like that of a child in pain as well as a creaking

sigh which may more or less be imitated by drawing a slightly

muffled slate-pencil sharply across a .slate. At times the

latter cry recalls a prolonged edition of the "te" of the

Golden Plover. John Walpole-Bond.

WHITE-TAILED EAGLES IN DEVON.
On March 13th, 1932, Mr. Stuart Lovell and three companions
saw two Eagles on the Exmoor coastal road, about one mile

from the Hunter's Lodge, between Ilfracombe and Lynton,

north Devon. One of the birds flew over the moorland,

while the other flew a little distance over the sea, then returned

and alighted on a post, where it remained for some time,

giving the observers a near and clear view of it. The descrip-

tion given me by Mr. Lovell of these " gigantic birds", as he

termed them, leaves no doubt of their being Haliceetus albicilhi.

Stanley Lewis.

[Mr. H. B. Fowler informs us that the White-tailed Eagle
reported from the Isle of Wight (antea, p. 338) was seen again

on several occasions about a fortnight after the one was shot

in Kent.

—

Eds.]

WHITE STORK IN HAMPSHIRE.
During the summer of 1931 a White Stork (Ciconia ciconia)

appeared at Southwick Village, and was apparently fired at,

as it had a broken leg and a tipped wing. After it had been

a week about the fields, a man killed the bird to put it Out
of its misery, it being very emaciated.

Thinking it was a Heron (Ardea cinerea) he tied it up in a

tree as a scarecrow, where it remained all the winter till March
5th, 1932, when my friend, Mr. J. W. Stares, saw it, and
asked for the body, which he brought to me. It may, of

course, have been an escape from captivity, but there is no
evidence of this. Gregory M. Mathews.

COMMON SCOTERS IN MIDDLESEX.
The Common Scoter (Oidemia n. nigra) is not an infrequent

visitor to inland waters, especially at this time of year on
the spring migration. The numbers are usually small,

however, ones, twos, or threes. We were therefore fortunate

when on April 3rd, 1932, at Staines, with Mr. F. R. Finch,

we saw a flock of no less than sixteen birds of this species,

thirteen of these being males and three females. They were
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on the North Reservoir, and once or twice some of the males

played up to and pursued the females. G. Carmichael Low.

W. E. Glegg.

VELVET-SCOTER INLAND IN ESSEX.
Accompanied by Messrs. E. Mann and R. W. Pethen, I

visited the Walthamstow Reservoirs on February 20th, 1932,

and we saw a Velvet-Scoter (Oidemia f. fusca). We again

saw the bird there on March 19th. I informed Mr. A. Holtc

Macpherson, who, accompanied by Mr. J. P. Hardiman, went
to these reservoirs on April 6th and identified the bird as

a young drake.

Mr. W. E. Glegg recorded the occurrence of three Velvet-

Scoters, seen by him in 1929 on these reservoirs (aniea,

Vol. XXII., p. 375), but added that he knew of no previous

inland occurrences of the species in Essex. W. A. WRIGHT.

GREENSHANK IN SURREY.
On April 3rd, 1932, at 9.55 a.m., I flushed a Greenshank
(Trmga nebularia) from No. 5 Reservoir at Barn Elms. This,

at the moment, is partially empty for cleaning purposes and
a very attractive area of mud is present at the foot of the

concrete emplacement. It was on this the bird was feeding.

It flew round several times calling, and then disappeared in

a north-westerly direction. So far as I know this is the

second record of this species for Barn Elms, A. Holte
Macpherson having reported an example on August 15th,

1925 (London Naturalist, 1923, p. 34). G. Carmichael Low.

BLACK- TAILED GODWIT IN ANGLESEY.
On March 20th, 1932, Col. G. R. Newton, my wife and I

watched for some time a Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa I.

limosa) by the edge of a small land-locked pool by the highway
in the Malldraeth Estuary, Anglesey. Within a few yards
there was also a passing Greenshank (Tfinga nebularia).

The Black-tailed Godwit has been recorded only once before
in Anglesey— in May, 1886 (Eorrcst : Vert. Fauna of X.
II ales)

; and there is indeed only one other instance recorded
of its occurrence in N. Wales in spring—in April, 190'). in

Merioneth (Eorrcst: Handbook to Vert. Fauna).
In Lancashire and Cheshire, too, it is rarely seen in spring, far

more frequently during the autumn migration. A. W. Boyd.

Recovery of Marked Birds.—Correction.—At the top of

page 330 " Redshank (continued) " should read CURLEW
(continued). In the last entry under Lapwing, p. 329 (ring
No. W.5332), the date of ringing should read 6.6.27.

Barnacle-Goose in Devonshire.—Mr. W. Walmeslev
White informs us that on March 30th, 1932, a Barnacle-Goose
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(Branta leucopsis) appeared on the Otter estuary, but remained

(inly one day. Mr. White was convinced it was a wild bird,

and remarks that this goose is a rare visitor to Devon.

Great Crested Grebe Enquiry.—Owing to the very large

amount of material sent in, the preparation of the Report on
this enquiry has proved to be a lengthy task, but it is hoped
that it will be ready for publication early in the new volume.

LETTERS.
*' PELLET " EJECTED BY SONG-THRUSH.

To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,—With reference to Mrs. Evett's note (antea, p. 332) it may be
of interest to record that I witnessed a Song-Thrush (Turdus ph.

clarkei) eject with the greatest difficulty a large " pellet". The bird

looked as though it were feeling very ill before the ejection, and for

some hours afterwards it was continually opening and closing its beak.
The " pellet " consisted of two roughly oval, gritty masses, about

I inch long, joined together by a worm about an inch and a quarter long.

The " pellets " contained beetle remains and a whole small beetle.

Bowdon, Cheshire. Hilda Terras.
" DRUMMING " Oh GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER.

To the Editors of British Birds.
Sirs.—The following note may be of interest to those who are

reminded, by the note in the April number, of the old 1 ontroversy over
the " drumming " of Woodpeckers.

Several mornings lately I have heard the drumming of Woodpeckers
at Brownsover (near Rugby) and, on March 25th, 1932, I watched a
Great Spotted Woodpecker (Dryobates m. anglicus) for about fifteen

minutes producing this sound. The bird was pecking the trunk of a
holly, but usually left off in order to " drum", either turning its head
to one side or throwing its head back so that its beak was vertical.

Once only did it " drum " while pecking, and then it hammered the
wood at one frequency and drummed at about twice the speed.

This Woodpecker, at least, was producing the sound vocally.

M. A. Swann.

COLOUR OF FEET AND BILL OF DOTTEREL CHICK.
To the Editors of British Birds.

Sirs,— On the bare, shalv plateau of one of the Cumberland
lells, at about 2.400 feet, or just below the summit, I encountered
a Dotterel with two downy chicks on June 21st, 1919. The legs and
feet of the < hicks were, like those of Mr. Walpole-Bond's birds {antea,

P- 337)' lead-colour, quite unlike the dull yellow of the old bird. If

the colour in the small chicks is constant—and it has never been
suggested that there are distinct colour phases—then the " olive-
yellow " of the Practical Handbook, in so far as it relates to such chicks,
is incorrect ; but there is some evidence that yellow is early apparent
in the juvenile bird, for Coward (Birds of the British Isles and their

Eggs) says : "the legs are at first lead -colour, but soon show yellow
on the feet." I do not know whether my chicks were of just the same
age as Mr. Walpole-Bond's. and it must be borne in mind that the
colours of the soft parts in Limicoline birds may change early in life

—

a pitfall for the unwary or dogmatic—but the colour of their bills

—

noted as I held the birds in my hand—was black, as in the adult, and
as depicted in the Practical Handbook, whereas Mr. Walpole-Bond
asserts that the bill is leaden-colour. Chas. Oldham.
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ote.—The nomenclature followed in this volume is in accordance with
the " Systematic List " printed at the end of the Volume II. of A
Practical Handbook of British Birds and reprinted in A Check-List

of British Birds, and the additions and alterations appearing on
pages 101-2 of Volume XXII. and pages 2} and 25 of Volume XXIV.
of British Birds.

aalge, Uria a., see Guillemot,
Northern.

Accentor, Alpine, in Sussex, 225.
acuta, Anas, see Pintail,

eesalon, Falco, see Merlin.

affinis, Sitta e., see Nuthatch.
alba, Crocelhia, see Sanderling.

, Motacilla a., see Wagtail.
White.
, Tyto a., see Owl, Barn-.

albellus, Mergus, see Smew.
albicilla, Haliceetus, see Eagle.

White-tailed.
albifrons, Sterna a., see Tern, Little.

albionis, Uria a., sec Guillemot,
Southern.

Alexander, H. G., The Effect of
Severe Weather on Bird-Song.

97 ; Notes on Eirecrest in
Worcestershire. 302 ; Tem-
minck's Stint in Kent, 305.
, W. B., Note on Fulmar Petrels
in Wigtownshire. 166; Letter
on Traps for Bird Kinging, 204.
,

, and Wood, J. D.,
Note on Black Guillemots in

Kirkcudbrightshire, 167.
alle, A lie, see Auk, Little.

Almond, W. E., Note on The Song
of the Mistlc-Thrush, 103.

alpina, Calidris, see Dunlin.
altifrons, Charadrius a., see Plover,

Northern Golden.
altico, Strix, see Owl, Tawny.
anglicus, Dryobates m., see Wood-

pecker, Great Spotted.
anglorum, Regttlus r., see Wren,

Golden-crested.
antiquorutn, Phonicopterus r., see

Flamingo.
apricarius, Charadrius a., see

Plover, Golden.
apus, A pus a., see Swift.
aqitaticus, Rallus a., see Rail,

Water-.
arborca, Lullula a., see Lark, Wood-.

arctica, Pratercula, see Puffin.

arclicus, Colymbus a., see Diver,

Black-throated.
argentatus, Larus a., see Gull,

Herring-.
aristotelis, Phalacrocorax a., see

Shag.
Akmitage. John, Note on Merlin

taking young from nests, 303.
arcjuata Xuwenius a., see Curlew,

Common.
arvensis, AlaitJa. see Lark, Skv-.
atra, Fitlica, see Coot.
atricapilla, Sylvia a., see Blackcap.
Astley, A., Note on Blue Tits tear-

ing paper, 271.
Atlantic. North, Records from the,

15''.

Auk. Little. Early in Norfolk, 138 ;

in Carmarthenshire, 229.
Avocet, in Co. Durham and

Vorkshire, 58, 193.
avosetta, Itccurvirostra, see Avocet.

B.vic.ALLAY, J.. Note on Osprcy in

Norfolk, 58.

Barclay, Miss M., Note on Red-
start alighting on the sea, 80.

bassana, Sula, see Gannet.
Bentham, Howard, Notes on

Moorhens rearing four broods.
106 ; Stonechats rearing three
broods, 224.

Betts, E. St. George, Note on
Great Northern Divers in
Worcestershire, 304.

Bible, E. H. T., Note on Baillon's
Crake in Merioneth, 305.

bifasciata. Loxia I., see Crossbill,
Two-barred.

Bishop, Joseph, Note on Avocets
in Co. Durham, 58.

Bittern, Movement of ringed, from
abroad, 359.
, Little, in Kent (i860), 272.
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Blackbird, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

Recovery of marked, 48, 49,

50, 322 ; Movements of ringed,

to, and from abroad, 124, 358 ;

Speed of, 89, 171, 220.

Blackcap, North Sea Migrants, 9 ;

Nesting twice in one season,

200 ; Two song-periods of

Blackcap as possible evidence
of second brood, 273.

Blathwayt, Rev. F. L., Notes on
Iceland Gull in Devon, 25 ;

" Drumming " period of Lesser
Spotted Woodpecker, 334.

Boase, Henry, Display of the
Mallard, 12.

borealis, Phylloscopus b., see Warb-
ler, Eversmann's.

boriti, Sylvia, see Warbler, Garden-.
Boyd, A. W., Notes on the Tree-

Sparrow, 278 ; Notes on Little

Gull in Cheshire, 24 ; An un-
recorded Cheshire Heronry, 81

;

Little Gull in Carnarvon, 136 ;

Size of Swallow broods in

Cheshire, 226 ; Staffordshire
Reservoirs, 335 ; Black-tailed
Godwit in Anglesey, 363.

brachydactyla, Calandre 11a b., see

Lark, Short-toed.
Brambling, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

in Norfolk in June, 106
;

Movements of ringed, from
abroad, 119.

britannica Carduelis c, see Gold-
finch, British.

— , Certhia /., see Creeper, Tree-.

britannicus, Lyrurus t., see Grouse,
Black.

Brown, R. H., Letter on Normal
Flight-speeds of Birds, 170.

bubo, Bubo, see Owl, Eagle-.

Bunting, Cirl, in Cornwall, 198, 307.

, Corn-, North Sea Migrants, 8 ;

Speed of, 88
;

Breeding-
habits, Song, Cries and General
Deportment, 202.

. Lapland, North Sea Migrants,
11 ; at Isle of Man, 19.

. Ortolan, in Pembrokeshire,

79-

. Red-headed (New to the
British List), in Orkney, 66 ;

Description of Plumages,

Distribution and Breeding
Habits, 68.

, Reed-, Recovery of marked,

47, 48.

, Snow-, North Sea Migrants, 9.

, Yellow, Recovery of marked,

47; Speed of, 88, 171, 220.

Burne, H. J. K., Note on Late
Breeding in Norfolk and
Suffolk in 1 93 1, 269.

buteo, Buteo b., see Buzzard,
Common.

Butler, A. L., Note on Coal-
Titmouse brooding eggs of

Blue Titmouse, 54 ; Letter on
Probable Crested Tit in Wilt-
shire, 84.

Butters, Rev. F. C, Note on
Great Spotted Woodpecker's
method in boring hole, 333.

Buzzard, Common, Taking Dom-
estic Duck's egg, 59 ; in South
Uist, 107 ;

Breeding in South
Uist, 80

;
Recovery of marked,

325 ; in Norfolk and Essex,

349-
, Rough-legged, Movements of

ringed, from abroad, 175.
Byne, R. M., Note on Black-tailed

Godwits in Devon in January,
338.

cabaret, Carduelis I., see Redpoll,
Lesser.

calandra, Emberiza, see Bunting,
Corn-.

cannabina, Carduelis c, see Linnet,
canorus, Cuculus, see Cuckoo.
canus, Larus c., see Gull, Common.
canutus, Calidris, see Knot.
carbo, Phalacrocorax c., see Cor-

morant.
carduelis, Carduelis, see Goldfinch.

castro, Oceanodroma, see Petrel,

Madeiran Fork-tailed.

Cave, Walter F., Note on Golden-
crested Wren in Inner London,
102.

Chaffinch, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

Recovery of marked, 47, 319 ;

Caught in nest-lining, 60 ;

Speed of, 88, 220 ; Movements
of ringed, from abroad, 118.
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Chambers, C. B., Note on Great
Northern Diver in Derbyshire,

304-
Chartekis, Hon. Guy, Notes on

Crossbills in Gloucestershire
and breeding in Surrey, 22

;

Incubation-period of Marsh-
Warbler, 79 ; Common Buz-
zards breeding in South Uist,

80 ; Sandwich Tern breeding
in South Uist, 82 ; a pertin-

aceous Pied Wagtail and a
Grey Squirrel, 130 ;

Rapid
nest replacement by Pied
Wagtail, 130.

Charts for Ocean Observations,

83, 84.

Chiffchaff, North Sea Migrants, 8 ;

Movements of ringed, to

abroad. 121 ; in Merioneth-
shire in winter, 338.

chloris, Chloris ch., see Greenfinch.
chloropus, Gallinula ch., see Moor-

hen.

chrysactus, Aquila ch., see Eagle,
('.olden.

ciconia. Cironia c, see Stork. White.
cinerca. Ardea c, see Heron, Com-

mon.
drlus, limberiza, see Bunting, Cirl.

citrinella, Emberiza, see Bunting,
Yellow.

clarkei, '/Urdus ph., see Thrush.
Song-.

clypeata. Spatula, see Shoveler.
cobitrni. Turd its m., see Redwing,

Iceland.
coccothraustes, Coccothraustes c, see

Hawfinch.
Calebs, Eringilla c, see Chaffinch.
la'ritlcits. Pants, see Titmouse,

Blue.

cottons, Prunella r., see Accentor,
Alpine.

eollurm, Lauitts c, see Shrike, Red-
backed.

collvbita. Phvlloscopus c, see Chiff-
'

chaff.

commiuutus. Dryobatcs m., see
Woodpecker, Lesser Spotted.

communis. Sylvia c, see White-
throat.

C oxgreve, Major W. M., Note on
Quail breeding in Denbigh-
shire. 306.

Coot, North Sea Migrants,^ 7 ;

Appropriating nest of Great

Crested Grebe, 59 ; Move-
ments of ringed, to and from
abroad, 268, 360 ;

Defending
its nest, 272 ;

Recovery of

marked, 33 1

.

Cormorant, Recovery of marked,

74, 327 ;
Large number in

Middlesex, 165 ;
Breeding in

St. James's Park, 171 ; Move-
ments of ringed, to abroad,

185, 360; Speed of, 220; in

Inner London, 356.
comix, Corvus, see Crow, Hooded.
corax, Corvus, see Raven.
corone, Corvus, see Crow, Carrion-.

coturnix, Coturnix c, see Quail.

Crake, Baillon's, in Merioneth, 305.
crecca. Anas, see Teal.

Creeper, Tree-, Incubation- and
Fledging-periods of, 102.

crex, Crex, see Rail, Land-.
cristatus, Podiceps, see Grebe, Great

Crested.
Crossbill, Common, North Sea

Migrants. 8 ; at Fair Isle,25 ;

in Gloucestershire, 1 22 ; Breed-
ing in Surrey, 22, 162 ; Breed-
ing in Dorset, 162. 307 ; Breed-
ing in Hampshire, 102, 307;
Breeding in Western Surrey.
1O3

;
Breeding in Somerset.

235 ;
Breeding in Norfolk. 345.

, Two-barred, at Fair Isle. 25.

Crow. Carrion-. North Sea Migrants,
1 1 ; Recovery of marked, 45,
319 ; Attacking Squirrels, 129 ;

Speed of, 220.

Crow, Hooded, North Sea Migrants.

7 ; Movements of ringed,
from abroad, 113; in Mon-
mouthshire, 203 ;

Speed of,

220.

Cuckoo, Egg of. in nest of Reeve,

57 ; Speed of, 90 ; Promis-
cuous laying of. 132 ; Move-
ments of ringed, to abroad,
1 74' 358 ; Recovery of marked,
324 ; in Inner London, 355.

Curlew, Recovery of marked, 76,
329-30 ; in North Atlantic,

157; Movements of ringed,
from abroad, 192 ;

Speed of,

220.
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Curlew, Stone-, Speed of, 108 ;
in

Lancashire, 135 ;
Movements

of ringed, to abroad, 187.

curruca, Sylvia, see Whitethroat,

Lesser.

curvirostra, Loxia c, see Crossbill.

cygnns, Cygnus, see Swan, Whooper.

Daukes, A. H., Breeding of the
Whimbrel in Invemess-shire,

62.

Davis, H. H., Note on Willow-
Warbler in Gloucestershire in

Winter, 271.

Dewhurst, Capt. F. W., Note 0:1

Fulmar Petrels breeding in

Ross-shire, 134.
Dipper, Recovery of marked, 51 ;

in Berkshire, 234 ; in county
Durham, 361.—— , Black-billed, in Norfolk, 348.

Diver, Black-throated, in Cornwall,
198.

, Great Northern, in Worcester-
shire, 304 ; in Derbyshire, 304 ;

in Staffordshire, 336.
domesticus, Passer d., see Sparrow,

House-.
Dotterel, Colour of feet of nestling,

337. 364-
dougallii, Sterna, see Tern, Roseate.
Dove, Stock-, Speed of, 90, 93 ;

Recovery of marked, 328.
, Turtle-, North Sea Migrants,
8

;
Fledging-periods of, 60,

Speed of, 90 ; in Skye, 166
;

Movements of ringed, toabroad,
187 ;

Recovery of marked,
328 ; in Inner London, 356.

dresseri, Parus p., see Titmouse,
Marsh-.

Duck, Ferruginous, in Isle of Man,
21.

, Long-tailed, in Cornwall, 198.—-— , Scaup-, Movements of ringed,
from abroad, 185 ; in London,
3°4-

, Sheld-, Recovery of marked,

73» 32 5 .' Movements of ringed
to and from abroad, 175, 359 ;

Breeding in hollow tree in

Somerset, 202.

, , Ruddy, Unrecorded
specimen from Lancashire, 132.

Duck, Tufted, Movements of ringed,

to and from abroad, 184, 359 ;

Breeding in Oxfordshire, 234.

, White-eyed, see Duck, Ferru-

ginous.

Dunlin, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

Movements of ringed, from
abroad, 191.

, Southern, Movements of

ringed, to abroad, 191.

eburnea, Pagophila, see Gull, Ivory-.

Eagle, Golden, North Sea Mi-
grants, 9.

, Sea-, see Eagle, White-tailed.

, White-tailed, Overlooked
Buckinghamshire record, 202 ;

in Kent, 338 ; in Isle of Wight,

338, 362 ; in Devon, 362.

Egg within an Egg, 140, 170.

Eider, Common, in Isle of Man, 21
;

Recovery of marked, 74, 327.
Ellis, John C. S., Note on Willow-

Warblers utilizing materials
from nest of another species,

164.

Ellison, C. S. S., Note on Courting
Display of Song-Thrush, 55.

epops, Upupa e., see Hoopoe.
erythrinus, Carpodacus e., see Gros-

beak, Scarlet.

erythropus, Tringa, see Redshank,
Spotted.

eversmanni, Phylloscopus t., see

Warbler, Northern Willow-.
Evetts, Mrs. K. E., Note on

Pellets ejected by Insectivorous
Birds, 332.

excubitor, Lanius, see Shrike, Great
Grey.

faeroeensis, Capella g., see Snipe,
Faeroe.

Falcon, Peregrine, with five eggs,

133 ; Small Eggs, 227.
, Red-footed, in Norfolk, 349.

Falkener, Miss Ethel, Note on
Spoonbills in Carmarthen-
shire, 81.

ferina, Nyroca /., see Pochard,
Common.

Ferrier, Miss Judith M., Note on
Carrion-Crows attacking Squir-
rels, 129.
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fernigi nea, Casarca, see Duck,
Sheld- Ruddy.

Fieldfare, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

Speed of, 89 ; Late stay of, in

Norfolk, 106 ; Movements of

ringed, from abroad, 122, 358.
Finch, F. R., Note on Little Stint

in Surrey, 167.

Fincher. F., Notes from South
Staffordshire Sewage Farms,
l 93 1

^ 336
Firecrest, in Worcestershire, 302.

Flamingo, in Aberdeenshire. 307 ;

in Norfolk, 350.

flammeus, Asio /., see Owl, Short-
eared.

fiava, Motacilla f., see Wagtail,

Blue-beaded.
Flight-speeds of Birds, 86, 170, 220.

Flycatcher, Pied, North Sea Mi-

grants, 8.

, Red-breasted, Probable in

Bedfordshire, 54.
, Spotted, North Sea Migrants,

8 ; Movements of ringed, to

abroad, 121 ; Contests for

nesting-sites with Swallows,
171.

Fowl, Domestic, Egg within an egg.

140, 170.

frugilegits, Corvus f.. see Rook.
fulicarius. Phalaropus, see Phala-

rope, Grey.
fuligula, Xyroca. see Duck, Tufted.
Fulmar, see Petrel, Fulmar.
fusca, Oidemia, see Scoter. Velvet-.

fuscus, Larus /., see Gull, Scandi-
navian Lesser Black-backed.

G.idwall. Movements of ringed,
from abroad. 179 ; in Stafford-

shire. 336.
gallinago, Capella g., see Snipe.
Gannet, Movements of ringed, to

abroad. 186 ; in North Atlan-
tic, 156 ;

Recoveiy of marked.

3 2 7-

Garganey, in Lancashire. 103 ;

in Cornwall, 198 ; in Stafford-

shire, 336 ;
Breeding in Nor-

folk, 351.
Garnett, R. M.. Notes on Wax-

wings in Norfolk. 223 ; Great
Grey Shrike in Norfolk. 302 ;

Ruff in Norfolk in February.

3°5-
garrulus, Bombycilla. see Waxwing.

, Coracias g., see Roller.

gibraltariensis, Phcenicurus o., see

Redstart, Black.
Gilbert, Capt. H. A., Note on

Shoveler and Water-Rail breed-

ing in Herefordshire, 23.

glacialis, Fiilmarns g., see Petrel.

Fulmar.
Gladstone, Hugh S., Letters on

The Red-crested Pochard
(" Curtis' Duck "), 31 ; An
Egg within an Egg, 1 70 ; Notes
on Incubation-period of Golden
Plover, 82 ; Overlooked Buck-
inghamshire Sea-Eagle, 202.

glareola, Tringa, see Sandpiper.
Wood-.

Glegg, W. E., see Low, G.

Carmichael.
Goddard, T. Russell, Note on

Nightingale in Co. Durham, 56.

Godwit. Black-tailed, in Kent, 24 ;

in Orkney (with additions), 2S
;

in Suffolk, 169; in Durham.
195; in Devon in January,
338 ; in Anglesey, 303.

Goldfinch . Recoverv of marked.

47 ;
Speed of. 88.

Goosander, in Rent, 272.

Goose. Barnacle-, in Norfolk, 350 ;

in Devonshire, 363.

Gordon. Mrs. A. Seton. Note on
Turtle-Dove in Skye. 166.

. Seton, Note on a Ptarmigan's
Nest in long heather. 305.

Gosnell. H. T., Notes on Early
Nesting of Red-backed Shrike
in Rent. 102 ; Promiscuous
laying of Cuckoo, 132.

graba\ Fratercula a., see Puffin.

graclhii. Larus /., see Gull. British

Lesser Black-backed.

Graham. Jas. D. P.. Note on
Black-necked Grebe in Ayr-
shire, 24 ; Letter on numbers
of Smews near Glasgow, 32.
, Lieut. R. R., RA'., On a

remarkable action-photograph
of a Montagu's Harrier (Plate

1). 2 ; Letter on Chaffinches
caught in nest-lining. 60.
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gravis, Pujfiniis, see Shearwater,

Great.

Grebe, Black-necked, in Ayrshire,

24 ; in Inner London. 166, 356;
Breeding in Scotland, 308 ;

in Staffordshire, 337 ; in Nor-

folk in August, 351

.

, Great Crested
,
Enquiry ( 1 93 1 )

,

28 ; Nest of, appropriated by
Coot, 59 ; Notices re Enquiry,

162, 364.

Greenfinch. Speed of, 88 ; Move-
ments of ringed, to abroad,

117; Recovery of marked, 321.

Greenshank, in Surrey, 363.

grisens, Puffinus, see Shearwater,
Sooty.

Grosbeak, Scarlet, at Fair Isle, 25.

Grouse, Black, in Anglesey, 25.

, Red, Speed of, 220.

grylle, Uriag., see Guillemot, Black.

Guillemot, Black, in Kirkcud-
brightshire, 167.

-, Northern, Movements of

ringed, to and from abroad,

267, 360 ;
Recovery of marked,

33i-

, Southern, Movements of

ringed, to abroad, 267.
gularis, Cinclus c, see Dipper.

Gull, Black-headed, Ringed abroad
and recovered at Weston
super-Mare—a correction, 78 ;

Speed of, 90, 220
;

Rolling

eggs and other objects back
into the nest, 104 ; Movements
of ringed, to and from abroad,

250, 360 ;
Recovery of marked,

33i-
. British Lesser Black-backed,
Recovery of marked, 78, 331 ;

Movements of ringed, to

abroad, 260 ; Incubation- and
Fledging-periods, 310.

—.Common, Recovery of marked,

78 ;
Speed of, 90 ;

Movements
of ringed, from abroad, 256.

, Glaucous, in Galway in

August, 203.

, Great Black-backed, Preying
on Storm-Petrels, 60 ; Numeri-
cal Status in Devon, 136 ;

Movements of ringed, from
abroad, 264 ; Incubation- and

BIRDS.

Fledging-periods, 311; Re-
covery- of marked, 331.

, Herring-, Speed of, 91, 93,

220; Movements of ringed, to

,iikI from abroad, 259 ; Incuba-
tion- and Fledging-periods,

312; Recovery of marked, 331.
, Iceland. North Sea Migrants,

10 ; in Devon, 25.

, Ivory-, North Sea Migrants,

10.

, Little, in Cheshire, 24 ;

in Carnarvon, 136 ;
Move-

ment of ringed, to abroad,

250 ; in Middlesex, 272 ; in

Norfolk, 353.
, Scandinavian Lesser Black-
backed, Movements of ringed,

from abroad, 264 ; in Norfolk,

354-
gustavi, Anthus, see Pipit, Petchora.
halicetus, Pandion, see Osprey.

Hardiman, J. P., Notes on Oyster-
catcher and White Wagtails in

Middlesex, 24 ;
Large number

of Cormorants in Middlesex,

165 ; Little Gull in Middlesex,
272.
, , see Macpherson,
A. Holte.

Hardy, Eric, Notes on unrecorded
specimens of Eagle-Owl and
Ruddy Sheldrake from Lan-
cashire, 132 ;

Courtship of

House-Sparrow, 301.
Harrier, Montagu's, Action-photo-

graph of, 2 ; Movements of

ringed, to and from abroad,
i'75-

Harrison, Dr. James M., Letter,

An egg within an egg, 140 ;

Note on Two Historical Ken-
tish Specimens, 272.

Harrisson, T. H., On the Normal
Flight-speeds of Birds, 86

;

The Birds of Lundy Island

from 1922-1931, with special

reference to numerical fluctua-

tion, 212 ; Note on Fulmar
Petrel calling in flight, 166.

, , and Hurrell,
H. G., Note on Numerical
Status of Great Black-backed
Gull in Devon, 136.
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Hartley, P. H. T., Notes on
Spotted Redshanks in Corn-
wall, 167 ; Black Terns in

Cornwall in August, 167.

Hawfinch, in Perthshire, 22.

Hawk, Sparrow-, North Sea Mi-
grants, 9 ;

Feeding Habits,

151 ;
Hunting of the, 238 ;

Recovery of marked, 72, 325 ;

Breeding in Magpie's old nest

without addition, 335 ;
Taking

adult Lapwing, 350 ; Move-
ment of ringed, from abroad,

358-
Hawkins, L. A., Note on Coot

defending its nest, 272.

Heron, Common, Recovery of

marked, 72, 325 ; An Unre-
corded Herony in Cheshire, 81 ;

Speed of, 90, 171 ; Movements
of ringed, to and from abroad.

175 ; Systematic " Beating
"

by, 228.

Heronries," British Birds" Census
of. Supplementary Notes, 159.

hiaticula, Charadrius h., see Plover.

Ringed.
hibernans, Saxicola t., see Stonechat.
hirundn, Sterna h., see Tern,

Common.
Hobby. Field Habits and Nesting

of the, 142 ; Cries of, 200.

Holt, B, G., Note on Willow-
Warbler's nest in wall. 104.

I loopoe. Early in Cornwall, 28 ;

Nesting in Somerset, 164 ;

l.ate in Orkney, 227.
hortithuia, Emb&risa, see Bunting,

Ortola n.

Humphreys, G. R., Notes on Red-
backed Shrike in Co. Cork, 199 ;

Wryneck in Co. Clare, 200
;

Iceland Redwings in Ireland.

223 ; Madeiran Fork-tailed
Petrel in Ireland, 228.

H i'rrell, H. G., see Harrisson,
T. H.

/ivi iiuilis, Clangula, see Duck, Long-
tailed.

hyperboreus. Larns, see Gull, Glau-
cous.

hypoleuea, Muscicapa //., see Fly-
catcher. Pied.

hypoleucos, Tringa, see Sandpiper,
Common.

icterica, Bmbcrica, see Bunting,

Red-headed.
ignicapillus, Regains i., see Wren,

Fire-crested.

imrner, Colymbus, see Diver, Great
Northern.

Incubation-period of Marsh-Warb-
ler, 79 ; of Golden Plover, 82.

Incubation- and Fledging-periods
of Lesser and Great Black-
backed Gulls and Herring-
Gulls, 310.

intermedia, Porzana p., see Crake,
Bullion's.

interpres, Arenaria i., see Turnstone.
ispida, Alcedo a., see Kingfisher.

Jackdaw, North Sea Migrants. 10
;

Recovery of marked, 45, 319 ;

Note on the nesting, 53 ; Speed
of, 88, 171.

JoL RDAiN. Kkv. F. C. R., Notes on
Fire-crested Wrens in Hamp-
shire. 23 : the Red-headed
Bunting, 69 ;

Large Clutches
of Terns' Eggs, 82 ; Crossbills

Breeding in Dorset. Hampshire
and Surrey, 102 ; Review of

the Literature of the Cliaradrii-

fortnes from 1894-1928. 138;
Review of Beasts and Birds as

Form Bests, 274.

Kennedy. Rev. P. G., Note on
Little Stint in Co. Dublin in

February, 337.
Kestrel, North Sea Migrants. 9 ;

Recovery of marked, 72, 325 ;

Speed of, go ; Movements of

ringed, to abroad, 175 ; Breed-
ing in Inner London, 355.

King. E. I... Notes on Little Tern
in Surrey, 24 ; Sandwich Terns
in Surrey. 104 ; Letter on
Numbers of Smews in Suirev,

32.
Kingfisher. Recovery of marked,

7-2. 3*4-
Kirkman. F. B.. Note on Black-

headed Gulls rolling eggs and
other objects back into the
nest, 104.
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Kittiwake, Recovery of marked,

78, 331 ; in North Atlantic,

157 ; Movements of ringed, to

abroad, 264 ;
Breeding date

of, in Cornwall, 308.

Knot, Movements of ringed, from
abroad, 245.

kleinschniidti, Parus a., see Tit-

mouse, British Willow-.

Lack, David, Note on Alpine and
Rock Pipits in Cambridgeshire,
301.

lagopus, Buteo, see Buzzard, Rough-
legged.

lapponicus, Calcarius, see Bunting,
Lapland.

Lapwing, North Sea Migrants, 6
;

Recovery of marked, 75, 328 ;

Speed of, 90, 92, 220 ; Move-
ments of ringed, to and from
abroad, 188, 360.

Lark, Short-toed, at Fair Isle, 25.

, Sky-, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

Length of song, 26
;
Speed of,

20
;
Recovery of marked, 32 t.

, Wood-, Breeding in Cornwall.
198 ; at Isle of Man, 19.

Leach, E. P., see Witherby, H. F.

leucopsis, Branta, see Goose,
Barnacle-.

leucoptems, Larus, see Gull, Iceland.

lencorodia, Platalea I., see Spoonbill.

leucorrhoa, Oceanodroma, see Petrel,

Leach's Fork-tailed.
, CEnanthe ce., see Wheatear,
Greenland.

Lewis, Stanley, Notes on Hoopoe
nesting in Somerset, 164 ;

on Sheld-Duck breeding in

hollow tree in Somerset, 202
;

White-tailed Eagles in Devon,
362 ; Letter on Great Spotted
Woodpeckers boring in tele-

phone poles, 172.
limosa, Limosa I., see God wit,

I Mack-tailed.
Linnet, Recovery of marked, 47,

319 ;
Speed of, 88 ; Move-

ments of ringed, to and from
abroad, 117. 357.

Livens, H. M., Note on Woodchat
Shrike seen in Isle of Wight,
199.

BIRDS.

Lloyd, Bertram, Note on Fulmars
in Pembrokeshire, 81.

Lockley, R. M., On the Breeding
Habits of the Storm-Petrel,

with special reference to its

Incubation- and Fledging-

periods (Plate 4), 206 ; Incu-
bation-periods of Lesser and
Great Black-backed Gulls and
Herring-Gulls, 310 ; Notes on
Ortolan Bunting in Pembroke-
shire, 79 ; Black Redstarts in

Pembrokeshire, 80.

London, Inner, Birds of, 355.

longicaudus, Stercorarins, see Skua,
Long-tailed.

Longstaff, Dr. T. G., Records
from the North Atlantic, 1931,

156 ; Note on Fire-crested

Wren in Hampshire, 23.

Low, Dr. G. Carmichael, Notes
on Oyster-catcher in London,
135 ; Black-necked Grebe in

Inner London, 166 ;
Scaup in

Inner London, 304 ; Green-
shank in Surrey, 363.
,

, and Glegg, W. E.,

Note on Common Scoters in

Middlesex, 362.

Lundy Island, Birds of, from 1922-

193 1, with special reference to

numerical fluctuation, 212 ;

Birds of, 275 ; Woodcocks in,

276.

Macpherson, A. Holte, Birds of
Inner London, 355 ; Notes on
Grey Phalarope in Surrey,

203 ;
Grey Plover in Middlesex,

272.

, , and Hardiman,
J.R., Note on Rare Middlesex
Birds, 134.

macrura, Sterna, see Tern, Arctic.

Magpie, Recovery of marked, 45 ;

Speed of, 88, 220
;

Sparrow-
Hawk breeding in old nest
of, 33.5 ; in Norfolk, 345.

Magrath, Col. H. A. F., Letter on
Cormorants breeding in St.

James's Park, 171.
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Mallard, Display of. 12 ; Nest with

eggs in November, 23 ; Re-
covery of marked, 73, 325 ;

Movements of ringed, to and
from abroad, 177, 359.

Manx Ornithological Notes, J 929
and 1930, 18.

Mapleton-Bree, H. \\\, Letter on
Woodcocks in Lundy, 276.

marila, Kyroca, see Duck, Scaup-.

marinus, Lams, see Gull, Great
Black-backed.

Marked Birds, Recovery of, 45, 72,

319, 363-
, see Ringed Birds.

Marking Scheme. The " British

Birds," Progress for 1931, 286.

Makples, George, Experimental
Studies of the Ringed Plover.

—

The Retrieving. Recognition,
( nicntation and Rotation of

its eggs by the bird (Plates

2 and 3), 34 ; Notes on
Cuckoo's egg in nest of Reeve,

57 ;
Large clutches of Com-

mon Terns' eggs. 82 ;
Letters

00 Birds in Norfolk, 30 ; The
songs and cries of the Nut-
hatch. 107.

, B. J., Starling Roosts and
Flight-lines near Oxfoid, 314.

Martin. I louse-. North Sea Migrants,

g ;
Speed of, 89, 220 ; Move-

ments of ringed, to abroad,
12<S; in Devonshire in Jan-
uary, 274 ; in Devonshire in

Winter, 307 ; Recovery of

marked, 324; in Derbyshire,
in October. 33N.

, Sand-, Speed of, 89 ; Move-
ments of ringed, to abroad,
128.

Mathews, Gregory M.. Note on
White Stork in Hampshire.
362.

nuita t tmucus, Pu ffin us p., sec Shear-
water, Western Mediterranean.

Mayall. A., Note on Size of
C lutches of Nightingale. 79.

media, Capella, see Snipe, Great.
megarhyncha, Luscinia »/.. see

Nightingale.

melophilus, Erithacus r., see Robin.

merganser, Mergus m., see Goos-

ander.
Merganser, Red-breasted, Move-

ments of ringed, from abroad,

184.

Merlin, North Sea Migrants, 8

Recovery of marked, 72, 325
Taking young from nests, 303
Movement of ringed, from
abroad, 358.

merula, Turdus m., see Blackbird.

millaisi, Lagopus »;., see Ptarmi-
gan.

ininuta, Calidris, see Stint, Little.

minutus. Ixobrychiis m., see Bittern,

Little.

, Lams, see Gull, Little.

mitrains, Parus c, see Titmouse,
Crested-.

mollissima. Somateria, see Eider.

monedula. Colceus, see Jackdaw.
»iontaiius„ Passer >>/., see Sparrow,

•Tree-.

niontijringilla. FringiUa, see Bram-
bling.

Moorhen. Rearing four broods,
106

;
Using Blackbird's nest

for breeding, 16N ; Movements
of ringed, from abroad, 268.

morint Has. Charadrius. see J )otterel.

Murray, Captain D. K. Wolfe,
North Sea Migrants. 1930, 6.

musicus. Turdus. see Redwing.
Musselwhits, 1). W.. Note on

Nesting-habits of Marsh-Tit,

163.

no-riii. Locustella >/.. see Warbler,
Grasshopper-.

nebularia. Tringa. sec Oreenshank.
Nethersole-Thompson, Desmond,

The Field-habits and Nesting
of the ! lobby. 142.

Nicholson. K. M.. Supplementary
Notes on the " British Birds "

Census of Heronies. 159 ; Letter
on Charts for Ocean Observa-
tions. S4.

Nicholson-Smith, E. W.. Notes on
Coots appropriating nest of

Great Crested Grebe, 59 ;

Swallow's nest without mud,
80 ; Swallows ejecting House-
Sparrows, 131.
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niger, Chlidonias n., see Tern,

Black.
Nightingale, in Co. Durham, 56 ;

Size of clutches, 79 ; Pellets

ejected by, 332.
nigra, Oidemia n., see Scoter,

Common.
nigricollis, Podiceps n., see Grebe,

Black-necked.
nisoria, Sylvia, see Warbler, Barred.
nisus, Accipiter, see Hawk, Spar-

row-.

nivalis, Plectrophenax, see Bunting,
Snow-.

Norfolk, Birds in, 1930, 30 ; Orni-
thological Report for, 1931,
342.

North Sea Migrants, 6.

Nuthatch, British, in Durham, not
in Cumberland.—Correction,
28

;
Songs and cries, 70, 107 ;

in Cumberland, 79 ; in Dur-
ham, 203.

nyroca, Nyroca n., see Duck.
Ferruginous.

Obituary—John Hutton Stenhouse.
52.

obscurus. Pants c, see Titmouse,
Blue.

occidentalis, Prunella in., see Spar-
row, Hedge-.

Oldham, Chas., Letters on Lundy
Birds, 275 ; Colour of Feet and
Bill of Dotterel Chick, 364.

cedicnemus, Butlu mis, see Curlew,
Stone-.

cenanthe, CEnanthe, see Wheatear.
cenas, Columba, see Dove, Stock-.
olor, Cygnus, see Swan, Mute.
Oriole, Golden, in Roxburghshire,

25 ; in Norfolk, 345.
oriolus, Oriolus o., see Oriole,

Golden.
Osprey, in Norfolk, 58.
ostralegus, Hcematopus 0., see Oyster-

catcher.
otus, Asio 0., see Owl, Long-eared.
Ouzel, Ring-, Movements of

ringed, to abroad, 124.
Owen, J. H., The Feeding-habits

of the Sparrow-Hawk, 151 ;

Moorhen using Blackbird's nest
for breeding, 168 ; the Hunt-
ing of the Sparrow-Hawk, 238 ;

Notes on the nesting of the

Jackdaw, 53 ; on Peregrine

Falcon with five eggs, 133.

Owl, Barn-, Fledging-period of,

244 ;
Recovery of marked, 72,

325-
, Eagle-, Unrecorded specimen
from Lancashire, 132.

, Little, Recovery of marked, 72.

, Long-eared, Movements of

ringed, from abroad, 174;
Recovery of marked, 325 ;

Pellets ejected by, 332 ; Sounds
produced by, 361.
, Short-eared, North Sea
Migrants, 10

;
Breeding in

Essex, 58.

, Tawny, North Sea Migrants,

7 ;
Speed of, 90, 93 ;

Recovery
of marked, 325.

Oyster-catcher, in Middlesex. 24;
a Correction, 308 ;

Recovery
of marked, 74, 328 ; in London,
135 ; Movements of ringed,
to and from abroad. 1S8;
Speed of, 220.

palumbus, Columba, see Pigeon,
Wood-.

palustris, A otocephalus, see Warbler,
Marsh-.

parasiticus, Stercorarius, see Skua,
Arctic.

Parmenter, L., Note on the Birds
of Cornwall, 198.

Partridge, Speed of, 91, 220.

parva, Muscicapa., see Flycatcher,
Red-breasted.

pelagicus, Hydrobates, sec Petrel,
Storm-.

Pellets ejected by birds, 332. 364.
penelope, Anas, see Wigeon.
perdix, Perdix, see Partridge.
peregrinus, Falco p., see Falcon,

Peregrine.
Perry, R. K., Note on Stone-

Curlew in Lancashire, 135.
perspicillata, Oidemia, see Scoter,

Surf-.

Petrel, Fork-tailed, in Hertford,
229 ; in Dorset, 229 ; in

Devon. 229 ; in Kent, 229 ;

in Sussex, 229 ; in Somerset,
308 ; in Cheshire, 308 ; in

Norfolk, 351.
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Petrel, Fulmar, in Isle of Mar., 21
;

Nesting in East Ross-shire, 26 ;

Seen in Pembrokeshire, 81 ;

in Lancashire, 83 ; in Norfolk,

83 ;
Breeding in Ross-shire,

134; in North Atlantic. 157;
in Wigtownshire, 166

;
Calling

in flight, [66; in Cornwall,
308.

, Madeira n Fork-tailed, in

Ireland, 228.

, Storm-, Breeding-habits, 206
;

Incubation- and Lledging-
periods, 209.

petrosus, Anthus s., see Pipit, Rock-.
Phalarope, Grey, North Sea Mi-

grants, 7 ; at Isle of Man, 21
;

in Surrey, 203.
philomelus, Tuvdus ph., see Thrush,

Continental Song-.
phcenicurus, Phcenicurus ph., see

Redstart.
phceopus, Kumenius, see Whimbrel.
pica, Pica, see Magpie.
Pigeon, Wood-, Recovery of marked.

74, 328 ; Speed of. 90, 171,
220.

pilaris, TUrdus, sec Fieldfare.

Pintail, Movements of ringed, from
abroad, 184.

Pipit, Alpine, in Cambridgeshire.
30 r.

, Meadow-, North Sea Migrants,

7 ;
Recovery of marked. 48 ;

Movements of ringed, to and
from abroad. 120, 357.
, Petchora. at Fair Isle, 26.

, Richard's, in Gloucestershire.

301.
, Rock-, North Sea Migrants,
10; in Cambridgeshire. 301.
, Tree-, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

Movements of ringed, to abroad,
1 19.

platyrhyncha. Anas p., sec Mallard.
Plover. Grey, in Middlesex. 272.

, Golden. Incubation-period of,

82.

, Northern Golden. Movements
of ringed, from abroad. iSS,

360.
. Ringed. Retrieving. Recog-
nition, Orientation and Rota-
tion of its eggs, 34 ;

Recovery
of marked, 75, 328.

Pochard, Common, Movements of

ringed, to abroad, 184.

, Red-crested (Curtis' Duck),

pomarinus, Stercorarius, see Skua,
Pomatorhine.

Powell, T. G., Letter on the Speed
of Stone-Curlew. 108.

prcernium, Phylloscopus h.. see

Warbler, Veliow-browed.
pratensis, Anthus, see Pipit,

Meadow-.
Pring, Rev. C. J.. Note on Great

Spotted Woodpeckers boring
in telephone poles, 131.

Ptarmigan, Nest in long heather,

3<>5-

Puffin. Recovery ot marked. 78;
in North Atlantic, 158 ;

in

Buckinghamshire, 203 ; Move-
ments of ringed, to abroad,

267.

puffinus, Puffinus p.. see Shearwater,
Manx.

pugnax, Philomachus, see Ruff.

pygargus. Circus, see Harrier, Mon-
tagu's.

Ouail. in Gloucestershire. S3
;

Breeding in Denbighshire. 30O ;

in Norfolk in summer. 354.
qucrquedula, Anas, see Garganey.

Rail. Land-. Recent ly of marked,
78 ; Movements of ringed, to
abroad, 268 ; in Inner London,
356-
, Water-, Breeding in Here-
fordshire, 23.

RALES, P. G.. Manx Ornithological
Notes. 1929 and 1930, 18.

Raven. Recovery of marked. 319 ;

in Norfolk. 345.
Razorbill, Movements of ringed, to

abroad. 260 ; Recovery of

marked, 78, 331

.

Recovery of Marked Birds, 45, 72,
319-

Redbreast. see Robin.
Redpoll. Lesser, Recovery of

marked. 321.
Redshank, Common, Recoverv of

marked. 76. 329 ; Movements
of ringed, to abroad. 191.
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Redshank, Spotted, in Fifeshire, 26 ;

at Fair Isle, 26 ; in Cornwall,

167 ; in Durham, 195 ; in

Sutherland. 274.

Redstart, North Sea Migrants, 9 ;

Alighting on the sea, 80
;

Movements of ringed, to

abroad, 126
; Recovery of

marked, 50, 323 ; in Inner
London, 355.
, Black, at Isle of Man, 20

;

in Bedfordshire, 28
; in Pem-

brokeshire, 80.

Redwing, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

in Suffolk in July, 106 ; Move-
ments of ringed, from abroad,
124- 358.
, Iceland, in Ross-shire, 223 ;

in Ireland, 223, 228.

Reeve, Egg of Cuckoo, in nest of, 57.
regulus, Regulus, see Wren, Golden-

crested.

Reviews :

—

Memories of Fourscore Years
Less Two (1851-1929), 29.

Watchings and Wanderings
among Birds, 29.

Bird Life in Devon, 108.

The Literature of the Charadrii-
formes from 1894 to 1928,
138.

Nature Photographv, 169.
The Art of Bird-watching, 229.
A Bird-Painter's Sketch Book,

232.
The Birds of the Air or British

Birds in their Haunts, 232.
Nature by Night, 233.
The Grey Squirrel, 233.
Report of the Oxford Ornitho-

logical Society on the Birds
of Oxfordshire, Berkshire
and Buckinghamshire, 1930,
233-

Transactions of the Norfolk
and Norwich Naturalists'
Society for 1929-30, 234.

The London Naturalist for the
Year 1930, 234.

Cardiff Naturalists' Society,
Report and Transactions,
Vol. LXIL, 1929, 235.

Report on Somerset Birds,

1930, 235.

Report of the Cambridge Bird
Club, 1930, 235.

Report on the Birds of Wilt-
shire for 1930, 235.

Report of the Marlborough
College Natural History
Society for 1930, 236.

Eton College Natural History
Society Report, 1930-1, 236.

The Heron in Somerset

—

Supplement, 236.
Beasts and Birds as Farm

Pests, 274.
Atlas des Vogelzugs nach den

Beringungsergebnissen bei

palasarktischen Vogeln, 339.
richardi, Anthus v., see Pipit,

Richard's.

Richmond, W. K., A short account
of the present state of Bird-
life in the Teesmouth, 193.

ridibundus, Larus v., see Gull,

Black-headed.
Ringed Birds, Movements of, from

abroad to the British Islands
and from the British Islands to
abroad, no, 174, 245, 357.
, , see Marked Birds.

Ringers, Notice to, 129.
Ringing, Traps for Bird-, 204.
riparia, Riparia, see Martin, Sand-.
Ritchie, Dr. James, Obituarial

notice of John Hutton Sten-
house, 52 ; Note on Systematic
" Beating " by Herons, 228.

Riviere, B. B., Ornithological
Report for Norfolk for 1931,
342 ; Letter on An Omission
from a History of the Birds of
Norfolk, 276.

Roberts, B. B., On the Normal
Flight-speed of Birds, 220.

Robin, British, Recovery of
marked, 50, 51, 324; Move-
ments of ringed, to abroad, 126.

, Continental, North Sea
Migrants, 7 ; in Shetland, 168.

Robinson, H. W., Notes on
Garganey in Lancashire, 103 ;

Mortality among young Com-
mon Terns, 135 ; Letter on
Contests for Nesting-site be-
tween Spotted Flycatchers and
Swallows, 171.
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Robinson,H.W.,ami Savage, E. U.,

Note on Large Clutches of

Common Terns' Eggs, 104.
Roller, in Hertfordshire, 335.
Rook, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

Recovery of marked, 45, 319 ;

Speed of, 88, 91, 171, 220;
Movements of ringed, from
abroad, 1 13, 357.

Ross, Miss Winifred M., Note on
Incubation- and Fledging-
periods of the Tree-Creeper, 102.

Kowberry, E. C, Notes on
Carrion-Crows attacking Squir-
rels, 129 ; Teal breeding in

Middlesex, 134 ; W illow-Tit

breeding in Middlesex, 163.
rubecula, Erithacus r.. see Red-

breast, Continental.
rubetra, Sa.xicola r., see Whinchat.
Ruff, at Isle of Man, 21 ; in Middlesex,

1 34 ;
Early in Oxfordshire, 234 ;

in Norfolk in February, 305 ;

Probable breeding in Norfolk,

ifa,
Vtljma, Netta, see Pochard, Ked-

cresttd.

rustica. llirumlo r., see Swallow .

rusticoln. Scolopax. see Woodcock.

saiidvicensis. Sterna s.. sec Tern,
Sandwich.

Salmon, H. Morrkv, Letter on The
Manx Shearwater's Flea, 171.

Sanderling in Middlesex, 134.
Sandpiper, Common, Movements

of ringed, to abroad, 191 ;

Breeding in Bucks.. 234 : in

Inner London. 356,
, Curlew-, in Lancashire. 28.
, W ood-, in Kent in Spring, 60.

SAVAGB, Rbv. E. LL.see Robinson,
11. W.

schinrii, Calidris a., see Dunlin.
Southern.

scha nii /us. I'.mberiza, see Bunting,
Keed-.

schiruobcznus, Acrocephalus, see
W arbler, Sedge-.

Scone, Lord, Note on Hawfinch
in Perthshire. 22.

Scoter. Common, in Middlesex, 362.
, Surf-, North Sea Migrants, 9.
, Velvet-, on the Irish Coast
in Summer. 103 ; Inland in

Essex, 363.

senator, LontUS, see Shrike. W'ood-

chat.

serrator, Mergtis, see Merganser,
Red-breasted.

Seth-Smith, David, Note on Pro-

bable Red-breasted Flycatcher
in Bedfordshire, 54.

Shag, Recovery of marked, 74

;

Movements of ringed, to

abroad, 186.

Shearwater, in North Atlantic, 156.

, Great, in North Atlantic,

156 ; off Teesmouth, 194.
, Manx. Moult of, 169 ; Flea
of the, 171 ; Movements of

ringed, to abroad, 187 ; Re-
covery of marked, 327.
, Sooty, North Sea Migrants, 10.

, Western Mediterranean,
Moult of, 16S.

Shoveler, Breeding in Herefordshire,

23 ; Movements of ringed,
to and from abroad, 184.

Shrike, Great Grey, in Hampshire,
274 ; in Norfolk. 302 ; Pellets
ejected by. 332.
, Red-backed, in Fileshire, 26 ;

Early Nesting of in Kent. 102
;

Feeding Habits of. 10S
; in

Co. Cork, 199 ; Pellets ejected
by, 332-
, W'oodchat, seen in Isle of
Wight, 199.

sibilatrix, Phylloscopus s.. see Warb-
ler, Wood-.

Siskin. Movement of ringed, from
abroad, 357.

Skua, Arctic, in North Atlantic,

, Great, in North Atlantic,

158 ; in Teesmouth, 195.
, Long-tailed, in North Atlan-
tic, 158.

, Pomatorhine. in North At-
lantic, 158.

skua. Stercorarius. see Skua, Great.
Smew. Numbers of in Surrey and

near Glasgow, 32.
Smith. Stuart, Letter on Charts

for Ocean Observations, 83.
Snipe, Common. Recoverv of

marked. 76. 330 ; Movements
of ringed, from abroad, 245.
. Faeroe, Movements of ringed,
from abroad, 245.
, Great, at Fair Isle. 26.
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Song, Bird, Effect of severe

weather on, 97.
Speed, Flight-, of Birds, 86, 220.

.

, Normal Flight-, of Birds, 170.

Sparrow, Col. R., Note on Short-

eared Owl breeding in Essex,

58-

Sparrow, Hedge-, Recovery of

marked, 324.
, House-, Speed of, 88

;
Ejected

bv Swallows, 131 ;
Courtship

of, 301.

, Tree-, Recovery of marked,

47 ; Notes on, 278 ;
Songs and

Cries of, 332.
spermologus, Coloens m.,see Jackdaw.
spinoletta, Anthus, see Pipit, Rock-.
spinus, Carduelis, see Siskin.

Spoonbill, in Carmarthenshire, 81;

Movements of ringed, from
abroad, 175.

squutarola, Squatavola, see Plover,

Grey.
Starling, North Sea Migrants, 7 ;

Recovery of marked, 45, 46,

47, 319 ;
Speed of, 88, 93, 171,

220 ; Movements of ringed,
to and from abroad, 113, 357

stellaris, Botaurus s., see Bittern.

Stint, Little, at Fair Isle, 26 ; in

Surrey, 167 ; in Co. Dublin
in February, 337.

— , Temminck's, in Kent, 305.
Stone, N. K., Note on Roller in

Hertfordshire, 335.
Stonechat, Late in Orkney, 227 ;

Rearing three broods, 224 ;

Clutch of eight eggs, 224.
Stork, White, Movements of ringed,

from abroad, 175 ; in Aber-
deenshire, 307 ; in Hampshire,
362.

strepera. Anas, see Gadwall.
striata, Muscicapa s., see Fly-

catcher, Spotted.
subbuteo, Falco, see Hobby.
Swallow, North Sea Migrants, 9 ;

Nest without mud, 80
;
Speed

of, 89, 92, 220 ; Movements of

ringed, to abroad, 127 ;
Eject-

ing House-Sparrows, 131 ; Con-
tests for nesting-sites with
Spotted Flycatchers, 171 ; Size

of broods, 226 ; Late in Ork-
ney, 227 ; Recovery of marked,
324 ; in Norfolk in winter, 349.

Swan, Egg within an egg, 170.

-, Whooper,in Inverness-shire in

Summer, 26.

Swann, M. A., Letter on " Drum-
ming " of Great Spotted Wood-
pecker, 364.

Swift, North Sea Migrants, 8
;

Late in Warwickshire, 274 ;

in Derbyshire in October, 338.

sylvatica, Strix a., see Owl, Tawny.

tadorna, Tadorna, see Duck, Sheld-.

Tallis, T. R., Note on Mistle-

Thrush decorating nest with
feathers, 56.

Teal, Recovery of marked, 73, 326 ;

Movements of ringed, to and
from abroad, 179, 359 ; Breed-
ing in Middlesex, 134.

Teesmouth, Short Account of the
Present State of Bird-life in

the, 193.

temminckii, Calidris, see Stint,

Temminck's.
Temperley, George W., Notes on

Waxwings in County Durham,
269 ; The Dipper in County
Durham, 361

.

Tern, Arctic, in North Atlantic,

157 ; Movements of ringed,

from abroad, 249.
, Black, in Cumberland, 79 ;

in Worcestershire, 138 ; in

Cornwall, in August. 167 ;

in Suffolk, 169.

, Common, Recovery of

marked, 77, 331 ;
Large

clutches of eggs of, 82, 83 ;

Large clutches of eggs, 104 ;

Mortality among young, 135 ;

Speed of, 90, 220 ; Movements
of ringed, to and from abroad,
248.

, Little, in Surrey, 24 ; Move-
ments of ringed, to abroad,

249.
, Roseate, Breeding in Norfolk,

353-
, Sandwich, Recovery of

marked, 77, 330 ;
Breeding

in South Uist, 82 ; in Surrey,

104 ; in South Uist, 107 ;

Breeding in Teesmouth, 194 ;

Movements of ringed, to and
from abroad, 247, 360 ; in

Middlesex, 134.
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Terras, Miss Hilda, Letter on

Pellet ejected by Song-Thrush,

364- « i .

testacea,. Calidris, see Sandpiper,

Curlew-.
Tlirush, Mistle-, Decorating nest

with feathers, 56 ;
Speed of,

89 ;
Song of, 103 ;

Movements
of ringed, to abroad, 122.

, Song-, North Sea Migrants,

8 :
Recovery of marked, 48,

321 ;
Courting-display, 55 ;

Speed of, 89, 220 ;
Pellet

ejected by, 364.
.

, British, Movements
of ringed, to abroad, 122, 358.

. , Continental, Move-
ments of ringed, from abroad,

124, 348.
Ticehurst, Dr. N. F., Note on

Blackcaps nesting twice in one
season, 200.

tinnunculus, J-'alco t., see Kestrel.

Titmouse, Blue, Speed of, 89 ; Tear-
ing paper, 271 ;

Recovery of

marked, 32 1

.

— , Coal-, Brooding eggs of Bine
Titmouse, 54.

-
, Crested, Probable in Wilt-

shire, 84.— . Marsh-, Nesting-habits, 163 ;

Song-Period, 168.

. \\ illow-. Supplementary notes
on. $1 ;

Breeding in Middlesex.

163.

Todd, Lt.-Col. G. Eardley, Red-
headed Bunting in Orkney, 66.

Tomkinson, ('.., Notes on Clutch
of eight eggs of Stonechat,
2 24 ; Small eggs of Peregrine
Falcon. 227.

Ionia, Aha. see Razorbill.

torq nut it*, T unfits /..see Ouzel, King-.

torguilla, Jynx /., see Wryneck.
totantts, I ringa /.. see Redshank.
Tracy, X.. Note on Nuthatch and

Black Terns in Cumberland, 79.
tridactyla, Rissa t., see Kittiwake.
trivialis. Avthus /.. see Pipit. Tree-.

trochilus. Phylloscopus, see Warbler.
Willow-".

troglodytes, Troglodytes t., see Wren.
Turnstone in Middlesex, 134.
tm t nr. $lit ptopelia,see Dove,Turtle-.

ttrbica, Delichon. see Martin, House-.

vanellus, Vanellus, see Lapwing.
vespertinus, Falco, see Falcon, Red-

footed.

vidalii, Athene n., see Owl, Little.

viscivorus, Tardus v., see Thrush,
Mistle-.

vulgaris, Sturniis v., see Starling.

Wagtail, Blue-headed, in Lan-
cashire, 27 ;

Breeding in

Norfolk. 346.

, Grey, Speed of, 220 ; Breed-
ing in Norfolk, 347.
, Pied, Speed of, 89 ; Move-
ments of ringed, to abroad,
120 ; Nests destroyed by Grey
Squirrels, 130; Rapid nest

replacement, 130; Pellets

ejected by, 332.
, White, North Sea Migrants,

9 ; in Middlesex, 24 ;
Ringed

in Iceland and Reported at
Rockall, 27 ; Movements of

ringed, from abroad, 120;
in Middlesex, a correction,

308 ; in Staffordshire, 336.—— , Yellow, Speed of, 89.

Walklr. L. J., Notes on Mallard's

nest with eggs in November,
23 ; Black Grouse in Anglesey.

25-
Wallace, T. J., Note on Black-

tailed God wit in Kent. 24.

Wai.I'ole-Bond. John. Notes on
the Songs and Cries of the
British Nuthatch. 70 ; The
Breeding-habits of the Corn
Bunting (as observed in Sus-
sex), with some Notes on its

Song. Cries and General De-
portment, 292 ; Notes on the
Cries of the Hobby, 200

;

Alpine Accentors in Sussex,

225 ; The Song and Cries of

the Tree-Sparrow. 332 ;
Spar-

row-Hawk breeding in Magpie's
old nest without addition, 335 ;

Colour of feet of nestling
Dotterel, 337 ; The Sound
produced by the Long-eared
Owl, 361 ; Letter on Supple-
mentary Notes on the British
Willow Titmouse. 31.

Warbler. Barred, in Isle of Mav
and Suffolk. 228 ; in Norfolk.

347-
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Warbler, Eversmann's,at Fair Is. 26.

(
Garden-, Nesting in the Isle

of Man, 19 ; Movements of

ringed, to abroad, 122.

, Grasshopper-, Nesting in the

Isle of Man, 19 ; in Cornwall,

198 ; Pellets ejected by, 332.

Marsh-, Incubation-period of,

79-
, Northern Willow-, in Norfolk,

276.

, Sedge-, Pellets ejected by, 332.

, Willow-, North Sea Migrants,
S

;
Speed of, 89 ; Movements

of ringed, to abroad, 12T
;

Nest in wall, 164 ;
Utilizing

materials from nest of other
species, 164 ; in Gloucester-
shire in Winter, 271.

— , Wood-, Recovery of marked,
48 ; Movements of ringed, to
abroad, 121, 122.

, Yellow-browed, in Lanark-
shire, 26.

Watson, J. B., Note on Velvet-
Scoters on the Irish Coast in

Summer, 103.

Waxwing, in Norfolk, 223, 347 ;

Migration of, 223, 269, 303,

333 ; in County Durham, 269 ;

in Hants., 270 ; in Cheshire,

270 ; near Berwick, 270 ; in Kir-

cudbrightshire, 303 ; in West-
moiland, 303 ; in Cheshire, 303,

333 ; in Norfolk, 303 ; in Suffolk,

303; in Kent,303; in Hampshire,
303 ; in Co. Dublin, 303 ; in Fair
Isle, 333 ; in Aberdeenshire,

333 ; in Fifeshire, 333 ; in Flint-

shire, 333 ; in Yorkshire, 333.
Wheatear, Common, North Sea

Migrants, 8 ; Movements of

ri nged , to abroad,126; Speed of,

89, 220 ; Pellets ejected by, 332.
, Greenland, in Staffordshire,

337 ;
Probable, in Inner

London, 355.
\\ himbrel, Breeding in Inverness-

shire, 62 ; Movements of

ringed, from abroad, 245.
Whinchat, Early date in Ayrshire,

28 ; Movements of ringed, to
abroad, 126, 358 ;

Recovery of

marked, 323.
Whistler, Hugh, Note on Iceland

Redwings in Ross-shire, 223.

Whitethroat, Common, Movements
of ringed, to abroad, 122

;

Early nest in Norfolk, 273 ;

Pellets ejected by, 332.

, Lesser, North Sea Migrants,
8 ; in Cornwall, 198.

Wigeon, Movements of ringed, to

and from abroad, 182, 359 ;

Recovery of marked, 73, 326.

Wild, Oliver H., Note on Richard's
Pipit in Gloucestershire, 30 r.

Wilson, W., The Fledging-period
of the Barn-Owl (Plate 5), 244.

Witherby, H. F., Red-headed
Bunting, 67 ; Notice to Ring-
ers, 129 ; The " British Birds "

Marking Scheme. Progress for

1931,286; Notes on Crossbills

breeding in Hampshire, 163 ;

Richard's Pipit in Gloucester-
shire, 301.
,

, and Leach, Miss
E. P., Movements of Ringed
Birds from abroad to the
British Islands and from the
British Islands abroad. 110,

174, 245, 357.
Wood, A., Note on Hoopoe, Stone-

chat and late Swallow in

Orkney, 227.

, J. D., see Alexander, W. B.
Woodcock, Recovery of marked,

77> 33° ; Movements of ringed,

to and from abroad, 245, 3O0
;

in Inner London, 356.
Woodpecker, Great Spotted, at

Isle of Man, 20
;

Boring in

telephone poles, 131, 172;
Method of boring hole, 333 ;

"Drumming" of, 364.
, Lesser Spotted, in Cornwall,

198 ;
" Drumming," period of,

334-
Wren, Common, North Sea Mi-

grants, 7.

, Fire-crested, in Hampshire,
23 ; in Norfolk, 347.
, Golden-crested, North Sea
Migrants, 9 ; in Inner London,
102 ; Late nesting of, 138.

Wright, W. A., Note on Velvet-
Scoter inland in Essex, 363.

Wryneck, in Co. Clare, 200 ; Late
in Surrey, 228.

yarrellii, Motacilla a., see Wagtail,
Pied.
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